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PREFACE

The theoretical Introduction with which the First

Edition of this book openqpl has been omitted in the

Second, certainly not from any disregard of a most

important branch of dramatic gfudies, but in order

to make room for a more ample treatment of various

passages in the body of the work This has been

revised throughout, and in parts rewritten It has,

however, seemed well to leave the plan of the

whole unaltered, and ?o abstain from re-casting either

general or particular conclusions, except when they

have been modified by maturer consideration

•My sincere thanks are due to the numerous friends

who have given me voluntary help towards this nevr

Edition by information, criticism, and encourage-

ment—three forms of literary liberality and goodw'ill

which, as my experience during the last quarter of

the century has proved to me, are very commonly

associated with one another The shortcomings,

avoidable or unavoidable, in such a book as this,

rarely remain a secret to its author,—even in his

younger days
,
but (if I may venture to mention one

name in the place of many) the stimulus to effort

conveyed by such criticisms as those which the late
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Professor F. T. Palgrave found time to bestow,

both publicly and privately, upon the Fir^t Edition

of this History^ remains invaluable to a student,

however imperfectly he may have succeeded in

turning the criticisms themselves to account

I have endeavoured to* make use of such of the

publications on English dramatic literature as have

appeared since the issue of the First Edition of this

work, and among these I have freely availed myself

of the treasures of that great store-house of English

literary as well as historical lore, the Dichonary of

National Biography, I desire to repeat here the

expression of my fegret that my Fourth Chapter

should have passed through the press before

vol li of the Dictionary had appeared, containing

its present editor Mr Sidney Lee’s masterly mono-

graph on Shakspere

Manchester,

July^ 1898

A W WARD
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ENGUSH

DRAMATIC LITERATURE

CHAPTER I

THE ORIGIN OF THE ENGLISH DRAMA.

The purpose of these volumes is tolsketch the history of Scope md
English Dramatic Liteiature from its beginnings to the

close of the reign of our last Stuart sovereign It has at

no time entered into my design to rewrite what for different

sections of this period has been already written by more

competent hands—^the Annals of the English Stage

But with leference both to the times before the Stuart

Restoration; and to so much of those ensuing upon that

transaction as falls within my limits; I shall seek to bear in

mind the organic connexion between our dramatic literature

and Its pioper vehicle of presentment—the national theatre

Such contributions to our drama as seem unworthy of

^ Theiate Mr-^J Payne Collier lived to publish, in a second edition

of Ins Htsiory ofDramatic Poetry and Annals of the English Stage (3 vols ),

iirst put forth in 1831 The proved fictitiousness of some of the statements

contained m this book cannot deprive it of its general value for students of

our drama , and I am bound once more to acknowledge my own numerous

obligations;, more especially m the earlier passages of the present work,

to a wnter whose name, for better and for worse, must remain inseparably

connected with, 4he records of this branch of English literature Of

Mr F G Chronicle Htsiory of the English Stage, (1890),

on the other hand, as of companion books by the same author, time may be

trusted to digest some of the conclusions, without in any way impairing

the c' e^it due to single-minded candour and indefatigable research Among
othei chronicles of the English theatre, Genesfs latter day dramatic Fasti

{Sou>^ Account of the English Stage from 1660-1830, 10 vols, 1832) stand

nnnvalled as the consistent execution of a comprehensive scheme

VOL. L B
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a place m our litciary history will accoidingly be noticed

only where they obviously illustrate particular tendencies,

styles or fashions m the art to which it was their pretension

to belong The peiiod of the English drama which preceded

Its coalescence with the general progress of our literature

will be treated as summarily as possible
,
while (not withoi t

regret) the attempt will b^ foregone to present even an

outline of those later periods in which, taken as a whole,

the efforts of our dramatic poets continued estranged from

their legitimate means of exposition Thus the question

whether an estrangement which has been anything but

uninterrupted is likely to prove permanent, cannot here be

so much as discussed Within the limits indicated, how-

ever, there lies a field wide and varied, as it seems to me,

beyond parallel This field I shall attempt to survey, so

far as possible, in the order of chronological sequence, though

with a certain allowance of freedom m the arrangement

demanded by the mass of material Instead of seeking

to lay down critical laws, I shall hope to make the founda-

tions on which any laws of the kind must rest more plain

and palpable to the students of the particular dramatic

hteiature of which it is my purpose to treat Ben Jonson,

rare among artists if only because he is almost as well worth

listening to when he discusses the theory of his art as when
he illustrates it Ri practice, observes with truth that ‘ before

the grammarians or philosophers found out their laws, there

were many excellent poets that fulfilled them^’ Code
and actions stand in an inseparable relation to one another

The continuous summary attempted in these pages^will, it

IS hoped, help to show how the practice of our English

dramatic writers evolved itself out of the relations between

their individualities and the rational canons or conditions of

the particular liteiary form within which their creations

moved and had their being Neither, however, will my
sketch pretend to ignore the successive relations of the

dramatic to other contemporary branches or species of our

national liteiature , and I should be false to the experience

of a lifetime, were I to shrink from marking where it seems

^ Dtscovenes (Sophocles)
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to call for notice the influence exercised upon our dramatic

literature by the general progress of our national life and
history, of which in its turn that literature has formed so

memorable a part

The mam source of the modern drama, of which the

English IS a branch laden with fruit, lies outside the domain

of literature It springs, as indeed does that of the drama
at large in so far as we are acquainted with its beginnings,

from popular religious worship
,
and to trace this process of

derivation in the instance of the English drama and of the

Chiistian worship of our forefathers, must be the mam task

of the present chapter But tha> mistake of pushing a truth

— or a theory founded on truth—too far may be avoided at

the outset by remembering that other elements prepared

the way for our English drama, or had a share m its early

history These were in part purely literary, m part at all

events connected with literary pursuits or with the profession

of literary accomplishments

Nothing that has had a real life in literature wholly dies

Although it was not until a relatively advanced period of

the history of the modem, including the English, drama

that the dramatic writings of classical antiquity came to

exercise a direct influence upon it, a few stepping-stones

lead across from the lingering reminiscences of the one to

the unconscious beginnings of the other The early religious

dramas based immediately upon classical examples are

essentially literary effoits—things of the school, not of life

There seem^ no necessity for reckoning ahiong these the

pre-Christian ’E^aycoy?} {Exodus) of the Jewish poet Ezechiel

(probably between 0,00 and 100 B C ) ,
for this dramatic

version of the scriptural narrative of Moses leading the

Chosen People out of Egypt, although written in Greek,

is apparentlyfcnot a direct imitation of any classical model ^

Coming to Christian times, we are met, fiom the fourth or

fifth century onwards, by instances of dramatic compositions

1 The fragments presetved by Eusebius and St Clement of Aleacafadna

have been edited by Gaisford and Dobner , and the accepted cntical view

of the piece is that ofJ M Phihppson’s essay on J^zechtel and Philo (Berlin,

1830). See Du Menl, Ongtnes Latims du Tkedire Moderate (1849), n a note*

Mam and
subsidiary

elements m
the souices

of the Eng-
lish drama

Eaily
Chnsitan
dramas
based
directly

upon
classical

models
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by Christian writers following classical examples An
Apollinaris, who has been rightly or otherwise identified

with the heretical bishop of Laodicea (370 c), wrote

tragedies and comedies modelled on Euripides and

Menandei—m all piobability for scholastic use^ They

must have been of much the same cast as a celebiated

extant work, the Xptcrroj
,
and, indeed, Apollinaiis

was variously credited with the authorship of an earliei

tragedy on the Passion of Christ, and with that of the

work which has been actually preserved under that title

But this latter has been more persistently attributed to

St Gregory the Nazianzene, who died about 390 No more

venerable and no more attr^ictive figure is to be found among
the Fathers of the Church than

‘Blest Gregory, whose patnarchal height

Shed o’er the eastern sphere celestial light®’,

but the supposition seems untenable that he was the author

of this well-known piece. It has also been assigned to

another Gregory, called of Antioch , while John Tzetzes,

who was active as a writer at Constantinople in the first

quarter of the twelfth century, has been thought to have

composed the epilogue, and further to have been author of

the entire play. Its language and metrification are no

doubt held to point unmistakeably to the period of the

twelfth century as the time of its composition But^con-

jecture seems now to have settled preferentially upon

Theodore Piodromos, a prolific Byzantine htiirateur of the

earlier part of tjie centuiy, known in religion Hila^jxon, as

the author of the Xpiorbs which first became known
to the Western world through its edttto frtnceps^ printed in

Jlomem 1542®. The introductory lines, which profess to

^ W«lcker, Dte gruchtschm Tr^gtdtm) See* (Bonn» 1841), ui 133a, Dli

and aote
’ * See Bishop Ken^s Dedication of his Bymm It is noticeable that

Ken, who loved to trace analogies between his own expenences and
wnhngs’Jand tM)se of the IPkther, makes no' reference to the tiagedy
^ The of J, G Brambs (Leipzig, 1885) contains, together with

other mefnl master, st long list of the passages and phiases borrowed by
the aothor pf ihp tragddy Irpm^Lycpphron aad Aeschylus, and above aU
iQrom Endpide^,
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be wiitten by ‘ Gregory the Divine/ state the object of the

work to be to narrate, ‘ after the manner of Euripides/

the Passion which redeemed the world. The action of the

play Itself revolves round the figure, constant through the

changes of surrounding scene, of the Virgin Mother of God
A Chorus and Messengers take part in the Greek manner m
the dialogue of this tragedy, bi3t, apart from the fact that it

lacks the lyrical element, the expositions of the Divine

(©eo^oyo?) in the latter part of the piece show its aims to

have been essentially didactic. In short, it is a ihetorical

exercise in Eunpidean diction, animated by religious

enthusiasm, but intended for the closet and not for the

stage ^

These are the only Greek plays preserved to us in whole

or in part, or remembered by name, as connecting the ancient

classical with the modern religious drama To what extent

Greek classical tragedy continued to be performed in the

public theatre even after the Christianisation of the Empire,

is a question which may be left aside heie By the side of

the masterpieces of the Greek tragic drama Latin comedy^

which was itself deiived Jfrom the only spedes of Greek

comedy admitting of transplantation from Greek soil ^ was
thought capable of adaptation by early Christian writers.

To the fourth century of our era (as the best authorities

^ The Xpiffrbs vdcrx^uv must have suggested to Hugo Grotius something

more than the title of his Chnstus Pattens (1617) ,
but this tragedy, in which

the Redeemer Himself is the starting-point as well as the central figure, is

executed on mdependent lines As to George Sandys’ English version of

the ChfHsius Pattens^ published in 1640, and as to MilV)n’s idea of a drama

on the same subject, see mfra^ vol 11

^ A Clytaemnestm is mentioned as dating from about the sixth century

of our era, to which likewise belongs a curious early instance of a play with

a political purpose—a ‘ tragedy * addressed to the Emperor Anastasius by

the grammanan Timotheus of Gaza on the subject of a tax on industnes

called xp^a&pyvpov Welcker, u s, 1331 , Du Mdnl, « a, 10 note

a Ihe Ludvts^septem Saptentmm, attnbuted, apparently on unsatisfactory

grounds, to the celebrated descriptive poet ofthe fourth century,D Magnus

Ausonius, IS passed by, as being, according to Teufiel, Geschtchie der

rdmtschen Ltiercdur (1870), p 872, * a sort of a puppet-play, in which, after

a Prologus and Ludius (actor), the Seven Wish Men in succession come on

the stage and repeat their proverbs (Solon being the most long-winded),

and in conclusion demand a Plmdtte ’ As to the Deltrus (thfc Idtoi) of Accjns

Paulus nothing seems to be known.
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eioJus seem to agree) belongs the Querohis, which, although m its

Piologue distinctly announced as an adaptation of the

AtClularta of Plautus, was pertinaciously fathered upon

Plautus himself from the days of John of Salisbury to

those of Salmasius This comedy, of course, conveys the

familiar lesson of ‘ the biter bit ’ through an ingenious plot^

but, whether or not the influence of Chiistian sentiment be

tiaceable in the merciful conception of the close of the

action, there seems every indication that the work was

composed for the closet only^
omedtesof But of the Christian scholastic drama leaning (though in

this instance ostensibly fai more than in substance) upon

classical Latin models, the ^nost notable eaily examples are

furnished by the ' comedies ^ of Hrotsvitha, the Benedictine

nun of Gandersheim in Eastphalian Saxony The ancient

leligious foundation to which she belonged had been lenewed

in the middle of the ninth century by the ancestor of the

great Saxon house to which the German kingdom owed its

solid establishment and the Roman Empire its pretended

restoration She lived herself in the latter part of the tenth

century, and had a share of her own in the spiritual revival

associated with this most memorable epoch of Geiman
history She sang the praises of Otto the Great, and com-

memorated the ortgtnes of the foundation over which seveial

princesses of his house presided, although there is no groof

of her own connexion with Ludolfs line The avowed

object of her dramatic compositions, which as a matter of

course were written in Latin, was to impart a fresh vitality

to the traditions^of the Chnstian Church by pre^entin^them

in the framework, with occasional leminiscences of the

phraseology, of a classical author whose fame was still

fresh. The endeavour to serve the ends of religion by
the means of art was characteristic of the Order to which

the pipus Hrotsvitha belonged ^
, nor is it surprising that

she should have had recourse to the particular writer whom

1 See the ajjAlysjs in Klein, Gesehudite des Dramas (Leipzig, 1863-
iiu ^38-^431 Tenffel, 118-9

^ the chutdi-jDimsic^of the Church ot Rome is said by Southey (JLtfi of
Wlesl^^ u* 11*7) to be due to the Benedictines
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she professed to imitate It was the good foitune of Terence

to lead a charmed life in the darkest ages of learning, through

the couise of which his works survived under the safe

guardianship of monastic libraiies^ Hiotsvitha, however,

borrowed from Terence merely the general form of his plays,

without adopting even his metre
, while she both distinctly

and of avowed purpose reversed the tendency of his plots

Such an incident, e g , as the conversion of Thais in hei

PaphnuUus^ would have been purely unintelligible to the

Roman writei The six plays of Hrotsvitha are dramatised

legends of Christian martyrdoms and miraculous conver-

sions, nor can she be supposed to have puisued any design

beyond that of conveying strong religious impiessions by

means of examples shining as brightly as the illuminations

in her Breviary Where, as in her drama of Fides^ Spes et

Charttas^ her characters bear abstract names, it is simply

that the sentiments uttered by them specially illustrate their

designations Deficient neither in literary ability noi in

occasional pathetic power—and even, as in Dtilcihus^ con-

descending to an approach to farce—she displays an in-

tuitive knowledge of dramatic effect which is under the

circumstances singularly Remarkable Whether she evei

consciously or unconsciously thought of the possibility of

her plays being acted, it is idle to conjecture ^
,
as a matter

of fact they were doubtless read aloud or recited by the

nuns of her convent, very likely on occasions appropiiate

to their particular themes, but most assuredly without any

anticipatory design of educational Terentian or quasi-

Tererrtiaii perfoimances^

^ This fact was noted by Joseph Hunter m his treatise on English

Monastic Libraries (1831) Hrotsvitha herself says *—

* Sunt etiam

Qui, licet aha gentihum spernant,

Terentii tamen fragmenta frequcntius lectitant*

It was remarked of the famous Archbishop Bruno, the brother of Otto the

Great, that when as a youth he read the comeies of Terence, he never

smiled at the laughable passages, his attention being wholly absorbed by the

beauty of the form Cf Giesebrecht, Geschtchie der dmtschen Katserzeit, J 320

= As du Mdnl points out, p 19, Hrotsvitha accumulates the most difficult

problems of stage-business as well as the most revolting situations to such

a degree as to render any such supposition highly improbable

® Hrotsvitha's comedies, after being edited with most of her other works
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Such convents as Gandersheim weie anything but isolated

fiorh contact with the outer world, and the example of

Hrotsvitha could haidly fail to become known and to be

followed Apait from unauthenticated rumour as to the

existence of Old-Fnsian monastic comedies at an even

earlier date (ninth centuiy), there is every reason for con-

cluding that the comedies of Hrotsvitlii by no means

remained a solitary phenomenon Insufficient attention

has perhaps been paid, in broader surveys of the history of

European civilization, to the simultaneous revival of classical

study and religious life in the middle of the tenth century

The centre of this movement was the school at the Emperor’s

Court, an institution of Ch^,rles the Great restored by Arch-

bishop Bruno of Cologne, Duke of Lothaiingia, under the

protection of his brother Otto the Great, and hence it

spread through the monastic schools of the Empire on

either side of the Rhine ^ It was the age when German

kings once more dreamt of a world-empire consecrated by
the Church

,
and the tendencies encouraged by both powers

rapidly communicated themselves to neighbouring lands.

Thus the Benedictine monk Notker Labeo (who died m
J05J2), the most celebrated teacher of the school belonging

to the monastery of St G^^llen, enumerated among the works

‘expounded’ or edited by him, apparently in a mixture

of original and the vernacular tongues, the Andria of

Terence He can hardly have failed to impait a Christian

by the celebrated humanist Conrad Celtes in 1501, and byH L Schurzfleisch

in X707, have been translated into French by A Magnm in 1845 (with

Introduction and Noftes), and into German by Bendixen m 1858 Afi ample
analysis of her comedies will be found m iClein, m 648-754 Her works
were published in a complete edition by K A Barack (NQrnberg, 1858)

As to J Aschbach’s attempt to prove her works forgenes, refuted by
fe, Koepke, cf Wattenbhch, DeHischland!s Ge&chtchtsquellen tm MUielolter^

fifth edition 1885, i 314 note As to her connexion with the general

activity m the ecclesiastical world of Saxony to which she belonged^ see
O, V Hememann, Gmhtckie von Btaunschwetg und Hatmifuer^ 1 15a seqq
Hallana directed the attention of English readers to her in the first chapter

of his" Liteminre of Europe At the beginning of A Cohn’s BhJifk^edre tn

G^rmmy ti86si the mevitabie Shakesperean parallels are,suggeste(ffto certain

passages in hit comedies A Terentms Cknstmntts, uipote Comoedho Socns
was published at Cologne

^ See Glesebtt^t,^ der deutsdim Kotserjeed^ i* 329
^ See Heybr Knonau’s notice of this Kotker (to be distinguished
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colouiing to his ‘ exposition \ although there may have been

other ecclesiastics who, anticipating the spirit of the Renas-

cence rather than following that of their own age, made no

attempt to utilize their adaptations or imitations of classical

examples for a religious end

With the Norman Conquest the literary tendencies and Possible

impulses to which I have adverted very possibly found their

way across the sea, and as the English monasteries soon

began to be filled with French, it would be no violent England

assumption to suppose that Latin religious dramas treating

of the legends of saints and martyrs, after the fashion of

Hrotsvitha’s comedies, should likewise have found their way
there. The lecitation of these p?ays, from which to their

performance the step, whenever it was first taken, was easy

enough, would in the first instance find its natural place,

as it had at Gandersheim or at St G'^illen, in the educa-

tional life of the children committ^ to the care of the

religious foundations Thus the -legends of the patron^

saints of boys and girls, St Nicholas and St Catharine,

might a priori be expected to have met with ihe predilec-

tion which in the case of^the former they are known to

have commanded^ A possible genesis, to say the least,

from the earlier Balbulus Notker, the author of the * Sequences,' who
taught at the same school) m AUgemetne deuische Btographte, vol xxlv

^ Thus, in the twelfth century, Vrtalis Blesensis (of Blois) reproduced in

elegiac ^erse the substance of the QueroluSj already mentioned, and of the

Amphttruo of IPlsiixtMS leuffel, « 5,118-9 The same writer was probably

the author of the Comoedta BubtomSi a purely literary effort in Latin distichs,

but dramatic 111 form This, together with his comic narrative poem of the

Geta, IS printed >n Wright’s Early Mysfenes and other haitn Poems of the

Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries, v

* Geoffrey's contemporary and compatriot Hilanus, to whose Uturgical

mysteries reference will be made below, wrote a Ludus super honta

S Nicolai^ wh|ch ten Bnnck, 11 247, describes as e^ibiting altogether the

character pf a scholastic drama Though in certain respects resembling the

inoie elaborate productions of its author, it is in fact little more than

a dramatic anecdote, and certainly less inspiring than any of those

expounded by IJrotsvitha. Not less than four of the religious plays, m the

Orleans M3 , .occupy themselves with the miracles of St Nicholas , but

although th€ H3* Jselpngs to the thuteenth century, the plays which are

of monastic origin and display a smattering of scholastic learning, were
probably writi?Sum the twelfth ^See A.W Pollard^ English Mtrade Plays^

Moredtkes and Interludes (i^po), Introd, xvu All of'these plays, together

with 'Hilanus' version gf the stoiy treated by one of them, are

du Mdnl> 254 seqq
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accordingly suggests itself for the Ludtis de S Kaiharina^

to be again mentioned below, which the Norman Geoffiey,

aftewards Abbot of St Albans, caused to be lepiesented

at Dunstable some time before the year iiio, and which

IS the earliest play of any kind known by name to have

been acted in England This play is indeed usually

held to have been written in French
,
but I must confess

myself still unconvinced by the arguments that have

been advanced in favour of this supposition It is of

course conceivable that vernacular leframs were mixed
with a Latin text^ As to the geneial character of this

play of St Catharine, it is tiue that Matthew Pans, writing

about the middle of the thirteenth century, classes it with

the miracle-plays * commonly so called’ of his own day, but

he IS unlikely to have intended any precise definition That
‘choral copes’ were boirowed for the purposes of the per-

formance, IS hardly decisive of its character
,
more to the

purpose, if a seventeenth-century statement could be con-

sidered authoritative, would be the dictum of Bulaeus, the

historian of the University of Pans, that the production was
in accordance with University custom The circumstance

that Geoffrey was at the time only expectant of clencal

oflSce, adds to the uncertainty of the natuie of the play

which he put forth or brought out In any case, we do not

possess this crucial Ludus de S Kaiharina^ and are there-

fore unable to determine whether it was a belated specimen
of the literary monastic drama, or whether is was aheady
cast in the broader mould of the popular miracle-plays, of

which several Latin examples are extant from the same
century^

As lu some of the plays of Hilanus, and m an early Gepnan religions
play of about the same penod on the subject of St Maiy Magdalene
Wtildcer has suggested (m a review of the first edition of this book) yet
another possibility

j viz that ^ the play ’ was merely a pa«itominie, intended
as an accompaniment to the reading aloud of the legend

See Collier, ii, 56,
note There appears to have been an old ]Prench

Mfslm SmnU Cathe7^mi of quite uncertain date As to the legend
of St. Ca^^e and its popularity ni the Middle Ages see Jusserand,
Mi$iQpi'0 du Peuple jingljaiSf des Ortgtms a la Renatssaffce

47? , Among the ^tergrowths of what I have called the
liteiaty ihOimsUC'diama to be found in Anglo*Nortnan literature may perhaps
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While it would be useless to speculate further on the
probable character of an extinct effort, and wholly futile to

dogmatise on a merely alternative solution of the problem
which the mention of it suggests, one inference may safely be
drawn from the preceding data The religious drama may
have been to some extent cultivated in oui Englishmonasteries
during the period succeeding updh the Norman Conquest as
a growth directly traceable to the influence of Greek and
Roman literature That influence, as exerted in the present
connexion, cannot at the most be regarded as other than
altogether subsidiary, but even so the fact is not to be over-
looked, that It was precisely the class to whose fostering caie
the actual beginnings of our popular drama will hereafter be
shown to have been due,

—
^viz the ecclesiastics—which had

not altogether lost sight of the examples of dramatic com-
positions handed down to them fiom the literatures of
ancient Greece and Rome.

It would be misleading to suggest that in our English No^nghsh
liteiature before the Norman Conquest there existed any
dramatic impulses or tendencies which might have met half- before the

way such isolated influences^of the study of classical models
as have been described above The dialogue often forms
the fiist step towards the drama but no application of
this pioposition IS possible with regaid to the dialogue-

literature which has come down to us from the so-called

Anglo-Saxon times, whether the works comprised in it

are translated or (more or less) original When King
Alfred interpreted for his people the lofty wisdom of the

Consolditon ofPhilosophy of Boethius, his object was purely

didactic, in the highest sense ofthe term This famous book
is an argumentative colloquy, interspersed, after a fashion

which peculiarly commended it to our English ancestors,

with quasi-Iyncal passages
,
the personages carrjnng on the

be included the two allegorical dramas of' Gmllaume ' Herman and 'Etienne
*

Langton, referred to below in another connexion For other Latin plays of

the same descnption see Wright, u, s
' See below, on the growth of comedy, more especially in Italy and

in England As tn moie primitive times, M Jusscrand, « P 13, bas
well brought out the dramatic element in early Insh poetry, while showing,

p 77, the absence of it from t^e Anglo-Saxon dialogues
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dialogue are, witla the exception of the author himself,

abstractions—Wisdom, the Reason and the Mind In the

Dialogues of Gregory the Great, which at the wise king^s

behest Bishop Weifiith of Worcester abridged in a vei-

nacular version, the recital of the legends of Italian saints

finally tapered off into an elaboration of the doctrine «of

Purgatory. Nor is there ^ny dramatic element m either

of the two fragments of a poem on Christ and Satan which
used to be regarded as foiming an integral part of Csedmon s

Paraphrase. The earliei of these, indeed, I only mention,

because a special tieatment of its theme (the descent of

Christ into hell), taken from the apocryphal Gospel of
Ntcodemus, played so important a part in the mystery-

drama^. The much briefer fragment attached to it adds

a species of anecdote to the dialectical episode of the

temptation of Christ by Satan Again, the very curious

series of dialogues between Salomon and Saturnus^ of which
the origin seems traceable to ancient Scandinavian usage,

proceed no furthei than a contention—^an alternation of

question and answer, or assertion and countei-asseition,

between the representative of biblical wisdom and the

mouthpiece of old-world love or mother-wit ^ So, too, m
the Anglo-Saxon version of the theme which in Middle-
EngJish literature appeals under the well-known designation

of The Debate of the Body and the Soul there is really no
debate at all, but rather a mixture of simple narrative and
apostrophe ^ Even the Anglo-Saxon Passion of St. George,

^ This fragment xs not in dialogue Even a much later poem on the same
subject, belonging*"to the reign of Edward II and probably Written time
after the theme had been dramatically treated as a mystery, is described, as
* not a dramatic piece, but a mere poem in dialogue ’ (Wnght, Iniroductton to

ChesUr Plays, Shakesp Soc Publ , 1843, p xiv See^0 Reliquiae Aniiquae,
1 253 } and cf. ten Bnnck, u s

, 1. in
, 11 ja5i|,

® Saturn here takes the place of Marcul;^ the usual Teutonic champion
in these wit*.combats, who also appears asi Malcon or Marcol m Old
Erench popular literature, and is cited by Rabelais S8e Jusseiand, u s,

uote
® See The Departed Souts Address to the Body in J H Kemble*s Poetry

of the Code» Pemllensts, mth an English Translation (pnnted for the JEIfric
Society,, 1843), In Part I {The Condemned Soul) the Soul addresses the •

Body, which can return to it no answer, consolation, or comfort j in Part tl

{7^ Blfss&i Sotil’ji vessel of day, which long ago> bore the ndvf
emancipated sonitr remains^ likewise mute
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lively as is the combination of relation and dialogue

presented 111 it, can at the most be regarded as having

fostered traditions afterwards utilised for a popular miracle-

play, without really containing any dramatic elements of

its own^ These instances must suffice in illustration

of^the futility of straying into any attempt at search-

ing for dramatic beginnings ^ere they are not to be

found.

Retracing our steps once more, we may think it worth TheuUc^

while to enquire whether any othei influences survived from

the ancient world which, though not in themselves constitu- stage

ting the origin of the modern drama, or ofthe English branch

of It, weie yet of a nature sensiBly to affect them in the

beginnings of then growth « Now, it is well known that in

the history of the Roman stage we have to distinguish

between two lines ofdevelopement—the one ^atlve, the othei

largely foreign and artificial The latter, which to all

intents and purposes is alone represented in the Latin

dramatic literature handed down to us, was, like the body

of that literature at large, borrowed from the Greeks. It is

doubtful whether at any tim^ the repioductions or imitations

of Greek tragedy among the Romans secured the favour of

more than a small cultivated minority, it is, for instance,

still an open question whether the tiagedies of Seneca were

repres^ted at all
, if they were, it can only have been

fashion which gave them a passing vogue On the other

hand, the praetextae^ which treated themes of national his-

torical interest, seem in all other respects to have followed

the Greek model, and not to be leally distinguishable as

a separate literary species As a matter of fact, alieady in

the latter days of the Republic the multitude (including,

according to Horace, even the knights m the stalls) could

only be reconciled to tragedy by the introduction of that

species of acc&sones which m our own times have estab-

lished themselves as an integial part of any important

theatrical ‘production.’ At Rome there was no tragic

drama capable of sustaining itself endunngly with or

^ It was edited for the Percy Society (vol xitviii ) by the late Archdeacon

Hardwick,
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without such adjuncts^ In the eaily days of the Empire
tragedy was easily dissolved into the two elements of choial

music and pantomimic action
,
and on its fiagile ruins the

pantomime^ a species of ballet of action to the elaboration of

which ‘ every art and science ’ contributed their refinements

established itself as a class ofentertainment favoured by b(3th

the masses and their masters “Greek comedy, i e the New
Comedy of Menander and his school, with which we are

acquainted in the versions of Plautus and Terence, survived

more honourably both in Rome and in the provinces
,

it is

praised by faint blame in a work of St. Augustine at the

beginning of the fifth century, and it thus, as has been

already seen, furnished some sort of literary link between the

ancient and the mediaeval world. But both tragedy and
comedy are to be regarded as essentially the diversions of

cultivated Romans The popular dramatic appetite of the

Italian capital had long fed with greater relish upon diamatic

entertainments of native, or at least neighbouimg origin

Probably those farces which combined pantomime, dance,

and music with humorous dialogue, and were termed
Saturae or mixtures, were of B^truscan origin. With them
were united the Fabidm Atellanae^ which came from Cam-
pania, and, originally improvisations, were introduced into

literature in the early part of the first century B. C. These
were distinguished by their four established ch^acter-

figmes, which have survived to this day m the popular
Italian comedy ^ Another species, apparently more peculiar

to the town-^ was the Minus, which, like the Atellma,
took its figures fiom common life, but had no established

characters These popular farces were at all times the

favourite dramatic entertainment of the Romans, whom
they delighted by their vigour, vulgarity, and obscenity,

while constant opportunity was found in them for that

^ Its ^tmctipn was, however, more gradual than is perhaps sometimes
SUppose4.^ (::i,^^y^^t,Dt6^€chtsekmTr€^Qdim^ 14665^^3'

® See Gibbpn's Dechne and Fall, eh ifcxm*

* The is the origin of the comntedh delV arte of the sixteenth
century, as to the influence of which on our Enghsh comedy I shall have
something to say helow The quays of Naples remain to the pres^fnt tune
a ihVoarltesummet’-eveinng haunt ofArlecchmo
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licence of speech which, in spite of law and government,

tempeied the despotism of neaily all the Caesars

In the days of the close of the Republic, and of the early

Empiie, the vastness of the Roman theatres, as well as the

diversity of nationality which was beginning to characterise

the Roman population, made it necessary to devise enter-

tainments suitable for large mas^s of spectators, and at the

same time adapted to the craving for meie enjoyments of

the eye The circus had at all times, and the amphitheatre

had since its establishment, outvied the theatre m popularity

as they exhibited a constantly increasing variety of spec-

tacles, processions, and contests by land and water, their

attractions moie and more supeiseded those of the theatre

propel, which in its turn came to supplement its waning

attractions by every species of illegitimate intermezzo.

The ribald jests of Atellanes and mimes, and the lascivious

charms of the pantomimes, were not enough to feed an

endless appetite for amusement
,
and it had to be giatified,

in addition, by ‘ crowds of rope-dancers, conjurors, boxers,

clowns, and posture-makers, men who walked on their

heads, or let themselves be whirled aloft by machinery, or

suspended upon wires, or wfio danced on stilts, or exhibited

feats of skill with cups and balls^ * Nor was the degrada-

tion of tastes inevitably produced by such entertainments

confined to the public theatre
, Roman supper-tables were

enlivened by similar exhibitions, as a relief to the recitations

by which the guests had to allow themselves to be fatigued,

or to the conversation which they must not unfrequently

have found it difficult to maintain at a high Wei of interest,

when politics were dangerous, and when philosophy and wit

had alike taken flight from the couches round the oveiladen

boaid.

In short, the decay of the Roman theatie; and the de-

graded characier of the body of the dramatic or quasi-

dramatic amusements which survived this decay, are

^ Quoted from Menvale’s Htsiofy of the Romans under the Empire^ v 67

;

where see a curious passage from Bulenger, De Theatro Further details,

together with a general review of the Roman entertainments of the days

of the Empire, and of the decay of the Roman drama, will be found m
Fnedldnder's Sittengeschtchfe Roms (1864), 105-396

Mimes and
strollers
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abxindantly attested foi the whole period of the Empire.

The history of Roman pantomime connects itself both

glaringly and grotesquely with that of the Impel lal Court

from Nero to Theodora
,
while from among the subjects of

the Caesars luxuiy, lust, and licence attiacted to the panto-

mimic stage geneiations of votaries, and weie sti^atised^s
Its shame by the Fathers tof the Christian Chuich^ But
though pantomime gradually ceased to flourish as a diver-

sion of State, its traditions as well as those of the humbler
mimes were earned on by a class of performers which is of

its nature indestructible The strolling mimes conveyed
the last, and probably some of the worst, reminiscences of

the Roman acting diama, across the period of those Great

Migrations which changed the face of the Western world In
the fifth century we meet with a condemnation of htsirtones,

mimtt and joculatores by an ecclesiastical council Even
before this, not only actors of all kinds, but also persons

addicted to ‘ theatromania,’ had been excluded by the

Chuich from her benefits The judicial system of the

Frankish empire analogously refused the exercise of public
rights to histriones and nugatores among other classes of
persons whom it branded as -Mies and vnfamfis ® Yet the
ciaving for theatrical entertamments of a popular descrip-

tion continued to evoke a supply in the face of Church
canons and national laws, and in defiance even of that
occasional apathy in high places which professioCal art

may be excused for regarding as 'the most unkmdest cut
of all

3’

Here and •there, remnants of ancient heathen religious

rites may have survived among both Celtic and Teutonic
nations, which partook of the nature of what were after-

wards known as pageants or masques, and which accordingly

^ For an anthology of such anathemas see du Mdnl, h s , 7-8, and notes
Xhd keynote of invective was struck by TertuUian, whose treatise Di.
SftAatulis (second century) set the example, followed by many subsequent
assistants pf the stage, of ignormg all distinctions of either time or kind.

* Sranktsch^ und

* It 15 related of Lewis the that he never rauised has vcace in
toghter, not even wjien festivals there appeared for the enjoymentof fhe

st mmi ’ Baein, hi, 635 Cf ifo xv, 104 , 111,1665.
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contained* possibilities of dramatic developement But these

phenomena either belong to the boundless fiel^ of com-
parative m5rthology5 or are too isolated to bear ^ny solid

superstructure The activity of the strolling mimes, on Mimes

the other hand^ which more especially concerns us here,

miust inevitably have been so multitudinously vaiied in

charactei as to defy either classification or record It is

the pride of the true popular entertainer to be all things to

all men
,
to intensify and enhance every element of excite-

ment or diversion which the efforts ofvoice, face, or limbs can

furnish by means ofany adventitious aid which ingenuity can

suggest or to which experience can impart an additional

screw The joculatores^ the successors of the mimes, whose Joculafores

name they occasionally bore and whose custom of shaving

the head they perpetuated, weie therefore in nature and

purpose Protean The designation may be understood as

including reciters, singers, musicians, dancers, posture-makers,

buffoons, and actois of eveiy description
,
and doubtless

several or all of these chaiacters were frequently united

in a single peison According to the nature of then accom-

plishments, or to the frequency of their appearance, these

entertainers would be welcome among high and low, at the

couit and in the castle, m the market-place and on the

village-green

But as these perennial purveyors of amusement came to

associate themselves with particular countiies, and in the

couise of time, prompted by occasion or genius, sought to

gratify higher as well as lower recreative demands, then

efforts graduaJlj fell into more distmctive fbrms, and the

appellations bestowed upon them began to assume more

specific meanings In Rome itself Instrtones and ihyimhct

appeal to have survived into a period—the twelfth century

^—in which no mention yet occurs of any beginnings of the

^ Du M6nl, 5., pp 26 seqq
, has some interesting observations on the

literaiy elements traceable m some of the performances of these popular

entertainers The general nature of the process whereby the art of acting

was transmitted to the early Middle Ages from the Roman Empire is well

indicated in the Mmioire sur Us jeux scmtques des Romatns m voL Iv of

CBuvre$ Completes de Duchs (Pans, 1606), which also furnishes a graphic

account of the decay of the Roman, stage.

YOh. 1. C
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Thejong-^ Chiistian leligious drama m the Eternal City ^ In France,

^FfZic7 which for our purpose it will now suffice to confine our

befire the attention, the liteiary tastes of the higher classes had by the

Conpi^t of
eleventh century taken two principal directions—in the North

England, that of epical, m the South that of lyrical song The age

was an age of wais Its social system everywhere asseited

the personal tie, in default'' of what was m time to become

the bond of the nation oi the state Furthermore, the ideas

of chivalry had established an artificial code, consciously

devised lor imposing self-restiaint during the puisuit of the

two passions which animated the lives of men—love and

fighting Under these influences flourished the poetry of

the troubadours and the tf^ouvkres The home of the former

was Provence, where the chief business of the jongleurs

(another form of the term joculatores) was to accompany

with music and song the expressions of sentiment habitual

to the masters who had taken them into their employ In

Normandy, on the other hand, and in the North of France

generally, the trouvires found themselves called upon to

sing their chansons de geste^ commemorative pnmanly of

deeds of war Successful skill in this direction required

a special and in time an elabofate training \ and the names
of irouvhesygestours andjongleurs became interchangeable

as more or less professional designations. And both here

and afterwards in England the custom arose of gieat per-

sonages employing such craftsmen or artists of their own,

who, being chosen from pr enrolled among the members of

their own households, were called by the general name
implying this* relation, though not necessarily indicating

a status of unfreedom® The name of menestrels

teriales) was however, it would seem, only occasionally

applied to this class of skilled performers in France. At
times they evidently enjoyed considerable regard and a

^ See K Gregoroviu$, Das rdmtsch& Pasmnssptel, &c , m Klmie Schnffen

fiiur Gesthdite und Cultur, iii (1892) 177,
^

^ Of all manner of imnslrales

And jestours, that tellen tales

3oth of weeping and of game* BaussofEaM^, wi.

Ct The afStr Thopas
» V^ifassmgsgi^ckichii^ 11. 152 .
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recognized position , indeed, it is quite possible that the inti-

mate relation between the Noiman dukes and barons and

theirjongleurs may be traceable to an ancient Scandinavian

origin
, for the duty of the skald had been to sing the war-

like deeds of his chiefs.

It IS easy to understand how of these jongleurs consider-

able numbeis came to seek anfi to enjoy a licensed Iibeity,

which maybe supposed to have not unfrequently grown into

a liberty without the license, of wandeiing from castle to

castle, and of occasionally displaying their skill to less

exclusive audiences outside the gates or at the foot of the

hill Here they must at times have, m more senses than

one, fallen into the ways of thoi^fe humbler kinds of enter-

tainers who had survived as remnants of an earlier age,

and who are nowheie likely to have been more numerous

and more tenacious of their habits than in countries which had

been so long and so thoroughly romanised. The itinerants

in their tuin had, no doubt, occasionally gained admission to

the castles, where more ribaldorum they had furnished facile

opportunities of amusement The two classes of entertainers

had characteristics in common
,
and although the distance

was wide between the favoured dependant who sat at his

lord’s board and accompanied him into the field, to share

with him the danger and the honour of his warlike exploits,

and the stroller who amused high and low in their hours of

relaxation, yet it was a distinction bridged over by many
intermediates. The best illustiation of the sort of confusion

which prevailed is to be found in the intermixture of names

which "'ceitamly ensued The renowned 'T’aillefer, who

furnished a treble prelude to the fight at Senlac—of songs,

of a juggling trick, and of self-sacrificing intrepidity,—is

by one of the chroniclers who lecount his heroic death

^ I have not thought it worth while to enquire mto the possibilities as

tosome nation of<«this relation having been imported from the same source

into England before the Norman Conquest In Beomdf the gleeman who
narrates the great actions of the past in a solemn and religious strain is the

assomate of the warriors whom he addresses
,
afterwards we and the scop

ranking at the court of his king or at other courts, where he appears on his

wanderings as an honoured guest The songs of the Anglo-Saxon gleeman

are epical, stabile sections of the existing body of national legend sung by

him to an epical instrument {Jhfa gt^4eamy

C %
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and m
England
after the

Conquest

mentioned undei designations which in the mouths of

churchmen were tiaditional terms of opprobiium^

The Norman Conquest brought into England a wide and

heterogeneous variety of novel visitois
,
and they all came

to stay The Norman chivalry were accompanied by their

poets—the jongleurs or trouvtres—by whom not only new

forms but a new spirit of Composition was introduced into

this land, and through whom and whose imitatois among

English-born singers the character of oui epical and lyrical

literature was largely changed, although its native features

weie neither wholly destroyed noi m some instances even

obscured The piocess was a very giadual one , it occupied

over three centuries, and %ven then remained only partial

in its effects'* But the conquering expedition likewise

included a motley crew of adventurers from all parts of

what IS now France, and from adjacent territoiies®
,
and

stragglers of this desciiption no doubt continued to follow

in the wake of the im|Qigrations which ensued after the

victory The mental diversions of Messires BouteviUm and

Trussebot cannot have oidinarily lam in the direction of the

‘ chansons de Karlemaine ^ de Rollant,’ which Taillefer had

sung ‘ before the dukes ’ Thus, if the simple strains of the

gleeman that had formerly been heard m the house where

the English lord sat with his thegns gathered round him
were now succeeded by the songs of the mmstiel m the

castle of the Norman baron—neither need we doub*t but

that vagrant entertainers of a less select class likewise found

their way into the hall on the hill, after affably pausing at its

foot to fuimsh a taste of their quality to less disciiirfinating

audiences. And not unfrequently in England, as in France,

^ * Htsirio^ cor audax iwmium qucm nobihtabat ’

,

and again,
* Incisor-fem mtmus cognoinme dicto/

(<Juy ofAmiens ) See Freeman's Norman Conquest, iii 478, note
^ Thiaas not the place in which to enquire whether n>ome of the con^

elusions on this head advancedm the bnUiant volume by Jusserand already
cfited reqtdre modification I rather direct attention to the passages in
which ihe speaks of the continued treatment of their accustomed subjects hy
the jongleur^ in England, and of the mutation of them by English
minstrels, eveti when treating native themes See pp 146, ^44 4e^f,

> In Thierty^ picturesque phrase, 'tons les enfans perdus'de FEurope-
occideniale/
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it may have from the eleventh century onwaids been fre-

quently a matter ofdifficulty, or of indifference, to pronounce

to which of the two classes any particular minstrel belonged

As a matter of course, duiing the reigns of our Norman
and Angevm kings at all events, the connexion between

fhe two countiies and their baionages was too close for the

minstielsy, high or low, of the’one to diveige altogether in

its developement from that of the other Neither, however,

was there anything like paiallelism between the two giowtbs,

and the difference between them reflects itself very notably

in the histoiy of the beginnings of the French and of the

English drama respectively. In France the literaly activity Thaunjiu-

of jongleurs raduced them, as %arly at least as the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries, to follow the example of the monks nrngs of

in composing plays on sacied themes, such as had already

in the eleventh been produced by clerical authors Of this

kind, for instance, was the activity of Rutebeuf, who from

the life of a vfmdenngjongleur or^iscellaneous entertainer

rose to secure to himself a place among the poets and

moralists of his country The numerous works of this

versatile genius include a^typical example of the satirical

‘ debate ’ of the period—a species verging under such treat-

ment as his upon the vivacity of a dramatic scene, although

not admitting of being called a drama in miniature But

they^also comprise Ee Miracle de Thlophilei a dramatic

attempt on a i eligious subject familiai to Hrotsvitha and other

early mediaeval writers, and ending with an orthodox ‘ Te

JDeum laudamusV But while the literary ambition of the

jongleurs early addressed itself to thfi dramatic treat-

ment ofsuch a theme as this, the popularperformances oftheir

strolling brethren had likewise never ceased to be earned on

with a vigorous persistence and, attaching themselves to the

comic usages of popular festivals, in their turn gave nse to

early attempts of an unmistakeably dramatic nature. From

the popular which heightened the fun of files de

^ The famott^ De^ukmn i^u Crofsii ei du Descrmii^ in which the rather

cyiucal cotnmon-sense ofthe Kon^Cmsader is intended to come off best

* Ltftsmm de ia Fmne^^ xx* 775-7* ^ occasion for

returningio this ^piay
’

* These must he tefehghishedl ffpm the jeux-pmits qti^miures of the
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Pdne and similar jollifications, weie deiived the first farces

of the Basoche and the sotiies of the enfans sans soua, whence
French comedy in its turn deiived some of its constituent

elements^ Thus fiom an early date lehgious and profane

plays, as it were, kept pace with one another in the history of

the French diama
, and two further facts explain themselves

which it IS beyond my purphse to seek further to elucidate

in this place. ''Fust, the early and active cultivation of the

leligious drama in Fiance was by no means wholly owing to

cleiical hands , and, again, the French sts^e as early as the

thnteenth centuiy almost entirely emancipated itself from
dependence on the Church The absence of a common
national consciousness cap&ble of exciting a commanding
interest m secular actions and heroes may help to explain

the monopoly long enjoyed by the sacred drama of themes
such as could eng^e the nobler sympathies of the people at

large But the contemporary dramatic peifoimances which
pursued a less elevated aim were from an eaily date equally

successful after their kind
, and thus the history of the

North (of which Rutebeurs Cruse^der and Non-Crusader may serve as an
example), called tensons in Provence, wh^ch are merely satincal poems m
dialogue form IBsiotre Litteratre^ &c

, xx* 657
^ See Ebert, Entwtcklungsgeschtchte derfransos Tragodte^ ao

,
Klein, iv 24,

Hagenbach, Ktrchengeschtchie, 111 414 The lay Brotherhood of the Passion
performed mysteries The moralities of the chrcs de la Basoche (1 e
Basthca) 'vsjere their serious, the farces their humorous plays From the
latter are to be distinguished the sotites, which were entirely satiricH, and
in form largely allegorical (See for abundant examples of the last three
species ^ols i -111 ofViollet le Due’s Ancten TheatreFranga%s ) The species
were often interchanged between the several associations (Amd, Gesdnehte
der franzds NahongXUteraiur, 1 221) The burlesquing of•religioiw rites,

which was so popular m France, and which seems traceable to a Byzantine
origin, was also earned on occasionally m England See Jusserand, u s ,

466 seqq , where is quoted the letter of Bishop Robert Grosteste, prohibiting
the celebration of the ^ Feast ofFools ’ on the Feast ofthe Circumcisionm his
cathedral—a prohibition afterwards extended to his whole diocese Of this
moch-feast traces are said to be discoverable as iateas the reign ofHenry IV,
about whi<5i time it is supposed £0 have been abolished ^he well-known
ceremony of the election of a Boy-Bishop, whose reign lasted from
St. Nicholas* to Innocents' Day (December 6 to a8), was practised in
schools as as m panshes, and m the former survived to the Eeforniftion
pen9d4 See Hone, 4neieni Mysteries D^oi^d <The Mass of 'the
Drunkards^* (Wrist’s Reliquiae AnHquae^ n 208) Was probably' a mere
literary squib* ribaldry of mock-htames will neyer cease to #iid
a j^ateful j^nbHc^ scrlpug as there Remains a religious sentiment to. der^de^
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French drama became, and long continued to be, a lecord of

a competition or struggle between associations of players

severally representing its serious and its comic side ^

On the English side of the Channel, different conditions The

led to different results It has been already said that the

Norman Conquest brought into this country the minstrels^

jongleurs from Normandy and Northein France were

here more usually called , and that this designation included,

together with the authors and singers of romantic veise, the

miscellaneous enteitamers withwhom even at home they were
largely mtei mixed and in consequence freely confounded

In the eyes and to the ears of the English population the two

classes gradually came to be regarded as a single class or pro-

fession ^ To what extent and by what processes some sort of

relation established itself between the Norman singers and the

remaining representatives of native English song, is wholly

unknown, veiy probably befoie long, and moie especially

after English University life had begun, the wandeiing clerks,

with their sufficient Latin and ready ear,proved the most effec-

tive intermediaries of literary as well as of social communica-
tion Musicians, danceis,^and fortune-makeis stood less in

^ Cf P Albert, La Ltiterature Fran^aise des Ongtnes au XVIV^ Steele,

p 69 ,
where an effective contrast is drawn with the intimate relations

between the national epos and the national tragedy of ancient Greece One
or two French mysteries on subjects taken from secular literature are,

howevqr, mentioned by Ebert, w s , p 33 From the closing penod of the

Middle Ages dates a Mtstere du stege d' Orleans, on which a monograph has

been published by F Guescard
® In Px&rs Plowman (Pas6«s), Aettva V%ta, to prove himself not a true

minstrel says
* Ich tan not* tabre ne trompe ne telle faire geste^

ne fithelen at festes ne harpen,

Japen ne Jogeien ne gentilliche pipe,

Nother sailen [dance] ne sautrien ne singe with the giteme *

This IS a very similar list of accomplishments to that cited by Jnsserand,

160 note, from the tale Des deux bordeors rtvaux

< Je sais contes, je sais fabliaux,

sais center beaux dits nouveaux

Je sais [bien] jouer des couteaux

£t de la corde et de la fronde,

Et de tous les beaux jeux du monde
Je sais bien chanter a devis,

Du roi Pepin de Saint-Dems *

De Charlemagne et de Rnland/ &c ,
&c

* Ten Bnnck, 1 , 379-80
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need of go-betweens to secuie the applause of any kind of

public, and m time they must have without effort absoibed

fragments of the native population into then elastic fraternity

Whatevei influence was exercised upon the beginnings of

the English diama by the minstrels, must have been more

or less in piopoition to their rate of progress in becomiifg

part of the life—liteiaiy and social—of the English people

It seems to follow that for some time aftei the Conquest

—

and it was within this period that the beginnings of our

drama fell—this influence could not be exeited at the same

rate by the two classes of mmstiels which at the time of

their first introduction into the country it is still possible to

distinguish It might indeed be supposed, that when in the

middle of the twelfth centuiy John ofSalisbuiy, discoursing

on the idle pursuits of courtieis, condemned totam tstam

joculatorum scenam^ and declared that the Holy Sacrament

should be refused to htstrtones and mimty he meant to

include both the higher and the lower description of mmstiels

in ^he same anathema as actors on some soit of stage

But it IS extremely doubtful whether this veiy learned cleik

intended any leference whatevej* to dramatic perfoimances

or performers of his own day and country

'he begtH'^ It would accordingly be futile to search in the remains of

Anglo-Norman literature, whether composed m Fiench or

rama un^ in Latin, for any links connecting it with the begmniijgs of

English drama properly so called. As a matter of course,

igher those pi eductions cannot be here taken into account which

Hmstrels, themselves formed part of the early efforts of the liturgical

drama in France, and may thus have indirectly affected the

growth of the same species m England Among these the

remarkable compositions, belonging to the earlier half of

the twelfth century, of Hilarius, a monk of English descent,

who though resident in France kept up, as some of his lighter

poems show, a correspondence with Engli^men, will be

^ See Wright, Introduction to Chester Plays, p, va, and cf Henry Morley,
EngliAi Writers, u 599 ‘ The world ofhis own day did not concern John of
SaUsbnty, when he sat pen in hand When he talks of writers and
playa* it soon appears that his mind is npon Plautus and Terepce,’ Indeed,,
he asserts that tra^c and comic actors came to an end with trpgic and
coJhic poets* (Ct passage ated by Du Menl, p* 24, mu')
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described in their proper place a little fuithei on And I may
similarly postpone a notice of the two religious plays written

respectively by the Anglo-Norman hwvhre Guillaume

Jierman, and by the Pans doctor fitienne (Stephen) Langton,

afterwards renowned as Archbishop of Canterbury They

<?ate from the latter part of the^same century, but while on

the one hand, like one of the plays of Hilarms alieady men-

tioned, they share some ofthe featuies ofthe literal y leligious

drama which I have already discussed, on the other their

general conception and treatment lecall the moralities

of which the genesis will be traced below In the general

current of Anglo-Norman literature w^e can at the most

discern a not unfrequent dramatic iippie upon the wave;

in accordance with the undying tendency of French song, it

abounds m those satirical tendencies which in Anglo-Saxon

literature had only here and theie manifested themselves^

Giadually the dialogues, disputations, or which found

so much favour m the Norman castles came to be fiom

1 Ten Brmek, n 307 —In Wright's Anglo Laitn Lyncat Poets of the

Twelfth Century (1872) I perceive no reference to dramatic representations,

and (with the exception perhaps of^the allegorical figures in the LiberAlam

de Flanctu Natwae) nothing that calls up any reminiscences of the early

drama There is no dramatic element in any of the writings of the witty

Walter Map In the slight dialogue between Norman barons (pnnted in

Pehqutae Anitquae, 1 134, from a MS dating from about 1300) there is

nothing which can fairly be called dramatic I am not acquainted with all

the htelature mentioned by Klein, iv 105, and Jusserand, 459 seqq
,
but so

far asmy knowledge extends, the same remark holds true of it Thus, although

in Its versions from the thirteenth century onwards the Debate between the

Body and Soul passes from the form of address into that of dialogue, it is

not on that gccoqnt any more of a drama (In the French Debai du Corps

et de VAme {Ancten Theatre Fran^ats^ in S^SSS^) an ^ Acteur ' narrates the

action spnnging from the dialogue
)

Nor can I conceive ot its having been,

in accordance with Klein’s conjecture as to these dialogues, acted by

Norman jongleurs in the castles before lords or ladies So also with

a Dtsputaito tnier Manam et Crucem imitated by an English writer of this

period (Ten Brinck, i 390-1) , nor can such esinfs as The Owl and the

Nightingale or Th^ Thrush and the Nightingale^ or the rather later humorous

Debate of the Carpenter's Tools, have been composed with any dramatic

intention A solitary link between these disputations and the early religious

drama is to be found in the Harrowing of Hell, which will be noticed below as

pur earliest extant religious drama, but which its author announces as a * strife

(disputation), and which was not intended for representation See Jusserand,

459, note But the date of this piece, which is preserved in a MS of the

reign ofEdward HI, is not supposed to be earher than the reign ofI^enry III*
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and con*

nected only

%n ways not

easily ascer-

tamable
with the

lower

time to time imitated by English wits for the delectation

of native eais
,

but this was after the English diama

had already taken root as a popular growth not directly

affected by these compositions. Duiing the century and a

half following upon the Noiman Conquest our English liteia-

ture seemed to sleep the sleep of death
,
what survived of !t

(witness the English Chronicle) clung m foim as in language

to an obsolete world
,
and the Norman mmstiels of the

higher class, or the Englishmen who undei the stiess of

circumstances or fiom interested motives adopted the tongue

of the conqueroiSj were not the poets of the people

On the other hand, it is difHcult to persuade oneself but

that some elements of diamatic action survived in the multi-

tudinous effoits of that lowei or moie popular species of

minstrels whose first representatives in this country have

been described above as a kind of camp-followeis of the

Norman Conquest, and that these seeds, though scattered

by the roadside, failed to spring up heie and theie into

some kind of ear. Proof must m this case be out of the

question
,

but it is hard to suppress the notion that in

England too something like a t]?Lread of contmuity attaches

the undistmguishable lemnants of the ancient to the vague

beginnings of the modern stage. It was the activity of

the stage which, as we shall see below, towards the close

of the fifteenth century, in all hat the remote regipns of

their activity, cut the last sods of giound from under the

feet of the ‘ last minstrels * of this class
,
yet this very stage

owed to then piedecessois a debt not to be altogether

repudiated, although never likely to be accurately apprised.

For, while they may not have been direct contributors to

the beginnings of our drama, they helped to urge these

beginnings onwards in the direction in which they were to

ensure vitality to themselves, viz. m that of popularity.^ This

could hardly have been otherwise ; for in the*nomad life of

the Middle Age, as it has been so graphically depicted

by a distinguished French writer, in whose pages Old Eng-
' seems to have come to life agam these minstrel-stroliers

^ Ln Ph nomads et Us routes m AngUterre (1804) Sfiie alsio

to Mtsiotn Liitmdtt du PmpU Anglats^ pp 455
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had a signally important shaie Doubtless, even of the

Noiman minstrels of the higher class who crossed the

Channel in the eleventh and twelfth centuiies some, instead

of having been domesticated in particular castles of the

baionage, may have been welcome guests both there and in

the monasteries as keeping alive by their narrative songs the

traditions of the nationality dloutre meri and in time,

though only very gradually, some of then gesies began to

be translated into the English vernacular^ But wheie
their songs weie unintelligible other joculatores—whom the

monks in their Latin called also lusoreSj citkaristae^

but whom barons and people knew indifferently asjongleurs

orjugglers^ jestours or jesters—^sought to gratify either the

ear by music without woids, or the eye by pantomime and
other exhibitions No veiy gieat or subtle display of art

was needed to make them popular Foi they were the

story-tellers and newsbearers upon whom depended in no
small measure what brightness and variety enlivened the

homes, high or low, of the land. Gradually, as the literary

remains of the latter half of the thirteenth century and of the

ensuing period instruct us, Jthe English-born or English-

speaking minstiels became the interpreters of the popular

sentiments which in course of time were to assume the

importance of public opinion But long before this had

been brought about they h^d fulfilled the function primarily

incumbent upon them—-to make life fiom one point of view

at least liveable. While the woiking-day seemed dull in their

absence, no festival could be complete without them , mirth

and minstrels;?^ became interchangeable terms, and the

rewards showered upon these servants of the public absorbed

the kindly and even the charitable feelings of no slight

a proportion of the population ^

Wljen, as will be seen m the course of the following pages,

' Probably uot much before the close of the thirteenth century Robert

de Brunne (1260-1341?) complains of the strange and quaint English of such

translations, Warton, Hvdoify ofEnghsh sec, ui

* The decay of minstrelsy, both accredited and vagrant, is a subject

which cannot be pursued here As late a wnter as Alexander Barlj^air

bears witness to the popularity both of minstrels «^nd singers,and ofjugglers

and pipers, (See his li, and iv.)
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the religious diama suggested to these mmstiels subjects of

wide popularity foi their enteitainments, it was not a p7'tori

likely that they would be slow m seeking to make use of

some of the opportunities before them* But they had to

reckon with jealous and poweiful monopolists, and it is long

before we meet with an^r English dramatic attempts 'of

a popular character traceable to any other than a cleiical, or

quasi-clerical, origin. By this time of course the histriones

had become to all intents and purposes Englishmen In

earlier days their efforts had to be earned on in the teeth of

peculiai difficulties
,
but it seems clear that such efforts were

made In the thirteenth century we shall find the lepresen-

tation of religious plays by hutriones reprobated as improper

,

sor'^that they had evidently thrust themselves in as the

imitators, although at the same time as the rivals, of the

clergy and their attendants or pupils^. Even so, and

before as well as after the monopoly of the clergy had

been broken by the more respectable and systematic local

competition of the trade-guilds, the strolling minstrels must

have helped to enliven and strengthen a growth from any

contribution to which they ^ere anxiously warned off;

and the share which they took in the early efforts of our

diama is not to be altogether overlooked, because it was
by interested exclusiveness pronounced illegitimate and

intrusive

It IS thus that I would vertiture in general terms to answer

the question as to the relation of the mmstrels to the origin

of the English drama The higher class remained as a whole

unconnected with it, the lower may be held^to have facili-

tated Its popular beginnings, but is not m any essential sense

to be reckoned among its originators

We have thus briefly traced to their historical source two
^contributory stieams ; the current which was^to absorb them
deiscended from a more august height than either.

Wartoii,s$c vi
,
shows how the monks invited the mmstrels (no 'doubt

of the higher class) to their festivals, and through their guests became
a6<|Uainted with romantic^ones In return, mmstrels of another sqrt may
hm supposed tor have earned away with them tempting^ reminiscences of

ireJigious plays ofwhich they had witnessed the performance
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The meaning attached by the Greeks to the word liturgy^

and illustrated by historical associations which would

have made it memoiable even had it never come to foim

pait of Christian life was that of a seivice pei formed by
an individual or by an association of individuals on behalf

oftthe community to which they belonged This expression

was appiopriated by the Christian Church, and applied

by her to the public performance of a leligious rite of

paramount significance The celebration of the Eucharist

constitutes the portion of the religious worship of the early

Christians to which none but duly instructed or initiated

believers were admitted, while both the unbelieving and

mere catechumens were excluded from it Of this part

of the worship the highest conceptions of the Christian

faith—culminating in the mysterium tremendum of the Real

Presence—formed the very essence, so that, apparently m
the Eastern Church in the first instance, there was attached

to it the designation of the ^ divine' or the ^mystical’

liturgy^ But m course of time the term ‘mystery’ was

in the Western Church applied to the religious service

of any of the great festivals of the Calendar, and even

to the services of the Church m general^ As visibly

representing the work of Redemption and renewing it as

a mystery^ 1 e in its inner smd moral significance, the office

of the Eucharist must however at all times have been

considered of unequalled importance In the West it

received and generally retamed the name of mtssa or mass,

the use of which may conceivably have owed something

to similarity of sound with the Greek designation^ From
the time of Gregory the Great, at all events (590-604)

—

although the particular Roman office may possibly be of

even earher origin—the Mass formed the central act of

public worship in the Western Church ‘In the wide

dimensions/ writes an eminent Protestant ecclesiastical

historian^ ‘ which in course of time the Mass assumed, there

^ See Palmer, Or^nes Ltiurgtcae^ 1 3, 31
® See du Mdnl, 57 and ncUs Th^ expression 'Risuwedtoim

mystenum^ was used at the Synod of Worms m 1316 In a German
glossary of the fifteenth, century ^

^

translated ^divine reve-*

latioxi
’

The maw
source of
the modem
drama
The
Liturgy of
the Church
the ortgwal

Mystery
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lies a grand^ we are almost inclined to say an arhstic^

idea A dramatic pi egression is perceptible in all the

symbolic processes, from the appearance of the celebrant

priest at the altar {Introiius) and the confession of sms,

to the Kyrte Eletson, and from this to the grand doxology

{Gloria tn Excelsis\ after which the pnest turns with the

Dominus vohscum to the '‘congregation, calling upon it to

pray (Oremus) Next, we listen to the leading of the

Epistle and the Gospel. Between the two actions or acts

intervenes the Graduate (a chant), during which the deacon

ascends the ambon {lectorimn). With the Halleluia con-

cludes the first act {Mtssa catechumenorum) ,
and then

ensues the Mass in a mere special sense {Mtssa fidehtm\

which begins with the recitation of the Creed {Credo) Then

again a Dominus vohscum and a prayer^ followed by the

Offertorium {Offertory) and, accompanied by further cere-

monies, the Consecration. The change of substance—the

mystery of mysteries—stakes place amidst the adoration of

the congiegation and the piayer for the quick and the

dead, then, after the touching chant of the Agnus Dei^

ensues the Communion itself, which is succeeded by prayer

and thanksgiving, the salutation of peace, and the bene-

diction

Now, without any need of refining too much—a danger

which may frankly be allowed to beset any discussion

of this subject—it is obvious that in this Liturgy ^of the

Mass we have a dramatic action, in part pantomimically

presented, in part furnished forth by both epical and
lyrical elemeirts As a matter of course, tbaie is not the

famtest likelihood that it entered into the head of any priest,

or into the heads of any congregation, of the earlier Middle
Ages to regard the service of the Mass m any such light

;

and it would accordingly be going too far to attribute to

,

the dramatic features of the service per s^ the attempts

actually made to bring this feature into stronger relief.

The objectors to the pomp and circumstance surrounding

^ Hagenbbh, n, 65-^. It is worth lemembering that on
the execution of the Ot4o Romanus the several Churches preserved certaih
n^ionai pecuhmties*, See Ebert, p 18.
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ecclesiastical worship, although by no means altogether
absent, were still comparatively few, and their censures
seemed futile against the manifest twofold purpose of the
Church to make her services on the one hand s3^mbolically
complete, and on the other generally attractive The historian
just cited has pointed out with much force, how the fact
that the services of the Roman^branch of the Church were
conducted in the same Latin tongue illustrates her plan of
placing their chief effect in the symbols rather than in the
words employed^ The scepticism which questioned any
part of the dogma symbolised was rare and isolated, and still

more exceptional—however notewoithy in itself—^was the
philosophy which turned away fr5m what seemed to it an
excess of form and sound and colouring Thus whatsoever
enriched, expanded or diversified the services was assured
a widespread and unstinting welcome

,
and no fear existed

of the mtiusion of that sense of ridicule which, since it

was reawakened by the severer taste of the Renascence,
has m later times cavilled at some ornamentations of
religious worship as redundant and at others as incon-
gruous

Nor shall we forget what the Church services and Church
festivals—^what the Churches themselves, with their peace
and security, their brightness and their grandeur, illustrated

and enhanced by all the arts in combination with one another
—were to the period ofwhich we are speaking N ot only were
they, as in a measure they remain to this day, associated

with the cardinal events of private and of public life
, but to

large masses of the population the sacred edifice was the

centre of then social as well as of their religious life To
no age do these hints at a descuption, which has furnished

an almost inexhaustible theme to so many eloquent pens,

apply more strikingly than to that extending from the

ninth to the eleventh centuries, when the Papacy was
gradually establishing its claims, at first under the pro-

tection, and then in face of the illwill, of the Empire.

But aheady at much earlier dates the service of the Mass

^ Hagenbach, KtHhengescfitchfe^ n 397
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had, in accordance with its most characteristic features,

begun its progressive developement

This service has a beginning, which is at the same time

an explanation or exposition of its cause, a central action

(the Immolation and Consecration), and a close or com-

pletion The remark seems therefore stiictly correct, that

from the mystery of the liturgy to the liturgical mystery-

drama no step IS needed but that of a diamatic tntention'^.

So long as the reality of the central action {and such the

immolation actually possesses for the believing worshippei or

spectator) causes everything else to be legarded as merely an

adjunct to it, so long the mystery will preponderate over

the drama No sooner wJll the adjuncts begin in any degiee

to emancipate themselves from their original charactei as

sucli, than the play will prevail over the mystery

The pantomimical element in the Mass lies in the first

instance in the action of the officiating piiest It seems

sufficient to suggest, without attempting to define too

closely, the typical significance of the several things acted or

done by the priest m the liturgical process—the cruciform

gestures of his arms, the breaking of the bread, the dipping

of the bread in the cup, the delivery of it to the people ^

The epical element is to be found in the pokions of Scrip-

ture read to the congregation Of these there are two kinds

“—the Apostle or Prophet {JSpistle\ and the Gospel Origin-

ally it seems to have been customary to read aloud p^brtipns

of the Law, the Prophets, the Psalms, the Epistles, and tfie

Gospels’, but m the Western Chuich the Lessons from the

Old Testament were often omitted, the Psalm^being in com-
pensation placed between the Epistle and the Gospel, Even
at the present day, the Roman liturgy occasionally prefixes

Lessons from the Old Testament to the Epistle and Gospel,

following these Lessons up with a Psalm ®

Finally, i^e lyrual element presents itself in those portions

* Klein, IV

* Cf , as cunosity where it is ated, a passage in ^ononus Augustodu-
nensis (Honbnus of Autun, who <hed sometime after 1x30)^ de Anit^uo RitUr

MissarufUj whKdi explains in detail the dramatic action of the Mass, quoted
in Pryiitte*s Bis!tno-MetsUXf 163s, p» 1x3,

® Pahner, M 5*, k 48,
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of the service which aie piescribed by the AnUphonary^
just as the portions of Scriptuie to be read aloud are pie-

scribed by the Lectionary The Antiphonies were originally

chants or psalms sung in alternate verses by different choirs

or parts of the choir
,
they afterwards came to include intro-

chictory verses often Scripture texts, prefacing the Offeitory

and other salient passages of the seivice {Introits^) The con-

gregation being expected to Veturn certain Responses^ the

element of dialogue was, as it were, unconsciously introduced

into the liturgy The practice was further fosteied by its

being laigely introduced into the supplementary service of

prayer termed the Litany These litanies, which either pre-

ceded or followed the ordinaly service, weie very generally

accompanied by Processto?is ^ In various ways the litanies

were Idle most flexible and varied forms of prayer
,
and into

them was introduced, in the Western Church from about the

seventh or eighth century, the invocation of saints, lyric ad-

dresses to whom accordinglyconstituted from a comparatively

early period a part of religious worship®.

Thus there weie three mam directions in which it was then

possible for the liturgy to develope itself dramatically,

while at the same time meeting popular tastes and sym-

pathies The language of the semce being m Latin,

^ Palmer, « 5 ,
u, 308 , cf Mone, Schausptele des Mtiielalters (1846), 1 6

and note

® Id tie reigns of Edward VI and Elizabeth, all processions were pro-

hibited except the perambulation on Rogation days Palmer, w ? ji 97
{Supplement) As to the technical use of the term processus for religious

plays see below
® Palmer, w: s ,

* 279 Concerning the Italian laude of flie thirteenth cen-

tury, and the transition from these to the dramatic mystery, see E Oebhardt,

VJtalte Mystique {yhstme de la Renaissance Rehgteuse au Moyen Pans,

1890, pp 367-375, A peculiar developement of these laude was that of the

hymns and short quasi-dramatic pieces recited in the lay confraternities of

the Flagellants in the later stages of their activity in Italy (where they

were then known as the Loudest or DisapUnati) and possibly elsewhere,

under the titles oimPraises and Complaints of Mary^ together with other

short pieces in commemoration of the Passion This clue, well deserving

of being followed out, was sug^ccte^d to me by Caplam Ivan J A Herford

of Salisbury, who also drew my attention to the ordinance of the Council

of Constantinople, 693, which, in ordef timt the humanity of our Lord

^ould not be obscured by the excess of Eastern symbolism, enjoined that

when certain episodes of this hfe were treated in church, He should be

represented in human form*

VOL I, D
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there was an additional reason why it should seek to

secure new attractions foi the eye as well as foi the ear. At
a veiy eaily peiiod, certainly already in the fifth century, it

became usual to animate public woiship on special occasions

by living pictmes of scenes from the Gospel, such as the

Adoration of the Magi, the^ Mariiage of Cana, the Death ©f

the Saviour^ Still eaihei, great attention seems to have

been paid to the antiphonaiy songs ,
and when the tableaux

weie intioduced, such songs doubtless accompanied their

presentation. That into these tableaux a certain degiee of

action should have gradually introduced itself, was of its

natuie inevitable The living pictuies, however, together

with the songs appertamiifg to them, weiem the first instance

interpolations introduced into the service for the purpose of

prolonging and sustaining an interest m it The mystery

proper was still the liturgy itself

It remains uncertain when the impoitant step was first

taken of connecting the epical poitions of the liturgy

with the spectacular, and in some measure pantomimical,

portions, as well as with the lyrical adjuncts already ad-

mitted into it The process segms to have been completed

by the eleventh century, when m a treatise on the Offices

of the Church, by John of Bayeux, bishop of Avranches,

we find these performances within the sacred edifice viewed

as a component part of the service at large ^ But it must

necessarily have been gradual. A very famous French

ecclesiastic of the tenth century refeis to the custom of per-

forming on Christmas Day after the Te Deum the Office of

the Shepherds, while others of a similar description, such as

that of the Infants (the Innocents of Bethlehem), the Star, the

Sepulchre, were celebrated each in its season ^ The earliest

of these offices may without hesitation be concluded to have

been connected with the events of which the commemoration
leads up to and culminates in the festival •of Easter So
cherished was the usage of reproducing the events of the

first Easter morning in association with the service appro-

priated to it that in maty English churches structures of

^ KJem, iV. Ebert, p. iS ® Klem, iv 3. ,

» §ee the from Gerbert, Wilkep, ^ , 5, note 4^

.
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Stone were built in lieu of the wooden erections that had
originally served to represent the Sepulchre Hither, after

the office had stereotyped itself, the cleigy went in pro-

cession to an altar erected m the so-called Chapel of the

Sepulchre, wheie the Sacrament had been kept since Holy
Thursday Three of the cleric:^ robed in white, represented

the Three Maries of the scene, and replied to the enquiries

addressed to them by two of the choristers in the char-

acter of the angels
,
while the whole of the cleigy joined in

the concluding acclamation The Apostles St Petei and

St John weie at a subsequent date likewise intioduced into

the action^ Similarly, on Palm Sunday and on Holy
Thuisday, the services of the day*readily furnished dramatic

moments—such as the procession to the gates, and the Last

Supper, It is conceivable that the first suggestion of the

kind may have arisen out of the early usage of chanting the

words uttered by the Suffering Christ m the narrative of

the Passion itself in a different tone from that in which the

remainder of the text was read ^ Perhaps, on the other

hand, the measure of independence belonging to the inter-

polations in the sei vices may seem greatest m the case of

those which illustiated, not portions of the actual narrative

of the New Testament, but certain of the parables of our

Lord reproduced in it, such as the striking Chnstmas office

of the Foolish Virgins, to which reference will again be made

immediately ®

^ See Furnivairs note to Dzgby Mystmes {New Shahspere Soctety^s Pub-

hcationSi 1882, pp 227-8) ,
and cf Parker’s Glossary ofArchitedufe^ cited by

Pollard, u a, Introduction xiv-xv. The office is reproduced in Mary

Magdalme in the Dighy Mysteries^ and m the Mydenum Resurredioms^

printed by Wright from a thirteenth century MS in the Orleans Library

and reprinted by Pollard in his Appendix According to du Menl, u s

43-4, missals were used in the diocese of Pans as late as the fifteenth

centuty, continuing the same kind of Easter office

* See ^ , 47
s M Sepet, from whose Dratne Chretien au Moyen Age (1878, pp 24 seqq )

1 reproduce m a bnefer form the following abstract of this famous

composition, applies to it, apparently following the teaching of Ldon

Gautier, the designation trapes
,
but I do not undeisland him to confine

this name to representations of parables—We may, if we will, imagine

to ourselves the performance of this htmpcal mystery as taking place m
the Abbey of St Martial at Limoges, The Foolish Virgins are ranged

on the one side of Ure onto to the chotr^ ,the Wise on the other. The
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Thus these offices, m a more or less developed form,

spiang directly fiom the portions of Sciipture recited in

church on particular days, and in fact constituted a visible

repetition of these recitals^ The church formed then

given scene, the clergy and their acolytes weie the actois ,

and the function of the congregation consisted of lyrical leT-

sponses to particular passages evoking them The text was

from first to last as brief as possible, comprising only so

many words as sufficed to connect the successive stages of the

action, and being largely made up of questions and answers.

The eailiest hiurgical mysteries (to desciibe them by

a convenient technical name) of this description which have

been preserved date from the twelfth, or perhaps in part

from the eleventh century Although of French or Anglo-

Norman origin, they are as a matter of course composed in

the Latin tongue, French being only admitted in the case of

certain refiains An exception is the Sponsiis (the Heavenly

Bridegroom) oi Play of the Wise and Foolish Virgins

^

to

which reference has just been made
,

it is written partly in

Latin, partly m a Poitevm or half Proven9al dialect, and,

although an earlier date has be^n assigned to it, probably

precentor and clergy chant an invocation by way of prologue, from

the lectionary the Angel Gabriel bids the Virgins await the Heavenly
Bridegroom; wtiereupon there begins the simple action of the piece

The Foohsh Virgins have fallen asleep and their oil is wasted, when
they awake they in vam entreat the Wise Virgins to share witfi them
their store They are met by a refusal and bidden buy oil from the

merchants sitting behind their stalls at the other end of the nave Along
Its entire length the Foolish Virgins pass to buy them oil, but the
merchants have iJbne to sell them, so that with loud IvHentations they
have to make their way back to their original station at the entrance to the

clioir^ Here they kneel down in terror, for since their departure the
Wise Virgins have entered in, and from beyond the screen a Voice makes
answer to their cry of despair—or a Mighty Presence advances to warn
them against entenng in their turn—* Verily, I say unto you, I know you
not*; and they are consigned to everlasting torments- Black figures,

gruesotne to behold, bear them away, and down, in tfee nave the con-
gregation^ half believing in the reality ofwhat it has seen and heard in the
dim light and amidst the sound of many voices, returns to its accustomed

ofprayer and praise

^

^ For eitamples see du M^nl, p Sp sgqq Cf the pictorial relic of a Sua-
b^n p^ntomimical Faster office of the twelfth century, and an Alemanmc
office ofthe thirteenth (atZfinch), ap Hone, u. 8-9.

* They printed in Wrjghfs Early Mys^rlss
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belongs to the middle of the twelfth centiuy ^ The subjects

of these liturgical ^nysteries^ as it seems convenient to desig-

nate them, are as a rule taken from the New Testament^

From the same period survive divers dramatic versions of

legends concerning the popular Saint Nicholas, which savour

rather of the eaily monastic literary drama \ and thus bear

witness to the fluidity of a growth of which it is easier to

detach the successive stages ftom one another in accordance

with a prion theoiy than to anange the sequence m proved

chronological older

To this group of compositions, which still maintain an ThcpU

organic connexion with the religipus services in the Church

and are intioduced into it, if at Matins before the Te Deuvt^

if at Vespers before the Magnificat^ belong the productions

of Hilarius, They seem to call for a brief notice, since he

IS usually supposed to be the earliest known English author

of plays
,
although, being written in Latin, with occasional

French refrains, they cannot claim a place in our national

dramatic literatuie.

There is no real proof that Hilarius was an Englishman

,

but the conjecture which has been adopted from Mabillon

by subsequent writeis is a probable oiie^ He celebrates at

great length the virtues of an English lady named Eva, who

became a recluse and ended hei saintly life in Anjou
,
and

four Qf his epistles in verse are addressed to persons of

English origin If he was a native of England, he must

have been born there some time m the earlier part of

Henry Vs reign, z e about the beginning of the twelfth

century^ For while still very young, he became a student

» Ten Brinck, ii 246 note

^ A good eKample is the Easter mystery published at Tours by Luaiarche,

and described by Moland, Ort^nes Litter de la France^ p 13®

performance took place in various parts of the church, and the congregation

joined m the concluding Te Deum
3 Cf p 9 ,

note 2

* Hdant et Ludt have been edited from a MS known to Andre

Duchesne (i6i<5) and Mabillon (I7i3)» unknown to the authors of the

BtstoneL%tteralre delaFrance{x^6^)i\iy] J Champolhon-Figeac(Panh,i838),

vnth a bnef critical Introduction, For a more easily accessible account of

Hdarius and his plays see Henry Morley, Eng^ Whters^ vol i pt 2 {groht

ike Coit^uest io Chaueer)^ x866j pp 54® Sepet, a , 33

^ ChamDolUon^Fjaeac, vu*
‘
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undei Abelaid at Paiaclete, the monastery which had

giown out of the heimitage neai the Seme, south of Pans,

whither the gieat teacher had letreated aftei his con-

demnation at Soissons a few years eaihei Hilaiius had

chanced upon a patron saint congenial in name to a dis-

position little in sympathy^with the diiei or duller aspects

of scholasticism Duimg his course of study he undei

-

went, with the rest of his fellow-students^ a process of

rustication, commemorated by him m a humorous Latin

poem which mentions his own stoutness of body {gravtt<xs\

and of which each stanza ends with a French lefiain to

the effect that ‘the Master has something against us^’

He seems to have cheiisned a waim personal attachment

towards his eloquent teacher
,
for when the latter removed

fiom Paiaclete to a Bieton abbacy, Hilaiy likewise took

his departure, and recommenced his studies at the school

of Angers Heie (to judge from the specimens preserved

to us) we may conclude that he continued to versify as the

humour suited him Neithei his metie nor his morality

was exacting
,
he was m point of fact an ecclesiastic

distinguished from his fellows py nothmg but an irrepies-

sible hteiary turn This, however, would be quite sufficient

to account foi his eyes having been open to the possibilities

to be found in the liturgical, oi semi-hturgical, mystery.

The most interesting of the plays of Hilarius is, notwith-

standing its brevity, the Suscitatio Lazari. To perfoim it,

says a rubric, there aie necessary ‘ Lazarus, his two sisters,

four Jews, oui Lord and His twelve Apostles, oi six of

them at all events * Very manifestly, the acHiion proceeds

under the simplest external conditions, and the dialogue is

restricted to the nanowest, or absolutely necessary, dimen-
sions The fiist scene or ^ movement " discovers Lazarus sick

in bed amidst the lamentations of his sisters, who despatch
the four Jews sitting by his side to seek the counsel of
‘ the Supreme Physician, the King of Kings/ They betake
themselves to the Saviour, Who promises that the sfckness

of His brqthof shall not be a cause of death to him But on
their return the messengers find Lazarus dead, and Mary
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and Martha lamenting him Each sister chants a senes

of foui stanzas with a Fxench lefrain^ Before the sounds
of these wailings have wholly ceased, voices are heaid

from a group assembled in another part of the scene ‘The
Jews of late sought to stone Thee, and goest Thou into

Jhidaea again ?
*

‘ Lazarus sleegeth
,

I go that I may awake
him out of sleep So, though die disciples aie full of fear,

they proceed on then way, and as they are in the midst

of the path, the Master is heaid explaining to them the

difference between the sleep which is, and the sleep which is

not, death Arriving at the house at Bethany, they aie met

by the heartbroken Martha, who, in stanzas of which the

verses alternate between Latin and French, expresses both

her grief and the hope inspued by the Savioui's presence ^
whom Martha beseeches to mteicede In Mary, hope

has become belief
; and to this belief He responds without

hesitation They pass together to the sepulchre where

Lazarus had been laid, and without delay the action reaches

Its climax m the loosing of Lazaius Whereupon, turning

to his deliverei, the man who has been raised from the dead

exclaims ‘Thou art our Master, our King, our God^

Thou shalt blot out the guilt of Thy people ,
what Thou

orderest is straightway accomplished ,
Thy kingdom shall

have no end’ Thus, the play being over, the transition

is natural and easy to the Te Detm or the Magnificat^

intoned, as is directed by Lazarus, i e by the priest who

has assumed the part, according as the play may have been

mtroduced in the service at matins or at evensong

Hilarius’ second scriptural play, the HtSiory of Darnel^

1 Maiys runs thus

'

^Hor a% dolor,

Hor esi mis fnre mors.

For qm get plo^ [this is why 1 weep],

Martha^s (with more penetrating feminine pathos)

^Lase^ ehahvet

De& que mis frere &si more,

Porque sue mve^^
3 ‘ Si venisses pnmitus,—

Doi m m,

—

Non esset hic

Bms frere, perdu nos at

Quod in vivum poteras,—

Dol m 4xt,

—

Hoc defunctq conferas’

Bavs Jrere, perdu vos at^

Sec , Sfc-
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exhibits a similar willingness to lean upon the narrative

of Holy Writ, but as was perhaps inevitable in the present

instance, a far less close dependence upon it Doubtless,

however, this play, in which no French refiains relieve the

Latin text, depended consideiably upon arrangements pai-

taking of the charactei of sgectacular or scenic effects in sucli

passages as Belshazzar’s feast and the lions’ den Of these

however we know nothing In the composition of Darnel
Hilarius seems to have been assisted by two other wi iters,

‘ Jordanus ’ and ‘ Simon ’ There is a veiy notable amount of
life m this composition, which in its general character bears

a certain resemblance to the libretto of a modem oratorio.

To the thud play of Hilarius, a diamatised anecdote con-

ceinmg a miracle wrought by an image of St, Nicholas

with the Saint’s own co-operation, it seems unnecessary to

return^ except by way of noting that this play contains

French refiains, which aie partly cadences identical with
those to be found in Tke Raising of Lfizarus The piece is

a trifle in both theme and tone^.

Thus, in the giadual developement of the Mystery-
drama from its beginnings cer^in tendencies make them-
selves manifest fiom an eaily date, which as they con-
tinue their couise may almost be said to make up the
entiie ^history of the subject Of these, (the first is the
substitution of the vernacular foi the Latin tongue ® ^ This
substitution, at first restricted to the choral responses of
the^ congiegation, was, as has been seen, extended to the
lyrical passages in general, and thence found its way into

^ Cf anU^ p 9, note a
Barhams^ who has committed his possessions to the care of the image

of St Nicholas, finds that they have been stolen
* Hic res plus quam centum
Misi et argentum;
Sed non est luventum.

He flogs the image, and the Samt quickly brings Up" the* robbers with the
goods* Barhams exclaims *

**

*Kisi visas fallitur

Jo en ai

Tesaurus hic cemlttir

and becomes*

^ As to the eaeosragement given to this tendency by the nractice of flie
Church see do 79-4
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the speeches of certain of the characters (as we may call

them) of the Mystery-drama The French mystery of La
Resurrection (dating from the twelfth century), which is

described as still entirely recitative in character, 1 e per-

foimed by persons standing still, is regaided as the earliest

extant religious diama in the vi>lgai tongue^

(The second step is to be sought in the detachment of the

mystery- or miracle-diama from the office of which it had
at fiist formed a dependent, and then a moie or less inde-

pendent, part, and of which it now came to form meiely

an interesting adjunct

The third advance was not lil^ the other two logically

unavoidable, noi indeed was it at all invariably entered

upon \ It consisted in the joining togethei of a whole

series of mystenes on different incidents from the Scriptuie

(more especially the Gospel) history into a single work

or production This joining together, altliough it seems

to have been attempted already at an eaily date, was at

first only roughly effected ^ Its final result is the so-called

Collective Mystery^—the form in which the principal English

contributions to the mysterjvdrama were composed

Before noticing this species, however, one 01 two further

geneial remarks may be in place, ^K distinction legitimate

m Itself, although as will be seen by no means obseived with

precision or uniformity, is usually drawn bet\veen Mysteries^

Miracle-plays, and Moral-plays or Moralities Properly

speaking, Mystenes deal with Gospel events only, their

object being primarily to set forth, by lUustiatmg the

i See Klein, iv 14 Ebert, « 5 19, points out how since the eleventh

century the vernacular had by means of the so-called EptsiolaefarcUae been

introduced into the liturgy itself These were songs generally refernrig

to the martyrdom of St Stephen Cf Anaen Thedhe Franfats, vol i

Inirod p vu.

See the description of the earliest German mystenes, ap Wnght,

p vni, and Wilken? pp 5 seqq , who thmJcs the eleventh century the earliest

date that can be assumed for them, but a later date motre probable They
are partly m Latin and paitly in German

® In England the Colhchve Mystery may be concluded to have been the

result of an expansion of the Easter and of the Christmas mystenes. sad

of the combination between the two groups after the celebration of the

festival of Corpus Chnsti had become generally prevalent. Ten Brinck,

n 257 ,
and cf

Mysimi
miracUs
audniof
dtithn-

guuilied
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prophetic history of the Old Testament, and moie par-

ticularly the fulfilling histoiy of the New, the cential

mystery of the Redemption of the world, as accomplished

by the Nativity, the Passion, and the Resiuiectioii Miracle-

playSi on the othei hand, are moie especially concerned

with incidents derived from the legends of the Saints of

the Church Lastly, Morals teach and illustiate the same

religious truths, not by direct lepresentation of scriptural or

legendary events and personages, but by allegoiical means,

abstiact figures of virtues or qualities being peisonified in

the characteis appealing in this species of plays

Naittuof Of these three species,,there are frequent combinations

,

^hmatwns England, at all events, no accurate distinction was
hetwmi drawn between mysteiies and miracle-plays, indeed, the

former name was not in use in this country^ When the

laufi religious drama reached England, the two species had

already to some extent combined, and, in fact, the eailiest

Fiench religious plays which we possess aie paitly of one

kind, paitly of the other, 'But tlie origin of the miiacle-'

play was to a great degree liteiary, as has been previously

shown, and in England the fiist miracle-plays proper of

which we know accordingly precede the fiist mysteiies

proper of which traces aie preserved to us On the other

hand the miracle-plays weie the earliest to fall into desue-

tude, their significance having been to a large extent of

a local nature^ The moralities, in then turn, occui in

early specimens, such as the literary dramas of Herman
and Langton,^ aheady mentioned

,
but it was not till a

comparatively late date (probably the earlier half of the

fifteenth century) that, under the influence of the epical

allegories which were then popular in English as well as

French Iiteratuie, they were populaily cultivated Their
origin was theiefoie proper to themselves, and will be
briefly discussed as such below

; but at the T:ime when they
began to flourish in England, the form of the mysteries

^ Collier, n 53» a In France, the term mystm was applied to
stJI rehKious indiscnminately from the fifteenth century Ebert, u s*

^ Cfi du 65* These plays seem in some measure to have replaced
the leifenda ofsalnts^^of which towards the end of the eighth* centtny pope
Adnan I, had prohibited the reading aloud m churches.
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and miracles was already so far advanced and fixed, that

it was inevitably borrowed by the moralities Elements

of the moralities, in the shape of abstract figuies, will howevei

frequently be found to occur in the mysteries and miracle-

plays

The main elements contributory to the pi ogress of the

popular drama which had arisen out of the liturgy have

thus been established, and there is no need to puisue in

detail their co-opeiative processes In the natural ordei T/iedm

of things, consequently upon the growing length of the

plays, the elaboration of their paiaphernalia, and the in- itselffro

Cleasing number of their spectators, they began to be

represented outside the church as well as inside^, and to

be composed in the vulgar tongue in preference to the

Latin Plays treating of the legends of saints were less

dependent on their connexion with the service of the Church

than mysteries proper , and as lay associations, gilds and

schools in particulai, possessed each its saintly patron,

they soon began to act plays in his honour in their own

halls or the vicinity of them In these peiformances the

services of professional mimes could haidly fail to be

occasionally employed. Lastly, when the clergy allowed

the introduction into the religious dramas acted or super-

intended by them of scenes and characters of a more or

less tyvial description, when to certain personages were

attached conventional peculiarities of voice or speech ^

,

when devils and their chief advanced to prominence, and

had to be made hideous oi contemptible in order to inspire

,
instantaneous "hiatipathy,—^the comic element could not fail

' to assert itself. Here the traditions of populai entertain-

ments would, in France at all events, be at hand with their

influence, and contribute to give a profane chaiacter to

what could no longer be regarded as essentially a part of

religious worship*

Such—without going into furthei particulars—were some

i This was ordered by Pope Innocent III m 1210. Hagenbach, u 414

® These became proverbial See e g. m The MiUeres Prolong in the

Canterbury Tales how the unmannerly Miller,—

'in Pilates vois he gan to cne,

And swore by armes and by blood and bones
*
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of the causes contiibuting to the ineviUble result, that the

clergy began to lose their control over the peiformatices

which their order had originated, and to become seriously

divided as to their expediency A memorable attempt

was however made in the middle of the thirteenth century

to sanctify more emphatically to a religious use a popular

taste that was fast outgrowing the pui poses foi which it

had been at first encouraged This attempt connects itself

with the endeavour to bung home to populai consciousness

the cential doctrine of the Church of Rome I refei of

course to the institution by Pope Urban IV, m the year

1364, of the festival (hitfierto only local m its celebiation)

of Corpus Christi, when he granted a pardon of a ceitam

number of days to all attending various parts of the divine

service held on the occasion^. The office m question

was composed by the Angelic Doctor, St Thomas Aquinas,

of whose teaching it has been said that he * sought to make
the supernatural significance of the doctrine of the Chuich

accessible to the natuial intelligence, without at the same time

in any way analysing that doctiine into something natural

or comprehensible ^ ’ But Pope Urban having died in

the same year, his bull lemained unexecuted, and the

disturbed times into which the Church had fallen pre~

vented the carrying out of his design for nearly half

a century^ At last, m 1311, by which time the Papacy
was securely if not gloriously housed at Avignon, the bull

of institution was confirmed under Pope Clement V by
a decree of the Council of Vienne, so memorable m political

as well as m ecclesiastical history* The special features of

the festival of Corpus Christi weie the distinct proclamation

of the Cieed of the Church, and the exhibition at four

altars, after procession through the streets, of the Host,

—

the symbol of the mystery of the Incarnation With this

latter feature the plays which it became usnSl to exhibit on

^ Copier, i. J9, note

® Hagenbstch, 11, 425
^ It Ule troublous time of the Interre^um ui the Empire (ta54'^j27i)

and of the commencement of the stru^g^les between the Papapy and France,
which endediRdfe the tranter of the Holy See to Avignon

* It abolished the Cirder ofthe Templars
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this festival seem to have been closely connected ,
hence

the term processus is fiequently applied to the plays them-
selves But on the developement of the drama the fact

that the mysteiy to which the festival was sacied was not

in itself immediately adapted foi representation or calcu-

\2fted to concentrate the thoughts, of the spectator upon any
paiticular events 111 the sacied nariative, would appear to

have had the effect of extending the range and suggesting a

wider choice of diamatic subjects Thus especially towards

the close of the Middle Ages, Old Testament subjects weie

tieated with gieat frequency at Corpus Christi^

This festival seems to have exercised a very marked Genet

influence upon the progiess of the diama, though Pope
Urban IV appears in the 'pardon' accompanying its

institution to have made no refeience to religious plays

(The 'pardon' mentioned in the Proclamatton for Whitsun

Plays at Chester (ofwhich immediately), and then attributed

to 'Clement yen bishop of Rome/ is supposed to have

been granted by Pope Clement VI (i34ii*"5^)) I cannot,

however, heie fuither pursue the progress of the beginnings

of the modern drama in the case of any country besides our

own 2 It must suffice to note here that, for leasons

aheady indicated, the drama m France aheady m the

thirteenth century laigely® emancipated itself fiom the

Chuich The Fiench theatrical associations, whose i n-

dencies were not only aval but conflicting, continued m
activity down to the period of the Renascence,—^when

under literary influences a new eia began to open, endea-

vouring, as is* usual with new eras in Fiance, to make

' Cf PoUaTd, Intrude xxv, where it is also pointed out that this result

was further favoured by the fact that Corpus Chnsti is celebrated on the

Thursday (sometimes on the Sunday) after Trinity Sunday, ue. as a rule

not far away from the longest days of the year
* A most useful bibliographical survey of the productions of the religious

drama among the dteveral European nations will be found in Hr F, M
Stoddard’s References for Siudmis of Miracle plays and MystmeSi Univeri>tty

of California Library BuUetin^ no 8, Berkely, 1888.

® Largely, not entirely The emancipation had not altogether accom-

plished itself even in the fifteenth century, when ecclesiastics still appear

as chief actors in the Passion plays^ and performances are still arranged

under episcopal sanction Du Hdril, n s., 61 seqq^ As to the extraordinary

feitility of the religious drama in France see Pollard, Inirod, xh, note
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tadula rasa of what had gone before,—and in isolated

instances to an even later date The early religious dramas

of both Italy and Spam are considerably later m date,

so far as we are acquainted with them, than either the

jiaiy, French oi our own No Italian mysteiy has been pieserved

Spatn, from an eailiei date than 1^4$ , no Spanish fiom either the

thnteenth oi the fouiteenth century, though it is cleai that

such existed in a variety of foims^ On the other hand, in

and Ger- Germany there seems no doubt that both the plays which

it was usual to perfoim at Chiistmas and those which were

generally exhibited at Easter belong m then oiigm to about

the twelfth century In the Middle Ages Eastei was by far

the more populai as a season for diamatic performances,

—

a circumstance to be attiibuted not only to obvious con-

siderations of temperature, but also to the fact that Easter

IS by far the moie ancient festival in the Christian Church,

and that in dramatic significance the subject of the Passion

fai surpasses that of the Nativity^. Corpus Chnsti plays

* The ongines as well as the developement of both the Italian and the

Spanish drama have been traced with extreme fulness by Klein m the

fourth and succeeding volumes of his work, to which I have already

repeatedly referred The labour which its unfortunate author bestow ed on
It was so enormous, that he may well be paidoned occasional eccen-

tricities both of expression and combination That his general view of the

origin of the drama is just, I venture at the same time to believe, and
I have not scrupled to adopt some of his theones—^For a brief account of

the origin of the Spanish drama, as springing from religious sources and
wholly unconnected with the ancient Roman theatre, see also Ticknor's

of Spanish Literatme, chap xiii—It is, by the b^e, well known
that in Spain mysteries are by no means thmgs of the past

,
I remember

companng with Ithe Oberammergau Play the Sacradot^Passto y Mort de

Nostre Senyor JesuEnstj which professed to be prepaied for representation

in the principal theatres of the kingdom, being published (at Barcelona) by
a dignified ecclesiastic The Spanish play seemed to me much inferior to

the more recent versions of the German
^ See Mone, Schausptele des Mtitelalters^ vol 1 (1846), for a senes of

religious plays dating from the thirteenth and fourteenth centunes, with

a. list of others reaching to the end of the sixteenth, In which the Easter

hold the most prominent position—‘The Seven Joys of the Blessed

seem to have been arranged for the stage by Flemish writers , at

least this is known to have been the case with two of them, ds Emit
which dates from 1444 and was performed at the court

of Charles the feold, and de Sevmste^ which was discovered in our own
day m a MS* purchased by the Royal Library at Brussels A decree of
the city of BrusSeJjs orders the annual production of one of these Joys^-^
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aie likewise noted
,
while the Ascension, Assumption, and

Whitsuntide plays aie to be regarded as extensions of the

Easter plays It is curious by the way, that the advent

of the Refoimation (which by no means extinguished the

favour shown to the religious diama as such^) reversed

tlfe relative popularity of the Eg.ster and Christmas plays,

paitly perhaps in consequence of the importance attached in

the foimer to the laments of the Blessed Virgin With the

levival of Catholic feeling in the seventeenth centuiy, and
the continued cultus of the Blessed Virgin in this and the

eighteenth, the Easter plays lecoveied their pieferential

position, being now tinged with a sentimental character,

which found its vent in allegories and in external effects,

while the incident of the Resuirection itself was treated

with relative slightness The first edition of the Oberam-

mergau Play, the peculiar origin of which is well known,

though due to Benedictine monks, seems to have boine

unmistakable traces of the influence of the Jesuit school

of tlieology, paiamount in Bavaiia and m Catholic Gei-

many at laige in the latter half of the Thirty Yeais’ War
By the side of the mysteries proper the Germans m the

fourteenth century became lamiliai with plays celebiating

the legends of saints—such as St Catharine and St Doiothy

—miracles in the stricter sense of the term, and in the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuiies it became usual to select

fiom legendaiy lore subjects of historical impoitance,

whethei geneial or local, so that the transition to the

historical diama became easy While the moral element

finds a place in the histoiy of the early German diama,

it only exceptionally connects itself with the lyrical and

epical poetry of the minstrels, and its giowth is in this

respect analogous in its earliei stages to oui own But the

progress of the German drama from the ecclesiastical

I have preserved an account m a nevtspaper of our own times of a repre-

sentation m a small people’s theatre at Madrid of a Passion-play called Lo$
siete dolorei, ds Mana

^ Cf the cunous quarrel m April 1523 between the clergy and the

citizens of Strassburg, on the occasion of a competition between the

religious plays of the latter and the Indulgences’ processions orgamsed by

the former, ap Baum, Captio und Buiser (Elberfel^ i860), p 194 ,
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basis, where like ours it had its beginnings, was less foitunate

The attempts made m those parts of the nation which weie

seized by the spirit of the Reformation to pour new wine

into the old bottles, and to create a national drama,

though inteiesting and as will be seen connecting them-

selves with the English^ drama m its gieatest peiicd,

remained practically abortive as a literary movement^

The peculiar political and social condition of our own
country, in the peiiod succeeding upon the Noiman Con-

quest, could not but considerably affect the development in

England of the religious drama, which had come to our

English ancestors as a Norman gift Befoie the Conquest,

as I have already shown, they had neithei possessed a

drama, nor displayed any disposition towards it, and it

would have b^en little in accordance with the national

character had the tendency to expand and diveisify the

diamatic elements m leligious woiship met with a speedy

and general welcome here ^ At the time, therefore, when
the drama came among us,theie is every leason to conclude

that mysteries and miracle-plays alike at first remained in

the hands of the clergy by whom they had been introduced
,

while miracle-plays were also occasionally composed by
ecclesiastical hands as literary woiks But the Conquest

had also brought across the Channel a professional class of

pieiformeis, who must naturally have been piompt ^o seize

upon an attractive form of entertainment, and bung home to

secular audiences the facilities at then command for enjoying

It Ecclesiastecs, then, or persons connected with the Church,

introduced the drama into England
,
they composed the

first diamas produced m this country, and perfoimed them
in person, or caused them to be perfoimed by their pupils

,

but the htsiri07ies soon followed m their footsteps, and in the

end certain sections of the unprofessional laity followed in

theTootsteps of the histrto^ies

The first play of which we have nominal mention as acted

^ Qt tfee wly German religiaus plays an accoT^nt will be found in
Dr Oesehttdife der geisthchen Speh tn Deutschland (Gottingen^

» Ten $44
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^

in England has already been stated to be the Ludus de

St ^KathannUi which the Norman Geoffiey, who afterwaids

became Abbot of St Albans, caused to be performed at

Dunstable about the year iiio Of this ^play’ we know
nothing except that the writer who mentions it (Matthew
PaVis in his Lives of the Abbots St Albans) says that it

was a play of the kind ^ quern mtracula vulganter appella-

mus ’ Matthew Pans wrote about 1240 , and since theie is

no reason to suppose that in the interval any progress had

taken place in the miracle-plays, this dramatic treatment of

a favourite theme of ecclesiastical poetry cannot have diffeied

widely from that adopted in the^^ other Latin 01 French

religious plays that have come down to us from the same

century There remains, as observed above no evidence

to enable us to determine the chaiacter of this piece more
precisely j while the twofold fact that noFicnch plays acted

in England are preset ved from this peiiod, and that no Latin

miracle-play can be pioved to Imve been performed here

makes any conclusion hazardous as to the language in which

the Play of St Kaihanna was written* What seems clear

IS that whethei 01 not this particular example was among
the eailiest of its kind known to this country, such plays

were not unfiequently performed in English monasteries in

the course of the century following upon the Conquest.

William Fitz-Stephen, who wrote about half a century

before Matthew Pans, states in reference to the period

ii7o-ii8» e

,

that London, instead of theatiical spectacles

and scenic plays (such, foi example, as those of Rome),

has plays of a* more sacred chaiacter,

—
^ repraeseniaitones

miraculoruin quae sancH confessores operati suni^ seu

repraesmtahones passionum qmbus claruit constanim mar-
Heie, again, it is impossible to pronounce m

what language tlie plays referred to were composed ^ As
in France^ so in*England, the legends of the saints appear

1 Ante^ p 10.

* Pollard, Infrod,
f
jcxi

First published by Stow from the Vda S» Thomae Atejmp et

(Bechet), and quoted by CoUier, in
Ten Brmck thinks it may be assumed to have been Anglos

Norman*

TOL L E

The mtiacle

ofSt
Kathmma
1 110 cur

London
nmacles
1170-1182
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to have met with dramatic tieatment befoie the more

arduous and more impoitant expenmeiit was made of

applying it to sciiptural subjects ,
among which Old Testa-

ment seem to have been essayed earlier than New Testament

themes Unfoitunately not a single complete miiacle-play,

in the more restricted sen^ of the woid, that was peifoinfed

111 England, has been preseived to us, and those of which

the names remain aie mentioned at comparatively late dates^

Everything points to the peifoimers of these miracle-plays,

or of then prototypes, in the twelfth centuiy, and in the earlier

part of the thirteenth, having been exclusively ecclesiastics.

In the yeai 1358, however, we suddenly come acioss

a statement that htstrionum htd% must not be seen, heaid, or

allowed to be peifoimed befoie abbot 01 monks It may
lemain open to doubt whethei the interpretation to be given

in the passage in question to the teims histrtones and ludi is

to be restricted to dramatic perfoimeis and perfoimances ^

But even wei e this inadmissible, such pei formances may fan ly

be supposed to have been included among the exhibitions

which the itineiant perfoimeis pioduced wheie they weie
likely to find most favour, Actois of this kind cannot as

yet have been veiy common
,
indeed, a century and a half

later Lydgate in a famous enumeiation of social types passes

by the piofessional player, while he finds room for the minstiel

and the juggler {tragttour) ^ That these actors, when they

^ The Pageants of St Fabyan, St Sebasitan and 5/ Botolf mentioned by-

Pollard, Jntrod XX , are noticed in company with the Pageant of the Tnmty
in an early Chartulary of the Biethren of the Holy Trinity of St Botolph
•without Aldersgate, whose fraternity was founded in 1373 See Hone’s
Anaent Mystenes described (1823), 77 seqq The plays of St George of
Cappadocia at Windsor and of Si George at Bassmgbourne in Cambridge-
shire are mentioned under the dates 1416 and 1511 respectively (Collier,
i» 29 , Warton (ed 1871), n, 233) The Ludt Beaiae Chnstinae at Bethers-
dea, Kent, appear in the Churchwardens’ Accounts of the year 1522
(Miss Toulmm Smith, York Mystery Plays, Introd Ixv) In Dublin, at
Christmas 1528, the shoemakers presented Crispin and f^nsptanus as part of
an elaborate entertamment composed of biblical and classical elements
(Sharp, 142) Cf ten Bnnck, 11 303

* This IS the opinion of Collier, by whom the passage in the Annates
Burioneim h cited (from Gale), 1 14 The passage cited by Warton,
x« 161, from Matthew Pans, ad amt 1236, shows that the term kistna^B^
also used m a wider and more vaned sense

5 and I cannot find that Warton
considers Us use to res^mre restriction in the particular case in giiestioru

In the BdHHee of Macabre^ a version of the famous and long-lived
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performed then plays, made use ofthe native English tongue,

IS again merely a matter of conjectuie
,
but 1358, as will be

remembered, was the very year in which this tongue leceived

a public acknowledgment of unpaialleled significance^

The two centuiies ensuing upon the Conquest, togethei

with a fuither span of time of which the limits cannot be

defined with piecision, may therefore be legarded as the

age in which the drama in England was still mainly under

the control and management of the clergy The miiacle-

plays pelformed by them, whether written in Latin or in

French, weie unmistakeably of Fiench oiigin, and differed

m no important point from theiK exemplais dloutre mer
The plays alieady mentioned, composed by Guillaume

Heiman and Etienne (Stephen) Langton in the middle and

latter pait of the twelfth century, were the earliest examples

produced on English ground, though m the French lan-

guage, of the theological moiality, but although they

piesent few features indicating the prospect of a new dra-

matic or liteiaiy species, and although in point of fact the

English moralities of later date start in a large measure

from a fresh basis, it seems preferable to treat in its entirety

the growth to which they belong

The direct connexion between tlic cleigy and the miracle-

plays continued, if not quite to the last, at all events till the

period when those plays weie on the eve of being supei-

seded by the beginnings of the legular drama Even

when the cleigy did not perform in plays, they wiote them,

mediaeval device ofthe Dance of Death and of its lesson as^to what awaits tis

all, from Pope add Emperor to handicraftsman and hind—On the other

hand, according to Collier, i 30, in a later work of Lydgate’s, The Interpret

iacyon of the names of Goddys and Goddesses^ it 15 said of Sensuality that he

ought to change his character, and that

‘well shall he be taught,

As a player sholde

'

As to Lydgate’s ov^n productions containing dramatic elements see below
1 The English Proclamation made m the name of Henry III,

® According to Bale, cited ap Warton, 11 214, Robert Baston, a Carmehte

fnar of Scarborough, who accompanied Edward II on his Scottish expe-

dition and wrote a Latin poem on the siege of Stirlmg Castle, wrote

Tmgoedtae ei Comoedtae vuigares^ but nothing m English remains from the

hand of this versatile but unlucky author. He was taken pnsoner by

idle Scots and compelled to write a Latin panegync {to match his of

BMmg) on Robert Bruce;

% %

The ilergy

and the

miracle^

plays
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or at least paid their perfoimers Bishop Bale, the authoi

of our fiist Chronicle history was likewise the author of oui

last tniracle-play, or at least of the last preseived to us

(1538) 5
and the lusores, mtnstrells, and jocatores enjoyed the

^ adjutortum' of the Prioiy of Thetfoid in several hundieds

of instances between the years 1461 and i547 ^* Yet very

different opinions were held at different times among the

clergy, bodi as to the propriety of the peiformances of these

plays in themselves, and as to the permissibility or paitici-

pation m them by ecclesiastics The objecting voices

became louder and angrier, as those waves passed ovei the

face of society which b}% their lecmrence remind us that

Puritanism is of no single age, and again as the dramatic

performances themselves began to lose then specially religious

character when lay hands came to engage in the same pui-

suit Early in the thirteenth centuiy the high-minded

Pope Gregoiy IX prohibited in indignant terms the exhibi-

tion of dramatic spectacles in consecrated places, Hest the

honour of the Chuich should be defiled by these shameful

practices ’ In 1227, the first yeai of his papacy, the Council

of Tieves had decieed the same prohibition. He passed

away, however, m 1^41, and before long the attitude of

the Papacy towaids the practice of leligious plays was to

undeigo the memorable change already noticed, marked by
the institution of the festival of Coipus Christi Abqjut half-

way between these two dates falls the publication of the

celebrated Manuel des Pechtez^ of which the oiiginal was
erioneously a^tiibuted to Bishop Giosseteste of Lincoln, the

unsparing assailant of the shortcomings of the Church.

Both the French original of this work, by William of

Wadington, and the English version composed by Robert
Mannyng of Bininne in 1303, under the title Handlyfi^

Synne, enter at length into the question of miiacle-play:^,

and lay it down that the clergy, though foibidden to ‘ make
or. miracles, may *play the Resurreccyun ’ in chuich,

and, the Nativity^ I am inclined to conclude this to mean

^ 69-70 As to Bishop Bale, and as to the possible monastiq
of the collective mystenes, see below

* cf, Pollard, Inirod xxiv-xxv*
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that an illustiation of the service— liturgical mystery in

short—was held toleiable, while a miracle-play emancipated

in scene, and more or less in treatment, from the contiol of

authoiity was condemned as worldly foolishness Noi did

the actual establishment of Corpus Christi, although mark-
ing a redintegratio amorts betwe«n Church and stage, by any
means put a complete stop to even more sweeping censures

From the fourteenth century we have a sermon, by no
means devoid ofpower,against ‘mu aclis playinge ' in general

and in Pie^s Plowmmis Crede^ which was wiitten shortly

befoie the close of the same century, a friai minor piously

exults —
*We haunten no tavernes, ne hobelen abouten

,

At marketes and Miracles we meddley us never*

Yet, as has been pointed out, less than a geneiation after-

waids we find a jnmor at York interfering to biing

about the annual representation of Corpus Chnsti plays,

and called ^ a professor of holy pageantry Wiclif, when
reprobating the gross amusements by which the ‘great

solemnity " of Christmas is supposed to be honoured, speaks

with scorn of him ‘ that can best play a pageant of the devil

but he doesnot lecur to the subjectwhen discussing thevarious

‘heresies and errois of friais’ To the fifteenth centuiy (in

which, howevei, the Benedictine Lydgate composed a series

of pageants ‘ from the Cieation *), belongs a satirical poem
against the ‘free mynours’ and their miracle-plays, m
which the author expresses a pious hope that the friars will

in due season burn in reality, as they now occasionally burn

m character, a ‘cait made al of fyre' on the stage^

Early m the reign of Henry VIII Dean Colet, when

delivering an oruUo ad clerum at St Paul’s, quoted an old

ordinance against a clergyman's being ‘ a public player/ and

complained that in despite of it the clergy gave themselves

up Hudis ei jocis^" Not long afterwards Caidmal Wolsey

included among ordinances framed by him for the Canons

^ Reltqutae n 4« seqq
^ Appendix to Brake*® Histoiy cf York^ Collier, t so

» See The Ave Mam, rn The English tforim of Wychf, &c , ed by F* B,

Matthew for the Early Enghshs Text Society <i88o), p
* Rehqmm Antiqme, i. $22, * Collier, i, ^4.
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Perform-
ances by

members of
gtld<? and
oihet lay

actois

Regulai of St Austin a provision against their being players

Finally, in 154a, Bishop Bonner forbade all peifoimances of

plays in his diocese ,
but the practice was not altogether

extinguished, and from a tract of 157a it appears that even

at so late a date ‘interludes’ weie occasionally played

inside churches ^ Indeed, an Queen Maiy’s leign, when an

attempt was made to revive the religious, while suppressing

the secular, diama, we heai of the performance ‘on St

Olave’s day at night ’ in the church dedicated to that saint

in Silver Street, London, of a stage-play tieating of his

miraculous life®

As has been already stf-ted, an impulse of a quite unpie-

cedented kind was given to the performance of religious

plays by the Church herself, through the confiiraation of

the Papal Bull instituting the festival of Corpus Christi

Indeed the actual mstitution of that festival might be con-

cluded to have been immediately followed by the perform-

ance of such plays by the members of the gilds m at least

one impoitant English city, were it possible to credit the

tradition dating the origm of the Chester plays as falling

within the years ia68-ia76 'V^ether or not (as we have no

light to assume) Chester set the example, and m whatever

order of time and place that example was followed, orm part

anticipated, the custom m question certainly flounshed m
a considerable number of English cities and towns ^during

a period extending from the latter years of the thirteenth,

through the couise of the fourteenth and fifteenth, down to

near the end ofthe sixteenth centuries As will be seen imme-
diately, the actors m these repiesentations were usually the

members of the gilds or companies of tradesmen or handi-

craftsmen, but these worthies were not possessed of any-

thing m the nature of an exclusive privilege Thus m
Ixmdon, when after a lapse of nearly two centuiies firom

the date mentioned above®, we come in the 3rear 1378 upon
a mention of plays, the choristers of St Paul’s are found
intent upon shutting the door on mexpert performers

}
and

in 1^91, as on subsequent occasions, the pansh-derks ofthe

‘ Colhor, A 7»-3, » a 1. 165 » Atfte, p. 49
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city are m possession of the field ^ At Winchestei, it was

the almsboys who as late as 1487 performed some version

ofthe theme of The Harrowing ofHell ,
and the circumstance

that at several localities (not only at smaller places like

Bassmgbouine in Cambridgeshire, Bethersdcn in Kent, and

Heybiidge in Essex, but also at Reading and Tewkesbury)

tlie churchwai dens’ accounts are charged with the expenses

of the performances, points to the probability that they

were cairied on by mixed companies of laymen, oiganised

under more or less clerical diiection^

External evidence of an inevitably uncertain kind, sup- Thar §*#<?-

poited by suggestive analogies moodier blanches of early

English literature of relatively ample productivity inspucd

by the study of Scripture, points to the Anglian legions

of tlie kingdom as the legions which most leadily favomed

these beginnings of oui national drama ^ Adopting this

clue, we may give prerogative mention in this connexion to

Wymondham near Norwich^, and to Norwich itself We
may thence trace the movement through Eastern Mercia by
Sleaford and Lincoln into Northumbiia, where at Leeds, at

Woodkiik neai Wakefield, af Beverley, at York itself from

about the middle of the fourteenth century, and at Newcastle-

on-Tyne, the religious drama was assiduously cultivated by
the citizens Leaving aside its devious migration to

Edinbujcgh and as far north as Aberdeen, we find it

prevalent m a series of towns in our English North-West,

in Kendal, Lancaster, Preston, and nearing the Welsh

Stow records *that in this year the pansh»clerks of*»London enacted

a play at Skinner’s Well» near Smithfield, in the presence of king, queen,

and nobility, which lasted for three dajs Another play, which began with

the Creationand lasted eight days, was performed at the same place in 1409

Collier, 1 27-8 Everybody remembers in Chaucer’s Miller's Tak the parish-

clerk, the * joly Absolon
*

‘ Sometime to shew his lightnesse and maistne

He plaieth Herode on a skafibld hie’

» See the data ap Miss L Toulmin Smith, York Plays^ InifodttcHoftf

lxiv4xvni
® See ten Bnnck, lu ^^62-3 For the data On which the list in the text is

based see Hiss L Toulmin Smith, u s ,
and Stoddard, 51-66, where will also

be found a list of editions of English Mysteries
* It was at the annual festival atWymondham that m 1549 Ket’s rebellion

Srst broke out See Proude’s Btsioiy pfEngland, chap* xxvi
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border, firmly rooted at Chester Thence it spread across

the sea into the English Pale at Dublin, and along the

Welsh boundary to Shiewsbury, Worcester and Tewkes-

bury, reappearing beyond that boundary under altogether

distinct conditions in Cornwall ^ In the heart of the Mid-

lands, Coventry, wheie the first notice of plays exhibited

by the companies is not earlier than 1416, was a well-

known home of the leligious drama, which was likewise

familiar to Leicester in both the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, while to the East in Cambridgeshire it was
cherished both at Cambridge itself and at Bassingbourue

In Saxon England proper a taste for dramatic perform-

ances seems to have exerted itself more fitfully Their

occurrence is mentioned, as has been seen, in London

,

in Essex, Heybiidge and Manmngtree^ are noted for per-

^ In Cornwall miracle-plays were at an early date performed in the native
Cymric dialect Three of these have been edited and translated by
Mr Edwin Norns, under the title of T/te Anaent Cormsh Drama (a vols

,

Oxford, i85g> He states that the earliest MS of these dramas is apparently
of the fifteenth century, but that then language shows their origin to belong
to a period earlier than the fourteenth The three plays ostensibly constitute

a connected trilogy ofwhich the sever^ plays are to be perfonned on sue
cessive days

,
but they are really four in number, viz (1^ the Ongo Mundt^

which m three divisions carries on the Old Testament story through some
of its principal incidents fiom the Creation to the building of the Temple by
Solomon, who consecrates a bishop to take care of it

,
there is added the

episode of the martyrdom of Maximilla on refusing to abjure her belief m
Chnst (2'; The History of Christ fiom the Temptation to the CPUcifixion

,

here there is no brealc m the action (3) The Resurrection and the Ascen-
sion, but the action of this play is interrupted by that of (4) the Death of
Pilate, which is quite detached from the rest The whole ends with an
antiphony ofangpls on the reception of the Son into Heaven by the Father,
and an epilogue by ‘ the Emperor * There is not mucli m these Cymric
plays to distinguish them from the many plays on Scriptural themes in Latin,
French, and English, and, indeed, occasional French words occur—It may be
added that we possess no notice of the actual performance of plays in Corn*
wall eaiher than that occumng m Richard Carew’s Surv^, first printed m
1602 He mentions the Guaiy miracles, for the representation of which
amphitheatres are, he says, raised m some open fiel4 Two of these, of
Jarger dimensions than those referred to by Carew, and popularly called
Romds, were dosenbed by Borlase an the middle of the eighteenth century;
andone of^ese situate close to the pmcipal mnm St Just Church-town, not
far from the Land’s End, I remember visiUng some sixteen years since

1,1a
* that the plays acted at Mannmgtree were morals, but as in

TO m his Sevm Deadly Smnes ofLondon (xdo6, Xrber’s
eamon, p* 45) De^er expressly states that they were acted bv tmdesm^^n.
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formances, as also are Reading in Berkshire^ Winchester
in Hampshire and Canterbury and Bethersden in Kent^.

Before calling attention to the most interesting features in

such of the above-mentioned plays as have been preserved to

us, I may premise one or two remarks as to the nomenclatures

by which it has been sought to distinguish between them.

Their usual contemporary designation v^diS plays, miracle-

plays or miracles \ the term mysteries not being employed
in England^. Yet their character is essentially the same as

that of the mysteries in France
;
nor is there any obvious

distinction as to method of treatment to be drawn between

the popular mysteries and the popular miracles in England,

even if we choose to accord to them respectively the

designations actually appropriate to their several sub-

jects I perceive no proof of the theory that in England,

as in France, the popular dramatic treatment of legendary

preceded that of biblical subjects; nor am I struck

by the suggestion of the a priori probability of such an

order of sequence^. As the well-known example of

the play of Mary Magdcdene^ shows, the species were

they have been included in the above list On the other hand, I have
omitted performances at royal palaces, I have also omitted the production

, of the Shipwrights Play (which probably related to Noah’s Flood) before

Henry VII at Bristol, because it was in dumbshow.—Collier, ii, 67-8.

According to a review of C. Penley, The Bath Stage, in the Athenaeum,

November 19, 1892, miracle-plays were acted at Bath as early as the reign

of Edward III in the church of St. Michael without the walls.

^ The Resurrection at Witney in Oxfordshire seems to have been a

puppet-play presented by priests. It contained the phrase * Jack Snacfcer of

Witney,’ as applied to the watchman who,seeing ourLord i?se from the grave,

made a continual noise ‘ like to the sound that is made by the meeting of

two sticks.’ See Lambarde, Warton, ii. 221.

* Chaucer’s Wife of Bath, we may be sure, intended no nice distinction

when mentioning ‘playes of mirades^ among the other social diversions

or excitements which were open to her.

® In the Household Book ofHenry PZTthey are on one occasion entered

as ^ marvels

f

evid^rntly a synonym of miracles. Collier, ii. 53 note.

—

Although the tern mysteries was not in popular use in, England, it may be

well to guard against any possible confusion (since these plays were per-

formed by members of particular gilds or trades) by observing that the word

has no connexion with its homonym or mxstery (Lat. mimsterium^

Ft. m^ier), signifying an art or trade.

* See ten Brinck, h. 248-9. ,

® Mysteries. Cf. Po%rd, xx.

Names
given to the

religious

plays.
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freely intermingled within the fiamework of a single

composition These plays also contain elements of the

moralities^ and in one instance at least we meet among
them with a morality proper, in accordance with the definition

given above But since the moralities, although their form

was moulded by the example of the miracles, have an origin

of their own, it will be prefeiable to treat of them separately

The individual plays were usually called pageants^

—

a woid spelt in every conceivable way, but indisputably

derived from the Latin pango and Greek Tnjyvu/xt (whence

pagina^ pegma^iri^y/ia) It was no doubt originally applied

to these plays in refeience^to the vehicles on which they were
exhibited, but was afteiwaids used of stage-plays m general,

even when regarded as books or literary compositions lather

than as pieces actually put upon the stage ^

ColUcim In their origin many of the individual plays are doubtless

founded on Fiench models
,
others are taken directly from

Engbsk the text of Sciipture, from the Apocryphal Gospels, and to
smes

some extent fiom the legends of the saints. But one of the

most remaikable characteristics of the English religious

plays, although by no means cpmmon to the whole body of
them, IS their combination into collective series^ exhibiting
the entile course of Bible history, from the Creation to the
Day of Judgment. These collective senes as such are
essentially original national creations, not translations or
even indirect copies of Fiench oi any other foieign works ^

These weie the senes perfoimed by the gilds, crafts, or
trade-companies of most of the towns mentioned above
at Corpus Chnsti, though some of them were likewise, or
even exclusively, performed at other gieat Chuich festivals,

such as Whitsuntide and Candlemas
method of performing these plays has been fiequently

formmtk ^^^cnbed
,
nor is it part of my purpose to attempt another

detailed exposition of it. The following brief statement,
based chiefly, but not altogether, upon late accounts of

^ to the Piigeanf of the Holy Trmt^ (a bound and illuminated MS ,Ump Hetty VI5, Collier, i. 35 , and see %b 56
relation between the French JUfysfere du Vml Tesiammi and

the Chester see below
, but this can m no case be held to contradict

the genial stal^ent in the text
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the Chester series^, must therefore suffice in the present

place It seems to have been usual in some towns for

public pioclamation to be made beforehand of the perform*

ance of these plays, and a document of this kind has been

presei-ved dating fiom the eaily part of the fifteenth cen*

tufy, in which the Mayor of Yorlaimpresses upon the ciafts

the duty of bringing forth ‘ther pagantez in order and

course by good players, well arayed and openly spekyng,

vpon payii of lesyng of Cs to be paide to the chambre

without any pardon’ In the same proclamation he bids

^euery player that shall play be redy m his pagiaunt at

convenyant tyme, that is to say, aj the mydhowre betwix

iiij*^ and of the clokc in die mornynge ’
,
whereupon

all the pageants are to follow on one another without

delay, under a penalty of 6s M (an angel) Elsewheie,

a special messenger made the round of the city some time

befoie the actual date of the performances , at Chestei, where

the Whitsun performances were thus proclaimed as early

as St George's Day (Apiil 23), this proceeding was called

* the readinge of the banes
'
(bans) It seems to have been

distinct from a species of general prologue, spoken by

a herald of one kind or another immediately before the

performances themselves Each series was divided into

a number of ‘ pageants,* plays, or actions, according to the

number of the companies between whom the peiformance

as a whole had been distributed At Woodkirk there were

thirty-two, at York forty-eight, at Chester twenty-four,

at Coventry forty-three* Thus the performance of the

senes occupied^from three days (at Chester) t<3 double that

number, unless (as at Coventry) it was broken off m the

middle and played m two parts in two successive years.

The distribution of the individual plays among the com-

panies seems m the first instance to have depended upon

the 'piopcrties^ and * business* required for the several

plays. Who but the goldsmiths could furnish the Three

' By Archd^acoii Rogers, who died in 1595, and who saw the Whitsun

plays performed at Chester in the preceding year See Wnght, to

Chester Flays {^Shakespeare SQCtetys PHbkcattQns, xijr-xx), and Sharp,

tton m Coventry Mysteries^ iV-iS
* See Miss Toulmm Smith, Fl^ introd xxxiv*
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Kmgs with the golden crowns marking their royal dignity

,

who but the shipwrights could build up Noah’s ark^? Thus
then ‘ euery company brought forthe their pagiente, which

was the carriage or place which the played in ’ (i e on)

^ And they first beganne at the Abbaye gates
, and when

the firste pagiente was ploiyed at the Abbaye gates, then it

was wheeled from thence to the pentice’ (penthouse) ‘at

the highe crosse before the Mayor, and before that was
donne, the seconde came, and the firste wente into the

Watergate streete, and from thence vnto the Bridge-streete,

and soe all, one after an other, till all the pagientes weie

played appoynted for the fiiste daye, and so likewise for

the seconde and the thirde daye^/ Thus in the couise of

each day, as moveable scaffold after moveable scaffold

passed from station to station, the ciowd gathered in the

different parts of the town had an oppoitunity of witnessing

the whole sequence of the senes presented, and of critically

comparing the efforts of the tanners with those of the

plasterers, those of the hosiers with those of the spicers, and
so forth As for the actual arrangement of these moveable
stages, ‘ these pagientes or cyiage was a highe place made
like a howse with ij rowmes, beinge open on the tope m
the lower rowme they apparelled and dressed them selues

,

and in the higher rowme they played • and they stoode
vpon 6 wheeles' To this desciiption it may b® worth
adding, first, that the moveable stage at times was insuf-
ficient to meet the demands of the action, and at times the
stieet Itself had to serve as a sort of supplementary scene
Balaam, for instance, and the Three Magi, sfnd Saul on his
journey to Damascus, had to appear mounted ^

5
and as for

Herod, he ‘ragis in the pagond and in the streete also^/
Again, when the action was of a moie complicated nature,
two or moie scaffolds seem to have been ranged side by
side of one another, the actors moving ftom scaffold to

* tTfirt Brmcfc, ii 257-9

J^ programme at York, York Plays, Mrod sixxu-m.
following stage-airection m the Conversion of Saul

. P 37. ‘Beij! Sate t^^dyth forth with
Ins Semani abpnt the i^ace owt of the pagond/

^ fhs Skeamm 0Hd Tayidrs Pageant at Coventry^ ap Sharp, p, 107*
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scaffold as might be necessary This device, togethei with

the simple expedient of wilting the name of each locality

over whatever rude pietence of scenery may have been

painted or set up at the back of the stage, made it possible

to execute dramatic movements of some complexity without

their becoming unintelligible^, anti to cairy on the double

action necessitated by the plan of some of the plays ^

Much, as a matter of course, was left to the imagination,

and there is no proof that the English mysteiy-stage was,

like that in France, regularly divided into three platfoims

with a dark cavern at the side of the lowest, appiopnated

respectively to tlie Heavenly Father and his angels, to

saints and glorified men, to meie men, and to souls in hell

Hell-mouth, however, was an English as well as a French

institution ,
and much care seems to have been bestowed

upon representing it with sufficient elaboration ® Demons
with hideous heads issued from it^ or flames burst foith m
token of the fire within ^

;
but the introduction of ‘ yerthe-

quakes ’ seems to belong to the degeneracy of the religious

drama The costumes, as to which we have an abundance of

details in the accounts of the,gilds, no doubt varied accord-

ing to the liberality as well as accotding to the tastes of the

seveial trades, and we may be sure there was no lack of

glitter or coloui In part the dress or attributes were con-

ventional Divine and saintly personages were distinguished

by gilt hair and beards**, Herod, as he swoie ‘ by Mahownde/
was also dressed as a Saracen

;
Judas had a red hair and

beard
,
the demons wore hideous heads and long tails'^ , the

^ E g in the Coventry Trial ofChnst (Ludtis Coventnae, p 303) 'Here

thei take Jhesu and lede hyra in gret hast to Herowde, and then

Herowdys scafeld xal unclose, shewing Herowde m a stat [on a throne],

alle the Jewys knelyng, except Annas and Cayaphas ’

E g of the York play of The Dream of Ptlaids Wife mdJesHs before

PtlaU Cf Introduction to Yo^kPlays^ liv

® See the startlm^Uustrations ap Sharp, pp 61 seqq

* In the Transfiguraiton m the Yorh Plays Ehas is brought from paradise

and Moses from hell

» ‘It®,’ says an entry relating to the Dmperd Pageant at Co\ entry,

* pajd for kcpying of fyer at hell mothe injd^ Sharp, p 73
® See the Coventry banes mentioned above, where gilt is described as

a sufficient * disfigurement,’ disguise, for the purpose

^ Hodge, m Gammer Gurtou^s Needier gives a very distinct descnpUon of
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souls weie clad in white or black coats according to their

kind, and the angels shone in gold skins and wings

Customaiy tricks of manner added their aid, the devil

nevei enteied upon the stage without bustle, fuss, and

violent language
,

while alliteration moie impartially em-

phasised the fury of He^od, the enthusiasm of the Magi,

and the solemnity of the Saviour on His liberating descent

into hell

Die Many further details of this descnption have been collected

by Ml Sharp and other authoiities, together with much
MtracU- interesting matter as to the system by which provision was

made foi the considerable expenditure involved in the pro-

duction of these plays But it may peihaps be advisable,

where no enquiiy of a specialistic kind is in question, to

refrain from dwelling too much upon these external points,

and theieby indulging the sense of the grotesque at the risk

of overlooking moie important features common to all these

compositions No doubt the suiioundings amidst which

they were produced cannot, and should not, be dissociated

fiom them For these surroundings go some way to account

for what has struck othei generations as incongruous or odd. -

The visible symbols of their religious cieed, the personalities

or the supposed peisonalities of its most sacred figures,

marked with every detail of attribute as long conventionally

established,—all this was as familiai to the eyes; of the

mediaeval population as the diction and cadence of the Bible

text afterwards became to their puritaniged successors

When at the^corner of every street men weie accustomed to

see a sculptuie in stone or wood representing the Passion, or

the Mourning Mother of the Saviour, or the Saint of the

Keys, or the Saint of the Wheel,—^when m every chuich

colouied fiescoes brought befoie them the familiar figures

and scenes,—when in every procession banners waved with

dazzling reproductions of the same types,—men intei larded

their common speech with leminiscences of the sights to

the as he appeared in these plays Cf. Sharp, p 58 One of the
etage-dSrection^ m Skelton’s Ntgromansxr (1515 <?) is, ^ Enter Balsebub
with a hecdcji* appendages of this kind being attached, conveniently for
aUge^use, to avizard
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which then eyes were habituated, and appealed without

a thought of 11reverence to Mary and Paul, and to the bones

and the wounds, and the instruments of the Passion, of the

Saviour Himself Thus the attitude ofthe spectators towards

the mnacle-plays, of the action, moved entirely round these

figures and conceptions, was in a word the naz/,jwhich is the

direct opposite of that which many modern witnesses have

(in their case quite as naturally) assumed towards them ^

The writers of these plays (whether or not, as may usually

have been the case, their training as cleiks raised them above

their public) could not foi a moment mistake the audiences for

whom they wrote This by no mear>B implies an utter absence

from this body of liteiaiy remains of the graces and chaims

of composition , -^as a whole their literary talent may be said

to surpass their diamaturgic skilly aldiough even of this

evidence is by no means wanting *But these graqes and

charms—except perhaps m some of the lyrical passages,

where we cannot be wrong m perceiving something like an

attempt at elaboiation^—may fairly be described as the

^ result of accident Frequently, no doubt, the simple and

direct handling of such thegies, and the use of language

always clear and vigorous, and thus often recalling or

resembling that of our own Authorised Version, creates

efforts which in their way nothing could suipass
,
at times

(especidDy, I think, m the eailier collections) we seem to

recognise the unmistakeable ease of priests and monks dealing

with religious subjects which have become part of tlieir

daily life as well as of their highest thoughts , and yet at

other times, as Is the case even with the dullest writers into

whose hands such materials fall, the ciy of nature leaches

^ <It is very difficult for me,* wiote the late Mr Charles Lowder from

Oberammergau, ‘to write just after coming from the Passion Play, for it is

like coming out of a Retreat, with one’s feelings worked up to the very

highest pitch, and very difficult to return to one’s ordinary state’

^
1 refer to the text only, not to what has been preserved or discovered of

the music The songs belonging to the Shearmen's and Taylord Pageant

( The Shepherds afid the Three Kmgs) are pnnted with their music ap Sharp,

113 seqq One has the burden ‘lully lullay’ AS to the reminiscences of

old church music preserved m connexion with the York plays see the

notes of Mr W H Cummings and Miss L, Toulmm Smith, Plays

j

pp^

5»3-7

Thetr

hietaty

feaUaei.
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CoUecitm

JUfysUms,

fiom heart to heait On the othei hand the familiarity of

treatment, springing fiom the navtet/ of sentiment alieady

referred to, expresses itself most strikingly in the considei-

able comic element which these plays contain It certainly

would not have occurred either to authors or audience that

the former were dishonounng the sacied narrative by patc3i-

ing it with rude lappets of their own invention , or that a bit

of buffoonery intioduced into a religious play implied ii rever-

ence towards its holy theme, any more than a grotesque head

disfigured the column in a church of which it diversified the

ornamentation »Of course the histone sense—the sense of

what is correct—was as i:ompletely wanting in these plays

as a sense of what was fitting
,
but tire anachronisms of the

Middle Ages do not puzzle us as much as their impropiieties,

more especially as the jester in these plays as elsewhere

thrusts himself foiwaid with loud laugh or protruded tongue,

often at the most cntical pomts m the action So far as thei e

IS herein anything incomprehensible, it may be worth remem-

bering that Greek, and more especially Roman, paganism

seems to have shared this way of feeling with mediaeval

Christendom ,
for it was often pn the greatest festivals of the

greatest among the deities of classical heathendom that vulgar

licence was allowed to run not -To sum up, the chief mterest

ofthese plays, as has been well said, was m England, as it was

,111 Germany, tragic This was in accordance with ^e tem-

perament of our nation, and with the general charactei of

its literature, while untouched by other national mfluence

But although thfi. gaiety of France,, which is the gaiety of

Cfeaucer, had not yet permeated the population of England

as a whole, the grossness of many passages in these plays

is manifestly of mdigenous origm, and points to the slow

progress of aesthetic culture rather than to an absence of

moral sentiment

It seems most convenient to treat of theTsxtant cycles of

English Collective Mysteries^ as they have been appropriately

termed, before speaking of a few isolated plays, some of

which may in date possibly be anterior to any of the seiira

preserved tp us.. In the form in which these cycles—four in

* 'By Hensy Morley, Enghsk Writers, &e, i ’355/
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number— have actually come into our hands two of them

appear to belong to the fourteenth, and the othei two to the

fifteenth and the sixteenth centuiy, respectively I pioceed

to say a few words concerning each,m their probable chrono-

logical order

I'he York Plays^ are not actuillly mentioned befoie the YotlPlay^

year 1378, but the references to them in this and subsequent

years imply that they had been in progress for some con-

sideiable time befoie, and there cannot be much doubt but

that they were written about 1340-50, if not even rather

eailier They exhibit a closei paiallel than any of the othei

cycles to a veiy notable poem, which in epic foim had not

moie than a generation earliei set an example which was of

unmistakeable influence upon the Collective Mysteiies, and

the phase of the English leligious diama to which they

belong The Qirsor Mundt {Curstir 0 World) sui*vives m
many MSS., for it was a very popular w'oik m various parts

of the country

—

‘The best book of all,’

accoiding to a lubiic in one of the MSS—but its origin

was m Northumbria, and it» conception of ticating the

sacred histoiy of the world in its entiie couise was congenial

to the soil from which it sprang. Although undertaken with

the definite puiposeof rendering honour to the Viigin Mary,

with a glorification of whose miraculous conception it ends,

its plan is as comprehensive as that of the Collective

Mysteues which followed in its wake, and like them it is

built up not from the Scriptural naiiative alone, but also

from the Apocryphal Gospels and a number of legends of

later grow’-th. Its treatment of its subjects distinctly points

in the direction of the drama, being full of teise and lively

dialogue \

^ York Plays^ , edited with Introduction and Glossaiyby Lucy Touimm
Smith, 1885—a contnbutioji of the highest value to the study of the English

religious drama
* See e g. the legend of Seth and Adam (which as reprinted in Morns’

well-known Speemms of EatAy English^ and whidi seems to have been

reproduced in one of the Beverley plays \,iion*extant), which were doubtless

connected with the York cycle As to the relations between the Cumr
Mundi and the Mysteries see tea Bnnck, i 360

YOU I. F
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To the Cursor Mundi the York Plays^ as obseived, aie

more closely parallel than any other of the extant collections

,

and the York cycle is comparatively flee from tlie tendency

to jocularity and vulgarity which becomes already very per-

ceptible in the Towneley Plays^ beyond all reasonable doubt

the next oldest of our cycles In any case it is certain 1§iat

either the Tozmeley Plays were indebted to the York for the

substance of five of each series, or vice versd ,
and since,

though both series are written in the Northumbrian dialect,

the Toivneley collection appeals in part at least to have been

put together from other sources, whereas the York plays as

a whole exhibit a nearer approach to unity of niannei, tliere

can be little hesitation as to ciediting them with the higher

antiquity

York, says Miss Toulmin Smith, ‘was from the four-

teenth to the sixteenth century a play-Ioving city,’—and

indeed it has enjoyed the same reputation in times nearer to

our own To the Paternoster and Creed plays, which weie

performed at the cost of gilds established m the city for the

puipose, some refeience will be made below
, moreover,

York, like other towns, ha^J at Midsummer a play of

St George^ with a procession appertaining to it. But its

chief dramatic gloiy is to be found in the Corpus Christi

plays, performed by the crafts under conditions caiefully

supervised by Mayor and Corporation, and after about half

a century of popularity famous enough to be honoured (m

1394) by the presence of King Richard IL The distribution

of the plays among the several crafts must have vaiied

according to the fluctuations of trade, hfence the state-

ments on this head of the extant MS* of the plays, which
seems to belong to the period from 1430 to 1440, do not
altogether tally with a list of plays performed and crafts

performing diawn up by a town-clerk of Yoik in the y^ar
14x5-

The author of the plays, the bulk of which may, as
already observed, be fairly concluded to have been the work
of a singly hand, was in all probability a monk of Northern
training, if not pf Northern biith* He may be supposed to
have bfeen familiar with the religious poetry, of hi$ own part
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of England, and likewise, as the variety and grace of his

metiification seems to show, with French veise or native

verse of a Southern origin He had, however, a genuine

Northern love of alliteration, which he uses copiously, and

even in combination with a tole?»ably complicated stanza-

form ^ His sources were in the first instance the Old and

the New Testament, but the former in a very much smaller

proportion than the latter Of the very first of the Old
Testament plays, The Creation^ atid the Fall of Lucifer^

the portion indicated in the latter half of the title is taken

from legend, not from Scriptuie^
,
while in the New Testa-

ment plays, which are linked 1!b then predecessors by
a seiies of prophecies recited by a Prologue as introductory

to the play of the Annunciation^ use is made of the Apocry-^

phal Gospels of Tames and of Nzcodemus^ and of legendary

sources which still await complete identification ® What the

author adds of his own consists in the mam ofhomely figuies

names and illustiations, together with a tendency, creditable

to his dramatic instinct, to draw out to some length scenes

and episodes such as naturally lend themselves to effective

treatment Yet he rarely becomes tedious, and is as a mle
flee from inclination towards the rough fun which becomes so

prominent in some of the latei cycles ^

The story of the Creation with w^hich the senes of the

York Plays opens, is divided into two plays—of which the

first brings the audience face to face with tlie majesty of

the Creatoi, and exhibits the angels singing their ‘Holy,

Holy, Holy ^ ’ before H is throne But among them appear the

^ See the ornate stanzas sung by eight burgesses m welcome of the Lord

on His Entry into Jamsalem on mt Ass, pp ai6-8

Whether the legend belongs m itb origin to the fourth or to the fifth

centuiy must here be left an open question

* Such IS the case, as Miss Touimm Smith points out, with the incident,

alike poetically beautiful and dramatically effective, of the brilliant light

shining round Jesus which amazes the soldiers seeking Hira in the garden of

Getlisemane { Agony and the Betrayal^ p 251), which by the way has its

counterpart m tlie light perceived by Joseph in the stable at Bethlehem at

the moment of the Saviours birth (p 114) , and again with the blossoming

of Joseph’s rod m the Temple, whereby as by a sign he was led to take

Mary to wife (JesepFs Trouble about Mufy, p. 103) It would not be difficult

to supply analogies to the notion of the light from secular poetry andlegend*
* See, for instance, Tlte Angeh and 1k$ Shephtnrds^

F %
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^ angeh deficientes^ whose spokesman, Lucifei, aftei exulting

in his piide^ falls down into hell, whence he speedily sends

forth his complaints, beginning with the familiar ^Owte

owtel harrowed The stoiy of Adam and Eve, and of

their Fall, occupies the ne^t four plays, of which the last,

with Adam’s fluent and not unmusical lamentation ovei his

doom may be specially noticed Neithei the Sacrtficitim

Cayme and Abell noi Noah and his Wife has tlie force oi

the raciness which lespectively characterise later versions of

these themes , but m the foimer there unluckily occuis a gap

at the height of the action^ Noah’s wife already presents

herself as the popular typt of the burden which, when on the

eve of action, a man is apt to 'find m a wife with a will of

her own^ ,
but what is farcical in the situation—her detei-

mmation not to be saved, because she had no due notice,

and her refusal to let Noah ‘go qwitte* by an appeal to

God’s declaration of His will—is not overdone, and the

‘ incident ’ itself is not unduly protracted The latter part

of the play (which, by the way, was performed by the

Manners and Fisheis)—tlie life in the ark, as the waters

wane, and the skies clear, and^after the visit of the dove

the patriarch sees

‘here certaynely

The hilhs of hermonyeV

—

strikes me as picturesquely conceived , it ends with ^ cheer-

ful summons to work such as a pilgiim father might have

^ ‘O • what I am fetys and fe,yre and figured full fytt,^ &c
* ^Eve Be ptille, Adam, and nemen it na mare.

It may not mende *

^ Brewbarret, Cain’s servant, who brings com for the altar, is a later

addition , but his arrival seems out of place as the text stands, unless Cain’s
behaviour to him is intended to illustrate the devil-me^care mood which
may follow upon crime

* Cayme Come vp i sir knaue

!

Brewh O t maister Cayme, I haue broken^my to 1

to&we Come vp, syr, for by my thryst,

Ye shall drynke or ye goo’
^ The episode was an inexhaustible source of fun to the Middle Ages

Chaucer aBudes in The Mtlleres Tale to

*The sonve of Noe with his fejawship,

0r that he might get his wif to ship ’

* Amenia.
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addressed to his family on the shoies of the New World ^

In the Sacrifice of Abraham and Isaac the tragic effects

seem subjected to a certain restiamt like the comic in the

instances lefeired to ,
and it may need something of an

effort to pictuie to ourselves ai\ Isaac of thirty yeais 'and

a good bit nioie ' But the notion lends force to the central

idea of the play, when the strong man is found urging

his aged father to bind him for the sacrifice^

Of the plays concerned with the New Testament narrative

and early Christian narrative several, as already observed,

are in substance common to the York and to the Towneley

cycles Although in these insta»ces the York Plays may
have been the originals, yet of the cycle in general in its

relation to its successors, we may faiily assume that in its

progress fiom edition to edition—or from performance to

performance—it frequently borrowed enlargements and im-

piovements in its turn But the author remains true to his

own peculiarities of treatment or mteiest. Joseph is a

character for whom he exhibits a special tenderness, and

whom he treats, although from a wholly human point of

view, with a degree of resp^t not always vouchsafed to this

saint in the lehgious drama The Shepherds’ worship of the

Babe, and their piimitive gifts,

—

baren broche by a belle of tynne

At youre bosome to be,*

two cob-nuts on a ribbon, and a horn spoon that will harbour

forty pease—furnish an innocent little idyll In some of the

^ ‘ Sones, with youre wiffes ye salle be stedde,

And multyplye your seede salle ye
Youre barnes sail ilkon othir wedde,

And worshippe god in gud degre

,

Becstes and foules sail forthe be bredde,

And so a world be gynne to bee

Nowe travaylle sail ye taste

To Wynne you bred and wyne,

For alle this worlde is waste;

These beestes inuste be unbraste,

And wende we hense in haste

In goddis blyssittg and myne*
» ‘ For ye are aide and all vnwelde,

And I am wighte and wilde of thoghte
*
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later plays the author shows a more vigorous vein of dramatic

inventiveness In the Wowidn iuksu tu AdultcTy^ which

forms a kind of pioemium to the Raising of Lazarus, the

clamorousness of the lawyers contrasts effectively with the

calm of the Saviour , aiad Ihe effect of His triumphant ride

into Jerusalem is effectively enhanced by the introduction of

the Blind Man and the Lame Man, followmg as suppliants

in the track of His progiess In the treatment ofthe episode

of Pilate’s wife and her dream the author gives more lein

than usual to his fancy ,
his notion of ‘ Dame Percula’ seems

to have been that of a fashionable beauty, without whom
the grandeur of Pilate, the son of ‘Sesar^ and of Pila the

daughter of Atus, would have lacked completeness Aftei

dunking together, both Pilate and Percula go to sleep, and

(this is a cuiious touch) the Devil whispers into her eai the

dieam which moves her to try to arrest the doom of Jesus

whereby the world is to be redeemed The incidents of the

Passion are represented at consideiable length , and in the

actual process of the crucifixion or nailing to the cross there

IS a calculated realism of which it is easy enough to picture

to oneself the effectiveness In^the latter part of the senes

are included three plays, the Death of Mary, the Appear-

ance of our Lady to Thomas^ and the Assumption and
Coronation of the Virgin, alike taken from the apocryphal

legend known undei the name of Transitus Mariae j
but

the last play of all, The Judgment Day, rounds off the

cycle, as in the Towneley Plays, by bringing back the whole
of the action, as it were, into the hollow of the hand of

God^
Of the Beverley Corpus Chiisti plays, the notices of which

cover a period of nearly two centuries from the year 1407
onwards, no texts lemam to us , theie can, however, be no
doubt as to their intimate connexion with the York cycle

Of the Newcasile-on-Tyne Corpus Chusti pikys, first men-

’ Tk$ Cororntton ofour Lady is a fragment added to the MS m another
hand, conjectured by Miss Toulmm Smith to be of the end of the fifteenth
century, The Son*s apostrophe of the Father as

‘ fulgent Phosbus 4UJd fader eternall
*

apprises iis that we are here in the Renascence age, Cf, ten Bnnck, 300
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tioned in 14^6, on the othei hand, a single one has been

pieserved of which some account will be given below

We pass at once to the second collective senes which has Townthy

been pieserved to us—the Towneley Plays, 01 Mysteries,

as it has been usual to designate them^ Although the

MS in which they are pieservea is not held to have an

earlier date than the beginning of the fifteenth century, they

were in all likelihood of earlier origin But the considera-

tions advanced above ^ render it very unlikely that they

were put together before the middle of the fourteenth cen-

tuiy, nor can a passing allusion to costume^, which has

been thought to warrant dating tlj^m from an even earliei

age than the fourteenth century, be looked upon m the light

of serious evidence The supposition of Douce, that these

plays were composed so late as the reign of Heniy VI
or Edward IV, seems to have been formed on general

grounds I have already referred to the probability that

their sources were composite, and that they were largely

indebted to the York Plays m especial The curious cir-

cumstance, that in the Magnus Herodes Kmg Herod ends

by saying that he ' can no more Franche * (he has previously

used a French phrase ‘ Yet ditusance dontancel 1 e fat dtt

sans doiitance), might be supposed to point to a French origin

of this particular play, it is more likely, however, that

Herod, Jike Octavian in one of the Chester Plays (vide infra),

talks French m order to indicate his loyal station, m which

case the origin of this particular play can hardly be dated

later than the fourteenth century ^

The Totvnehy Plays take their name fioifl the circum-

stance that the MS. in which they have been preserved

formed part of the library of Towneley Hall m Lancashire.

According to what appears to have been a tradition in the

^ The Towne^y Mysiems, pnnted for the Surtees Society, 1836 The
editors are not naAed, but are understood to have been Or Jamt-s Rame
and Mr James Gordon A good Glossary, attributed to the latter, accom-

panies the plays, which are preceded by a brief Introduction, but unfor*

tunately unaccompanied by notes.

^ Ante, p. 66.

® The ‘hornyd headdress ’ of the lady referred to in the Jndtitum*
^ See also below as to the French of the Nmicms in the Coventry

Shearmm and Tayhrd Pageant^
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Towneley family, the volume had formeily belonged to the

‘ Abbey of Wildkirk near Wakefield ' Although no such

Abbey, nor so far as is known any place of the name ever

existed near Wakefield, there is in that neighbouihood

a place called Widkirk or Woodkirk^, where the Austin

Fnais had a cell, in dependence on the gieat house ‘"of

St Oswald at Nostel Fairs were kept up at Widkirk
from an early date to the time of the Reformation

, and
as the local allusions in the plays are plentiful, they may be
presumed to have been pei formed at the fairs in question

‘Meiiy' Wakefield, four miles from Widkirk, must have
been a town very cons^ative of old customs ^

,
and that

these plays were acted by the Wakefield gilds is cleai

fiom the woids ‘Wakefelde Baikers,’ ‘Glover Pageant,*

‘Fysher Pageant,' inserted at the commencement of thiee

among their number The last two of the plays, whicli

out of the chronological order of the series form part of
the MS in which it is preserved"^, seem latei in oiigin

than the rest
,
and m the Johannes Baphsta a passage in

honour of the Seven Sacraments is crossed thiough and
marked, doubtless by a hand belonging to the times of the

Reformation, as ‘correctyd and not played
’

In geneial, there is no reason to doubt that the com-
position or compilation of the Towneley Plays is due to the
friars of Widkiik or Nostel The ecclesiastical ^earning
shown IS, however, by no means ostentatiously intioduced

,

the plays have an essentially popular character, and were
unmistakeably written foi the delectation of the multitude
Hence they are written in the dialect of the district wheie
they were acted, and contain so endless a number of dialect
words and forms—many of them undoubtedly of Scandi-
navian origin—so that, like the York Plays, they aie by
no means easy reading This is matter for regret

, for it

seems to me that, while less self-restrained* than the York
^ ^Widkirk^ IS the older and more correct spellmg See Prof Skeat’s

letter to the Decembers, 1893
‘ pf , ss to one of these, Greene's Gm^e^orGreem, the Pnmer of Wabtjield

tind Su$j^0nho Jvdae, ' The former is largely, and the latter
^together, m monoiogne
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sciies, they are far superior to the Coventry^ and even

moie enjoyable than the Chester^ plays Their dramatic

vivacity, and in many parts then original humour, aie to

my mind very striking

They aie thirty-two in number,J^eginning with the Creatw

and ending (apart from the two latei additions) with the

Judtttum^ 1 e Doomsday Of the play of the Shepherds^

which by reason of its homely chaiacters and action and

local allusions could not fail to be a favourite, there aie two

independent versions But the object of the waters of these

plays was manifestly to amuse and interest as well as to edify,

and the liteiaiy composition, thoipgh of couise rude, is at

times anything but contemptible How effectively clear and

concise e g is the narrative ofSt Joseph in the Annunctacio

,

how conversationally easy, yet dignified, is tlie beginning of

the dialogue between the Blessed Virgin and St Elisabeth

in the Salutacio EUsabeth
,
and how adequate m diction are

the opening reflexions on the uncertainty of human life m
the Prtina Pastorum ‘ Lord, what lhay ar weylle that hens

ai past,' &c f At the same time, a striking feature m these

plays IS undoubtedly the ^miliar and frequently comic

treatment of sacred story with which they abound Thus

m the Mactacio Abel much farcical entertainment is fur-

nished by Cain's boy or garcto^ whom we have already met

with in* the York Plays^ and whom heie his master, m
order to shut his mouth, after addressing him by the name

of Ptke->harnes (i e one who cannot keep his hands from

picking and stealing the implements of labour vain pro-

poses to manumit from seifdom. Cam's dispute with Abel,

his defiance of God, and his mock pioclamation of peace

after his deed of blood, are, I regret to say, likewise in a

vein calculated to move the laughter of the spectators

In the Processus Noe cum Fthts\ which follows, Noah

begins with a 6ind of sumniaiy of the previous histoiy of

the world, and is then bidden by Dous to build the ark.

He sets to work with great lamentations over the stiffness

* I am told, however, that m Scotland 'ptMnmes' signifies a kind of

crow that picl« out the brains ofsheep
* As to the significance of the vide ank, p. 44
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of his ^ bak ' and the starkness of his ‘ bonys ’
,
and when

the ark is built he has the greatest possible difficulty m
inducing his wife to enter In their quarrel, both Noah and

his wife appeal to the sympathy of husbands or wives in the

audience, and finally she ifi only brought to reason by being
‘ bet bio * ThoAbrakam re|)resents with effective vivacity, and

some genuine feeling, the sacrifice of Isaac, who here clings

desperately to life The two plays which follow under the

respective titles of Isaac and yacob have been thought to

admit of being separated from the rest of the cycle as an

independent Northumbrian play Jacob and Esau of earlier

origin \ It is not till the Processus Prophetarum that action

is exchanged for lecitation
,
Moses recites the command-

ments (ending with

—

‘My name is callyd Moyses,

And have now alle good day’),

he is followed by David, and Sibtlla propheta The
figure of the Sibyl is familiar to the mysteries^, but

heie, after two Latin hexameters (not from Vergil), she

merely recites a general Messianic prophecy The Pharao,
again, is full of action, the Egyptian king sweaiing by
‘Mahowne,’ like Caesar Augustus m the next pageant,

where he is found instituting the univeisal payment of a
poll-tax in order to discover the Child, Whose approach-
ing birth and royal destiny have been announced 'to him.
With the Annunctacto commences the senes of New Testa-
ment plays Of these, the two Shepherds^ Plays are in

the mam comic pieces, especially the foimer of the pair,

where the supper and dnnkmg-bout of the shepherds are

represented at great length In the latter, a ‘play within
the play'—a 'merry tale’ of the sheep-stealer Mak—is

^ See ten Bnnck, u. 253-4, and Appendix, p 626
* The Christian Apologists took over from their p%an contemporaries

the habit of appealing to the so called ‘ oracles of the Sibyl ’
, and the Mma

pro EiMdfua Defmctvs cited her testimony with that of David, whence the
weS^known Ime in the D%es Irae

' * Tssie David mm StT^Ud *

Rmm, July, 1877 A representation of her may be seen at
this day m the w^s of the Bade du Conmtom in the Papal Palace at
Avignon, ^ongside of theother ‘ Prophets
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introduced Histoiians will find in these passages interesting

illustrations of the contemporary manners and customs, the

food, and the language of the labouring classes, which lie

beyond my subject
,
and will condone the odd anachronism

of the invocation addressed by one of the shepherds, as he

falls asleep before the appearance of the Angel, to

‘Jesus o* Nazorus,

Crucyefixus,

Marcus, Andreas’

The low humour—and it is very low—of these two plays

doubtless constituted their special attraction for their au-

dience ^
,
the charming natveii of the shepherds’ worship of

the Divine Babe, to whom they offer simple gifts—a ball,

a bird, a ^bob of cherrys'—and whom they address in

touchingly tender terms of endearment, may have been

suggested by the conesponding York play The remaining

Towneley plays, in particular those concerned with the

incidents of the Passion, are of course serious in tone
,
but

a strong desire is manifest throughout to diversify the action

by the introduction of minor characters—-see e g* the

Toriores in the CohphtmUo (i « Buffeting), in the Cructfixio^

and in the curious Processus Talejiiomm^ which treats of

Pilate’s decision as to the garments of the Saviour This

play IS opened by Pilate with a macaronic speech, half m
Latin rinses, and closes with a moial reflexion on the part

ofone ofthe Tortoreson the vanity of'dysyng,’ and with their

dismissal by Pilate with ^Mahowne’s’ blessing The next

play is the Extractio A^ttmarum ab Inferno^ or tJic saving of

the Souls of the just (Adam and Eve, Isaias, John the Bap-

tist, &c.) from limbo,—the familial topic of so much
mediaeval poetry ^

« Belzabub ’ and Rybald ’ appear in this

play as the counsellors of ‘Sir Sathanas^; on the whole,

however, the Devil appears unfrequently m the Towneley

* The foUowmg ‘advice to people about to many’ occurs m the

Secuvda Pa^torum \

—

‘ Bot yong meu of wowyug, for Ood that you bogbt,

Be welle war of wedyng, and thynk in youre thought
” Had I wyst is a thing it servys of noght ’

* See below as to The Mixrtomng ofBdL
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Plays The Restirrectzo, the Peregrtm (the journey to

Emmaiis)^ the Thomas Indtae (the unbelief of Thomas),

Ascencio Doimnt^ diHd Juditium^^ close the senes

proper of this Collective Mystery

Of the Chester Plays'^y preserved to us in four MSS
varying in date between the yeais 1597 seems

unsafe to carry the origin further back than the earlier part

of the fifteenth or the end of the fourteenth centuiy, though

tradition has assigned to them a much earlier date, attiibut-

mg their composition to the period of the mayoralty of

John Aineway (1:^68-1276), and to the authorship of ‘one

done Randle’ (Randarll Higgenett), a monk of Chester

Abbey To what extent some of them were indebted to

French originals remains doubtful, not only, however,

have several remaikable coincidences been pointed out

by both Collier and Wright between the Chester Plays

and French Mysteries, m paiticular the Mystire du Vteil

Testament but a more systematic enquiry seems to make

* In the JudtUum the most loquacious of the devils, Tuhvtllus, says that

he IS now * master Lollar ’ Collier, ii 146, points out that this establishes

^ that the writer was an enemy of W^ckiiffe^s heresy, and probably an eccle*

siastic,* but the date of the composition of this play is not determinable by
the passage

® The Chester Plays^ edited by Thomas Wnght (2 vols Shaksp Soc

1843 1^47) The first thirteen of the plays were re-edited from the 1607

text, which both he and Mr Pollard consider the best, by the late Dr H
Deimlmg for the Early English Text Society, \Extra Senes, LXIT, 1892)

^ See Dr H Ungemach’s exhaustive research, The Quellen derfunfersten

Chester Plays (Erlangen und Leipzig, 1890) —The cunous circumstance

that the Emperor Octavian (in the pky of The Salutation and Nativity)

makes a FrencJ? speech, is regarded by Mr Wnght as ‘only a picture of the

age when French was the language of courtiers in the English Court*

(Pilate, too, introduces himself with a few lines of French both in The
Passion and 111 The Resurrection ) Now, French had ceased to be the
language of the English Court by the reign of Richard II, to whom
Gower dedicated the first edition of his English poem, and to whose queen
Chaucer contingently offered his Legende of Good Women Under the Lan-
casters (Chaucer certainly wrote for John of Gaunt, although the Assemblte
ofFoules may not have referred to his wedding'^ French had beyond a doubt
vanished from the English Court, and Shakspere was quite justified in

assuming th^ victonous Henry V to have been the reverse of well-seen in it

The transition penod, marked by the works of Gower, was the reign of

Edward 111, m which therefore this particular play might hence be con-
cluded th have been, at the latest, composed—In i;he dramatic literature
of India, Sanscnt is the language of gods and holy"personages , Prdcnt, of
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it piobable that the author or authors of the Chester Plays

on Old Testament subjects weie likewise acquainted with

earliei, non-collective French mysteries In the main the

plays follow the narrative of Sciiptuie, but there are

passages and episodes taken from legend, and at least one

fiom an apocryphal Gospel In this series also many
resemblances have been found to the Cm sor Munch ^

These plays were acted at Whitsuntide, and, consisting of

twenty-five, occupied three days in the performance It

was preceded by banes (i e bans or proclamations), forming

a species of prologue In the banes pieseiwed to us fiom

the year 1600, an apology is made ffor the rudeness of the

plays, as dating from ^ the tyme of ignorance, wheiein we
did stiaye" , and the subjects of the several plays, with the

names of the gilds or companies of tradesmen and handi-

craftsmen to whom they were severally allotted, aie enu-

merated. Among these the Drapers as a ‘ wealthy Com-
panye’ are bidden, ‘accoidmg to their wealth,* to ‘set out

wealthilye* the Creation of the World, while ‘the good

symple ^
‘ water-leaders and drawers of Deey ’ are charged

with the performance of the stgiiy of ‘ Noy *

The Chester Plays are unequal m merit, but in very few

instances is there to be traced in them any attempt to sup-

plement by pathos or humour in the language the force of

the situations represented They are altogether less popular

in character than those ofthe two cycles previously desciibed,

, and in several of the plays an ‘Expositor* or ‘Doctoi"

‘ delifaeiately ‘moralises’ the action The Fall^of Lucifer^

which commences the senes, although very simple and

stiaightfoi*ward 111 its exposition—no mistake is allowed to

remain as to the fact that pride and piide alone is the cause

of Lucifer’s fall—is by no means ineffective, and connects

itself in a natural way with its successor. The Creation and

Pally and Death ofAM consists of two plays in one ,
first,

the Creation is very dryly narrated by the Creator , wheie-

women aud g^eim , but this distinction is more analogous to that familiar to

the modern drama, where elevated persons often use blank verse, while

their mfenors talk in prose*

^ Cf anUy p 6g»
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upon Luafer appeals and assumes the foim of the serpent

or ^ edder ’ in order to tempt Eve He chooses a method
of temptation to which he thinks she must succumb, for, as

he states with singular piescience

—

^— wemen the be full licoris,

That will she not forsake*

After the fall, the action is rapidly earned on over thirty

years
, and the saciifice of the brotheis Cain and Abel and

the murder of Abel aie represented Cam, after being

reproved by Deus, wanders forth, taking leave of his ‘ mame
and dadd ’ The lameij^t of Eve pathetically closes the play

In Noah's Flood theie is more originality of execution

God orders Noah to build the ark
, and ‘ Sem,' ' Cam,’ and

‘Jaffette,’ with their wives, set to work in tradesmanlike

fashion with axe, ‘hacchatt,’ and ^hamer,’ till the ark is

built, and caulked and ‘ pyched ’ to boot Then ensues, as in

the coiresponding Towneley play, the difficulty of inducing

Noah’s wife to enter the ark Though adjured in the name
of ‘Sante John,’ and subsequently admonished in less civil

fashion, she long bides outside, even after the ark has been
filled with birds and beasts (they are, according to the stage-

direction, to be ^ painted on the borde,’ and are enumerated
at length in the text among her ' gossippes,’ who reck-

lessly drink a ‘ pottill foil of Malmsme good and stronge,’

and sing a song before they take their depaituie " At last,

however, her sons induce her to enter
, and the saving of

Noah and his household is accomplished
The Htsiertes ofLot and Abraham is a far more didactic

piece , and the ‘ Expositor ’ (who seems to have attended on
horseback) explains the application of the events to the New
Testament Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac is, with the aid it

cannot be doubted ofboth a native and a French pxedecessor,
carefully elaboiated, and, to my mind, the language here rises

2 enumerations ofanimals seem to have pleased the MiddleAges The
were favounte vehicles ofmdral teaching (See below) Reader

of Chauj-ear wdl remember his list of birds in th^Assembhe ofFoules. Spenser
imitated this enumerative tendency of Chaucer, see his li$t of trees, m Bk i.

of the Chaucer’s observation of birds calls to mind Bante (see
Church’# oHDmUX
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to pathos ^ Balaam and ht$ Ass, in which a * Doctor ’ helps

the action on by nanative, must have been a favourite play

,

the speaker of the banes evidently looked forward to it

with particular relish King Balacke, who appeals eqmtafido,

calls on ‘ mightie Marse ^ against Israel
,
and then orders a

soldier to summon Balaam Pei mitted to make the journey,

Balaam sets forth—but, ' what the devill * my asse will not

goe*, he beats her nota quod htc oportet aliquis trans-

formari tn speciem asine^\ and ^she speaketh’ After

Balaam has blessed Israel and conveited the king, the

* Doctor^ concludes with more nairative, supplying a tiansi-

tion to the next play, which ofeiis the senes of New
Testament subjects

In the Saluiation and Nativity it is only necessary to

note the introduction of the characters of the Emperor

Octavian and the Sibyl, and of her prophecy of the birth of

' Christ This play contains a large admixtuie of legends,

including the two midwives called in by Joseph ‘ for usage

here of this cittie/ but only to behold a Birth without pain^,

that of Salome^s incredulity and punishment and tliat of

the falling down of idols ^ Rome in the hour of the

Nativity, which latter legend is narrated by an expositor

The Play of the Shepherds, which succeeds, is m its earlier

and longer portion purely comic and exceedingly coarse*

The driijking-bout and quarrels ofthe shepheids are seasoned

with homely English allusions
,
and even the appearance of

the star and the song of the Angels fad to subdue the animal

spirits of Tiowle But the latter portion, the visit of the

shepherds to Bbthlehem, and the offerings made by them-

selves and their boys to the Divine Babe, is managed with

much simple effectiveness, and Trowle in the end has

recourse to an ancker (anchorite), while one of the shepherds

becomes a pilgrim for the rest of his days

1 See tile instructive parallel ap Ungeraadi, « s , pp 135 The

relation between the Chester and thp East-Anghan (Browne MS ) play (as

to which see below) of and Isaac us not certain, but the probability

IS m favour of the supposition that an earlier Chester play on the subject

was revised with the aid of the East-Anghan treatment of it Both were

clearly indebted to the Mystere du K T
* This notion is from the Frotevcmgehum Jacobt,
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The Three Ktngs connects itself with the play of Balaam,

to whose prophecy leference is made at the outset When the

star appears, and the Magi are summoned by the angel, they

follow him on Miombodaries ’ A very drastic scene ensues

between the Kings and Herod, who in a speech of extieme

vigour warns them, and expresses his perturbation at tlie

birth of a royal babe A ‘Doctor* expounds prophecy

to him, but Herod declaies it false ‘by Mahownde full of

mighte/ and sends the Kings on their way, with ominous

oaths as to his future pioceedings The Offering andReturn

of the Three Kings and the Slaughter of the Innocents form

a necessary sequel Th.& lattei play is infinitely the coaisest

of the senes
,
but a sense of effective diamatic consli no-

tion IS shown at its end, wheie the scene in which Herod is

Gained away by a demon, aftei bewailing the toiments of
his last hours, is followed by the tranquil retuin fiom
Egypt In The Purification and The Temptation Scrip-

ture is moie closely adhered to
,
m the latter, however

(with which The Woman taken m Adultery is rather

ingeniously combined into a single piece), a ‘ Doctor *

expounds the significance of die events repiesented from
‘ Gregorye * and from ' Austyne * The solemn prologue to
the Lamrus is spoken by the Saviour Himself, after which
the healing of the blind man is lepresented at gieat length,

and followed by the raising of Lazarus, tieated with much
moderation of tone and appropriateness of manner,

Christs Entry into Jerusalem is full of life, containing
incidents elsewhere distiibuted among two or three plays
The sitting at meat in the house of Sinflion the Leper
( messille * he is heie called), the offering of Mary Magdalene,
and the discontent of Judas Iscariot, then the expectancy of
the citizens and the entry of the Saviour into Jeiusalem,
with the expulsion of the merchants from the Temple, and
the pieparation of the arrest m the Safihednm, are all
crowded into a single pageant It will be noticed that the
discontent of Judas at the permitted waste of the precious
ointment is put forward as a dramatically sufficient mdtive
for hfe treason In Christ Betrayed^ the actioh progresses
through the Last Supper and the night at Gethsemane to
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the arrest of the Saviour
,
the washing of the disciples’ feet

IS introduced, and the dialogue accompanying it is at once

simp’e and touching^ The Passion and the Crucifixion

follow In the foi mer, much vivacity is added by a judicious

change of metre, from that used by the ' bushoppes ’ to that

employed by the common Jews who torture and mock the

Saviour The Harrowing ofHell is anothei elaborate treat-

ment of the well-known legend, introducing the cuiious fancy

that Enoch and Elias inhabited Paradise alone during the

intei val between their ‘ vanishing ’ from earth and the descent

of Chiist into hell, and that on the coming of Antichiist, as

IS fully shown in the subsequent ]^ay of that name, they

suffered death as maityis, and rose again ‘in daies thiee and

an halfe ’ After the souls of the Just have been saved by the

Harrowing, a personage appeals as remaining behind in the

hands of the devils—a woman who describes heiself and her

sms at length. She was ‘ some tyme ’

‘a tavemeie

A gentill gossipe and a tapstere,

Of wyne and ale a trustie brewer,*

and in the exercise of her proTession was guilty of ‘marring

good maulte ’ She impresses the warning of her inevocable

doom upon

'411 tiplmg tapsters that are cuninge,

Mysspendmge moche maulte, brewmge so theyne,

Selling small cuppes moneye to wyn,

Agamste all truth to deale

Therfore this place ordeyned is

For such ylle doeres so moche amisse,

Here shall the have thei joye and blesse,

Exsaulted by the necke,

With my mayster, mightye Mahownde,
For castmge moulte besyddes the combe,

Moche wajfer takinge for to componde,

And littill of the secke

,

^ Nothing at Oberammergau (1871} better illustrated the powerful effect

of a faithful and simple following of the Gospel narrative than the incident

of the feet-washmg. But the grace and dignity displayed in this scene by
the representative ofChnst were beyond praise, and on tlie level of really

high art.

VOL L G
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With all mashers mmglers of wyne m the nighte,

Brewinge so blendinge agamste daye lighte,

Suche newe made darrytte is cause full nghte

Of sicknes and desease

This I betake you, more and lesse,

To my sweete mayster, Sir Sathanas,

To dwell with hym m his place,

When It shall you please,*

—SO that to this solemn play a homely lesson is attached,

which doubtless came home to the bosoms of many virtuous

tradesmen

In the Restirreciton^ ^ihXe, (oddly using the afErmation

* as I am a trewe Jewe’) sets the watch over the sepulchie

,

and there is an unusually clever touch of sarcasm in the

remark of Sectmdus Miles that

‘Our prince hath swome that we shall dye

Without anye propheseye*

Indeed this play is very effectively written , and the speech

of the risen Saviour is not without a genuine poetic afflatus^

But I must pass over this play and its next successors, the

Pilgrims of Emails and Ascension^

^

in order to point

out the special attention which appears to have been devoted,

as was indeed natural in the case of a Whitsuntide perform-

ance, to that entitled the Emission of the Holy Ghost Its

elaborate and at the same time didactic character (the speech

of Deus should be especially noted) constitutes it in a

manner the cential play of this collective mystery The
effect of themiraculous acquisition of the gift of tongues by
the Apostles is ingeniously indicated by the appealance of

two ahemgenae^ who marvel at their ‘jongling’ the languages

of' Mesopotamye, Capodorye, and Juiye,* 'the yie ofPonthus

^ *Eirtblye mon that I have wroughte,

Awake out of thy slepe,

Eirthlye man that I have bought

Of me thou have no kepe/ 8cc

^ In the Ascension may be observed a stnkuig instance of the translation

of Latin versicles into a fiee vernacular paraphrase Quis est iste vemt de
Edom,* ) Such passages serve from time to time to remind the reader

even ofthose later Mysteries of the liturgical origin of the Mystery-drama*

See also the Credo and its paraphrase in the Emission of the Boly Qhosi
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and Asye, Friceland and Pamphani, Egipte righte into

and otheis The next play, Ezekul is purely didactic, con-

taining a lecital by Ezekiel of sevcial of the piophecies of

the Old Testament, and a ‘moiohzmg’ upon them by an

il^positor The play of Antichrist is exceedingly remark-

able No play besides this exists on the subject, except the

very remarkable Latin drama of the twelfth century on the

End of the Roman Empire and the Advent of Antichrist,

exhibited during the reign of the Empeioi Fiedeiick

Barbaiossa (1155^-1190), and pervaded very stiikingly by
the spirit of Teutonic self-consciousness ^ The two plays

are based on the same legend, but the German possesses a

distinctly political significance, and its conclusion is abiupt

and m some measure mysteiious The English cannot be

said to attempt any application whatever of the legend of

Antichrist, whose triumph amd slaying of Enoch and Elias

aie followed by his own overthrow by the swoid of the

Archangel Michael He then reveals his true character,

appealing foi help to

^Sathanas and Lucifier,

Bellsabube, bolde Bfelacher,

Ragnell, Ragnell, thou arte my deare,

Nowe fare I wounder evill*

—

but he is carried off to hell
,
Enoch and Elias rise again,

and areisonducted to heaven by the Archangel The last

play of the senes is of course Doomsday^ the action of which

IS arranged with toleiable symmetry^B.Papaihnperator^ Rex
and Regina salvati being contrasted in speech with their coun-

terparts, and a Jnsitctarins and Mercator into the bargain,

damnati. In spite of the free treatment of the Popes, this

^ One of the later MSS reads *Pamphily’ and *Lybby,* doubtless

rightly. * Friceland ^ seems a confusion between Frisia and Phrygia.
^ It was pnnted by Wnght m the second volume of his Chester Plays, but

was re-edited from tffe Tegtrnsec MS , and furnished with a most interesting

commentary by Prof G von 2ezschwitz {Vbm ROmtsdim Katsertum

deutsclur Naimt^ Leipzig, 1877), who subsequently pubhshed a German
translation {JOas Drama vom Ende dei> Rdmfschm Katsertums md von der

Efsehetnung det, AnUdirtstSf 1878) Another German translation had been

previously publislicd in the same year by J Wedde—Accoidmg to

Zezsehwitz, the probable oct:asion of the play was the diet of Mainz, at

which, the Crusade being under debate, the Emperor declined to preside

G %
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play breathes a distinctly ecclesiastical spirit , one of the

lawyer’s sms was ‘ payering holye churches possession ’

,

one of the merchant’s ^ never hying to holye chuiche^ and

no trace occurs of the ideas of the Refoimation Signi-

ficantly enough, this play, and together with it the entiie

collective mystery, terminates with the appealance of the

foul Evangelists, who bear witness to the woids of Christ

which have received their fulfilment, and thus appropi lately

conclude a senes of representations in the main based upon

the Sacred Naiiative itself A living Bible has thus in

a sense been unrolled before the people, 01, if the expres-

sion be pieferred, a sermon has been pleached of which the

whole Sciipture Narrative is the text^.

Finally, the piincipal pait of the MS containing the

Coventry Plays was written in 1468 ,
but the title which

it now bears was only added by an authoiity of much later

date, though thcie is no reason to suppose any error m it

This title terms the collection Ludtts Covemrtae s Ltidus

Corpus Chrzsti^
y
and that Corpus Christi plays were pei-

formed at Coventry m the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

is beyond all doubt. There* is a well-known allusion to

them m one of Heywood’s Interludes ®
, and the authentic

information regarding this exhibition is stated to cover the

years from 1416 to 1591^. Of the plays as they have

leached us, one (the Assumption of the Virgin) is^ said to

be written in a more recent hand than the lest, from w^hich

it certainly differs to some extent m manner.

As to the* performance of these plays, it is known that

they began on Sunday, at six in ^e mornings and that

^ It will not be forgotten that about the close of the thirteenth century—

•

a penod to which the origin of these mystenes is at least traditionally earned

back—-sermons had ceased to be generally preached in English churches

See Palmer, Ongmes Ltturgtcas, vol u p 65
* Ludus Coveninae A Coihetton of MystmeSy fogmetly represented at

Coventry on the Feast ofCorpus ChrtsH* Edited by J O Halhwell, F R S
{Shaksp Soc Puhl 1841)

» TheFonrFs —
*For as good happe wolde have it of chaunce,

Thys devyll and I were of olde acqueyntaunce

;

For oft, m the play of Corpus Christi,

He hath played the devyll at Coventry.*

* See the aoticfes ap^ Sharp, pp 8-13
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they were acted at other towns besides Coventry ^ We gathei

from a passage in the twenty-ninth of these plays (they aie

altogethei forty-two m number), that they were not always

all acted in one year^ In the copy preserved they arc

preceded by a piologue, spoken by vexillatores (banner-

bearers), and composed in a rather elaborate stanza It

is addressed to ‘ bothe more and less, gentyllys and yemanry

of godly lyff lad’, and on seveial occasions in the plays

the audience is addiessed as ‘ sovereynes ’ This last seems,

howevei, a teim of addiess frequently employed in the

English mediaeval drama
Though it has been lemarked ^ that ‘ dining the whole of

the peiiod from 1416 to 1591 there is not the slightest indi-

cation that the clergy in any way co-operated,* I cannot but

think that in their composition the Coventry Plays show

signs, not pelhaps of an ecclesiastical oiigm, but of the

distinct influence of ecclesiastical minds Inasmuch as

the Grey Friars of Coventry are known to have perfoimed

a cycle of Corpus Chnsti plays, it has been usually sup-

posed that the MS picserved to us Is that of the senes now
in question

,
but it is lather of internal evidence that I am

speaking In the first place these plays show a lemarkable

^ Collier, 11 82
^ * Be the leve and sofcrauns of allemyhthy God,

We mtendyn to precede the mater that we lefte Hie last yere

The last yere we shewyd here how cure Lorde for love of man
Cam to the cety ol Jherusalem mekely his doth to take,

Noia wold we^procede^ how he was browth than

Btlorn Annas and Cayphas,* &c
At Oberammergau, it was formerly usual to alternate between the Old

Testament and New Testament portions of the play now condensed into

a collevtive ^hole E, Dement, Das Passtotts Schmtsptel G , p 8
* By Collier, u 74
* It does not follow that they were performed by monks domesticated at

Coventry, so that ten Brmcfc, n 295-6, who inclines to conclude from the

Prologue and from tlie language of the plays, which points to the North*

East Midlands rather than to the neighbourhood of Coventry, as well as

from the mixed character of the senes m general, tliat these plains were per-

formed by strolling actors, may conceivably be so far in the right I notice

that Mr Pollard, InfrodHctwH^ p xxxvtu, without undertaking to dogmatise,

expresses his own belief * that further investigation will lead to the decisive

cpanexion of tins cycle^ not with Coventry, but with the Eastern Counties/
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familiarity with ecclesiastical literature The promise of the

piologue

—

* Of holy writ this game shall bene

And of no fablys be no way’

—

IS in so far kept that the plays aie uniformly based eithei on

the canonical books of Sciipture, or on apocryphal Gospels'*^.

But the Latin quotations from Vulgate or Liturgy are very

numerous
,
hymns and psalms are frequently referred to or

paiaphrased^
,
and the Commandments are likewise para-

phrased at great length (in Moses and the Two Tables).

Even the shepherds refer in a very learned way to the

Prophets, while in the pkiy devoted to the latter we appear

to have before us an intentional display of biblical learning

The Disputation in the Temple^ again, would hardly have

been written by a layman
,

and the Institution of the

Eucharist is very elaboiately treated The emphasis with

which the character and history of the Virgin are dwelt on,

is very striking
,

all the incidents of her life, as presented by

canonical or apocryphal Scripture, and as forming the occa-

sions of Chuich festivals, aie tieated at length, her Bath,

her Presentation and Betrothal^ the Salutation and Concep-

tion, the Trial of Joseph and Maty, her visit with the two

other Maries to the sepulchre, finally her Assumption This

may be regarded as a characteristic of the age m which the

plays weie written , but it may also be noted how qonstant

a reference there is in them to the episcopal office, and how
we are intioduced in the Trial to an ecclesiastical court

There seems no iiony in the advice to those summoned

Moke ye rynge wele in your purs,

ffor ellys your cawse may spede the wars
,
’

—

^ According to HalUwell, five on the Apocryphal Gospel of the Birth of
Maty, three on the Proievangchon of St James, one oij the Gospel Of

Nicodemus The story of Lamech the blind archer is a legendary amplifica-

tion of IV 03 Cf Smith’s of the Bible

^

11 57
* Mary’s devotion to her * sawtere ’ is very pleasingly expressed —

*0 holy PsaJmys’ holy book!

Swetter to say than any onyP
® Observe in the Vtsti to Elisabeth the passage —

*Tbus the Chirch addyd Mana and Jhesus her

Who ayth our ladyes sawtere dayly for a yer thus,

hafii pardon ten thousand and eyte hundred yer*’
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a passage which, so fai as I can see, has no bearing, such as

has been attributed to it, upon the question of payment foi

the perfoimances of the plays ^

But the chief reason for suspecting clerical hands to have

been concerned in the composition of these plays, is the

diference which as liteiary efforts, if the term be permis-

sible, they exhibit when compared with the Chester Plays in

particular. The Coventry Plays, especially those taken fiom

the Old Testament, aie far moie regular m form, and con-

siderably m advance as to versification and diction There

is usually a species of expository prologue to each play,

spoken by its principal chaiactef (Deus, Adam, Noah,

Abraham, Jesus, Lazarus, Daemon) , and the action itself

seems to be managed with a view rather to close adherence

to authority than to the production of immediate drastic

effect. The action, at least m the Old Testament plays,

is decidedly less lively than m the Chester series (compare

e. g the treatment of the subject of Abraham and Isaac)

,

and if theie is m general much less humour than in the

Chester or Towaeley Plays, there is also upon the whole

less coarseness (Some half-jomic touches were apparently

inevitable in connexion with St Joseph as a husband ad-

vanced in years, the Trial of Joseph and Mary begins

with a comic introduction, the people being called upon by
English.Christian and surnames, and Lucifer s description

of fine dress IS in a vein of populai satiie on Ic luxe effrini

practised by both sexes in that age ) Yet what indecency

there is—although it is but little—stnkes me as not alto-

gether of the nhtf kind. The shepherds, as afready stated,

address themselves to very different topics fiom those

which they discuss in the earlier part of lie corresponding

Towneley and Chester Plays
;
and Herod, though his dis-

course IS boastful and extravagant enough,—though, as does

Satan in Ptlatdt Wtfds Dream^ he alliterates freely,—and

though he swears a good deal by ^ MaliowndeV cannot be

* See Halhweirs note* p 4x3
® The soldiers at the sepulchre use the same oath It is well known that

in coiMiequence of the Crusades the name df Mahomet had become typical

ofah false religious worships.
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said to rave, or to approach the border-luie of the comic,

except perhaps when, in ordenng a banquet after the

Massacre, he shows an ultra-royal disregard of expense—

‘Thow that a lytel pint cost a pownde’
•T

Into a detailed examination of the Coventry Plays I must

refrain from entering
, but I may point out, as calling for

commendation, the verse at the close of the Adoration of the

Shepherds
,
the forcible speech of Mors in the Slaughter of

the Innocents
,
the exceptional dramatic vigour in parts of

the Trial of Christ
^
and the simple effectiveness of the

scene in which the SavicJUr after the Resurrection appears to

Mary Magdalene^ And in one speech of the Blessed Virgin

(m the Betraying of Christ) there is a gleam of tragic passion

beyond what is usual in these early productions

—

‘ A ^ Jhesu ’ Jhesu * Jhesu ^ Jhesu *

Why xuld ye sofere this tnbulacyon and advercyte ^

How may thei fynd in here hertys yow to pursewe,

That nevyr trespacyd in no maner degrd ?

For nevyr thyng but that was good thowth ye,

Wherfore than xuld ye sofer this giet peynr
I suppoce veryly it for Ihe tresspace of me,

And I wyst that myn hert xuld cleve on tweyn *

On the other hand, these plays, as a matter of course, abound
m evidence of the rudely material conceptions of the age in

^ The authors here could not go wrong, if they followed the Sacred Text
There was perhaps nothing m the Oberammergau Play more wonderfully

effective than the utterance by the Christ of the solitary word MARIA In

the Coventry Plsy, however, He subsequently briefly addresses her In the

corresponding Towneley Play the supreme effectiveness of the single word
js missed it is seized in the Digby MS play of Mary Magdalme I hardly

venture to refer to the mysterious meaning which is suggested by the rap-

turous self devotion of Mary Magdalene, though surely the suggestion is not
incompatible with a reverential reading of the text of Holy Scripture itself

But the gentle reticence of the Gospel, which is followed by the mystenes,
is more eloquent than the expansive rhetonc of such a poet as the author
(said to be Gervase Markham) ofMane Magdaleds Lamentaitonsfor the Losse

of tut Master (see GrosarPs Mtscellames of the Fuller Woriktes^ Ltbrafy,

voL ii), beautiful as the latter is in at least one passage These poems are
written in the spirit of Crashaw, from whom they are not very far distant m
their The confusion of the Phartseus and Acofsaior (m the

Adultety) by the words, and by the wntmg in the sand, of
ilie Saviour iS dramatically very effective
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which they were produced Such is above all to be found

in the I'epulsive reproduction in action of an extraordinary

legend in the Salutation, and m the ResurfecHon Com-
pared with such instances of a tendency to reduce every

mastery of the faith to a realised actuality, all meie

anachronisms or oddities of ignorance^ are insignificant

It should in conclusion be noticed, that though the char-

acters represented in the Coveittry Plays are in the mam
actual personages, they already contain an element of

abstiact figures Contemplacio appears m seveial plays to

mtioduce the action as a kind of Piologus (so 111 the eighth,

and again in the eleventh, wheie she announces the advent

of the Redemption aftei ‘ ffowre thowsand sex imdiyd foure

yere * of unexpiated sin) or to accompany it as a kind of

Choms But other allegorical personages are also occa-

sionally mtioduced, the Virtues of Jnsttcia, Mtsertcordta,

Veritas, and Pax, who (in the eleventh play) hold conference

with the Three Persons of the Trinity
,
and in the eighteenth

Mors, who, after casting down Herod’s pude, and delivering

his dead body, and those of the two soldiers who form his

executive, into the hands q/ Diabolus, moralises for the

benefit of the audience on the suddenness and omnipotence

of his agency In the Assumption w^e meet with the figure

of Sapientia
,
but this play may be of a later date than the

rest (The concluding play, Doomsday, in which there wms

room for other abstract figi^res, though none appear, is meiely

a fragment ) Thus we notice in these plays, though they

essentially are to be classed among the mysteries, an element

of the morahiies, to be treated of below On the other hand,

there is here no evidence of any intention to treat the Devil

as a comic character, though under various names—Lucifer,

Belial, Satan, or Daemon—he laigely participates m the

several actions, into which inferior angels of darkness aic

likewise occasionally introduced.

Besides these collective senes, we possess isolated plays

of the same type, which I do not propose to examine at

length The oldest of these, and in all probability the

* Sed for InstnnLe She geograpliy of the prospect opened by

Sathanas m the TmtptaUot^,

Other
%mrath*

plays^
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The Har-
rowing of
Hell

earliest dramatic work of any kind in the English tongue

pieserved to us, is the Harrowing of Hell^ a version of a

theme with which we have repeatedly met in the collective

mysteries ^ For a dramatic work this primitive piece

deseives to be called, although (to use ten Brinck’s expres-

sive phi ase) it has not yet entirely castjoffthe epico-liturgical

egg-shell, and although it seems to have been intended for

recitation rathei than for performance The introductory

exposition announces to the listeners

‘A ^/‘r^will I tellen ou*

—

this being the technical name for one of those debates or

wrangles, m which English as well as French literature in

the thirteenth century took pleasure^ And the action

itself begins with the approach of our Lord to the gates

of hell and His contention with Satan, instead of any

scene being prefixed between those who aie awaiting their

deliverance from hell, as m the versions of the legend

which were derived directly from the Apocryphal Gospel

of Nicodemus^ This contention, in which Satan claims the

fealty of Adam as having taken his apple, while our Lord

retorts that the apple itself Vas His, is broken off by
His bursting open the gates, whose warden flies in tenor,

and receiving in succession the salutations of Adam and

Eve, Abraham, David, St John the Baptist and Moses,

whom He is about to set free After He has pronounced

their liberation, ^ Auctor^ concludes with a prayer, com-

mencing
^ God, for his moder loue

Let ous neuer thider come * ^

But though the action is simple, it is complete , and the

^ It IS pnnted m his Appendix by Mr Pollard, who calls it ‘ a poem m
dialogue ’ The earlier Pngljsh editions by Collier and Halliwell-Philhpps art,

privately pnnted, but there is a German edition by Pr E Mall (Breslau,

1871)^—Collier, 11 136, gives some extracts

f Cf, mU^ p J3S
^ In XxixY Harrowing of Helly e g {York PlaySy 37a seqq)^ and xn the

corresponding Towneley Play, Jesus introduces the action and sends a light

before Hxm' ns a sign that He is at hand, but a striking scene follows in

wliich the patriarchs and prophets m Limbo rejoice at the light, and the

devils inliheii? ttim give voice to their alarm
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severe dignity of the diction (which is held to show an East-

Midland origin) cannot be said to fall short of the striking

solemnity of the theme.

Among other isolated plays not already incidentally

noticed may be mentioned The Sto^y of the Creation of Adam and

Eve^ with the Expelling ofAdam and Eve out ofPai adyce—
the Groceis’ Play (and thus presumably part of a cycle)

at Norwich^ The Shipwrights’ Play of NoaKs Afk is Noahs

the only play remaining from the Corpus Christi cycle

performed at Newcastle-on-Tyne^ It is composed in no

very elevated vein, though the action is introduced by Dcus^

who sends foith his Angel to bid Noah build the ark

'What art thou for heaven’s King

That wakens Noah off his sleeping^

Away I would thou went’

But the Angel insists, and after receiving the necessary

instructions, Noah sets to woik. Dtabolus then intervenes

to induce *his friend,* Noah’s wife, to stop the building

by persuading her husband to drink a potion prepared for

the purpose, and Noah nearly ']oscs his wits * in consequence.

But he recovers, * cowls * (cows ?) his wife, builds the ship,

and leaves Dtabolus to utter impotent curses in the name of
' Dolphin pnnee of dead

*

A pla}^ on a still moie favourite theme of a different

character (of which not less than six versions are altogether

extant from different series) is the East-Midland Abraham
and Isaac^ discovered by the late Dr G H Kingsley in

a MS. book sebmmgly compiled for the owners of the

manor of Brome (m Suffolk), near Diss It treats the

^ Pnvately pnuted by its editor, Mr Robert Fitch (Norwich, 1856).

Stoddard, p 63
Reprinted from Brand’s Htsiaty of Newcastle (1789), by Sh irp,

u 3 , 22X-5 Three oth^r plays of the senes are mentioned, viz The Deliver^

ante of the Chddmi of Ismei out of the ThraldotnCf Bofntage mid Sermtude of
Ktng Pharo , The Bunedt of Chnsi

,

and The Bimall ofour Lady Samt Mary
the Vtrgm An order for the perfoimance of the last-named play is dated as

late as 1581

Edited by Miss L Touimm Smith in Angha (voh vii, pp t6-337), Halle,

r$84. Mr Pollard, pp 173-6, prints an extract containing the denoumimt
—As already stated p 78, noht r), ten Brmck’s view that use was made
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Digby
Mystenes

Purfiis
Candlemas
Day^

subject With much tenderness of feeling
, the Isaac here is

a young boy, whose laments direct themselves largely to his

apprehensions of his mother^s grief, while his joy on

discovering the ram, apostrophised by him

scheppe, scheppe, blyssyd mot thou be^’

is mingled with the same motive The versification is mostly

in stanza-form Another, and not dissimilar, treatment of the

same subject, the Weavers’ Play on the Sacrifice ofAbraham^
has been discovered at Dublin ^ A Lucius Fihorum Israel

was acted at Cambridge by the gild of Coipus Christi at

that festival in 1 355 ^ ^Of plays on New Testament subjects

we have the senes Imown as the Dtgby Mysteries^ from the

quarto volume among the Digby MSS m the Bodleian

Library which contains them ® The date of part ofthe MS
is 151 a, but it iswiitten m three if not more diffeient hands,

some of which seem rather earliei than that which inserts the

above date, nor has any mutual connexion been established

between the several plays included among its miscellaneous

contents The first of these plays is usually spoken of as

Parfre's Candlemas Day, the copyist having signed to it his

name
'
John Parfre ’

,
but its full title adds ^and the Kyllynge

of the Children of Israel" This subject, together with the

flight into Egypt, makes up the eailiei part of the play,

upon which follow the Purification and other Scriptural

incidents m the Temple The play explicitly ^ates that

the perfoimance of it coi responds to ‘last year’s’ of The
Shepherds, and the Three Kings, while no mention is made

of this play fof the extant edition of the corresponding^ Chester play has

much m its favour, and has been elaborated by Dr H Ungemach
^ Privately pnnted by Collier, 1836 See an account of it by Miss L

Toulmin Smith m Anglia, us, 32i-£2

® Warton, 11

» The fiist of these plays was pnnted m vol i of Hawkins’ Ongm 0/
the Enghsh Drama (Oxford, 1873) , the senes of four was first edited

by Mr T Sharp for the Abbotsford Club (1835), ^d has been more re-

cently re edited for the New Shakspere Society (i88a) by Dr Fumivall,who
has included in it ChnsCs Bunal and Resurrection, as m his opinion belong-

ing to it, though found in another Bodleian MS—The * morality * prmted
in Sharp's quarto without a title, but designated by Collier, Mind, WtU and
Undp^stmtdmg, and by Fumivall, A Morality of Wisdom, Who is Chnsi, forms
part of the Digby MS ,

but will more appropnately be noticed a little

further on.
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of any gild or trade as concerned in its production Thus
the conclusion seems warranted, that it formed one of a

cycle of plays acted m annual succession in small towns

or villages—probably in the Midlands, to which region the

Iar\guage is thought to point—that could not afford them-

selves a moie extensive dramatic enleitainment The per-

foimance began and ended with singing and dancing by
‘ minstrels ’ and ‘ virgins ^ ’ The earlier part of this play

has nothing to differentiate it very specially from the

Coventry Plays^ and we once more meet here with Herod^s

pompous and inflated speeches, and with his alliteiation

A larger admixtuie is however observable of the puiely

faicical element, represented by ‘Watkyn/ who is anxious

to join in the expedition against the Innocents of Bethle-

hem, but IS afraid of their mothers’ distaffs This character

already displays features of the typical poltroon of comedy,

while the timorous adventurer s anxiety to be dubbed a

knight points to a Tudor period of civilisation The
contrast between the tumult of the earlier and the peace-

ful triumph of the second part of the play, however, is of

Its kind effective The secon<# of these plays (which stands

first m the MS. volume), the Cmiverston of St Pauly seems Ttu Con-

to have been designed for performance m a larger town,

as IS shown by its being acted at three stations and by the

more ambitious nature of some of its stage requirements

The Poeta who introduces the action, and whom a latei

hand in the MS. names ^ Myles Blomefyide,’ though possibly

this worthy was only the author of ‘ additionsJ to the fiist

part of the play, appeals to the Acts of the Apostles as his

authority But the first part of the play is not taken fiom

* They are bidden show * surome sport and plesnre these people to solas
’

The < virgins^ were doubtless maidens of the locality. In the play, Anna
bids them worship the Divine Child, and the stage-direction adds ‘her

virgynes, as many as^a man wyll, shah holde tapers m ther handes &c ’

The stage arrangements too must have been very simple , in Su i the

knights receive from Herod their instruction as to the massacre which they

are to execute in Sc. 31 tlie intervening scene is occupied with the

Plight from Bethlehem, and the stage-direction at the end of Se. i

Instracts the knights to * Walke a-bought the pkee tyll Mary and Joseph be

convexd in-to Egipt
*

* Fdrmvsn, tnirody p lac.
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a Scriptural source^, for Saulus is here introduced as a

knight-adventurei arrayed in character with other knights

111 his service and of underlings, one of whom carries

on an unsavoury comic altercation with the ‘stabulaiius^

(ostlei) The miraculous Conveision occupies the second

part 5
the third, which lepresents St Paul’s escape from the

toils of Caiaphas and Annas, is enlivened by an ingenious

later interpolation The Infernals hold a council, in which

Belial and his messengei Meicury appear, in ordei to avert

the dangers to their cause apprehended from the Conveision

of Saul After the devils have vanished in fire and tempest,

‘ Saulus’ appeals ‘ in a ^isciplis wede ’ (diess) and delivers a

sermon on the Seven Deadly Sms The action closes with

St Paul in prison, fiom which however Poeta in the Epilogue

announces the saint’s approaching deliverance The play,

which ends with an apology foi its lack of Tyttuiall scyens’

(literary aptitude), and which ceitainly has no special merit

to distinguish it, is thought to be likewise of Midland origin

Mary Mag- The remaining miracle in this collection, Mary Magdalene

^

dakm
most remarkable, as it is also by far the most

elaborate, of the thiee Its dialect is East Midland and it

largely employs alliteration, but it is of adiffeient dramatic

type fiom that represented by the two other Digby plays

,

or rather, it combines with matter derived from the

Scriptural nariative, which fills the body of the fii«t part of

the play, a larger number of scenes though a smaller amount

of text taken from legend
,
while the whole is pervaded by

an element qf originality, so fai as airangement if not actual

invention is conceined, and theie is a free introduction of

allegorical figures after the manner of the moralities, to be

described below Thus this piece is in substance as well as

in name a miracIe-play lather than a mystery , but the

astounding complexity and romantic imaginativeness of

the action remove it into a liteiary as well as a diamatic

spliere foreign to that of the plays previously described.

^ There seems no connexion between this play and the du Marim

S* Esitetme $t de la Conversion de S Pol, printed ap* Fournier, Le Thedtr$

Franfat^ avoni la Rmmssmtcey pp a seqq
2 * Goodly bese»€ m the best wyse lyke an aunterous kn^th ’
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Unfoitunately, I cannot accompany the heioine on her

journey thiough life and thiough more thun two thousand

lines of text It begins in the home of her infancy—the

castle of Maudleyn where hei father Cyi*us 'glysteiing in

gojd’ rejoiced m a son Lazarus, to whom he bequeathed

his lordship of Jerusalem, and two daughteis, Maiy, who
respectively inheiited the castle from which she derived her

second name, and Martha, whose shaie was Bethany, and

aftei an Iliad of sms and woes and of redeeming martyidom

It ends with her leception into bliss I print in a note

the full title or bill in which the latest editor of this extra-

ordinary composition has summarised the main points of

the action
,
but to convey a notion of its variety, his list

of the successive scenes and the previous editoi’s analysis

of the action at large would need to be added ^ In Part I

no less a personage than ‘ Impel ator/ who identifies himself

as the ‘ incomparable tyberyus sesar,* opens the play , and

this opening prepares us for the stiange commingling as the

action pioceeds of the familiar Bible episodes with a fantastic

allegory of the heroine’s downfall* Her castle is besieged by
the Seven Sins, and Lechery penetrating into it seduces

her out of its protection into the paths of sin In Part II,

which is introduced by a colloquy between the King and

Queen of Marcylle, shipwrecked on an island m the sea,

where th^ Queen gives birth to a child, we aie launched into

the midst of romance, through which, not without re-

currences to Scriptural episodes, the action stecis more or

less rapidly to its end There is a certain chs^-m, however,

about the central figure, and a certain harmony diffuses

Itself thiough the various stages of her pilgiimage ^

' See Furmvall, Inirod, p 53 * Part I. m so smm {In Rome, Beihany,

Hell, Jerusalem, and beyondJordan )—Mary*s Father Cyrus, and kts death—
Her sedmtton Ledtery^ and a Gallant—Her repetUance, and wtpmg
feet with he* /wfin— brother Lasarus*s death, and Part II,

tn ji scenes {In Maftylle, Hell, Jertfsalem, the Wtlderitess and lleav€n '\

—

Chnsfs appearante to Ma*y at Hts septdehre—Her conoerston of the Kmg and
Queen of Marcylle ^Hcrfiethng hy angdsfrom heaven m the wilderness --Her
death'—Per an anaJ;^sis of the action, see the Inirodudton to Sharp's

Abbotsford Chib edition, pp+ vi-xxxu
* ^Dm Rmgweibhche pt Mand^ Gestalt tsi dem Dichter inckt enigangen *

Ten Bnnck, 11 322 —As to Lewis Wager's Life and Rtrpentmice tf Ma*y
Magdalen (1574), see Collier, xi 167-^x70* This is an EU&abethan morality
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Ch) isfi>

Bunal and
Resurf ec-

iwn

Of a fai earlier type, so far as the limits of the action are

conceined, is the Burial and Resurrection of Christy to

which refeience has alieady been made as exhibiting in

certain passages the religious drama in its organic con-

nexion with the liturgy of the Church ^ But the text of this

bipartite mystery, as it has come down to us, and which

IS authoritatively pronounced^ to be a West-Midland
modernisation of a Northumbrian original, appeals to date

from the middle of the fifteenth century, or somewheie
between the years 1430 and 1460^. This supposition is

borne out by the general evidence of style, of versification,

and more especially of^skill in the handling of the rimes

(largely in the case of words with double-endings) Mani-
festly the edition which we possess was designed for readers

m the first instance Although it repeats the original

direction that the first part of the play (the Burial) is ‘ to be

played on Good Friday afternoon,* and the second (the

Resurrection ) ' upon Easter-day after the Resurrection * (1 e

I suppose after the reading of the Gospel of the day), the

‘Prologue’ is ordeied ‘not to be said* when the play is

actually performed And incited, while the Piologue itself

appeals to feelings which he deeper than those of the

ordinary spectator of any kind of play the entire treatment

of the theme is meditative or lyrical rather than dramatic

In the laments of Mary Magdalene and of the Virgin Mary,

long, elaborate, and occasionally touched with a surprising

delicacy of pathos®, will be found the most distinctive

features of t^jis interesting composition

of the anti-papal kind, which ‘ ends with a short dialogue between Mary,

Justification and Love, the two last triumphing in the salvation of such

a sinner ' It has no connexion with the Digby MS play

^ Cf miU^ p 35, noU i —See p gz, note 3
® By the late Or Richard Morris See Furnivall, 170
* Ten Bnnqk, 11 299
* ^A soule that list to singe of loue

Of Cnst ,

Rede this treyte [treatise, poem], it may hymm moue,
And may hym teche lightly with awe,

Of the sorow of Mary sumwhat to knawe *

^ {OfCahoiy)^
<Thy greyn polor is turnyd to rede
By a blessit laimti’s blode which now is dedc.* (ft S9-30*)
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The above list has no pretension to being exhaustive,

but no further English miiacle-plays of the kinds treated

above are known to me as extant which may not (as in

the case of the sacred plays of Bishop Bale, to be noticed

below) be fairly included among the beginnings of our

regular drama A paiticular species of miracle-plays be- Fater^

longing to the same period seemed however worth reselling

for separate notice These are plays of which the action Sacrammt

turned on the sacrosanct attributes and miraculous powers

belonging to certain portions of the actual services of the

Church The earliest of these which we find mentioned

is ‘a play setting forth the goodness of the Lords

PrayerI performed in the city of York by a gild of men

and women that had been founded for the purpose \ In-

asmuch as Wiclif, who died in 1384, refers to 'thejpater-

fioster in englissch tunge, as men seyen in the pley of York V
and inasmuch as there is evidence to show that the gild

was in a flourishing condition fifteen years later, we may

conclude that its origin is to be dated at no great distance

of time from that of the York Corpus Christi plays In the

last year of Queen Mary’s reigji (1558), though the gild had

been previously dissolved, the play was performed on Corpus

Christi in heu of the regular cycle, and it was repeated m
^57^ ;

but It was soon afterwards suppressed by that vigi-

lant sheph^^rd, Archbishop Grmdal We are told that in

this play, which accordingly may have partaken of the

nature of a morality, ‘all manner of vices and sins’ (the

vice of gluttony is specially mentioned) ‘were held up to

scorn, and the Virtues were held up to praise’; and we

cannot but suppose that the lessons thus conveyed were

connected with the seven supplications, in token of which

{Of the Redeemer's Body on ike Crass) *

^ How many biudy letters beyn wnten m this buke

;

Small margente*her is
*

(7%iP Mother ofJesn& theface ofJesus m death) *

‘Till Egipte m myne Armes softly I did you kde,

But your smylmge countenaunce i askit non other mede,’

i See Miss t Toulmm Smith, Introduction to York Plays, xxvm-xxx

> De Offim Pastmihi cap, 15, m the English Works of Wychf edited by

K © Matthew for the Early English Text Soaety, 1880, p 429. see

IMk, Matthew’s note, pp* ^0-1.

VOi* I. H
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the gild maintained in the Minster ‘a candle-beaier of

seven lights,’ together with ‘a table showing the whole

meaning and use ’ of the Prayei confessed of them

We are less fully informed as to the nature of TAe Creed

Play^ which in 1446 was bequeathed to the Corpus Christi

gild at York by a member of the gild, a chantry priest

named William Revetor, together with the books and

banners belonging to the play It seems to have been no

novelty at this dale, but it was regularly performed about

Lammastide, once in every tenth yeai, between 1483 and

3^535 It was finally suppressed about a generation later

It was a composition of considerable length, and not the

mere syllabus of a processional pageant, although a series

of pageants, perhaps corresponding to the several articles of

the Apostles Creed, may have formed an integral part of it

Distinct in character from the above, and appi caching

moie nearly to the miracle-plays deiived from the legends

of favourite saints^, is the curious piece with a purpose

preserved m a MS at Trinity College, Dublin, and known
under the more geneiic than specific title of The Play of
the Sacrament^ The hand^ynting of the MS belongs to

the latter half of the fifteenth century; nor is there any
evidence of language to point decisively to a much earliei

date The Prologue states that ‘this little processed is

designed for performance at Croxton* and among the

various places of that name the East Midland dialect

of the play is thought to indicate one of the Croxtons

in Cambridgeshire or Norfolk Vexillatores introduce the

action m alternating stanzas, stating thaf the facts repre-

sented occurred at Heraclea in Aragon, and furnishing

an argument of what is to follow. The story is that of

the wondrous triumph of the Holy Wafer over the wicked

^ See Miss Toulmin Smith, « 5 , p xxx. Cf ten Fnnck, n 303
® Cf anU, pp 9, 37 Others were Chnstina (honoured by Beaiae Chm-

imae Ludt at Bethersden in Kent), Cnspin and Cnspian (whom the Dublin

shoemakers celebrated in part of a play acted m isaS), &c
** The Phy ofihe Sacrammi A Middle-English Drama, edited from aMS

in the Library of Tnmty College, Dublin, with a Preface and Glossary, by
Stokes, Philological TraftsacitonSi tSSp-i, Appendix,

pp. Cf. Collier, u a67--8 ; ten Bnncfc, u 303
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designs of the Jew Jonathas and his vile crew—infidels who
fieely appeal to ‘Almighty Machomet/ and who shrink from

no extreme of impiety By way of a crowning insult they

cast the Host into an oven, which thereupon bursts asundei,

bleeding from its crannies, and revealing an image of the

wounded Saviour, Who speaks m His own personality to

the awe-stiuck offenders In the end they are all christened

‘with gicat solemnity,’ and (as if to illustrate the comparative

mildness of the treatment experienced by their race in this

country) are allowed to seek atonement for their crimes by
a pilgrimage ‘ by contre and cost ’ Apart from its gentle

ending, this soit of legend was famihai enough to the

thirteenth and fouiteenth centuiy (when the story of Hugh
of Lincoln was its best-known type in England), and doubt-

less m the fifteenth also A comic element is supplied by
the doings of ‘Colie the leech’s man,’ who before the arrival

of his master ‘Bieadryche of Braban’ proclaims him as

a doctor who

‘Seeth as well at none as at nyght.

And sumtyme by candel-leyt

Can gyff a Judgyraent aryght,’

—

or, in other words, is never to be caught napping On the

physician’s appearance Colle proceeds to trumpet his merits

with all the eneigy of the professed cheap-jack ‘ Nine men,’

it IS stat^, ‘ can play this at ease
’

Before refernng to those essentially spectacular entertain-

ments which from a very early period, but in an increasing

measure as time progressed, absorbed into themselves a large

proportion of the interest attaching to the miracle-plays,

I proceed to discuss another dramatic growth which,

although exposed to the same chances as these indisputably

displayed a superior literary vitality and flexibility

In tracing the origin and course of unconscious grow^ths, Momhiifs

it is well to abstain from any endeavour to draw hard and
fast, and therefore more or less arbitrary, lines of demar-
cation, The ongm of the merahUes^ or moi al-plays, has

been much disputed; and m then English developement

they have been diversely described as springing from the

miracle-plays, and again as wholly unconnected With these,

H %
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Their

ongin.

As It seems to me, the morahttes cannot be .simply de-

scribed as the direct offspring of the religious drama, but

they were nowheie wholly independent of it, and in England
they both adopted its external form, and were anything but

rigorously distinguished from it in the popular mind
A morality may be defined as a play enforcing a moral

truth or lesson by means of the speech and action of

characters which are personified abstractions—figures repre-

senting virtues and vices, qualities of the human mind, or

‘abstract conceptions in general^ •*

Now, in the first instance, it was impossible that the

Christian leligious drama, whether appearing as an essen-

tially literary growth, or primarily designed as a species of

popular entertainment, should refiain from at least occa-

sionally introducing the essential elements of the species

which I have just defined And this, because the very basis

of Christian religious teaching—the Bible—so largely em-

ploys this very method of enforcing the truths and lessons

which it is its object to convey Both the Old and the

New Testament, besides containing entire books which

the Church has at all time^ accepted as allegorical in

design—such as the Song of Solomon and the Revelation—
are, as primarily addressing themselves to Eastern readers

or hearers, full of figurative passages introducing personified

abstractions The prophetical character of a gseat part

of the Old Testament depends on an interpretation pro-

ceeding on the same assumption

In any attempt to paraphrase or reproduce, whether

dramatically oi otherwise, portions of tfie Bible, or of

Church traditions connecting themselves with its nanative,

it was therefore inevitable that the use of personified ab-

stractions should be introduced Wisdom (in the Booh of

Proverbs\ the Bride and her companions (m the Song of

Solomon)^ had alieady been clothed with personality in the

Sacred Text itself But more than this. It has at all times

been impossible for the ordinary human mind to regard

^ Tht ordinary scliame of a morality is accordingly very like that of the

game vices fyghtewith vertues* described in Book 11 of Morels

Iftofta, Ct "iie deacnption of the Pai&rnosier play at York, mUj p 97
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unpersonified conceptions emotionally Neither Athenians

nor Romans nor Englishmen have at any time, either m
oratory or in poetry, found it easy to think or speak of

Athens or Rome or England without clothing them with

thp attributes of personal beings, or at least unconsciously

treating them as such Thus, too, the early Christians, so

soon as the figure of the Founder of their community had

ceased to be a personal reminiscence among them, began to

regard that community itself as a personal being, under the

name of the Church On this analogy it was possible to

people the world of ideas with an endless number of

personal forms.

On these germs of the distinctive characteristic of the

moralities—which m their dramatic method, as will be seen,

at fiist diffeied in no essential respect from the religious

plays—already noticed, theie seems no necessity of en-

larging further Perhaps, however, it may be worth while

in connexion with this part of the subject, to suggest the

probability that the custom of using as the proper names

especially of women the designations of abstract qualities,

and of virtues m paiticular#(5^^/^/^2:, &c), became much
more common aftei the introduction of Christianity K We
have seen^ how some of the characters in the plays of

Hrotsvitha are accordingly called by names coriespondmg

to the qualities which the behaviour of these chaiacters

illustrates
;
and the device was one which might easily be

borrowed by the popular from the monastic religious drama.

A peculiar produst of the same allegorical tas^e connecting

itself with religious associations, was tliie attempt, of which

germs are to be traced m the earliest|^patristic literature,

to invest natural objects and phenomena with a symbolical

meaning; hence those besitanes^ kerbaries and laptdartes^

of which a notable example is preseived m the English

^ I should have been inclined to go further, but for some notes with

which my fnend J>r Wilkins has fiarnished me The earliest Ftefas is the

cognomen of h Antomus cos b c 41. The earliest Eehaias seems to be

the martyr of oos , but Uiere are two instances of the same name m
mscnptions undated, but with no traces of Chnstiamty m them Ihe
earliest dated Imps and a Fie/arta (the mother of Victonnus) are not

Chtlstian* * Cf p. 7,
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thirteenth-century version of the Latin Phystologtis It

treats its subject with no small measure of poetic fancy and
feeling, while its machinery possesses a popular element of

picturesqueness ^

In England, the soil was peculiarly favourable for tjie

cultivation of moral allegory in the diamatic as in other

literary forms It would lead me too fai to speculate in

this place on the causes of the ancient and enduring national

predilection for this species of imaginative composition

But it seems probable that, inasmuch as our liteiature had

more distinctly than that of almost any other modem
nation a specifically Christian oiigin, so it was the Bible

itself which implanted in the English mind its ineradicable

love for allegory, and for religious oi moral allegory in

especial Already the Paraphrase ascribed to Caedmon
and Cynewulf’s Christ have allegorical elements, although

it may not always be easy to distinguish between these and

reminiscences of native mythology Then, while in ac-

cordance with the geneial tendencies of the age, fostered

by the teaching of its wholly clerical learning, the allegoiical

interpietation of Scripture and of traditions associated with

Scriptural themes, spread more and more among the people,

another influence' lent its co-operation. This was the

growth, contemporaneous with the building-up of the system

of chivalry on the social basis of feudalism, of the aHegorical

treatment of the conception of Love At probably no very

diffeient periods in the fourteenth century the Vision con-

certitng Piers Plowman and The Pearl signally illustrated

these co-operating tendencies The former is a work of

genuinely native origin , but while its design, which is one

of striking directness, still moves within the lines of the

religious teaching of the Chuich, depth of individual feeling

and a homely boldness m applications suggested by an

observant study of contempoiary life invest it with a force

hitherto unknown to allegorical composition. The Pearl is

an attractive but rather long drawn-out endeavour to treat

a theme of a kind familiar to French love-allegory in native

^ Bkttquiae vol i, and cf the very instructive Iniradutiim

to Mlteer's Alieftgtmhe Spradipit^m^ i i (Berlin, 1867),
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forms of language and to some extent of veise Not mme
than a generation afterwards Chaucer and Gower opened
the first period in which our poetic literature appealed to

the height of contemporary literary culture , and while the

Confrsszo Amantis of the latter is wholly allegorical in its

framework, Chaucer began his poetical career by a version

of the Roman de la Rose Although, as it stands, this poem,

in accordance with Chaucer s own demure confession, marks

a levolt against the moral pretensions of the orthodox love-

allegory, yet It had adhered, and gave a new vogue, to the

allegorical literary form Down to the middle ofthe sixteenth

century, in the words ofan eminent French ciitic^, it exeicised

over Flench poetry the supreme authority of an Iliad or a

Divine Comedy As is well known the machinery of the

Dream of Sctpto suggested a whole senes of Chaucerian

poems, but even in these he vindicated to himself a certain

freedom of treatment, until, partly under Italian influence,

partly inspired by his own genius, he passed from the tq-

productionor invention of allegoiical figures and situations

to the creation of types of human nature and life* His suc-

cessois, however, both in England and afterwards in Scotland,

were unable to emancipate themselves with similar complete-

ness
,
the conventional machinery recurs even where lyrical

pathos or satirical humour give individuality to the general

treatment or realistic effect to particular figures When,

after the half-century’s silence which poetic liteiature had

kept in England amidst the clash of arms, we once more

take up the tale of allegorical compositions, we find indeed

the old spirit ^one, but the old form tougKty surviving.

Stephen Hawes’ Pastime of Pleasure may be described as

the last work of the older schools of allegoiy in the pre-

Elizabethan age of literature, though of course influenced by
later models. The infinitely more interesting Ship of

FooIeSf adapted by Alexander Barclay from the German of

Sebastian Brant, is already occupied with human types

rather than with personified abstractions But Skelton^s

Bowge of Courie^ although modem both in the learning of its

matter and in the iooi^ness of its tone, still employs the old

* Ste^Beuve, Tabkm k Pomt S$ecle^ p ss
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abstractions
,
and in form even this ‘ lytell ’ product of the

later Renascence spirit still mainly follows the traditions of

the species to which it claims to belong

These considerationSj which it belongs to a History of
English Poetry rather than to a History of English Dramapc
Literature systematically to developed may suffice to in-

dicate the fallacy of the supposition that the moralities, of

which I am about to discuss the chief examples, were either

nothing but an outgrowth of the mysteries and miracles

alieady desciibed, or a mere literary expansion of the

allegorical figuies exhibited in those ‘pageants’ (in the

narrower sense of the '^eim) which constituted the chief

popular attraction of the leligious and other * processions
’

of the Middle Ages, In their general method of treatment,

indeed, the moralities followed closely in the footsteps of

the religious drama, which they could hardly have avoided

doing, inasmuch as their stage and its appliances, and their

audience and its tastes, were viitually the same as those of

the mystery-plays But although these had occasionally

anticipated some of the favourite personifications of the

moralities, and although the letter as a matter of course fell

back upon some of the dominating figures of the mysteries,

a vast variety of new opportunities was opened by a face-

to-face treatment of moral and consequently of social pro-

blems, which had hitherto been only suggested ok. implied

by a repioduction of Scriptmal and legendary narrative

Furthermore, the moralities connected themselves directly

with the prevalent tendencies of the literatuie of the age

which produced them, while the mysteries had been

^ As these sheets were passing through the press, I had the satisfaction

of ascertaming, by a necessanly hasty perusal of vol i of Mr W J
Courthope's History of English Poetry, and more especially of its

admirable chapter (ix) on The Progress of Allegory, the suggestion

Conveyed m my text has become an accomplished fact Mr Courthope's

volume contains so much both m this chapter and in that which follows on
TheRtse ofthe Drama tn England, that I would gladly, had circumstances per-

mitted, hai!5fe revised the whole of my own first chapter with the aid of his

masterly treatment of a subject which 1 have approached only on a single

Side. As it hi I have only here and Uiere felt myself able to make use

of a guidance Which would have been a godsend to me at any time

within my lasttwenty yeSis of broken literary studies.
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out of touch, unless incidentally, with the learning of the

schools, and with the ways and habits of those privileged

classes which have at most times delighted in following to

the death a prevailing fashion m the literary as m other

fo^ms of art

Reference has already been made to two pioductions, of

which one had for its author the Anglo-Norman poet

Guillaume Herman (11^7-1170), and the other has been

(on pelhaps not altogethei conclusive evidence^) attributed

to Etienne Langton, who after graduating as doctor of

theology at Pans became, as eve^body knows, Cardinal

( 1 %o6)
and Archbishop of Cantei bury These compositions,

while in so far to be regarded as belonging to the Christian

religious drama, that in each the promised or actual inter-

vention of the Saviour solves the complication of the action,

m general conception and method of treatment resemble

the moralities of later date Herman’s composition, written

m Langue d’Oil, or Northern French, at the request of the

Prior of Kenilworth, is a dramatic version of the Bible text

{Psalm Ixxxv 10) ^ Mercy and Truth are met together,

Righteousness and Peace have kissed each other/ These

four virtues appeal pei sonified as four sisters, who meet

together after the Fall of Man before the throne of God to

conduct one of those disputations which w^eie so much in

accordance with the literary taste of the age^
,
Truth and

Righteousness speak against the guilty Adam, while Mercy
and Peace plead in his favour Concord is restored among
the four sisters by the piomise of a Saviour, who shall

atone to Divine ‘Justice on behalf of man. The composition

attributed to Stephen Langton tieats the same theme with

a relative intensity which, could either of these works be

credited with a dramatic purpose, might be termed superior

force of actiom After a contention has been carried on

between the four sisters, and Mercy and Peace are about to

Withdraw unsatisfied, the Dime Father summons the Son,

^ Itwas found, together with the sermcxi on a text taken ftom the song on
•la bele Alix* and a cantide on the Passion, in a MS m the Duke of

K<wfolk*s hbraty, nowm that ofthe Society, Cf Dtettomiy 0/Naitomi
xxxu -* Antef p 35

and early

developed

meni
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and with Hinij in order to meet the demands of the case as

it presents itself to His own judgment, conceits the saving

remedy of the Incarnation of the Word
,
whereupon a

leconciliation takes place between the sisters ^

It will be remembeied that in one of the Coventry Plays

^

the four virtues Veritas^ JusMta^ Misericordta^ Pax are

introduced into the action, while in another Mors—the

awful abstraction of the power against which all men are

impotent—lays hands upon the murderous Heiod and his

myrmidons, and delivers them over to the Devil ^ Without

however attempting an enquiry, which could haidly be made

conclusive, into the dates of these particular plays, or of

others m which abstract figures may be found among the

subsidiary dramatts personcB^ wc may assert that there is no

proof that the moralities became a form of populai stage-

entertainment in England before the second quarter of the

fifteenth century,which was covered bythe reign ofHenryVI

The continuous spiead, through a wider area, of the literary

tastes represented by the successors of Chaucer, and the

enduring receptivity of the English public for the distinctive

element of this new kind of plays, combmed to secure to

them gradually a share of favour by the side of the miracles

As a matter of course, the new species, which addressed

Itself to no new public and was occupied with no new

problems of life or thought, accommodated itseK to the

manner and method of the old. Between the peifoimance

of a morality and that of a miracle no external difference is

noticeable , the pageants used foi the one were used for the

other
,

vexillatores proclaimed the intended performance,

and the performers in some cases went from place to place,

whether they were representing the misdeeds of Herod and

Pilate, or the struggle of the Soul with the Seven Deadly

Sins But although in this sense there was no break in the

progress of our drama from its beginnings, the sense of

there being something not altogether indigenous in the new

dramatic growth which was establishing itself by the side of

the old, was never entirely lost, or at all events seems only

^ w* 3;o7-9. ’ Ante^ p 89,

« Collier, 11* 193, ssoo-i<
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giadually to have succumbed to an appreciation of its

u-sefulness in those conflicts that absorbed the interests of

the people at laige Foi it may be broadly stated that the

moralities never became domesticated in this country, or at

least nevei acquiicd any influence here comparable to that

of the miracle-pkys, until they had been made to connect

themselves with the political and religious questions which

were so inextiicably intermingled m the Reformation age ^

This was in the changeful leign of Henry VIII, and during

the pressure in the direction now of advance now of reaction

which followed under his successors^ but the fitful and un-

certain chaiactei of these movements in their earlier phases,

and the unwillingness of Henry, Somerset, Mary, and

Elisabeth to leave the diiection of these movements to the

people itself, caused the English moialities as vehicles

for the expression of public opinion to lead a troubled and

chequered course Finally, before they had as a species

reached the full vigour of maturity, they found the process

already m opeiation which was to supersede them by more
advanced dianiatic giovvths

If this be borne m mmd, we shall not expect to find the

history of the English moralities either as interesting or as

enteitammg as that of the French In Fiance, as has been

alicady observed, a popular drama of secular origin, and

concerning itself mainly with secular topics, had thiuughoiit

mamtained itself by the side of the religious plays, although

the two species were fiequently intermixed. To the Flench

taste for allegorical and satiiical poetiy the drama had no

doubt in Its turn contributed; and m the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries the religious dtama of the Confrine de la

Passion found it no easy task to contend against the

moralities of the Basoche^ the sottm of the Enfans sans

souci^ and the satttes or farces after a time represented by
the older as well as the younger of these brotherhoods

In these congenial productions public opinion long continued

to find an outlet for itself as to hoik political and social

topics ; and the gay and outspoken gemus of mediaeval

Fmtch
nwmhitfs

^ Cf Henry Fmt iqf Literature, P 346
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France contiived to temper distress and despotism alike by

the sallies of an untiammelled wit The pressure of the

English invasion and the radical despotism of Lewis XI aie

alike reflected by the contemporary French popular stage
,

here Lewis XFs system of ‘ new men ’ found its critics, ajid

Lewis XIFs struggle against the Papacy its supporters.

But these French plays^ even when called moralities^ have

rather the character of interludes with typical personages

(such as the immoital Mattre Pathehn) than of allegorical

moralities, though personified abstractions are frequently,

and even Scriptuial parsonages occasionally, introduced

into them. They bear a ceitam resemblance to the Athenian

comedy of the second period, the period represented by the

Pluius of Aristophanes^

English In the English moralities it is not easy to draw a dis-
morahiies

^u^^tion between particular groups
,
the signs of advance

which they successively exhibit would best be gathered

from an attempt, such as it would be heie inconvenient to

make, to survey the whole of them m their actual or

probable chronological order Moreover, only part of the

series is as yet accessible mthout difficulty, and as to

several of these plays I am still obliged to fall back upon

the analyses furnished by Collier^ A misapprehension

may be avoided by noticing at the outset that the name
of Interludes is from a very early date applied •to these

plays, as indeed it seems to have been applied to plays

performed by professional actors from the time of Edward
IV onwards. Its origin is doubtless to be found in the fact

that such plays were occasionally performed in the intervals

of banquets and entertainments which of course would

^ As Ebert {Eniwicklungsgesch
, p 35) says, the French moralities were

iievAopedj not invented, in this penod For examples see the collections of

Violkt ie JDuc and Fournier, already cited. Cf also ^ excellent sketch of

the ^toous Pierre Gnngore, the Mere Sotte of his famous company, in

X.. Moland’s Ongines^ t^c, p 345 seqq The spnghthness of diction in these

French plays makes them delightful reading Mohdre's indebte^ess to

theih is well knowai
^ Vol ii* pp
’ It isCimons m the above connexion to find that in France they were

occasionally ncfced m the intervals of the mystenes Hence theywere some-
times called Qt Fourmer, Introdf p iv
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have been out of the question in the case of religious plays

pioper As will be seen below, the name Interludes is, as

a technical term, of liteiary history, usually lestricted to

a special dramatic form

In the English moralities, and in the plays immediately

derived fiom this species, it is impossible to ignore the two

closely associated figures of the Devil and the Vice The
tieatment of the Devil—a long-lived impersonation of

a conception to which dogma and legend have been joint

contributories—has signally varied at diffeient times and in

the hands of different writers , but it has rarely altogether

excluded those humorous elements which the complexity of

the principle of negation involves They assert themselves

alieady in an early period of English Iitefrature ^
; and they

pervade the part played by the Devil m the leligious drama

as it has been surveyed in the preceding sketch, and taken

over, beard and all, from the miracles into the moralities

and their derivatives^ In the English moialities proper,

as m their French originals or analogues, the Devil is con-

sistently charged on his own account with the conduct of

the opposition to the moral jiurpose or lesson which the

action of these compositions is designed to enforce. In

some of the later English plays, on the other hand, which

grew out of the moralities and which more or less partook

of their jiature, the Devil is accompanied by a personage

whose relation to him is primarily that of a foil, but whose

functions are so peculiar that in the end he is frequently

left to stand on his own legs, and to appear without the

master-spirit ofWhom he was at first the faithful attendant

Ingenious etymologies have been suggested for the name of

the Vice^ as this character, which must be concluded to have

^ Cf ten Bnnck, \ 337, as to the legend of St Dunstan
“ In SkeUon’'s lost iVig«?wa?*sir one of the stage directions is stated to have

mn, ^Enter Balsebub^th a berde'—no doubt the vizard with an immense
beard familiar to the old religious drama. Cf. Warton a/. Collier, i 57, note

^ Collier, n 089. His onginal secondaicy position 1$ illustrated by the

amusing passage in Ben Jonson’s Sifapfg o/Rkusj Act i Sc a, which attests

the endunng populinty of his chief: ‘My husband, Timothy Tuttle, God
rest his poor soid I was wont to say, there was no play without a fool and

a devil m*t, he was for the devd still, God bless him! The devil for his

money, would he say, I would fain see the devil.’

T/te Demi
and the

Vice
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beea of native English origin, was usually called ,
but the

most natural explanation is probably the conect one The

Vtce has numerous aliases—such as Shifty Ambidexter^ Sm,

Frauds Iniquity^ which are but variations of his ordinary

name At times, however, he wears the more specific

designation of some particulai vice or failing, while else-

where again, in accordance with the giowing tendency to

supersede abstractions by types, he appears undei some
typical designation of an onomatopoeic kmd^ Of these

various appellations that of Iniquity acquired a special

vogue on the stage, where we find the species of Vice

differentiated under th3t name for a long time established

as a favourite ^ As to the origin of the Vice, no leasonable

doubt remains inasmuch as he was ordinarily diessed in

a fool’s habit and occasionally assumes the part of a jester

puie and simple^, it is obvious that the invention of this

populai chaiacter was first suggested by the familiar custom

of keeping an attendant fool Hence, while the Vice is in

some sort an attendant or serving-man of the Devil’s, his

^ See Douce, Illustraiions of Shakespeare^ vol i p 469 Cf Pug’s

enumeration of the Vice's names in Devil ts an Ass, Act 11 Sc i

* Fraud,

Or Covetousness, or Lady Vanity,

Or Old Iniquity *

Other names are Hypoensy, Inchnahon, Ambition, Desire, Haphazard,

Rtchol Newfatigle In Lewis Wager’s Repentance of Mary Magdalene

he appears as Infidelity See Collier, ii 189-90 In George Wapull’s

Tide iarneih no man, a personage called Coitrage is introduced after the

manner of the Vtce^ but without his ordinary charactenstics Ib p 296
^ Iniquity appears in KingDarms (printed 1565), and is summoned to give

an account of Himself and his functions in the passage already cited from

The Devil ts an Ass
® See the Clown^s song m Twelfth Night, Act iv Sc is

‘I’ll be with you again.

In a tnce,

Like the old vice,

Your need to sustain;

Who, with dagger of lath,

In his rage and his wrath
Cries, ah, ah ’ to the devil

*

* In Jolm Heywood s Play ofike Wether the Vice appears as ajester
called Meity Report^ in Jack Juggler (before 1560) Jack himself is called the

Vice, i^nd uj Go4ly Queene Hester latter is personified as a jester

called Sa^idy-Dandy* Cf Pollard, liii, note
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function IS to twit, teaze and torment the fiend for the

edification of the audience The latter very commonly
takes his revenge for having been ridden and beaten by the

Vice by carrying him off on his back to hell at the end of

the play^ Gradually the character was lost in, or i everted

to, that of the domestic Fool, who as is well known, survived

as a standing figuie of no small significance in the Elisa-

bethan diama^.

The Devil and the Vice, the latter m particular, aie of

much importance to the moialities as a popular dramatic

species, both because these characters went some way to

counterbalance the dead weight of the abstractions con-

stituting the mam agents of these plays, and because the

aid of these elements largely contributed to the gradual

growth of comedy It would, however be an error to

suppose that (leaving the Devil out of the question) the

Vice constituted the solitary conciete element m the

moralities, where no doubt he formed the most salient one

The personified abstractions will be found from time to

time fitted With names appiopnate to concrete individuals,

and thus brought, so to spe^, within view of the point at

which they will be transmuted into human characters pure

and simple At first, it is only occasionally that an

abstraction like scorn is translated into a concrete Hycke-

Scorner^ but the tendency towards this kind of change

proves strongei as we pioceed, and is assisted by the

alliterative nomenclature in which English populai humour
has at all times delighted, and of which there are instances

already in th6 mysteries^ Such personal names as

Cuthbert Cutpurse and Tom Tosspot, when talcing the

place of abstract designations of the sins of Robbery and

Inebriety, unmistakeably imply a step fonvards into the

atmosphere of real life Again, as at least one writer^

has pointed out*before me, even where the characteis of

I Collier^ » Cf the chameter of Miles, aiid his doom, m Greene's

Ermr Bixmn mtd Ftivtr Bungfty^
* Douce, « s

,
II 304-s

^ Conscious of this tendency, PHate in the Proceissus Talentorura m the

Tawttef^ Hays says that he is Pownce Pilate
^

* M. Jussmnd

Othey

conatfe

elemetih

m the

mor&hitesi
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these plays still remain abstractions, frequent allusions to

the actual world around the audience give a colouring of

reality to the action Folfy glories m his adventures in

Holborn, at Westminster, and in disreputable Southwark

,

Youth (probably Cambiidge-bred) demands from Humility
whether she was not born at Trumpmgton—as if this were
just beyond the limit set to pride; Mind^ in a state of

corruption, expresses his intention ofputting in an appearance

between two and three of the clock in the afternoon under
the Parvis at St. Paul’s—the lawyers’ hour and place

Passing by a small numbei of religious plays which dis-

play a mixture of miracle and morality, which it would
hardly be worth while to subject to a minute analysis

—

more especially as these plays belong to so comparatively

late a period as the beginning of the reign of Elisabeth ^

—

^ These plays which are described by Collier, ii 167--183, include Lewis
Wager’s Life andRepentance ofMary Magdalene (printed 1567), the ‘ Interlude

*

of KmgDartus (printed 1565), of which the main interest lies in a disputation

on the question, * What is strongest ^ * propounded by Danus in a portion of

Esdras (Bk in), 'not applied by the Church to establish any doctnne / and
Godly Queens Hester (printed 1561), in which Hester after her elevation to

the throne is provided with a chapel royal, whose members are brought m
to sing before her like thejeunesfiles v^o sang before Madame de Maintenon,

and in which Human , , ^ 1. ^ >
* plays the first pagente

on the gallows erected by himself Arthur Goldmg’s translation of Beza’s

Ttagedte ofAhrahawts Sacrifice (printed in 1577, about a quarter of a century

after the appearance of the onginal) furnishes one more verwon of the

favourite Old Testament theme, the single more or less novel feature being the

part played hySatan^ who, attired as a monk (a favourite combination of the

Reformation age), soliloquises on the mischief done by him to the world in

that character |nd comments aside on the progress of the action^ The

Comedte or Enterlude, treating upon the Histone ofJacob clnd Esau (which has

been printed in vol 11 of Hazlitt's edition of Dodsley, 1874), is even more
absolutely free from any admixture of elements proper to the morality

Beyond all doubt this play is, as Collier has already pointed out, one of

the freshest and most effective productions of the dramatic penod to

which it belongs
,
although not printed till 1568, it may have been written

as early as 1557, when a piece of the same name was entered m the

Stationers* Registers The characters m this play''are real characters,

and although the author takes most delight in the comic aspect of the stoiy,

he has contrived with a certain skill to supply some sort of dramatic justifi-

cation of the success of Rebecca’s ingenuity The moral of the story is

turned to account for the doctnne of predestmation and election, so that no
doubt can exist as to the religious creed of the author, who winds up with

a bnef sermon^and a prayer for Church, Queen, nobility and * the Queen’s

subjects universal.^
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I pioceed to a brief survey, in the natural order of the

groups into which they fall, of the chief moralities proper

preserved to us For the Yoik play on The Lord's Prayer^

of which mention has been previously made as to all intents

and purposes a morality, was acted in 01 before the year

1 399, and thus preceded by at least a generation, and possibly

by a considerably longer period, the extant plays of the

reign of Henry VI Of these three plays two still remain

in MS
,
and can therefore here only be described at second-

hand ^ Their theme is the struggle between the pnnciples

of Good and Evil in and for the soul of man—an in-

exhaustible subject to be sure, and the same in essence as

that which occupied the mysteries, only that m these it

was robed in the historical folds of sacied tradition It

must at the same time be remembered that the age m which

these moralities were pioduced was one of which the cir-

cumstances were altogether unfavourable to any freedom

of hteraiy movement, and when a rigidly oithodox Chuich,

favoured by a pious prince with no will of his own, con-

trolled the spiritual foices at work in the minds of men.

The earliest of the plays m Jthis group is the Casiell of
Perseverance ^.v^Yiich, allegorises the theme of the conflict

between the Poweis of Good and Evil for the Soul of Man
in the foim of a warfare caincd on against Humanunt Genus

and his dgfenders, the Seven Cardinal Virtues, by the Seven

Deadly Sms ^ and their commanders, Mundus^ Belyal and

Caro The struggle is preceded by a contest for the

* Cf m% p 97 ® See Collier, 11 2oo->2i6 Cf ten Bni^pk, n 311 uqq
® This IS one of the* three plays usually called the from the

circumstance that the MSS once belonged to Mr Cox. Macro —Of the CasUU

qf a considerable extract is printed by Mr Pollard, who proposes

to edit the play for the Early English Text Society See his IniroducHon^

ajv-xlviit

** The Seven Deadly Sms, with whom we ha\e already met m one of the

mysteries, reappear m Medwdl’s morality Neitme Unfra^ , but there is no
need for following the& abstractions through thexr Ipng and vaned career in

English imaginative literaturefrom Langland onwards The date ofDunbar’s

famous Danes qf the Sevm Detdfy Sptms seems to be about the second decade

of the sixteenth centuiy The procession of the Sms in the Fatm Queme
(Bk I Canto 4) is noteworthy, as suggesting the popular effectiveness of

a ^ moral ’ pageant of this description
* Huge routs of people did about them band,

&howtmg for Joy/

MoioltUt^

of the

ofHenry
VI

The CoiJIe

ofPersevv
ranee

VOL. L 1
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Wisdom
ivho ts

Christ

naked and helpless Humanum Genus between Bonus and
Malus Angehis—figures familiar to several of our later

plays as well as to the early religious diama^ In this

contention the Good Angel is temporarily defeated, and he
has to summon to his side Confessio or Schryfte^ with whose
aid and that of Pemtencta^ Humanum Genus is lodged in

the Castle of Perseverance To this castle his enemies,

after mustering their forces, lay siege the defending

Virtues beating back their assault with roses, the emblem
of the Passion of our Loid As old age overtakes him, he
IS at last lured away fr^m the castle by Avarztia^ the failing

proper to declining years But the money received by him,

hid away in the ground, avails him naught against Death

,

and his spirit is arraigned by Pater sedens tn judtcio^ where
the appeal of Mtsertcordia to Christ’s Passion prevails at

last Thus here too, as in so many of the mysteries, the

Day ofJudgment concludes the action ' This earliest extant

English morality, which is of great length, already furnishes

an adequate example of the species to which it belongs;

and there seems no reason for concluding that it was
derived from a French original®.

The morality, of which the chief characters are Mind,
Wtll and Understandings and to which m his description of

it Collier accoidmgly gave this title, has been renamed by
Dr Furnivall, who has recently edited part of it^, A, Morality

^ See especially Marlowe’s DoctorFaustus—In his very interesting analysis

of the passion-play seen by him at Thiersee m the Bavarian Tyrol, F Gre-

gorovins {Kleme Schnfims in (1890) 190) mentions the appearance of a ‘good
spirit ’ who m^V’am attempts to dissuade Judas from suicide

® The machinery of the siege of a castle is common in English allegoiy,

both dramatic and non dramatic See above, p 95, as to the curious use

made of it in the mixed play Mary Magdalene {Dtghy Mysimes) The favour

enjoyed by the story of the Trojan War during a great part of the Middle

Ages mayhave contnbuted to the popularity of this device, but the experience

of real sieges had much to do with it, just as the same kind of expenence
no doubt led Bunyan, who had been a soldier in /^he great Civil War, to

imagine the siege of the city of Mansoul in his Holy War
* The besieged Castle of Perseverance is described as ‘ strenger thanne

any in France,’ and Voluptas uses the phrase ‘/a vous pry *—But the resem-

blance to the French Morahte de Mundm^ Caro, DemontUs &c
,
printed ap

Fournier, u.s pp noo of which the date is 1506, appears to be at the

most superficial

* From the Dlgby MS , for the New Shakspere Society, i8Sia, pp 137-168
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of Wisdom who is Christ The nature of the conflict is heie

the same as m The Castell of Perseverance^ but the treat-

ment IS of a kind which comes more directly home to the

modern reader than the artificial allegory of the earlier

piece ^ The first personage who enters upon the scene is

Wisdom, lobed m ‘a ryche purpyll cloth of gold,’ and

wearing ‘a ryche Imperiall crowne, set with ryche stonys

and perl5»'s ’ To this Divine Embodiment of Wisdom, Who
soon reveals Himself as the Second Person of the Trinity,

Anima—the human soul
—

‘as a mayde in a whight

cloth of gold, gyntely purfyled with ijienyver’ and ‘a mantyll

of blak ’ She kneels to Wisdom, confessing how from her

youth up she has loved Him
,
in return He leveals to her

that He is giacious to all pure souls and withholds His

love from none that are steadfast in their devotion to Him
Then ensues a dialogue, m which allegorical phraseology is

combined with direct homiletic exposition. Wisdom’s ex-

planation to the Soul of the compound natuie of her being

is illustrated by the actual introduction on the stage of the

Five Wits or Senses, the servants of the Soul, maidens

arrayed 'm white kertelys and mantelys, with chevelers

and chapellyttes,’ and of the three Powers or ‘Myghtes’

belonging to her

—

Mind^ Will and Understandings from

whom Wisdom explains tliat Faith, Hope and Chanty

severally proceed in order to contend against the Woild,the

Flesh and the Devil He leaves her, thus fortified, to fight

the good fight to a glorious issue, and her lyrical outburst

of gratitude brings the introductory, and in ^}ais instance

most attractive, portion of the play to a close. With the

next scene enters Lueyfer announcing himself in accustomed

fashion with ‘Out herowe I rore^’ wearing his ‘devil’s

^ To my mind Jt recalls some of the mystic imaginings of Jacob Bohme
See for instance his Way fmn Darkness to Tnte llhmnnaUmt

* ‘ Ho, ho, ho* ^d^Ote haro out out* are the exdamaUons by %\hich

the Devil is wont to '‘announce himself in the miracles See Sharp*s

Dtssertahms p S5 sqq In Maty Magdalme the seducer announces himself

at his entry as * Hof, hof, hof » a fiy^sh new galaunt ' Even in Ben Jonson's

The Dmi ts an Ass Satan appears on the scene with the usual * Hoh, hoh,

hoh,**^an evident remmiscence from the old mystenes and morahties, as

Whaley observes, although Gifford dietatondly pronounces the reference
^ out of place.’
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array * over the habit of ‘ a prowde galaunt/ and reciting

in short and lively lines his own hateful past and his hostile

intentions against the soul In the following scene he cairies

on a long disputation with Mind and, arguing in a pleasant

and as one might say gentlemanlike fashion, beguiles bgth

her associates and herself into accepting with a light heart

his gay philosophy of life The passages which hereupon

exhibit the corruption of the three powers have consider-

able interest as illustrations of contemporary manners

Mtnd in the service of a great lord makes money by
working the practice o^maintenance, which was widely seen

to be immoral long before it was made illegal
,

Under-

standing flourishes by turning informer, by simony and by
peijury in the law-courts , while Will surrenders himself to

recklessness and loose companionship So they call m their

letainers, and the minstrels play a hornpipe to their dance

In the remaindei of this play, not contained in the

Digby MS ,
there ensues a quarrel between the three

pel verts and their crews, and the defiled Amma, now
the parent of ‘six small boys in the lyknes of devyllys,’

is, together with her dependants, brought face to face with

hei degradation by the admonition of Wisdom They are

restoied to their pristine purity, and a brief epilogue brings

to an end both the play and its lesson. The former never

loses sight of the latter , but pre-eminently didactic as this

moiahty is, I will not deny that to me it seems to possess

a certain charm of its own
A third pieced called by Collier Mankind^ introduces

Meicy as the protecting power of the central personage,

who IS assailed by three adversanes, felicitously distin-

guished as Naughty New-Gyse (Guise) and Nowadays^ By
the advice of Myscheff they summon to their aid a fiend

called Tyitvillus, a name known to us already fiom the

Towneley Mysteries ^ Having taken av^y from the sleep-

ing Mankind his spade, the symbol of work, this im-

personation of the lust of the flesh corrupts the soul of

\ Like preceding, one ofthe so-called * Macro moralities/

^ Cf p» 5$, note u Cf as to Tutivillus, Dice’s note to Skelton's
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the sleeper by an evil dream, from which he wakes as

a thorough scoundrel Not until the pangs of remorse

have overtaken him, and until he longs for death, does

Mercy take pity on him and save him from the toils of his

tcQipters, who lapidly descend to the place whence they

came. In this morality the comic element, and with it that

of coarseness, are already very notable

The above form the earliest group of our extant English Early

moralities, of the next the majority belong to the early

Tudor period, while in all the influences of Renascence

and Reformation already made themselves felt, though m
the e?rlier instances only like the bieath of the coming

wind as it lightly stirs the quiet of the waters The date Ratun

of the ‘goodly interlude of Nature^ by Heniy Medwell,

chaplain to the famous Caidmal Morton (the enemy and

as some have thought the biographer of Richard III), seems

fixed by the fact that the first of its two parts was in all

probability performed before the Cardinal during his tenure

of the Archbishopric of Canterbury, 1486-1500^. It has

nothing in subject or treatment to differentiate it from the

earlier moralities Nature, by God’s appointment, allows

Reason and Sensuality to contend for the guidance of Man
through life

,
and the Seven Deadly Sms have their part m

the struggle One direct stroke of satire, however, seems

to call for notice in a play of ecclesiastical authorship, as

reflecting upon the clergy at large The same author

wrote another interlude which was played by the king’s

players and which ‘ was of the fyndyng of Tri^th, who was

caryed away by ygnoraunce and ypociesy ’ This, it appears,

was so long that it was not liked
,
and the fool’s part, of

which one might wish to have heard more, was considered

the best^

^ Cf ten Bnnck, n 3x4
« See the account ofthis play ap Collier, n
® ‘Coveiise’ m said to have

* dwelled wyth a prest, as I herd say,

For he loveth vveU

Men of the church* and tiiey him also,

And lawyers dke,*

Other sallies occur against monks and nuns, hut these are delivered by

wicked characters. * Colher, i 69.
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To the reign of Henry VII, and possibly to an early part

of It, may also be asciibed The World and the Child (printed

m 1523^) In this play, of which the action is simple, but

effective, man is represented as passing through the several

stages of his life, fiist he appears as Infans

^

and then

receives from Mundus the name of Wanton ^ He describes

the ^quaynte games* of childhood, as reckoned from the

age of seven to that of fourteen years
,
and then becomes

for seven years more Love-Liist and Lykynge^ the repre-

sentative of adolescence, Mundus once more re-christens

him as Manhode^ anc^ commends to him the service of

seven kings, 1 e, the seven deadly sms® Hereupon Con--

scyence appears, 'a techer of the spyrytualete
*
(‘spyryt-

ualete^ what the deuyll may that be?* is Manhodds
11 reverent enquiry), and in a long dialogue converts

hode But he is led astray by Folye^ whose ' chefe dwel-

lynge* is in London and who was ‘broughte foithe m
holborne.’ Conscyence calls to his aid Perseueraunce^ who
meets man now in Age^ and bearing the name (which he

owes to Folye) of Shame Perseueraume preaches ‘ contiy-

cyon/ and teaches Age^ whon?» he has re-named Repentaunce^

the creed of Christianity, with the acceptance of which by
the hero the morality closes

The concrete element, already perceptible in the above

moralities, together with the evidence of that knowledge

of the ways of the world and its wickedness which has

always been of seivice to the moralist, present themselves

with incre^ed strength in a veiy curious play^ printed

piobably a few years after The World and the Child This

IS the morality called Hyche-Scorner^—a name personifying

^ Repnnted for the Roxburghe Club m 1817 ,
in voh xii ofDodsley’s Old

Ptaysj and in vol 1 of Hazhtt’s Dodsley
® See the passage cited ap Pollard, Jnirod In

* Collier, 11 225, has directed attention to the alliterative descnphon of

himself by Mundus^ which is quite m the style of the Herod of the miracle-

plays. The historical allusion to ‘kynge robei t of cysell
* (Robert of Naples,

who died m 1343) belongs indeed to the fourteenth century, but romance

bad kept his memoiy alive, (A play called Rdberi Cial was acted at

Chester in xssgf, Collier, i. ixi )
* Pnhtedm Hawkins’ Ongm ofthe English Drama^ vol i, and in vol i of

Hazlitfs bodsley*
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a species of folly very forcibly reprobated m Barclay’s Skip

of Fools

^

the popular satiucal allegory of the age, but

branded long before by the Psalmist * ‘ The fool has said

in his heart, there is no God ’ The type, in other words, is

thjit of the man who in the emptiness of his heart, puffed

up by a pretence of experience and knowledge of the

world, exults m scoffing at religion ^ The date of this play

IS fixed as belonging to the reign of Henry VII by an

incidental allusion to the Regefit^ a ship of wai fitted out

under that sovereign The action introduces us to Pity as

the chief representative of a virtuoug resistance against the

iniquity of the age, upheld m its tuin by Free-will and

hnagmation The last-named calls in to his support the

personage who gives his name to the play although he acts

only a secondary part m it,—a travelled libertine who,

after enumerating his voyages all over the world and ' in

the londe of Rumbelowe> thre myl out of hell,^ favouis

the audience with a variety of personal reminiscences

which need not here be republished. With his aid the

enemies of Pity contrive to put him into the stocks, where

(the situation reminds us of Kent’s m Kttig Lear) he

delivers a long diatribe, with a species of lyric refrain, on

the sms of the age In the end Free-will and hnagmation

are without any great effort successively converted by

Pcrsevereince and Contemplation^ Free<vtll taking part m
the rescue of his belated comrade ;

and Perseverance draws

a concluding lesson from what has gone before. This

morality might seem to show that the ordinary lesources

of the species would have quickly run dry but for the

admission of an element of interest which, although subor-

dinate, notably adds to the freshness of the general effect

Yet the play to be next noticed, which by general consent

stands at the head of this class of compositions in our

literature, adhereS m the mam to the old lines.

It has indeed been supposed that the morality of Every- Evsr^

man \ of which the first impression is traceable to about

4 ^ Hycke ’ or ‘ Hick* seems to be a sort of cant masculine prefix («/»ir>

Cf. the word ‘Hykman/ used « man or busbatid, in a vulgarly colloquial

1x1 Tk€ N&iure ofiht Four
* Brmted m Hawkins' OnglH the Dmmaj vol. i, and m voi i
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the year 15^2^9, was written at a considerably earlier date

;

but Collier has not substantiated his conjecture that this

date should be placed as far back as the reign ofEdward IV
A Dutch poet, Peter van Diest (Petius Diesthemms), soon

after the appearance of Every’man composed a version^ of

the play in Dutch, which was performed before a civitatum

brabanUcarum conventus, probably to be interpreted as

a representative meeting of the rederyk-ch.zxNbQ.ts of these

towns This Dutch veision again was reproduced in Latin,

with what measure of fidelity we do not know, under the

title of Homulus ^ by ^
Christian Ischynus/ who dates his

preface Maestncht, 1536 This Latin version again became

the basis of a German, and the latter was in its turn trans-

lated into Dutch Without pursuing the history of the

theme further, I merely note that the publisher of the

Latin Homtdtis sought to add to its attraction by prefixing

to It a senes of scenes, taken in part from the contempo-

raiy Latin comedy of Hekasitis by Macropedms, which

was independently derived from the same sources as

Every-man^ and which was itself followed by a long senes

of reproductions and imitatio^as in Germany ^

The immediate sources of Every-man are not ascer-

tainable
,
very probably the author may have taken the

story of his morality from the Legenda Aurea of Jacobus

Voragme (d* 1298), to which it was appended as a later

addition in a brief form derived from the Speculum Hts-

toriale^ a compilation of the thirteenth century by Vm-
centms of Beauvais* But there can be no doubt that the

o

of Hazlitt’s Dodsley The edition by Goedeke (published under the title

Eve?y-man,Homulus andHekasim^ Hannover, 1865) justly calls itself * a con-

tribution to international literature *
, for its Iniroduciton traces with masterly

completeness the origin and developement of the theme, while the notes

furnish a full survey of its later treatments A large part of this moiahty is

printed by Mr Pollard in his English Miracle Plays, &c
, pp 77-96

^
‘ Quiubet, ante Jut., mutato nomine dicor

Nunc Homulus ,
per me nam resiptscet homo

^ The Hekasius of George Lankveld (Macropedms) appeared in 1538 Its

aothot*, a Butch scholar and member of the Fraternity of the Common Life,

Was led by the ea;ampie of Reuchlm to compose a long senes of Latin

comedies, pe died at Utrecht—The most famous of the unitafcors of

Maefoped«» was Hans Sachs in his Comedie von 4em retchm sierhenden

^Hmstmgenannt (1549).
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Story Itself is a parable narrated in the religious romance of

Barlaam and yehoshaphat^ which has been asciibed to the

John, of Damascus who died m 780, but is now held to be

more probably the work of his younger namesake, afterwards

Patriarch of Antioch, who died in 1090 It is impossible to

mistake the singular force and profundity of this parable of

the man and his three friends When he was called before

the king to answer for a heavy debt, two of these friends,

although he had dearly loved them and held them m the

highest honour, deserted him in his hour of trial, while the

third, for whom he had done little qt nothing, went with him
to the judgment-seat and pleaded on his behalf before the

king The first friend, we learn, is the superfluity of wealth

and the love of gam, and the second is wife and child and

the rest of man’s kith and km ,
but the name of the third is

the sum of his own best works and deeds, to wit faith, hope,

chanty, pity, human-kmdness, and the rest of all the

virtues. This parable, which was probably not invented by

John of Damascus but (although there is no direct evidence

m the case) derived by him, like the framework and the

leading features of his romance, from a Buddhist source,

became known to the Middle Ages m various forms

through various collections of legends , but into these

there is no reason for entering here

In ou« English morality, after a brief piologue spoken by
a Messenger^ the action opens with a scene in heaven,

where God looking down upon the sinful earth perceives

how Every^^man Myveth after his ownc plgasuie/ as if

Ignoring the utter uncertainty of the tenure of human life

He therefore calls upon Deaths His * mighty messengere,’ to

proceed to Every-man^ and summon him to undertake a

pilgrim^e which he m no wise may escape, and bid him

bring with him without delay a sure reckoning Death

delivers his meSsage to Every^fnmt^ who at once appears

upon the scene and who tries in vam by pleas and bribes

to turn the summoner away Then, having received a hint

^ may suppoi^e it, in so popular a play, to have changed from sca^old

to scafibid, or even fromstorey to storey.

^ The passage furnishes a good example of die wapressive simphaty of
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that he should "prove his fi lends if he can/ to see whether

any of them is so hardy as to accompany him on the journey

which he must take, Every-man left alone in his terror,

bethinks him of appealing to his old friend, ^ Felawsktpl

his comrade m many a day of sport and play, to go with

him Fellowships accosted as he passes over the stage, is

full of assurances, for which he will not be thanked

.

"Shewe me your grefe, and say no more*

But a mention of the service required soon brings a change

over his professions

"For no man that is lyvnge to daye

I wyll not go that lothe joumaye,

Not for the fader that begate me—

’

though he is quite at Every-mmis service for a dinner or

a murder, oi anything of that sort When he has departed,

and Every-man has made a similarly futile appeal to two
associates called Kynrede and Cosing he calls to mind one

other friend whom he has loved all his life and who will

surely prove true to him in his distress " Goodesl as this

abstraction is called
—

‘Property’ would be the modern
equivalent—^was doubtless represented on the stage by

some grotesque allegorical figure

"Who calleth me? Every-man? what hast thou to haste?

I lye m comers trussed and pyled so hye,

And m chestes I am locked so faste,

Also sacked m bagges, thou mayst se with thyn eye,

I can not styre, in packes lowe I lye

What wolde ye have, lightly me Saye*

But although, with the self-confidence of capital. Goods

avers that theie is no difficulty in the world which he

the style of this moraUty (the allusion to the Dance of Death wfli not be

overlooked)
^ O Dethe, thou comest whan I had the^leest m mynde,

In thy power it lyeth me to save

Yet of my good wyll I g3rve the, if thou wil be kynde.

Ye a thousande pounds shalte thou have,

And dyffere this mater tyl another daye

!Every-man, it may not be by no waye,

I set not by gold, sylver, nor rychesse,

NOr by emperour, kyuge, duke, ne prynces/
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cannot set straight, JSvsrj/-man's difficulty is unfortunately

not one this world can settle He has therefore in despair

to fall back upon the very last of the friends of whom he

can think, his Good-Dedes Good-Deeds answers that she

so weak that she can barely rise from the ground, where

she lies cold and bound in Eve^y-mmis sms Yet not only

will she respond to his entreaty, but she will bring with

her Knowledge^ her sister, to help him m making *that

dredefiil lekenynge’ Knozuledge^ by whom we may
suppose to be meant the discreet and learned advice which

religion has at her service, dcclares^^her willingness to stand

by Everyman at the judgment-seat, and meanwhile by
her advice he addresses himself to Confession^ who bestows

on him a piecious jewel,

^Called penaunce, voyder of adversyte*

His passionate prayer for mercy to God and to Mary for

her intercession has the effect of restoring Good-Deeds to

health and strength, so that she can accompany him before

the judgment-seat The allegory hereupon becomes moie

directly didactic, showing hoV Every-man disposes of half

his possessions in chanty by his last will and receives

extieme unction, while his Five Wits or senses discourse

on the dignity of the priesthood and on the Seven Sacra-

ments oT w^hich It IS the guardian On the return of the

shriven E%wry-man the action lecovers its human interest

As he begins his last journey, a mortal weakness comes

over him ^
; one after one his companions

—

Beauty^ Strength^

Discretion^ the Ftz^e Wits—take their leave, Good-Deeds

and Knowledge alone holding out by him in accordance

with their promise And so he dies, and Knowledge

announces that he has suffeied what we shall all suffer , that

Good-Deeds shajl make all sure, and that the v'oices of

^ ‘Alas I I am so faynt I may not stande,

My lymmes under me doth folde,

Frondes, let us not totirne agayne to this landc,

Not for all the worldes goldCt

For in to this eave must X crepe,

And toume to erthe and there to skpe/
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angels are even now welcoming the ransomed soul And
as an angel descends to carry it heaven'ward, a personage

called Doctor epitomises the lesson which the action of the

play has illustrated.

There can of course be no pretence that the effect pf

this action is otheiwise than impaired by its repetitions, its

lengthiness, and its purely didactic passages. But the

work calls itself a ^treatyse’ in the very MS in which it is

preserved to ns
,
and though it may not have been written

with a controversial intention, it was manifestly intended to

uphold much of the ^ecific teaching of the Church of

Rome on the efficiency of works for salvation, on the

mediating influence of the Blessed Virgin, on the Seven

Sacraments, on the use of Confession and Penance, and on

the authority and dignity of the priesthood—as to which

last the language of the author is ecstatic^ But this

tendency and its effects seem incidental only m contrast

with the sustained force of the general action and the

simple solemnity with which it is cairied through from first

to last, unmarred by a trace of frivolity or vulgarity, and

yet coming straight home frcgn Every-man to every man
The whole pitiful pathos of human life and death is here,

and with it the solution of the problem which—theological

controversies apart—has most endunngly commended itself

to mankind What wonder that a morality -vyhich is

successful in brmging these things before heaiers and readers

should, by a consensus of opinion to which I know of no

exception, be regarded as the flower and crown of the

literary species to which it belongs?

R. Wevet^s If Every-mait is the production of Catholic piety, the

teachings of the Reformation are reflected with the utmost

{ ts$o distinctness in Ltisiy Juventus ^ This morality was written

in the reign of Edward VI, and bieathes the spirit of the

dogmatic reformation of the Protector Sonterset Nothing

‘Thus be they [pnests] above aungells m degree'

* Printed in the new edition of Dodsley, vol. 1, and m Havdans, vol 1

Ben Jonson refers to this morality m The Demi is an Act i* Sc i

^ See the conhltiding hnes, where a prayer is offeredfor the king and those

ofthe nobihi^
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IS known of its author except the name—R Wever Yet

in spite of Its abundant theology, including an exposition

of the doctrine of justification by faith, it is neither ill

written, nor ill consti acted ^ Liisty JtivenUts is the repre-

Si^ntative of that younger generation to which the author

hopefully looks, for he makes the Devil say,

‘Oh, oh, ful well I know the cause

That my estimacion doth thus decay

,

The olde people would beleve stil in my lawes,

But the younger sort lead them a contrary way,

They wyll not beleve, they playnly say,

In old traditions and made l?y men,

But they wyll lyve as the scripture teacheth them’

Thus Lusty Juvejitus, who opens the play with a pretty

lyric to the refrain, ‘ In youth is pleasure, in youth is plea-

sure,' is speedily converted by the teachings and preachings

of Good Cotmcel

s

and to bring him back from these the

Devil has to call in Htpoensye to his aid Htpoensye en-

courages the faltering fiend by a long and vigorous speech,

in which he praises his stock-in-trade of

‘Holy fyre, holy palme,

Holy oyle, holy creame,

And holy ashes also;

Holy bronchos, holy rynges,

Holy knehnge, holy sensynges,

And a hundred trim trams mo’

We have here the full Puritan hatred of those parapher-

nalia of Roman Catholic worship and ritual iipon which

Somerset and his Commission made merciless war—the
feeling which made Spenser introduce Superstition as an

old viroman mumbling over her beads, Idleness as a monk
with his useless breviary, and the Evil One himself now as

a monk and then as a pilgrim. With the aid of a frail

female called Aihofmnabh Livings Htpoensye succeeds ui

^whom his grace hath authoHstd

To maynteyne the pubhke weahhe oyer us and them,’

—

t e the Council of State

^ Perhaps it may be regarded as evidence of its enduring popularity that

in as late a play as Thomas He^wyood’s Woman of Hogsdm (pr £63;^

a gallant is apostrophised as * Lusty Juventus ’ (Act iv)
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leading Juventus astray The lyric which the tempters

sing IS very pleasing, especially the stanza,

—

‘Do not the flowers sprynge freshe and gaye,

Plesaunt and swete in the month of Maye?
And when their time cometh, they fayde awaye

Report me to you, reporte me to you’

The hero is, however, finally recovered by Good CounceU

the exhortations of the latter being supported by a per-

sonage who IS called God's Mercyfull Promises^ and, dis-

coursing in accordance with his name, expounds the

Lutheran doctrine of Justification by Faith

inierltideof The Interlude of Youtk^^ though resembling Lusty

^555
Juventus in subject as well as in title, is less elaborate,

) and manifestly the work of a Catholic author ^ The con-

tention for the guidance of Youth here lies between Charity

and Humility on the one hand, and Pride
^
Riot and Lechery

on the other There is little or nothing of a controversial

tone in this piece
,
and altogether this morality may be

said to be distinguished by unusual gracefulness and ease

of manner. It was doubtless composed m Queen Mary’s

reign.

Renascence Besides these moralities of a religious tendency may be
moraMes

Others—^probably belonging to the early part of

the Reformation period—^which remind us of the wideness

and variety of the range of ideas opened to th^ literary

mind by the Renascence movement The interlude of The

RastelVsiD Nature of the Four Elements^ is a genuine curiosum. It

printed fn 1519 by Rastell, and possibly written by him

,

Elements the date of its composition, if a passage referring to the

discovery of ^ newe londs ’ as having occurred * within this

XX yere" is to be taken quite literally, may be ascribed to the

year 1517 ^ The lesson which it is designed to teach is the

^ See below as to Bale’s play beanng a similar name
^ Printed in vol 11 of Mr Hazhtt’s Bodsley
* besides Cjkantys opening speech, the allusions to the Virgin, end

HuMilitys of a rosary to Youth
* Fnated in vol 1. of Mr. Hazhtt’s Bodsley
^ ^ towhom the author ascnbes the discovery, sailed from Cadiz

in CoUier, ib 331^ ftoie)*
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advantage of the pursuit of science, which is urged upon

Humanity by Natiira Naturata (1 e Cieated Nature),

Studious Desiie^ and his friend Experience^ while he is

tempted astray by Sensual Appetite, assisted by the con-

crete presence of a Taverner, and Ignorance (with a song^)

First, Humanity goes through a course of astronomy, and

after an interval of relaxation resumes his studies on the

subject of the rotundity of the earth under the guidance

of Experience, a travelled cosmographer But Ignorance

mteiwenes with his medley, and m the end (which is

imperfect) Nature is left giving counsel to Humanity to

continue his studies, although he may now and then ‘for

his comfort ’ have to satisfy his sensual appetite Thus the

close of this well-meant endeavour seems to have been as

flat as Its exoidium is sobering^

John Redford^s morality of Wyt and Science^ likewise

composed m the reign of Henry VIII, but in its later part

This morality resembles the preceding m its endeavour to

enforce the value of well-digested and well-applied learn-

ing
,
the principal characters are IVit, Science and ^father

Resonl without whom Wit is^ impotent, and, on the other

side, Idlenes, Ignorance and Tediousnes Theie is an

amusing scene, m which Ignorance is put through a spell-

ing-lesson by Idlenes, the word which he is set to spell

* Consisrtig of a senes of quotations from popular ditties Ignorance is

an upholder of plain-song versus pnei-song (melody versus counterpoint)

,

and observes that it is

^as good to say plainly

Give me a spade,

As give me a spa, ve, va, ve, va, ve, vade,’

* We have to deplore the loss of eight pages in tht middle of this morality

(m the course of Experiences scientific demonstration) , but the author—or
printer—expressly observes that v\hen the piece is played *ye may leave out

much of the sad matter,* without spoiling the consistency of the construction

He clearly (see also the dose of the Messenger's prologue) did not feel quite

sure of his public, andi^took care, like other preachers of popular science after

him, to put a htUe alloy into his silver Criticism is disarmed by the

excellence of hts mtentjons, which announce themselves already in a kind of

syllabus, notifying the pnnctpal scientific truths to be found m the play side

by side with the dramaits personae The description of the regions of the

New World, which had been recently discovered, labrador (1497), and

Viripnia the former >n particular, are not without interest

* Edited by Halliwell for the ^t^kespears Society$ PMmitotts, 1848.

Redford^

Wyt and
Saence
{temp Hen
Vin, lakr
pari)
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being Ingland The density of Ignorance^ and his rustic

speech, are extremely diverting ^

John To the reign of Henry VIII also belongs the solitary

yf^i46o extant dramatic work of a writer who, notwithstanding

me) the admirable edition of his works which we possess^, has

hardly as yet received the degiee of attention to which
his merits entitle him Skelton, as was inevitable m such

a career as his, biought down upon himself the ill-will of

literary as well as political contemporaries
,
he was sneered

at by Barclay, and persecuted by Wolsey But his repu-

tation® has suffered fronj^ the defective sympathy of Warton,

the orthodox indignation of Johnson, and the epigrammatic

unfairness of Pope. Skelton is extremely and ostentatiously

coarse
,
but it cannot be said of him that he panders to vice

or prostitutes himself to the service of immorality The ends

of his satire were in the mam moral
,
and its tendency was

in full sympathy with the great movement of his age

His rime, as he says himself, ‘hath in it some pith^ and

there is life in his ' tumbling ’ verse His political note is

the hatred of ecclesiastical domination which was one of

the motive forces of the Refprmation
,
his literary note is

the return to natural sense and vivacity which was one of

the mainsprings of the Renascence^*

SMton's Skelton’s ^goodly interlude aryj mery’ ol Magnyfycence

Certainly written after the year 1515®. In construction

15^5)
1 costume of Ignorance, who xs 'deckt lyke a very asse/ resembles

that ofAnme xn the French farce Science et Anene See Fournier, p 334,
but I do not know what authority there is for the details of the admirable

illustrations to fhis volume
2 The Poetical Works ofJohn Skelton mth notes and some account of the

author and hts wntmgSt by the Rev Alexander Dyce 2 vols , 1843
» Ruttenham (1589) simply speaks of him as *I wot not for what great

worthmes surnamed the Poet Laureai *

^ Ben Jonson, who seems to have been thoroughly familiar with Skelton^s

wbrks, introduces him in person into his Antimasque of The Fortunate Isles

He had already appeared as presenter, manager, afid actor m Munday^s

Dmmfall of Rohert Earl of Hunhngdm^ where the Skeltonical verse is

imitated (cf. tnfra) —In later times, justice was already done to Skelton

by -the author of the Curiosities of Literature Miss Stnckland discerned

m the early intimacy between Heniy (VIJI) and Skelton the probable

foundation of the grossest crimes ofthe royal pupiL
* This appears from an allusion to a dead * Kynge Lewes of Fraunce^ as

famedfor higesae, who must be Lewis XII
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and purpose it has nothing to distinguish it fiom earlier

moralities Its object is, as one of the characters states at

the close, to offer

*A playne example of worldly vaynglory,

Howe m this world there is no sekernesse,

But fallyble flatery enmyxyd with bytternesse’

Magnyfycence, the hero of the allegory, is seduced by
a company of false friends, among whom are Counterfeit-

counteiiance^ Crafty-conveyance^ Cloked-colluston^ and Courtly-

abuston^ into a life without measure, such a life as the

introduction to the main action h^s, on the authority of

‘ Oracius/ stigmatised as leading to iiun He accordingly

becomes associated with Adversity and Poverty^ and then

with Despair and Mischief the latter of whom advises him

to commit suicide
,
but he is recovered by Good-hope^ and

with the aid of Redress, Ctrcumspection, and Perseverance,

bi ought to recognise the error of his ways, and to follow

above all the exhortation, ‘to knowe him selfe mortall, for

all his dygnyte/ ‘ not to set all his affyance in Fortune full

of gyle/ and to ‘ remember this lyfe lastyth but a whyle
*

The teaching of this morality#was singularly appropriate to

the extravagant and arrogant age to which it was addiessed

,

but contrary to his practice in his Satires, Skelton abstains

from any personal applications The merit of the play

consists ill the vigour and vivacity of its diction. The
authoi gives free utterance to the wealth of his vocabulary

,

the rhymes are, as m his Satires, frequently happy and

ingenious and he freely permits himself to lapse into the

short irregular lines which he loved Upon the whole, the

dignity of the morality is well sustained, but there are

occasional passages of a lighter character, and a lyric song

by Lybcrte is introduced, further to relieve the monotony of

the piece. In one speech (that m which Magnyfycence

exults at the hei^t of his prosperity) we are reminded by
the general manner and by the alliteration of the tirades of

the Herods and Pilates in the Mysteries^ The learning

With which Skelton was stuffed full is not always lightly

< I drede no daunger, I dawnce all m delyte

My name is Maifnyfycence, man most of might,

VOt. I* Jt
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applied, and in truth, had the scholarship of the Renascence

been able to master the beginnings of our drama, they

would have run some risk of being smothered m the

process.

Besides this morality^ Skelton, as he tells us in his

lande of LaurelU produced ‘of Vertu the souerayne enter-

iude/ and a ‘commedy^ Achademtos callyd by name ’ Both

of these are lost ,
and the loss of the latter is perhaps to be

especially regretted, since it probably contained satirical re-

maiks on the education of the age resembling those which

Skelton intioduces in ‘j. his odd satire of Speke
y Parrot'^

A fourth play by the same author, Ntgromanstr (i e.

Necromancer), now also lost, had been seen by Warton
From his account it seems to have been an attack, in

a dramatic form, on some abuses in the Church, ‘ yet not

without a due regard to decency and an apparent respect

for the dignity of the audience ’ The story or plot, Warton

further informs us, is the trial of Simony and Avarice

^

the

Devil is the judge, and to his jurisdiction the culprits are

consigned The chief use of the personage giving his name
to the play is really to speak the prologue, m which he

summons the Devil—who kicks him for his pains, objecting

to being called so early in the morning ^ Latin and French

are stated to have been fieely introduced into this piece, in

the i?^^^7^<?-Renascence manner so typically reprejsented by
its author

It would not have suited the temper of King Henry VIII

at any time in his reign to allow so direct a dramatic

lesson to be read to his lieges as that which a con-

Hercules the hardy, with his stobburne clobbyd mase,

That made Cerberus to cache, the cur dogge of hell.

And Thesius, that prowde was Pluto to face,

It wolde not become them with me for to mell,* &c
^ Skelton, who * lernyd to spelie^ Henry VIII him'*elf, andwhom Erasmus

described as ‘ unuin Bntannicarum hterarum lumen ac decus,* was laureate

of both the English Univei-sities, as well as of Louvain

^ History of EngUsk Poetry^ sec xxmii U Negromante is the title of

a comedy by Ariosto
® I cannot perceive in this a proof that plays were acted in the morning

At aB events were not acted before the hours when gentlemen were m
the habit of dsmg*
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temporary Scottish poet was allowed to put into this form

in order to attiact the public ear with the aid of the

public eye I leave aside any attempt to put together

what data remain as to early dramatic performances in

Scotland inasmuch as they seem as a whole to be without

claims upon the attention of any but specialist students

The eailiest Scottish religious play of which we have any
information, the Haltblnde was acted at Aberdeen in 1445 ,

and may from its name be conjectuied to have been of

a kind which specially provoked the Scottish Reformation,

about a ccntuiy later, to put a stop upon all dramatic

giowths whatever within the range of its censure It is Lyndi>ays

all the more interesting to observe that Sii David Lynd-

say*s morality, entitled A^ie Satyre of the time Estath^ EstaUi^

wdiich m vigoui and variety far outstiips any contemporaiy

or analogous English effort, was distinctly designed to

commend and encourage the Refoimation movement It

was acted at Cupar in 1535^ and performed on more than

one subsequent occasion
;
an eye-witness, who saw it acted

at Edinburgh m 1554? before the Queen-Mother (Mary of

Guise, who for a time winked at the new doctrines), states

that the performance lasted from ®nyne houns afoir none

till sex houns at evin * I add some account of this

remarkable work in a note rather than in my text, because,

although^ the ‘Lowland Scotch* in which it is written is

of course nothmg but an English dialect^, the paiticular

* For jtn account of the beginnings of the drama in Scotland see Dr D
Imng The History ofScQtUsh PoeUy,Q,Oi Dr J A. Carlyle, 1861, chaps xvi

and XXI The latter chapter mentions, as more nearly approaching to the

modern drama, Lyndsay*s morality, a play called Phhotus, pnnted at

Edinburgh irt 1603, and absurdly attributed to John Hey%vood See Halli-

w elh DicHonary ofOldBvgfisti Platys 194 See also Dr Irving's Disseriaiton

on the Early ScottiJi Drama m the Lives of ike ScoUtsh Poets^ 1 197-^222

Mr Eecky, Hniiory ofEngland tn the Etghtmifh Cmtury^ n 88, asserts that no

theatre was opened uFScotland before 1736
* hee the. passage in Part 11 , where Lyndsay adds to a quotation from

St Paul, ^ Qm non laborat non mandniet* (a Thessalontansf m 10), the

explanation

;

*Xhis is, in Ingh&cbe toung, or leit

QuHA tAUQVVtlS »OCHT HE SALt NOT EIT
*

The same Scriptural quotation is made m the French Morahie Nouvelie des

Bnfims de MmtienUnii Am* Th, Fr, lii 1:4.

K a
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literature of which it foims part continued for many a gener-

ation afterwards to run its course apart from, and without

influence upon, the mam stream of English literature ^

With certain exceptions, to be noted below, the pre-

^ Sir David Lyndsay’s Saiyre of the ikne Kstaits tn commendation o/Venkw
and Vitvperation of Vyce (pnnted at Edinburgh in i6oa) is reprinted in

Chalmers’ edition of Lyndsay’s Poetical Works, and was edited for the Early

English Text Society m 1869 by Dr Fitzedward Hall Lyndsay was the

faithful servant and intimate counsellor of his sovereign, James V, whom he
had anxiously tended as a child, and whom his sympathy and advice con-

sistently supported as a man This intimacy accounts for the extraordinary

outspokenness which the author of this morality permitted himself It exposes

with the utmost ardour and ?reedom the existing abuses in the State, and
more particularly in the Church The play (for a more complete analysis of

which see H Motley, First Sketch ofEnglish Literaiurcy pp 171-6) is divided

into two Pai ts, of which * the best pairt,’ as the author says, or at all events

the most explicit, is the Second The earlier Part resembles many of the Eng-
lish moralities, although it is written with greater spint and force than any of

these with which I am acquainted King Humamhe, the hero of the action, is

seduced by Sensualite and her helpmates Gude Counselland his companions

are resisted by Dtssait, Flathne^ and Falsei, who appear as the Vices, and

who assume disguises {Flattery that of a friar) They put Veniy in the

stocks after exclaiming against the New Testament ^ in English toung,’ which

she holds in her hands
,
but Dmne Correction at last bnngs the king to a

better mind, and Sensuality takes her departure to the lords ofthe Spintuahty,

who have previously refused to have anything to do with Chastity

Already m the first part, some characters of a popular kind are introduced,

whose fooling is earned on with the utmost licence (Lyndsay’s muse is at

times very unmannerly) The second part commences with the complaints

of Pauper, who is seeking a remedy by law against the exactions imposed

upon him by dental hands, for he is, as Diligence informs him,

‘The daftest fuill, that ever I saw,

Trows thou man, be the law to get remeid

Of men of kirk ? Na, nocht till thou be deid ’

So he lies down m despair
,
and a Pardoner appears, by name ‘schir Robert

Rome-raker,’ who gives

‘To the devill, with good intent,

This unseil wickit New-testament

With thame that it translaitit *

,

prays ‘to the rude,’ that

‘ Martin Luther, that fals loun,

Black Bulhnger, and Melanchthoun

Had been smorde m their cucte’,

and ones his own ‘ geir,’ administering a penance to a ‘ sowtar’ (shoemaker)

and his wife, and selling a thousand years' pardon to Pauper for his last

groat But Pauper repents him of his bargain, and a free-fight ensues, m
which the relics are thrown into the water

AJft:er this horse-play the more senous part of the morality commences
The Three Estates appear before the king , and the representative of the

safTenng pedple, Jahm the Common-weiU^ comes forward with hiscomplaints*
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dominant purpose of the English moralities produced

duiing the Tudor reigns remains, in accordance with the

broad meaning of the term, moral teaching. Thus The

Trtall of Treasure (first printed, apparently in two editions,

m 1567 furnishes no evidence as to whether it was written

by a Catholic or a Protestant It is however interesting

m more than one respect- Its most distinctive feature

IS the learning of its author, who displays an equal

familiarity with biblical and with classical lore The
prologue illustrates the doctrine of the vanity of human
self-indulgence from the philosophy of Diogenes and from

the Epistle of St James Classical allusions and quotations

are frequent, and we are evidently here confronted by

a genuine scholar of the Renascence. But he is also fond

of lyrical efforts, which abound in the piece, and are chiefly,

though not unifoimly, of a merry description. The Triall

of Treasure signifies the testing by experience of the vanity

of confiding m earthly prospenty , the hero of the morality,

Luste^ being misled by evil counsellors, Indmatioft the

Vice among the number (upon whom a bridle is literally

placed by Sapteftce and Jnsie)^ gives himself up to the

love of Treasme and the friendship of Pleasure but Gods
Vtsitaiton comes upon him, and finally Time reduces him

and his paramoui to naught

The result is that the Vices are put m the stocks, and Good Counsel is

called in as adviser A long’ debate ensues, witnesses are evarained, and

summaiy measures of punishment adopted against the adversanes of social

and religious reform Not fewer than two sermons are preached, one by

the Doctow and another by Folfy, but previously to the latter, Acts ha\c

been passed and proclaimed comprehending the necessary changes «i the

state of the commonwealth Undoubtedly, the great length of the second

division of this morality renders it, as Ddtgence avows m his short epilogue,

* sum part, tedious ’
,
but the distinctness and earnestness of its serious

passages are its most sinking characteristics, the fun and gros‘?ness of the

comic passages having evidently been introduced as a foil Altogethei, this

dramatic satire is ontfofthemost noteworthy ofLyndsay’s works, and by far

the most elaborate as well as in its way the most powerful of all our

mediaeval moralities

^ Edited for the Percy Society (i t^ol xxviu } by Mr J O. Halh-

well (1850), and pnnted in Mr Hoalitt’s Dodsley, vol m
* It may be noted that Greedjf one of the companions of Lusie m this

morality, uses the rustic direct which reappears m so many of our old plays,

and is employed by both Feele and Shokspere

Later
Tudor
morahiiei*

The Tfiall

ofTicasitte

(pt 1567)
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VlptanFuh
wets L%ke
will toLike

j

{pr

xs68)

7 he Mat-
tfage of
Wtt and
Science {he

1569-70)

Ulpian Fulwel’s Ltke wzl to Like quod the Devel to the

Colter'^ (punted m 1568) exhibits with a very robust realism

the pernicious results of riotous living The Collier, who
is introduced to the tune of ‘ Tom Collier of Croydon,^ plays

merely an incidental part m the piece, emblematical of tike

irresistible force of natural affinities^ As he is attracted

by the Devil, so Nichol Newfangle, the Vice of the play,

who was ‘bound prentice before his nativity to Lucifer

himself/ draws into his company a congenial crew, con-

sisting of Ralph Roister (the name will be noted), Tom
Tosspot, Hankin Hangnfan, and so forth After an abun-

dance of boisterous fun® ensue raoralisings by Virtuous

Livings Good Fame^ God's Promise^ and Honour^ and the

punishment of the offenders by Seventy as judge Hangman
leads off Cuthbert Cutpurse and Pierce Pickpurse, and

Nichol Newfangle rides off for ‘a journey to Spain’ on

his masters back

The Marriage of Witte and Science^ (licensed 1569-70),

though Its plot and chief chaiacters are borrowed from

Redford’s eailicr morality already noted, deserves attention

as in execution altogether ®ne of the most advanced

specimens of its class. The excellence of the diction and

versification of Nature's opening speech piepaie the leader

for a production of well-siistamed literary ment, and no

better example could be given of a well-constru#ted and

well-executed morality than this piece, which is regulaily

divided into acts and scenes. Of the lesson which it

enforces I will venture to say that it is thoroughly sound

^ Pnnted in Mr Hazlitt 5 Dodsley, vol ni
^ ‘Tom Collier of Croydon hath sold his coals,

And made, his market today,

And now he danceth with the Devil,

For like will to like alway*

The character of Gnm, the Collier of Croydon, appears m Edwards’ Ramon
andPdhtas, and gives its name to another old play noffeed below Accord*

mg to Ritson, quoted by Collier, Crowley’s epigram on the Collier ofCroydon

was printed m 1550 or 1551 Tlie phrase which gives its title to the play

occurs as a proverbial expression (scurnlotisly applied to the * precise crew ’

of the godly) in Bunyan^s Life and Death ofMr Badman (1680)
* Btaiigman’‘s drunkenness manifests Itselfman ongin^ Leonineh^^eter,

and in his dancing * as evd^favoured as may be devised ’

^ Pirinfed hi Vql h of Hazlitt's Dodsley
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and sensible
, and there is a genuine enthusiasm about the

tone of the work which deserves the sympathy of every

real student

TJie Marfiage of Wit and Wisdom'^ seems likewise to The Mm-
belong to the Elisabethan moialities It is divided into

acts and scenes, and is decidedly one of the liveliest pro- Wthdom

ductions of Its class There is considciable reality about

several of the personages, among whom aie Snatch and

Catchy two vagabond ‘soldiaies* who have 'come fiom

Flushing to the English port’—characters well known to

the comic drama of the Elisabethan«agc Idleness^ who on

one occasion appeals as a priest, is the Vice, who intioduces

himself as ‘ the flower of the frying-pan/ and describes his

parentage and antecedents in the following nonsense

rimes —
‘ My mother had ij. whelps at one litter,

Both borne m Lent,

So we ware both put into a musselbote,

And came sailing m a sowes yeare ouer sea into Kent

'

The Contention beiioeen Ltberahtte and ProdtgaltHe^ was The

in Its present form acted before Queen Elisabeth m 1600 \
but may very possibly be a levision of an earlici work hSiemUty

In any case, the style is unequal, the incidental lyrics being

m general superior to the dialogue The action, in which 1600)"
*

several concrete personages take a subsidiary part, is upon

the whole brisk, showing how after Prodigality had gained

possession of Master Money, son of Dame Fortune, he lost

his pn7e by his recklessness
,
how Money then fell into

the hands of Tenacity (1 e Avarice, who talks the usual

peasants dialect of the stage), how Prodigality then set

upon Tenacity m the high-road and robbed him of Money

,

and how Money was fiiully delivered out of the hands

of his tormentois and entrusted to the care of Libeiahiy

,

^ Edited by HaJIiwetl-PIullipps for the Shakesp^ Soe* PuM (1846) In the

tragedy of Str Thofnas More {ytde m/fa), this raorality is selected for per-

formance before a banquet, as a play within the play, from a hst including

witli It The Ctadle o/Semniie, Hti myh 0* th* Head, Imlaim$f PcKferly, [Hey*

woods] The Foier P?, Dives mid Laearus, and Jmmtm See

Collier, 11 194
^ Printed in vol vm of Haslitt's Bodsley
* See Act v Sc 5
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Moralities

hearing on
iherehgtous

controversy

while Prodigality (this is the efifective bit of realism in the

play) was tried and sentenced in due form, but in mercy
forgiven part of the penalty This morality, besides being

written (or revised) by a scholar evidently desirous of show-

ing his scholarship, is not devoid of a rude kind of intnn«ic

merit
,
but it is not a little curious to find such a relic of the

early drama performed before Queen Elisabeth at a time

when Shakspere had probably produced more than half his

plays

Although during the Tudor period, from the first intro-

duction of changes into ecclesiastical affairs down to the

settlement of them under Elisabeth, the prohibitions were

numerous which sought to prevent the popular stage from

taking part in religious controversy, yet it was not in the

nature of things that occasional use should fail to be made

of so convenient an organ of public opinion or sentiment in

connexion with topics occupying them above all others.

Several interludes were produced in the latter part of the

leign of Henry VIII bearing upon the religious questions

of the day ,
but none of these has been preserved to us

King Edward VI is said htmself to have composed an

‘elegant comedy’ which took for its title the most oppro-

brious allegorical designation ever bestowed by her enemies

upon the Church of Rome 2. And at the very commence-

ment of Queen Mary’s reign a morality called P.espubhca

was represented at Court which was bitterly anti-protestant

in sentiment, and introduced Queen Mary herself in the

character of Nemesis As a matter of course the same

controversial tendency manifested itself in the productions

of the earlier part of Elisabeth’s reign It introduces itself

^ See the letter addressed to Cromwell soon after 1535 by Thomas Wylley,

vicar of Yoxford in Suffolk, ap Collier, \ 138-130, m which the writer com-

plains of not being allowed to preach m most of the other churches m the

county because he had made a play *agaynst the popys Counselers, Error,

Colle Clogger of Con&cyens, and Incredulyte * He adds that he has made

« a pUye caulyd A Rude Commynawlte,’ and is making another * caulyd The

Woman on the Rokke, yn the fyer of faythe a fynyog, and a purgyng in the

trewe ptirgatoxy/ The last however was ‘never to be seen but of ^ Crom-

well's ^ eye ’

* Tht Whm ofBabylon See Collier, 11 408
* She appears, though in humbler guise, m much the same character m

John Heywood^a epical allegoiy of The Spider and the Fhk
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into W Wager s The longer thou livesi the more Foole thou

art \ but it IS the pervading element of two moralities of

the Elisabethan age which from this point of view call for

special notice

**The anonymous play of Neiv Custome^, printed m I573»

is, then, a purely controversial production ,
its characters,

which arc so arranged as to admit of being performed by

four players, representing respectively the Church of Rome
and her allies, and the Reformation and its supporters

The allies of Rome are ^ Pei verse Doctrine^ an old Popish

piiest,* and ^ Ignorance^ another btit elder,’ whose friends

are ^ Hypocnsiey an olde woman,’ and ^ Creweltie and

Avarice, two Rufflers’
(
1. e bullies) On the other side

stand New Custome and Light of the Gospell, who are

called ‘Ministers,’ ^Edification^ a Sage,’ ^ Assurannee^

a Virtue/ and ‘ Goddes Fehcitie, a Sage * The contention

between these adversaries is carried on with great ardour

,

Perverse Doctrine reprobates the spread of the Bible among

the people as ‘ casting perles to an hogge *
; New Custome

quotes ‘ Paule to the Corinthians,’ declares the Mass, Popery,

Purgatory and pardons to be^ flatt against Godde’s woordc/

and vindicates to himself his proper appellation of Primitive

Constitution, While Light of the Gospell cheers on the

representative of the recovered simplicity and purity of the

early Church, Pet verse Doctrine, after consulting with

Hypocrtsiey declares that

‘Since these Genevian doctours c»ime so fast into this lande,

Since that tune it was never mene with Englande»*

Crcweltte and Avarice then come on the scene; and the

latter, m order to vindicate his power against the bluster

* This morality, which I have not seen, is desenbed by Collier, 11 332-^,

cf n 0) Us hero is Moros ,
and it contains the * toote * or retrain oi several

old songs -""-Wager "was also author of Ttie (entered in Stationers'

Registers in 1565 01^ 1566), a play partly wntten in seven-lme stanzas, of

which further fragments have been recently discovered by Mr Edmund

Goss& (Ihf Arademy, March 9, 1878), and ot
^7ts good sUepttig tn a whole

sktn See New Shahiipere TrafUtOdtom, 1 a*.

3 Printed m vol in of HazUtt's Dodsley One of the ^auncient plays'

known to Captain Cox was, according to Robert laneham, Ak Gtae

Gttfsi), which Dr. Furmvall, cxxu-iv, indentifies as the play in the

Niw
Custom

{P^ 1573
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N XVoodes^

The Con-
flict of
Consaence
{pr 1581)

of his companion, relates a cheering precedent from ^ the

dales of queene Mane ’ of the foul betrayal of a brother

But in the end Perverse Doctrine is converted by Light

of the Gospell^ and Edification^ Assurounce and Goddess

Fehcitie consummate the triumph of the righteous cause

The morality ends with a prayer for Queen Elisabeth, and

a song—the latter not extant

The other work which I have to notice m this connexion

is additionally curious as containing a character taken from

actual history, though the whole contrivance of the piece

allows us still to cla^ it among the moralities The
incident which suggested Nathaniel Woodes The Conflict

of Conscience (originally printed in 1581 viz the abandon-

ment of the Protestant for the Catholic feith by an Italian

lawyer of the name of Francis Spira or Spiera, had indeed

taken place about the middle of the century, but unless

the play was kept concealed by the author for some time

after its composition, it can hardly have been written

before Protestantism had been definitively re-established in

England The author, who is stated to have been a clergy-

man of Norwich, seems to bear the Maiian persecution in

fresh remembiance,and perhaps the Cardinal Legate whose

proceedings he holds up to abhorrence may be intended

for Reginald Pole, Rome’s emissary for the woik of

reunion But the play is devoid of any allusioKS which

can be directly brought home to the national histoiy. its

hero Philologus is represented as a learned man who, by
the agency of allegorical personages, of whom Hypocrisy is

the most prominent and Sensual Suggestion the most

effective, is luied away from the truth of the Gospel into

the toils of Rome Conscience m vain seeks to hold him

back
;
and Horror inflicts upon him the pangs—described

With some degiee of power—of remorse and despair In

^ Reprinted from the edition published for the Roxburghe Club by Collier

in 1831 m voh 11. of Hazlitt*s Dodsley, with Collier’s Introduction to this

and the other plays included in his volume*
^ See 111* 3 It IS strange, by the bye, that the pnest Caconos who rejoices

over the restoration of the Pope’s authority and the revival of saints’ days,

pilgrimage, jehques, trentals, and pardons’ (iii 4), should be made to talk

what seems mtendcd for Scotch
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the end, the ciedit of the good cause is saved by a short

sixth act or epilogue, in which a Ntmiivs describes Philologiis

as having been reconverted at the last, and died in peace

with God
Xhe tone of this work is bitterly conlioversial

,
and the

fulness with which it enters into its subject, as w’^ell as the

lengthiness of its speeches, is that of a clerical author

Nearly the whole of it is written m the seven-line stanza
,

and although this metre is not unfrequently used in our

early plays, this can haidly have been intended foi repre-

sentation* The blind mtolciance winch it exhibits almost

surpasses that of any other production not professedly

theological with which I am acquainted

The solitaiy political morality which has come dowm to PohUrai

us has unfortunately been preserved m a fragment only

To what extent elements of political contioveisy or mvec-

ti\e intermingled with that of religious vituperation m the

plays dating from the reigns of Henry VIII and Edward VI,

and in the Respiblica performed at Court on Queen Mary’s

accession, on winch I have already touched \ is of course

unknown Towaids the end'^of Marys leign—m 1557

—

a play called TAe Sackful ofNew is stated to have been

prohibited by order of the Pi ivy Council It may be

surmised to have been unambitious fiom a literary point

of view, aithough it w^ould be interesting to know more of

this attempt—the earliest on recoid— in the direction of the

purely secular drama ^ But the ‘ mery Playe both pythy

and pleasaunt of Albyon KmghF ^ may be unhesitatingly A/byott

described as a political morality, inasmuch as all the

characters appearing m it represent eithei political ideas or 1563-6]

political institutions, after the fashion of Lyndsay’s dramatic

Satyr

e

The hero is of course a peisonmcation of England,

as Johne tAe CommoU'-weill is of the sister country in the

Scottish play* Th judge from the fragment which remains

* At^e, p 136
« According to Collier, ii. 408, this so far as we know, the ‘ single play

antenor to the reign of Eltzaheth, which, fi omits name, looks hke an onginal

compobJtion ot a profane kind
*

^ Printed byColherm vol u of T/i0 Sbiahs/>eare SoaAv*s Papers, pp, 55 seqg

,

m Pifbliinaimis, X844
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of the work, its purpose would seem to have been to allay

the ill-feeling on the part of the commonalty against the

nobility, as well as the jealousy between the lords spiritual

and the lords temporal It would be unsafe to speculate

on the particular relations with which Alhyon Kmgkt con-

cerned itself, nor are we justified in assuming this to have

been the particular play of which the performance was

abruptly stopped at Court in 1559 But Albyon Kmght
was in all probability written not later than 1565-6, when
it was entered on the Registers of the Stationers’ Company
This was a period of" notable uncertainty m the policy

of Queen Elisabeth, when among the chief nobles intrigue

and counter-intrigue were at their height, particularly m
connexion with the aspirations of Leicester, and when the

great Catholic houses could not yet have reconciled them-

selves to the newly-made bishops of the existing reign

Considerable boldness was required for the implied admoni-

tion to Principalytie—in othei words, to the Queen—not

to suppose the people unwilling to grant supplies In

general, however, the bearing of the text is not enough to

suggest that it contains allusions to particular occasions or

persons. The mam characters of this morality seem to be,

besides Albyon Kmght himself, Injurt (who at first appears

under the false name of Manhode) and Justice
,
and their

contention reminds us of that between the 5^/cal•s and the

abiKos \6yo9 m the Clouds of Aristophanes The chief ally

of Injurt IS Dtvtsto
,
and the moral of the piece is the evil

result of discord ^

^ I add a reference to two productions which may be most conveniently

noticed here, as m fact moral^plays by the nature of their design as well as

execution * R W the author of The Three Ladies of London (^prmted in

1584 ^ as it hath been pubhquely played ’) and the The Three Lotdes and Three

Ladies of London (printed in 1590), has been conjectured by Collier to have

been an actor of the name of Robert Wilson (who was one of the Earl of

Leicester’s players m 1574, was adopted into the Qiifeen's company m 1583,

and was buned at Cnpplegate m 1600) and a duSerent person from the

diatnatisfc of the same name mentioned infra See Collier’s Memoirs of the

Principal Actors in the Plays of Shakespeare {Shakesp Soc PubL, 1846'^,

Introduction, p xvui, note^ and p 131 (According to Colher, 1 361, note,

a p^y Wiiih this title was pnnted m the same year 1590 by one Paul Bucke,

cf ) was in any case a wnter of considerable fluency, and, as the

second of these plays shows, able to accommodate himself to the fashion of
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The moralities proper survived m England to the close Morahtics

of the sixteenth century, and even into the early years of
^co^dyand

the seventeenth^. But the regular drama had flourished tragedy

from a period long preceding these dates, and to it the

moralities in the end could not but give way The tian-

lively prose dialogue which Lyly had brought into favour The plots of

these moralities are little if at all in advance of those of earhei compositions

of the kind The Three Ladies are Lucre^ Love^ and Consaence ofwhom the

two latter are in the first piece perverted by the machinations of Lucre and

Dissimulation, and the rest of her servants
,
while in the second the three

are wooed by three series of gallants, respectively Loi ds of London (Pohcyj

Pomp, and Plea^ure'^f Lords of Spam (Pnde^Ambtiwn, and Tyranny), and

Lords of Lincoln {Desire, Delight, and Devotion) The London and Spanish

Lords < each of whom has an appropriate Page—indeed the diamafis personae

of this piece are bewildering in their multiplicity) engage m a contest mani-

festly^ intended to refer to the times of the Spanish Armada, in which this

play must have been written In its predecessor one or two concrete

personages are introduced by the side of the allegorical abstractions
,
one of

these (Judge Nemo) plays a less important part in the second piece , another

fthe Jew Gerontus) is curious as the representation of an honest Jew, who
IS favourably contrasted with his Christian adversary Mercatore

* One may judge and speak truth as appears by this

,

Jews seek to excel in Christianity and Christians in Tewishness’

The name Gerontus, as Collier observes, cannot fail to recall thatof *Gcr-

nutus, the Jew of Venice,’ the herooj^the ballad referred to mfra See also

Mr Sidney Lee’s letter on Shylock and his Predecessors printed m The

Academy, May 14, 1887 There is no resemblance in the characters of

Gernutus Barabas, or Shylock to that of Gerontus , but there are some odd

similarities of expression between the scene m 7he Three Ladies and the

trial-scene in The MeiAiant of Venice (* reverend judge ’ * most puissant

judge * Pay me the principal *) In both of the plays Simplmiy supplies

the place of clown, in the first singing an appropriate song, with the

burden,

* Simplicity Sings it, and 'spenence doth pi ove,

No dwelling m London, no biding m London, for Conscience and Love \
and in the second paying a tnbute to the memory of lailton as the pnnee

of merry fellows (Cf mfra ) The mam distinction between these two works

and tlie older moralities lies m a greater ease ol style , m conception and m
consti action they mark no advance whatever As to The Pktye of Phives,

a morality described by Gosson in his Playes confuted i« five Adtons (1581

or »>, see Collier, n 197-8
^ Thomas Nash, im his lerses The Choosing of Valmtmes, which must

belong to about the last decad of the sixteenth century, refers to

*A play of straunge morahtee

Shewen by bacheliie of Manmngdne'*
See Nash’s XlTork^, edited by Dr Grosart, vol, i Memorial InirodwUon^

p ix In his bk in p s%\Shakcsp Soc Ptdd.

X84 j), Thomas Heywood spealcs of ‘ moralls * as a still existing variety of the

drama.
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sitions by which the mysteries and the moralities respectively

grew into branches of the regular drama in this country

will be indicated below
,
here it may be noted in conclusion,

that we possess a considerable number of plays, dating

chiefly from the latter half of the sixteenth century, whjph

may be said to occupy a doubtful position on the boundary-

line between moralities on the one hand, and comedies

or tragedies on the other. In these pieces the tendency,

observable alieady in some of the moralities described

above, to introduce leal human personages of a typical kind

by the side of allegoiscal absti actions, is more fully and

systematically pursued Those among them in which both

action and characters are still in the mam allegorical may
be classed with the moralities rather than with our earliest

comedies and tiagedies In this category should perhaps

be placed the play of Topt Tiler and his Wife’^ (1578),

where allegorical characters, including Desire the Vice,

mix with Tom Tiler and Tom Tailor^ while the former

Tom’s wife, named Strife, is half an abstraction, half a

type George WapuU’s Tide tarrieth no Man, already

cited as introducing a Vice called Courage, out of whom the

humour has gone with the wickedness, seems to have been

a composition of a similar description^ In The Nice

Wanton^ ‘ye may see Three branches of an ill tree

The mother and her children three, Two naughfc and one

godly,’—real human types
,
but the action is as simple

as that of any morality, and Iniquity plays his usual part.

In certain productions of a more ambitious cast, such as

Apius and Virginia, King Camhises and Bale’s Kyng Johan,

and in the play called A Knack to know a Knave (1594 cf),

although allegorical personages still appear, the action and

the main characters are historical, and the ‘ moral ’ element

is secondary only The same is the relation between the

latter and the element of romantic naifktive in Common
Conditions (printed about 1568), and in Sir Clyomon and

* CoUjer, ii.'-'Tom Tiler and his wife ^re referred to in Fletcher’s The

Whmm's or The Tamer Tawed (ii 6)
® CoIlier,ih Cf anU,^ 1x0, note*

^ Fdntedia voh n of Dodsley
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Str Clamydes^ Thus by a natuial process was reached,

as we shall see, the stage of the Intel ludes, and of the

Chronicle Histones pioper, at which the allegorical char-

acters were altogether dropped

I have thus pursued to the point at which it seems

warrantable to speak of the beginnings of the regulai

English drama the two mam giowtlis from which it took

Its ongm Before concluding this chapter I have only in

addition to advert very briefly to a third species of entei-

tainment, not pioperly speaking dii^amatic, but containing

diamatic elements, which may be said to have existed

almost from the first by the side of the other two The Pageants

origin of the term pageants has been already explained -

The expression originally referred to the movable scaffolds

on which both miracle-plays and moralities were repre-

sented, and (as has been repeatedly seen) was freely used

of the plays themselves that were performed on these

structures. As m the case of some of the plays connected

with the symbols and services of the Church already noticed^,

so m that of a few popular productions, essentially or

altogether secular in theme, it would be useless to seek to

discriminate too nicely between such piocessional and spec-

tacular features on the one hand, and dramatic on the other,

as we may conclude them to have severally pi esented Thus

%ve hear of a play of St George^ which enjoyed a long-lived

popularity in various parts of the country as an open-air

summer entertainment While at times its presentment

may have in no respect differed from that of an ordmaiy

miracle-pIay ^ it was very frequently accompanied by
processional pageantry, and on at least one memorable

occasion— at Windsor, in 1416—seems to have been ex-

panded into a magnificent dumb-show, fit to be put before

King Heniy V %ni his guest the Emperor Sigismund^

Other entertainments—half play, half show—seem m many pfstnrai

localities to have been exhibited in connexion with particular

’ Collier, n 43$ siqg. As to these two plays, see btlow
* AHt0j p 58 » Ante, p 97
* Collier, 1 16, tea Brmek, n 305. * Collier, h ap.
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festivals, or with particular seasons of the year ^ The custom

of kindling fires and setting watches on the Eves of St John

(Midsummer Eve) and St Peter lasted into the Elisabethan

age ^
,
and readers of Shakspere need no reminder as to the

fact that on such occasions some sort of plays were at

times performed in connexion with the shows furnished by

town gilds and other bodies The perennially popular

festivities of Mayday have preserved, even in the forms

which they wear at the present time, some reminiscences

of their traditional association with the legends of Robin

Hood and his companions^ , and although the first extant

dramatic elaboiation of this connexion seems to belong

to an advanced period of the sixteenth century, Robin Hood,

Maid Marian, Friar Tuck, and the rest, had no doubt been

known for many generations to the votaries of the merry

Hox Tues- month of May ^ A mixed entertainment of an exceptional
day Play

character, and perhaps of a historical origin, was the so-

called Hox or Hock Tuesday Play^ which is known to have

been exhibited at Coventry from the year 1416 onwards,

and in 1575 was witnessed by Queen Elisabeth as part

of the entertainments provided for her at Kenilworth This

* olid storial shew,' which was in the mam a mirthful repre-

sentation of a fight, showing among other things ‘how

valiantly our English women foi looue of their cuntree,

behaued themseluez' on the occasion, was ‘expressed in'

both ‘actionz and rymez®,’ and therefore seems, notwith-

^ It IS needless to cite surviving instances—-such as the Westmoreland

lush-beanng, the Devonshire harvest-play, &c, which point to the fre-

quency in earlier times of popular usages of this descnption

* Cf Sharp, w s
, pp 174 seqq

^ The newe Playe of Robyn Hoode^ for to he played in Maye games^ very

plesaunte to behold was printed with A mery geste of Robyn Hoode^ &c

,

about 1561 It is a dramatisation, with certain changes, of the ballads of

^ Robin Hood and Fnar Tuck/ and ‘ Robin Hood and the Potter ' See

Furnivall, Forewords to Lanekam's Letter^ pp h-hv, and cf , as to this and

other early plays on the same subject, Halliwell’s Dtctionaiy of Old EngUsh

p ai3 Friar Tuck is referred to m Skelton’s Magnyfycence
* See a cunous reference to these diversions m the Convocation Books of the

Corporation of Wells

^

vol n, noticed in the First Report of the BtsioncedMSS

Commisstoni 1S74, p 107
* the quotation from Laneham in Sharp’s full descnption of the play,

i pp, seqq* The performance at Kenilworth was that m which
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standing Colliers supposition^, to have been something

more than ‘ merely a dumb shew ’ It commemorated the

overthrow of the Danes, but whether its historical oiigin

was the massacre of St Brice or the death of Hardicanute,

and whsit is the true etymology of its singular name, I will

not pretend to determine

Apait, however, from these mixed pioductions, attention Pagmuh

must be directed to those pageants, in the generally accepted

later and narrower sense of the term, which consisted of

moving shows devoid of either action or dialogue, or at

least only employing the aid of thc*e incidentally, by way
of supplementing and explaining the living figures or groups

of figures brought before the eyes of the spectatois These

exhibitions formed an important part of the public life

of the later Middle Ages, and in accordance with tastes

and tendencies which have already been sufficiently com-

mented on, were to a large extent allegorical in character—

yet were so devised and ai ranged that their significance

and intention, both in whole and m part, could as a rule

be divined without much searching by thosewhom they were

intended to delight and to 4mpress® In England, and

more especially m London, this pageantry obtained an

Captain Cox took a leadings part, whose ghost, * mounted m his hobby horse,

delivered the so called Masqtie of at Kenelworth, written by Ben
Jonson, m 1^24 —

*‘And being a little man,

When the skirmish began

’Twixt the Saxon and the Dane
(For thence the stoiy was ta’en)

He was not so well seen

As he would have been o’ the Queen ” ’

It appears from The Amdemy of January ro, 1873, that a play by Captain

Cox bearing the title ofImpaetmt Poverty was discovered by Mr Halliwell-

Philhpps*— It would not be difiicult, were it worth while, to find analogies

for the Hox^ Tuesday play among the early popular festivals of ancient Rome
^ 1 225
* Similar exhibitions were, again, known to the Romans of the Empire,

among whom they had doubtless grown out of the tnumphal processions.

The Uhettt mentioned by Persius {Sat 47) were topical if not

precisely allegorical figures , at a later date it seems to have been more
usual to bear along on gigantic scafibldings pictorial and sculptured lUus*

^rations of the glonts ofa campaign See the extract from Josephus (vii 5)
quoted by FriedUandei, StUm^mhudde Rows, n 145

VOL. L L
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extraordinary hold over the popular taste, which the usages

of the Church and the institutions and instincts of the feudal

monarchy of course tended in every way to confirm The
refining fancies of chivalry introduced in the Norman
period gave variety to these exhibitions, but their fuller

developement was owing to our commercial intercourse with

Flanders, which began and rose to its height in the Plan-

tagenet reigns. The Low Countries were the favourite

home of spectacular as of almost every other kind of luxury

in the later Middle Ages, and among these cities Antwerp,

which kept up the mort constant intercourse with England,

was from an early date specially famous for its procession

of the trades {de gr00ie OmmeganckY But other countries

—France and Italy in particular—^were subject to the

influences of the same tastes, and communicated them to

Englishmen, more especially when in the Renascence age

classical mythology was piessed into the service of these

entertainments ^

The first of these shows on lecord in England"* is that

described by Matthew Pans as having taken place in 02,^6,

on the occasion of the pas^sage of King Henry III and

Eleanor of Provence through the City to Westminster.

^ See, in general, the picturesque descnptions of Flemish pageantry m
vol 1 of Kirk^s Htsiory of Charles the Bold (1863), where much attention is

given to this theme As to Antwerp, cf K HegeFs description, suggested

by Makart’s picture, of the entry of Charles V as witnessed Albrecht

Dtirer, in SybeFs Hisionsche Zedschrift^^iw 3 (1880) See also an engraving

and description of an Antwerp pageant of 1594 Sharp, « s
, p 35

® In France the entremets and tableaux^ the figures in which were taken

from Scnpture stoiy or religious legend, or were allegorical, were popular

from an early to a relatively late date In the sixteenth century figures

from classical mythology were mtroduced See Ebert, u s , 37-8 In Italy

too we hear of these pageants, see eg Machiavelli, History of Florence^ vii

5 For a striking account of the tnonfi and other Italian pageants of the

Renascence penod, see Burckhardt, Du Cultur der Renaissance tn Itcdien

(and ed 1869% sec 5 The Bishop of Peterborough, in his History of the

Papacy during the penod of the Reformation^ 11 438~44C4, very vividly descnbes

an ecclesiastical pageant which Pope Pius H caused to be arranged at

Viterbo for Corpus Chnsti, 1463, and which bears a certain resemblance to

a collective mystery, each of the Cardinals in turn furnishing forth an

allegory illustrating some portion of the faith

^ A full account of the London pageants, from which I have borrowed m
the ,text, will be found in F.W FairholFs Lord Mayor^s FageantSf

Scmiy's PtdtUcistkons^vol x.
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On the return of Edward I from his victory over the Scots

in I^g8 occurred the earliest exhibition of shows connected

with the City trades These processions were in England
frequently called rtdtngs ^

To about the same period belongs the first detailed de-

scription which we possess of a pageant m the more modern
sense of the term—Walsingham’s account of the reception

of Richard II by the citizens in 1377 There were pageants

under Henry IV, one on Henry V*s return from Agincourt

and another on Henry VFs return from Fiance aftei his

coronation The Loid Mayor’s anfiual procession on the

day of his entrance upon the duties of his office fiom
the City to Westminster, which had formerly been a
‘ riding,’ from 1454 onwards was conducted by water ^

,
and

the first description of it dates fiom 1533^ Similar

gratulatory pageants were exhibited in other cities®, the

Lord Mayor’s pageants, however, of course remained pre-

eminent® Many of our early dramatists exeicised their

ingenuity upon them, Peek’s Descensus Astraeae^ and

several productions by Munday, Dekker, Thomas Heywood,
and Middleton belong to this class They dealt m patnotic

and moral allegoiics, as well as in direct illustrations of

the glories of the City or of the particuiai City Company

^ So Chaucer relates of the idle apprentice, Perkm Revelour, that
^ *whan ther any riding was in Chepe

Out of the shoppe thider wold he kpe,

And til that he had all the sight ysem,

And danced wel, he would not come agem’ {The Coke*s Tah)
^ Described bv Lydgate (who piobably wiote the songs for the occasion)
* *' This yere *

(1454) ‘ the nd>nge of the Mayras to Westmester was for

done, and John Norman, Draper, was the first maire that went to West-
mester by barge * A Short Engh^t OiromcUt &c , ed by J Gairdner for the

Camden Society, 1880
* In this year Queen Anne Boleyn was by royal command welcomed 111

the City * hkewyse as they use to dooe when the Maior is presented on the

morrow after Symon and Jude
*

® Queen Margaret was welcomed to Coventry in 1455 by a pageant, of

which the scheme has been preserved, and which introduces Scriptural,

historical, and allegorical personages, several of whom speak a ftw lines of

obeisance (See Sharp, « s
, p I4S )

* ‘ I do not think/ sa>s Spendall m Green’s Ttt Qtw^e (pr 1614), ‘but to

be Lord Mayor of London before I die, and have three pageants earned

before me, besides a ship and m umcorn^
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to which the Lord Mayor belonged such as the Triumphs

of Old Drapery^ or The Rich Clothing of England^ and

Chrysanaleta , the Golden Fishing, or The Honour of Fish-

mongers^ These City pageants continued m favour till

the outbreak of the Great Civil War, when the very maypolj^s

were extirpated by command of Parliament They were

revived shortly before the Restoration, but without re-

covering their former dignity, and about the beginning

of the eighteenth century sank to the level at which they

still await their complete extinction The pageantry of

other towns has had a Distory analogous to, though of course

less ample than, that of London ^

The public pageantry on which I have touched has but

little importance for the earlier history of our dramatic

literature It served, however, to encourage that love

of spectacle which has at different times fostered the cul-

tivation of the dramatic art, even when it has imperilled

Its higher purposes
,
and it helped to attach those popular

tastes over which our drama was in its most glorious period

to assert its mastery to the interests of national history and

public life
®

Lastly, the amusements of the Court and of the great

houses of the nobility from a very early date consisted of

entertainments partaking to a greater or less degree of a

diamatic character These entertainments were conducted

partly by paid servants,—^the survivors of the minstrels

whose name they still occasionally retained,—partly by
members of the Court and of the noble families themselves

Dances or other ordered appearances m costume, no doubt

^ Both by Munday A humorous descnption of the * Marchant Taylers ^

pageants will be found in the second part of the old play of RromoB and
Cassandra, Act 1 Sc 5

* See e g Sharp*s account of the * Pageants on particular occasions
*
at

Coventry, us , X45 seqq

* tlie use of the term pageant was not altogether confined to exhibitions

in vduch living personages took part We find it also applied to hangings

of cloth and tapestry, presenting pictures of an allegorical character accom-
panied by inscriptions See the account of the < nyne pageantes devised by
Mayster Thomas More in his youth ' m his father’s house, and the verses

insmbed by him upon them, in Roper’s L%fe of Bw Tkorms Morsg ed

Singer (xSoa), p xxi.
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often of a figurative character, were in vogue at Court from

the time of Edward III ,—these came to be known as ‘dis-

guiJbings’ or ‘mummings/ and possibly a distinction was

sooner or later drawn between these two designations ^

**We have already seen that Henry V exhibited on the

occasion of the visit of the Empeior Sigismund something

in the nature of a pantomimic representation of the Lzfe

of St George^ Thomas Heywood cites fiom Stowe the

statement that * when Edward IV would shew himselfe m
publicke state to the view of the people, hee repaired to his

palace at Johnes, where he was^ accustomed to see the

citty actors ,
and since then,’ he adds, * that house by the

prince’s free gift hath belonged to the Office of the Revels^
’

Under the same sovereign the Duke of Gloucester (after-

wards Richard III) kept a certain number of ‘players,’

and there are indications that this 'was no solitary instance^.

In the reign of Henry VII we hear, in addition to the

‘Gentlemen of the King’s Chapel,^ who are also called

‘ the players of the Chapel/ of the King’s and of Prince

Arthurs ‘players of interludes’, and some of the great

nobles—the Duke of Buckingham, and the Earls of Oxford
and Northumberland—likewise had their companies of

players^ There can be no doubt that the amusements

of the Court herein only kept pace with those of the country

at largerwhere about this time companies of players regu-

laily appeared in a variety of places, more especially m
London and its neighbourhood ^

^ Collier, i 24, says that 'm what respects a ‘ disguising'* differed from

a ** mumming” is a point which it is now impossible to settle with pre-

cision '

j but lb p 26, he asserts that * there is little doubt that a mum-
ming” was a dumb she4^?/ whereas a * disguising* of the early Tudor penod
of whicli he quotes a description seems to have been merely an ordered

dance or masque Cf the passage cited below from A Tak ofa Tub*
* Anffi, p ?43.

* Apologyfor Bk ii (Shakspeare Soctety's Pabbrnttons^ ^341, p 40)
* Sea Collier’s extracts from the Household Book ofJohn Lord Howard,

afterwards Duke of Norfolk, i 36 The Austrian and Bavarian

minstrels ^\ho were in England m the reign of Hichard III may have been
the fuSt German comedians who visited this country Per contra

^ Richard III

appears to have been the ffrst of our kings who appointed a * royal beai>

Ward/ Ib 4a ® Jh i 47
* According to Collier, i 37, London, Coventrj, Wycombe, Mile-end,
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But a new impulse was given in England to whatever

implied the enjoyment of life and of what, whether really

01 seemingly, makes it worth living, by the accession to the

throne of a prince born and bred in the very midst of the

European Renascence Henry VIII was the heir of endless

opportunities, nor was he blind to many of them As
he began his leign after the most appropriate fashion— i e

m the way in which he was expected to begin it—by
amusing himself with great energy, a new era opened for

lasques the entertainments at Court Early in this leign

there was introduced, ^as a new form of entertainment

lecommended by its Italian origin, the masque^ which very

probably at first differed from the ‘mummings’ or ‘dis-

guisings’ customaiy before by nothing except the fanciful

adjunct of a mask to the costume worn by the participants

The innovation was ofthe sort which Fashion loves—staitlmg

at Its fiist introduction 2, and meaningless befoie long

Practically, however, the ‘masque* was merely a more

elaborate and (so to speak) accentuated form of the old

‘disguising* Such an entertainment is that described by
Cavendish in his Life of Wolsey^ and introduced with

notable effect into the play of Henry VIII But we may
rest assured that, even supposing the use of the term

‘masque* to have been from the first more or less accurately

restricted, the vaiiety of which this and other -forms of

entertainment (including dramatic elements) paitook at the

Court and among the surroundings of King Henry VIII

Wimborne Mmster, and Kingston It stnkes me as not impossible that the

companies of players which appeared in these localities were identical with

the companies attached to royal and noble personages, who were hcensed

to this extent, as according to Collier, 1 84 and they were m the next

reign—In the Household Book of King Henry VII, * Frenche Players *
are

more than once mentioned 76 51 note

' Cf A Tale ofa Tub, v, 2

*Pan A masque, what's that’

Smhen, A mumming, or a shew,

With vizards and fine clothes*

Cknch A disguise, neighbour,

Is the true word*’
^ See the cunous passage in Barclay’s Shtp of Fools (n. 271), protecting

against the use ofma^, and the original passus m Brant (sec ^Fetstmchis*

natrm*
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was already very considerable We know that (in 1515)

two so-called ‘mteiludes’ ^vere represented there which

were m point of fact moralities, one of which was written

by 'Maystei Cornyshe of the diaper and the other by
‘Mayster Midwell/ and which were acted respectively by
the childien of the Chapel and by the King’s players

The latter of these has been already incidentally noticed ^

,

in the former it seems probable that two ladies of the Court

performed the atti active parts of 'Venus* and 'Bewte,*

while a morris-dance, m which gentlemen of the Court

took part, wound up the entertan'Iment ^ On the other

hand, we hear of the performance {m 15^0} of a 'goodly

comedy of Plautus,* doubtless in Latin, and again (in

1527) of a satirical Latin play, m which Martin Luthei and

his wife were derisively introduced, and per contra (about

1533) of 'a comedy represented at Court to the no little

defamation of certain Cardinals ^ * The performers in these

rather hazardous attempts to meet King Henry’s changes

of mood may not always have been persons attached to

the royal household, and there are indications that the

players who appeared before -him were occasionally trades-

men trained by tradesmen^* It is, however, certain that

in this reign the King^ the Queen and the Prince of Wales,

as well as several of the great nobles, kept players of their

own, and^ that these were at times allowed to travel about

the country on their own account ^ This ' extension * move-

ment, implying a natural desire to utilise popular tastes for

the profit of existmg interests, may have contributed to

spread the feeling that the State should regulate amusements,

which had long outgrown the control of the Church

^ p H7
® Collier, j ^ seqq —In 1537-8 a mond play was performed at Gray’s

inn m the presence of Cardinal Wolsey, who, taking it to be directed

against himseif, consigned its author and one of the young gentlemen

players to the Heet, whence however they were released on his ascertain-

ing that he had Stted on the cap too quickly 2b 304

lb 107 This was the year m which Pope Clement Vi I pronounced

against the divorce
* See the note of Mr G H Ovi rend On the Dispute between the Glamr

eind the Tmier in Rem Shakspere Soeui/^ Trmsadmnbt u 7, 435
^ Coliter, 1 84 and mte
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A Proclamation of the yeai 1533, and -A.ct of Parlia-

ment of 1543 (the first statute of the realm known to have

taken notice of the stage), prohibited, among other manifes-

tations of misplaced independence of opinion, the former

the playing of interludes ‘concerning doctrines now
question and contioversie/ the lattei (moie explicitly) the

introduction into the same of any matter ‘ contrary to the

doctrines of the Church of Rome ' Of greater importance,

however, than this ebullition of royal orthodoxy, was the

endeavour to impose suitable restrictions zn loco upon the

entertainments at Couif., which contained so large a share

of dramatic elements In the later Plantagenet peiiod

these diversions were supei intended by an Abbot, or Lord

of Misrule, whose piimaiy duty was of course to provide

rather than to contiol them The appointment, m 1546,

of Sir Thomas Cawarden as Magister Jocorum Revellorum

et Mascorum at Court was possibly neither the first of its

kind, nor one in which the censorial functions were pre-

dominant^ Nor does ‘the wise gentleman and learned,*

George Feirers, who m 1551 became ‘master of the

pastimes ’ of King Edward VI, appear to have owed his

appointment to his political so much as to his literary and

dramaturgical abilities, which, although a Protestant, he

was afterwaids found ready to devote alike to the service

of the Catholic Queen Mary ^ But an authoritative super-

vision of dramatic performances became more and more

a matter of course in these troublous times Although at

the beginning of King Edward s reign a reduced number
of players was letained in the royal service and the Duke
of Somerset had a company of his own his downfall in

1549 was preceded (in August) by a prohibition for a
period of three months of the representation of all plays

and Intelludes throughout the realm on account of their

seditious tendency, and after his overthrow the special

license of the Pnvy Council was m 1551 declared necessary

for the performances of players attached to the households

^ Oolher, If 118-119, i»7-X28 * Ib^ 1

8 Steo Sidney Lee’s article on Ferrers m vol xviu, of the
Naiioml ' Collier, 1^6-9
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of noblemen, and in 155a (as part of a general restiiction)

made requisite for all players m the English tongue^

Perfoimanccs at Court, or in connexion with Court society,

seem however to have continued occasionally to take place ^

On the accession of Mary in i *553 3, proclamation against

‘busy medlers in matteis of Religion* included ‘players/

together with 'prechais’ and ‘pryntars/ requiring them

alike to obtain the Queen's license for any of their pro-

ductions K But, as has been seen, a moiality which tieated

of these matters, although of course in an approved vein,

was acted at Court in this very ye9.r
, and at Hatfield the

Princess Elisabeth v^as, as she had been already in the

pievious reign, indulged with dramatic entertainments that

may be supposed to have commended themselves to her

preferences Before very long popular representations of

plays likewise revived, and dramatic performances had m
1556 to be prohibited throughout the country, the City

of London being in some way exempted from the general

regulation, inasmuch as plays were here, when licensed by
the bishop, allowed to be played between All Saints and

Shrovetide^ At Court the'' amusements of the age con-

tinued m more 01 less languid favour, the Queen maintained

eight ‘ Players of Enteiludes/ and furnished Ei^rth a ‘ maske

of Almaynes Pilgrymes, and Irishemen/ possibly for the

diversiop^ of King Philip, when he should at last come from

Flanders® Thus without noticing incidental recurrences

to the old religious drama we have reached the reign of

Elisabeth. In the earlier years much the same tvrofold system

prevailed that had been earned on under her sister. After

m April, 3559, issuing a general prohibition of stage-plays,

the new Queen’s government m the month of May ensuing

ordered that they should be peimitted, if licensed by the

mayors of towms, by lord-heutenants of counties, or by
two justices of ^eace, provided that they refrained fiom

handling ‘either matters of religion or of the governaunce

^ Collier, i r43-s* * ^53
* Ib iS5
* Ib One was entitled TM 0/ Anfmchi and the other

* CoiUer, i* ido. Jib 163.
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of the state of the common weale ^ ’ But at Court, and

in the spheres of life connected with or subservient to the

Court, the list of plays, masques and other entertainments

IS continuous fiom the same year This conflict between

policy of State and privileged practice seems a strange

preface to the period of our dramatic history which, like

the corresponding period of our national history at large,

glories in calling itself by the name of Elisabeth

As a matter of fact the popular drama, consisting as

it did of remnants of the miracle-plays and survivals of

the moralities,—the latfer presenting themselves, no doubt,

in divers novel and curtailed forms,—would have run a

seiious iisk of drying up, if not of being extinguished, had

It not been for the patronage which was above the law.

The need of amusing the Royal household (a body of men
and women at all times deserving of special consideration),

the unavoidable iivalry between the great nobles whose way
to power led along the paths of fashion, and the marked

personal likings of the Queen herself, alike kept up the

dramatic entertainments of the Court Queen Elisabeth

could not be without them in*"town oi country
,
and while

there seems no reason to suppose that the players of her

household themselves contributed in any notable measure

to the pi ogress of our drama, or indirectly to that of our

dramatic literature, it may be concluded that in the eaily

yeais of her reign players of all kinds, and the patrons upon

whom they subsisted, looked up to the Royal favour as the

ultimate object of their endeavours The players of the

great nobles and the boy-performers, who were either

choristers of the Royal chapels or pupils of some of the

larger London grammar-schools, acted their plays m inn-

yards—which, as will be seen below, were in point of fact

the earliest London theatres ^ The process by which these

companies of players sought to settle down^ in their London

^ Collier, u 167
* See ileay, Chronicle History of the London Stage (X890), chap i.

Section K{tn^ductton) —For some notes on the companies of players from

Henry Vlll to Elizabeth see notice of contents of Hn rationales m Bowtell

MSS at Bowning College, Cambndge, in Htsionc&l MSS Commtsston^

vol* ih. pp, 3ai
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houses, and the conflicts between them and the authorities

of the City, together with the solution found (in the year

1576) m the election of two theatres immediately outside

the City walls, will be more conveniently described in a later

passage of this book. Here it is more to the purpose

to note that the Queen’s fondness for dramatic exhibitions,

or for the pageantry which contained dramatic elements,

asserted itself both at her own expense and at that of her

subjects from the early years of her reign In and near

London at her own palaces, at the Inns of Court, and at

the seats of influential or ambitiousi'^nobles, in the country

on her progresses at great houses, and in the Universities,

a lavish expenditure upon her favounte amusement was

incuned both by her and for her^ The climax of these

entertainments was reached in those Princely Pleasures

of Kenilworth which were exhibited in the year 1575

by the favourite who cherished the futile hope of dazzling

the Queen into bestowing upon him the highest of the

favours at her disposal^ It may be added that not only

self-seeking ambition in the person of Leicester and of his

less enduringiy successful competitors for the smiles of the

Queen, but also political wisdom as incarnate m Cecil,

sought to turn to account her fondness for these diversions

* The at economy, or profession of a wish for it, in 1560 was

succeeded by increased expenditure in is6x, when between April and

September revels were held at a long senes of palaces, and more than

£3,000 was expended on Court amusements Collier, i 170-3 For details

of the Queen’s progresses see Nichols’ Progres^s. and Public Pi'ocesswns of

Qnem Eh&aBcih (18123)

* The amusing letter of Robert Laneham descriptive of the Kenilworth

entertainments, familiar to all readers of Scott’s enchanting novel, was

edited by 0r* Futnivall, with Introduction and Notes, for the Ballad Society

jn 1871, and this edition was republished for the New Shakspere Society

(Senes VI, No 14) i» 1887 The editor states a desire to investigate the

* library ot Captain Cox * to have been the rmson dtctre of this treasury of

delectable learning, aifd students of drama owe him particular thanks for his

notes on the * ancient plays ’ familiarly known to the Coventry w orth> —
Laneham’s letter is reprinted in the Shakespeare Jahtbuch for 189a —One of

the literary contributors to the Kenilworth entertainments was George Gas-

coigne (Vide whose verses and masques were published with those of

other poets in 1576, tinder the title of TJie Prmcelye Pkemres at the Courts

ofKenchvmihe (1 epnntcd i8i»t > See aho Nichols’ Progmses o/Eltssaheth and

0ugdale'« Aniiqmtm of Wmttftckshm
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Among the papers of the great minister is said to be a

scheme for a masque to be performed at a meeting between

Queen Elisabeth and Mary Queen of Scots, which was to be
brought about in 1562, but which never actually took place ^

Summary In my next chapter it will be necessary to go back once

more to a rather earlier date in sketching the beginnings

of the English regular drama
,
and a few notes will then

be m place as to the history of the stage on which it was
pelformed Here I may m conclusion attempt to summarise

the various growths, Differing in origin though at many
points in contact with and under the influence of one another,

out of which that drama sprang

In England no accurate distinction was ever drawn

between mysteries and miracle-plays^ and the latter term

was employed as including the former But literary termi-

nology, without affecting absolute accuracy, must dis-

tinguish between the miracle-play and the mystery as

differing not only in themes, but also in oiigin While

the miracle-play was of a more* mixed derivation, the

primary source of the mystery was religious, 1 e liturgical

The two growths took root in England soon after the

Norman Conquest, and, with the incidental co-operation

of the professional entertainers brought over by that event,

and of their descendants, became the English religious

drama Though the mystery bore the name of the miiacle,

It was the latter which was absorbed by the former In

the hands, first of ecclesiastics, then of laymen, it became

a popular form of dramatic entertainment, and, especially

in the developed shape of the collective mystery, as per-

formed by the gilds of English towns, survived with little

material alteration to the close of the sixteenth century

The English morahties cannot be traced back further

than the middle of the fifteenth century, though the dis-

tinctive elements of this species of pioduction are to be

occasionally noticed in every stage of the religious drama.

They were .the result of tastes partly indigenous to the

^ Tii^ scheme of the masque, by an unknown poet, is printed Collier,

1
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English soil, partly due to the influence of French literature

Their form they borrov^ed in England from the popular

religious drama, but they nevei attained to the same

degree of influence as that which it had reached, because

it^was not till the period of the Reformation that they

concerned themselves with questions of immediate and

lively mteiest to the nation at large Even then they could

only fitfully, and at times under giave risks, address them-

selves to such topics And in this peiiod they had already

begun to lose their distinctive character by admitting among
their df amatis personae real types dl humanity by the side

of pel sonified abstractions In this modified form they too

survived to about the close of the sixteenth century

The pageants (using the term m a moie restricted sense),

masques^ and similar entertainments had been introduced

as early as the thirteenth century, and, leceivmg a fresh

impulse in the Renascence age, continued down to the

seventeenth to enjoy the favour of their patrons. These

were m the first instance the Court and its society, but

also the civic authorities of London and other great towns,

and the populace wheiever had a chance But though

containing dramatic elements, these pageants, as lacking the

essential element of a real dramatic action, could never

assume genuinely dramatic forms. They continued by the

side of the regular drama, as they had existed by the side

of its progenitors, influencing its course, but having no real

part in it. In the days of its first decline they combined

with it into a hybrid species, which, under the old name,

applied in a more specific sense, of tlie masqtie^ will claim

separate attention as an illegitimate outgrowth of our dra-

matic literature

Such, then, were the phenomena of the origin of the

modern drama, as they presented themselves on English

soil. The transilSons which led directly to the beginnings

of the regular English drama, and those beginnings them-

selves, will form the subject of my second chaptei



CHAPTER II.

THE BEGINNINGS OF THE ENGLISH REGULAR DRAMA.

By the term ^the beginnings of the regular drama/

I mean the birth of the two species into which all

dramatic literature divides itself, their frequent intermixture

notwithstanding

The Uagtc The broad distinction between the tragic and the comic

7omic^ is peculiar neither to dramatic literature nor to literature

in general among the intellectual activities of mankind

Ignorance and dulness indeed pass through the world with-

out any clear consciousness of either the tragic or the comic

elements which life contains
,
for apathy is the unenviable

privilege of the empty or unawakened mind But wherever

the powei of sympathy or that of antipathy is knowingly

possessed, the mind is necessarily alive to the difference

upon which the only satisfactoiy definitions of the tragic

and the comic, and of tragedy and comedy, depend The
difference is primarily one of subject, as was in«point of

fact shown by English linguistic usage in the Elisabethan

age without any special reference to the drama ^ But

inasmuch as the secret of all true art lies in appropriate,

and therefore pleasing, treatment, it is a difference of tieat-

^ Thus, I may instance from Robert Greene’s works the application of

the tenn * tragedies ’ to narrative tales of a sad sort {Planetomadm^ Grosart’s

edition, vol v), and again ‘ Vlisses Tale, A Tragedy’ {Eupkues^ Censure to

PhtlauiuSf lb vol vi) This usage was not of English origin, but based on

Greek precedent So, in the fifth century of our era, Nestorius wrote a his-

tpry of the controversy excited by his doctrines, and of its consequences for

his fortunes, which he entitled his Tragedy
, and his friend Irenaeus com-

posed under the same title a work treating of the persecutions imdergone

by Nestorius and of the history of the Church in his times. See Neander,

Htsiory of the Chnstian Religion and Church (English Translation) iv ipo

and note—The titl6 of the Spantsk Tragedy signifies, not a tragic play taken

from file Spanish, but a senes of deadly deeds done by Spaniards.
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ment also It therefore applies to the entire character and

effect of a dramatic work, and is most assuredly not to be

determined by the mere accident of the natuie of its con-

clusion The distinction which is supported by the official

authority of Philostrate, and has largely obtained, must

therefore be rejected as inadequate The ciicumstance

that the hero of a play ‘ kills himself/ or is killed by some-

body else, does not constitute it a tragedy
,
and, comersely,

the happy ending of a play does not establish it as a

comedy ^

Aiistotle^s definitions^ will bettfer serve the purpose

According to his theory, that which distinguishes tiagedy

as a dramatic species is the importance and magnitude of

the action constituting its theme, together with the adequate

elevation of its literary form, and the powei of the emotions

—

pity and terror—by means of which it produces its effects \

* Although the senous drama which ends happily has been frequently

treated as a sort of third species, co ordmate with tragedy and comedy and

called bysome colourless name of its own

—

drame^Schausptd—it is m reality

nothing but a subordinate branch of tragedy This has been well shown
by the late Gustav Freytag in his admirable Technth des Dramas edition),

PP 96-7 He reminds us how * already in the times of Aeschylus and

Sophocles a gloomy ending was by no means indispensable to tragedy,

of seven extant pla>s by Sophocles, two, the Ajax and the Phtlocietes^ and

according to Athenian conceptions even the Oedipus Cohmus^ ha\e a peace-

ful ending which glides a turn for the better to the destiny of the hero Even
in * most tragic ’ Eunpides, to whom the Poetics ascribe a love of a gloomy
ending, amtmg seven tragedies (exclusively of the AJcesfts'' four (Heterta,

Iphigema m Taurt% Andromeda) end like a modern Sehatispiel, m several

otheis the unhappy ending seems accidental and not accounted for by
dramatic motives ’ Freytag concludes that the Athenian public resembled

that of our own da>s in preferring a happy ending to a play He might have

referred to the still more striking instance of the Indian diama, where
a positive rule prohibits a fatal conclusion I have spoken m the text of the

loose use of the terms * tragedy * and ^ tragical* ,
it is curious that, in a ghse

of hib own m his Translation of BoEthius de ConsQtattott€Phdo^phtae(Bk 11

Prose n\ Chaucer should adopt the following limitation * Tragedie is to

seyne a dite of a prospente for a time that endith m wretchednesse * The
same notion was in iis mmd when towards the close of his Tmdus and
Oesetde (Bk V), m w'^hich he had recurred to the philosophy of BoCthius, he

thus apostrophised his poem
* Go, little booke, go, my little tragcdie,

There Ood my maker yet ere that I die,

So send me might to make some comedie <
*

* Poet c VI

» 1 have thought it su^cient for my purpose to leave aside the question as
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Comedy, on the other hand, imitates characteis and actions

of less elevated or intense interest (‘neither painful nor

destructive
^

'), which appeal to the sense of the ridiculous,

—

or, in other words, touch the springs of laughter by exciting

our contempt for the meaner vices and the more commpn

to the proper interpretation of the famous concluding clause of this passage—
* Si’ ml <l)6/5ov Trepaivovffa r^v rav toiq^tojv noJdrjijAraiv KaOapmv *

Donaldson’s translation ‘ effecting, through pity and terror, the correction

and refinement of such passions,' implies the correctness of Lessing’s expla-

nation, according to which tragedy by exciting the emotions or passions of

'

pity and terror punfies them^ changing them into virtuous qualities But
even if this inteipretation could be accepted as correct from the point of

view of language—a question which scholars must decide—it would be open
to the grave objection that it makes Aristotle ascribe to the tragic drama
a distinctly moral function, viz that of regulating the passions in question to

a certain level or amount desirable as the due mean between excess and
insufficiency But this is quite foreign to Anstotle’s—oi to any true—con-

ception of art
,
added to which, although tragedy may by exciting the passions

of pity and terror be said to ennoble or elevate the mind, taking the lattei as it

were out of itself and away from the atmosphere of common things, it can in no
reasonable sense be said to remove what is excessive or add what is deficient

in these passions themselves Goethe, giving utterance to what we all per-

ceive, \iz that * tragedy and tragic romances by no means appease the mind,

but ratlier disquiet it,’ could not bring himself to accept Lessing’s interpreta-

tion of the tragic catharsis
,
but it wets left to Jacob Bemays to suggest an

explanation which with all deference to the critical insight of Lessing and the

scholarship of Donaldson and others, I venture to think irrefutable Under-

standing uAOapffis in the sense ofa medical term familiar to Anstotle, he showed
that It referred to the relief of the mind from the trouble caused m it by these

very passions when excited by tragedy That sympathy which is made up
of pity and terror and which so heavily burdens the human soul, is drawn
forth by tragedy, which suggests an object to these emotions and concen-

trates the working of them upon it , and having as it were elicited them and

occupied the mind which is full of them, it leaves behind it a sense of relief

and calm Humble as this interpretation may seem yet, unlike Lessing’s,

which even were it correct would suggest a process familiar to only a very

select few from personal experience, it brings home to all of us the very

condition of mind which we know ourselves to have passed through on

reading a tragic masterpiece Who is a stranger to the process, whereby

in the first instance everything that the soul contains of vague pity for

the weaknesses and failings of our kind, and of terror for the snares

besetting the path of life, is brought into a foetts, on, again to the experi-

ence which, as we have walked out of the theatre or laid down the book,

has left us the lighter, the purer, in a sense the better, for the mental effort

undergone
"Thxs^note may seem both long and unnecessary, hut having formerly

wrjiten m a different sense, I have thought that it might at all events be

permilffeed by way of a recantation.

* O' ^
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weaknesses of human nature or social habits As is well

known, the classical teim * comedy ^
' co\ ered a wider variety

of species than that included under the name m modem
dramatic classification, where it is usually reserved for the

m^rc elaborate type of comic play The briefer sort, which,

as such, is allowed a more unrestricted licence of fun and

a stronger demand upon the sense of probability, we call

farce^ while btiflcsquc {px^ if moie refined m manner,

vagan^d) is the iionic species of which Aiistophancs w^as

the unequalled master, and in which the chaiacteis stand in

laughable contiast to the action that .hey cany on, or even

to the diction that they use

Obviously, quite apart from the facility with which these

^different kinds of effects admit of being exhibited side by
side in the course of a single diamatic action, they may
easily be intermingled with, or so to speak, shaded off into,

one another Pity, for example, if akm to love, not un-

frequently seems to take her birth from ridicule, and theie

IS a touch of pathos m many a form of folly Even the

ancients wxtc not absolutely consistent in their endeavour

to keep tragedy and comedy apart from onp another,

although in the classical peiiod of the Attic drama this

endeavour was facilitated not only by accepted outward

distinctions, but also by the wnde diffcience between the

simple seventy of the system of tragic composition and the

unbridled licence allowed to comedy- Certain modern

dramatic schools—among them, the English in one period

of its history—have with more or less of success contrived

to hedge round tragedy with artificial safeguards of form

or treatment But w^herevei
,
as in a large majority of those

plays of which we are about to consider the growth, the

effects aie mixed, it is the nature of the main action and

of the most important character^ wdnch must determine

* The \«igue oftho term * comedy * for miy kind of pUy is too common
m the Renascence literature of all countries to ncedspecwl illustration

* Thus m his English \ersmn of the see his edition of the pHy,

1848^ Donaldson ventured to translate the tet spLcch of the Sentinel

fw. 803-336% whom he caJla a semi grotesque character, into prose. The
treatment of the character ot Heracles in the Aktbhs is hardlj m point, *f

this play was tlie saljr-drama ofa tetralogy.

VOL, h M

Mtud
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Elements

of tragic

and comic

effect tn the

miracles

andmoraU
ties

the classification of a drama (if we desire so to classify it)

as tragic or as comic Between the two species there lies

a laige variety of transitions, for which at different times

different names have been invented
, we shall see how

tragi-comedy (a term since used in a very diffeient seq^e),

in which both tragic and comic effects were sought in the

course of the same action or combination of actions, was
a mixed species much cultivated in Italy in the later

Renascence age, and m England more especially under

Italian influence But, on the whole, the English drama
while maintaining a**remarkable freedom from rigour or

straitness of any kind in the intermixture of species which

it has permitted and exemplified, has likewise shown itself

singularly indifferent to accuracy of terminology

Now, from what has already been said, it must have

become abundantly manifest that elements of both tragic

and comic effect existed in those early compositions of

which the origin and progress have been traced in the

preceding chapter Nay, moie, in the peiiod when the so-

called miracles and the moralities were simultaneously

flouiishing in England, and<had in point of fact attained to

the highest stage of developement which they were destined

at any time to reach,—in the foimer half of the sixteenth

century, the age of the English Reformation,—both these

species had advanced a considerable way in the direction of

those effects which it is possible for tragedy and comedy

respectively to achieve The religious plays, to begin with,

habitually dealt with subjects of unequalled and, in the eyes

of the age which produced them, of virtually unrivalled

importance, challenging the deepest sympathies and the

keenest antipathies of their audiences In order further to

rivet popular favour, they had introduced a growing amount

of ludicrous chaiacters, passages and scenes, and had con-

stituted this admixture to all intents'^ and purposes an

liitegial part of their action. The moralities, on the other

hand, had familiarised their spectators with personifications

of the most admired of virtues, as well as of the most

familiar and ridiculous kinds of vices They had likewise

given bodily foxm to numerous conceptions involving the
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highest ideals of their public, 01 again coming closely home
to the Intel ests of then business and bosoms

But from an aesthetic point of view the miracles had,

unless in incidental passages, failed to rise in dignity of

fo»m to the sublimity of their subjects The action of a

collective mystery was indeed, if legardcd as a whole, of the

utmost magnitude
,
but as a matter of fact the connexion

between the several * pageants ’ was all but lost in the often

fragmentary action of each The endless repetition of the

well-known episodes of the Sacred Narrative must in some
measure have deprived them of freshness of inteiest , nor

could the circumstances of the case permit even had the

ait of the wTiters been equal to adopting, a treatment of

their themes resembling the loyal freedom wath winch the

Attic tragedians renewed the ancestral mytlis So stereo-

typed had the characters become, that it can no longer

have been easy by means of them to arouse pity or terror,

except m a very modified degree, in the breast of a fairly

expeiienced spectator The cohesion between the several

plays having become practically little more than formal

(more especially as they w^eil:^ respectively presented by
diffcicnt sets of perfoimers), the interest of each must have

as a rule centred in itself, and this interest can often have

amounted to little more than a curiosity which it was
attemptedkto stimulate by mterj^olations damaging the

total impression, or by mere external devices belonging to

the sphere of w^hat we call stage-management*

The moralities, artificial m their origin, had a harder task

m seeking to pioduce powerful results by their dramatis

persons of didactic abstractions, which ringing the changes

on a not very flexible system of aiguments, appealed to

the moral sympathies of their audiences in thefiist instance

through the medium of their intellectual faculties With

no associations of* biblical or legendary narrative at their

command, as in the case of the miracles, they had to be

constructed on a scheme which admitted of comparatively

little variation
,
and their success accordingly depended

upon conditions which could not, as with the miracles, be

in a large measure assumed. Thus, if men and women

Limits of
their opera-

itons
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were to be moved into something beyond a pupillary

acquiescence in indisputable moral truths, it was necessary

either to bring the truths in question to bear directly upon
their personal interests, or to make the representatives of

abstract qualities and ideas types of their most familear

human embodiments Thus, unless in exceptional instances

when the lesson was brought home to every man with a

swiftness as of lightning, or when a fool in his folly made
a whole audience km, the moralities had to content them-

selves with slower processes and more giadual effects
,
pity

and terror on the one hand, and contemptuous laughter on

the othei, could not be excited continuously or in a high

degree by adhering to the lines on which the moralities as

a species had been built up

The tran- In itself, therefore, nothing might seem moie natural than

^iheTe^iar ^ desire should have gradually arisen to remedy the

drawui defects which the miracles and the moralities alike cannot

Tyihese^ have failed to reveal to the eye of common sense, and which

defects sooiier 01 later must have become perceptible to the per-

formers To apply a dramatic treatment resembling that

customary in the miracles €0 personages and passages of

profane history, and to exchange the abstractions of the

moralities for actual types of contemporary life, might seem

to have been an advance of its nature inevitable All classes

of the population were familiar with the chamcteis and

events of Bible history and Christian legend
,

it was only

necessary that a similar acquaintance, or something appi oach-

ing to it, should come to prevail with regard to peisonages

of profane history and their achievements,—and these could

not fail to gam a footing on the popular stage In the first

place, howevei, the religious themes of their pageants might

well to a large proportion of both performers and spectators

seem inseparably associated with the very notion of a stage-

play
,

and, again, the national history '^and a fortiort all

other secular history) was a field concerning which the

public at large was in profound ignorance and in which it

toqk an extremely restricted interest In England as else-

where the influence of the Renascence was to bring about

a dtihbge in this respect, but the piocess was necessaiiiy
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slow, and in its earlier steps feeble On the other hand, the

tendency towards substituting on the stage real human
types for personified abstractions had long been asserting

Itself in particular instances Some such types had found

thtir way into the mysteries from the very first, or rather

the mysteries had found them ready to hand in the Sacred

Narrative on which they had been founded ^
,
but their intro-

duction had become more and more frequent and specific

,

and m the moialities the Vtce was but the most prominent

and popular example of the concretejDeings whose piesence

in the eyes of a large proportion of the spectators atoned

foi a host of abstractions. In general, moreover, it will

not be forgotten that the miracles and the moralities

had nevei been kept absolutely distinct , both had alike

been leligious plays, and the manner and method of

their peiformance had been m all essentials identical

Thus there was every likelihood that, should any new
species of dramatic composition form themselves, they

would contain elements of both the one and the other

primitive species

As a matter of fact, howev-'cr although the beginnings of

both tragedy and comedy in England associate themselves

distinctly with the moralities, while with the beginnings of

tragedy tRe mysteries likewise must be brought into con*

nexion, the first English comedy and the first English

tragedy alike were direct reproductions of foreign (classical)

models Inasmuch as this fact stands undisputed and indis-

putable, there seems little advantage m speculating as to

whether the regular drama or drama proper—as distinct

from productions m which the essential demands of the

drama are imperfectly met, although the works may be

cast m the dramatic form and abound m elements of

dramatic effect—could m England have sprung mto being

without the extraneous impulse which I now proceed to

consider At the same time no estimate of the force of

this impulse—m other words, of the influence of the Re-

nascence movement—can succeed in showing, that

* I refer to such characters as the TorimtS) &:c.

Hu dinct
xmpuhe an

mti
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TheRenas-
cence

movement
m Eng-^

land

the Renascence first implanted the love of the drama m
the English people and thus made our English stage

a chosen home for the genius of dramatic literature, or^

that the primitive but long-lived species of productions

which I have been up to this point considering lacked fhe

possibilities of a self-developement such as might have

resulted in a national drama
The impulse in question was supplied by classical

examples, and by the literature of that incomparable land

which was not ohly tp all intents and purposes the biith-

place, but long the favourite home of the Renascence

It would be quite superfluous to attempt to trace here the

first appearances in England of an active interest in, or

communication with, Italian scholarship ,
since there is no

gainsaying the fact that these early instances of contact

between Italian culture and our own Teutonic nation were

isolated in character Down to a late period ofthe fifteenth

century, during the calamitous reign of Henry VI and those

of the sovereigns of the House of York which followed,

this country was once more insulated from ready and

productive contact with the* other nations of Europe, and

the mass of its inhabitants stagnated m apathy even as

towaids the interests of the civil conflicts which desolated

their fields and homesteads As the numbers of the popula-

tion remained nearly stationary, so neither was fhe wealth

of the country increased, nor, unless very gradually, were

fiesh routes of trade and intercourse with other countries

opened Fearful at times even of her secuiity within her own
seas, England in arts as well as in arms seemed for a time

likely to lapse into the isolation of insignificance. Thus

English civilisation remained in essentials unaffected by
the current of the Renascence after individual Englishmen

had become subject to its influence, or had even, in excep-

tiotial cases, been overpowered by it Perhaps England's

‘trust to her Universities,' and her dislike of accepting

articles of consumption not ‘manufactured by the old-

^ ^'or aJistance, Battista Guanno's pupil John Tiptoft, Earl ofWorcester, an

early illustration of the force of the well-known proverb’— Itahana^

et un d^vph^imrmfo
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established firms/ may have alike letarded and regulated

the process of the mtioduction of the new learning among
us ^ and these institutions had fallen into a lassitude that

was fast approaching a condition of torpor, not diiectly

coflntei acted by the multiplication of endowed colleges.

Still, the existence of these colleges contributed to the

decline of the custom of sending young gentlemen to the

monastciies for their education, and, again, the connexion

between the colleges and dependent schools made for the

giowth of a clearer distinction than Ijad hitherto prevailed

between undergi aduate and schoolboy
,
while on the other

hand the wcalthiness of the colleges encouraged residence

undei more liberal (or, if the term be picfcrred), more

luxurious conditions of lifc^ Although students of this sort

were not likely to prove specially awake to the dawn of a

more eager spirit of study m our great seats of learning, yet

It IS unmistakeable that a closer connexion was gradually

being established between these institutions and the well-

to-do classes of the laity. Moie especially the lesser

gentry—the class on wdiich for many reasons the future of

the countiy was from the close of the Wars of the Roses

onwaids so laigely to depend—were brought into a closer

relation than they had previously maintained with the

best extant form of literary culture Nor should it be

forgotten ^hat the sixteenth century has been called the

golden age of legal education, and that in our London

Imxs of Court the processes by which this education was

conducted were organically associated with the rebels

{including both singing and dancing) deemed indispensable

by the spirit of the age A closer continuity—or at least

a more special one—than has been knowm to subsequent

times, prevailed between the student life of the Universities

and that of the Inns of Court, and made itself felt in their

most authoritative spheres. Thus, while as a matter of

^ I quote from the Bishop of Peterhorough's Rede Lecture on The Larly

Renm&i>aree tn Eftghftd (^Cambridgo^ ^^95).
® A fair of this species of student xs Walter Paston, of the Pasian

who did mediocre Latin composition at Ktoorand was aftmvards sent

to both Oxford and Cambridge, whence he dutifully \\ rote home for supplies

to enable him to hvc, like other men
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course the passivities of which our country has at all times

been a kindly nurse remained powerful forces to reckon

with, a special public was gradually forming itself such as

could not escape the influences of the Renascence, when
they reached our shores in stronger and ampler currents

To none of these influences, whether pure or mixed in their

relations to liteiature and art, was the English academical

public (if I may so call it) of the peiiod which may be

roughly described as the third quarter of the sixteenth

century, more suscepl^ble than to that of the Classical and

Its scion the early Italian drama, together with the narrative

sources from which the latter was constantly fed It must

remain a subsidiary matter of speculation how far the

earliest visits of Italian actors to this country contributed to

the beginnings of our regular drama ^

These hints may suffice to introduce a brief account of

the beginnings of English tragedy and comedy respec-

tively Though It was comedy which first established

itself as a peifected growthm our national literature, tragedy

claims her natural precedence m the ensuing outline

Many generations before the influence of the Renascence

movement made itself felt in the progress of the English

drama, Italian tragedy had seized on themes of national

interest, and treated them in a foira imitating the Latin

classical model—Seneca—ofwhom I shall immediately have

to speak at length* Alberto Mussato’s Eccertms was tlie

work of a Paduan born not more than three years after

^ According to Collier, i 226, a company of * Italian players* performed

before the Queen at Windsor in 1577, but one of these was evidently

a tumbler or vaulter In Whetbtone*s Hepiameron of Civil Discourses (1582)

are mentioned ‘ comedians of Ravenna,' who were not * tied to any wntten

device,* but who had * certain grounds or pnnciples * (1 e outlines of per-

formance) ‘ of their own * It can hardly be doubted that these were the

actors alluded to a few years later on The Spanish Tragedy (Act V) —
‘ The Italian Tragedians were so sharp of wit

That in one hour’s meditation

They would perform any thing m action
’

Yet although these Italian actors probably for the most part presented the

wnprovised comedies known as commedie delt arte^ to which reference will

be made^ below, they may also have carried with them regular plays—so^
called t^mmedut mndtte—'which the performers had to get by heart. Gf.

With CoUxer, di aoi, Klein, iv s^o.
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the death of the tyrant Ezzelino himself^
,
and though

the play is written in Latin, and is a close imitation of

Seneca, fiom whose Thyestis it even boirows a passage

verbatim^ its subject is one of immediately national interest.

Anothci Latin drama of the same century treats a con-

temporary event, the Captme of Ccsena^
^
and Landivio,

a poet of the fifteenth century, commemorates in another

Latin tragedy the Captivity and death of a lamous captain

of Its times ^ But long after the Italian tragic poets had

begun to compose in then own tongue their subseivicnce

to Seneca led them to prefer classical subjects, although we
meet with a Rosmnuda^

^
so that by the time when the

English diama came into contact w ith the Italian,the example

of the lattei no longer pointed in a direction which oui play-

wnters had already in an earlier period come to pursue of

Its own accoid

Of the influence of Italian models it would therefore at hoiaicd

this stage be misleading to speak. We may, how ever, wonder

wdiy It should not have independently suggested itself to «« fnrh

the minds of many of the authois of our later miracle-

plays to widen then range of subjects so as^to include timms

dramatic versions of secular narrative When historical

figures such as Octavian and Tiberius Caesar found their

way into the religious plays, and Pompey the Great and

other heroes of profane lore made their appearance in the

pageants, the step to the dramatic treatment of an entire

passus of secular history or of pseudo-histoiical romance

might seem to have been so easy, that the only w^onder is that

it should haidly ever have have taken An exception

^ Mussato was born m 1261 and died in 1330 (Klein, v 235) For an

abstract of the Etremtts see J Cooper Walker, An Htsiontal md Cnti€al

^say on the Revival ofike Drama m Italy (x8os'l, pp 20 segq

® A » Jss^ (Klun, sss^J

® De CapUutaU Dr^is Jacobt iragoedia Jacopo Piccinmo was executed

fo 1464 I

) Cf Walker, « s
, pp 36-S

* By G Rucellai, 1316 The earliest tragedy in Italian is Galeolto del

Carretto’s Sefont^^Oy acted 1502, Tnswno*s5<y^?««A^rii:3i5% Martelli's Tulha^

and RuLcUais/?osm««^rt followed, bee Klein, v 251 For an enumeration

of other Italian tragedies of the same epoch and of the next two decades &ee

%monds, Sliak&pms PredfeessorSj 2175 and cf, Walker, An Htidoneai

Mmtmr of lialtan

> One or two French * profane mystenes * have been already noted.
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Robert
Ctctll

(1529)

may perhaps be noted m the instance of a play acted at

the market-cross of Chester in i5iZ9, the title of which was
Robert Ctctll, t e King Robert of Sicily It was doubtless

founded on the old romance of that name, which although

certainly not identical with the romance of Robert tne

Devil, may connect itself with the same cycle of Norman
legend The romance tells how the proud King Robert

was subjected to a severe penance by an angel of God, who
assumed the king’s place, and changed him into the ‘fool

of the hall * In this (Regraded capacity King Robert had

to accompany his impersonation on a visit to the Pope of

Rome
,
nor was he restored to his royalty till aftei their

return to Sicily Collier alleged that he had discovered a

letter addressed to Thomas Ciomwell by the Mayor and

Corpoiation of Chester, in which they gave an account of

the plot of the play closely corresponding to the story of

the romance ^ If so, this was to all intents and purposes

a miracle-play, and should be classed with productions of

this kind rather than regarded as a precocious attempt in

the direction of historical tragedy

Thieepl^ys founded on romoxice, Patient Grtstlde,2. Tttzis

and Gestppus and a Meltbeus, together with a fourth on

a subject of modern history, the Burning of John Huss, are

stated by Bale to have been among those seen by him in

the library of their author, Ralph Radcliffe Tlfis worthy

was a learned man who in 1538 opened a school at Hitchin,

having obtained a giant of the dissolved Carmelite friary m
that town, and his plays were performed by his pupils in

what had formerly been the refectory of the monks We
know nothing concerning these early efforts of oui scholastic

drama besides their titles
,
some of Radcliffe’s plays are said

to have been m English, others in Latin ^

^ See Collier, i 116 ^It is callyd Kynge Robart <;>f Cicylye, the whiche

was warned by an Anngell whiche went to Rome, and shewyd Kyng
Rohart all the powre of God, and what thynge yt was to be a pore man

,

and thanne, after sondiye wanderynges, ledde hym backe agayne to his

kingdome of Cicylye, where he lyved and raygned many yeres’—For an

accottjit ofthe romance see Warton, 11 i74-d,with Price’s note

* §ee Warion, m 308-9 , cf Collier, l 114 note The names of the

remaining pla3irs by Radchffe seen by Bale were Dwes md The
Delmefy of Job^s Sufferings, Jonas, and The Fortitude of
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For many a long day our national history had remained

a sealed work to our people at laigc Although chionicles

had been composed in a long succession which even the

Wars of the Roses had been unable altogether to break,

their authors had been chiefly ecclesiastics, nor had it ever

formed part of their design to gratify such interest in the

national past as might here or there exist in the general

public But the Renascence brought to England, fiom Italy

m the first instance, a taste for histoiical study In the fiist

place, the leawakened enthusiasm fir the gieat classic il

authors themselves was m some measuie an enthusiasm for

histouans In Italy the age of the Renascence opens the

epoch of critical history, and m the fifteenth century the

histones of the gieat Italian cities were already being wiitten

in a spirit to which the chioniclers of northern countries,

with their naif mingling of fact and fiction, as yet re-

mained strangers In France, Comines in historic insight

excels Froissart, almost in the same measure in which he falls

short of the caiher wntei in purely literary excellence The
eai her phase, at least, of the German Renascence called forth,

m Elsass more particularly, a taste for patriotic history

In England, both antiquarian and literary tendencies like-

wise began to turn to this field of study ^ It was an

Italian, Polydore Virgil, who, under the first two Tudors,

made th<? first attempt to write English history after

a fashion designed to be attractive from a literary point of

view—of course in Latin, and aheady Henry VIFs reign

produced m Fabyan’s Chronicle or Concordance of Histories^

Bale likewise mentions, as ha\mg written * tragedies and comedies * in the

reign of Henry VIH, Henry Parker, Lord Morlej, whose only extant w 01k

IS a version of the Tnumpks of Petraich
^ As to the former, see m John Lcland’s New Gift to Eng

Hmty VJIf published by Bale with his commentary two (or possibly rather

mono) years after the king’s death, such passages as the following * O that

we had now the floryshyng workes of Gildas, sumamtd Cambuus, that most

noble Poete and Histoiyane of the Bntaines, which wrote in the tyme of

Kynge Anuragus, when S Peter yet preached to the dispersed bretherne

The Venecyans more than Ixxxviii yeares ago for thejr commoditt. could

fatche them out of Irelande, and haue them yet commen both it Vtnvs and
Rome, accounting them a very speeyal treasure I quote Irom the cliarmmg

reprint of this interesting relic, recently (1895) issued by i»y fnend

0r Copinger from his Priory Press at Manchester

The begin-

nings of
the study

of our
national

htstoiy
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the earliest of a series of efforts at historical composition in

the native tongue destined to exercise an enduring effect

upon the patriotic sentiments of our people The policy of

Henry VIII necessarily tendered him unwilling to employ

the art of printing, as it was used by the German reformers,

for the encouragement of a spirit which should be at once

national and anti-Roman
,
but of the ‘ new learning ’ spread

by the Renascence and the Reformation movements, some

study of the national history, and a concomitant endeavour

to compose historical^works in a widely acceptable literary

form, inevitably became part It was impossible, especially

in a people so conservative at bottom as the English, that

a great political as well as religious transfoimation should

accomplish itself without a conscious appeal on the part of

its advocates to the historical past of the nation The
Tudor dynasty availed itself of the beginnings of our

modern historical literature to blacken its adversaries and to

glorify itself, and the Reformers, when advocating their

doctrines and attacking the practices ofthe Church of Rome,

were as a matter of course led to recur to the memory of

controversies and struggles waged of old, if not for the same

ends, at all events against the same resisting powers

While therefore, as has been already seen, the mysteries

did not remain wholly unaffected by the spirit of the Refor-

mation and while some of the moralities were designedly

made vehicles for the inculcations of its principles and

tenets, the attempt to call in the aid of national history for

the purposes of dramatic effect could hardly fail to be made
in a more comprehensive and a more systematic form With
the help of the existing chronicles of past leigns, practical

lessons might conveniently be conveyed to the living geneia-

^ One would like to know how far this spirit manifested itself in some
of the later, or latest, survivals of the religious plays of the ancient type

There can of course be no doubt, from this point of^view, as to Abrahanis

Suenfice^ a translation from Beza by A G (Arthur Golding) which ap-

peared in 1575 But we have no information concerning Abrame and Loite

except that at three performances of it onJanuary 9, 17, and3X,iS93, Henslowe
received lij^

, xxxs, and xjjs respectively, or as to Absolome, except that on the

occasion of its performance m October, i6oa, he disbursed ‘ for poleyes and
wotkmanshipp for to hang Absolome ^ (Henslowe’s Dtaty, pp 3a, 33,
SS41).
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tion
,
and of all the forms of the controversial morality, if

I may use the expression, that of the historical morality

seemed most to recommend itself by its impiessiveness, its

interest, and its comparative safety It was at once more

effective than the morality pure and simple, and less

dangerous m days of sudden shifts and changes, than the

political morality in the stiicter sense of the term

Something of the kind suggested must have been the Ortgtn

origin of the so-called Chomcle History^ of which the earliest alromck

specimen remaining to us closely coAnects itself with the

moral-plays This is the Johan of Bishop Bale

John Bale lived in times when alike for the sake of one’s BtshopSal

conscience and for the sake of one s career it is imperative 1563)^

to choose a side
,
and his vias chosen with promptitude and

With decision. Born in Suffolk in 1495, he was educated

partly m a monastery at Norwich, partly at St. John's

College, Cambiidge (thus being the earliest of the alutum

of that famous college to connect its history %vith the annals

of the English diama) At Cambridge he became a Protes-

tant and, avowedly in order to dissever himself foi ever from

the service of Rome, maincd a wife He was in due couise

favouicd by Cromwell, on \vhosc downfall he withdrew into

the Low Countries, where he resided for eight years, natur-

ally finding ample lime foi literaly occupation. On the

accession lof Edward VI, he obtained first a living, then the

Irish bishopric of Ossoiy His conscuation, however, was
speedily followed by the accession of Mary , and after many
troubles he once more fled to the Continent, not to return

thence till after the death of the Queen He w-as now com-

forted for the remainder of his days by a prebendal stall at

Canterbuxy. He had actively served the cause of the Refor-

mation With his pen, consistently seconding the policy of its

most advanced political champions, Ciomwell and Somerset

and Northumberlhad
,
knowing no measure in the violence

of his partisanship, and pouring forth mextmordmary abun-

dance, literature which can m no sense be called ‘ pure " His

incontinence as a writer has caused him to be vituperated

even by latter-day upholders of the inteiests to which he

devoted his pen ; his diligence as a compiler has brought
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blessings on his head, such as have fallen to the lot of few of

his contemporary craftsmen ^ For my purpose it suffices

to point out that we have in this instance to do with a man
of strong opinions, and accustomed to express them with

a vehemence in default of which listeners were not easily tofce

secured in so clamorous an age Such a man neither puzzles

nor refines before suiting words to his thoughts, shows scant

scruple about putting new wine into old bottles, and leaves

contents and continents to airange things between them as

best they may Thii^, for instance, the dramatic forms of

the mysteries and moralities that he found ready to his

hands, commended themselves to him without further ado

for the controveisial uses which were the business of his life

Among the plays from his hand preserved to us, only a

single one is devoid of controveisial elements

Of those which have been lost the titles enable us to

guess the contexts He states that he tianslated Pammachii

tragoedtas^ a phi ase which Warton thinks may perhaps lefer

to the play called Pammachtiis^ performed at Christ’s Col-

lege, Cambridge, in 1544, and afterwards laid before the

Privy Council as a libel ^ Bale’s own dramatic pieces weie,

according to his account, extiemely numerous, comprising

a series of ‘comedies,’ which appear to form a sort of

collective mystery concerning the life of Christ, from His

boyhood to His Resurrection, together with otter single

plays both religious and secular The titles of some of the

latter group aie m harmony with the political and religious

opinions advocated by then author Upon both Marriages

of the King (Henry VIII) ; The Treacheries of the Papists;

’ Mr Fronde calls him * the noisiest, the most profane, the most indecent

of the movement party,' and, more tersely, ‘ a foul-mouthed ruffian '

—

X remember the late Mr Heniy Bradshaw observing to me m the Cambndge
University Library, tliat m certain lines of research everybody falls back

on Bale.

Warton, iv 74 A reference to the account of this Latin comedy,

m 3051, will show that Warton’s expression libel on the Reformation’

must be a slip of the pen Gardiner, the Chancellor of the tJmversity,

denotfnced Pummmhtus as containing offensive reflexions on those

papistical ceremonies which had not been abolished Xt was originally

dedicated to Lutbet See K, Hase, Mtmde PUv;s, {En^UsH Tranahtioi^^
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Of the Impostures of Thomas a BeckeW^ Of this class of

plays by Bale, Kyng Johan (which will be noticed at length)

and The Three Laws ofNature^ Moses and Christy corrupted

by the Sodomites^ Pharisees^ aftd Papists Unfortunately,

tl^ latter production (printed about 1538 and reprinted m
156;^) IS not easily accessible

,
but it is described by Warton

as ‘ a satirical play against popery, and perhaps the first of

the kind in our language ’ Infydelyte is the parent of six

Vyces, who, according to the directions given, are to be

apparelled as follows ‘Let Idolatry be decked lyke an

olde wytche, Sodomey lyke a monke or all sectes, Ambycyon
lyke a byshop, Covetousnesse lyke a Pharisee or spyntuall

lawer, False Doctrine lyke a popysh doctour, and Hypo-
ciesy lyke a graye fryre The lest of the partes/ the diiec-

tion adds, ‘ are easye ynough to conjecture ' At the opening

of a scene in Act 11 Infidehty intones a Latin prayer of

unspeakable profanity and obscenity^ Of Bale’s miracle-

plays which, using an ambiguous expression, he states

himself to have ‘ compiled/ four have been preserved
,
and

of these, as belonging to a class of compositions already

sufficiently described, a passing notice will suffice

God^s Promises written in 1538, is a mystery of the

simplest kind of construction, and was, as its author himself

informs us like his John the Baptist^ acted by the youths

upon a Sunday at the market-cross of Kilkenny Its

diction, however, is that of a learned writer, and the theo-

logical argument or concatenation is developed with pre-

cision and strict consecutiveness. The ‘ Promises ’ are those

made by God to Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, David,

Isaiah, and John the Baptist, each of whom in turn, and

in an Actus devoted to him, holds discourse with Pater

Coelestis* Each of the seven ‘Acts’ concludes with an

Antiphon sung by the particular interlocutor, and a pro-

logue and epilogue are spoken by the author, Balaeus

himself. The object of this composition (unless the general

1 Seethe list given by Bale himself‘m his ScnpiorufH tilustrmm Majoris

Bntavmae Catalogue (1549), and cited ap, Collier, ix 160 noie, from tlie Basel

folio of 1577 ® Warton, iv, 73-4 cf Froude, iv 300*
^ Printed in Dodsley^s CM vol 1,

* In his Vbcai^on to ihe Bishopnck (Warton, iv, 74.)

Gods
Promises

(1538).
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The Temp-
tacyon of
our horde

(1538)

Johan
Bapiyste

(1538)

i‘76

reference m the epilogue to the doctrine of Justification by
Faith be insisted upon) may therefore be said to be edifi-

cation pure and simple

—

‘ No tryfelmg sporte

In fantasyes fayned, nor soche like gandysh gere,

But the thyngs that shall your inward stomake chear,

To rejoice in God for your justyfycacyon,

And alone in Christ to hope for your salvacyon’

The Temptacyon of our Lorde'^^ written m the same year,

distinctly describes itself as an * Acte/ or portion of a series

Although well and Vigorously wiitten, it is not otherwise

remarkable except as containing very unmistakeable lefer-

ences of a controveisial character to some of the institu-

tions upon which the Refoimation made war The moral

of the whole piece is, not to condemn fasting, but to show

that its value lies merely m its being a fiuit of faith, in

addition to which the opposition to the general reading of

Scripture, and the preference shown by ‘ relygyouse men *

for ‘ contemplacyon ’ rather than the study of the Scrip-

tures, aie directly or indiiectly inveighed against And
the Tempter, who in the first instance assumes- the habit

of a hermit, explicitly expresses his conviction that, as the

^vycar at Rome^ will be his friend, he may defy the

Saviour himselfi

A fourth mystery by Bale belongs in date of composition

to the same year 1538 It is the ‘brefe comedy or enter-

lude^ of JohanBaptystes preachyuge %n the Wyldernesse^ ^

Its characteis aie the sacred peisonages of the passages in

the Gospel which it paraphrases, and the typical figures

of Pubhcamis^ Pkarisaeus^ Turba vulgaris^ Mtles armattis^

and Sadducaetis Prologue and epilogue are here too sup-

posed to be spoken by the author himself
\
and there are

again refei ences to the rupture with Rome. The Pharisee

inveighs against the ^ new leinynge' intio^uced by St. John
(the term employed in Kyng Johan to signify the teaching

of the Reformation), and all ambiguity is removed by the

^ salted hy Dr. A B Grosart among tke Mtscellanm of the Fuller

Wbrlfaed Library^ vol 1 (1870),
® Prmted m tke Marhtm Mtstellany, vol 1.
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direct admonition of the Prologue not to listen to saints

and founders of monastic orders, and to

^Beleve neither Pope, nor piest of hys consent*

Even in the above group of plays, however, we cannot Kyn^e

recognise any very substantial advance upon the religious

and political moralities described m the previous chapter

In Kynge Johan \ which accordingly calls for a more special

and detailed notice, we perceive that a very remarkable

step in advance has been taken tow^^ids ckc::^^iromcle

histones from which English histor^-al tragedy was to

take Its beginning This work was not made known to

students until its discovery, some time between 1831 and

1838, among old papers belonging to the Corporation of

Ipswich, whence it found its way into the library of the

Duke of Devonshire It contains a leference to King John*s

charitable foundations there and in the neighbourhood

—

‘Great monymentes are m Yppeswych, Donwych and Berye,

Which noteth hym to be a man of notable mercye^*

and the editor of the play, the late J P Collier, conjectuies

with much probability that it was performed by the guilds

or trades of Ipswich

About half of this production, including all the latter

portion, is in Balers handwriting, while the remainder is

throughout carefully corrected byhim, various passages being

inserted for the sake of greater completeness, 01 for other

reasons The name of Bale nowhere occms, but as he enu-

merates a play under the title De Joanne Anglorum Rege

among his dramatic works, and describes it as tn idtomate

materno^ and as his handwriting is identifiable by other evi-

dence, Collier thinks that no doubt can exist as to his author-

ship. Yet I cannot perceive any proof of the earlier part of

Kynge Johan having been Bale’s own production, although,

on the other hand, fhere is likewise no proof of the contrary

assumption The work is at the close of the MS described

as two playes\ but it remains doubtful where No I ended

and No. II began It might be surmised that No. I ended

where we read Ftmt Actm about the middle of the

^ Edited by Collier for the Omidm Soa^^ 1838

VOL. L K
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whole, after a summary of what has gone before m stanzas

by the Interpretour (who here appears as a kind of chorus)

If, however, such is not the case, and if the second play

begins, as Collier thinks, at a considerably later point, where

some confusion or omission occurs in the MS , and wMbie

Bale’s own handwriting commences, it may be that only

the second part was by him In support of this possibility,

It may be noticed, first, which is of little importance,

that Bale in his Summarium gives, as a translation of the

beginning of his p%y, Latin words to which the actual

beginning only very vaguely corresponds^, secondly, that

a considerable difference seems noticeable between the

earlier and the later portions, the earlier being (I thmk) at

once more vigorous and effective in the serious, and coarser

in the comic, passages. Internal evidence sufficiently

shows the play to have been wiitten either m or soon aftei

Henry VIII’s reign, and before, not after, that of Queen

Mary It is most probably a product of the early yeais

of the reign of Edward VP The conclusion, with an

adulatory reference to Queen Elisabeth, is obviously a later

addition, and may, as Mr Fleay ingeniously conjectures,

have been introduced, with certain other modifications, on

the occasion of the play being performed before the Queen

during her visit to Ipswich in August, 1561 ®

In ages nearer to our own the reign of Queen Mary, who
in 1548 was still but a persecuted princess, has been apt to

furnish the most glaring illustrations required by Protestant

partisanship when appealing to the antipathies of popular

audiences. The contemporaries of Edward VI could hardly

have found any period of English history so useful for

’ See Collier’s edition. Note I

* Even granting that Imperial as Mr Fleay puts it, is ' ostensibly

Henry VIII,’ this would not show that the play ^as written before his

death On the other hand, the reference to *our late Kynge Henrye’ (see

b4ow) might of course have been introduced m the reign of Elisabeth
* Chromch History of the London Stage^ 63-3, where it is pointed out

that Imperial Majesty is repeatedly styled ^Govemour^—^the title assumed
by ®lissbeth iu lieu of that of* Head ' of the Church Ct the same author’s

OmmkU of the English Droma^ 1. s8 Bale, who died in

15^3, h su|!posed by Mr, Fleay to have himself been the corrector
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a similar purpose as the reign of King John Had not

Wyclif begun his public career as the liteiary mouthpiece

of the English Pailiament which rejected the impolitic

demand of Pope Urban V, that the arrears of the tribute

agieed upon between King John and Pandulph should be

paid up at once ? With all the hatred of Papal exactions

and Papal interference, and of the airogance characterising

it in manner as well as matter, there of course coexisted m
the popular English mind much ignorance as to many parts

of King John’s story, and as to the-^?ndmduality of King

John himself Thus, although he could not well be vene-

rated as a hero, he might be sympathised with as a victim ,

it might even be insinuated or asserted, that this treacherous

prince, whose homage done to the Pope foi his two king-

doms was m truth a political manoeuvre dictated by

desperation, and whose mind was visited by glimmermgs

of Protestant doctrines just about as much as that of his

brother Richard, withstood proud Pharaoh—the Pope—as

a faithful Moses on behalf of his poor Israel—England

,

while the now glorified name ‘ Lollard ’ might be applied

to him without any scruple as to its appropriateness

Possibly, Kynge Johan was one of the publications against

which Bishop Gardiner protested m a letter to the Protector

Someiset written m the first year of Edward VPs reign

when theVisitation had begun which was almost literally

to change the face of the land, and which, while received

with very diffeient feelings elsewhere, may be supposed to

have found friends at Ipswich^ Cardinal Wolsey’s birth-

place had benefited by the abolition of some of the smaller

monasteries in the reign of Henry VIII, and its grammar-
school was to be endowed, probably from similar sources,

by Queen Elisabeth Some of the charitable foundations

of this borough or its vicinity, as was mentioned above,

happened to date back to the reign of King John, whose

name had therefore a good sound m this part of the country

But the choice of theme might have naturally suggested

* See Froude, iv. 300,
^ Less isolated than the ofiender who had suffered there in the days of

Uie Six Articles (1539) CL Froude, ni> 188*

N a,
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itself on more general grounds
,
and indeed a previous

diamatic attempt on the subject seems to have been pro-

duced in the shape of ‘an enterlude concernyng King

John/ acted ‘at my Lorde of Canterbury’s’ (Cranmer’s) on

January 2nd, 1540^

The play of Kynge Johan (for I must treat it as a single

one) breathes the veiy spirit of the period of its com-

position—an emphatic defiance of the Pope and of Popery,

thoroughly in consource with the tendencies which animated

the sway of Somerset^nd the Calvimstic reformeis. These

were the men who made war upon the relics of Roman
ritual and Church wealth spared by Henry VIII, against

which the author of Kynge Johan inveighs with the utmost

bitterness and vehemence At no other time in the Tudor

period was so ‘ thorough ’ a view in the ascendant in the

leforming circles as to the authority of the temporal sove-

reign in Church as well as State , and it is this view which

the play enforces with reiterated energy The royal supre-

macy IS repeatedly insisted upon in terms one may almost

say of gustOy such as Cranmer would have heartily ap-

proved It IS curious, by the bye (and incidentally like-

wise points to an early date), that though the author

vigorously denounces the absurdity of employing the Latin

tongue in the services of the Church, he almost invariably

makes his own quotations from Scripture (whicE aie very

copious) m Latin, as if that were the tongue after all most

familiar to him as the language of the Bible,

The diama begins with a speech fiom King John himself,

declaring his lineage and position, and announcing his in-

tention to do his duty by his people. To him enter * Yng-
lond vtdtui ^—a personification of the country as a widow,

who at once beseeches the King to protect her from her

oppressors^. ‘Who are these?’ inquires the King. Her
answer suggests the keynote to all that follows, in these

plain-spoken words

—

^ ,See the docmnent m the State-Paper Office as quoted by Cdlher,

* Readers of Eaem Queme will call to inkd the ^legory of th®
desolate widow Bclgfe m BL h Canto v of that poeiru
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^ Suche lubbers as hath dysgysed heads in their hoodes

Whych m ydlenes do lyve by other menns goodes,

Monkes, chanons and nones in dyvers coloure and shappe,

Bothe whyght blacke and pyed, God send their increase yll happe
’

The conference is interrupted by Sedwsyon (Sedition^),

who certainly proves deserving of the epithet of a ‘ lewde

person/ speedily applied to him by the King. Sedition

is in fact at once the main agent in the conduct of the play,

and its solitary comic character While therefore he re-

presents the Vice of the moralities,/"he not only by his

humoious (and ineffably coarse) sallies enlivens the pro-

gress of the action, but is the spirit of evil as well as

the spirit of mockery He makes very clear to King John

the source of the mischief which is abroad in the realm,

and m no measured terms exposes the iniquitous designs

of the Pope, as well as the arts by which his emissaries

have mastered the minds of the nobles, the clergy^ and the

lawyers, upon whom the King had imagined he could rely

Personifications representing these three orders of men

—

Nobilyie^ the Clargy^ and Symll (Civil) Order—are then

introduced to prove that Sedition has spoken the truth,

but are constrained by the King to promise such obedience

as he may demand from them Hereupon the plot is

hatched by Sedition and Dissimulation (‘ dan Davy Dyssy-

mulacyon**), who recognise one another as cousins.

—

' .S' Knowest thou not thi cosyn Sedycyon ?

D I have ever loved both the and thy condycyon

S Thow must nedes, I trowe, for we cum of ij bretherne

If thou remSber owr fathers were on mans chyldeme.

Thou comyst of Falshed and I of Prevy Treason.

D Then Infydelyte our granfather ys by reson

5 Mary, that ys trewe and his begyner Antycnst,

The great pope of Rome, or fyrst veyne popysh pnst.’

After comparing their antecedents and principles, and find-

ing them mutually satisfactory, these two worthies agree

to summon to their aid Pryvat Welth and Usurpyd Power,

who enter singing a canticle^ and join m the conspiracy.

The conspirators now severally assume the characters

* The spelling of the MS* is unusually wild
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which are supposed to typify the qualities they represent,

VIZ Dtsstmulaiton becomes Raymundus Sedition Stephen

Langton Archbishop of Canterbury, Private Wealth Cai-

dinal Pandulphus and Usurped Power the Pope Thpy
agree that an Interdict shall be issued, and the rule of

Popeiy fully established

Thus ends the ^ first act,’ after the ‘ Interpretour ’ has

summed up the position in the following stanzas, which

may be quoted, as they will render unnecessaiy any close

account of the remamder of the play —
^In thys present acte we have to yow declared,

As m a mirronr, the begynnynge of Kynge Johan,

How he was of God a magistrate appoynted

To the govemaunce of thys same noble regyon,

To see mayntayned the true faythe and relygyon,

But Satan the Devylle, which that time was at large,

Had so great a swaye that he coulde it not discharge

Upon a good zele he attempted very faixe

For welthe of thys realnie to piovyde reformacyon

In the Churche thereof, but they ded hym debarre

Of that good purpose
,
for by excommunycacyon

The space of vij yeares they mteidyct thys nacyon

These bloudsuppers thus of crueltie and spyght

Subdued thys good Kynge for executynge ryght

In the second acte wylle apeare more playne,

Wherein Pandulphus shall hym excommunycate

Within thys hys lande, and depose hym from hys reigne

All other pnnces they shall move hym to hate,

And to persecute after most crilell rate

They wyll hym poison in their malygnyte

And cause yll report of hym alwayes to be.

This noble Kynge Johan, as a faythfuU Moyses

Withstode proude Pharao for hys poore Israel,

Myndynge to brynge yt owt of the lande of darknesse,

But th^ Fgyptanes did agaynst hym so repell,

That hys poore people ded styll in the desaxt dwell,

Tytl that duke Jome^ whych was our late Kynge Benrye^

Clereiy brought us out m to the lande of mylhe and honye

^ The xejferi^ce seems to be to John’s brother-mdaW, IRaymond IV of

XouiooBe,
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As a strong David, at the voyce of verytie,

Great Golye, the pope, he strake downe with hys slynge,

Restorynge agayne to a Crysten lybertie

Hys land and people, lyke a most vyctoryouse Kynge,
To hir first bewtye mtendynge the Churche to brynge

From ceremonyes dead to the lyvynge wurde of the Lorde

Thys the seconde acte wyll plenteously recorde*

The view of King John's motives indicated in the above

pervades the play, m one passage of which he is called

a ^ Loller/ z e Lollard

Under the piessure of the Intel diet,' Clergy, and

Czvtl Order

^

in spite of the remonstrances of the King,

bend their knees before Langton and Pandulphus
,
then

Commynalte, the personification of the suffering commons,

who IS blind as well as poor, and in whom, as the son

of widowed England, the King had placed his last trust,

tremblingly submits to the arrogant Cardinal, the for-

saken Kmg receives news that enemies from abroad are

threatening him on every side ,
and thus at last he gives

way and delivers up his crown

The rest of the play (which from this point is m Bale’s

handwriting) is far less dramatically effective
,
the real dra-

matic climax being past Further concessions are forced

out of the King, whose enemies finally deteimine to

make awa^ with him by poison Dtsstmulaiton, on being

promised eternal bliss as his reward, assumes to himself

the responsibility of the deed and its consequences To
the King, who is athirst, he enters m the guise of a

monk, bearing a cup in his hand and singing a wassail-

song^, and after himself swallowing half the poisoned

draught, persuades the King to drink the remainden The
treacherous monk hereupon goes to his death, comforted by

^ Perhaps the oldest m our language It runs thus — <

<Wassayie^ Wassayle out of the mylke payle,

Wassayle, wassayle, as whsrte as my nayle,

Wassayle, wassayle in snowe froste and hayle,

Wassayle, wassayle with partnch and rayle*

V^Tassayle, wassayle that muche doth avayle,

Wassayle, wassayle that never wyll fayle
*

It may be worthy of remark that the poisoning ofKmg John at Swmeshead
monastery, accepted by Shaksperej^ is a doubtful tradition
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the belief that he ‘dies for the Chuich with S Thomas of

Canterbury,’ and then his royal victim dies (not on the

stage), after forgiving his foes and uttering a farewell to

England —
‘Farwell, swete Englonde, now last of all to the,

I am ryght sorye I coulde do for the no more
Farwell ones agayne, yes, farwell for evermore.'

The whole of what follows may, in the irreverent lan-

guage of the moderiv stage, he described as a tag Veryte

(Venty) expatiates on the Kings virtues and good deeds

and on the lies which partisan historians have uttered

against his memory, and inculcates at great length the

doctrine of absolute obedience to princes Nohihty^ Clergy^

and Civil Order promise to amend their ways
,
and here

at last the play might have come to a close, but the

author could not forbear from bringing m, to wind up the

action, what may be almost called a deus ex machtnd in

the shape of one more ^trsomfic2.tiori--ImperyaU MajesUe,

This abstraction, beyond doubt, very thinly veils the royal

or ‘ imperial ’ (for he liked that style) figure of Henry VIII,

with whose sentiments the oration in favour of the royal

supremacy is in very complete accordance Sedition is

called to account by Imperial Majesty^ and though pro-

mised pardon if he will make a full confession is^consigned

to the hands of Civil Order for the expiation of his sms —
‘ Have hym fourth, Cyvyle Order, and hang hytn tyll he be dead,

And on London brydge loke ye bestowe his head'

This worthy having been taken away, after begging that

some one will tell the Pope, so that he may be put in the

litany and piayed to ‘with candels’ like Thomas Becket,

there remains nothing to be said beyond some final words

of admonition against sedition and popeiy The exhorta-

tion against anabaptism (a term of very elastic application

^ lihey consist m London Bridge having be^n built in his reign, and in

his * as towehynge Christes rehgyon * having been proved by the ex-

pulsion^of the Jews out of the reslm The list is not long^ but Bale might
have found it difftcult to enlarge it, unless he had foreseen the greatness of

Liverpoof, td which Bjng John gave its first charter^
‘
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in the Reformation age) and the tribute of praise to Queen
Elisabeth, as to the sovereign who may be a light to all

other princes, are, as has been seen, later additions

^
As a mattei of course, this play is written in anything but

a historical spirit, and it would be of little advantage to

criticise it from a histoncal point of view Indeed, expert

controversialist as he was, the author falls back on ‘ abusing

the plaintiff’s attorney’ both in the passage of the Inter-

pretouFs speech cited above and in the assertion of Nohhty
(which for the lest does not lack pointj, that

‘You pnstes are the cawse that chronycles doth defame

So many prynces, and men of notable name,

For yow take upon yow to wryght them evermore,

And therfore Kyng Johan is lyke to rew it sore

When ye wryte his time, for vexing of the Clargy®’

In other words, this earliest example of a species which was
soon to develope into the Chrmtcle Htsiortes^ pretended to

bid defiance to the CkromckSi because they were written by
pnests

,
nor was it until a new generation of historical writers

arose who were in sympathy with the sentiments of a large

body of the laity that a national histoncal drama could draw
its materials fiom congenial sources It so happens that

with the reign of King John began a new schorl of

ecclesiastical chroniclers, associated with the monastei/ of

St Albatss, who reflected the change in the clergy of the

age from political neutrality to active partisanship on behalf

of the claims of the Church® Authorities of this description

Bale was not very likely to follow
,
and indeed even in

the later Chronicle History of The Troublesome Ratgne of

John King of England (printed in 1591), to be mentioned

below, mediaeval historical tradition was treated with scant

courtesy. Yet for the main senes of his facts Bale had,

notwithstanding, to depend upon the narrative of the

Chroniclers. ThiS furnished the outline of the action of his

play and suggested the dramatic idea that lay at the root

of the two later dramatic treatments of the same subject

—

^ i8a ® Act I
* Cf- Bishop Stubbs, ap Gardmer and Mullinger, Introduction to English
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VIZ the fatal influence of the Roman Chuich Thus the

king became m his eyes a national hero, although, as perhaps

was natural in an admirer of so arbitiary a ^ duke,’ he over-

looked what we should term the constitutional significance

of John’s reign, and utterly ignored Magfia Charta^

I have treated this production at what may perhaps seem

dispropoitionate length, because of the importance attaching

to it in the history of our dramatic literature on account of

its theme, which was at once (in a sense) religious and

national, and which Wcordingly places the woik midway
between the early religious and the active beginnings

of our national histoiical drama Yet, as must have

become sufficiently obvious, it has in form nothing of

moment to distinguish it from the moralities, to which by

the allegorical nature of most of its chaiacteis and by its

general method of treatment it properly speaking belongs.

As in so many of the moralities, a very limited number of

actors seems to have been contemplated for its performance

The exits and entrances of the principal characteis (with

the single exception of King John himself) are so arranged

as to admit of four, three or two of them respectively being

played by the same peisons, and stage directions fre-

quently occur such as ^ Go out Ynglond^ and drese for

Clargy ’

In a prolific controversialist such as Bishop Bate it would

be odd to look for literary merit of the poetical kind. As
we shall see hereafter, the dramatist and the pamphleteer

were in the annals of our liteiature more than once combined

in the same individual,—but such writers only very ex-

ceptionally attain to loftier flights. There is however some

dramatic force in the struggle ofKing John as his catastrophe

draws near and a touch of pathos may perhaps be found

in the figure of the poor ‘ Commonalty *—which Lyndsay

^ So did the author of The Trouhle&ome Rmgne and (virtually) Shakspere,

to both, of whom, as may be worth mentioamg here. Bale's play seems to

been altogether unknown
*-ThO earhor part of the play also has some vigorous passSlges , see

that tpi which interprets the text of the Queen's ‘vesture of gold,

wrought about with divers colours' (Psalm xlv lo) as refbmng to' the
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had made the central peisonage of his political morality^,

but which was to be often conspicuous by its absence from

the actions of our English historical dramas

Jhe staple metie of Kynge Johan consists of rimed

Alexandrines, very irregular as to the number of syllables

;

quatrains and tiiplets are fiequently introduced
,
the stanza-

form of the InterpretouF

s

speech is Chaucerian

It should perhaps be pointed out that we possess no Usstgmf

evidence as to Bale’s Kynge Johan having actually served

as a tiansition from the Moralities to the Chronicle Histones, ofour

and by means of these to the regulai diama of the tragic

or seiious kind Indeed, there is every indication to the

contrary
,
for the earliest Chronicle History proper known

to us belongs in date to the last decade but one of the

sixteenth century^, and to the author of the second in

date {The Troublesome Ratgne^ already noted), which was

printed in 1591, Bale’s play was, as has been seen, unknown.

After Its composition, succeeded perhaps by one or more

performances of it under King Edward VI, Queen Mary’s

reign had intervened, during which there were the best of

reasons for keeping the MS hidden away among the papers

of the Corpoiation at Ipswich. Thence it only emerged on

a single occasion early in Queen Elisabeth’s reign, when if

not actually performed it was certainly levised for some

such purpose The death of its author two years afterwards

(1563) may help to account foi its having, so far as we
know, remained unpnnted At all events the fact of its

existence fell back into an oblivion fiom which it was not

rescued until its discovery some threescore years ago In

the first decade of the leign of Elisabeth, as will be shown

vanous monastic orders, which he enumerates with extraordinary volubility

,

whereupon King John remarks •

—

* Davyd meangrth vertuys by the same diversitye

As an the sayd psalme yt is evydent to se,

And not munkysh sects, but it is ever yowr cast

For yowT advauncement the scnpturs for to wrast’

* Anie^ p 130, mie
* The Famous Vtciones ofHmrf Twas certamly performed before 1588

See below, Mr* Fleay* but I am not sure on what evidence, dates the pro*

iuctien of the Tfus TragQdtsofRiskar^JIIs& early as 1587
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Classical

siudtts

under
Mary and
Elisabeth

immediately, the beginnings of English tragedy were, with

the utmost distinctness, to attach themselves to examples of

a veiy different kind of diamatic writing Yet the fact of

the composition and existence of Kynge Johan^ whatever

were the actual fortunes of the work, remains not the less

of great significance. An age which could produce a play

of this description could not fail before long to find writers

who would abandon the worn ways of the moralities and

their abstract chaiacters, and appeal to a range of ideas

and feelings no longer to be satisfied by the allegorical

inculcation of ethical commonplaces, or by the repetition of

familiar Bible stories and anecdotes of saints

Queen Mary’s leign, which (although only for a time^)

swept away the creations of reforming or innovating zeal,

likewise sought, in the ordinary spirit of Tudor despotism,

to suppress by all the means in its power that freedom of

public utterance of which stage and printing-press weie

already becoming joint agents But Mary likewise shared

with her brother and sister, as well as with hei father,

a genuine love of learning , and the learning of the Renas-

cence had Its root and inmost being in the study of the two
classical languages Whatever may be the fortunes of this

branch of research and study in future periods of civilisation,

It may be confidently asserted that the classics can never

again become to any portion or section ofthe publib interested

in intellectual effort what they were to the ^ humanists ’ of

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. To these men and

women (for a representative bevy of the female sex was

wanting neither m Italy nor in England) the languages and

literatures of ancient Greece and Rome furnished the exem-

plars, which neither time could affect nor decay could befall,

of whatever was wise in meaning and beautiful in form,

and modern tongues and literatures were but the serving-

maids of their privileged and more perfect elder sisteis.

And as in what may be called the technical parlance of the

Renascence ' poets ’ and ‘ poetry ’ often meant the composers

and composition of Latin verse, so in England translation

from tile Classics was reckoned the choicest—I had almost

^ pf; mie^ p* 153, ^ Ante^ p. 153
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said ‘the most lespectable’—^kmd of liteiary productivity

No substantial difference is noticeable as to the general

aspects of our literature between the reign of Maiy and the

earlier yeais of the reign of Elisabeth, at least, it would

need a very nice sense of discrimination to distinguish

between the lyrical collections of the one and those of the

other, TotteVs Miscellany (1557) seems but the fiist of

a long series of similars All these anthologies display an

unquenchable ardoui in the pursuit of classical study that

finds Its natural outlet in translation English versions of

classical poetry were produced in a continuous flow during

the leign of Queen Maiy and during the greater part of

the reign of her successor. Even when the great period

of our Elisabethan literature had already set in, when the

Faerie Queene was on the eve of publication and when
Shakspere was already known as a successful dramatist,

one ofthe foremost of his earlier competitors, himself a writer

of some original power, is found ranking by the side of the

great English poets of old, a translator of the Aemid^ whose

name is now known to none but professed literary students

In the history of the literature of translations no fact is

moie familiar than this, that at paiticular times particular

authors command, 01 even monopolise, the attention of both

writers and readers Among the classical authors who
attained tc? this kind of popularity in the early days of

Elisabeth, the tragic poet Seneca ^ for very manifest reasons

held a piomment place To begin with, he wiote in Latin

and not in Gieek, and the histoiy of the scholarship of the

early Elisabethan age attests the fact, that it was the

^ Peele, xn the Prologue to The Honour of the Garter (1593), ranks Phaer,

the translator of the Aenetd (1558% with Chaucer and Gower —
* Why thither post not all good wits from hence,

To Chaucer, Gower, and to the fairest Phaer
That ever vdhtur’d on great Virgil's works ?

*

In the same poem he refers with enthusiasm to

‘ our English Fraunee^

A peerless sweet translator of our time *

* The question cannot be discussed here whether or not the tragic poet

I.* or M Annaeus Seneca, to whom are aacnbed nine tragedies which are

preserved complete, and a tenih, the gflevously mutilated Thehats^ was the

same person as the philosopher, L AimaeusSeneca, the tutor and adviser, and,

Transla*

itons

The
tragedies

ofSeneca
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‘Latinists/ and not the ‘auncient Grecians/ who were ‘of

the greatest fame and most obvious’ m the eyes of the

.liteiary public of the period^ Secondly, Seneca the

tragedian was a writer whose works, while enveloped by
the glamour that was the due of the ancients, had little m
them of the kind of difficulty that repels the modern Nay,

in a sense he was himself a modern, more especially as com-

pared with the tragic poets who had preceded him The
reign of Nero has been justly characterised by one of its

latest historians^ as exhibiting the climax of a literary

cosmopolitanism which had begun with Imperialism and

which ignored any special connexion with a national life

and a national religion that were themselves fast melting

away A Spaniard by descent, Seneca had inherited rhe-

torical gifts with his paternal blood As a tragic poet he

had no choice but to follow the models of the Attic drama,

while evincing what originality or desire of originality there

was in him, by his treatment of details, and more especially

in matters of diction and versification Among the Attic

tragedians Euripides would natuially commend himself

afterwards the victim, of the Emperor Nero Menvale thought that there was
strong evidence of the latter having been the author of some at least of these

plays Conington inclined to the same opinion See Menvale, Htsioty of

the Romans under the Empire (ed 1865), vi 382, and Conmgton*s Essay,

Seneca^ PoetandPhilosopher^ invol 1 of his Miscellaneous Wniwigs (1892^ for

a notice of the vanous theones which have been held as to the authorship

of the ^ Senecan * tragedies, including the theory of Nisard that the several

plays were wntten by different members of the same family, and 'that of

Bernhardy, who held them to have been the work of a school of rhetoncians

For a note on the Seneca family, see Menvale, v 93
1 See the passage cited by Dr Cunliffe, p xo, from William Webbe’s

Discourse of English Poetne (1586) Ascham, the pupil of Sir John

Cheke, has been justly regarded as an exception proving the rule, but

it IS noticeable that even he gives at least nominal precedence to Seneca

among * the best authors ^ as to whose claims * for learnyng of tonges and

sciences ’ there rises ' amonges proude and envious wittes a great contro-

versie, whether one or manyare to be folowed * an^ if one,who iS that one,

SenecUf Cicero, Salust, or Cesar, and so forth, m Greeks and Latin * (The

SdioU Master, Bk, II ) No genuine translation of a Greek play appeared m
tihe Sixteenth centuiy, or long afterwards, m England. On the other hand,

the l^lutm of Anstophanes is said to have been performed in Greek before

Ehsabeth, (Symonds, Shaksperds Predecessors, p* ass, notel^

* H/Scliiller, G^chtchte des i^mtschen Katsermohs unter der Regterung des
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above the rest for imitation, both m his bolder and freer

>

treatment of mythical characters and situations, and in his

elaborate, artificial, and highly-seasoned effects of diction.

What the old-fashioned Attic critics—or those who like

Aristophanes pretended to be old-fashioned—found fault

with in Euripides, most attracted the dramatist who catered

for the Romans of the decadence But Euripides was an

Athenian whose earlier triumphs had fallen within the

greatest age of the art to which he ministered
,
even

those very excesses beyond what was held seemly m the

treatment of his themes were due to the uncontrollable

iippetus of genius to create new problems for itself to

master, and their very choice was deteimined by an idio-

syncrasy with whose claims criticism could only quarrel at

its peal And if, ‘haunted on the stage by the daemon of

Socrates,’ he found too frequent outlets in the conjunctures

of his dramas or the developement of their characters for

philosophical speculation,—still, who would venture to assert

of the ‘ most tragic of poets ’ that he composed his tragedies

for the purpose of introducing into them subtle observa-

tions, pregnant apophthegms, or familiar quotations tnposse ?

Finally, his innovations in the familiar forms of Attic

tragedy, such, above all, as his reduction of the chorus to

a position of often vanishing importance in the action, and

"Sis consequent elaboration of its lyrical effects, were natural

steps in a piocess of developement neither begun nor earned

to its ultimate issue by himself

Seneca possibly represents a phase of Roman tragedy in

Its artificiality and decline m which he did not stand alone

,

but as to this, whether fortunately or unfortunately for his

poetic reputation, we know nothing He borrows his sub-

leqts from the time-honoured themes of Greek mythology

with a single-minded preference for what may in a word be

called the most seftsational in the hst. The horrid banquet

placed by Atreus before Thyestes, the murder of Agamen-
non by his adulterous wife and her paramour, the incestuous

love of Phaedra, the revenge of the disenchanted Medea

—

all these and others of the same kind are served up once

more. But his pains are spent neither on the contrivance j
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of the action nor in the evolution of its characters In

the former respect he is only notable for a proneness to

gratifying the eyes as well as the ears of his public with the

horrors of blood and iron, and for a specially free use of

Charon s stairs/ Seneca's ghosts, were in the Elisabethan

age regarded as the most characteristic part of his tragic

machinery, though in this respect as m others no very

careful distinction was always drawn between himself and

his master Euripides ^ His treatment of the chorus^ a more

distinct advance upon the Euripidean piccedent, facilitated

the general conduct of the action of his plays, and enabled

him more freely to ignore those so-called unities of time

and place of which in the Attic drama the continuous

presence of interlocutory and commentating witnesses on

the orchestra was the actual cause A convenient outward

expression of this greater independence of dramatic con-

struction was his habitual division of his tragedies into five

acts—a system which (whether or not due to his own in-

vention) was derived from him by the modern drama at

large But the chief attention of the Roman poet is devoted

to matters other than choice of theme or method of con-

struction. His versification has the facile fluency to which

only a late age of any poetic literature can attain. His

own literary genius, together with the influences of his age,

show themselves in his diction, highly colouredmby a bril-

liant rhetoric and studded with philosophical sentiments

and gnomic phrases to which his Stoic training frequently

lent a deeper significance, and which at times intensified the

force of his action and characters themselves. His dialogue

bristles with antithesis, to which effect is added by the

device of sUchomythta^ and even by that of breaking up

a single line into thiust and parry, but he is not invariably

so far mastei of his art as to be able to leave a striking

^ The summons * Up gneshe ghostes ’ m TM ''Shepheardes Calendar

^

Hovcmber, v* 55, is thus annotated by ' E K ^ * The maner of TragicaU

Poetes, to call for helpe of Funes, and damned ghostes so is Hecuba of

Euripides, and Tantalus brought m of Seneca And the rest of the rest
’

As Or, Herford observes (in his edition of the Calendar^ 3:895, P*
* the ^host of Tantalus appears in Seneca^s that of Polydorus in

funpidfes* Hpciiha Kirke^s statement is somewhat confused
’
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utterance alone when it has once been delivered He is

neither altogether commonplace nor altogether artificial;

but his style so largely combines elements of both defects

as to have all the imitability of bombast ^

From all this we may perceive why among the ancient Thmtn-

tragic poets Seneca pre-eminently commended himself to

the sympathies of the Renascence age It vas to Italy that hie^atme

English writers in this period looked for their immediate

models, and, m the emphatic words of a writer who on this

subject may be described as authoritative, "every tragic

scene which the Italians of the Renaissance set forth upon
the boards of Rome or Florence or Ferrara, was a transcript

from Seneca Following this lead,’ he continues, ‘our

English scholars went to school with Seneca beneath the

ferule of Italian ushers^' From Alberto Mussato, who
wrote in Latin \ downwards to the prolific school of Italian

tragedies of the earlier half of the sixteenth century, all

adhered to a model the atmosphere of whose themes and
whose literary manner was alike congenial to them^ French
tragedy began in 155:^ with the CUopatre Captive of Etienne

Jodelle, a tragedy entirely m the manner of Seneca, devoid

of action, but furnished with a chorus and not wanting
a ghost The long-enduiing sway of the Latin tragedian

over the French, and his influence upon othei modern
dramas, it wuld be superfluous in this place to illustrate^,

I cannot say whether the four tragedies composed by

^ 'Ercles' vein* {MidsummsTNigMs Dream, 1 2) may immediately allude
to the play of Hercules, of which Part I was produced m May X595, and both
Farts of which are stated to have been the work of Martin Slater, Slather,

Slatier or Slaughter (see Heuslowe^s Dtary, passifpi) But the existence

of this bipartite drama only furnishes additional evidence of the influence of
the Hercules Furens and the Hercules OeiaeuSn

* Syxnonds, Shaksper/s Predetxssors, 217 * Ante, p 168
* An account of the Italian tragedians who wrote under the influence of

Seneca will be found in Klein, v 341 seqq
; cf Symonds, u s

* As to the commanding influence of Seneca upon a long penod of the
French drama, and upon more isolated phenomena in the Spanish and
German, see Cunhffe, p 8» Ludwig Uhland left behind him a play called

Thyest^itx the mam a version of Seneca, The classical Butch dramatists of
the seventeenth centuiy, Hooft and Vondel in particular, based their efforts

upon a close study of the characteristic features of Seneca as a dramatist,

and thus succeeded in expelling from the stage ihe allegoncal figures which

VOL^ U O
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George Buchanan while resident at Bordeaux during the

years 1540 to 1545 (or thereabouts), which were acted by the

students there—including a youth destined to become illus-

tiious in the literature of the world—weie based on Seneca,

01 moie diiectly on Seneca’s model Euripides, but they

were expressly designed to encourage a transition from the

old allegories to the imitation of classical models ^ What
is certain is that in the first three decades of Elisabeth’s

reign the tragedies of Seneca were a favouiite study of

English scholars and men of letters, more especially of

course when connected by their present or past training

with the Universities Thus this authoi came to form the

chief connecting link between the leaining of the English

Renascence and the growth of the English diama^

Sffieca^s Between the years 1559 and 1581 all the ten tragedies

written by Seneca, or attributed to his authorship, were

hamiaud successively translated into English by five scholars, one of

whom, Thomas Newton, m 1581, collected the efforts of all

these ^ laudable Authors ^ ^ into a single volume, under the

title of Seneca his tenne Tragedies translated into Englysk^

The earliest of these Tianslations was that of the Troades

had held sway m the plays exhibited xn the Redertjker-Kammem (See

a notice of J A Worp, Ve tnvhed mn Senecds Treuyspelm op ons ionneel^

by h Martin, m Deutsche Ltiteraturseitufigy February nth, 1893 ,
cf a notice

of the same work in Archw derneueren Sprachen undLttterat^ren^ November

1894)
^ See Prof A, Macka^s notice of Buchanan m the DicHonaiy of National

Biography, vol vii p 187 Ascham (The Scholemasfer, Bk II) describes one

of these tragedies, * Jephthe^ as * able to abyde the trew touche ofAmtPiUs
preceptes and Eunptded examples *

^
Both in the preceding passage and in what follows concerning the early

translations into English of Seneca’s tragedies, as well as m subsequent

references to their influence upon our drama, I have made free use of an

exhaustive essay by an old fellow-student of my own, Or J W CunlifFe,

The Influence ofSeneca upon Ehstahethan Tragedy (1893) See also T Vatke’s

essay, Shakespeare und Eunptdesy m Shakespeare Jahrbuck, vol iv (1869),

and a note byW Wagner, vol xn (1876) I ^ave already mcidenially

referred to the admirable passage concerning Seneca and Ins * paramount

authority’ in the Renascence penod «i chap vi of Symonds’ Shaksperis >

Predecessors (1884)

^ » They are so called by William Webbe, himself a Cambndge graduate,'
' his Dkeotme ofEnglish Poetne (1586).

^,This,!quarto was repnnted by the Spenser Society in 1887 with an

the President of the Society, Mr Joseph Leigh*
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in 1559 (reprinted m ^563) by Jasper Heywood, who also

published in 1360 a translation of the Thyesies^ and in 1561

one of the Hercules Fure^is In 1560 Alexandei Neville

composed a translation of the Oedtpus, first published in

1563 In 1561 Thomas Nuce published a translation of the

Octavia John Studley followed with the Medea (1563),

and the complete edition by Thomas Newton (1581) in-

cluded besides his own version of the Thebats^ Studley*s

translations of the Agamemnon^ the Hercules Oeiaeus^ and

the Hippolytus-

All these writers were University men and professed

scholais The first of the band, Jasper Heywood (1535-

1598), who specially interests us as a son of John Heywood,
the author of interludes and epigrammatist, and who as

a boy had been page ofhonour to the Princess Elisabeth, was

under Queen Mary successively a fellow of Merton and of

All Souls College At Merton he had to resign his fellowship

on account of misdemeanours ^
;
All Souls he was obliged

to leave because of his non-compliance with the changes

in religion that followed on the accession of Queen Elisa-

beth Being already in priest’s oiders, he repaired to Rome,
where, m 1562^ he was admitted a member of the Society

of Jesus ,
but his subsequent promotions (including a degree

of D D,) and strange experiences must here be passed b}^

He is supposed to have translated some portion of Vergil,

he put together a compendium of Hebrew grammar, and

he contributed several English poems to the Paradyse of

Dayniy Demses (1578) ^ Alexander Neville (1544--1614),

Thomas Nuce (d 1617), and John Studley (said to have

been killed at the siege of Breda m 1587 were all three

Cambridge men. Neville, who was successively m the

service of three Archbishops of Canterbury, belonged to

the literary virorld of his day
,
he was a nephew of Barnaby

Googe and a fnehd of George Gascoigne, and edited the

' He had very successfully fiUed the office of lord of misrule in his

College, and possibly forgot that Cbnstmas comes but once a year
* bee the biographical notice by Mr Tiiompson Cooper m vol xxvi of

the D^cUomiy of Nahonal Btogmph^y pp 3J89*-33t5 cC Mr Joseph Leigh’s

Introduction, pp, v-vi

® Dramaiket i 69^*

0 2
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collection of Cambridge verses on the death of Su Philip

Sidney. He also wrote a Latin history of Kitt’s rebellion \

Thomas Nuce, who, after holding a fellowship at Pembroke

Hall, died as a Prebend of Ely, composed Latin as well as

English verse ^ Finally, Thomas Newton (d 1607), who
published all the ten tragedies in a single volume, was

educated both at Oxford and at Cambridge, and after

(probably) practising as a physician and teaching as a

schoolmaster, settled down as a country lector The long

list of his works includes writings on historical, medical,

and theological subjects, and he was, in addition, a skilled

writer of both English and more especially of Latin

verse, by which latter he excited the admiration of his

contemporaries K

Men of letters of so liberal and many-sided a culture

were as translators likely to err on the side of freedom

rather than on that of a too servile fidelity to their original

,

and a seductive example was set by Jasper Heywood m
the earliest of these versions, that of the Troades Here not

only are verses and stanzas freely added to the choric parts,

and other alterations made m them, but an entire chorus is

added at the end of Act I, and at the beginning of Act II

IS introduced a soliloquy by the "Spright of Achilles'

—

both scene and character being the inventions of the trans-

lator. To the Thyestes he likewise added, at tiie end of

Act V, a soliloquy into which Thyestes strives to condense

all the horrors of the play ^ The most anxious ^mong the

translator for fidelity seems to have been Thomas Newton,

^ See Mr S Lee*^s notice m Dtchonaty of National Biography^ xi 044-5

,

and Mr Joseph Leigh, u s, m-iv
* See Mr Donald Bayne*s notice in Dicttonaiy of National Biography^ xn.

056 , and Mr Joseph Leigh, « s,m
® See the late Mr J P Earwaker^s notice In Dwtionaiy of National

Biography^ xl 402-3, and Mr Joseph Leigh, u s Although a Puritan m his

tendencies, Newton was in Phillips’ Thealrum Poeiamm credited with the

authorship of Tamburlatm
* It, hegms with an invocation of Pluto, much in the siyle of the

mysteries
* O Klyng of Dytis dungeon darke and giysly Ghosts of hell,

Hiat m the deepe and dredfull Denne of blackest Tartare dwell j

Where leane and pale diseases lye, where feare and famyne are,

Where discord stands with bleeding browes, where euexy kynd!e of care.*
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but It IS veiy likely that he merely added a version of the

Thebais in order to make the collection complete, instead

of being attracted by preference to this play, which moreover

IS at best a fragment

Both in diction and in versification these translations

attest the period of their origin, they contain no blank

verse
,
and while the stanza-forms and metres of the choruses

are necessarily more varied, the favourite metre of the

dialogue consists ofthose rimed couplets of fourteen syllables

with seven accents, of which the best-known example is to

be found in Chapman’s Ihad
The direct influence of the tragedies of Seneca—exercised

no doubt chiefly through the medium of these translations

—

upon the beginnings of regular English tragedy will become

abundantly manifest as we review in their sequence its

earliest productions Here it will suffice to state that in

external form, as well as with respect to less tangible

characteristics, these productions unmistakeably imitated

Seneca and no other model—taking over his five acts

separated from one another by choruses, his use and treat-

ment of the chorus itself as detached from the action, and
his occasional, but by no means obligatory, resort to the

Messenger as the narrator of a catastrophe—for in Seneca

and on the early English tragic stage much business of this

kmd IS transacted before the eyes ofthe public^ The writers

of our early tragedies likewise took over from Seneca other

stock-characters of his scene, including the faithful servant

and the confidential nurse, and above all they took over

from him his ghosts and his supernatural devices m general.

Not less certainly was he their chief (although not their

only) guide in their choice of startling and often revolt-

ing themes, as well as in their use of sententious speech

and rapidly antithetical dialogue. Of these characteristic

features—more especially of the last-named—our English

tragic drama continued in varying measure to exhibit the

influence in the works of Shakspere’s predecessors, in

those of Shakspere himself, aud even in those of the later

Their

direct in*

fluence
upon early

English

tragedy

^ CUDLlififc, p)p*
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Ehsabethans
,
in addition to which isolated writers of high

classical training at various times in the course of this

period essayed a close and consistent imitation of Senecan

tragedy ^ But as a matter of course the height of Seneca’s

dominion over English tragedy belongs to its earliest days,

which may be legarded as very nearly coincident with

those over which the production of the translations noticed

above extended, and with the few years following upon

their collective publication ^

The circumstance that earlier and contemporary Italian

tragedy stood wholly under the influence of Seneca, and

itself contributed to strengthen and intensify that influence,

more especially m the choice of themes, will therefore

not wairant us in representing as a pnmaiy what was but

a secondary channel It was not from the Italian trage*

dians more or less contemporary with themselves, such as

Speron Sperone or Lodovico Dolce, that the writers of our

earliest English tiagedies derived their method and manner,

but from Seneca in his original or in his translated form

Befoie long, indeed (as it will be most convenient to show
in particular cases), but not in the first instance, the progress

of English tragedy was affected by the later Italian imita^

tors of Seneca, many of whom seasoned their plays with

novelties in the way of the horrible due to personal tastes

vitiated by a continued decadence in public morals

To the influence, then, of the last eminent tragic writer of

classical antiquity, are to be ascribed the main characteristics,

as well as the fact of the composition of the earliest English

tragedy either preserved or known to us. This is the

tragedy of Ferrex and Porrex^ as it is called in the only

genuine impression of 1570, or Corboduc^^ under which

^ See below as to Gascoigne, David and the E^rl of Stirling (William

Alexander), and the reference to Fulke Greville, Lord Brooke.
* In Nash’s Prefatory Letter to Greene’s Menapkon addressed to the

Gmtlemm Students of the Umverstites (Grosart’s edition of Greene’s JForkst

yoL vj) there is a cunons reference to the translators of Seneca who wiU
‘al[<?ord you whole Hamlets^ 1 should say handfqlls of tragical spqaches^;

but, the letter contmuejS, all things come to an end, ‘ and Seneca let blood

linerby hne and pdge by page, at length must needs die to our stage

'

tedited byW D Cooper for the (Old) Shakespeare Society, 1S47, and
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title It was printed in 1565, 1569, 1571 and 1590, and first

acted on January 18, 156a by the gentlemen of the Inner

Temple before the Queen ^ The unauthorised editions of

1565 and 1590 state that the first three acts of this play

were written by Thomas Norton
,
the rest of the play at

all events was written by Thomas Saclcville, aftei-wards

Lord Buckhurst and Earl of Dorset, with whose name the

authorship of the work at large is traditionally associated.

Norton, who was born in 153:^ at Sharpenhoe in Bedford-

shire, and after being educated at Oxford was called to

the Bar from the Inner Temple, made himself useful to

the powers that were in both Church and State, while

adhering to his own Calvmistic views He appears to have

been erroneously credited with the authorship of a treatise

in favour of the Puritans against Whitgift
,
but he wrote

other Calvmistic pamphlets, translated Calvin s Institutes^

and was associated with Sternhold and Hopkins in their

version of the Psalms, while he seems also to have oc-

casionally composed original veise^ He is said to have

been at one time counsel to the Stationers Company, and

Warton believes that he filled the post of licenser of

publications under the bishop of London His coadjutor

filled a notable place in both our political and liteiary

history. Under Queen Elisabeth he was concerned in

some of tfie most important and difficult affaiis of state,

it was he who conveyed her sentence of death to Mary
Queen of Scots at Fotheringay, and he was afterwards sent

to the Netherlands to fill the place of Leicester. The
office of Lord High Treasurer which he held at the close

of Elisabeth’s reign was confirmed to him for life by her

successor, and he died full of honours in 1608,

At the time of the production of Gorboduc he was still

a young man (he was born about 1527), and as a barrister

of the Inner Temple divided his time between attendance

by Miss L Toulmin Smith, Heilbrojin, 1883, also printed in vol u of

Hawkins' Ongtft of tha English Drama and m vol % of the Ancient Bntish

Drama
* Ct Fleay, English Dramas 11 174, 14^
* See the lines man may live thrice Nestor’s life,’ &c m Blis’

SjieiidmHSi lu xo8. C£ Warton, fv. 013, pidiiL 130, 055
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upon the Queen ‘ by her particular choice and liking-/ and

diversions among which literary pursuits must have held

a conspicuous place An early tradition asserted that he

originally contemplated the composition of the entire

earlier portion of the Mirror for Magistrates^ of which

the first edition appeared m 1559 ,
to the second edition

of 1563 his hand contributed the solemn and Dantesque

Induction and the Complaint of the Duke of Buckingham ^

On these his literary fame must chiefly rest
,
yet neither

is Gorboduc^ as I think will appear^ devoid of literary

merit.

The plot is thus stated in the Argument of the

Tragedte —
^ Gorboduc King of Britain divided his realm m his life-time to his

two sons Ferrex and Porrex The sons fell to dissension The
younger killed the elder The mother, that more dearly loved the

elder, for revenge killed the younger The people, moved with the

cruelty of the fact, rose in rebellion and slew father and mother. The
nobility assembled and most terribly destroyed the rebels

,
and after-

wards, for want of issue of the prince, whereby the succession to the

crown became uncertain, they fell to civil war, in which both they and

many of their issue were slam, and the land for a long time almost

desolate and miserably wasted.’

Manifestly, this is an expansion of the ancient Theban

story of the sons of QEdipus and locasta and their fatal

strife
,
although of course the antecedents of the CEdipodean

legend are omitted, and the father and mother play a

different part in the action. The immediate source of the

story IS a tale belonging to ancient British legend, which

was afterwards treated by William Warner in his Albion's

England a work which is to be regarded as a successor

of the Mirror for Magistrates The dramatic idea of

a fatal fratricidal rivalry recurs m many later dramas in

different literatures, which it would be superfluous here to

seek to enumerate ®

' Although this plot in some respects resembles the argu-

* $ee as t<^ these, Warton, xv 170
^ Bppk ill. <?ahtQ 15
’ The in some measure recalls that of Ktn^ Lear^ for Oorhoduc

his royal authority under the influence of an unwise generosity
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ment of an epic poem rather than the action of a drama,

yet it must be allowed to cohere well, besides leading up

to strong situations No doubt these situations are not

always sufficiently prepared
,
in other words Gorboduc, like

the tragedies of Seneca which served as models to its

author, is deficient in characterisation^ As has been well

remarked^, although the personages of the action fall

because of the wrong they have themselves committed, yet

we are very insufficiently shown how the passions which

bring about the catastrophe are developed in the individual

characters (Seneca, it will be remembered, was described

above as weak, even among ancient tragedians, in character-

isation
) On the other hand the play is strong in its

construction, as to the management of which the authors,

in the true spirit of the English drama, assume the right of

declining to follow, except at their own pleasure, arbitrary

rules. In formal matters, indeed, the authors of Gorboduc

adhere to the usages of Seneca. The play is divided into

five acts. Each of the first four acts closes with a chorus,

of Its essence superfluous, recited by a company of not more
than four ‘ ancient and sage men of Biitain/ The murders

do not take place on the stage^ but are announced to the

audience by messengers But while they borrow both

chorus and messenger from the ancient classical drama,

our authors have nothing to say to the supposed law of

the unities of time and place
;
their plot covers an epoch

of history and involves frequent changes of scene. It must

be allowed that the fifth act of the play is of the nature of

an epilogue, and accordingly adds to the heaviness of the

movement.

Enough has perhaps already been said to vindicate the

tragedy of Gorboduc against the censures of A, W. von

‘ Thus, us Warton fiks acutely pomted out, the awful narrative m Act iv.

of Marcella, who relates how the mother Vidua, who had loved Ferrex best,

revenged his death at the hands of his brother Porrex by entenng the

chamber of the latter m the night, and murdenng him in his sleep, intro-

duces this murder without preparing the audience by any previous disclosure

as to the character ofVidua
* By Professor WalcJcer, m a review of the first edition of the present

work.
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Schlegel who declares Pope’s ‘ praise of the regularity of

this work, as fitting it to be one of the first of a school

of classical dramas/ as only proving Pope s own ignorance of

the primary elements of dramatic art, and inveighs against

the utter monotony of its versification and diction ^ To its

own generation, its style seemed so excellent that in his

Apology for Poetry (which was probably written between

1579 and 1581) Sidney extols it as full of* notable moralitie/

1 e of moral maxims deserving attention on their own
account Of course the readiest opportunities for such

rhetorical reflexion are furnished by the choial odes (or

tags) The dialogue moves with a grave and solemn

march, but here and there deviates into sober imagery

Nor can it be denied that certain passages of the play,

which dwell upon the evils of civil d scord and disloyalty,

seem to possess a force not altogether due to the influence

of association A protest against discord as the chief curse

of the lives of both rulers and ruled may be said to form

the leading motive of the work ^

The metre of the dialogue is blank-verse—^the first

known to have been declaimed on an English stage

—

of a solid and slow movement thioughout, with single-

syllable endings Thus early was the experiment tried

1 Ueber dramaitsche Kumi und Ltieraiur (i8n) 11, n, 266-7 Ulnci, too,

judges Go’t boduc with seventy
* In addition, we may detect a direct allusion to contemporary affairs in

such a passage as the following (Act V, Sc 2) —
‘For right will last, and wrong cannot endure,

Right mean 1 his or hers upon whose name
The people rest, by means of native line

Oi by the virtue of some former law

Already made their title to advance

Such one, my lords, let be your chosen King,

Such one so born within your native land,

Such one prefer, and m no wise admit

The heavy yoke offoreign g&vemaunce^

Of the suits of foreign princes for the hand of the Virgin Queen, one (that

of Enc of Sweden) was in this very year (1562) brought to an end by her

own suggestion, while that of Philip of Spam had been previously staved

off, At this period Dudley’s ambition was still directed to sharing Ehsa-^

’beth*9 throne, and SackviUe (who was afterwards employed in the ne*

ggtiations concerning the French marriage) belonged tp the Protestant

party,'^Cfc os to the pobtjcal allusions m this play, lyiiss L Tonhmn Smith,

Iniroducdm^ sxn-xxni.
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in dramatic composition, which only a few years pre-

viously (m 1557) Surrey had first introduced into Eng-

lish verse from Italian examples, in his translation of

the Second and Fourth Books of the /Enetd^ Its use

on the popular stage will more appropriately be discussed

hereafter

In conclusion, mention should be made ofthe employment
in this tragedy of a device peculiar to the early period of

our drama, and familiar from its use in the ‘ play within the

play’ of Hamlet This is the prefiguring dtimb-show^

which sets forth by pantomime (action without words) the

contents of the coming play, or—as in Gorbodiic—of each

ensuing portion or act of it This device, unnecessary m
a drama which like Attic tragedy treated legends familiar

to every spectator, m so far made for refinement, that after

satisfying the grosser craving of mere curiosity, it left the

attention of the spectator to fix itself upon the artistic treat-

ment rather than upon the mere material incidents of

the action When, as m Gorbodnc, instead of representing the

incidents that were to follow in a mere pantomimical sum-
mary, It allegorised them under mythological types, it was
clearly suited for none but a learned audience This kind

of dumb-show must therefore be distinguished from that

which, in some of oui early plays, merely presented in

rapid actio'n incidents which the author was unwilling to

protract with the aid of dialogued In general, it is

obvious that this device could not be maintained in a more
developed condition of the drama

,
it belongs to the infancy

of dramatic construction, or, like the Eunpidean Prologue,

implies a neglect of the reqiuiement that a dramatic action

should be complete in itself

After dwelling on a literary production of pretensions so other

advanced as those of Gorboduc^ it seems like going back to

note two dramatic efforts, contemporary with it, or nearly

so, but m form still closely associated with a phase of our

drama on which the scholarly and courtly authors of the

^ Milton, as is known, loftily ignored the effort of his predecessor
* lE. g* the death of Gniscard and the preservation of his heart in Tanmd

cf Cunliffe,!) 43
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first English tragedy would have looked down with lofty

scorn

Yet I should distinctly be inclined to class both Aptus

and Virginia and King Cambises among our earliest

tragedies rather than among our later moralities, to which

such plays as King DariuSy Godly Queene Hester^ and Jacob

and Esau ^ essentially belong Of the moralities they in-

deed still present some of the principal features a con-

siderable number of personified abstractions make their

appearance in both, nor is the character of the Vice more

important or prominent in any other of our early dramas.

But the mam interest which both these plays excite is

historical and real, and their leading personages are actual

—and supposed to be historical—human beings More-

over, m King Cambises at least, it is not always easy to

distinguish between abstract and concrete ' Common Cry,*

for instance, may be regarded as a type or representative of

the oppressed commons, and ‘ Execution,* though wearing

the name of an abstraction, is actually summoned by the

King as a concrete being, the ‘ execution man *

The date of both these plays is probably very nearly

contemporary with that of our earliest English tragedy

proper ; but from a literary point of view they may still

be regarded as marking a transition rather than a consum-

Aptus and mated change The Tragical Comedy of Apius and Vir-

gmta 2 is by an unknown author, or at least by one whose
rirc) identity cannot be determined, designated under the ini-

tials R B It was probably acted as early as 1563, though

it was not printed till 1575. The subject is one which has

commended itself to various periods of our drama from

the beginnings of tragedy to Webster, and from Webster

to Sheridan Knowles The main plot of Lessing’s Emilia

Galotti IS but a modem version of the same story R B.*s

effort is of a very rude description,*"though it shows

,
^ AnU^ tia noU The Vice, ‘ Iniquity,^ as a prominent personage m

and the fool Hardy-Bardy in Godly Queene Hester is a representative <

of the same “^e
* Printed in vol xv. of Hazlitt’s Dodsle^
’ ilr Flday the $iage^ 61) thinks that it was probably pre*

sented by the Westminster scholars.
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some sense of dramatic construction The tragedy opens

with an exhibition of the domestic bliss of Virginms and

his wife and daughter, which they celebrate not only

in dialogue, but in a song or refrain several times re-

peated —
'The trustiest treasure m earth as wee see

Is man, wife and children in one to agree

,

Then friendly and kindly let measure be mixed

With reason in season, where friendship is fixed’

The criminal lust of Apius therefore mars a fair picture

of happiness with which the spectator has been previously

led to sympathise, and the action progresses simply and

effectively, without the allegorical personages playing any

important part m it 'Haphazard,* the Vice, is a general

mischief-maker, but is himself, not less than the Mansipulus

and Mansipula with whom he holds converse, redundant to

the action At the close of the play, Doctrma, Memorie,

and Virgmius bring m a tome, wherein Memorie, Justice,

Rewarde, and Fame inscribe the honour of Virginia*s name^.

The Epilogue prays ' God save the Queen,* but makes no

reference to what later Elisabethan poets would have joyed

to find an occasion of celebrating,—her renown for the

virtue which is the subject of the play

While the author of Aptus and Virginia vanes his tone Preston's

as he varies? his metres, a higher degree of literary merit
(^^69-70)

seems to belong to the Lamentable Tragedy mixed fid of
pleasant mirth^ conteyning the Life of Cambtses King of
Percia—^his one good deed, his many wicked deeds, and

(I condense) his odious death ^ It was entered in the

Stationers* Registers, 1569-70, probably immediately after

its production. Its author was Thomas Preston, who is

said, when a fellow of King*s College, Cambridge, to have

perfonned so well in the tragedy of Dido before Queen
Elisabeth, that, or? account of this excellence and his

prowess m disputation, she, with unusual generosity, granted

him an annual allowance of He afterwards became

' This IS at least as effective as the introductiou ui Shendan Knowles' play

of ait urn superscnbed Vtrg%niet^ and supposed to contain the victim’s ashes
* Printed in Hawkms* Ort^n of the Brama^ vol i

, and m vol iv,

df Hasfiitt’s Dodsl^
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Master of Trinity Hall, His tragedy or comedy (as it

seems indifferently to call itself), besides being clearly con-

structed, IS generally well written— chiefly in the so-called
* common metre ' King Cambises’ one good deed is his

condemnation to death of the wicked judge Sisamnes, who
has misgoverned the realm during the King’s absence m
Egypt 5 on the other side of the account stands his doing

to death of his too-outspoken counsellor Praxantes, after

—

according to the famous anecdote, in order to prove his own
sobiiety—shooting the minister’s son in the heart, of his

brother Smirdis, and of his own consort, whom he had

man led in defiance of the divine law The King falls by

a divine Nemesis, as has been predicted by Ambidexter

the Vice, who opines that the King was ' akin to Bishop

Bonner^' The participation of this Vice in the action is

ingeniously managed , but room is also found for much
low fun and interchange of ribaldry between the Vice and

three ruffians, Huf, Snuf, and Ruf^, and two ‘country

patches,' Hob and Lob®, who speak the usual lustic dialect

of the stage. On the other hand, some of the scenes (such

as that between the condemned Sisamnes and his son, and

that of the mothei’s I'ament over her murdered boy) display

touches of real pathos
,
and though ‘ Cambyses' vein' has,

in consequence of its being cited by Shakspeie^ become

proverbial for rant, the language of the play is in-^no mstance

specially obnoxious to this chaige

The simplicity which must have still characterised the

performance of these plays is illustrated by some of the

Bonner was imprisoned in 1559 , hence, so far as this indication goes,

the early date of 156X sometimes assigned to the play is not impossible.

He died m 1569
These names are introduced by Lyly mto the Dedication of his Pappl

mi^h an Haichet (1589 <:).

® There is some resemblance here to the scene^in the Winter's Tale be^

tween the Peasants and Autolycus, who is a genuine descendant of the

Vice

z Henry IV, n 4 Mr Fleay {Life of Shakespeare, 185') further sup-

poses the intermixture of ‘ pleasant mirth ’ in the title of Ktng Ca^^ to

be sliuded to in the 'tragical mirth’ of the ‘ tedious brief scene of young
Piraninis^ ^Midsummer Night s Dream, v, i), and Prestor’s pension m the

*sdxpei:idea^d?ly^ given by the Duke for playing the chief character Ub iv;
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stage-directions ^Here let Virginias go about the scaf-

fold*—so that the stage was still that of the mystery-

dramas and moralities
,
and in Cambises^ ‘ Smite him in

the neck with a sword to signify death,* and ‘ Flea with him

a false skin,* so that m this classical drama there was no

attempt to practise the classical abstinence from the intro-

duction of death on the stage Though Cambtses is full

of characters, they are so arranged as to be capable of

performance by seven men and a boy

In subject, at all events, both these plays attest the

influence of classical literatuie upon the beginnings of

English tragedy A still moie striking proof of this in-

fluence would be furnished by the performance at court,

less than a month after the production of Gorbodiic^ of

a play called Jtihus Sesyar^ could we afHim with ceitainty

that the entry under February i, 156:^, in the diary of the

worthy citizen and undertaker Henry Machyn, establishes

the fact of such a performance If it actually took place,

it was indisputably the earliest among many English

dramatic treatments of this theme

Between the years 1567 and 1580 a large proportion of other

the plays presented at court by the choir-boys of St, Paurs,

the Chapel Royal, and St George’s, Windsor, by the school- subjects

boys of Westminster and Merchant Taylois*, as well as by
various cjornpanies, were on classical subjects® These

subjects are partly mythological, partly historical—although

this IS a distinction which not many of the authois of the

plays in question would have been at much pains to draw.

To the plays treating themes of the former description

belongs John Pickering’s Netv tnierltide ofVtce concertitng

^ The last words m the entiy, ‘and Julvus Sesar played,’ are m another,

possibly a later, handt See Machyn’s 276, and note—The line in

Shafespere’s Juhus Caesart nu 1

‘How many times shall Caesar bleed m sport'—
15 by Mr A W Venty (m his edition,' 1893) ingeniously interpreted as

referring to the mnny dramatic representations of the thetoe—A French

by Jacques Grdvin, had appeared xn 1560, eight years later than the

fet French tragedy proper, Jodelle’e CUopaire See A Ebert, Entwtck-

tungs^chichte derfmmbmcheH TragSdtC).

® See Collier, 1 137-234 passttn , and cf. the lists ap Fleay, Chrontde of
Drufm, lu 267
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a dramatic author, and among the plays ^tollerable at

sometime’ excepted by him from his general censuie, is

one which he terms a ‘ pig of his owne Sowe/ 1 e a piece

written by himself, called Catiline's Conspiracies ^

The nature of these works we can only conjecture

,

George Gascoigne’s Jocasta, in the composition of which he

was assisted by Francis Kinwelmarsh (who wrote acts 1

and IV ), is a very free adaptation of the Pkoemssae of

Euripides, or lathei a version of a free Italian adaptation

of this tragedy Mr Symonds has proved that in certain

passages at all events Ludovico Dolce, and not Euripides,

was the direct original of the English writers ^ I cannot

say how far the English choial odes, which in part are in-

dependent of the Greek, correspond to the Italian
,
that

which concludes the play was contributed by Christopher

Yelverton (afterwards a judge and knighted), who is as-

sociated by Jasper Heywood with Sackville and Norton as

one of the young lions of his times This tragedy was

presented at Gray’s Inn in 1566, ard is notable as the

second English playcomposed in blank verse Dumb-shows
and *musickes’ introduce each act, two of the former

allegorically represent the doom of Curtius, and the

confliit between the Horatii and the Curiatii*

This enumeration shows how the choice of classical

subjects and the imitation, direct or indirect, of classical

models weie exercising their influence upon the early

progress of English tragedy It is not of course in all

cases possible to decide whethei a play should strictly be ^

classed under the head of tragedy or of comedy , and, to

judge from the instance of a play preserved fiom the hand

^ SchooU of Abuse, p. 30 {Shalspeare Soaeifs Pubhcattons, 1841) In
subsequent publications be refers to Pontp^ and Dte Fahti as subjects

treated by contemporary dramatists Cf Fleay, Chronicle Htsiofy of the

English Drama, i 248-9*
® Shaksper^s Predecessors, aax-2 L DoIce*s Gtocasla (*gia di Eunpide

invenzione e ora nuovo parto mio *) was pnnted in 1549 Klein, v 408
® See the quotation from the Introduction to Seneca^s Thyestes, up Collier,

11, 398, Cf as to the play in general Warton’s History ofEnglish Poetiy,

iv s6$ seggf He notes that among the Hatton MSS m the Bodleian is

a long blank verse translation from tke Hercules Oetatus of Seneca by Queen
Klbabetb*

VOL L

Gascotgtiis

Jocasia

(1566)

Tragi’-

comedte'’>

3?
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of one of the most popular diamatists of his day, the two

species were at times so intermingled as to leave us almost

at liberty to call productions belonging to either by either

name Upon the whole, however, Damon and Ptthias will

be most appropriately mentioned by the side of the plays

enumerated above, although it would be more correctly

classed as a tragicomedy^ a species much cultivated in the

Italian drama of the sixteenth century, and not without

classical precedents Unfortunately we have but one

classical play which satisfactorily exemplifies the Attic

conception of tragicomedy^ as a species 'resemblmg the

regular tragedy in its outward form, but containing some

comic characters, and always having a happy teimination^*

This IS the Alcestis of Euripides (which we know to have

been performed as the satyr-drama of a tetralogy
,
perhaps

the Orestes of the some poet may be regarded as another)^

We can hardly, on the strength of Mercury’s accommodating

nomenclature, agree to call the Amphitruo of Plautus a

tragicomedy, because ^ gods and kings ’ do not appear m
comedies^ On the precise nature of the later so-called

hilarotragedies of Rhinthon of Tarentum, and one or two

other writers, it seems unsafe to speculate ,
I incline, how-

ever, to think that they were rather of the nature of

burlesques^ Italian examples of the type of Bernardo

Accolti’s Virginia (1513) doubtless directly influenced the

cultivation by our early English dramatists of the mixed

species which came to be called (but by no consistent

usage) tragicomedy^ and which represents an unconscious

revolt against the monotony of Senecan tragedy. To
assume the influence of Spanishtragicomedy to have already

largely co-operated, would probably be premature

^ Donaldson's Theatre ofike Greeks (seventh edition), 75
* Ih 143, 148
® See the amusing prologue to the play, in whi(^ Mercury, after calling*

it a tragedy, offers to call it a comedy, if the spectators prefer, and then

concludes to call it a *tragico-comedy

'

‘ Nam me perpetuo facere ut sit comoedia,

Heges quo vemant et Dn, non par arbitror

* Donaldson, pp 75, 204, is not very dej&nite on the subject These

p&ys^were also c^ed phlyoGOgraphies^ firom (chatter)

As to Accolti’s see Klem, iv 546 setiq^ In the preface io
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To the author of Damon and Ptthias a special measuie Damon

of favour appears to have been accorded by his con-

temporaries Richard Edwardes, born in Somersetshire

in 35^3, was a scholar of Corpus Chnsti College, Oxford,

and afterwards a student of Christ Chuich
,

in 1559
he was appointed master of the Children of the Chapel

Royal, who performed a ‘tragedy’ by him (which was
possibly no othci play than Damon and Ptthias itself)

before the Queen at Christmas, 1564-5 In 1566, the

year in which another play by him, Palamon and Arcyte ^

(in two paits), was acted before the Queen at Christ

Church, he died On the evidence of the solitary play

known to have been preserved from his hand he appears

to have been overpraised by his admirers, one of whom
terms him

* the flower of our realm

And phoenix of our age ® ’

Damon and Pithtas (licensed 1 566, and first printed, so far

Reader prefixed by Fletcher to his Faithful Shepherdess (which he desig-

nated as a ‘pastoral tragi-comedy*), he says ‘A tragi-comedy is not so

called jn respect of mirth and killing, but in respect it wants deaths, which
IS enough to make it no tragedy, yet brings some near it, which is enough

to make it no comedy, which must be a representation of famiUar people,

with such kind of trouble as no life to be questioned , so that a god is as

lawful in this^as m a tragedy, and mean people as in a comedy *
It was

this free intermingling of characters of the loftier and of the lowlier type to

which our drama was to be so infinitely indebted Alois Brandi {Zu LiUo^s

Kaufmann von London m Vierieljahrschft fUr Litieraturgeschtchtet in 55,

1890) has drawn a suggestive comparison between the growth of tragi-

comedy adverted to in my text and that of domestic tragedy in Lillo's day,

as a revolt respectively against the domination of classical (Senecan) and
of ‘ heroic’ tragedy He notices as yet another analogy, the rise of melo-

drama about the beginning of the present century
, but on this head it is

unnecessaiy for me to commit myself here
^ Collier, 1 183 Towards the end of this piece 0ionysius tells the two

fiends that the gods have made them play ‘this tragedy ’ for his behoof j but

this of course refers n^t to the play, but to tlie selfsaenfice which is its

serious theme
® Mr FJeay 0/ the Siage^ 60-x), on evidence which does not

to me seem conclusive, considers Edwardes to have been the author

of the anonymous early comedy Mtsogonus, and with the aid of this

supposition builds up a plausible theory of a quarrdi, of which the

* personalities’ in Dainm md Ptthias are supposed to have formed the

dimax.

For other compliments, See Watto% iv^ at3 seqg.
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as IS known m 1571)^ which calls itself a * tragical comedy/

but without apparently attaching any special significance

to the combined term seems to me one of the clumsiest

of our early plays, in both action and language, and above

all in the management of the metre The lines are iimed,

but vary m length and neglect in caesura If, as has been

supposed, the object of this licence was to avoid monotony,

the gam in question was purchased at the cost of euphony

As for the action of the play, the ‘ comic business ’ is of the

nature of the broadest and grossest farce, although the

episode of the shaving of the Collier Gnm (who is brought

all the way from Croydon to the court of the Sicilian

Dionysius, and ‘ singeth Basse ’ for the delectation of the

lackeys there^) may have made the injudicious roar While

this entertainment pioceeds two months are supposed to

‘ elapse/ during which Damon is absent, his friend's life in

peril, and the serious interest of the play in suspense

Plays on
Italian and
othei

Romance
mbjeci^

Ancient classical history and mythology were, however,

very far from monopolising the attention of our early play-

wrights, when in search of dramatic subjects of serious

interest. Stones borrowed from the history, or more fre-

quently borrowed from the legends and romances, in verse

and prose, of contemporary Western peoples, were finding

their way m increasing numbers to English readers, many
of whom still crossed the Alps to bring home with them

these with other trophies of their travels For more than

a century past the charm had been at work, which in the

opinion of sober—not necessarily sour—censors contained

so large an ingredient of poison And now there were

added to the tales, instinct alike with passion and with wit,

of Boccaccio and his school, the brilliant epical efforts, to

which he had himself furnished something of a model, and

^ Printed in HazUtt’s Dodslcy, vol iv (with a PFeface found among the

papers of the elder HazUtt), and in Anctenf Bn^h Drama^ vol 1

^ ti occurs in the last line of th^Prolo^e, near the beginning of which

the author speaks of * comedies* simply
* As Mr* Fleay shows to be probable, this episode and the allusions

contained in it were suggested by Ulpian Fulwelrs Ltke mil to Lihh
concerning which see below. The previous comic quarrel between Jack

end Will Jts made fhn ofin Bartholomm Fair, v. 3,
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which form the chief boasts of the last phase of the Italian

Renascence ^ Many of the Italian epical and lyrical poets

and novelists of the sixteenth century were also drama-
tists

,
and there were doubtless not a few who, like Giraldi

Cinthio, founded more than one of their plays upon novels

of their own inditing^ The titles of a considerable pro-

portion of our early English tragedies suggest a distinctly

Italian origin It would be pleasant to assert, could the

assertion be made good on other than subjective grounds,

that the first English tragedy on a subject taken, directly

or indirectly, from an Italian novel, was the earliest known
English dramatic version of the immortal story of Romeo
and Juliet In 1562,, Arthur Brooke printed a metrical

paraphrase of Bandello*s story of Romeo and Juliet (1554),

which Boisteau had shortly afterwards reproduced in a

French version. Bandello’s novel had itself been preceded

by Luigi da Porto^s on the same theme Inasmuch as

Brooke, at the close of his address to the Reader that

he had seen ‘ the same argument lately set forth on stage

with more commendation* than he could expect for his

poem, it has been supposed that a play on the subject had
m or befoie 156a been performed m this country^. But

no positive conclusion can be arrived at whether the play

seen by Brooke was English or Italian, and it would there-

fore be stiperfluous to discuss a further conjecture identi-

fying it with an early Italian drama akin to it in plot, and

full of resemblances in details^.

Thus the tragedy of Tancred and Gismunda^^ presented

in its oiiginal form under the title of Gismonde of Salerne

before the Queen at the Inner Temple m may still

claim to be designated the oldest known English play

^ I say * the last,’ thiiiking it unnecessaiy to include in the movement of

the Italian Renascence its rococco and largely burlesque epilogue,

* So the Orhecche (Kllein, v 3^4 i>eqq ), and again the E/ntiff (tb 353)
® For conflUctmg opmions on the question as to whether Brooke refers

to an English play, or to one which he had seen abroad, see Furness’

Romeo and JuUet {Vanorum Shahi^are edition, 1873), Appendix, 397

^ Viz Luigi Groto's Hadmm <xS4o-5o)^ eee Klein, v 433 seqq

* Fnnted in Dodsley’s Oid jP/qys, vol. li, and m Hazlitt’s Dodsky,

vol m The Introduction gives a specimen of the earlier version

Tamred
and
mtmda
{acted

159S
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of which the plot is certainly taken from an Italian novel

—a class of works that was afterwards to prove so fertile

a source of subjects for Shakspere and his fellow-dramatists

And yet this play likewise connects itself with Gorboduc^

inasmuch as its authors endeavoured to follow ancient

models, each act commencing with a dumb-show (for which

at the opening of the play is substituted a kind of pageant

introduced m a long speech by Cupid), and ending with

a series of choiuses (of which at the close an epilogue

takes the place) It was originally written, in rimed deca-

syllabic quatrains, by five gentlemen, probably all members
of the Inner Temple \ where its performance was witnessed

by Queen Elisabeth and her Maidens of Honour,’ to whom
the later edition commended itself by Prefaces m both

prose and verse Of this later edition, which was not

printed till 1591, and was ‘polished according to the de-

corum of these days/ 1 e put into blank verse, the author

was Robert Wilmot, the writer of the original fifth act

He had then come to be a man of some literary repute^,

and held the living of North Okenham m Essex

The subject of this tragedy belongs to the most pas-

sionate kind of romance King Tancred, after surprising

his daughter Gismunda with her lover, causes him to be put

to death, and his heart, placed in a golden cup, to be pre-

sented to his daughter She fills the cup with poison,

and drinks her death from it
,
and her dying wish to be

reunited to her lover m the tomb is carried out by the

broken-hearted father, who slays himself with his own
hands The story, which is taken from Boccaccio, served

as the theme of several dramas in the Italian and other

languages, and was retold by Dryden in some of his latest

and most characteristic verse

^ Their names are signed, in abbreviated forms, atfthe end of the several

a<;ts. ‘ CK at the end of Act iv is supposed to stand for Christopher

Hatton, whose dancing, so much admired by the Queen, is supposed to

have made him Lord Keeper
^ He is mentioned as a poet in Webbers Discourse (1586)

Stgtsmmc^ mel Gut$car4o is included in the Fuhks^ which were pub-

Hshedm Jif^vember, 1699, a few months before Dryden s death According
to Klem, therc^ were several Itahan plays on the subject Silvano
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The most noteworthy feature of this play is beyond

doubt the struggle which it exhibits between the classical

tastes of its authors and the romantic character of their

subject Through the first four acts everything proceeds

classically enough
,
Cupid speaks as Prologue

,
choruses

of maidens inteisperse reflexive relics and calmly intervene

in the action, the real incidents of which are carefully kept

behind the scene But, in the last act, though the death

and doom of the * Countie ’ has been decently narrated by
an eye-witness, the situation becomes too strong for the

classicism of the writei, and Gismunda and her father both

die on the stage The speeches of this play are of inordi-

nate length, though sUchomythta in the Greek antithetical

manner is also introduced. The lyrical passages stiike me
as graceful

,
and, altogether, I should say that the play,

which in its revised version had no doubt been put together

with unusual care, possesses no mean literary merit. The
inevitable compliment to Queen Elisabeth here occurs, not

at the end, but m the middle of the piece k

A more enduring interest attaches, in the history of our

dramatic literature, to the next play founded on a subject

de* Razzi’s Gtsmonda was printed m 1569 Pompomo Torelli (d* z6o8)

wrote a tragedy on the subject, and Federico Asman another (printed

1588) The latter appeared in Pans in 1587, under the title Gtsmonda^ as

a work by T^quato Tasso The theme was once more treated by Ridolfo

Campeggi in 1614 (Walker, Htsioncal Memmr of Uahan Tragedy^ 175)

A tragedy on this story, written by Sir Henry Wotton, probably m Latin,

was never pnnted, but read by Guanni in Italy m MS {fb 101 noi^

Thompson's tragedy of Tancred and Stgi^munda (1745) was made use of

by Whigs and Jacobites for a political demonstration and counter-demon*

stration like those which accompanied the production of Addison’s Caio

(Doran, London m ike Jacobtte Ttnm^ 11 108-9) The plot of this play,

Genest informs us (iv. 1^19), was however taken from Gd Blcis The
catastrophe of the play resembles that of Keats’ Tot of Easily the

story of which poem appears to be treated dramatically in Hans Sachs’

Ltsabeiha*
^ Act u adJin* —

* Yet let not us maidens condemn our kind,

Because our virtues are not all so rare;

For we may freshly yet recall m mind.

There lives a virgin, one without compare,

Who of all graces hath her h^venly share;

In whose renown^ and for whose happy days,

let us record this Paean of her pradse.’

G WheU
stands

Pmntob
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cud Ca5-
sandra

ipr 1578)

from Italian story George Whetstone’s Promos and

Cassa7tdra^^ from which Shakspere took the story of his

Measttre for Measure^ was printed in 1578 , and its subject

IS a novel of Giraldi Cinthio’s, which Whetstone himself

translated in his Heptameron of Civil Discourses (158a).

Cinthio himself dramatised the story in a work of earlier

date 2 The author of this play was a writer of consider-

able productivity, who moreovei gained varied experience

of life as a courtier, soldier, and farmer, besides taking

part in one of Sir Humphrey Gilbert’s expeditions for

Newfoundland® According to a ghastly conjecture, he

ended his days in Bedlam ^ In the Dedication of Promos

and Cassandra, Whetstone exhibits a highly critical spirit,

condemning for various reasons the dramatic tastes of

the principal literary nations of Europe, his own among the

number® But although he takes lofty ground with refer-

ence to both diction and construction, it cannot be said

that he was in practice highly successful in either respect.

Consideration of ^Decorum' preventing him from 'con-

vaying’ his whole story in a single play of five acts, he

^ Printed in vol 1 of the Six Old Plays on which Sh founded his Measure

for Measure, &c (published by Nichols in 1779)
® Epiita

,
cf Klein, v 353 seqq Cinthio died in 1573

® Fleay, English Drama, u 274
* See Cunningham’s note to the passage m Bartholomew 1 * ‘Good

Lord, how sharp you are, with being at Bedlam yesterday • Whetstone has

set an edge upon you, has he?* Of course there may be no meaning in this

beyond a pun, as the same editor conjectures, Whetstone had possibly

published something in the nature of a jest-book

® The passage is worth quoting —‘At this daye, the Italian is so las-

civious in his Commedies, that honest hearers are greeved at bis actions ^

the Frenchman and Spamarde folows the Italians humor the Germaine is

too holye
,
for he presents on every common Stage what Preachers should

pronounce m Pulpets The Englishman, in this qualitie, is most vaine,

indiscrete, and out of order he first groundes his worke on impossibflities

then in three howers ronnes he throwe the world marryes, gets children,

makes children men, men to conquer kuigdomes,‘^murder monsters, and
bringeth Gods from Heaven, and fetcheth divels from Hel* But the

gravest objection to English playwnghts is, that they do not make the

speech of each character appropriate to it, but use one order of speech for

all kinds of persons^ The objection to the Germame is the same as that

brought ,against English plays by Northbrooke in his nearly contemporaiy
Treatise^ dgedfist Dicing, Dancing, Plays and Jnt&ludes (1577 arc). See
Shdkesp Soct4i^sPubLf ^843, p 92
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distiibuted it over two—but very unequally as to the

serious interest of the argument, which is wholly ab-

sorbed by the first part And to ‘ woik kindly’ the action of

his characteis, he made his low comedy very low, and his

grosser characters very gross The moral struggle in

his heroine is brought to a conclusion too rapidly to keep

the reader or spectator in an effective condition of sus-

pense ,
while the intrigues of a courtesan and the ribaldries

of a pimp relieve after their fashion the cumbrous progress

of an in itself offensive plot It was something different

from mere condensation which converted Promos and
Cassandra into Measurefor Measure ^

The titles of a considerable number of other Early English Other early

tragedies, which have not been preserved, suggest a direct

Italian origin—as in the case of The Duke ofMilan and the o^igm

Margms of Mantua (1579)—while no mistake is possible

as to the literary genealogy of a play called Artodanie and
Geneuora (1583)^* Two years before he was moved to

denounce the English stage, Stephen Gosson had composed

the comedy of Captain Mario (1579), which he describes as

‘ a cast of Italian devices ’ and which may be assumed to

have been founded on some Italian novel or novels In

a rather later tract, the same censor of the stage asserts

that the doubtful novels of Latin, French, Italian and

Spanish inters have been ' thoroughly lansacked to furnish

the playhouses m London ® * Alieady in this period of our

literary history, France was becoming the natural purveyor

to the English literary market of light wares produced by
herself or adapted from the productions of her Romance
neighbouis, English translators seized with avidity upon

all these exotic materials, apd spread them forth befoie the

eager eyes of our dramatists in search of themes ^

^ Mr Fleay notes that a scene from Promos and Cassandra (Part 1, v 5)
was wtilised by Chapman in his Mayday

® Cl Fleay, English Drama^ u 390 and a88 The subject of the latter

play IS from the Orlando Funoso, whence the episode m question had been

shortly before translated by Peter Beverley (Collier, 1 341 note)

® Colher, n 337 segq The; earlier quotation is from The School ofAbuse^

the latter from Plays compiledm Five Actions,
^ The first volume of Paynter’s Pcdlace Pleasure (sixty novels from

Boccaccio) appeared in 1566, a translation of Cent Nouvelles Nouveilesin
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From the twofold danger which threatened the English

diama m the days of its infancy—that it might seek to

dwell on the glacial heights of classical mythology or

history, or might dissolve its vigour in the glowing heat of

Italian stones of passion and crime—it was freed, more than

by any other cause, by association, gradually growing closer,

with the traditions of our own national history The
direction in which a sound instinct had turned the con-

troversial ardour of Bishop Bale was that in which English

tragedy was, not indeed to find a sphere sufficiently wide

to absorb its energies, but to be imbued by influences at

once invigorating and enduring The Chronicle History^

that species of the early tragic drama which was based

upon the histoiical records of the nation’s own past, was

the healthiest developement to which it attained within the

period when no great dramatist had as yet arisen, and was

likewise the most productive in animating the early efforts

of several among the great dramatists themselves*

It was, however, without any clear sense of the limits of

national history that our eaily tragic drama widened its

range from subjects of classical or foreign origin. The
next tragedy which in chronological order has to be noted,

belongs in truth rather to the plays founded on romantic

legend than to those deriving their themes from national

historical traditions* It associates itself dire<rtly with

Gorboduc rather than with the Chronicle Histones of which

I have immediately to treat*

The Misfortunes of Arthur'^^
acted before Queen Elisa-

beth at Greenwich in Februaiy, 1588,13 in many respects

one of the most remarkable of our early tragedies Eight

members of the Society of Gray’s Inn co-operated m its

composition, among whom Thomas Hughes was author of

the whole body of the play Nicholas Trotter furnished

the Introduction, which in no very light-handed fashion

apologises for the poetic effort of legal hands The choruses

t55’i for farther examples, Warton’s History of English Poettyt

Section k.
^ Printed in CqJUer's Ftvs Old Plays, forming a supplement to Dodsl^^

eolleeUoh and m voL iv* of Hazhtfs Podsl^,
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of acts 1 and lu (which are m rimed stanzas, while those

appended to the remaining acts are, like the body of the

piece, in blank verse ^), were composed by Francis Flower

William Fulbeck contributed two speeches Three other

gentlemen of the Inn devised the dumb-shows introducing

the several acts, and allegoiising them with elaborate

ingenuity Of these three, one was ‘Maister Francis

Bacon,^ who was at that time already a bencher of Gray*s

Inn, and had sat in Parliament ^ Bacon, as is proved by
the various ' devices ’ to which he contributed or which he
‘ contrived ’ or * encouraged as well as by his essay On
Masques and Triumphs^ had considerable insight into the

principles of dramatic effect, albeit at the close of that essay

he dismisses as ‘ toys ’ the kind of productions which form

its theme

The arcumstance of Bacon*s co-operation, however slight

it may have been, m this piece, would suffice to attach

a special value to it
,
but it claims consideration on its

own account. Its subject is taken, apparently without the

intervention of any later literary treatment^ from that

Morte dArthur which, according to a well-known state-

ment by Roger Ascham, had, in his ‘ forefathers’ time
’

formed the staple literary entertainment of the English

Court The Arthurian legend had derived a fresh sent!***

* The Chorus to Act n is well written
,
see especially the stanza—

*Who sawe the g^iefe engraven m a crowne.

Or knew the bad and bane whereto His bound,

Would never sticke to throwe and fling it downe,

Nor once vouchsafe to heave it from the ground.

Such IS the sweete of this ambitious powre,

No sooner had, then turnes eftsoones to sowre
Atchiev'd with envie, exercisde with hate,

Carded with feare, supported with debate
*

* Parliament had been dissolved about a year before the pioduction of

this -pisy See Speddi!iig*s Works ofBacon, viii 67
* Far a list of these see Fleay, English Bmtna, i a»7~8

* No interest of the kind, of course, attache to John Bourchier Lord
Berners' ‘comedy,* called Be tn Vincam, or The Parable of the Vttteyard

(translated from the French Htsiofy efArthur)^ of which an edition, sup-

posed to date from 1540, is extant. Lord Berners died in x53o« 3ee
Warton, iv 66

* TAe SchoUmmUr^ Bk. Cf* the sthkhxg sarcasm m Ben Jenson's Rm
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mental interest from the Welsh origin of the founder of the

Tudor dynasty, who bore the dragon on his flag when he

started on his march from Milford Haven, and who gave to

his heir the name of ‘ the Briton Prince ’ But although the

Aithurian cycle of legend furnished the argument of more

than one Elisabethan drama \ the figures of this misty and

migratory body of romance were not to become endeared

to English popular sympathies until after they had floated

down the stream of a long literary history Thomas
Hughes, who ‘reduced into tragical notes’ the story of

‘ Uther Pendragon s son,’ and ofwhom nothing is personally

known except that, before he came to London, he was an

undergraduate and fellow of Queens’ College, Cambridge ^

was unmistakeably attracted to the subject of the play

which he composed for the purpose of the ‘devices and

shows’ to be presented to the Queen by his Inn, by its

resemblance to the themes of the classical tragedies then so

constantly in the hands of learned students He knew his

Seneca by heart, and the first act of his play has been

shown to be ‘ little more than a mosaic of extracts from

Seneca, pieced together with lines of Hughes’ own inven-

tion, cast in the style of his model ^ ’ He viewed the story

of Arthur’s fall as the wreaking of a curse due in its origin

to Arthur s sin
,
and the Ghost of Gorlois, whom in life

Uther Pendragon, Arthur’s father, had so cruelly wronged,

opens the play just as the Umbra Tantah opens the Thyestes

of the Latin tragedian^ The terrible complication of

adulteiy and incest which avenges itself on Arthur and his

son Mordred, resembles that with which the whole Senecan

cycle is familiar
,
and the merits, as well as the limits, of

\ I. Ben Jonson, by the way, himself effectively tises the Arthurian

legend in the Speeches at Pnnce Henryks Barriers
^ See more especially below as to The Berth Qf Merlin^ attnbuted to

Shakspere and William Rowley
* See the bnef notice by Mr AH Bullen in The Dictionary ofNational

Bidgraphy^ vol xxviii p i88

I® Cuiiliffe, Un s , 52-4 ,
cf the striking comparison of passages in Dr.

Chuffffe’s Appendix If pp T30-155
* Itife Qmh^a dt Selma m Cinthio^s Orbecche (Klein, v, 326) has the same

^

oWjg^iVbut no sixuilar moral claim to assume the position.
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the dramatic treatment are those of the writer’s model

It IS possible that as a classical scholar Hughes was

acquainted with the Agamemnon of Aeschylus as well as

with that of Seneca
,
but there is probably no necessity for

the assumption In general, the methods of the Senecan

tragedy—including the use of messenger and chorus—are

here carefully observed as in Gorboduc In style the later

is at least equal to the earlier play
,

the stichomyihia is

managed with considerable force and effect
,
and there is

no lack of vigour in some of the speeches Thus eg the

address of Arthur to his soldiers (act in sc 3), in which he

bids defiance to his rebel son

—

‘Nay, let that Pnncocke come,

That knowes not yet himselfe, nor Arthur’s force

,

That n’er yet waged warres , that ’s yet to learne

To give the charge yea, let that Pnncocke come,

With sodame souldiers pamper’d up in peace,

And gowned troupes and wantons wome with ease

,

With sluggish Saxon crewe, and Irish kernes

And Scottish aide, and false redshank^d Piets '

—

is extremely spirited, and contrasts powerfully with the

subdued melancholy of the King’s previous speeches. The
last stanza of the chorus to act 111 (‘O base yet happy
boores^’ &c) will recall a familiar Shakspeiian passage,

and the rliysterious disappearance of Arthur in death ends

the action with peculiar effectiveness —
‘This onely now I crave (O fortune, erst

My faithful! friend) let it be soone forgot.

Nor long in minde, nor mouth, where Arthur fell

Yea, though I conqueror die, and full of fame.

Yet let my death and parture rest obscure

No grave I neede (O fates) nor bimall nghts

Nor stately hearce, nor tombe with haughty toppe

;

But let my caicasse lurke; yea, let my death

Be ay unknowen, so that m every coast

I still be feard, and lookt for every houre!

[Exeunt *

But Arthurian legend is not, and never has been, to the

English national mind what the myths which supplied

the subjects of Attic tragedy were to the Greek. British
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mythology in general had no relation to the historic

consciousness of our people, and the Aithurian cycle m
particular had only come back to oui shores after being

impregnated with the romantic elements of a foreign literary

atmosphere Thus the meritorious, and within its limits

successful, attempt of Hughes was beset by the radical

weakness of an artificial origin, and belongs to a passing

early phase in the history of English tragedy, instead of

having caught a breath of the genuine national life with

which our tragic drama was already associating itself

The dates of our earliest tragedies on subjects from

national history, properly so called, are more or less un-

certain. This uncertainty is largely owing to the fact

that the dates in question practically fall within a period

of dramatic authorship, including several of Shakspere’s

earlier contemporaries, and possibly Shakspere himself

Mr Fleay^ comprehensively avers this kind of drama to

have ^ arisen with the Armada, and died with Elisabeth/

Obviously, however, the chief interest attaching to it as

a literary species contributing to the genesis of our regular

tragic drama connects itself with those earlier productions

which asserted their right to be regarded, in the words of

the same literary historian, as * a variant of tragedy,* usually

marking its claim to a distinctive histoncal character by the

assumption of the title of 'True Tragedy* Anibng these

plays the prerogative of seniority is, so far as we know, due

to The Famous Vtctortes ofHenry This drama cannot

have been produced later than 1588, the year of the death

of Richard Tarleton, who perfoimed in it the part of

Derrick the clown, very probably as composed by himself^

This play, written partly in prose, partly in blank verse,

frequently of a rude description^, is neither divided into

^ History of the Sia^e^ 75
* Printed in the Six Old Plays (v arde) and m the Pubhca^ons of the Nm

Shakspere Society,

® Cf Fleay, English Drama, 11 259
* King Henry’s not very perspicuous computation of the French

nnd English forces before the battle of Agnicourt —
"^Th^y threescore thousand, And we twelve thousand

And' Vpe but two thousand. They are a hundred thousand,

Th^ threescore Ujiousand footmen. And forty thousand, ten to one/
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acts and scenes, nor otherwise constructed with any per-

ceptible measure of dramatic skill But its general vigour^

and freshness are considerable
,
and in many of its situa-

tions and characters we recognise the familiar scenes and

favourite figures of Shakspere’s Henry IV and Henry V.

For the action opens with the end of the reign of the

founder of the dynasty, and introduces not only the wild

doings of Prince Hal and his merry companions, among
whom Sir John Oldcastle puts in a passing appearance, but

also the Princess interview with his dying father, and his

premature seizure of the crown Hereupon follow, in a rapid

succession of scenes, the victorious campaign of the young

King up to Agmcourt, and his marriage with the Princess

Katherine—^the scene between whom and Heniy contains

many of the best points of that in Shakspere, without

being disfigured by the unpardonable element of grossness

afterwards added for the benefit of the groundlings

Another of these Chronicle Histones is The Troublesome

Ratgne of King Jokn^ in two parts ^ Like the Famous
Vtctortes, it is partly m prose, partly m verse—the latter

being fiequently rimed It is not divided into acts, and

the scenes follow one another without any attempt at

dramatic construction. Nor is there, except perhaps in

the case of the Bastard Faulconbridge, any endeavour to

develope Character out of the situations The facts, or

supposed facts, of history are allowed to speak for them-

selves
,
and It IS most instructive to compare this faithful

reproduction on the stage of an epically consecutive nar-

rative with Bale s didactic eifort on the one hand, and
Shakspere’s compact drama on the other It is, perhaps,

m such a play as the Troublesome Raigne that we may
find the best example of the Chronicle History pure and
simple Its author, at one time carelessly thought to be

Shakspere himself^, is at the same time fully alive to the

political lessons—such as he conceives them to be—of

his subject, so far as it relates to the struggle with

^ Printed in the Stsp Old Plays (v* mU)
® In deference to Pope’s * hasty and inconsiderate opinion ’ See Malone’s

Shaksp^f vol xvwu p. 593

The
Trouble*

some
Ratgm of
KingJohn

1591)*
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Rome^ But his facts are upon the whole drily given,

only here and there a fine passage, and more frequently

a Latin phrase®, varies the progiess of the dialogue The
incidents are the same as m Shakspeie, but the old

play introduces, with a large admixture of comic ribaldry,

an incident omitted by Shakspere, viz the plunder of

a Franciscan abbey by Faulconbridge

Of an early and Death of Harry I in 1597)

we know nothing but the title

Quite manifestly, when the vein of these Chronicle

Histones had once been opened, it was speedily and

energetically worked by eager and competing playwiights

But it would be futile to attempt in the present connexion

to discuss the dates of the earliest dramatic versions of

the fall of Richard III and the Contention between the

houses of York and Lancaster

The question of authorship is less entangled with regard

to The True Chronicle History of King Letr and his Three

Daughters^ Gonorill^ Ragan^ and Cordelia^
^
acted in 1593

(but apparently not as a new play), which in its form is

of the same kind as the Chronicle Histories founded on

English history already mentioned Its resemblance to

Shakspere’s tragedy is not more striking than its difference

^ ‘ Tell thy master so from me,’ says the King to Cardinal^andulph, m
Part I, ® and say, John of England said it, that never an Italian pnest of

them all, shal either have tythe, tole, or poling peny out of England
, hut

as I am king, so will I raigne next under God, supreame head both over

spiritual and temporall
,
and he that contradicts me m this, He make him

hop headlesse * And again, Part II —
* If my dying heart deceive me not,

From out these loynes shall spring a kingly braunch

Whose arms shall reach unto the gates of Rome^
And with his feete treade downe the strumpet’s pnde
That sits upon the chaire of Babylon *

^ E g* * Essex Philip speake I say, who was thy father

John Young man how now, what^t thou in a trance?

Ehanor^ Phthp awake, the man is in a dreame
Philip PhihppHS atavis aedtte Regthus

What saist thou Phihp^ sprung of auncient kings?

Quo me rapit fempestas?

What winde of honour hlowes this fune forth?’ &c,

^ ^‘Jeay, English Brama^ 11 306
* Punned ii^ the OldPlays^ &c., vol. lu
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from that masterpiece of tragedy—the dramatic form

woiking by pity and terror For not only is the powerful

bye -plot of Gloucester and his sons absent from the

Chronicle History, but the latter is far from developing

the dramatic capabilities of the subject common to both

these plays, after a fashion corresponding to that of

Shakspere*s tragedy Mr Fleay thinks himself able to

distinguish between two divisions, of which, on evidence

to my mind insuflScient, he assigns the latter part to Lodge,

while the earlier he guesses to have been written by Kyd
Whether the work of one or more authors, the play has

the defects of an earlier phase of workmanship than that

of Shakspere and his contemporaries The influence of

Lear’s heartrending experiences upon his own mind and

its powers is left aside, and even the ingratitude of Goneril

and Regan is exhibited with comparatively slight skill and

effect. On the other hand, the uninteresting episode of the

wooing of * Coi della’ by the king of France, who with his

comic companion Lord ‘ Mumford ’ meets her in disguise, is

long drawn out Yet with all its shortcomings, the play

seems but to await the touch of a powerful hand to be

converted into a tragedy of supreme effectiveness ^ Even
of the attractive minor character of Shakspere’s Kent, the

germ is here perceptible in the character of Penllus,

The birth of Comedy, as has already been hinted^, m Cotnedy

the histoiy of the English drama slightly precedes that of

Tragedy As a matter of fact, the tiansition from the

Moi allties was in the former case a matter perfectly easy of

accomplishment Concrete figuies, largely comic in effect,

if not in design, had, as we have seen, been introduced

with increasing freedom among the dramatis;personae of the

Moralities, and admitted to an organic share m the conduct

of their action. The Vice and his various aliases^ in par-

ticular, were hail-fellows well-met with any Dick or Tom m
the audience The difficulty—if indeed any such existed

—

attending the first and essential step in the transition was

a negative rather than a positive one. It was not to be found

* See below to K%ng * AnU. p i68,

VOL. I. Q
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in any obstacle against the introduction of figures fiom leal

life, such as might present themselves as palpable human
examples of particulai viitues and vices, oi of particular

virtuous and vicious tendencies What seemed to requiie

the slow hand of time to accomplish, was rather the woik

of making a riddance, before the new dramatic chapter

could be begun, of the antiquated machinery which had so

long satisfied the public Mediaeval taste had adheied

with extraordinary persistency—and by no means in the

sphere of dramatic compositions only—to its fondness for

personified abstractions And our wonder at the length of

time that was required m England for the accomplishment

of the simple process in question is heightened, when we
notice the early dates, speaking relatively, at which the

thought of effecting this change had been carried out by

other Western peoples Something has already been said,

not only of the dibats and disputations of the French

trouvkres but also of the early sotties and farces^ which,

together with the moralities proper, m the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries competed with the French religious

drama ® The sotties consisted of short comic scenes repre-

senting contemporary popular life, but interspersed with

allegorical figures Befoie long, however, the admixture of

such abstractions among figuies of living men and women
was abandoned, both in the sotties and in tide cognate

growth of the farces Nothing could be simpler than the

scheme of many of these entertainments, in which husband

and wife, husband and wife and mother-in-law, husband and

wife and lover, make up the dramatis personae
\
but in

others we already feel ourselves within the range of comedy
proper^. In Italy, the early efforts in the same diiection

were of a similar description, but of course were more

directly stimulated by precedents or reminiscences of

classical antiquity. The Italian Xexm^farsa was mdeed

* Anie, p 2S
^ Ante^ pp* 107-8 Tlie farces were properly acted by the BasoekSf who

aja& performed the moralities, and the sotties by the enfans sans sotm» but

they mutually coi^ceded to one anoUier the pnvilege of poaching on one
another's manor*

* tCt ^ ttjBi as to Maitre Paihehii^ acted in 1480 by the Basothe
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applied mdisciimmately to a variety of entertainments,

including religious, as well as profane and comic plays
,
and

in the hands of the famous Neapolitan poet, Giacopo

Sannazaro (who flourished at the close of the fifteenth

century), the court-farsa gained a new literary, as well as

social, significance ^ But it was the comic plays which

attained to a peculiarly vigorous popular growth, accounted

for by their derivation from the atellanae and mimt of

ancient Italy Vaiious names were given to the earlier

efforts in this direction The contrast, of which many
titles are preserved from the close of the fifteenth and from

the sixteenth century^, were disputations or contentions,

inevitably containing a consideiable comic element, between

abstract or allegorical figures^ The frottola (literally

a comic ditty) marks a step m advance Here types take

the place of abstractions, and more characters than two are

introduced
,
we are, however, still among dramatised dia-

logues rather than in view of dramatic action The Roman
cmri (comic disputations held on waggons during the

Carnival) must have been of a similar class Italian

attempts, probably belonging to the fifteenth century, which

already call themselves commediey were doubtless still little

or nothing more than lively dialogues^. But all these

* AccordmJ^to Collier, 1 71, it was not unusual for the great ladies

of the French court, about the earlier part of the sixteenth century, to

appear in what were termed *farces^ and the word is used by Sir Wilham
Paget, when giving an account of such an entertainment at the court of

France to Henry VIII in 154a Farsa and fane are from the non-classical

L^iin/amia which has much the same meaning as satura
* The term * contentions * remains in use m English dramatic literature as

lata as| 1602, when Sir John Davies’ ConUniton httwixt a tFt/e, a Wtdhw, and
u M^td was presented before Queen Elisabeth at Sir Robert Cecil’s house in

the Strand* It was afterwards printed m Davison’s Foehcal Rhapsody
^and Ed , >x6oB) See Dtchonaiy ofNational Btogiaphy^ xiv 241

* The following titles will sufficiently illustrate the nature of the conirasU

tloontmsto dt carnssmU $t la qmrmma (Carnival and Fasting) , tl <?• degh

uofHtm e deddonnd{men women) , tl t dd mvo delmorio ^ c delDemro
e dell Uomo fmoney and l«an^ , tontmmne della Povertd coHtm la Rnkesza ,

d eoHirasto delAqm et del Vino ^ and of thefrotiohi la tonimmne d% Mona
(Dame G ) rff Bun^o ; fmitola d’ un padre ehe hamva dmfighuoh

(one good and one badl , / da dua veccht fatton d% mmaehe, C( Klem, iv

As to the cam, see sd 239*
* So the Qmmedta di dm Contadifd (peasants) and the C dun Vdlano e

Q2'
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elements being in existence, it needed only the impulse

of example, which was here supplied by the Renascence at

a much earlier date than elsewhere, to call forth fruits fiom

the expectant soil The schools, as a matter of course,

here came to the aid of life, as having never altogether

ceased foimmg, or claiming to form, pait of it In the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, Latin comedies were com-

posed by Italian writers
,
but of these little remain beyond

the names, among them that of Petrarch’s Philologia In

the latter part of the fifteenth century, however, comedies

by the two representative authors of Roman palhatae were

performed in Italian translations as well as in the Latin

‘originals’ Pomponio Leto, who has been ci edited with

the revival of the stage at Rome, pioduced comedies of

Plautus and Terence as entertainments in the courtyards

of the palaces of great prelates of the Church, and Dukes

Hercules I and II of Ferrara caused Italian translations

fiom the same writeis to be performed at their court ^

The designation of the first original comedy is probably

due to Bojardo’s Ttmone^ produced before the year 1494

(Nardi s Amtctzia was not written till that year), in which

Bojardo died
,
the date of the celebrated Calandria by

Bernardo Divizio (afterwards Cardinal de Bibbiena) is more

or less uncertain, although we may grant the author’s boast

that, notwithstanding his debt to the Menaechmtlhxs play is

not from Plautus® This Italian Ttmone is founded on the

dialogue of Lucian, who accordingly speaks the prologue,

while Boethius, a national figure, as he may almost be

called, of Italian literature and its outgrowths, similarly

moralises the last act
, and the play as a whole, with its

conjunction of allegorical and mythological figures (Wealth^

Poveity, Wisdom, Mercury, and Jove), is still of its kind

dp una Ztngara (Klein, iv 243 ) Ztngare$ch$ or gypsy-dialogiies were

a sianding species of dialogues The Roiuan Cam were sometimes called

Gpudaiff because they systematically victimised the Jews Ib 2351

' I J486 , AnJ^nongy 1487* He also caused the aud Ihe

MasMlaria to be translated into Italian tersa nma Pomponio Leto brought

out the Asmaria aud other Roman comedies, apparently in Latin,

same lame* " Klein, jv* 248-251.
* ItwasreprWcsated in 150S
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transitional Within a generation, however, the first great

writer of modern comedy was busily at work , and with the

plays of Ariosto, composed in the fiist quaiter of the six-

teenth centuiy, Italian comedy had established itself as an

independent literary growth Although two of Ariosto’s

plays are adapted fiom the Latin comic poets who had

served the same purpose for his predecessors, yet even in

these a native ease and grace of foim apprise us that we
are concerned with products of a modern literature of

independent growth

The influence exercised by Italian comedy upon the pro-

gress of the youngei English sister will be best illustrated

by paiticulai examples in the course of the following pages

Perhaps, however, the general remark may be worth making

at once, that although Ariosto, and also Aretiiio (who with

Machiavelli is his chief rival among early Italian comic

dramatists), wrote plays in \vhich much attention was devoted

to charactei isation it was the comedy ofintrigue or adventure,

where chaiacter and manners are incidentally delineated

rather than made the principal subject of treatment, which

found particular favour m Italy m the age of the later Renas-

cence To these examples the luxuriant growth of our

own lomantic comedy was to be very specially indebted

At the same time, however, the peculiaily Italian species of

the so-caljfed comntedia delV arte renewed a vitality, trace-

able no doubt HI its ongin to Oscan traditions imported

from Campania to Rome^. The figures of this popular

foim of comedy, which derived its name from the secondary,

though significant fact that it was as a rule performed by
professional actors, trained members of a craft or guild

underwent various modifications. But, down to their last

trmxinlovisepz^om, who still prolong the dubious days ofEng-

lish pmitomimefArUee/ima and his confederates reveal their

descent from Maccus and his inseparable companions. The

^ The atellanmhave already been referred to above. As to their ongin see

Teuffel, GtschichU der r6nmchm Ltteraiur^ § 9 Very possibly the chief char-

acters of the commedta deW mis, and even their traditional costumes, were
more or less traceable to a primitive source. The revival of this species, in

its modern frame, and under its modem name, has been ascnbed to Francesco

(called Terenziano) Cherea, the thvourite player of Pope Leo X,

The Com»
media
deir arte
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scenes of the commedta delV arte were merely the successive

parts or ai tides of a scheme diawn up beforehand, m which

the dialogue was filled up by improvisation (hence commedta

alV tmprovtsd) This featuie marked out the species in

question as peculiar to the countiy of its birth
, although

attempts were made in England and elsewhere to imitate

the ‘ sharpness of wit " which enabled the Italian actors to

invent their own dialogue, to all intents and purposes, as

they went along ^ Less distinctive in kind was the device

of connecting the scenes of these plays by means of the

lazzt (ligatures or links) furnished by the facile tongue or

limbs of Arlecchtno He was as a matter of course trans-

ferred into the stereotyped elaboration of the same species

of composition, which was distinguished by its action being

earned on by certain typical figures in masks— standing

varieties associated in the matter of speech with particular

local dialects The invention of this new developement is

ascribed to Angelo Beolco of Padua, who called himself

Ruzante (jokei), and who was born in 150a The figures of

his pieces repiesented local types {Pantalone the Venetian

merchant, the Dottore from Bologna, &c
) He, and others

who followed his example, wiote down the text of their'

plays ^ The occasional influence upon the English comic

drama of the commedta delT arte^ which at home in Italy

popular sentiment has cherished by the side of a long senes

of more purely literary growths, will be incidentally illus-

trated as we proceed ®

^ See Collier’s chapter on Extemporal Plays and Plots, ixx 197 seqq The

term plait (platform) was used of outlines or schemes of performances^ in

which at least the greater part of the dialogue must have been extempo-

raneous , and Collier cites at length the plait of the SecondPart ofthe S&im
Deadhe Sins, found at Dulwich—Italian extempore actors are repeatedly men-
tioned by English writers, and Collier thinks it possible that performances

of this kind were given by an Italian actor Dro^siano, whose company
Visited London in 1578—In Germany, improvised comedy endured longf

after tragedy had attained a regular character, and many actors of

Schipoeder’s company, perhaps Schroeder himself, had performed extempore

See X^hde, Denkwiirdtgketien von P L Schmidt (t875)^ i lo As to the

cammedia deU artCf see an interesting essay by J A. Symonds in hia Trans^

lafipn of XhztMemnre ofCount Caido Qosm (1889)

* tot the limtory of the important connadon between this species "and
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Lastly, It xnay be noted that the pastoral drama, which TAe itahatt

was, at first, nothing but the bucolic idyll m a dramatic

form, and which freely lent itself to the admission of

both mythological and allegorical elements, flourished in

Italy from as early a date as the close of the fifteenth

century Its origin was purely literary, and marks it as

one of the most characteristic products of the Renascence

The lenowned scholar Agnolo Poliziano’s Orfeo (147 a)

begins a series, of which Tasso’s Aminta (1573) and Gua-

tmi's Pastor Ftdo (1583, first printed 1590) may be held to

represent the most exquisite flower ^ The artificial charac-

ter of this delicate combination commended it for imitation

to the fancy and wit of our Elisabethan poets, who recog-

nised in It an incomparable vehicle for the display of

learning and imagination, suiting itself with equal facility to

the intention of allegorical compliment and to that of satire

,

and in both directions its influence will be perceptible at

almost every stage in the progress of our sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuiy diama, more especiallym its comic branches

The beginnings of the Spanish comic drama m the mam Begtnmn^^

followed a course analogous to those of the Italian The
first entremeses (interludes), to be sure, connect themselves

directly with the mysteries and moralities in which, from an
eaily date, it had been usual to insert them

,
but in the

celebrated Cotiplets of Mtngo Revtilgo (1473) we have

a dialogue in character after the fashion of the Italian

conirastt The personages of the dialogue are Mtngo
Revidgo (Domingo Vulgus), who represents the common
folk, and G%1 Arnbato, who belongs to the ‘classes’®.

A Dialogue between Love and an Old Man^ dating from the

same period^ is a composition of the same kind Of both

French see L. Moland, Molthre ei ia Cgmeette liaheme (2“® ed ),

Fans,
1 For =a characterisfiCSion of the Orfeo, see J Jfiahly, Angelus Pohttunus

(1S64) pp, 108-143 The Or/eo, which the Italians are said to reg?ard as the

beginnmg of their opm, was despised by its author, who wished it to be

treated as weakling chilcbren were dealt with by their Spartan parents To
the Pastor Ftdo 1 shall have repeated occasion of returning

* A play called is menlUoiied among other plays of which the

names are oflierwise unknown, performed at Bristol m r578, (Collier* i

223 note.)
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these species the authorship has been attributed to Rodrigo

Cota the elder, who is also held to have begun, about the

year 1480, a famous dramatic composition finished, not

later than 1499, by Fernando de Rojas This was Cahsto

and Mehboea^ a dramatic novel of intrigue and character,

which, under the name of Celestma^ afterwards achieved

a success extending far beyond the borders of Spain ^

Before its adaptation for the stage by Romero de Zepeda

(1582) it cannot, with its twenty-one acts, be regarded as

having been intended for representation The earliest

dramatic compositions known to have been performed in

Spam by actors, who were neither priests nor cavaliers, were

the Representaciones of Juan de la Enzina (born 1468-9),

which, under the title of Eclogues^ were dramatic dialogues,

partly of a leligious, partly of a pastoral, character. Both

in Spam and in Portugal these entertainments developed

slowly in the diiection of the regular drama, under the

influence of Italian, and occasionally of ancient classical,

examples, but a national drama had not formed itself in

Spam, before it was already rising into life in England

The early Spanish theatre is chiefly remarkable for lts^^

mixture of styles, and the first great Spanish dramatists,

Cervantes and Lope de Vega, are very unfixed m form^

In Germany, on the other hand, although the first

growths of the comic drama were by no means belated, the

process was a far simpler one Here, no doubt, under the

mfluence of the dialogue - literature, to the remarkable

growth of which in the Reformation age leference wiU

immediately be made, it was the religious drama pioper

that suggested the comic exuberance of the Fastnachtsspiele

(Shrove-Tuesday plays), dating in their earliest known speci-

^ It was frequently translated, and, in 1633, was published in an English

version by ' Don Diego Puedeser* (James Mabbe) under a vernacular first

title» See The CelesHna^
,
tnJames Mabbds verstoi^^ with Introduction by

Jr Fjt2matince Kelly {Tudor Translation^ Senes^ For a translation of acta

sax and of the Celestma (with the catastrophe of the ladder), see A
Fde's jhudes sur lancien Tkedtre Espagnol (1873), pp 417 seqq*

* Cf. Ticknor’s Ristory ofSpanish Literature^ Period I, cliaps, xm and xiv,

and ^^enod II, chaps vu and 'wii For a sketcb of the Spanish theatre

before Cervantes, and ofthe changes introduced into it byhim, see the essay
on Oer^ant^s ih M^rfmde’^s Portraits ktsionques H Hilaires (a”*® dd.^ 1874)*
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mens from the middle ofthe fifteenth century^. At first these

entertainments appear to have been little more than comic

dialogues, diversified only by the occasional use of imported

elements
, and it was natural that a strong impulse should

be given towards this kind of production by the dialogues

which form one of the most characteristic features of the

earlier yeais of the sixteenth century m German literature

The masters of this foim of composition were two of the

chief leaders in the German Renascence movement, and

of the most potent factors in the cognate movement of

the Reformation, towards which then idiosyncrasies ulti-

mately induced them to assume attitudes diiectly antago-

nistic to one another In the dialogues of Erasmus and of

Hutten the influences of classical culture and of national

sentiment aie respectively predominant, but by no means to

the exclusion of other diveisifying motives In addition

to these, a thud group of German dialogues has been

distinguished in this age by Dr Herfoid, and happily

described by him as that which exhibits the dialogue

‘turning into what is perhaps best called the drama of
debate'^' To this species, which is apt to exhibit a suc-

cession of detached scenes and a crowd of contributory

characters, Swiss writeis particularly inclined

It seems unnecessary to refer to the eaily efforts of the

comic drSma among other cognate peoples
,
though it is

perhaps noticeable that in the Low Countries comic as well

as senous dramatic pieces, moving in the sphere of real life,

are stated to have been produced as early as the fourteenth

century^

^ Cf Devnent, Gesckichie der Schausptdnunst, 1 93 As to the

FastnadktsspieU, see the instructive Introduction by Julius Tittmann to Part

111, of Dtdiiungen von Bans Sachs (in vol vi of Gttdeke and Tittniann*s

Dmtschi Dtchterdes 16 Jahrhunderti)^ Leipzig*, 1871 The two chief authors

of Fasimcltisspiclem the fifteenth century were Hans Rosenbliit, a ^ minstrel
’

of the later type, ancf Hasis Folz, both Ktlrnbergers, although Folz was
a native of Worms*

* The second chapter of Dr C H Herford's Siudm in the Lttcraty Rela-

Uons of England mtd Germany (1886) brings out with admirable force the

Hteiaiy charactemtics and influence of German dialogue literature in the

Reformation Age
^

* As to the Dutch cf* F, v Heliwald, Gesehtchte dcs hoUandtschm

(3:874)? P *
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These geneial notes will help to indicate the precedents

and examples that affected the beginnings ofEnglish comedy
before the Renascence movement, in this countiy with more

of suddenness than elsewhere, brought them into direct con-

tact with classical models In the peuod with which we
are immediately concerned—the early Tudoi period—these
germs were still slumbering beneath the cumbious folds of

the molalities
,
yet at home, too, there were not a few

influences already in operation which, when combined, might

seem to have been well capable of awakening them It

should not be overlooked that in a quite different branch of

liteiary composition, a woik of long-continued and wide-

spread popularity in this very age brought home to English,

as it had to continental, heareis and readers the advantage

and pleasure to be found in a concrete tieatment of

the vices and foibles exemplified to them by their neigh-

bours Sebastian Brant’s famous Shtp of Fools^ of which

the English version by Alexander Barklay was published

in the first year of Henry VIII’s reign (1509), transmuted

abstractions into human realities, calling down scorn and
indignation, instead of upon Improvidence, Pretentious In-

competence, and the like, upon x^^Folys withoutProvysyon^

Folyshe Fesycyans, and so forth—all of them more or less

successful facsimiles of persons living next door or in the

next street to your worship’s self Such books, in the

earliest as m later peiiods of our comic drama, have materi-

ally helped, not only to suggest effective types of character,

but also to enforce the uses of comparison between them.

Agam, as has been seen, our literature had, from an early

date, furnished examples of interlocutory poems which, as

wholly lacking action, cannot be called dramatic, but which

comprise efforts in the direction of characterisation—^an

Dialogues, important branch of dramatic effort Under the influence

of foreign examples, to which reference '’was made above,

English dialogue-literature entered upon a new phase, which

mzy be said to have lasted from the eaiher days of

Henry VIII into the great times of Elisabeth. We are not

concerned here with those of its productions which have no
direct contact ^i^ith the drama, and which include, together
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with examples of didactic or satirical prose, headed by
More’s Utopia in its English dress, the fierce polemical

'verse of William Roy and Jerome Bailow^, and the con-

troversial afteimath which followed on the accession of

Edward VI English wiiteis utilised the time-honoured
^ contrast ’ form for such productions in the manner of Hans

Sachs as John Bon and Mast Parson^ a disputation between

a peasant and a piiest on the Sacrament, which the former,

m his lustic ignoiancej calls * Coipsy-cursty ® ’ Robyn Con-

science^ a disputation in seven-line stanzas between a son

and his father, who is an abstract peisonage called Covetous-

ness, and represents, oddly enough, the fiStKos Aoyos of the

old generation, is justly regarded by Dr Herford as a com-

position of the same class ® Dr William Turner’s Exami-
nation of the Mass (1547 c) and a lather later composition

of similar conception, entitled The Endightment {Indictment)
against Mother Masse \ add an element of novelty by
arranging the disputation for and agamst the Mass and the

dogma involved in the rite under the ever popular form of

judicial trials, earned on in the one instance by concrete

agents m the familiar locality of a London sessions-house,

in the other before a personified Gods Word as judge

and the Twelve Apostles as jurymen The liking for

controversial dialogue was not extinguished under Mary,

but came -tx) an end under Elisabeth, when a religious

settlement was effected, against which it gradually became
either needless, or futile, to struggle Isolated examples of

the dialogue or disputation of the non-controversial type,

^ Tb<tDtalog4ehstwem follows upon the mock Lament
iacton fir the ikeetm of ihe Mass m the invective, published by the two
fugitive FiunciscanFnarsagainst CardinalWolseyand the orthodox Church
at home under the heading Rede me and be noii mrothe (1328). See Arber’s

English Repnnts (1871), Dr Herford, s
, p 43, shows that there is no

reason for supposing ijie authors to have been acquainted with the Bernese
poet Nicholas HanueVs more elaborate satire on (virtually) the same theme
of The Stekness ofthe Mass,

® Herford, « s., p 54 This dialogue, pnnted m 1548, is reprinted ap.

C* Hazhtt's Rematm ffEarly English Poetry
* Herford, p 33 A sufiScient account of this piece will be found ap

Collier, n* 316-319 It is in the Iibraiy ofthe Duke qf Devonshire
* Desenbed by Herford, pp 63-6, from the onginals, preserved respeo

lively in the Bntish Museum and at lambetiu
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' Dialogue

ofDeath ’

' 1564-5)

Dialogue of
irentylnes

and No-*

btiiiye

(M:f533

in which an argument is earned on merely or mainly for

the intellectual pleasure to be derived from ita recui at

different times in the Tudor period of our hteiatuie

A very celebrated dialogue, or rather series of dialogues,

combining piecept with example, and enforcing the effect

of the latter with much picturesque vivacity, by William

Bulleyn, was published in 1564-5, and is often cited under

the title of a Dialogue of Death Its full title better displays

its double purpose, which is that of indicating ‘ a goodly

regimente’ (regimen) ‘against the fever Pestilence, with

a consolation and comfort against death * Its author was

a learned scholar, born under Henry VIII, who held clerical

preferment in the early years of Edward VI, and then

travelled abroad On his return he published a variety

of medical treatises, paitly in dialogue form, and led a life of

chequered fortunes till his death in 1576^ The Dialogue

on account of which he is most generally remembered, and

on the bibliographical history of which a vast amount of

learning has been expended, is still, so fai as I know, only

accessible in fragments ^ They show the author to have

had a large and varied knowledge of both books and men,

and to have possessed the art of imparting a lifelike colour

of reality to such pictures as that which he introduces of

the citizen and his wife riding forth from London to escape

the plague But I cannot perceive that this interesting

lelic of an interesting man has any special value for the

early history of our drama.

Of other Tudor dialogues I need only mention here, by
the side of John Heywood’s Dialogue of Wit and Folly

^

noted among his works below, a similar piece punted
about the same time (1533 according to Mr. Bullen’s

conjecture) by John Rastell, who was possibly its author.

^ See Mr, A. H BuUen’s notice of liViUiain BiUCeyn in vol. vii of the

Dicitonayy ofNational Biography
^ See the note, pp xc-xcii ofthe Noticeofthe Life and U^ntmgs ofAlexander

m Jmieson's edition of The Ship ofFools (1874), vph 1, The fullest

of ejstracts known to me is that in the Appendix to W$ldton’s Sad

PP ^85-033 The scene m which the ‘ Pothicaire ^ ao4
the dqctefiraiteiid upon the sick lich man Antomus contains the much-quoted
passagre <m our early English poets.
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It has also been attributed, but without apparent reason,

to John Heywood This is a dialogue bearing the title

Of gentylnes and nobility and addressing itself to a ques-

tion which has in its time been illustrated by both wit

and wisdom, and not unfrequently reiterated without much
of either,— Who is a veiey gentleman ^ ’ The discussion

is carried on between ‘ the Marchaunt, the Knyght and the

Plowman,’ and the piece professes to be ' compiled after the

maner of an enterlude, with divers toys and gestis addyd
therto to make meiy pastyme and disport’, but there is

no action to diffeientiate it from the type of the Italian

contrasii A similar production seems to have been that

mentioned m Hall’s Ckromde {s a 1527) as having seived

to entertain the King and Court , m it, we are told, two

persones plaied a dialog, theffect wheieof was whether

riches were better than love

It must not, however, be foi gotten that already at a much Early

earlier date there are traces in England of a species of

entertainment in which an element of action was included,

and which, unlike the disputations and dialogues to which

I have adverted, may therefore be rightly described as

dramatic These early interludes^ as they were called, were

m point of fact dramatised anecdotes of the type of the

French 01 Italian comic farce, which from the Plantagenet

times on<i^aids seem to have not unfiequently been produced

to diversify or fill up the pauses of the banquets ensuing

in gieat houses upon the more substantial part of the repast

One such composition has been preserved, although In

a fiagmentaiy condition , but though the Interludium de

clerico et puella^ which probably dates from the reign of

Edward I, was founded on the English tale ofDame Stnth^

, there are indications that the author of the English farce

had (like so many of his successors) a French model in his
ft

^ Cf Collier, n 310
* The best answer, I suppose, is Chaucer’s, professedly rather than actually

founding itself on a passage m Dante, m The Wtfe ofBMs Tale

* Collier, 11 307 noU Francis Thynn’s Debate between Fnde and Lowliness

^ditedbyCollier for the Old Shakespeare Society's Publications, 184 1), which

Eobert Greene reproduced under tie title ofA Qtapforan Upstart Cauriw\

on the other hand, not dramatk e\Tn m form«
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hands ^ It is unlikely that similar ' interludes ’ should not

have continued in England, as they did in France, to divert

the leisure of those who had so much of it on their hands

What was needed was that some dramatic writer of ingenuity

and powei should be bold enough to take a lesson from

such neglected trifles, and break with the usage long im-

posed by liteiary custom To effect a tiansition from the

moralities, upon which literary effort of the dramatic kind

had in England so long concentrated itself, he would have

to throw overboard the time-honoured agency of personified

absti actions which they had pieserved with so wearisome

a persistency, and to confine the characters of plays pursuing

the same ends as the moialities themselves to those human
types which had hitherto been only occasionally or fitfully

introduced in these But although it may seem an easy

matter to take a step of this description, the resolute

fieedom proper to genius frequently has to come into play

before such a step is actually taken The real beginner of

English comedy had been long awaited in the man who
should definitively establish the practice of combining, in an

easy and amusing dramatic action, cleaily marked and

contiasted types of ordinary human life This man was

John Heywood, whom I thus have no scruple in accounting

a man of genius, and whose senes of Interludes possesses

a distinctive significance for the histoiy of our'*' national

drama.

John Heywood®, the date and place of whose birth are

alike uncertain, was in his boyhood very possibly employed

in the choii of the chapel-ioyal, and, according to his own
statement, was afterwards, for a long time, one of King
Henry VIIFs ‘smgmg-menJ It may be that between

^ Ten Bnuclj, n 308-9 This curious fra^ent is pnnted in Wnght and
Halhweirs Rehgtuae Anttquaei vol u p 145 It consists of two scenes of

a farce, written in short couplets, of winch the diction has a strong dialect

colouring. The second scene unluckily breaks off in the middle, after

*^ome EllWis/ a homely Celestiaa by her calling, has testified to her

rehgious sentiments
^ * Eor flie known data of Heywood's life, and for references to the autho-

rities' conjcerningitj see my article on him in vol xxvi of the Dwhondry
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these two stages of his life he spent some time at Broad-

gates Hallj now Pembroke College, Oxford, of which he is

traditionally said to have been a member In 152^6 he was

officially known as 'player of the viigmals’ at court, and

it is conjectured that a reduction in his wages as such was

due to his appointment, some time before 1538, as master

of a company of children who performed plays before the

couit The Princess Mary, to whom Heywood was intro-

duced by his patron Sir Thomas More, witnessed one of

these performances, and to her he became attached with

a loyal devotion to which his writings repeatedly testify,

and which was unmistakeably enhanced by his sympathy

with her subsequent policy in matters of both Church and

State Under Edwaid VI he is said to have escaped ' the

jerke of the six-string’d whip^, as a matter of fact he had

already, in 1544, avoided a chaige of having denied the

Royal Supremacy by a public recantation, and it must be

the Supremacy, not the Six Articles, Act against which

he had again offended in the new leign His literary

reputation, already considerable under Edwaid, rose to its

height under Maiy, who took an intelligent delight m his

accomplishments and in his wit, which is said to have

amused her even on her death-bed. She granted him a lease

of the manor of Bolmer and other lands in Yorkshire

After the* accession of Elisabeth, although he had enjoyed

her favour in formei days, he thought it more prudent to

withdraw to the continent, where (at Malineg
,)
he is supposed

to have passed the remainder of his days He was certainly

alive early m 1577, when his name occurs in a return of

Catholic fugitives, but in 1587 he is spoken of ^ as ' dead

and gone/ Of his two sons, the younger, Jasper, has been

previously mentioned as one of the tianslators of Seneca’s,

John Heywood^ personal position at the courts of the

sovereigns whom he so loyally served was not completely

defined by his official duties as trainer of boy-players,

conductor of their performances, and writer of the pieces

^ By Thomas Mewtoit, in hss or Condmton to Bejiwoods
* AnU, p. 195
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presented by them Upon these duties he appears to have

entered at some time between 1514, when Henry VIII en-

larged his establishment of players (to which Heywood did

not belong), and 1520 or thereabouts, the probable date of

his earliest extant interlude He cannot be supposed to have

held the place of court jester or fool \ but he was certainly

expected to amuse by his conversation as well as to interest

by his wiitings and by their reputation His Epigrams

were probably considered by himself, as well as by his con-

temporaries and by neai generations, to constitute his fore-

most title to literary fame, and indeed the collection is

full of flashes of wit and humour, and here and there even

has touches of pathos, which it needs no great alertness to

discern amidst inevitably dull surroundings The store of

Proverbs^ cleverly fitted by a tour de force into the frame-

work of a single Dialogue^ redounds to the credit of his

learning rather than of his wit, although displaying an

aptness in the art of quotation which is rightly held to

partake of the quality of wit itself But the Epigrams—
six hundred in number— would, even if nothing else were

preserved from their author’s hand, prove their author to

have been possessed of a vein of wit and humour such

as no difference of times or manners can altogether

obscure, and to have moreover had in him a vein of

. sgntin n̂t occasionally approaching the confined of poeti-

caT^wer^ Of even moie importance, perhaps, in the

present connexion, is the fact that as an epigrammatist

he may be said to be free from the pedantry which has

beset so many more richly endowed humouiists, and is

quite content to use a cross-bow instead of a catapult in

dealing with folly as it flies ^ I do not think that tins

estimate is contradicted by his elaborate allegory on the

^ The dagger worn by him m the woodcut portrait which appear^ m
editions both of The Spider and the Fite and of Epigrams upon Proverbs can

hardly be adduced as an argument to the contrary

* I may instance the epigram Ofweeping

‘Beher children weepe then olde men, say wyse men
But olde men weepe when children laugh, now and then *

^ ^ This write I not to teache but to touche , for why,
"Hen know this as well or better than h’
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affairs of Chuich and State—the burlesque epos of The

Spider and the Fhe^—which has been generally condemned

as weaiisome, although its general lucidity and relative

variety oftreatment to my mind redeem some ofthe tedious-

ness inherent in the literary species to which it belongs

Of his remaining non-dramatic writings, I need here only

mention the Willow Garland ballad, the refrain of which

was known to Desdemona ^

Such a humourist as John Heywood was manifestly fitted

for the task which, doubtless without much consciousness of

its importance, he undertook in connexion with the progress

of our comic diama Frank and open-minded, he is at the

same time a really modest writer, who, in the matter of

characterisation, for instance, unaffectedly rates his powers

at the very lowest ^ Yet it was precisely the vivacity of his

genius which, in a moie advanced age of the English drama,

would probably have secured to him a far more prominent

position m its history than is usually accorded to him His

humour is of a kind perhaps peculiarly charactenstic ofthose

minds which, while stiongly conservative at bottom, claim

a Wide personal liberty in the expression of opinion, and are

radically adverse to all shams. Such a mmd was that of

Aristophanes, who, I am convinced, went through no such

changes ofreligious opinion as have been attributed to him by
modern crTticism, but who consistently indulged in a license

of expression quite compatible with the maintenance of

fixed principles in rdigion and in politics Such a mind
was that of Canning, who, under the influence of personal

feeling, could satirise a Tory premier as happily as he could

ridicule a revolutionary Radical. Heywood was a con-

vinced orthodox Roman Catholic, as he was an upholder

of legitimate authority in the realm , to quarrel with the

foundations of spiritual authority (such as they seemed to

him) was in his ey^ alike foolish and criminal
5 but he saw

^ Repmted m the (Old) Shakespeare Soeietfs Papers, 1844, 1, 44-6
» <^ere I, m portraiying persons dead or alive

As cunnyag and as qui<^e to touche them at full,

As m that feate I am iguotaut and dull ^

Diatt^e ofProuethes CTr , Partv
RVOI., I.
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A M6fy
Pla^
twim iht

PitrdQnar^

(/n
xs3a^

no leason for sparing priests, pardoneis, 01 pilgrims the lash

of his ‘ mad, mery wit

'

For both the wit and the humour of Heywood aie not

only undeniable, but exceedingly striking, especially in the

midst of the literature, tame and tedious as a whole, of our

English moralities. The manifestation of these qualities

by Heywood redeems the youthful period of the English

comic diama from the charge of utter inferiority to that

of the French
; and proves that neither had Chaucer

written m vain, nor were Shakspere and Ben Jonson m
this respect without a true predecessor If the form of

Heywood’s interludes is extremely simple, this only

creases our admiration for the fact that he found it possible

within so limited an area to display comic faculties which

would have been equal to far ampler opportunities He
tells a merry tale with Chaucerian verve

^
and contiives m

his simple scenes to introduce touches of character of irre-

sistible effectiveness And, so far as it is possible to judge,

his fondness for a joke is merely the ripple on a bioad sur-

face of good sense, and never at issue with the fundamental

pimciples of a sound morality Lastly, he is possessed of

what, considering the age in which he wrote,may be desciibed

as the most exceptional of his literaiy gifts, viz. genuine

lightness of hand
,
while all his writings are interesting, his

interludes may be described as thoroughly enjoyable

Not all the productions of Heywood which I am about

to notice are properly desciibed as interludes^ if that name

is, in its more precise application to a distinct hteiary

speaes, to be confined to short comic pieces containing an

element of action that entitles them to be called dramatic

But, as it IS these which constitute his claim to a conspicuous

place in a survey of our dramatic liteiature, and as they

appear to have preceded the rest in chronological order of

production, they may heie be noticed ffrst

The Mery Play hetiveen the Pardoner and the Frere^ the

CwraU and Neyhour Pratte, was printed by Rastell in

^533 but the internal evidence of a reference to Bope

^ A, copy of this is to be found m the hbtary of thd Buke of Bevou-

shire, and -wm reproduced m facsimile in i8ao It has been reprinted in
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Leo X (who died m 15^1) shows it to have been written

at least twelve years before this date The construction

of this easy diamatic satire is even slighter than that of

its successors, the idea being simply that of a ludicrous

rivalry between the Friar and the Pardoner to gain the ear

of a pansh which could do very well without the presence

of either. The Friar having secured the use of the Cuiate’s

pulpit sets out upon his begging sermon, m which he is

interrupted by the Pardoner, intent upon extolling his

relics^. They carry on their oiatorical effoits in alternate

lines, with the ludicrous effect of such an alternation so well

known to later days of the comic stage Ultimately they

fall to blows, and are engaged in a furious scuffle, when the

Curate (or Parson) appears on the scene to pieserve his

church, as he incisively puts it, from ' pollution ’ He thus

appeals to the lay-element, in the person of neighbour

Pratte, to second him in this endeavour •

‘Neighbour, ye be constable, stand ye near,

Take ye that lay knave, and let me alone

With this gentleman By God and by Saint John,

I shall borrow upon priesthood somewhat

,

For I may say to thee, neighbour Pratte,

It IS a good deed to punish such, to th’ ensample

Of such other, how that they shall [not] mell

In like fashion, as these caitiffs do*

It proves, however, a difficult task, especially for the Curate,

to quell such determined intruders, and in the end they are

allowed to depart in peace, although without a benediction

.

‘ Fnar Will ye leave, then, and let us m peace depart ?

Cw ate and Pratte Yea, by our lady, even with all our heart.

Frtar and Pardoner. Then adieu to the devil, till we come again

»

Curate and Pratte. And a mischief go with you both twain

The Mery, Play between Johan the Husbande^ Tyb the A Mi>ry

and Syr %hon the Priest^

^

was likewise printed by

Four Old Plays^ edited by Child (Cambridge, USA, 1848), and m Hazlitt's

Doddery vol. i.

^ Collier, u. 301 note, mentions that a Proclamation, issued m 1537
against erroneous wntings and books, contains a warning against ‘ dyvers

and sundry light persons called Pardoners,^ winch denounces their evil ways
m very expUcit terms.

* Repnnted at the Chiswick Press irom the unique copy m the
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Rastell in 1533 It treats of a triple relationship, which

the later Middle Ages and the Renascence period ‘analyse*

persistently as our novelists of the nineteenth century.

^Johan commences the action by a soliloquy, m which,

because it ts a soliloquy, he proclaims with heroic boldness

his deteimination to exeicise his martial authority by
‘ beting * his wife But after he has reviewed and confuted

all possible arguments against such a procedure, the real

argument soon appears in the person of his wife Tyb herself

She meets her husband’s suspicions as to her relations with

the palish priest by constraining him to invite her ghostly

friend to partake of a ‘ pye,’ which constitutes the central

point of interest in the drama The notion that to suffer

injury is much, but that to be in addition deprived of one’s

dinner by the destroyer of one’s peace is too much, is

immortal infaice, but never has it been worked out with

more ‘ convincing ’ humour than in this Mery Play While

the priest and Tyb are consuming the pie, the husband is

set to ^ chafe wax ’ at the fire, m order to stop up a hdle m
a pail, which, there is but too much leason to believe, was

not strange in its origin to Tyb In the end, the long-

suffering husband’s patience gives way, and with a courage

born fiom despair he suddenly attacks the priest ‘with his

fyst,’ ending the play with an expression of forebodings

that excuse if they do not justify his conduct In a farcical

sketch such as this there is, of course, not very much room

for characterisation, 01 for any very special depiction of

manners. In his thud and most celebrated interlude, the

author returns to the more elaborate kind of satire which

he had attempted in his first extant piece.

The Four Ps^ a Mery Interlude of a Palmer^ a Pardoner.^

a Potycary^ and a Pedlar^ was printed, without date, by

William Myddleton, but as no dated publication was issued

from his press before 1543 or after 1^4̂ ^ the precise time

Asbmolean Musetini, Oxford ‘ Sir ' is of course the usual prefix allowed to

a pn^t, as representing the ^ dominos ' attesting his (actual or supposed)

^ theiT»w<r de Femet (Ancm Theatre FranfotSf 1 ^n)
*C*est ung tr^ pouvre passetemps

De chauffer la mre quant on digne.'
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of the printing of this play must fall between these years,

although its composition was probably more or less contem-

poraneous with that of the interludes previously noticed ^

This piece ^ is m its details extremely entertaining, while it

thoroughly succeeds in conveying a moral quite distinct

from the tendency which might, by a natural mistake, be

imputed to it We may therefore unaffectedly regret that

its most humoious passages are unfit for modern ears The
Palmer and the Pardoner begin by a contest as to the superior

efficacy of the processes of salvation which they respectively

practise
,
the Toticary asserts that if tkej teach men how

to prepare for death, /ze can faalitate death itself, while

the task of the Pedlar is to judge which is the greatest liar

of the three. The competition consists m the telling of two

stories by the Palmer and the Pardoner, and the outbidding

of their lies circumstantial by a monstrously extravagant

assertion on the part of the ’Poticaiy ^ The humour of

the whole is inimitable, but at the end the author takes

occasion to show that it is the abuse and not the use of

means of edification which he has been satirising. This

interlude is in many respects curious as an illustration of

manners as well as character, the Pai doner’s list of his

relics being only equalled by the Palmer’s enumeration of

his pilgrimages, of which his rival thus sums up the lesult

‘And when ye have gone as far as ye can,

For all your labour and gostely entente,

Ye will come home as wyse as ye wente’

Heywood’s lines often possess the felicity of the above
,

^ Reprinted in vol i of Dodsley*s SAect Old Plays , mvoti of ^eAnctenf

Bnttsk Drama , and In vol, i of Hazlitt's Dodsl^,
* The alliterative tide of The Four P’s either was already popular, or was

made such by Heywood’s interlude On the dismissalofCoke, Chamberlain

wntes to Carleton (Nov 18, 1621) ‘The common speech is that four PP’s

have overthrown and put him down, that is, Pride, Prohibitions, Praemunire,

and t^rerogative*’' {Ca^ri and Times ofJames /, 184S, i 427

)

9 <And this I wolde ye shulde understande,

I have sene women v hundred thousande

And oft With them have longe tyvxfi taned j

Yet in all places where I have ben,

Of all Uie women that I have sene,

I never sawe nor fcnewe in my conscyens,

Any one woman mt of i^aciens/
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he had all the power of condensing and pointing expression

which became second nature to him as an epigrammatist,

and there is a leally gnomic force m the use to which he

puts his power in the few serious words at the close of this

mteilude Or is theie not strength of meaning, as well as

of expiession, in the admonition

—

^But where ye dout, the truthe nat knowynge,

Belevynge the beste, good may be growynge,

In judgynge the best, no harme at the leste,

In judgynge the worste, no good at the beste'

—

whatever may be thought of the coiollary, which exhibits

the author’s orthodoxy

‘But beste in these thynges it semeth to me,

To take no judgement upon ye

,

But as the churche doth judge or take them,

So do ye receyve or forsake them

And so be you sure ye cannat erre,

But may be a frutfull folower'?

Besides these Interludes^ in the more special sense of the

term which they may be said to Jaave themselves succeeded

m establishing for it, John Heywood composed other pieces

more or less resembling earlier types, but not unmaiked with

the originality which rarely deserted him The Play of the

Wether^ a new and a very mery interlude of all maner of
Wethers (printed m 1533)^, is a highly ingenious^composi-

tion, of which the plot has a more didactic design than can

with sincerity be ascubed to any of the interludes noticed

above The introduction ofpersonages from classical mytho*-

logy interests us, as indicating the influence of Renascence

tastes, which kept alive a liking for such agency m the more
fanciful spheres of our drama down to a very late date ^

^ A copy of this exists at St John's College, Oxford There is another
edition, pnnted by Robert Wyer A full account of this play by Dr Bliss

15 reproduced by Pairholt in his essay on Heywood and his writings m
Percy Society's Ptihhcahom^ vol xx (1645)

^ Robert Greene’s Debate between FoUte and Love, professedly translated

out of French (pnnted 1597, and reprinted in Dr Grosart’s edition of

Greenes Workst iv. 45-223), compnses a long disputation between these

p«T»oaages ^ of their power, digmtie and supenontie,’ followed by action.

Folly, having made herselfinvisible, puts out Love’s eyes, and Venus carries

the compMnt ofLove before Jupiter, who appoints Apollo and IMercury ss

counadt, %«y inake long speeches full of ancient instances, and Jupiter’s
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The divinities who superintend the several phenomena of

the weather—Phoebus, Saturn, Aeolus, and Phoebe—prefer

complaints against one another at the thione of Jupiter,

who thereupon, thiough Merry Report, the ‘Vice^ of the

play, summons befoie the supreme tnbunal a set of human
witnesses, types of classes specially interested m different

sorts of weather, such as the Ranger, the Water-miller, the

Wmd-miller The vanety of their lequests, to which Jupitei

undertakes to respond one by one, inasmuch as to respond

to them simultaneously is impossible, proves the absurdity

of demanding more than what is in the end beneficial to

the human community at large If, as Collier suggests \
intended for a couit show, this mythological morality was

certainly a lefined as well as genial specimen of its class

The Play ofLove^ of which the extant copy ^ is without

date, was perhaps an eailier production of the same veisatile

author. One may best compare it to an Italian frottolay

comprising, as it does, as many as four characters, although

the contention between them is in the form of a disputation

rather than of a dramatic action These characteis consist

of ‘the Lover not beloved— the Woman beloved, not

loving—the Lover beloved—and one Neither lover nor

loved.’ This last unlucky wight makes his appearance as

the Vice, who ‘cometh m ronnynge sodenly aboute the

place among the audiens, with a huge coppyr tank on his

head, full of squybs, fyred, crying “ Watere, water
;
fyre,

fyre, fyre
,
water, water

,
fyre

,

” till the fyre in the squybs

be spent ’ A certain measure of action is thus introduced,

inasmuch as the Lover nervouslyimagines his mistress to be

aflame But finally argument settles, 01 rather harmonises,

the difficulty in dispute, and the closing speech gives a

religious tuin to the sentiment conveyed.

The Dialogue of Wtl and Folly

^

in conclusion, of which

the MS.® likewise bears no date, is, as its title implies, a mere

dialogue^ and not therefore to be included among Heywood’s

sentence is postponement, Folly to undertake the guidance in the meantime

of blind Love
^ n 307
® la the BodlcMin. It is described at length by Fairholt, u s

* In the British Museum Reprinted by Fairhoit, 5.

The Play

ofLove

The
Dialogue

of Wit
mid Folly,
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dramatic works The disputation on the question whether

the life of a wise man or that of a fool be superior to the

other, is conducted by two persons named John and James,

and decided by a third, bearing the authoiitative name of

Jerome The piece appears to have been recited before

the king, and lepeatedly refers to his majesty’s fool, Will

Somers or Summer, as illustrating the advantage of being

unencumbered by either understanding or education ^

One or two other plays may be conveniently mentioned

here, which, whether or not designated as ' interludes * by

their authors or punters, can hardly be classed among regular

comedies, and exhibit features of treatment or style con-

necting them with earlier species which were passing away®

A new Enterhide called Thersytes^^ which announces its

purpose to be to ^ declare howe that the greatest boosters

are not the greatest doers,’ must have been first performed

in or very soon after 1537, the year of the birth of the

prince who afterwards reigned as King Edwaid VI
,

for

to this auspicious event the play expressly refers at its

close ^ As it was pnnted at some date not earlier than

1561, it may have been revived under Queen Elisabeth

Although in its design resembling Heywood’s interludes, it

differs from them both in its method of treatment, which

is that of a rather childish kind of burlesque, and in its

style, which is manifestly, and not altogether unsuccessfully,

modelled on the Skeltonical®- Although the chief character

bears a name taken from classical story, and there is some
further display of classical learning, the fun is of the most

^ Collier, 11 307-9 This dialogue ends in an epilogue of four stanzas

which extol the king’s wit, hut which ‘ in his absens are voyde,’ 1 e, to be
omitted

* A few other pieces of this class which, however, contain so large an
allegoncal element as to admit on the whole of being reckoned among the

moralities, have been'mentioned anUy p 142
» Pnnted m Hazhtt's Dodkley^ vol i. Both this ^and the following play

were published by Haslewood in 1820, with an Introduction, reprmted by
Jlr. Hashtt

^Beseech ye also, that God may save his queen,
trfOvely Lady Jane, and the pnnce that he hath sent them between,

^ Ct p* Xfl|9, mte» One of the speeches of Thersites contains a long
etdng odomhtopoeic names,m the fashion which Redph RoieterDafsfer&nd
ether look over from the moralises.
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straightforward kind, and occasionally, as observed, borders

on the infantile (Thersites ‘ must fight with his sword

against the snail, and the snail draweth her hoi ns in
')

A new Enterlude for chtldren to playe^ named Jacke

gler on the other hand, though intended to be performed

by children, is extremely gioss in expression, while we
must grant that its plot, or shred of a plot, is a most inno-

cent adaptation of an original very differently treated by
latei hands 2 It is, in point of fact, taken fiom the

Amphttruo of Plautus, ‘without the part of Amphitruo’,

and lesembles those ‘ drolls ’ of a later period which consist

of a farcical episode taken from a play of established repu-

tation- The hero and other personages bear typical names

(Mayster Boungrace, Dame Coye, Ales trype and go, &c )
^

Of a far more advanced kind is the interlude of Calisto and
Mehboea^, printed by John Rastell about 1530, with a long

and edifying title for which it seems ungracious to have

substituted one merely conveying the origin of the piece

But, in pouat of fact, the circumstance of this ongm accounts

for the relatively developed nature of both action and

diction, which no occasional defects of detail can conceal

We have here the earliest English version of part of the

Celesitnay the significance of which, although here reduced

to the proportions of the action of an interlude, seems to

anticipate'many later developements in the history of our

drama®

^ Pnnted in Hazlxtt’s Dodsley, vol 1

^ See below as to Bryden’s AmphiUyon
® * And a maid we have at home, Alison Tnp-and go

,

Not all London can show such other two

,

She simpereth, and pranketh,’ &c
* Repnnted in vol i of Hazhtt’s Dodsl^
* *A new comedy m English tn manner ofan mteriude right elegant andfull

of rhetoric i wherein ts shewed and described as well the beauty andgood ptoper-

ties of womertf as fhetr vices and ml conditions^ with a moral conclusion and
exhortation to virtue

*

® Cf IClein, w 5pi, in the connexion between the Celesiha with the Italian,

and indirectly widi the English romantic drama As to mere diction, I con-

tent myselfwith citing a passage which (quite early m the play) expresses

the longing of Cahsto for Meliboea
* Oh, what woeful wight wiUi me can compare I

The thirst of sorrow is my mixed wine

Which daily I dnnk with deep draughts of cmei
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Ingelm<ls The Dtsohedient Chtld^^ an mteilude by Thomas Ingelend,

described on the title-page as ‘ late student m Cambridge/

fore 1560) where he appears to have been a member of Christas College,

may probably be assigned to the leign of Edward VI, 01

even to that of Henry VIII
,
but it was not punted till

1560, and concludes with the praise of Queen Elisabeth

I mention it here, because, though m manner belonging to

the moralities, and introducing the Devil with his ‘ O, ho, ho,

what a felowe am I,* in the old-fashioned style, it possesses

a real dramatic fable, however simple, while its characters

are all human types, not personified abstractions Its story

IS that of a rich man’s son m the city of London, who,

instead of following the admonitions of his kind parent,

leads a life of wantonness, and crowns his follies by an

imprudent early marriage This crime brings with itself

its own punishment in the shape of a shrewish wife
, and

the Prodigal returns repentant to his fathei The play

straightforwardly teaches its homely lesson, and the char-

acters (including, besides fathei and son and the young
woman, a priest, and as comic personages, a Man Cooke
and a Woman Cooke) are distinctly drawn But the whole

manner of the play bespeaks the style of dramatic compo-

sition to which the age of its production was accustomed

There can be no doubt that so soon as the Interludes of

John Heywood, and compositions more or less fesemblmg

these in kind, had established themselves in popular favour

as an accepted dramatic species, the required transition

from the moralities to comedy had, to all intents and

purposes, been effected There can be no mistake whatever

as to the facility with which the Interlude might have been

expanded so as to fill the larger mould of comedy, indeed,

as will be seen, the second m date of our extant English

comedies ® differs from such a piece as The Pmr P's merely

by its larger numbei of characteis and by its rather nearer

approach to the mtnimuM in the matter of plot In the

^ by Halliwell for the Percy Society {PuhUcahonSt voL xxii)

Tto play appears to be alluded to m Will sarcastic remarks oil

Mhife iprodl^ cbjM in bis doublet and hose all greasy,’ iii L&st
rnmtmt

* Bee below its to iSamm$r Gurfan*$ Needier
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meantime, however, a duect influence from the outside had

actually ripened the earliest fruit on the tree As a matter

of fact, not only was the progress of English comedy from

the first materially facilitated by examples from other

modern literatures which the Renascence movement had

already stimulated to efforts in this branch of literatuie, but

its own actual beginning was due to the piomptings of that

movement Yet, while so much is admitted as indisputable,

it would be an error to ignore either the co-opeiation of

a free creative spiiit, due to the consciousness of the national

literary developement which I have attempted to trace, or

the circumstance that the classical examples on which the

earliest English comedy, and not a few of its successors,

weie immediately modelled, themselves attested the in-

forming power of a similar influence

Plautus and Terence, with whom, like the Italian before Plautus

them, our English comic dramatists were brought into

direct contact by the current of the Renascence, belonged ntodeh of

to a very different period of Roman literary and social life

from that in which Seneca, the direct exemplar of modern
tiagedy, had his being ^ It is tiue that, like Seneca, these

writers were almost entirely indebted to Gieek originals

for their subjects, which they borrowed all but exclusively

from the masters of the so-called New Comedy—Menander

and Phile'hion in particular—either adapting single plays,

01 ‘ contaminating,’ i. e blending into one, parts or portions

of single plays But, in the first place, the Roman comoedta

palhaia was, properly speaking, not a literary imitation, but

the Greek comic stage bodily transferred to Rome, at a time

when its productions were still gratifying Greek audiences as

a living and continuous growth ^ And, again, Plautus at

least was so genuine a Roman that his plays without effort

^ AnU^ p 190
^ See K O Mailer, Htsfoiy 0/ the Literature ofAnaent Greece 1 English

Translation), 11 ^3 Although Menander died as early as 291 b c , and

Philemon (who had been his contemporary) m a6a, yet they were followed

by a younger Philemon and other comic poets, whose plays, inferior examples

of the same school, amused the Greek public by the side of their own The
dates of the lives of Plautus and Terence are 254-X85, and 193-160 n. c.

respectively.
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adapted themselves to the atmosphere in which they were

produced, and in manner and style presented themselves as

thoroughly Roman and thoroughly popular Terence, who

was born a few years before the death of Plautus, is, to be

sure, as far inferior to his predecessor in comic power as he

excelled him in refinement of manner and elegance of

form
,

yet his comedies have only the possible faintest

smell of the lamp, while their intrinsic attractiveness has

left them in little need of changes of importance at various

times and in various literatures to accompany their assump*

tion of the garb of a modern tongue ^ Without, then,

dwelling in this place either on the merits or on the short-

comings of these two poets, whose fate (for leasons perhaps

of a more or less incidental kind) has certainly not been

undue neglect, we may regaid them as precursors whom
the Italian, and afterwards the English, comic dramatists

of the Renascence age might easily follow Now, the chief

merits of these Latin adapters of the New Attic Comedy
consisted m a deft construction of plots and m a diction at

once terse and sententious Their range of characters was

by no means wide, and m its selection of types illustiated

the decay of contemporary Greek civilisation, rather than

the still abounding vigour and solid coheience of Roman
public and private life \

^ The English adaptations of comedies by both these poets aie, as is well

known, extremely numerous, m the case of Terence this is the less

astonishing, when we note the long senes of English translations of his

plays (bee HalliweU’s Dtcivonavy^ sub voc Adelphts and Eunuchm )
* The lines are well known m which M Manilius (Asirommtcai v. 467-

47r) summansed these types, and paid a tnbute to their hteraiy creator

Menander as an artistic painter of real hfe •

^ Ardenfes juvmes, rapasque in amove puellas,

Blusosque senes^ agihsque per omnia servos,

Quets tn cuncta suam produxti saecula wtam
Doctor tn urbe sud linguae sub fiore Menander^
Qm vitae osiendtf vttam^ ehariisque sacravti

*

1 venture on a paraphrase of the first two of^ese lines

* Young men in love the livelong day

,

Young girls witli whom they run away

,

With guardians or parents old,

Of tncks the victims manifold 1

tod slaves for ever on the wmg,
Wtio deftly manage eveiythmg/
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By the end of the first quarter of the sixteenth century, «« E»g-

Italian comedy had, as has been already seen, vindicated

to itself an independent literary existence of its own, while

the English comic drama was still, as it were, striving by
its own strength to free itself from the fetters encumbering

its growth Yet just as the literary parentage ofour earliest

English tragedy is to be sought m the tragic poetry of

Seneca, so our earliest extant English comedy is a direct

imitation of the comoedta palhata of the Romans, without

the intervention of any Italian or other modern agency We
have already met, m the case of the interlude Jack Juggler

^

with a plot borrowed from the Amphitruo of Plautus^, A
version of the Andrta^ under the title of Terens tn English^

was printed some time before 1530, which, although not

pretending to be anything more than a translation, expressly

insists on the expediency of English plays being composed

in the English tongue, and moves in this direction by intro-

ducing occasional allusions to things of its own day The
authors (for there was more than one) must have been men of

taste as well as learning, since their prologue pays a tribute,

which recalls that of Bulleyn’s celebrated Dialogue, to

Chaucer and other illustrious English poets ^ A purely

scholastic purpose, as I may take this opportunity ofnoting,

was that of the English version of the Dutch scholar William

Fullonms so-called ‘comedy,' Acolastus^ printed in 1540

by the learned John Palsgiave, who was one of the earliest

professors of modern languages in England, and to the

excellence of whose training witness was borne by the

linguistic accomplishments of his pupil, afteiwards Queen

Mary* Acolastm dramatises the parable of The Prodigal

Son^ but its purpose was more restricted than that of even

the ordinary scholastic drama ^ For the translation was

^ AnU, p 249. As early as 1520 Henry VIII had provided * a goodly

comedy of PlauWs* for'the entertainment of certain hostages left m this

country for the payment of the indemnity agreed upon as the condition of

the restoration of Tournay m tiie previous yearj hut inasmuch as these

strangers were Frenchmen, the play was doubtJess acted in the original

See Colher, i 89
* Jh n 278 note

* X remember a version of the saihe parable on the modem stage in the

form ofa melodrama, by the late Mr* Edward FitsbalL
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ai ranged ^ after such maner as chylderne are taught in the

grammar-schole, fyrst, worde for worde, as the Latyne lyeth,

and afterwarde, accordynge to the sense and meanyng of

the Latin sentences/ and was accompanied by a variety of

marginal ' admonitions ' concerning grammar, diction, and

metre ^ A very different significance attaches to the play

of which I am about to speak, although its author was

likewise a schoolmaster, whom internal not less conclusively

than external evidence shows to have intended this piece

for performance by his pupils

Nicholas Udall, the author of Ralph Roister Dotster
^ is

known to have been head master of Eton School during

the years 1534-41 He had been educated at Corpus

Chnsti College, Oxford, where his Lutheian views had for

several years delayed his pioceedmg to the M A degree.

Already pieviously to that period, his literary pretensions

must have been well known, or he would not have been

associated with his Oxfoid contemporary John Leland m
the composition of a pageant designed to celebrate the

entry into London, aftei her marriage, of the new Queen

Anne Boleyn^, In the following year he published a Latin

anthology, which included three comedies of Terence. It

would be futile to discuss the scandals connected with his

dismissal from Eton, followed by his consignment to the

Marshalsea prison He seems afterwards to have been for

a time vicar of Braintree in Essex His most important

literary production, the Translation of Eiasmus' Paraphrase

of Si Ltike^ was dedicated to Henry VIIFs last, and

Protestant, Queen
; but in the tripartite Introduction to the

Gospels^ published by him under Edward VI, he found

occasion to pay a feivid tribute of praise to the Princess

Mary, who had in her turn translated Paraphrase of the

Gospel of St, fo/m. Our literary history, as has been

already seen in the case of John Heywood, shows how our

^ See daborate title of this cimous publication in HaDiweU's ’

if Engitsh Plays Palsgrave’s treatise, DEsclmrctssemmt de la hngue
was pnnted by Pynson m 1530 (Warton, av 335)-

,

* 'See Collier, 11^ 353, for an extract n'om this pageant, offenng to Que&n
tlie. aame hyperbolical tribute as that paid to her daughter ^uees

'

^ the tdctae of The Arraignment ofPahs,
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Tudor sovereigns at times rewarded attachment to their

family without too close a personal enquiiy, and Udall

seems to have known how to please the whole dynasty m
turn Under Edward VI he was presented to a preben-

dary*s stall at Windsor, and to a rectory (Calboume) in the

Isle of Wight Under Mary he is officially named as one

of the Queen*s purveyors of dramatic entertainments, who
set forth in her presence both dialogues and interludes ,

so

that the iragoedta de Papatu^ which Bale in 1548 notes him

as having composed, must have been oveilooked in con-

sideiation of his dramaturgic capabilities, as well as of his

scholaily reputation In 1555, or possibly even a year 01

two earlier, he was headmaster of Westminster School, and

at Westminster he died in 1556 His play called Ezechias

m English^ doubtless founded upon a Kings xviii-xx,

which was performed before Queen Elisabeth at King's

College, Cambridge, on her visit to the University m 1.564;

was therefore a posthumous work ^

The supposition, generally entertained, that Udall wrote

Ralph Roister Bolster for perfoimance by the Eton boys

during his tenure of the Iieadmastership of this school,

would fix the date of our earliest English comedy between

the yeais 1534 and 1541 ^ This supposition derives colour,

not from the accidental fact that the single old copy of the

play extant was in 1818 presented to Eton College Library,

but from the explicit statement, cited by Waiton from the

Eton Consuetudinary drawn up about the year 1560, that

in addition to the best and most suitable plays being

publicly acted by the Eton boys in the Christmas holidays,

plays written in English weie occasionally exhibited by
them, when any were to be found of sufficient wit and

attractiveness But recent researches have established on

^ As to EzechtdSf see Collier, 1 1S3, For the data of Udall's life, see

W D Cooper’s Introddcioiy Memoir^ s
,
and cf* Warton* 111 308 et al , and

I^ofessor J W Hales, The Date of the First English CoiHedy, in Engltccke

Studten (1893) * Nicolas Yevedal! * was registered as buried m St Mar-

garet’s parish, on December 23, 1556,.

’ It was some time before 1343 that Thomas Tusser, the author of Ftiie

Bmdreth Potnies ofGoodHnsbandne^ was at Etoii, and received from Udall

the flogging of fifty-three stripes recorded by him in the Auihor^s Life

See Warton, iv* 222, * Warton, iv, 308
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direct evidence of a very striking character the extreme

piobability that the play was written in 1553 or 1553, m
which case theie is every likelihood that it was composed by

Udall for performance at Westminster School, either during

or just befoie his tenure of the headmastership there, which

may have commenced as early as the latter of the two

above-mentioned years ^ And it has at the same time been

shown to be even less open to dispute that the comedy

cannot have been written before 1546, inasmuch as it con-

tains a number of more or less unmistakeable coincidences

with John Heywoods Proverbs^ which were published m
that year ^ The result seems to *be that the date of our

earliest English comedy falls at least eleven years later

than has hitherto been assumed, and therefore m closer

proximity to those of its next successors

Ralph Roister Doister^ is an adaptation of the Miles

Glortosus of Plautus, itself in all probability an adaptation

from Menander, from whose Colax Terence, in his Eunuchus^

bon owed the figures of Thiaso the soldier and Gnatho the

parasite ^ But although both Plautus and Terence are duly

mentioned in the prologue, the scene of the action is laid

in London, and the chaiacters were doubtless both intended

and represented as tjTpes of contemporary manners Thus,

though both the literary origin of the play, and the ' mirth

with modesty * which it preserves through all its*^rollicking

^ See Hales, w s The third edition of the RuU of Reason^ by Thomas
Wilson, an old pupil of Udall’s, published in 1553 (or, though loss probably,

in 1554), maltes use of Ralph Roister DoistePs celebrated mispunctuated

love-letter to Mistress Custance for the purpose of illustrating * antiquity
*

The first and second editions of the same book (1550-1 and 1553) do not

contain this reference The obvious conclusion is strengthened by the

possibility of an allusion m the play to another of Wilson*s works, the Ari

of Rhetonc, of which Udall, who contnbuted commendatory verses to it,

Certainly knewm 1553, the year of its pubhcation
* I do not refer to Professor Hales* additional argument from the dates of

the Usury Acts (1546 or 155a), which appears to m£* less convincing Tiiken

as a whole, his demonstration is irresistible.

Printed by F Marshall, rSai, edited for the (old) Shakespeare Society,

,witSi Introductory Memoir, by W B Cooper, 1B47
,

again repnnted in

RispnnU^ 5869, and an vol iv of Ha25litt*s Dodshy,
The notion of profession^ military arrogance is better suited to the

period of ISJreek than to any of Roman history before the
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fun, mark it as an example of the scholastic drama, intended

for the delectation of a special kind of audience, it is to all

intents and purposes a popular play, resting its effects

broadly and directly upon its genuine comic qualities

The names of the dramatts personae are onomatopoeic,

1 e they are made to suit the characters, after a fashion of

which we have already met with abundant examples The
hero's name, which recurs in a morality of rather later

date^ and elsewheie, signifies swaggerer, and the type^

became a standing one on the stages of most modem
nations He is a vain-glorious, cowardly blockhead, of

whom the Pyrgopohmces of the Latin comedy is the precise

prototype Matthew Merygreeke (who opens the play with

an account of his skill in the art of living at the expense

of somebody else, into Vrhich he introduces a whole gallery

of alliterative shadows^) is the Artotrogos or Loafer of

Plautus, the standing figure of the parasite m Greek

New Comedy and its Latin reproductions. His name was,

or became, proverbial for proficiency in the kind of talk

which IS the stock-m-tiade of such hangers-on^ Besides

these, there are Gawyn Goodluck, Tristram Trusty, Dobinet

Doughty, Harpax, Truepenny, Sim Suresby, Dame Christian

Custance (Constance), the heroine—too pretty a name for

^ Ulpian FulweVs Like will to Like (1568) Cf ante

® Nares qiJbtes from the Minorfor Magistrates

* In peace, at home they swear, stare, foist, roist, fight and jar.’

Cf the French nisire

^ ‘My living heth here and there, of God’s grace.

Sometime with this good man, sometime in that place,

Sometime Lewis Loytrer biddeth me come near

,

Sometime Watkin Waster maketh us good cheer,

Sometime Davy Diceplayer when he hath well cast

Malceth revel rout, as long as it will last

,

Sometime Tom Titmle maketh us a feast

,

Sometime with Sir Hugh Fye I am a bidden guest,

Sometime at Nickol Neverthnve's I get a sop j

Sometime 1 am feasted with Biyan Bhnkinsoppe,

Sometime I hang on Hankm Hoddydodie's sleeve,

But this day on Ralph Royster Boyster’s, by his leave,’ &c
I have quoted the passage, in order to shovr once again how near our early

comedies are in manner to the later moralities,

* Dick Litchfield, the Trinity barber, to whom Nashe dedicates his enter-

taining tractate, Haue mth you to Sajghin WMen^ is there described as
‘ a irare ingenuous old meny Greeke (Nashe’a Works^ ed. Grosart, 111 47).

S
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the swaggering Ralph to hang his erotics on^—^and the

less attractive trio of Madge Mumblecheek, Tibet Talkapace,

and Annot Alyface The dialogue carried on by these

worthies is vigorous in texture and interlarded with an

unconsaonable number of strange oaths, but, in accordance

with the author’s promise, free from a worse kind of inde-

cency The lyncs, too, for which this early comedy, as well

as Gammer Gurton’s Needle, freely found room, thereby

settmg an example of some importance to the later drama,

although they cannot lay claim to elegance, are harmless m
tone The construction of the plot is both ingenious and

clear , and the device, alieady noticed, of the letter which,

through the parasite’s felse inteipunctuation, conveys to the

heroine the directly opposite meaning to that which his

master intended it to bear, is amusing enoi^h, even though

the trick may slightly smack of the schoolroom ** A bit

of broader fun, and one that doubtless commended itself

highly to the Westminster actors, is the free fight between

the men and the women ® At the end, all the characters

unite m a ‘ t^ ’ m honour of Queen Elisabeth, not forgetting

to dwell upon her royal task of protecting the Gospel , this,

howevei, must m any case have been a later addition

A comparison between this comedy, written by a school-

master for schoolboys, and its first known successor, will

show that, like Gorhoduc, when compared with TLptus and

Virginia or Cambises, Ralph Roister Bolster has already

with true academical freedom cast off certain of the tiadi-

tions still slavishly obeyed by the writers of plays designed

to wm the favour of an ordinary audience. This implies

a testimony to the hberating spirit of the Renascence, in

^ * Christian Custance have I found,

Chnstian Custance have I found

;

A widow with a thousand pound t

I maun be married a Sunday*
® The same humourous notion constitutes the Tun of the Prologue to

the Tradesmen’s Play in A Midsummer Nights Dreemt, the speaker of whidi

^es not * stand upon points, ndes his prologue like a rough colt, and nunds

the slops,* thereby effectuallymangling the meaning of his text, ‘nothmg

but all disordered
*

j * (^Hgltsches Tkeaierj p ia6) has pointed out the resemblance of

this an infinitely funny ^and also Infinitely coarse) passage in
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a quarter where at first sight the operation of its influence

might have not been expected to go beyond the mere

imitation of ancient models In literary as in historical

movements, the school or the academy not unfrequently

anticipates the market-place
,

their habitual failing lies in

too close an adherence to their own first estimate of the

required measure of reform, in their unresponsiveness, in

other words to the ever-fresh demands of life

Mtsogonus^ which a singularly convincing piece of internal Misogomts

evidence proves to have been written as early as 1560 \
C1560)

although the date of the MS m which it is preserved to us

falls as late as i577» inay, m the opinion of a high authority^,

claim to rank as our earliest English comedy It must,

however, be later in date of composition than Ralph Roister

Bolster^ even on the hypothesis adopted above ,
while

(which is of moie real importance) it contains a more
considerable admixture of the manner of the moralities, so

far as can be judged from the copious extracts of the play

printed by Collier® Rather pedantically introduced by
a prologue spoken by an actor m the character of Homer,
the action of the play is simple, and the versification

ordinarily in long four-line stanzas Among the characters,

which bear Gieek or Latin names indicative of their

qualities, the most notable is the Vice of the play, who
descnbes liimself in a long speech, in Skeltonical verse, as

a domestic fool out of place

^ Small wages I will aske

,

A cap only once bith* yeare,

And some prety cullerd geare,

And dnnk whense’er I wull,

And eat my belly full
’

His ordinary name is Cacurgus^ but in allusion to King
Henry VIILs jester he is by himself and others frequently

called ‘Will Sum^^fer^/ While there seems no reason for

* A reference to the ‘rismg rection 1’ the north/ as having occurred
twenty-'four years before the date of the play The allusion must he to the

Fdgnmage of Grace (1536)
^ Fleay, BtsiorS^ of the Stage, 15$ » u 369 seqq

* ‘Ha, hal now will I goe playe Will Sommer agayne,

And seme as vene a gose as 1 was before
^
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assigning the authorship of this play to one Thoma^

Rychardes, who wrote the prologue, I cannot think th?tt

a sufHcient case is made out by Mr Fleay for assigning

It to Richard Edwardes, or for supposing that a polemical

intention connects Mtsogonus with the play designated as

the first English comedy ^ For the rest, inasmuch as

the scene of Mtsogonus is laid in Italy, and the name

of Laurentius Earicona [stc\ is mentioned on the title-

page, this piece may be based on some Italian work or

drama It is, however, written in a bitterly anti-Papal

spirit

Gammer Gurtofis Needle long regarded as the eailiest

of all English comedies, was printed in i575 »
with a state-

ment that it had been acted ‘not long ago in Christ's

College, Cambridge’ Its authorship is attributed, on

evidence which cannot be deemed quite conclusive, to Dr.

John Still, a scholar and ecclesiastic of some distinction^

He was in turn Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity

(succeeding Cartwright, to whose tenets his own were

directly opposed), and Master of St John’s and Trinity

Colleges, Cambridge, and died as Bishop of Bath and Wells

in 1607. A rare charm appears to have attached to his

personality, as one combinmg moral force with intellectual

culture ^ He was in any case a remarkable man, belonging

to a phase of the English Reformation and Renascence

distinct from Udall’s, with whose name his own is brought

into so close a contact in the history of our drama. The

^ Cf anUy p 211, note 2
* Pnnted in Bodsley’s Old PlaySy vol 11, and in vol iv of Hazlitt*^

Vodsl^
* See Fleay, English Dramay 11 253, 254, as to the doubtfulness of the

cisum From a passage in Martin Marprelaids Epistle (1588), it would appear

that Dr Bndges, Dean of Salisbury, the author of The Defence of Church

GcfOemmenty attacked m that celebrated libel, had been supposed to be the

author of this play But M M holds that internal evidence of ‘some
witte and invention’ m it disproves the supposition. See Epistle, p 13

(JPuntan Tracts edition, 1843) , and cf an allusion in the Epiomsy p 55
* Of ‘Divine Still * there is a sympathetic biographical sketch In A Bn^

of^ BiaU of the Church of England^ by Sir John Hanngton, whom
SfJU eatamihed for his B A degree See Nugpte Anhptae, ed Park, n 157

Cf^ as,,to the facts of his career, Mullmger, Btsiory of the Uinmr&tp 0/
CmMdgiy ll 264-2^7.
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performance of Latin plays, both tragedies and comedies,

had become fiequent m the English Universities by the

time of the pioduction of Gammer Gurtotis Needle in

a Cambridge college hall
,
and it is curious, though not in

any way contradictory to the supposition of authorship of

an English academical play seventeen years before, that

during Dr Still’s Vice-Chancellorship in 159a, he headed

a supplication to the Queen, lequesting that a Christmas

play ordered by Her Majesty fiom Cambridge, m conse-

quence of the Plague having rendered impossible a per-

formance by her own actors, should be in Latin, as ‘ more

beseeming the students,^ there being, moreover, no English

plays at hand ^

The chief difference between Ralph Roister Bolster and

Gammer Gurtoiis Needle^ which undoubtedly marks an

advance on the part of the latter play, lies in the fact that

its plot is so far as we know of original invention. It is, to

be suie, not only slighter than that of the adapted comedy,

but on the whole childish in its general texture. At the

same time the central notion of basii^ the action on the

fortunes of an inanimate piece of goods is felicitous in

conception, and not without noteworthy analogues in later

dramatic literature^ In other respects Gammer Gurton's

Needle compares by no means favourably with its pre-

decessor.* Its plot is slighter, and its language coarser,

than those of the earlier play. All the characters, gaffer

and gammer, piiest and justice, talk m the same unelevated

strain The parson is particularly wanting m refinement,

and is treated with tiie most undisguised contempt both

by characters and by author. Diccon e Richard) is the

evil genius of the action, whose machinations create every

^ Collier, 1 384 Hie excuse Appears to have been ungraciously received,

and a poss^ (or non-possi) of Cambridge students was ordered to Oxford, to

witness the superior facilities of the sister university.

* Two occur to me iii German the charming rustic comedy of Der

iserhrochme Krug, by that true dramatic genius, Heinnch von Kleist, and

Platen^s Anstophamc burlesque on Uie Destmy-tragedies, Bte mrhangniss-

Gabet V Sardou's capital comedy, so weU known to English

audiences throegh its adaptation, A Scrap of Paper, partakes of the same

character , to the Chmese judicialdramas of the of The SpeaktngPlatter

(Klein, in 478, 479) it may be well to refer with more diffidence
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successive complication, but who in the end is subjected to

a merely mock penalty He is of course meiely the Vice

of the old molalities slightly modified The diction, which

is held to be m the Midland dialect, seems more antiquated

than that of Ralph Roister Dotsier The touches of humour

are only occasional ^ and it has been not unjustly remarked,

that the song in praise of ale, which is still occasionally

heard m convivial spheres (' Back and syde go bare, go

bare,' &c ), is the best thing in the play It is, however,

merely an adaptation of an older original^.

The scene of Mtsogonus^ as we saw, was laid in Italy, and

there are other mdications that the story of this play was

Gascoigne's of Italian derivation That the English comic stage was

beginning, like the tragic, to turn its attention in this

1566) direction, is however proved with certainty by George

Gascoigne’s Supposes^ (acted at Grays Inn in the same year

as his locasta^ 1566) This comedy is a translation of

I Suppositi of Ariosto, acted m 15^ 9 The literary genius

of the author of the Steele-glasse^ one of our most effective

didactic satires, was well employed in reproducing, in

flowing and facile English prose, the liquid iambics, wili

a dactyl at the end of the line, of his Italian original#

Gascoigne’s cleverness as a tianslator is manifest already

from the Prologue or Argument, which plays wiiii graceful

lightness on the title of the comedy Its fable 'is a very

E g m Hodge’s account to the vic^r of the gnevance ofthe lost needle,

where, after the manner of the uneducated of all times, he cannot bring out

a Single clause without the support of an expletive

^My Gammer Gurton here, see now,
Sat her down at the door, see now,
And as she began to slisher, see now.
Her needle fell on the floor, see now,
And while her staff she took, see now,
At Tyb her cat to fling, see now,
Her needle was lost in the floor, sdfe now,
Is not this a wondrous thing, ^ see now*

* See Wartou, iv 139
* I*Sntntedm Hawkins’s Ongin ofthe English Brama^ vdl in.

a notme of Ihe performance of /Supposch at Rome, see Gregorovius,

tiirSfadi Rom im vui, 350.
^ you are assembled here, supposing to reap the fruit ofmy

travails) to beplain> I mean presently to prestent yoU with a comedy,
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ingenious combination of Terence and Plautus, and sug-

gested to Shakspere part of the plot of his Tamvug of the

Shrew^ as well as (possibly) the name Petruchio.

Italian plays and novels were now largely resorted to by
the wi iters of English comedies

,
in his School of Abuse

Gosson mentions Captain Mario as a ‘ cast of Italian de-

vises’, and in the list of plays acted at Court from 1568 to

1580 we recognise the influence of Italian reading Native

subjects were however also treated—^the History of the

Collier IS of course a dramatic representation of the famous

Croydon worthy^, and the hero of Tooley (1576) was

possibly the playei of that name At the same time English

writers continued to resort directly to Classical sources

A Histone ofError

^

which may have been the foundation

of Shakspere’s Comedy of Errors^ was acted at Court in

1577, and was possibly, like the Shaksperean piece,

founded on that Plautine comedy, the Menaechmi^ which

has produced so endless a crop of imitations^. In 1595
was printed the Mena£chmi taken out of Plautus^ by
‘W. W’ (at one time supposed to have been William

Warner), who states that it was by him ‘ chosen purposely

from out the rest, as least harmefull, and yet most delight-

full’
,

while in the pievious year was printed that old

called Supposes , the very name whereof may, peradventure, dnve into every

of your heads a sundry suppose, to suppose the meanmg of our supposes,’

&c Cf Klein, iv 326 seqq
,

for an analysis of Ariosto’s play As to

Gascoigne’s strange and by no means wholly reputable personal and literary

career, see Fleay, English Drama^ 1. 237 seqq
^ Possibly this was Ulpian Fulwell’s morahty (yintet p 134 ) The extant

play of Gnm the Coliter of Croydonis stated to have been prmted under the

name of The Demi and hts Dame in 1600, and is assigned by Fleay, English

Dramay 1 273, to Wilham Haughton, It was probably written at an earlier

date, subsequently, however, to the publication of the Eaem Queen See
Hazlitt's Dodd^^ vol vni

® The Mmaechmt of Plautus is itself from a Greek original, ofwhich the

title was doubtless AliJt/jwoi, hke that of all Greek comedies turning on the

deceptive likeness of twins Plays of this name by not less than six authors

are actually mentioned* The vanations of the same idea in both ancient and
moderh plays are too numerous for niention. See Bnx, Etnletiungeu ausgw
Komddtm des Plmlus, Bd. m He considers that the author of the play

, imitated by Plautus was not Epicharmus, as used to be supposed, but

Posidippusj TeufTel, however (Mtshfy tfJRoman LUemture, Engl tr,, i.

x^o), holds that this conjecture is Itkeisv^ise extremely doubtful.

Oihe? eatly

comedies on
Italian^

Classical^

and native

subjects
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Taming of the Shrew^ of which the mam action was in

some way derived from a novel of Strapaiola (1550), and

which was, with altered names and scenes (for it plays at

Athens), at a doubtless early period of his career adapted

by Shakspere^. The beginnings of romantic comedy weie

foreshadowed by such a play as The Rare Triumphs of

Love and Fortune (printed in 1589), a court entertainment

presented before Queen Elisabeth, and consisting of a mytho-

logical Induction and an action appaiently founded on some

Italian tale, but to this play I shall immediately have

special occasion foi retuinmg A mere reference to these

examples of the variously derived themes of our early

English comedies must suffice for our present purpose

Thus easy and natuial had, with the animating aid of

Classical and Italian models, proved the transition from the

moralities to comedy in England Flexible by its nature,

this branch of dramatic literature sprang into vigorous and

varied activity almost immediately after it had been called

into being; and in reviewing its further progress we shall

find one of our chief difficulties in having to select out of

a superabundance of productivity those authors and works '

that possess a distinctive significance.

Summary Henceforth then, in treating of the progress of our

%pHfUHgs dramatic literature, I shall endeavour to confine my remarks

of English to works of literary mark or special historical intSrest. In
Tragidy

present chapter I have sought to trace the begmnings of

the regular English drama in its two species through their

connexion with earlier forms of native dramatic com-
position, and with Classical and Italian models. TRAGEDY
was derived from the mysteries and moralities through the

transitional phase of the chronicle histories, with the im-

media.te aid of the examples of Seneca, and secondarily of

his Italian imitators. Italian romance, but not this exclu-

sively, suggested a wider vanety of subjects, of a cast

dealing by preference with horrible and exciting events.'

These subjects were partly historical and political, partly

^ Both old comedies are printed in vol i. of the Six Old Plays
pdMiihed hf J.. Kichols in 1779 See be|« as to the sources of the
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domestic , and both kinds were seized upon by our early

tragic dramatists But our national history likewise con-

tinued to furnish subjects, and the Chronicle History

remained a favourite species of dramatic composition.

Comedy sprang more easily from the moralities through

the transitional phase of the interludes, by the direct impulse

of the examples of Plautus and Terence, and secondarily of

the Italian comic dramatists The association of marked
characters, often of a typical kind, with complicated and

interesting plots, which these dramatists loved, pointed in

the direction of comedies of incident as well as of comedies

of character The mixture of tragic with comic motives

produced Tragicomedy
^
of which the Spanish as well as

the Italian theatre furnished some contemporary examples

,

and the precedent of the Italian pastoral drama encouraged

the introduction of figures and stones from Classical mytho-

logy The vivacities of the commedia delV arte and of the

masked comedy suggested to our English writers many
hints

, but it was in the literature of regular Italian comedy
that they continued to find the most numerous examples

for direct imitation

Under these more immediate influences opened, m the

third decade of Elisabeth’s reign, the great age of English

dramatic literature The period was in almost every

respect a momentous epoch in the history of the nation.

The die had been cast in the great struggle between Spam
and Rome on the one side and the Protestant Noith on the

other. England had assumed her position in the van, and

the hesitating hands of Elisabeth had at last thrown away
the scabbard. Her people felt more distmctly than herself

the necessity for a full and sustained effort ; and fortune

crowned the national hopes by the dissipation of the

Spanish Armada, by the gradually established success (to

^ which England's direct aid had contributed little or

nothing) of the revolt of the Netherlands, and by the over-

throw of the cause of the Catholic League, and of the

ascendancy of the Spanish party, m France.

It was in the period- of Elisabeth's reign which may be

considered to date* the execution of Mary Queen of

and
Comedy

T/te period

opening the

g^ eat age
ofour
dramatic
htetaiure

under its

gmeml
historical

aspeid

Our htera*

lure he*

comes
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thoroughly Scots (1587) and the destruction of the Spanish Armada
national

(1588), that Elisabethan liteiatme accomplished its great

works, and testified to the gieatness of the age which pro-

duced it Still subject to the influence of the Classical

Renascence, and pursuing with increasing rather than abated

ardour the study of foreign, especially Italian, models, our

literature became thoroughly national as it became really

great Spenser is at once one of the most scholarly and

one of the most English of our poets ^ Neither the

pedantic influence of such a friend as Gabriel Harvey, nor

the antiquated tastes of such a patroness as Queen Elisabeth,

could prevent his mighty muse from identifying herself with

the genius of an aspiring nation

In every direction literature was contending for the

smiles of loyal favour which typified the acquisition of

national popularity. The seminaries of learning and the

homes of law were full of literary adventurers, the success

of whose efforts made them national poets, just as the

achievements of the sea-rovers of Devon made them

national heroes Often, as m the case of Ralegh, the double

venture was made by the same person. And the born

favouiites of fortune were as eager in the strife as those

whose ambition prompted them to become the authors of

their own greatness. The tears of the Muses bedewed

the laurels which Sidney had gained by a hero’s <ieath

Th0 dignity At such a time genius, if it turned its creative powers m
direction of the stage, could hardly fail to make that

bigtnsiobi vehicle serve the highest purposes which it is capable of
recognised

Hitherto, diamatiG entertainments had beep

mainly regarded as the toys of an hour, suited to beguile

the everlasting tedium of fashionable amusements, or to

^ Theumon ofthese characteristics is already perceptible in the Shepheards

Cdlmder, with the publication ofwhich in 1579 the j^eat Elisabethan age of

our literature maybe fairly said to begin, Ten years later Spenser presented

to the Queen the first three books of Jus master-piece, a poem equally

national m spint and m colounng Colendge has admirably illustrated

this letter charactenstia Sidney*® Arcadia was wntten in 1580^1;
published in 1586, Baniel began his 'original

career in 159a , Drayton in 1591 , Dawes m 1596^ With the
above coincide those of the earliest ofRalegh’s literary labours, and
that of Huoto’s work, the noblest monument of Elisabethan pmSe.
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stimulate the passing curiosity of the multitude The
dramatic performances at Court, and more especially during

the progresses of the Queen, m the houses of the nobility,

were mere appendages of other entertainments, the London
playhouses were the resort of idlers, and m general of the

least sober-minded elements of the population. The civic

authorities looked with dislike upon the drama
,
a grave

clergyman, such as Northbrooke, condemned it together

with dicing, dancing, and ‘other idle pastimes’, a repentant

play-writer, such as Gosson, hurled against it all the

epithets of righteous abuse

Yet it was inevitable that, as the royal sanction continued

to favour the production of dramatic entertainments—and

Elisabeth’s love of stage-plays was, like that of all born
‘ patrons of the drama,’ in a word insatiable—and as the

establishment of permanent theatres encouraged the growth

of experience in their public, a connexion should establish

itself between the drama and the highest aims of con-

temporary literature The fact that the study of Classical

and Italian dramatists had induced writers so talented as

were Sackville and Gascoigne to compose English plays,

was in Itself full of promise for the growth of a dramatic

literature which should be entitled to take an equal place

by the side of the branches of literary composition holdmg
an acknowledged place in the national literature. Those

reflecting minds which were beginning to survey critically,

by means more especially of systematic companson, the

entire field of poetic literature, whether as cultivated at

large in the past, or at home in more recent times, were not

blmd to the claims of its dramatic branch Sir Philip

Sidney, in his Apologyfor Poetry (wntten about 1583), up-

holds the cause of Comedy and Tragedy, together with

that of other species of poetry He allows that ‘naighty

play-makers and stage-keepers ' have ‘ justly made odious

'

the Comic; but, taking his examples from the Latin

diama, he in^sts upon the irresistible force of the comic

poet’s art. Still less will he consent to a depreciation of

Tragedy, for ‘ it were too absurd to cast out so excellent

a representation of whatsoever is most worthy to be
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learned^’ George Puttenham, in his Arte of English

Poeste (written about 1585, published in 15^9)3 only

discusses the objects of Comedy and Tragedy at length,

but in his enumeration of those * who in any age have bene

the most commended waters in our English tongue,* gives

it as his ‘censure* that ‘for Trs^edie, the Lord of Buck-

hurst, and Maister Edward Ferry

s

for such doings as ’ he

has ‘sene of theirs do deseiue the hyest price Th’ Eaile

of Oxford and Maister Edwardes of her Maiesties Chappell

for Comedy and Enterlude^’ William Webbe, in a work

of a rathei earlier date {A Discourse of English Poeste^

1584), confesses that ‘ the profitte or discommoditie which

aryseth by the vse of tragedies and comedies, hath beene

long in contiouersie, and is sore vrged among vs at these

dayes but himself discusses the drama at length as an

advocate of its claims

That the stage should soon throw itself with eagerness

into the political and religious agitations of the times, was

unavoidable
,
and in the earliest day of its flower we shall

find it at once the instrument and the subject of ardent and

bittei controversy* But it was not herein or hereby that

Ltieraty lay its path to gieatness The one thing needed was that

literaiy genius should apply itself to this form of literary

tUeifto the composition* Every stimulus and theoretical as well as

^ practical encouiagement combined to bung about this

result The great opportunity was therefore consciously

seized
5 and it is no mere phrase to say, that in seizing

it our first great Elisabethan dramatists addressed them-

selves to a national task, as men understanding their age,

Its signs, and its needs*

Had it been otherwise, had the creative activity of Elisa-

bethan genius failed to find m dramatic composition its

* Sir P Sidney’s Works (1724), vol* m pp 25-^7 Some reference will

be made below to Sidney’s own high-spirited masque, Th^ Lady of May

^

presented before Queen ^Elisabethm 1578*
* Bk* I, chaps xiv and xxxu
* 3?^ m vol m of Haslewood’s Anctmt Cntteal Essays upon EngUsk

md in which collection Puttenham’s treatise is also pnntedL
The ms^de above refer soldy to works written before plaj^ of

high litenny merit had been produced
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most attractive and its most appropriate sphere, our litera-

ture would have been shorn of its most splendid and its

most peculiar growth At the same time, the incompaiable

lesources of our language would never have had to meet
so exacting, because so varied, a series of demands
Lastly, our national history and national life would have

missed their most faithful, most complete, and most effective

interpretation Both in the judgment and in the sentiment

of subsequent generations .the great Elisabethan age would

have remained, so to speak, isolated from its predecessors

and its successors, had not its dramatic literature, with

a vividness beyond the leach of any other literary foim,

held up to Itself the mirror of the past, and tiansmitted

its own picture of itself to posterity

What, then, the genius of the Elisabethan age accom-

plished in dramatic literature, before the consummation of

its glories was achieved in the works of its master-mind,

I shall seek to indicate in my Third Chapter.



CHAPTER III.

shaicspere’s predecessors

John Lyly In the group of diamatists of whom I propose to treat

under the title of ‘ Shakspere’s Predecessors/ the first pl^ce

in order of chronology belongs to JOHN Lyly^ The
relation in time between the dates of his life and Shak*
spere’s illustrates the inaccuiacy, m one sense, of the title

m question, on the other hand, the nature of the work
of no other dramatist more strikingly justifies the aptness,

in a wider sense, of the present application of the term
Although he was connected personally with at least one of

the dramatists to be subsequently noticed in this chapter,

and exeicised a marked influence upon the literary growth
of all these predecessors of Shakspere, as well as on that of

^ The DramaHc Works ofJohn Lilly With notes and some account ofhts
Lifeand Wnttngs By F W Fairholt 0 vols 1858 This editiCn includes,'

besides the plays printed in the first collected edition of Lyl/s dramatic
works, the Stxe Court Comedies^ published by Edward Blount m 1632, The
Woman in the Moone, and Love's Metamorphosis —See also Colhei's chapter,
111 I seqq

, On John Lyly and hts Works^ and Fleay, English Drama, n. 36
s^g'^^yand cf J A S,ymQn6.d Shakspere's Predecessors, chap xiii, and, as to
the stylistic qualities of Lyly's comedies, the two essays by C C Hense on
John Lilly and Shakespeare m ^ejahrbuch der deutschen Shakesfeare-GeseU--
schaft, vols vu and viu (1872 and 1873), and the very careful treatise,
John Lyly mid Euphuism, by Clarence Griffin Child, Munchener Betirdge, &c

,

Erlangen and Leipzig, 1894 References to Lyly’s plays will of course be
found in most of the other literature concerning Euphuism, and in the
articles on him by Mrs Humphry Ward m vol xvr of the ninth edition of
the Emychpaedxa Bnianntca, and by Mr Sidney Lee in vol acxxiv of the
XkdJonary of National Biography The most recent essay on Lyly, m the
Quarterly Peview^ No 365, January 1896, devotes special attention to his
J^lay^^The Biographical Introduction m Mr G. P Baker’s edition of

{Nfftw York, ^894) contains much that is of value concerningLyly*s
dramaht at Ikrge and their connexion with his hterary labours in
^eneraf and with Jus personal Career
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Shakspere himself, yet Lyly occupies m the history of our

literature a position apart from the rest of our dramatists,

and is more easily at all events tlian any of his contem-

poraries in this branch of composition distinguishable by
characteristics of his own
John Lyly (whose name it seems preferable to write as Hishfe

he seems to have written it himself) was born m the Weald
of Kent ^ in the year 1553 ^5543 of well-to-do parents.

He passed, not without interruptions, through an under-

graduate course at Magdalen College, Oxford ^ but having

m vain sought to obtain a Fellowship there by asking for

letters of commendation from Lord Burghley^, he seems

to have continued his studies at Cambridge, and at all

events ultimately, like his follower Robert Greene, became
uirtusqueAcademtae in Arhbus magister Some time before

1578 he went up to London to try his fortune at Court,

where he seems in some fashion to have entered the Queen’s

service in connexion with the Revels, and where he was
patronised by Burghley’s son-m-law, the Eail of Oxford.

His literary reputation was established with extraordinary

' This and other biographical data are derued from the tale of Fidns in

Euphues and hts England Elsewhere in the same work the Kentish men
are described as ‘most cmlest,* and the whole county as difieting ‘not
greatly from the maner of France ’

^ ‘ Whici:^house/ says Anthony a Wood, as if inspired by his subject,

‘was seldom 01 never without a Lil^e (understand me, not that it bears

three lilyes for its arms) from the first foundation thereof to the latter end
of Queen Elizabeth ’—From a passage in the address To my ifene goodfn^nds
the Gmilemm SchoUers of Oxford prefixed to Euphues it has been concluded

that Lyly was rusticated for three years soon after entering into residence

at Magdalen If this were so, how could he, having entered m 1569, have
taken his B A. degree in April 1573 1 Possibly, in accordance with the

suggestion of Mr, Baker {fniroduchon^ p xh), the plague of 1571, which
relegated both tutors and scholars from Oxford into the country, may have
someUiing to do with the matter

® In Lyly^s letter to the Lord Treasurer, which is printed by Fairholt in

his Introdudton^ pp xn-^v, the petitioner prays, ‘ ut tm eelstfudo dignetur

seremhmnae regta^ majesiaii hieras {ut minus hitnedicun%\ mmtdaionas

ut ad Magdalmses defefantur quo m eomm soctetatem te dace posstm

Obrepien* Burghley,^ho had evidently shown some previous kindness to

Lyly, seems to have taken notice of him at a subsequent date, and to have

given him some employment , but the Fellows of Magdalen either were not

approached, or proved as inflexible as they did on a later occasion, more

ftundus in English history.
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rapidity by the woik which he published iti the winter

1578-9, the famous Euphues, the Anatomy of Wit Its

continuation, Euphues and his England^ in which academical

satire is superseded by courtly flattery, followed m 1580

Not less than five editions of the original Euphues were

printed during the seven years ensuing upon its issue
, but

neither the popularity so speedily achieved by Lyly among

a public which had its centre in the Court, nor the series

of comedies produced by him for its delectation from about

the time of the publication of Euphues onwards, obtained

for him the office—the Mastership of the Revels—on which,

sooner or later, his heart had become set It is conceivable

that, as has been conjectured by the latest editor of his

comedy of Endimion^ that by identifying himself in that

play with Leicester’s interest, he had as early as 1580

become attached to the service of the Queen, in which

capacity he presents himself m a petition to her probably

belonging to the year 1585. Both this letter, and another

to the same address written in 1588, testify to his disap-

pointment in missing the desired meed of his multifarious

labours As vice-master of the St* Pauls and Savoy com-

panies of children players, he toiled both in the teaching of

histrionics, and possibly m the minor duties of custodian

of properties and censor of copy, while all the time he was

undergoing that experience of Court-service afld Court-

suitorship to the tediousness of which the pai simony of the

Virgin Queen imparted so exceptionally bitter a flavour*

It may very conceivably have been a delight to him to

take part m the Marprelate controversy, to which further

reference will be made below, and in which, apart from its

general bearings upon the relations between the stage and

its adversaries, his personal quarrel with his former friend

Gabriel Harvey must have made him eagei to break a lance,

'

He was, it can hardly be doubted^, the® author, possibly in

conjunctionwithThomas Nashe,ofthe anonymous pamphlet
Eappe with a Hatchet^ alias this and thaty directed against

•Harvey (probably in 1589),who had offended Lyly’s patron

the of Oxford, and who may have been in some way
^ See Baker, n, 5*, pp.
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connected with his dismissal fiom that nobleman’s semce
or favotii ^ Harvey’s reply was m its turn answered by
Nashe^, who took the opportunity of paying a high comph-
ment to his friend Lyly’s literary ability (and incidentally

to his power of taking tobacco), and who promised a re-

taliation from his pen This, however, was so fai as is

known never attempted In 1589 Lyly became a member
of Pailiament, where he represented three different con-

stituencies m succession^
,
but notwithstanding these services

and his literary reputation, to which his contemporaries

whether friendly or adverse to it abundantly testify he

obtained no satisfactory mark of the loyal favour, and the

Mastership of the Revels continued to elude his grasp

Two doleful letters addressed by him to the Queen, about

1590 and 1593 respectively, lemam as records of his heart-

sickness at hopes deferred , in the second of these he begs

permission to dedicate to Her Majesty Ltlhe de Tristibus,

and adds a petition that if born to have nothing, be might

have a protection to pay nothing, ^ which suite is like his,

that having followed the Court ten years for recompence

of his seiuis committed a Robbene and tooke it out in

a pardon ’ The statement of Edward Blount, the publisher

of the first collected edition of his plays, that some kind of

reward was granted to him by the Queen, has been thought

to account for his having settled in his later years m the

parish of St Baitholomew the Less, where thiee children

^ See Introduction to Pimm PercevaU, p x, Puritan Dtmphne Tracts^ i860

The tract forms part of this collection The meaning of its title (a pro-

verbial expression signifying, an Fairholt's words, ‘the roughest mode of

doing a necessary service *) as well illustrated by a passage inLyly*s comedy
Mother BomUe, act 1 sc 3—His authorship of An Almonde for a Parrott

appears to he more than doubtful

® In the tract Have withyou to Saffron Walden
* Viz Hmdon (m Wiltshire), Aylesbniy, Appleby, and again Aylesbury,

The identification of the dramatist with the John Lyly who represented

these places as, of course,'' not a matter of absolute certainty,

* Among has encomiasts are William Webbe, an has Jtiuicourse of English

Poeirie (1586), and Francis Meres, an his Wtfs TreaOUfy (iS9^> According

to Harvey, in his Pierce's Supererogahon (1593), *E«phues similes* were
among other literary favourites of the day, * too well known to go unknown *

The most charming tribute came in the next generation from 3en Jonson.
* And tell, how far thou didst oui Lilly outshine

'

For a complete catena^ see C <* Child, PP- 8-9.

T
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Euphties
and Eu~
phutsm^

were born to him^, but he had his erratic holidays^, and

IS said to have hovered about the Court even m the decline

ofhis days, although the tradition that Shakspere portrayed

him as a genial old lord admitted by his sovereign to

intimate converse and comment, strikes me as intrinsically

absurd ® He died, according to the evidence of the register

of St. Bartholomew the Less, in November, 1606

Euphues—to speak of the two books which included that

name in their titles as of a single work although in matter

and treatment each has a character of its own—^was the

delight of its own age, and suggested the designation of

a distinct style or manner m English prose composition.

Even more largely and enduringly than is the usual fate

of specific fashions, whether in letters or other forms of

art, Euphuism has in turn been extolled, ridiculed, and

mismteipreted It may suit the convenience of literary

historians, and of critics in search of names and phrases, to

give to such terms applications of unwarranted width, and,

for instance, to denounce as Euphuism all the affectations

which from thoPeirarchisH downwards to certain mannerists

of our own age have emphasised literary pietentiousness or

self-conceit But all such phraseology is wide of the mark

where historical accuracy of nomenclature is held of value

Euphuism, from this point of view, can only mean the style

of Euphues and of other woiks by the same author in so far

as in them also its essential characteiistics are traceable ^

^ If their parentage be rightly identified See Fleay, 11 38-9, Baker,

p dxxiv* The entnes were discovered by the late Mr Collier.

® Bishop Hall, in his narrative of Speaalthes of hts Life^ menbons
that after his acceptance of the living of Halstead in Essex, he ‘ found there

a dangerous opposite to the success of his ministry, a witty and bold atheist,

one Mr Lilly, who by reason of his travels and abilities of discourse and

behaviour’ had hopelessly prejudiced the patron of the living against the

incumbent Ultimately, as he states, Hhis malicious man going hastily to

London to exasperate my patron against me, was then and there swept
awaybythe pestilence, and never returned to do any farther mischief’ See
Satins hy Joseph Halty Warton and Smger^s edition, 1824, pp xxxvn-vin.

^ Lord I^afeu in AIV^ Well that Ends Well has been supposed to have been

Intended as a portrait of Lyly
* Li the connexion hinted at, and on which xt xs difScult to forbear ihe

to enlarge, I need only refer to J A Symonds’ excellent passage

on^ bred m the premature decay of the Renascence move-
limit ^ pervaded eveiy country where Itahan culture
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It cannot, of course, be disputed that Euphuism shares Enphuum

many of its most salient characteristics with kindred forms

of style, both in our own and in other modern literatures forms of

And, again, some of these features are most largely notice-

able m fashions of composition belonging to the literary

periods immediately preceding or following upon that over

which Eupkues exerted its influence No style is made in

a day, or (in spite of a famous maxim) altogether by one

man Moreover, in connexion with the question of this

particular literary manner or fashion, we are perhaps apt to

overlook the relative tardiness with which the Renascence

movement asserted its full effect in our own country Thus,

while m one sense Euphuism was an aftergrowth drawing

Its nourishment from mediaeval notions which swathed

poetic invention in the bands of allegory and of metaphorical

conceits, in another sense it is alive with the instincts of

a new era
,

it moves freely through the range of thought

and fancy opened by the rediscoveiy of classical antiquity

through the now victorious Renascence
; and it attests its

indebtedness by means of an imitation, sometimes servile

and not always legitimate, of the ancient models

To have made clear this cohesion between Euphuism and
the general movement of modern and more especially of

English literature, and to have thus redeemed Lyly from

the imputation of having sought notoriety by thrusting

more or less arbitrary perversions of his own into the

growth of English prose, is perhaps the most striking merit

of the late Henry Morley's celebrated essay^, which vindi-

cated to Eufhues and Euphuism their tiue importance in

the history of our literature But I am here concerned,

not with a comparison between particular fashions of style

and Euphuism, but only with Euphuism itself Nothing

need therefore be §aid about Marinism—a later growth in

point of time than Euphuism—or of the schools of the

penetrated ' This accomplished cntic, though he ' dwells upon the

genenc rather than the specific characteristics of this luts hiterana^

holds that * Euphuism may claim to be a separate type* {^Shukesper^s

506 ssqq ) Nothing more or less is what is contended for m
the text

* Fublished m the Qmrferfy EmeWf No« CIX, for r86x
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Prkteux in France and of the Fantastic Poets in England,

upon which it incontestably exerted an influence ^ On the

other hand, Gongonsm—a designation which has been

applied to the inflated and highly figurative speech intro-

duced at the contemporary Spanish court by Luis de

Gongoia—has been frequently confounded with Euphuism^

Gongora and his style were the models of Don Adriano

de Armado in Loves Labours Lost, and to them, not to

Lyly and his perfectly cleai English, applies Sir Walter

Scott’s cancatuie, the pedantic Sir Piercie Shafton in The

Monastery, who builds up compound verbal phrases quite

out of keeping with Lyly’s balanced elegance So, again,

the well-known style of Sidney in his Arcadia stands

virtually apart from Euphuism, of which it manifestly had

no intention of reproducing the distinctive characteristics

,

although the Arcadia and Euphues, of which the dates of

composition all but coincide, may share with one another

a tendency to alliteration and to a general elevation of

diction ®

In any attempt, then, to analyse the principal ingredients

in the style of English prose to which Lyly s two novels,

and in a minor measure the body of his plays, gave so

notable a vogue in letters as well as in fashionable life, care

should be taken to distinguish between what was, ^nd what

was not, peculiar to itself^. Lyly, to begin with, is fond

^ The date of Manni*s Adone was 1623 For a specijBc comparison be-

tween Euphuism and Marimsm, see Symonds' Renaissancem Italy, vol vu^

pp, 3os“5
® As to Luis de Gongora and his style, see Ticknor, 111 nr-a It is

descnbed as consisting almost entirely of metaphors, and further signalised

by a vocabulary full of new words coined from the classical languages and

of old Castilian words with new meanings, as well as by involved and un^

natural constructions, foreign to the genius of the language
* It IS well pointed out by the writer m the Quarterly Rmezo (1896',

already cited, that though Master Fastidious Bnsk^n Eve^y Man out of hs
Bymmtr (see below) may be a satincal sketch of Lyly himself, his use of

fine words to lend a dignity to the most simple actions may be abundantly

ilkstrated from the Arcadia, but that this habit is not at all a mark ^
Eupkm Cf Child, p, 112

* tie most udteworthy attempts of the kmd are the monograph^t of

It, FrWeymouth in the Phdologiecd Soeid^s Transactions, ^870-^,and of

(Glesseo, 1881, and New Shahspere Sodetys Transactions,

to fnltodhqtion to his edition ofEuphim and top i of
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of classical references and allusions
,

he borrowed the

felicitous word Eupkues from Plato, and the whole of an

appendix fiom a treatise by Plutarch^
,
he conveyed the

queer details of his apparatus of ‘ natural history ’ without

disguise from Pliny
,

and he was in various ways and

degrees indebted in style and in matter to Ovid, Virgil

and Homer, and to Caesar, Cicero and Seneca. Yet there

is no evidence either in his novels or elsewhere to show him
to have been either a widely or a deeply read classical

scholar, nor can his diction and vocabulary in themselves,

and as apart from quotations, be fairly described as im-

pregnated by classicism A more important effect, because

more novel of its kind, might be expected to have been

exerted upon his style by confluent impressions derived

fiom other modern literatures with which our own was
in more or less active contact. Yet although, as will be

seen immediately, Lyly found a model of prose composi-

tion in a Spanish writer belonging to an earlier period of

the Renascence age, he had too sound and too sincere

a literary sense to Hispamolise, Italianate, or Gallicise his

English either in vocabulary or in syntax

Thus, no a priori suppositions will account for the dis-

tinctive features of Euphuism The most important, indeed

the cardinal, characteristic among these is the particular

use of antithesis While Euphuism is free from the more
violent varieties of the figure, which indeed would have

jarred against what may be called the placid force of the

author^s manner, he is consistently and consciously addicted

to the purely formal antithesis which depends on the

arrangement of sentences and the selection of words Thus
is brought about that balance between sentence and sentence,

clause and clause, vocable and vocable, which is of its

nature unique as compared with what had m English prose

gone before or what (Lyly’s direct imitators apart) came

the Airc0idtu^ Heilbronn, 1887), together with those of Mr. C G ChilU and

Dr C C* Hense, already cited

^ TheEuphuis and Ephoehus^ appended to EuphueSi ihsAnaionr^ o/Wtff

15 an almost literal translation of Flutarch^s tractate deEducattonthtb^omm
One of the episUes frtim Euphues follow is a translation of the same
writer's Esaka^
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after it Antithesis of this sort inevitably calls to its aid^

alliteration—in which figure he out-Heroded Herod and

the other rhetoricians of our early mysteries, moralities, and

comedies—assonance, rime, and pun In all these processes

it IS purely an effect of sound which the author has at heart,

and if I may so say a total rather than a particular effect

This may be illustrated from his use of the last and

humblest of those aids which I have just enumerated

Lyly’s puns are of the feeblest sort of that frequently feeble

sort of wit, precisely because it is the similarity of sound

—

meie consonance as a rule sufficing—which satisfies his

purpose, instead of the surpiise evoked by the sudden

discovery of a new pair of paronyms in our paronymous

ton^e
In making prose the arena of these gymnastics, Lyly

indisputably gave a very remarkable impulse to the pio-

. gress of that branch of English literary composition On
the effect of his endeavours in the special sphere of the

drama I will touch immediately
,
as to other fields of prose

composition, it may be said that the writers of non-dramatic

English prose who preceded him were m truth so few, and

the productions of his contemporaries and immediate

successors comparatively so numeious, and from many
points of view so important, that the temptation is strong

to exaggerate the results of individual influence^ Apart

from Roger Ascham, and perhaps a few orators of whom
Latimer is one of the few transmitted examples, what

effective prose-writers did our Renascence age produce

before the author of Etiphues ? We are so generally prone

to neglect the essential merits* of a literary style while dis-

cussing the points in which it strives to differentiate itself,

that in the present instance we run the risk of ovei looking

the chief merits of Lyly^s prose while seeking to trace the

origin of its mannerisms Yet his style, so far as I can

judge, is remarkably lucid, and free from the fatal defect

of involution. Aided by a carefully chosen diction, and a

pe^ffectly correct syntax, it has in it nothing that is either

ath^ilguous or obscure—a praise which cannot be given to

Lyl/a most conspicuous imitators.
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There yet remains to notice one special featuie of

Euphuism, which has not escaped the censure or satiie of

Its critics, from Falstafif downwards ^ This is the man-
nerism or trick which, I am still inclined to think, the late

Mr Collier very happily described as ^ the employment of

a species of fabulous or unnatutal natural philosophy, in

which the existence of certain animals, vegetables, and

mmerals with peculiar properties is presumed, in order to

afford similes and illustrations ' No doubt some of these

illustrations are of a very homely kmd, but this (as in the

case of the anecdotes in Oliver Goldsmith’s Animated
Nature) does not prove them to be as coriect as they are

humble But the real objection to these instances is not to

be found in the violence which they may do to scientific

truth, 01 possibly even to the text of Pliny from which they

were borrowed It really consists in Lyly's takmg no trouble

to assimilate his facts or fancies concerning birds, fishes and

amphibia, trees, shrubs and precious stones to the ciicum-

stances under which he applies them,—herein showing him-

self very unlike Shakspeie, who when he either borrowed

or unconsciously appropriated certain of these similes,

justified as true poetic ornaments what in Euphues had

been mere formal and fictitious appendages^

Although the piesent is not the place for a full re-state-

ment of* results that may now be regarded as definitively

ascertained, a word may, finally, seem called foi, as to the

^ * Hany, I do not only marvel, where thou spendest thy time, but also

how thou art accompanied
, for thoug-h the camomile, the more it is trodden

on, the faster it grows, yet youth, the more it is wasted, the sooner it

wears ’ (i Henry IV, 11 4 ) This passage, as has been correctly pointed

out, IS the only one in which Shakspere makes fun of the Euphuistic style

proper, Drayton's well-known commendation (in his poem to his friend

H, Reynolds, OfPoets and Poeste) of Sidney as the author who
'did first reduce

Our tongue from 3Lyly*s wntuig then in use,

Talking <Kf stones, stars, plants, of fishes, flies'—

furnishes a further illustration of the fact, insisted upon above, that

Euphuism and *Arcadianism ’ both are, and were regarded as, styles quite

distinct from one another
^ See, amidst some doubtful matter, the examples ofthis mW* L Rushton,

Sholt^peards Euphutsmt above all the Immortal instance of Sbakspere's

femous adaptation m A$ you Itke It (li, i) of Lyly’S dictum, * the foule

Toade hath a i&ire stone In his head/

Their

special

sources
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sources that suggested to Lyly the peculiaiities which, as

elaborated by himself, together constitute the distinctive-

ness of the Euphuistic style Whence did he borrow or

assimilate the characteristic artificialities of Euphuism?

The answer seems to be that these characteristics are

traceable in their origin to the influence of a particular

Spanish prosaist, and after being transmitted through the

medium of an English translator, and exhibited with more

distinctness in a popular English collection of stories, were

developed with refinements of his own by Lyly himself

The Spanish prose-writer in question was the Biscayan-born

Don Antonio de Guevara, whom the favour of the Emperor

Charles V transformed from a monk into a courtier, and

who became court preacher. Imperial historiographer, and

bishop of two Spanish sees He died m i545 j
but the

work of which the alto esHlo or ‘grand style* had so

inspiring an effect, was first published in 151^9 This was

the Ltbro de Marco Aureho^ a species of Cyropaedia^ designed

at the same time to exhibit the model of a prince trained

in ideas partly copied from the Emperor’s own unpublished

meditations, and to appeal to classical examples raised high

above the associations of degenerate romance^ This

essentially didactic work was repeatedly translated and
imitated by English writers during the sixteenth century

;

but the version of his Marco Aureho^ which appears"to have

created by far the most notable impression among English

readers, was that published some time before 1568, under

the title of The Dtal of Princes^ by Sir Thomas North, who
more closely than any of his predecessors imitated the style

of his original This, however, he did m his own way.

Guevara s style has the balanced effect of Euphuism, but

to his use of consonance and rime towards the attainment

of this effect, North and the other English predecessors of

Lyly added the use of alliteration ^ Of these the most

* ^or an accotint ofGuevara, see Ticknor, 11 14-18 ,
Warton only mentions

hm in<ade«taHy The credit of having jSrst demonstrated his influence upon
tyly Wottge to Dr l^ndmann, whose condusions were summarised by

Hnmphty Ward, an accomplished Spanish scholar, m her article en
Lyly In tbffi last edition of the Encyelopaedui Bnfanmca*
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notable was George Pettie, author of the Petite Pallace of
Pettte his Pleasure (licensed 1576), a collection of tales of

which the first actually came through Guevara from Plutarch

In general manner of diction, even including the illustra-

tions fetched from accommodating repertories of ^trange

facts in the natural world, Pettie, so far as I can judge, is

the precise exemplar of Euphues There remain niceties of

stylistic modulation, traceable no doubt in their turn partly

to a reaction of matter upon manner, in which Lyly goes

back most directly upon Guevaia, while his indebtedness

to the latter as to the actual contents of the earlier pait of

his novel must be regarded as established ^

It will suffice to add in the present connexion, that imitators

Euphuism did not die out with Lyly, even if viewed as

a combination of stylistic elements dictated by his proper

choice He had not only his contmuators proper, whose
stock-in-trade was confined to his own suggestions of subject

and tricks of style, but also his imitators of the type of

Robert Greene and Thomas Lodge, who elaborated his

turns of thought and manner for the enjoyment of the

cognoscenti ^ Shakspere’s general indebtedness to Lyly as

a writer of dramatic prose dialogue will be dwelt on below

;

as to the special characteiistics of the Euphuistic style,

however, he was alike too catholic in his appreciation and
too eclectic in his appropriation of exotic excellence to

imitate Lyly otheiwise than incidentally, or (so to ^peak)

as it might suit himself On the other hand, as has been

already mentioned, Shakspere cannot be shown to have

satirised Euphuism more than once, when he made fun of

It m the way of harmless parody \ Towards the close of

the century, and the end of Lyly s own life, we may
conclude the special charms of his style to have begun

^ Landmann, Introduction to u s , xxiu segq.

* a course, as is pointed out in the chapter entitied * Lyly’s Legatees' m
Jussetand’s English Nov^l m ihs Urns ofShakespere (Miss E lee s English

Translation, 1890), none of these authors copied Lyly’s ‘style m all its

peculiarities, at any rate in all their works

'

* The relation of Shakspere toEuphuism aeems to me well defined in the

article m the ^arttrly Rmem (for January, tSpQ, already cited, where will

also be found a long hst of * remmiscenee?* ^lEuphnes m Shakspere’s plays.
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Prose
domesti-

cated m
English
tomedy by

Lyly

wearing themselves out, as is the doom of everything m
literature or art that is lightly rooted m assumption or

affectation ^

In the branch of our national liteiature with which this

book js alone directly concerned, the influence of Lyly,

though inseparable from that of the features of his general

style on which I have accordingly dwelt at a perhaps

disproportionate length ^ possessed intrinsic importance

As a dramatic writer, Lyly exercised an influence upon his

contemporaries and successors in this particular field of

composition, which is by no means to be summed up by

a review of the distinctive characteristics of his prose style

as a novelist To begin with, his gieat service to dramatic

literature lies in the plain fact that although he was not

actually the first English author who wrote plays inpiose^,

he was the first to set the example of dramatic prose which

was enjoyable and effective Plays in prose were no actual

innovation on the English stage at the time of the produc-

tion of Lyly*s earliest comedy, for Gascoigne’s Supposes

was acted in 1566 and the Famous Victories of Heury F,

which is partly in prose as well as ‘ two prose books * of

name unknown, showing * how seditious estates with their

own devices, false friends with their own swords, and

rebellious commons with their own snares, are overthrown/

mentioned by Gosson in hiS School of Abuse (i57y^) among
plays acted in London inn-yards probably likewise pre-

^ A sure sign of approaching decay in any kind of mode or fashion is the

eager adoption of it on a lower rung of, as the case may be, the soaal or

tile intellectual scale Thus it is a city ladywho in Ben Jonson’s Every Man
out ofhtsHumour

y

v 7, seeking to form her speech upon the fashions of the

Court, apostrophises a supposed representation ofthose fashions ‘O Master
Brisk, as ’fas in Euphues, ** Hard is the choice, when one is compelled either

by silence to die with grief, or by speaking to live With shame * I cannot

say that I am aware of any conscious allusions to Euphuism or its induence
in later Elisabethan literature.

\ ^ I am free to confess that I have been anxious on a topic of so much
^neral interest, to make use of the comments of cntics who have been at

the tpmns of correcting:, instead of merely reprehending, misapprehensions
m the tsilrher edition of this work I refer especially to the e$say of

0* Child, to which I am also indebted for valuable suggestions on
* Eu|ihuism of Lyly's Plays*’

^ 26a, * Ante^ p nan ^ Collier, 11.
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ceded Lyly’s first dramatic work But these were meiely

incidental productions, and cannot be held to interfere with

his claim to having domesticated prose in English comedy.
Whatever ridicule has in times more or less remote from
his own been poured upon him because of his affectations ^
has failed to obscuie this memorable service to our dramatic

literature
, and when we delight in the flow of wit, the flash

of repartee, and the dialectical brilliancy of some of the

most famous comic scenes in Shakspere, Ben Jonson and
Fletcher, we should not forget that the path trodden by
them had been opened by the writer whom they ‘ so much
outshone.'

The more general as well as the distinctive characteristics The Eu^

of Lyly’s prose style are reproduced in that of his plays,

but m a form more or less modified by the conditions of plays

dramatic composition The plays, acted before fashionable

audiences at a time when classical learning was in fashion,

performed by boys whose scholastic training prepared

them for court service with an interval, in some cases of

a period of University life, and written by an author whose

mam object m life was to gam the goodwill of a learned

Queen, of course reflect the classicism which he was

anxious to display. With a single exception {^Mother

Bombte) the subjects of all his plays are derived from

classical ilistory or legend The names of their personages,

even where not directly derived from a particulai classical

story, recall classical originals and episodes derived imme-
diately from classical sources are repeatedly interwoven

with the mam action The shepherds m Gallathea have

Horatian names; the story of Erisicthon in Loves
Metamorphosis is from Ovid ,

Sir Tophas in Endi^mon has

^ ^Euphues, Anglus, verbxvendulus et caenmoniarum magister/ is a char-

acter in Smtle Odtum, a Latm comedy by Peter Hausted, acted at Queen*s

College, Cambndge, in In the life of Lyly, in the Ltves of the Poets,

compiled (or edited) by Theophilus Cibber in 1753 (i xaa), the writer

acknowledges that he has not read Euplmes^ but quotes the author of The

Bnitsh Theatre^ who has, and who describes its style as ^an unnatural

affected jaj^on.’ ‘With this nonsense,' he continues, ^the court of Queen

Elizabeth becanxe miserably infected, and {a«rj greatly help’d to let in all the

vile pedantries of language in the two following reigns
^

® Such as that ofJohn Heywood. Ct pp 238-^
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far more assuredly a prototype m the Mtles Glortosus

of Plautus than Falstaff has such m Sir Tophas But

It IS quite needless to multiply examples
,
they crowd

every one of Lyly*s dramas^ Still moie obvious is his

fondness for classical allusions, taken from a fair but

not very wide range of reading, and above all for Latin

quotations, which are f2|.r more common in the plays than

in Euphues^

Lyly, whose classical reading was, as has been seen in

the mam confined to a few Latin poets and prose-writers

(although in Campaspe he was able to give his audience

a passing taste of Aristotle and Plato), was as a dramatist

specially attracted to Ovid The reason of this may doubt-

less be sought in the prevailing taste for allegory, to which

so strong an impulse had been given by the pageants and

masques Certainly, neither Lyly, nor any of the earlier

writers who contiibuted to the formation of the Euphuistic

style, invented the fashion of introducing the deities and

othei figuies of classical mythology as the representatives

of moral qualities, vices and virtues, emotions and affections.

But he earned the tendency to an extreme limit, and was

especially adventurous in introducing in combination with

it a species of allegory which had hitherto hardly ventured

beyond its merest beginnings on the stage ® Compliments

to Queen Elisabeth, under the designation of Diaifi, did not

satisfy his ambition % he actually appnsed his audience that

there was a hidden meaning in the plot of at least one of

his plays, and unless (which m the case in question seems

unlikely) the ingenuity of commentators has laboured in

vain, that meaning was in more than one instance the

^ Cf Hense, m 5 ,
viu 241 seqq

r* See Campaspe , Sapho and Phao
;
Mydas

,
Lovis Meiamorphms ,

apart from the quotations of Sir Tophas m Endtmton^ who when in love

c^ul' ^speak nothing hut verses' and ^ feels all OvtdAe arte amandt as heavy
at his heart as a load of lo^^ges

'

* Hodnng can exceed the difficulty and delicacy of the task of disc^ing
veithput e^scess of zeal the element ofpersonal, which of course is very often

polifeoal, meaning m a literary work Our first English tragedy is nioat

not devoid of political intentions j our first English comedy, as has
hftcn is held by Hr JFleay to have formed part of a sustained con**

between tvsre mal dramaturgists* Cf. anie^ p. h6o.
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reverse of trifling or vague ^ Lyly’s boldness in this respect

remains very striking, although it may be partially accounted

for by the strong curient of fashion in favour of allusive-

ness of this sort and by the special charm it seems to have

possessed for the Virgin Queen, and although his imaginative

power as an allegorical poet seems small by the side of

that of his great contemporary Spenser* And while even

in the hands of a master allegory is prone at times to

become frosty, or to wither away into lifelessness, with

Lyly it IS often the merest external machinery, which

readily lends itself to use, and when used is with equally

little difficulty cast aside After all, however, he was in

this respect only a more haidened offendei against the

demands of nature and good taste than his most illustrious

non-dramatic competitors in the same direction If Lyly s

allegories are cold and tame, it would be difficult to

characterise by kindlier epithets the staple of those in

Sidney’s Arcadia^ or even many of those contained m the

later books of the Faene Queene On the other hand, it

may be doubted whether without the example of Lyly,

Jonson^ Marston, and others would have attempted the

composition of those allegorical dramas into which, for the

delectation of the initiated, they crowded so much ciyptic

sentimeijt and criticism
, or whether Shakspere himself

would have thought of elaborating in the same fashion one

of the most exquisite poetical passages to be found in any

of his romantic comedies

As to the style of Lyly’s comedies, while there can be

no doubt but that it exhibits all the special characteristics

of Euphuism which have been discussed at sufficient

length above, and while in a greater or less degree these

characteristics are to be found m all kinds of scenes and in

the mouths of all kinds of personages, it has been well

* See the observations below as to Endtmtan^Supho and Phao^ and Mvdas
Allegoncal allusions of a personal kind are probably intended m one or two

of the remaining plays
** That Cynihta'ii Revek is not a satire on Euphuism, but wntten in much

the same cnticaJ temper as the Amio*\iy of Wit itself, is pointed out in the

article in the Quarterly January 1S96, already cited

* See below as to the passage m A Midsummer Ntghfs Drmm^ a 34
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His verse

Womanm
the Moone

pointed out that ‘ the Euphuism of the plays in a word

IS simplified Euphuism ^ ’ This was, of course, a result of

conditions of dramatic composition inevitable at all events

in the case of plays intended for representation on the

stage The extent ofthe sentences,—the length, so to speak,

of the swing of the pendulum,—is necessarily contracted, and

the elaboration of the artifices of illustration is more sparing

But, including the allusions to natural history (though they

are introduced as metaphors, not as similes), these artifices

are all to be found in the dialogue of the plays—natuially

most abundantly in the more sustained and serious passages,

and in purely rhetorical additions such as the Prologues

and Epilogues The sameness which, though again in

a modified measure, thus attaches to Lyly’s dramatic as

well as to his narrative style, is the more marked in con-

sequence of his chief defect as a dramatist— his lack of

a real power of characterisation

What has to be noted concerning Lyly*s blank verse will

most appropriately be said in connexion with the play pro-

fessing to have been his earliest,—the only one of the series

which is written in metre The lyrics interspersed in his

dramas are many in number, probably largely in conse-

quence of the fact that his actors were choir-boys* Few of

them aie gems of so pure a water as the famous s^g from

Campaspe
,
but many deserve Mr Symonds^ praise of being

‘ as neat and delicate as French songs

A brief survey of Lyly s dramatic works will best

exemplify the foregoing remarks.

A passage in the Prologue to The Woman m the Moom
seems unmistakeably to ascube to that play the position of

the earliest among its author s dramatic productions. The
grave objections to this conclusion would, no doubt, be

obviated could we suppose this passage** to mean merely
ft

^ C G Child, u s, 88 I am inclined, however, to demur to Mr Child's

assertion, safeguarded as it is m a way which renders it difficult to reply by
quotations, that * low comedy dialogue shows httle trace of Euphuism;
though hints and gleams break through xt by an unavoidable mannerism.’

* Pf^d^essorSf p 516 C£ Baker, u s,p dxxxvi^
* * Remember all is but a poet'^ dreame,

The first he had m Phoebus* holy bowre,
^ But, not the kst, unlesse the first displease/
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that this was Lyly's ‘first verse-play, but not his first

play^’ But theie seems no sufficient reason for putting

such an interpretation on the words, more especially as it

would imply the existence m Lyly’s mind of a distinction

between the claims of veise and of prose composition

which it would be specially unfair to impute to him The
difficulties, at the same time, remain The Woman in the

Moone was not entered on the Stationers’ Registers till

1595* ^c>es not appear to have been actually published

till 1597 Its title seems to suggest a parodistic allusion

to that of the same author’s Endtmion^ or the Man %n the

Moone^ of which, as will be immediately seen, the date may
be almost conclusively assigned to the years 1579-80 The
plays are so different m style that the one can be hardly

supposed to have immediately followed upon the other

,

brides which, the Man could m the way of title hardly

have been preceded by the Woman. Of far more conse-

quence IS the cavil, that the blank-verse m which this play

IS written can hardly date from as early a year as 1579 or

1580, when no blank-verse of Marlowe’s or of any similar

build was as yet known to English literature. It cannot

be denied that the firm but at the same time remarkably

elastic texture of the blank-verse in this play, which accom-

modates Itselfwithout manifest effort to the sequence of the

diction, IS not easily to be reconciled with the assumption

of a date before 1587, or a not very much earlier year^

As for the diction itself, it is fairly simple and straight-

forward, with only a few classical quotations and reminis-

cences of more or less natural history, and here and there

a play on words or alliterative antithesis, to remind the

reader of the capabilities of the author. The plot of this

pastoral comedy 15 very simple, and its construction the

reverse of elaborate. Nature, with the assistance ofConcoid

^ Fleay, English Dtamaf 11 42,

* I cite as aa example the lines m act iv. sc t -

‘ O Stesias, what a heavenly love hast thou,

—

A love as chaste as is ApoUo"^s tree

;

As ardent as a vestall Vir|a»'s eye,

And yet as bright as glow-worms in the night,

With which the mornmg declis her lover's hayrel*
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and Discord, in answer to the demand of the shepherds

for a representative of the female sex, creates Pandora, the

heioine of the play She is successively exposed to the in-

fluence of the several gods, under which she acts as a mere

puppet Saturn makes her 'sullen/ and Jove ‘proud’;

Mais ‘bloody-minded’ and exceedingly demonstrative of

a tendency to lay hands upon whomsoever she meets
, Sol

‘ a Puritan/ though a Puritan after the fashion of Gabriel

Harvey, inasmuch as she is ‘mspyrd’ to an exercise m
Latin verse composition ^ After this she proves only too

apt an automaton in the hands of Venus, and involves her-

self m a maze of intiigue, fiom which she next seeks to

escape under the guidance of Mercury Finally, she goes

mad under the influence of Luna
,
and is by Nature

banished into the Moon for a peipetual dwelling-place

Hither her unfortunate husband, Stesias, is bidden follow

her, so as to become the Man in the Moon
, and to revenge

himself on Gunbphilus, Pandora’s servant and the clown of

the play, who for his ready subservience to her frailties has

been changed into a ‘hathorne/ the Man m the Moon
undertakes to

‘rend this hathorne with my furious hands,

And beare this bush, if eare she looke but backe,

rie scratch her face that was so false to me^.^

The device of Prologus' introducing the whole of this

play as the poePs dream is familiar enough to Chaucer

and his successors, and was adopted, very possibly on the

suggestion of this production of Lyly’s, by Shakspere in

his early fairy-drama ^ That an allegorical meamng of

* See the odd scene, act ui sc a, in which Pandora puts Stesias through

a lesson m poetry vety sinixlar to that undergone by RI Jourdam m
Bmrg^ots Gmitlhonime.

* As to the relation of this device to the popularXable of the Man in the

Moon, see Fairholt’s note, ii aSa, For further information on the subject of

ttie popular farce he refers to Halhwell*s remarks on A Mtdsummer Ntgki^s

his foho edition of Shakspere, where by the bye * Moonshine* iS

Itess coiutnunicative of elucidatory learning than his commentator *All

I have to say, is to tell you, that the lantern is the moon , I, the man
Sii

j this thorn-hush, my thom-hush , and this dog, my dog *

Falrho)ii''s nOi?e, xt ^78 j where the resemblanpe is
>
pointed out
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a personal kind underlies Lyly s play, seems to me, with all

deference, out of the question It would have been a sorry

compliment to Queen Elisabeth to designate her under the

name of Luna as the final refuge of the errant Pandora ^

In noticing the lemammg comedies by Lyly, theie seems

no reason for diverging from the order of sequence adopted

in the fiist collective edition (which however did not include

Love's Metamorphosis), except in a single instance This

is, however, that of the play which may for more reasons

than one claim to be legarded as the most notable of

Lyly’s dramatic works

Endimto7i, the Man vfi the Moone, can only by internal

evidence be shown to have preceded in date of production

the othei eailiei plays of its authoi, which share with it

a more marked adherence to the Euphuistic qualities of

style. But this internal evidence is peculiarly strong, and

tuins on an interpretation of its plot and characters as to

the substantial correctness of which no reasonable doubt

can be said to remain It was not punted till 1591®

between the thought in the lines quoted above at the close of Lyly’s

prologue, and Shakespere^s

—

* If we shadows have offended,

Think but this (and all is mended),
That you have but slumber’d here

While these visions did appear*

The same idea recurs, with an even closer resemblance to the Shaksperean

passage, at the close of the Prologue at the Court to Sapho and Phao * In

all hmnblenesse we all, and I on knee for all, intreat, that your Highnesse

imagine your selfe to be in a deepe dreame, that staying the conclusion, in

your nang your Majesty vouchsafe but to say, and soyou awaki *

Tlie original suggestion of the machmeiy of a dream was of course due

to the Somnntm S&ptonis, as narrated by Cicero, de Repuhl lib vi adfin
(where lie uses the phrase, * Mgp somno soluius sum *). The tenacity with

which the fancy Was repeated was a consequence of the popularity of the

Roman de la Rose
^ This IS nghtly seeUf by Hense, « s , vii 048 The notion seems to

have been suggested by Meai^res as the ^most piquant* thing in the play

Mr Fleay, though of course he recognizes the 'indirect * satire, is guarded

as to Its effects. Mr Baker, Introdffdtan, p clxxlii, offers the conjecture

that the play was pnvately produced before the Queen
^ Apart from its appearance m the collective editions already cited, it has

been reprinted m Bilke’s Old Plays (vol, n. 16x4), and more recently m
the «^ihon, already cited, by Mr. G* F. Baker, to whose Iniroduciton I am

VOL. I. tr

Endimion
{acted

1579, P*

159 ^)
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Although m the Prologue to this comedy its author ex-

pi esses a hope that ‘none will apply pastimes, because they

aie fancies V and facetiously adds that ‘there liveth none

under the sunne, that knoweth what to make of the Man
in the Moone,’ in the Epilogue he claims the Queen’s pro-

tection against ‘the malicious that seeke to oveithrow us

with thieats,’ yet ‘do but stiffen our thoughts/ It is thus

obvious, that he desired a particular meaning of his play to

be accepted, if approved by the authoiity to whose com-

mendation it was addressed

Now, a very interesting attempt has been made to furnish

the key to this meaning In a highly elaborate argument,

which I shall again have occasion to notice in connexion

with Shakspere's Midsummer Nights Dream^ the late

Mr N. J Halpin, a distinguished Irish man of letters

examined the story of Lyly’s comedy, and came to the

conclusion that in all probability it is a dramatic repre-

sentation of the disgrace brought upon Leicester (Endymion)

by his clandestine marriage with the Countess of Sheffield

(Tellus), which incuircd the anger of his royal mistress

(Cynthia), to whose hand he had previously aspired. Endy-

nuon’s forty years’ sleep upon the bank of lunary ® signifies

indebted for the opportunity of revising my fonner remarks concerning

this play and Mr Halpm^s view of its allegorical significance /«-

^ Cf. the proverbial sarcasm cited by Lyly in another play {SaphQ and
PhaOf act 111 sc a, where see Fairhplt*s note, 1 ^94) Ben Jonson has more
than one humorous attack upon this kind of ultra-ingenuity

, see e g* The

Magnetic Lady, act in adfin , and above all the well-known reference in the

Induction to Bafikoloniew Fair to ' state-decypherers, or politic picHocks of

the scene, so solemnly ridiculous as to search out who was meant by the

gingerbread woman, who by the hobby-horseman, who by the costard**

monger, who by their wares ' The well-known experiments of Stlvem

upon Aristophanes illustrate the fact, that the danger of such attempts

lies chiefly m the want of self-restraint, which often accompanies re^y
remarkable hermeneutical ability

* Oberon's Vtston m the Midmmmer Ntghfs Dreamy illustrated by a coni'^

fmson with Lyhds Endymton By the Rev N J, Halpin, (Old) Shakespeare

Society's Fubhcatwns, 1843
® Rndymion’s resolution, because ^ on yonder banke never grew anything

luoary/ never hereafter to * have any bed but that banke,^ is a genume
WtqfEttphuism, It reminds the editor of the Conhnuatkn 0/DodsleyXxBte^
(iif of the Humorous Limiencmt of Beaumont and Fletcher, who, * whe»>

% delt^otts, he folk in love with the old determines to lodge
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his imprisonment in the castle of Gieenwicli (the Queen’s

favourite residence)
, the friendly intervention ofEumenides

refers to the good ofBces of the Earl of Sussex
,
and the

marriage of Tellus to Corsites, which solves the difficulty,

is the marriage of Lady Sheffield to Sir Edmund Stafford

There are other identifications of characters of secondary

importance in the action to which it is unnecessai-y to refer

But, though Mr Halpin’s investigation began on something

like the right tiack, it does not appear to have led him
home Cynthia, of course, is Queen Elisabeth, and that

Leicester is Endymion seems almost equally certain But

the secret marriage with Lady Sheffield took place in 1573,

two years before the famous festivities at Kenilworth saw

Leicester at the height of the royal favour, and his im-

prisonment at Greenwich did not take place till 1579, and

was due to the revelation by the French ambassador

de Simier of Leicester’s secret marriage m the previous

year (1578) to another widowed Countess, Leltice Countess

of Essex It will be seen at a glance that not only do

these circumstances ^ better correspond to the action of the

play than the incidents which Mi. Halpin has intermixed

from two different dates, but that Lyly, whose play Cahhot

in any case have been written long before 1579, could

hardly %ve made an event dating back as far as 1573 the

main subject of his plot.

But this plot IS m the play earned to a very decisive

issue. After forty years* slumber Endymion is awakened

by Cynthia’s kiss®, and after he has related his dream, m
^ See Baker, xhv. $eqq He cites Camden as showing that Sussex

(Eumenides), notwithstanding bis enmity to Leicester, deprecated the

Queen's wmtb against him
3 Mr Symonds has admirably depicted this scene, as enacted before

Queen Elisabeth at Greenwich. * Lords, ladies, and ambassadors watch her

fece, as courtiers watch % queen. On the stage lies no Hellenic shepherd

m the bloom ofyouUi, but a boy attired m sylvan style to represent an aged

man with flowing beard. Cynthia—not the solitary maiden goddess, led

by Cupid, wafting her long raiment to the breeze of night, but a queen

among her ladies, a boy disguised to personate Elisabeth herself—bends

over him And Endymion^s dream, when he awakes, has been no fair

mmance of love revealed in slumber, but a vision of treason, envy, mgra-

hHittde, assassination, threatening his sovereign* {Shaksp$r^i>

p. gat).
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itself not devoid of significance^, Endymion*s marriage is

made the best of, and he is restored to Cynthia’s favour

Leicester’s imprisonment, we know, lasted little more than

a month
,
but aftei his lelease he again fell into disfavoui,

and was not finally restored to the Queen’s good graces

till nearly a year had elapsed after the disclosure of his

marriage and his confinement The probability certainly

seems to be that his release is one of the incidents included

in the allegory, so that it cannot have been produced before

September, 1579 On the other hand, it is difficult to

suppose Lyly to have been bold enough to plead m
Leicester’s behalf when he was again in disgrace, and this

excludes any date after the beginning of November, 1579,

unless we are to assume one later than July, 1580 This,

however, would not only imply that Lyly then revived

what at couit would already have become a piece of ancient

history^, but it would remove the date of the composition

of Endtmton out of the close proximity to the dates of

publication of the two books of EupkueSj of which the

diction of the play furnishes specific as well as general

proofs in a measure 1cached by no second among Lyl/s

comedies ^ On the whole, therefore, the conclusion may be

accepted with confidence, ^b2LtEndtmton was first performed

in September or October, 1579
While, then, exhibiting the style and sentiment of its

author’s contemporary non-dramatic work^ Endzmtm^

* See the preceding note There is no perceptible allusion in Endymion’s

narrative to the French marnage-scheme
^ Such, of course, it would have yet more emphatically been, were it

necessary to accept Mr Fleay^s assumption a p 41 , cf Htsioty ofthe

p 76) Uiat Endtnmn was first performed in 1588 This supposition rests on

the statement on the title-page of the original edition, that the play was
performed * at Candlemas at Greenwich,' about which time the children of '

Paul's are known to have acted there But we do not know what play

they acted at Candlemas, or supposing it to have""been Endtmton^ that this

was the first performance of that comedy
' ^ See Baker, u^s , hcxvm seqq The differences between the Euphuism
ofEmdtmtm and that of Campzspe and Sapho md Phaot which are dwelt

0n< by Child, w- a
, $3*^4, wiU hardly be thought to tell against either the

above statement or the hypothesis which it supports
* See the uontmst driwn between friendship and love by Geron, act fii^

se. aeeords with the social philosophy ^iEuphues.
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instead of leaning closely on any classical original, derives

a semblance of life fiom the contact between its action and
the real experiences of real personages It would have

been out of keeping with the purpose of the play, even had
it been in Lyly’s power, to infuse much human passion

into the amorous declamations of his hero, but they are not

wholly devoid of charm , while the laughable character of

the ‘bragging soldier’ and foolish pedant, Sir Tophas,

happily supplies the comic element in an action which it

would perhaps have been a mistake to sustain in too con-

tinuous a key of sentiment ^ That Shakspere was familiar

with Endtmton is, apart from the relation already mentioned,

obvious from unmistakeable resemblances between passages

m this comedy and two at least of his plays ^

Lyly’s second play (if the above conclusions be accepted) tamp&spe

was the ‘moste excellent Comedie of Alexander^ Campaspe ^^*^1584^*

andDiogenes^ played before the Queene’s Majestie on twelfe

day at night, by her Maiestie's Children and the Children

of Paules/ also played at the Blackfnars, and first printed

in 1584 Although we have m this instance no interna!

evidence to fix the actual date of first production (for

I cannot, with Mr Fleay, suppose Lyly to have been bold

enough to have thought of ‘shadowing forth’ Leicester’s

marriage with the Countess of Essex under the union of

Apelles and Campaspe, to which Alexander (Elisabeth)

magnanimously consents), it is obvious, from the style of

the piece, that it came fresh from the hand which had

recently written Euphnes ; and this agrees with Mr Fleay’s

* Some of the dialogue m which Sir Tophas takes part is pleasant

fooling. See e g act in sc a, where, on Tophas sighing *Hey ho/ hjs

attendant *Epi" replies ^What’s *An inteijection, whereof some

are of mourning, as eho, vah * * I understand you not ' Thou seest me «

’

* I ^ ^ Aye) 'No * ' Thou hearest me ^
* * I* * Thou feetest me ?

*

‘I
*

'And not understandst 'No' 'Then am I but thiee quarters of

a newne substantive.* But also, Efitj to tell thee troth, 1 am a nowae

adjective ' * Why ^ ^
' Because I eannot stand without another * * Who is

that ?
’

' Dipsas,' dec, Mr, Halpm thinks Sir Tophas mayhave been intended

for Gabnel Harvey, with wham> as has been seen, Lyly was, or was to be,

at feud
* See act iv sc a—'Enter the Watch *1 and act iv. sc, 3

—‘Song by

fairfes *
j and MuchA^o uhauiRothmg (1>o#eny and Verges) and the Mmy

sc $
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supposition ^ based on the Court accounts, that it was

first performed on New Year's Eve, 1581. The euphuism

of Campaspe pervades the entire play, with the exception of

but one or two scenes, and well suits a method of treatment

which has incurred the censure of Schlegel, unanswerable

in Itself, that this comedy furnishes a warning example, how
incapable anecdotes and conceits are of forming a dramatic

whole Indeed, Campaspe is little more than a dramatic

anecdote
,
but within the limits thus indicated it is a sin-

gularly entertaining production ,
nor is it difficult to under-

stand how It served to gratify the tastes both of the Court

and of the popular audience before which it was repeated.

It has accoidingly two prologues and epilogues, addressed

severally to the two audiences The slight substiucture of

the story is borrowed straight away from Pliny, who relates

It in a very few words, but m a very impressive way^
Alexander and Apelles—the King and the painter—both

love the Theban captive Campaspe
,
but in the end the

King resigns her to his rival, and starts to woo another

mistress, Glory, in the Persian Wars. Round these per**

sonages, inteiestmg in themselves, are grouped the soldiers

and courtiers of Alexander, with the philosophers of the

Court and the philosopher of the street, Diogenes^, Thus
the ingenious author is easily enabled, as he says in one of

the prologues, to mix ' mirth with councell, and dfSciplme

with delight, thinking it not amisse in the same garden to

sow pot-hearbes, that wee set flowers’ To continue the

antithesis, I think the 'pot-hearbes’ will be generally pre-

ferred to the ' flowers,’—the ready retorts of Diogenes to

the profundity of Aristotle and Plato and the harangues of

Hephaestion, and the charmmg song of Apelles^ to the

‘ u 39.
® Htsi lib xxxv cap x §§ 85-87 He says that Alexander, by re-

signing * Pancaste' (from whose name that of C^mpa^B seems to have been

formed by a curious kmd of metathesis), showed him^^elf to be 'wjfltgww

mmorimpmo nec minor hoc facto qmm vtdond ahqud^ We
recall Edward UI in the fine play attnbuted to Shakspere

^Biogeues, I think, means Lyly himself/ (Fleay ) Quaere ^

* Tto sottg (act in sc. 5) is the celebrated ‘ Cupid and my Campai^e
has justly attracted the praise of generations of eritics, and

was pdated hy Bishop Percy m his ReUques. The play contwns another
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long soliloquy which precedes it, steeped in allusions to

natural philosophy and medicine There is m this play,

besides a great amount of far-fetched ingenuity, much real

wit
,
and the ' quips ’ of Diogenes could not easily be sur-

passed in swiftness and smartness He remains victor m
all the contests, except perhaps m a brief bout with his

servant Manes and the speech is not without power

which he addresses to the Athenians, assembled to see him

fly, while he contents himself with the experiment of

* flying over their disordered lives
®

'

Even slighter in texture than Campaspe is the comedy Saphomd

of Sapho md Phao^ which like the former was acted both

at the Court and at Blackfriais, and was printed in 1584. pr t584)

Indeed, notwithstanding an abundant display ofthe favourite

features of Euphuism (including natural history similes),

showing clearly enough to which period of its author*s

literary life it belongs, Sapho and Pkao could hardly have

engaged the attention of its audiences, but for references

in Its plot, which at the same time go fai to establish the

date of the play There can be little doubt that Phao’s

departure from Sicily, of whose princess Sapho® he is

enamoured (while Venus herself is m love with him), points

(notwithstanding the awkwardness involved in the last-

charming song of a different kind (act v sc i), cited by Symonds, in which

occurs tffi passage (concerning the lark) —
* How at Heaven's gates she claps her wings*

The morning waiting till she sings
*

Cf the opening line of the song m Cyntbehne^ act 11 sc 3.

^ See act 11 sc 1* Manes (named, as Psyllus says, * Manes, a Manendo,

because he runneth away*) is a kind of philosophical Launcelot Gobbo
‘ I did not run away, but retire/ he says m answer to Psyllus* jest. And
when jpiogenes announces his determination to put him away and Serve

himself, * quta non egeo im vel /«/ he replies that he means to run awayagain,

seto ttb* non tsse argmium * Manes* dejBnition of a ^qmp’ may be

worth quoting (act lii sc n) * < Wee great girders call it a short saying of

a Sharpe wit, with a hitter sense m a sweet word *

^ Act IV, sc* j * * All-^conscience is sealed at Athens. Swearing cometh

of a hot mettle , lying ofa quick wit ; flattery of a flowing tongue ,
indecent

taike of a merry disposition. All things are lawful! at Athens
*

*Allusions *

of this sort, although they may happen to hit the mark in the England of

Ettphues or of any other censor, have a general gnomic force worth

recognising
* This Sapho has nothing m common with the poetess of Lesbos, whom

amongmoderns Gnllparaerhasmade ^object ofa tragedy ofsome mtettst
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named complication) at the departure from England, in

February, 1682, of Francis Duke of Anjou Otherwise, the

breaking-off of the action of the play with so lame a con-

clusion would hardly admit of explanation Mr Fleay,

who has a further reason for assigning this date to the pro-

duction of SapAo and Phao, holds that the inhibition of

performances by the Children of St Paul’s was due to the

offence given by this play and its predecessor^ If so,

Lyly might have spared himself the mixture of deprecation

and tnnuendo into which he thought fit to conclude this

play^ We, who may be presumed to have outlived the

taste for scandal about Queen Elisabeth or her suitors, may
be excused for indulging other artificial tastes which such

a production as Sapho and Phao gratifies As Mr Symonds

hints, the Dresden china style of love-making has a certain

attractiveness of its own ^

^ihea The date of the production at Court of Gallathea^ first

punted in 1592^, might, in accordance with a very striking

piece of internal evidence, seem assignable to the begmning

of 1588^ But so simple a solution has been held, while

agreeing with the fieedom of the dialogue of this play from

the Euphuistic peculiarities of style common to the earlier

group of Lyly’s dramas, to be out of keeping with their

manifest presence in much of the remaining part of the

comedy A chorizontic solution of the difficulty has there^

fore been thought necessary , and we are invited to assign the

composition of the earlier version of GallatAea, of which the

subsidiary action concerning the pages and their masters

formed no part, to 1584, and the production of the play in

^ English Drama, u, 40
* See the speech of SybtUa at the end of the comedy, and cf the vague

* wish * at the end of the Epilogue

* P S^*3-4 I add a later illustration • ^ Shall I feed my pretty Pnncess

With bonbons'i*^ Arthur Pendennis enquired sarcastically of Miss Blanche

Amoiy, “ Mmspadore Us bonbons^ moip said the httle Sylphide/

See the references, cited by Pleay, to oeiogmmus odavus nttrabSts

}n act in* sc 3, and act sc i These allusions to a curreht astro*

logical superstitiGtt are in harmony with the general dnft of the play.

Uihis the particular character of the Gastronomer^ identifiable with

Br. 0ee, dec
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its present entirety to 1588, ‘the wonderful year^^ The
conclusion involves no actual improbability, but I must

confess that I can perceive no such distinction between the

several portions of the play—dialogues and soliloquies—as

has been freely assumed

The scene of the action is laid in Lincolnshire, and some
comic personages of a modern cast are introduced

,
indeed,

the comic element vindicates to itself a consideiable im-

poitance m the piogiess of the play ‘Raffe/ with his

anything but fai -fetched puns^, is a piomismg specimen

of the clovm of Elisabethan comedy, while the figures of

the ‘ Alcumist* and the ‘Astionomei * directly satinse the

fahe science of the day The plot, which involves the

disguise of two maidens as boys, and then consequent

passion for one anothei, may have been suggested by an

mversion of a lascivious tale m Ovid ^
,
but in the play little

IS made either of the pathetic or of the comic side of the

situation On the othei hand, there is some pretty toying

with the fancy of the capture of Cupid by Diana’s nymphs,

who subject him to a series of penalties in revenge for his

misdeeds, first making proclamation as follows

‘ O yes, O yes, if any maid
Whom loving Cupid has betraid

To frownes of spite, to eyes of scome,
And would m madness now see tome
The boy m pieces

—

Let her come
Hither, and lay him to his doome ’

The frolic spirit of this, which recalls the gaiety of Theo-
cntean pastoral in its English dress is more amusing

than the harangue to her nymphs of Diana, the accepted

type of royal virginity ^

Curiously enough, the next play in the list of Lylys Myda${pr.

comedies, where there is no reason to suppose but that it

* Baker, » 4? , pp atcvi. seqq
* * Concurrt: f I Will away,*
« The story of Iphja and lanthe m Ov Meiofmrpk bk. ix The Quarterly

Revmm'has pointed out this and another dassical reminiscence in the play
* Cf Tlu! Shepheards Calmdar^ March.
* Cf. Symonds, « a , p* 5^9 Her * Now, ladies,' indeed, is in a more

modem femimne style
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occupies Its proper place m chronological order, exhibits

a marked falhng-ofF in some of the characteristics of style

which are so manifest in his earlier dramas It may be

that a certain consciousness of higher and more serious

purpose pervades the allegorical passages in Mydas (first

printed in 1592^, and unmistakeably written in those later

years of the reign of Philip II of Spain, when England was

beginning to confront him as the avowed representative

of the cause whose rum he had spent his life in essaying

to compass It may be also that Lyly, as years went

on, had become weary of the more ^ mechanical devices ’ ^

of his favouiite earlier manner, while adhering to the use of

Its most essential characteristics, and, where the large comic

admixture in the action did not interfere, effectively making

use of the alto eshlo which was so particularly in harmony

with the allegorical significance of his argument. For

although It may be difficult to convince oneself that Mydas
is like Endimton^ a more or less complete allegory in

diamatic form \ the course of the play is beyond dispute

abundantly seasoned by political allusions The time of

its production was favourable to a free delivery of hits at

Philip of Spam, who is repeatedly ^ satirised as Mydas, and

to an indulgence in exultation over the achievements of

^ A passage m act m sc i undeniably shows that the play was wntten

after the dissipation of the Armada ‘ Have not I,’ exclaims Mydas, * made
the sea to groane under the number of my ships,* and have they not

penshed, that there was not two left to make a number ^ * And another

passage, act iv sc. 4, while apparently alluding to the same catastrophe,

appeals to refer not less distinctly to the various English attempts

against the Spanish power that preceded the expedition to Cadiz ^ I see

all his expeditions for warres are laid an water, for now, when he
should execute, he begins to consult, and suffers the enemies to bid us

good morrow at our owne doores, to whom wee long since might have

^vett the last good night m their owne beds *

* C£ Child, w s
, p. 96

^ So Mr. Halpm {Oberon^s Vtston^ p lag) seems rto thin^ who supplies

a key^ ^ Conjectural and mcomplete,' as he avows, but sufficiently mgenious,

to many of its diaracters and passages Cf Fleay> « s , p 4s In a Con-

cludntg Note* to this play m vol n of the Crntmuattan of Dodsl^ (18^4)1

ther cditoi^ solemnly leaves it to Uie future to decide whether a histontii

drawn by him between Midas and another ambitious sovereign will

be cCms^dSely hoim® QWt by th^ termination of the career of-^Napoleonl
* AtAA iy. sc» X , act v, sc 3
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England, here extolled under the name of Lesbos, which

'the gods have pitched out of the world, as not to be

controlled by any in the world ^
' It is on stretching his

hands to Lesbos, that Mydas has become conscious, and
prepared to confess to Diana, that his affection is grown
‘ unnaturall^,’ or, as one should say, obsolete Among other

incidental references is one to Philipps supposed anxiety for

the inherited rights of his daughter, the Infanta Clara

Isabella Eugenia, but herein Lyly appears to have fallen

into a mistake ^ In any case, it may be confessed that

the play stood in some need of such incidental appeals

to patiiotic sympathies, for it is in substance a dull

production In the conduct of his story, the dramatist

imitates neither Apuleius* fable nor Lucians earlier

dialogue version of its theme, but his favourite Ovid^,

Possibly because the resources of the stage 'in Pauls

were unequal to such an effort, the crucial incident of

turning all objects into gold forms no part of the course of

the action presented
; and the opportunity is thus foregone

of displaying the folly of Mydas’ wish On the other hand,

the second part of the action, which reproduces the story of

the ass’s ears, is moie lively in effect, although it is difficult

not to sympathise with Mydas for preferring Pan’s song,

poor as it is, to Apollo’s, which is still poorer. The barber

Motto and Dello his boy (who says that his master has

taught him ^Tnllydc oratore,the very art of trimming*)

are faiily amusing \ The diction, as usual with Lyly, suffers

from an excess of cadences, and there is an abundance

of puns and Latinity of the quotable sort

^ Act V sc 3 ; and cf act iv sc 4, and tb sc i, the cry of Midas, when
his ass's oars are discovered - ‘ What will they say in Lesbos ?

'

® Act V sc 3
* See act v sc. 3 Phihp put forward her claims (through her mother) to

the French, not to the Spanish, crown.
* Metam 90
« Prologue
* O’Hara’s ‘burletta* on the subject of Midas is well known, and still,

I beheve, keeps the stage, ft was Srst acted in Ireland, and appeared on

the English stage m X764
^ Mr. C G. Child, w.a, 80-3, refers to the rhyUun of the oracle of Apollo

in this play, act v* sc 3 It is indeed a Ciinous mixture , but a novel sort

oftrochmc basis is its most uiterestuig cbaractemtic
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Mother
Bombte

1594)

Fortune-tellmg, a favourite practice of the age to which

Lyly elsewhere makes reference, suggested the eponymous

character in his ^ pleasant conceited comedie, called Mother

Bombte^ (first printed in 1594) No derivation from any

classical source has been suggested in the case of this play,

and, in accordance with probable date, as well as with its

broadly comic matter and manner, it is not pervaded by

the Euphuism of its predecessors Yet the cunning old

woman of Rochester has little to say or do in the play,

although her intervention helps to bring about the solution

of its plot This plot shows considerable skill of invention,

and an audacious symmetry unsurpassed in any of our old

comedies founded on ‘ errors ’ (mistakes of identity) It

will suffice to summarise the argument of Mother Bombte in

the words of two of its agents ^ —
^Memphto had a foole to his sonne, which Stelho knew not

, Stellio

a foole to his daughter, unknowne to MemphiOi to coosen each other

they dealt with their boies [i e servants] for a match [in other

words, they tried with the help of their servants each to palm oif his

foolish child upon the supposed sensible child of the other]
,
wee [the

servants] met with Lucto and Hal/epente [two other serving-men]

who told the love betweene their master^s children [Accius and Silena],

the youth deeply m love, the fathers unwitting to consent then wee

foure met, which argued wee were no mountaines
,
and m a taveme

wee met, which argued wee were mortall
,
and everie one m his wme

told his dayes worke, which was a signe wee forgot not our bji^smesse

;

and seeing all our masters troubled with devises, we determined

a little to trouble the water before they drunke
,
so that m the attire

of your children, our masteis* wise children bewrayed their good

natures [1. e proved themselves the fools they were]
,
and in the

garments of our masters* children yours made a marriage; this all

stood upon us poore children, and your young children, to shew that

old folkes may be overtaken by children *

To which it has only to be added, that the two foolish

children, Accius and Silena, m the end turn out to be brother

and sister, changelings foisted upon Memphio and Stellio,

by Vicina, who has brought up tbear actual children,

Maestius and Serena, as her own, and as brother and sister,

and has thus impeded the solution which satisfies the actual

state of the case

Snch is the sufficiently ingenious contrivance of the plot

^ Actv sc 3.
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of Mother Bombte. The diction of the play, in consequence

no doubt of the relative freedom of its style^ is by no means
deficient in humour, although the author is nowhere so

much himself as in the scene where the two clever children

display their wit,—Livia by displaying a sampler stitched

with an emblematic anthology of ^ floweis, fowles, beastes^

fishes, trees, plants, stones and what not/ and Candius by
quoting (in the original tongue) a certain ^ fine pleasant poet

who intieateth of the ait of love, and of the remedied *

Finally, m the last of the plays which can with certainty

be ascribed to Lyly, the ^wittic and courtly Pastoiall ’ of

Lovers Metamorphosis (fiist printed in 1601), we aie, as the

description implies, once more transplanted into the more

special atmosphere of the author’s earlier efforts. Its

allegorical element (if it exists at all) is indeed compara-

tively famt
,
on the other hand there is no admixture of

low-comedy or farcial matter While the diction is often

more diamatically direct, we elsewhere have to recognise

the copious industry with which similes and conceits are

as usual accumulated round an unsubstantial plot The
characteis are of the familial cast—Ceres and her nymphs,

* cruell,’ ‘ coy,’ and ‘wavering,^ the shepheids their lovers,

and Cupid, who m anger at their coldness metamoiphoscs

them jnto a stone, a rose, and a bird, and only releases them
at the conclusion of the play In a bye-plot, not very

skilfully intenvoven with the mam action, the savage Erisic-

thon IS by reason of his destruction of the holy tree of

Ceres, and with it of the life of die unhappy Fidelia who
had been metamorphosed into the tree, visited by Famine-',

to escape whose inflictions he is willing to sell his daughtei

Protea to ^ a merchant/ Protea escapes by changing her

aspect (in accordance with her name), and returns under the

fresh disguise of the revengeful ghost of ‘ Ulisses/ in time to

save her lover Pefulius from the wiles of the ^ Syren/ Thus
the materials employed by the author are more abundant

^ Act 1 sc 3
* The fancy of the tree ^pouring out blood ^ and giving forth a human

voice may have been suggested by Tht Enuruf bk i canto 11

Stanza xxx seqq , the description of the persomfied Famine, act « sc t, by
^the gricsly shape ’ of Famine m Saclcvine’s stanzas 50 55

Love\
Metamor-
phosis (p»
1601)
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than usual The comparative lack of vivacity is partly

accounted for by the absence of the farcical element
; both

cause and effect may be due to the fact that this play was

probably a production of Lyly s latest years

Plays as- Two Other plays have been ascribed to Lyly, but neither

of them with any reasonable degiee of piobability His

authorship of A Warning for Faire Women (printed 1599,

but piobably written shoitly aftei 1590) is indeed altogether

out of the question This play, as its second title indicates^,

IS one of those domestic tiagedies founded directly on

incidents of real life, which, as will be seen below had

a special vogue in the last decade of the sixteenth century

Its Induction^ in which Tiagedy, Histoiy (1 e the Historical

Drama of the eaily type), and Comedy dispute against one

another the possession of the stage, is not without inteiest

for the early history of our regular diama, but it would be

hazardous to apply too definitely the satirical invective of

the mutual reciiminations® The second of these plays

is the veiy charming pastoral drama, The Maids Meiamor*
pAosis, printed 1600, 'as it hath been sundiie times acted

by the children of Powles^ ’ This ciicumstance no doubt

led to Its being usually attributed to Lyly
,
but its manner

is singularly unlike his at any period of his career, and the

difference is more marked by this play being thioughout in

nme The quaint simplicity of its verse has a charm of its

own, which leminds one eminent ciitic of the style of John
Day among the moderns, Leigh Hunt occasionally wrote

in a not veiy dissimilar fashion Passages here and there

may recall Lyly
;
but he cannot conceivably have been the

author of a work which is not only free fiom his favourite

affectations, but in spite of the Ovidian lubiicity of its main

theme (the change of maid into man, followed by a happy

^ The fnosl iragtcal and lammtahU Murther of Mt^ster George Sandets^ of
toHdoH^ Merchant^ mgh Shooter^s Hill, consented unto by his owns W%fe^ and

by Mr Brown^ Mrs Drewiy, and Trusty Roger^ Agents theretn,

fknr severalEnds
^ 'UjodiSit Arden ofFeversham, in the chapter on Shahspere.
* ^1̂ Collier, 345
* 'with m Inlrpductwn^ by Mr« A H* Bullen, in vot L of bfe

Plays (4 voJs , 1S82).
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restoration), has a certain naiveU di pathos, particulaily m
its eai her scenes, to which he was assuredly a stiangei The
humour of the thiee pages, Mopso, Fusco, and Jomlo, may
be thought nearer to Lyly s way, but even heie there is

no salient likeness^

Befoie passing to the small but illustnous group of

English diamatic poets, whose undisputed works closely

ally then fame with Shakspeie’s own, we may fitly make
mention of a writer whose long-established reputation as

the author of one oiigmal play of maiked individuality

cannot be held to exhaust his claims upon the attention of

literary students Their estimate of his influence upon his

contemporaries and immediate successors—including Shak-

spere himself—must depend upon the latitude allowed to

conjectuie in helping to determine the list of his extant

achievements as a playwright*

Thomas Kyd^, the author of The Spanish Tragedy

^

has the honoui of being ranked by Ben Jonson, with Lyly

and Marlowe, among the diamatists whom Shakspere
* outshone’ Jonson calls him ‘Sporting Kyd’—manifestly

by way of jiothing moie than a facile, and probably familiar,

pun. There is sufficient leason for supposing him to have

been teined for the profession (paternal, it would seem)

of a law scrivener, before he diverged into literary activity.

'He published in 1588 a tianslation of one of Tasso’s prose

tmctates, and followed it up by at least one pamphlet

narrating a contemporary case of ‘secret’ murder—a theme

entirely in agreement with the tastes of the period, and,

' It IS hardly worthwhile pointing out the affinitiesbetween the character

and antecedents ofAmaranthus m this play and those of Prospero m T/tc

Tempest In act iv sc i, Echo makes one of her many appearances in the

pastoral or romantic dimma as a mocking interlocution.

® The four plays, ofwhich two were certainly written Kyd, while the

other two have with more or less plausibility been attnbuted to bun, are

printed in Hazhtt's vote. iv. and Ur, Jlcay’s arguments for

to Kyd a longer list of dramatic productions will be found m
his English w 06-35. An elaborate research on Kyd*s dramatic

writings has been published by Sarraam, under the title of Tftomas Kyd
md setn KmSf Berhn, See ^o Hr, $, Leete article on Kyd in

VoL ataid* of &e DtOktnmy

Thomas
Kyd
(IS57 c-
1595 <•)
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one may venture to add, of the wiitei himself His author-

ship of Tke Spanish Tragedy^ which was licensed in 1592,

and printed at all events as early as 1594, is established on

suffiaent authoiity^, but he published nothing with his

name except a translation of Robert Garmer’s tiagedy of

Cornihe^ printed in 1594, and lepanted m the following

year under the title of Pompey the Greats hisfaire Cornelias

Tragedie^ effected by her Father (Q. Metellus Scipio) and

Husbandes (the younger Crassus’ and Pompeius Magnus*)

downe-cast, death andfortune Whether 01 not because in

the latter part of his caieei Kyd’s peisonal lepute suffered,

as it seems to have done, fiom leports as to his participation

m the recently dead Marlowe’s vagaiies of opinion, he was

manifestly anxious to establish a soit of liteiaiy orthodoxy,

undertaking in the Dedication of his Cornelia to the Countess

of Sussex to ‘assuie her his next summer’s better travel

with the tragedy of Partial a veision of the Julius Caesar

theme which is thought to surpass the Cornelia m power

For Kyd is said to have died in 1595 His Cornelia carues

us back, like all the eailier of Gamier s tiagedies, to a phase

of the diama antecedent to that which is represented by
Kyd himself as an oiiginal poet. Not only is Seneca, with

his ghosts and the rest of his machinery, still master of the

method, but the drama, with its endless speechjg;? and

generally retiospective proceduie, is still in the embiace of

the epos. Kyd seems here to be doing penance for the

spasmodic extravagances as well as for the freer movement

of his eailier efforts

Among these it seems to me imperative to mention first

the famous Spanish Tragedy^ or, Hterommo is mad again \
not because of its fame, but because of the fact that on the

evidence contained in it lests the argument as to Kyds
^ Thomas Heywood’s, in his Apology for Actors^ (Old) Shahsp&re Somtys,

Puhhcakons, 1841, p 45.
* Kyd^« Comeha is pnnted m Dodsley^s Old Plays, vol n

,
and jnvol v of

HiiiiWsDodsl^ Ebert, Eniw d franzOs^ TragOdte, p 15$, descnbes Comdie

asii replxea of Porcu The background of both plays seems to have

been to refer to tlie civil troubles recently undergone by France*
* ranted' in voX. m of Dodaley’s Old Plays, and m vol v of Mr. Haditt’a

t also m vol of Hawkms^ Ongtn of ihe Engltsh JOrampt^ a»d
vcd.1 of JDrama^
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claim to the authorbhip of any other plays The excep- The

tional popularity of this piece is attested by the frequency
with which It was perfoimed aftei its first appearance on [isibi)

the stage in 158^, or a yeai or two earliei ^ It was, moieover,
frequently leprinted aftei the first extant edition, which itself

refeis to an eailier impression The edition of i 6oa» purports
to have leceived ‘new additions of the Pamtei’s part and
others,’ with which it had been of late seveial times per-

formed
,
and Henslowe’s Diary contains two entries of sums

paid to ‘Bengemen Johnson,’ alias ‘Bengemy Johnsone,’

for ‘additions’ and for ‘new additions’ to this play^
Chailes Lamb is sceptical as to Ben Jonson’s authoiship of
certain of the additions, which he teims ‘the salt of the

old play’—^an expiession that appeals lather too stiong,

although Lamb’s extracts no doubt compiise the most
highly-wiought passages, especially in the gieat scene

winch another critic of raie insight agiees in thinking

beyond Ben Jonson’s poweis^ Jonson himself was at no
pains to conceal his opinion of the value of the additions

,

foi in the Induction to his Cynilnds Revels he udicules the

man who, ‘furnished with moie beaid than wit,’ ‘prunes

his mustachio, lisps and sweais “that the old Hterommo^ as

it was fiist acted, was the only best and judiciously penned

^ The^ate of the first performance of The Spanish Tragedy and of
The Fir^t Part of Jeronimo rests on the humorous declaration in the
Induction to Bartholomew Fan (1614), that *he that will swear Jeronimo or
Androntcus are the best plays yet, shall pass unexcepted at here, as a man
whose judgment shows it is constant, and hath stood still these five and
twenty or thirty years Though it be an ignorance, it is a virtuous and
staid Ignorance * As to the early performances of The Spanish Comedy see

Henslowe’s Dtary^ where it is mentioned under the alternating designations

of The Comedy ofjeronymo^ The Spanish Comedy and Bon Oracoe (from the

clmracter Of Horatiol Jetonymo usually signifies the Fnst Part of
Jcrommo^ but lu the case of the 'additions' by Ben Jonson clearly means
The Spanish Tragedy

^ See Henslowe's Djary^ under the dates of September sii, r6or, and
June 34, itSoa, (Collier^ edition, printed for the (Oldj Shahspere Society,

1645, pp 201 and a«3 )

“ See the scene from act iv in Lamb’s Specimens Edward Fitzgerald

writes to Fanny Kemble * Nobody knows who wrote this one scene it

was diiQught Ben Jonson, who could no more have written it than I who
read it t for what else of his is at like ? Whereas, Webster one fancies

might have done it’ {Lettet^ of Eduiard Ftiagerald to Fanny KemhU^

p 63) The same suggestion had been made by Charles Lamb

VOL. L ^ X
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play of Europe'"’ Foi the rest, although perhaps no

othei play received so ample a lecognition as TLe Spanish

Tragedym the way of quotation by diamatists contempoiary

with Its authoi or belonging to the geneiation next ensuing \
yet it is obvious that they laigely legaided it as the

type of antiquated extiavagance They may be excused for

having ovei looked the notable advance which The Spanish

Tragedy^ with its diiect and foicible, if excessive, piesent-

ment of human passions, represents m compaiison with our

eailier English tiagedies modelled on Seneca^, and as yet

lacking the impulse towards fieedom of movement which is

unmistakeably present m Kyd's woik Its influence, I may
add, was by no means confined to oui own national diama"*

A notion of the plot of The Spanish Tragedy will

perhaps be most easily gatheied fiom a ballad which must

^ See Shakspere, King John^ act ii sc i (^You are the hare,’ &c ), and

3 Henry VI, act v sc 6 If any spark of life be yet remaining') Cf

The Taming of the Shrew, Induction, sc i (‘Go by, Jeronimy
,
go to thy

cold bed and warm thee’) The quotations from or allusions to The Spantsk

Tragedy in Ben Jonson are very numerous see Every Man %n H%s Humour^

act! sc I, The Alchemist, a.c.t IV sc 4, The Poetaster, Sidm sc 1, The New
Inn, act n sc a

,
The Tale of a Tub, act iv sc 4

® I do not of course for a moment pretend that the influence of Seneca is

absent from The Spantsh Tragedy, any more than from the other plays

connected with it m subject, while Kyd, as has been seen, did indirect

homage to the Roman tragedian by his Cornelia His rea^g as a

classical scholar has been illustrated in the Dean of Canterbury’s (Dr Fariar)

early essay On the Revival of Classical Learning, (1856), more especially

with reference to The Spantsh Tragedy

® Jacob Ayrer’s Tragedta von dem Gnegischen Keyser eu Constanhnopel

und seiner Tochier Pehmpena (1595-^) follows tlie form of The Spantsh

Tragedy previous to the ^ additions ' Kyd’s play seems to have been a stock-

piece of the English comedians in Germany, and was acted at Dresden as

late as 1626, See the Introductory Note on Ayrer m Julius Tittmann’s

Schausptele aus dem 16 Jakrhundert (x868), 11. 133 seqq , cf Cohn,

Shahspeare m Germany, Pt I
, p Ixvi A cunous hteraxy discoveiy by

Mr J', A Worp is described by him m vol xxix-xxx of the Jahrbutk dir

diutsidien Shakespeare-Gesellschaft (1894), He found the whole story, as

dramatised in The Spanish Tragedy up to the end'^of act iv , inserted into

the text of a Dutch verse translation by Everaert Sycerara of Brussefe,

published at Antwerp in 1615, The fact that this inserted narrative

ie largely Sk literal version of Kyd’s play precludes any doubt but that

its texj: was in Syceram’s hands ;
possibly the visit of the English comedians

jfcd m may have tet Suggested to him the use of the stoiy,

Thi Spmvsk Tragedy itself was acted m the Netherlands m a Dutch,

yetsW ha igad 1638*

,
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have been composed aftei the production of the play, and

which thus adds one more to the many testimonies to its

popularity^ A terrific woodcut depicts the most sen-

sational situation m the stoiy In the play itself the

intioductory speech of the Ghost of Andrea and the naira-

tive of the General briefly explain what may be called the

antecedents of the action , but inasmuch as these antecedents

themselves foi-m the action of another and shorter play,

now usually called The First Patt of Jeronimo^ but

appaiently leferred to by Heaslowe undei the title of

Jeronimo pure and simple, the relation between this and

The Spanish Tragedy becomes a problem of mteiest Was
the shelter as well as the longer play the work of Kyd,
and if so, which of the two was the earlier in date of

composition? The First Part is unmistakeably slighter in

construction (so much so that it has been actually con-

jectured to have meiely formed the first act of The Spanish

Tragedy^) as well as less foicible m diction, and altogether

less characteristic of Kyd’s special manner than the more
important work That manner is not easily described,

since so many reminiscences of an eaiher form of tragic

writing still adhere to it But as is justly observed by
Schlegel, when companng the whole of The Spanish Tragedy

to thg^drawings of children, scribbled down by an uncertain

hand without regard to perspective or proportion®, the tone

of the dialogue, notwithstanding the large quantity of bom-
bast, possesses a certain naturalness, and the changes ofscene

impait to the action an attractive lightness of movement.

Thus, no clogging influence upon the action is exercised even

by the superhuman machinery of the Ghost ofAndrea (the

first lover of the heroine, enamouied m The Spanish Tragedy

of Horatio, the son of Hieronimo) and the abstraction of

Hevenge^ who reappear at the end of Acts l and m and at

the close of the |)Iay^, and accordingly, in the words of

^ Repnnted in the old edition of Podst^^
5 See Sarrazm, w 5 , p, 57* Z do not think this a probable explanation.

* m DratmUc Artmd Ltieraiure. xiii (In the onginal }
* THaat results are achieved adequate to wie cravings of the most resentful

ghost, will appear from his thud summaty *•—

X a
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Partof
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^1587^)
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Revenge^ serve ‘foi Chorus' in this tiagedy, and duiing its

course we feel ourselves transplanted into the icgion of real

human emotion^ powerfully and on occasion even pathetically

depicted. The sensuous charm of the love-scene between

Belimpena and Horatio (written in rimed couplets of no

oidmary beauty) cannot be gainsaid, although the authoi's

chief effoit (heightened by the later additions) is leseiwed

foi what ensues After Horatio has been hanged on the

stage by his enemies, the body is discovered by his father,

the brave old Maishal Hierommo, whose despeiate grief

and craving for revenge become the keynote of the climax

and catastrophe of the action at large. Heie is mtioduced

the sti iking device of the play within the play,—in its mam
featuies the same as that employed in Hamlet, although

in Kyd's tiagedy it is moie diiectly mteiwoven with the

action And, indeed, the whole diamatic idea of The

Spanish Tragedy needs nothing but inversion to lesemble

that of Hamlet itself, for the mam theme of the former

IS the effect of the muidei of a son upon the mind of

his father, whose slowly prepared revenge at last wreaks

Itself as a Nemesis upon the authors of the onginal wiong,

as well as upon the contiivers of the actual process of

letaliation

.

The FirstPart offerommo ^5 which, as alieady ob^rved,

is a far slightei production, and while not wanting in

vehemence and even extiavagance of diction, lacks both the

peculiai afflatus and a ceitain jSacidity of style, aided by

a tendency to ‘letuin’ word oi phrase, characteristic of The

Spmish Tragedy, may or may not have been the work of

^ Aye, now roy hopes have end in their effects

When blood and sorrow finish my desires

Horatio murdered in his father’s bower,
Vile Serbenne by Pednngano slain

,

False Pednngano hang’^d by quamt de^ce,
Fair Isabella by herself undone,
Prince Balthasar by Belimpena stabb’d;

The Duke of Castile and his wicked son

Both done to death by old I^ieronimo

,

My Belimpena fall’n, as Dido fell,

And g^d Hierommo slain by himself —
Aye, these were spectacles to please my soul’

* Pointed in vok m, and an vol av of Hasshtt’s Dod&l^
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the same hand
,
to me it seems on the 'vihole most probable

that it was a play of lather earlier date, wiitten peihaps

under the effects of the fii&t appearance of Mailowes
Tamburlatne^, 1 e about the year 1587 ,

and that its

subsequent populaiity was due to the continuation of its

theme in The Spanish 1ragedy, whence it became customary

to peifoim the two plays on successive days It is in

Jeronimo^ and not in the longei play, that occui the

repeated allusions to the small size of the heio^fiom which
it may be infened that the pait was oiigmally written for

a paiticulai actoi The tradition ' that Ben Jonson ' took

mad Jeionymo’s pait’ (which would have been in The

Spanish Tragedy) ill accords with this paiticulai association

The authoiship of the tragedy of Solyman and Perseda^
is, as It seems to me, a much more interesting question than JSoiymnu

that of a production which can in no case be regaided as

more than an adjunct of The Spanish Tragedy

^

its nominal 1599)

continuation The ^play within the play,* intioduced in

the last act of Kyd’s famous tragedy, treats the story of

Erastus and Peiseda, which is that of the piece now in ques-

tion
,
but It merely followsm abstract, so to speak, the general

course of the action which m Solyman and Perseda fills

a laiger canvas, while diverging fiom the lattei in details of

incKjgnt, and only occasionally recalling its actual diction

Solyman andPerseda^ whichwas first pimted m I599> though

licensed as early as 1592, is itself founded in plot upon a story

forming part of a collection published in 1578 by Sii Henry
Wotton,undei the title of-4 Courthe Coniroverste of Cuptd^s

Cautels^l a notewoithy passage in it, descnptive of the

^ Cf Sarrazm, p- 57 At the same time, as is here pointed out, Jemnttno

contains an abundance of nme*
* *My mmd's a giant, though my hulk be small'

* Little Jerommo Marshal'

‘Thou mclf of Spam
Thou very httlo longer than thy beard, &c ’

Thrown m Jonson’a teeth m 0efeket*s Suitm'^masitx-^mi very con-

vincing authority, (See below) In the same play there is a sneer at

Jenson's ‘villanous broad backe*

Pnnted m Hawkins, vol ii, and m voL v of Hazhtt's Dadsh^
^ The text of the story has been repmted, with a few omissions, by

Sai^azm, u s., pp.
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beauty of Peiseda, is partly boirowed fiom a sonnet in Wat-

son’s Ecatompathia (1583)1. It is a tale containing vaiied

ingiedients—a chivalious opening, an episode ofsheei chance

put to base use by intnguing guile (the episode of the gold

cham given by Peiseda to Erastus, that finds its way into

the possession of Lucina), a romantic developement which

places the fate of the loveis in the hands of Sultan Solyman,

and a tiagic catastrophe which involves their doom, together

with that of Christian Rhodes This story is modified,

while the chaiacteis aie partly elabcaated, partly altered, in

the play, where an allegorical element is mtioduced in the

personages of Love, Fortune, and Death, who prologise and

‘serve as chorus,’ and a comic element is added to meet the

demsuids of the gioundlings The action is full of interest,

and the indebtedness of Shakspere to this drama is by no

means limited to leminiscences of particular passages^

The question as to Kyd’s authorship of this remarkable

woik cannot be deteimmed by mfeiences diawn from the

fact that the ‘ play withm the play’ in The Spanish Tragedy

was deiived from the same souice as Solyman and Perseda,

moie espeaally as that diama and the abstiact diffei in the

contrivance of the final catastrophe The answer depends

on the geneial evidence as to agieement in constiuction

and style between the two tragedies, and this evijjence

must be allowed to be strong, though not overwhelming.

The use made in both plays of the abstiact figmes that

‘ serve as choius,’ though not precisely pecului to these two

diamas, is yet somewhat different from the employment

of similar impersonations in any earlier drama
,
possibly, as

will be seen, the suggestion may be due to a thud play, of

^ The author of The Sparmh Tragedy mutates another passage in the

same collection of sonnets.

Of these the most striking is Perseda’s speech (actv)

* What, dar^st thou not ? Give me the dagger then

—

There's a reward for all thy treasons past

Tkm Perseda kills LirciKAi

foolery with the dead body of Ferdmando (slam by Fr4
act li must have m no happy moment suggested the dealings of

‘

^Esorpae of Hotspur, while the same captain's famous
{X llenry Wj i) betrays obscurer reminiscences of Ba^
soIitoQuy

^
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1

which the fiamewoik bears a general lesemblance to that

of the two plays m question, and which has likewise been
attiibuted to Kyd Of more impoitance are the veiy
striking similarities of style Not only is there in the two
plays an undeniably fiequent lecmience of the same soils

of quotations and allusions, and a lemaikable parallelism

—

at times an actual identity—of moie or less unusual phiases

and collocations of woids^
,
but in both we find mannensms

such as it is not usual foi two authors to share in common

—

such as the usage, indulged in so laigely as to become
a chaiacteiistic feature, of lepeating a catch-woid from
the line piecedmg, and of bandying back as it were the

half 01 the whole of a line fiom speakei to speakei ^ Both
plays weie unmistakeably wiitten by the hand of a Euphiiist,

and on the whole I am inclined to think that hand, m the

case of Solyman mid Perseda as well as in that of The

Spanish Tiagedy^ to have been Thomas Kyd’s®.

There appears to me to be no sufficient reason foi accepting

the supposition that the curious old play entitled T/ie Rare
Trtnmphs of Love and Fortune^ printed in 1589, but doubt-

less peifoimed several yeais earlier, was written by Kyd^
The Induction is occupied with a Mcbate* 01 ‘mutiny* among
the divinities of Olympus, due to the endeavour of Venus to

destijgy the power of Fortune, m order to assert her own
supreme authority At the bidding of Jupiter, Mercury

^ The most out-of-the-way is the * translucent breast * to be found m both

plays
® For examples I must refer to Sarrazm, « s

, pp s s&iq I am bound to

say that the impression made upon me by his argument was confirmed by
a consecutive re-reading of these two plays

* The versification of this play is less finished than that of The Spanish

Tragedy , but it must not be overlooked that the pnnter of Sohman and
Perseda turned a good deal of prose into verse I am not aware, fay the

way, whether it has ever been noticed that m the passage in Dekker*s

Sahro^ntasitx referred to above (p 309, note 3), in which * Horace* (Jonson)

IS taunted with having * taken mad Jeronymo*s part/ he replies (to Tucca*s

flounsh and enquiry, ‘My name*s Hamlet Revenge, thou hast been at

Pans Garden, hast not?’) *Yes, Captaine, I ha* played Zulziman there*

This must refer to Scfyman and Perseda itself, not to the * play within* The

Spanish Tragedy
* For an account of tbs play, ofwhich the only extant copy is m the col-

lection at Bridgewater House, see Cober, ii 43a"7« Cf as to die proba*

bfiity of Kyd’s authorship, Fleay, a. adsi

Plays atin

huied to

Kyd
The Pare
Tnumphh
ofLaveand
Forinm
{pr isSq'
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An early

Hamlet

hereupon exhibits a senes of dumb-showsof peisons slam by
Love 01 Foitune, aftci which the action of the play itself

begins, accompanied by musical demonstrations of the alter-

nating successes of the two contending deities in aiding or

defeating the purposes of the loveis Heimione and Fidelia,

with whose sloiy it is conceined In the body of the play,

of which the gi eater pai t is wi itten in a i imed twelve-syllable

measuie, theie seems nothing to connect it with a wiitei so

compaiatively advanced in mannei as Kyd , ofthe Induction

pait IS in blank verse, but rimes are here also fiequent

Other early plays have been attiibuted to Kyd by

Ml Fleay and eailiei wiiteis, among them the Tamtng of

a Shrew (1594), on which Shakspere founded his comedy,

Ttiiis AndronictiSy which similarity of theme and treatment

naturally associated with The Spanish Tragedy^ and (on the

evidence of a few parallel passages) Arden of Feversham

Of moie mteiest, and suppoited by ceitam specious con-

sideiations paitaking of the nature of both external and

internal evidence is the hypothesis, first offered by Malone

and since adopted by Widgeiy, Fleay, and otheis, that KydJ

was the authoi of an eaily tiagedy of Hamlet^ lost to us buJ

known to Shakspeie The extent and depth of the mteiest i

which such a hypothesis mvolves may be illustiated by the

statement of one of its moie lecent suppoiteis, that ‘wh^ver
in Hamlet is relatively out of haimony with Shakspere’s

taste, may be moie or less^ interpieted to be due to Kyd*
But to examine from such a point of view the conjectuie in

question would be foreign to the puipose of a histoiical

sketch, while an attempt to indicate its beaiing upon the

genesis o{ Shakspere*s Hamlet will find a more appiopiiate

’ H^she’s Eptstle to the Gentlemen Students (1589'^ pictures a playwright

who for many reasons (not the least among them the University man’s

contempt for Latin not learnt on Cam or Isis) may be concluded to be Kyd
In a later passage of the letter the ‘ famisht followers Seneca are said to

imitate 'the Kidde m Aesop

^

who leapt into a new occupation, as they take

io Italian translations Between these amenities occurs the suggestion,

that jOu mtreate ’ the playnght m question, *m a frostie morning, he will

alTord yoi| 'whole Hamlets^ I should say handfulls of tragicall speeches"’ See
also Uiepassage cited above from Bekker^s Saitro^oBttx

* * Sarrazm, p ii9» I am aware that this word is itself

open to interpretation.
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place below ^ Resemblance—or let us say cognatencss

—

of theme fuinishes no pi oof of identity of authoiship—still

less IS the lattei demonstiated by incidental similarities of

treatment Foi my pait, I am unable, in dealing with a lost

cafut^ to leach con^/’iction except by way of external

evidence, which in this instance appears to me inadequate

The authoi of The Spanish Tragedy \^as a contempoiary

of dramatists who were greater than himself, iin whatever

degree he may have diiectly 01 indirectly influenced their

endeavouis But, to whatever extent he ^ay in his turn

have profited fiom the productions of'his fellow-playwiights,

he was himself a dramatic poet of%igh and original capacity

for dealing with both the matter and the foim of the branch

of literatm e to which he devoted his labours He pioved

himself capable of presenting, Without seivile adherence to

Senecan models,

‘ Tragoedta cothumata^ fitting kings,

Containing piatter, and niot common things^,'

and he was at the same time able to exhibit with natural

foice the opeiation of incidents upWi character, and to make

a direct and iiiesistible appeal to tW passions that move all

men, and aie felt by geneiation aftei gcneiation* Herein

lies the great difference between him and the authoi s of

Gorboduc
^ noi will he, because of thje ridicule which was

his recompense from some of those to lyhom he had helped

to point the way, be refused the trifcute due to onginal

power,

CHRISTOPHER or Kit, MARLOWE^vthe son of John

Marlowe, shoemaker, ‘ clerk ’ of St Marais, and of his wife

' See the chapter on S/iakspere

^ The Spantsh Tragedy^ act v
^ The Works of Chnsiopher Marlowe WiMsonte Account of the Author^

and Notes* By the Rev Alexander Dye#, 1850 and 1870— T/rr Works of

Marlowe Edited by A H Bullen, 3 vpls# 1885—The Wotks of Christopher

Marlowe^ edited with Notes and InAoduction, by Lt.-Col Fiancis

Cuningham, 1870—Ckrtstopker Marlowei Edited by Havelock Elhs ,
virith

a General Introduction, &c
,
by J. A/Symonds, 1SS7 , see also chap xv

{Marlowe^ of the same wnter^s Shamperds Predecessors An edition of

Marlowe's plays by H Breymann a4d A. Wagner is now in course of

publication at Heilbronn, and sever£^ have already been published —Arts,

on Marlowe by A C Bwinburae m xv* of the Encyclopaedia BnianmeOf

Kyd^s
claims to rC"

cognition as

an original

dtamatist

Chnsiopher
Marlowe

(1564-93)
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,5 Uf, Catherine, apparently the daughter of Christopher Arthur,

rectoi of St Peter’s, Canteibury, was born m that city m
PVbruaiy, 1564 He received his early education at the

Kinjg’s School in his native city ,
and proceeded thence

early 1581 to Bene’t (Corpus Christi) College, Cambridge,

where he graduated BA and HA in 1583 and 1587

He was probably intended for the Church, or at all events

for one of the learned piofessions, of his classical training

so far as thta usual Latin classics are concerned, there is

evidence enoug^^^tx the quotations freely introduced by him

into his dramatic worlfe>,.jj^Q3:0 especially The Jew of Malta^

Edward //, and, as a mat of course, Dzdo His transla-

tion of Ovid’s Amores (tK blunders in which have met

with severe censure) seems bis Cambiidge

days, and shows that they not devoted to close or

accurate classical studies

It must have been at early date, and befoie the

nominal completion of Univeisity career, that Mar-

lowe became seized by ^po^ssion for the stage Possibly,

as has been conjecturq grounds in themselves in-

adequate, he may m ^^e stormy years immediately

preceding i5®73 have ^ ^be Netherlands , as to his

anti-Spanish and anti-^tholic sentiments, at least, theiecan

be no doubt But it ^ems most likely that before i5§iLhe

went up to London Cambridge, where, possibly under

other influences^ be^eg that of his own fermenting genius,

he had come to^aba^on the notion of entering the clerical

or any other 1 egula|)j.ofession InLondon he at once began

> to write for the
^
the supposition that he combined

9th ed., 1883, and by Sidnt
^,0^^ in yqI xxxvi of the Didtonaiy 0/National

Biography

i

1893—Cf Colhe ^ ^
Fleay, English Dramay n 57

seqq t
and Life ond Wmk of Htsioty of the^ Stage, passim,

Ulnci, Shakspere's Dramatic JL
^ Chnstopker Marlowe «,

Shakspere*s Verhaitmss m thm ^ShakspereUahrbuch, vol 1 (1863). For
editions of particular plays ^sequent notes &u elaborate analysis

of Marlowe’s diction will be foi|
Fisclier’s dissertation Zur

ChwrakUmitk 4er Dramen 'Munich, 1889)
I The supposition that Marlowe theological views of Francis

Kett, u fellow and tutor of his c^ege burnt for heresy at Norwich
in 1569^ primes, what must be

doubtful, that Marlowe had
any theolo^cml views at all* However

^^j-graduatiaand even postgraduate,

tnmds are easily encouraged to give
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with the playwnght’s occupation that of the player, rests on

the evidence of a ballad called The Atheist's Tragedy^ in

which he is said during a performance at the Curtain m
Shoreditch to have bioken his leg

*in one lewd scene

When iii his early age*

But the genuineness of these veises is open to the gravest

doubts ^ He appears to have attached himself as

a playwright to the Lord Admiial’s company, by which

most of his plays weie produced, with Edward Alleyn

as the principal actor, and he is supposed towards the

end of his life to have transferred his services to Lord
Strange’s company, and thus to have entered into direct

co-operation with Shakspere^ That he was in close

personal connexion with all the chieftheatrical writers of his

age, is in any case obvious, even were the fact not attested

by the passages to be immediately cited, containing cordial

tiibutes from several of them to his genius, his familiar

relations with at least one eminent personage whose literary

efforts were only pait of his public activity are proved by
an almost unique monument of literary association \ He
was not without other friends and patrons of high social

standing
,

in the Dedication of his posthumous poem of

Herg^nd Leander^ Marlowe’s publisher speaks of Sir Thomas
Walsingham of Chiselhurst (the son of Sir Francis, connected

by marriage with a Canterbury family to which Marlowe

certamly entertained sentiments of attachment) as ‘ one who
had bestowed upon the authoi many kind favours and

Walsingham’s house was indicated as a place where

Marlowe might be found m the warrant issued against him
shortly before his death.

It would^ however, be idle to shut our eyes to the

^ See the late Dr Ijagleby*s trenchant letter to The Academy^ April i,

1876 j and cf Mr. Lee^ statement, with which Mr Bullen is m accord, that

*the ballad is in all probabihty one of Mr» Collier's forgeries/and Mr. Fleay’s

contemptuous silence with regard to it

® Fleay, History ofihs p 74
® The famous lync by Marlowe, Tke Passionate Shepherd to hts Love,

which called forth Sir Walter Raleigh's {as well as ^Another the

same NaiHre*\ is quoted by Marlowe himself in a comic speech in TheJem

ofMedUtf act iv. sc 4*
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general bearing of the evidence as to Marlowe’s personal

ways of life and thought during his caieer as a playwright

and man of letteis in London It is manifest that, during

the short six years of that career, he reached a veiy high

point of popularity on the stage, where his Tamhurlatne

and Doctor Faustus at all events weie extraordinarily

successful It IS also obvious that this popularity, and the

personal admiration called forth among his brother-wits by

his extraoidinary poweis, cannot have failed to affect the

moral balance of so young a man When the intellectual

agitations of the times in which he lived and the specially

overcharged atmosphere in which he woiked are taken

into account, it seems only in the natuie of things that

he should have demeaned himself as a rebel Veiy mani-

festly he led a loose life, and in all probability it tickled

his fancy, as it has that of otheis who have not proved

weaklings m the end, to let self-indulgence wear the

semblance of intellectual levolt His published woiks

—

Doctor Faustus included—contain no evidence of a personal

struggle between doubt and faith When Robert Greene

died in want and misery m September 1593, he left behind

him the celebrated tract (to which frequent references will

have to be made m these pages) entitled A Groats-worth of
W%t bought with a Milhou of Repentance, This pam^let
contained a violent overt invective against Marlowe^s pro-

fessed atheism, with a warning to him to repent ere it was

too late Henry Chettle, who published Greene's tract,

immediately after his death, thought it well, in the preface to

his tract of Kind Harfs Dream^ to disclaim any personal

acquamtance with Marlowe, while professing a reverence

foi his learning, and stating that he had thought it well to

omit passages of Greene's attack ^ We aie, of course, any-

thing but constramed to place reliance upon accusations

forming part of the lees of such a life ^s Greene's, who,

moreover, was probably actuated by bitter jealousy as

ajplaywri^ht We are still less called upon to accept the

^ Ihe sidenssue as to Nashe^ssupposed authorship of Groat^miih o/Wtff
and Oabnel Harvey’s charge against him of disloyalty to Marlowfit among
otherfrknds, may he neglected here See Builen's Iniroductm^i pp
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farrago of chaiges concerning Marlowe’s opinions on religion

put forward against him by one Richard Same (possibly

the pelson who was hanged in the following yeai), which

led to the institution of inquisitoiial proceedings, involving

among others Thomas Kyd and Sir Walter Raleigh But
there are sufficient other indications that he had made
himself notorious by licentious talk as well as by loose

living
,
and the closing scene of his life, which followed

while a warrant of the Pi ivy Council was actually out

against him, cannot be detached from the rest of the

circumstantial evidence On June i, 1593, stabbed

to^'death in a tavern brawl at Deptford, the revolting

details of which may be fitly passed by, especially as their

truth or falsehood, 01 the nature of the mixture in them of

both, IS not to be ascertained ^

Of Marlowe’s contempoiaries—or of writers belonging to

a geneiation by which the personal featuies of his career

were still freshly remembered—^not a few mention him with

sincere and generous admiiation for his genms So Pefele,

in the Prologue to the Honour of the Garter^ published in

the year of Marlowe’s death, addresses him as

‘ Unhappy m thme end,

Marley, the Muse's darling for thy verse,

Fit to write passions for the souls below,

If any wretched souls m passion speak*'

Drayton, m his epistle To my dear friend Henry Reynolds

of Poets and Poesy speaks of him in lines of singular

beauty, recalling m their final turn of thought a well-

known Shaksperean passage —
^ The entry in the bunal-register of St Nicholas’^ Church, Deptford,,

merely states that he was * slain by Francis Archer’ on the date mentioned

Gabne! Harvey was unfortunate enough to be without information, and
concluded that l^larlowe had died of the plague (See Bullen on the

(7/ossfi at the end of Harvey’s Ncwe LcUer of NoiabU Contes^Uy 18^3, « s

Ixvi-bcviij for verswjps of the actual catastrophe, including the Puritan

Beard's (1597) and Meres’ reference in PalladiS Tamia (1598), see tb

Ixni-lxv )—A remarkable specimen of anecdoticai mendacity is to be found

in Aubrey’s assertion (quoted fay Gifford) that * Ben Jonson killed Mr
Marlowe the poet, coming from the Green Curtain playhouse' This

invention may have arisen out of a mistaken remembrance of the fact that

Ben Jonson killed la a duel *Gabnel/ a member of Henslowe’s company

of players, in Hoxton Fields* This, to be sure, was m 1398, (See Memom
o/E^ AHeynit p* 50*)

Tributes

from hi^

contmtpo-

rams
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‘ Next Marlowe, bathed in the Thespian springs,

Had m him those brave translundry things

That the first poets had
,

his raptures were

All air and fire, which made his verses clere

,

For that fine madnes still he did retaine.

Which rightly should possess a poet’s brame’

,

and this tribute is doubly noteworthy as proceeding from

a poet whose own life was well-ordeied, and free from the

‘ Bohemianism * which, m later days than those of Queen

Elisabeth, many excellent people have deemed inseparable

from the successful puisuit of literature^ Ben Jonson, m
his verses To the Memory of Shakspere (m which I for one

confess myself unable to discover any trace of irony), reckons

Marlowe among those peeis of Shakspere who were by

him surpassed and, m a phrase which has become immortal,

’ refers to ‘ Marlowe’s mighty line ’ The Cambridge author

of Part II of The Returnefrom Parnassus (punted 1606,

but acted some years earlier) describes Marlowe as

happy m his buskm’d Muse,*

although
‘unhappy m his life and end,

Pity it IS that wit so ill should dwell,

—

Wit lent from Heaven, but vices sent from HelP

The two poets who, with very diffeient pretensions, took

upon themselves to continue Marlowe’s Hero and Leanaer^

both apostrophised their predecessor,—Petowe at the close

of a long set of doggerel lines hailing him as ‘ the prince of

poetne,' Chapman interrupting the first section of the

^ ‘ He wants,* says the author of Part 11 of The Reiumefrom Pama&sus,
referring to Drayton, ‘ one true note of a poet of our own times, and that

p this He cannot swagger it well m a tavern, or domineer in a pot-house
*

Jonson IS, however, thought by Gifford to indicate Marlowe among
others in speaking, m the Induction to Cynilnds Revels^ of poets who are

' promoters of other men's jests, and way-lay all the stale apophthegms, or

other books, they can hear of, m print or otherwise^ to farce their scenes

Wifiial * The late Mr Halpin (Obmm's Vtston^ &c ) says that Ben Jonson
decried Marlowe m his Poetaster as well as in his Cynthtc^s Revels I shouid

doubt both these assertions In the Poetaster (act 1 sc i) Jonson certainly

borrowed, with certain modifications, Marlowe's version of one of Ovid's

Elegies {Amor, bk r el xv ), though Gifford tned to turn the tables on
Marlowe* (See Cumngham's Jonson, i 210, note, and cf Fleay, Mngh$h
Drama, 36^*
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poem written by himself in order to depict his desire of

being m full accord with

*His free soul, whose living subject stood

Up to the chin m the Pierian flood

Nashe, who completed Marlowe’s tragedy of Dtdoy prefixed

to the first edition (1594) an elegy full of praise, which is

unfoitunately lost^ Thomas Heywood, in his Hterarchie

of the Blessed Angels (1634), speaks of Marlowe as

'renown’d for his rare art and wit,’

making special reference to his Hero and Leander Lastly,

Shakspeie has a brief but kindly allusion to his deceased

fellow-poet m the passage m As You Like It (act 111. sc 5),

which introduces a line fiom Hero and Leander

^ Dead shepherd ^ now I find thy saw of might

“Who ever lov’d, that lov’d not at first sight**?”’

For us, unable as we are to penetrate through the foul

mists that obscured the career of this mighty genius, it

remains only to lament the loss to the world’s literature of

a maturity, whose mere promise excels the achievements

of any other but one among all our Elisabethan poets.

A poet of oilr own times has met a challenge thrown out

by Hartley Coleridge, in finding a poetic form for the

tragedy of Marlowe’s death The late Mr. R H Horne’s

Death of Marlowe a piece conceived and executed with

genuine power, closes with the exquisite lines fiom the

poet’s own Doctor Faustus

* Cut IS the branch that might have grown full straight,

And wither’d is Apollo’s laurel bough’

It is not Alt which is guilty of the fall of such victims as

this,~not gemus which is chargeable with a share m such

^ Hero and Lmnder^ Third Sesitad For Petowe’s effort, cf Dyce. Some
Aaxnmti , p xlu, Bullen’s Introduction, pp Ixx-lxxi. See tb as to

the reference in a poem by ^ J H * (16O0) to * Kynde Kit Marloe.'

^ Cf tb

^ There is no evidence that thfe references to the story of Hero and
Leander m The Two Gentlemen of Verona were due to Marlowe’s poem*

See Behas* ShaksperOj i 41, note 7 , and cf below as to the date of this

comedy
* This one-act play, first published in i6$7, was reprinted m 1875
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a catastiophe And, while drawing fiom it a homely moral,

yet one such as Thackeray might not have disdained to

draw, we may, at the same time, bow before the blessed

healthfulness of spirit that enabled Shakspeie to come

forth unscathed from the temptations with which his time,

his life, and his suiioundmgs, as it weie resistlessly, over-

whelmed Mailowe

Besides the unfinished tragedy Dido^ Queen of Carthage

(of which below), Marlowe left behind him ceilain transla-

tions and epigrams, and so much as he had wiitten of the

paraphrase (for such it is rather than a translation) of

Musaeus' Hero and Leander It is beyond my purpose to

dwell on the beauties of both the descriptive and the

passionate parts of this work of Marlowe's, The tributes

to his powers cited above have sufficiently illustiated the

fact that, in the eyes of his own geneiation, his poetic fame

largely, if not piincipally, rested on this achievement

Indeed, even in a Prologue to a posthumous reproduction

of one of his plays, Marlowe is said to have gained ‘ a lasting

memory ’ by his English veision of Musaeus’ epopoeia, while

his plays and their renown are chiefly associated with that of

a popular actor ^ Yet, since a comparison betv??een Marlowe

and Shakspere, in so far as then careeis ran moie or less

parallel in dates, is legitimate, the fact cannot be ovei looked

that, so far as Marlowe’s share in it is concerned, Herb and
Leander is as superior to Vemts and Adonis m general

poetic effect as it is in that special force of sensuous passion

which dries up ciitical comment. In the matter of luxurious

Renascence foliage, who could claim the preference for

either youthful aitist? In the same connexion, a leference

cannot be omitted to Marlowe’s famous lyric, The Passionate

Shepherd to his Love, first published in a collection ofpoems
{The Passionate Ptlgmn, 1599), puiporting to be wholly

^ See I)yce*s note, p 143, to the Prologue to the ^tage^ at the Cock-Ptt,

prefixed to the m special comphment to Edward Alleyn, the

representative of the Jew '

—

Hero and Leander is quoted as a popular

work jn Gteeads Tu Quoque, printed in 1614—the year m which Jenson
burlesqued the myth in the puppet-show of his Bartholomm Fear In

Middleton’s A Mad Worlds my Masters (1 a), Harebrain couples Hero
and Leander and Venus and Adorns as ^wanton pamphlets’ Hero and
Leanaerj^s also idluded to in Middleton’s The Family ofLove (in n).
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Shakspere^s The fiist stanza of Raleigh^s reply was like-

wise printed m this collection \ Other English lyric poets

have, more or less consciously, imitated a masterpiece which

suffices to prove Marlowe’s raie endowment for a species

of composition which he only exceptionally essayed

Marlowe’s earliest play, there is every reason for assuming, Tambur*

was the tragedy of Tatnburlaine the Greats m two Parts,

each of five acts^. His authorship of this work cannot (1587)

undeilie a moment’s doubt, although the only external

evidence of a direct kind attesting it is to be found

in a sonnet, and the ‘glosse^ accompanying it, already

noticed as published by Gabriel Harvey in 1593 The
‘ crude notion’ of Malone that not Marlowe, but Nashe, was
the author of Tatnburlaine^ is refuted by the fact that in

the Epistle to the Gentlemen Students of Both Universities

prefixed by Nashe to Greene’s Menaphon (1589, or possibly

as early as 1587) he inveighs, in obvious allusion to the

defiance in the Prologue to Tamburlatne^ gainst the

endeavour of ^idiote art-masters’ to * outbrave better pens

with the swelling bumbast of a bragging blank veise*

This passage, taken together with another attack upon the

introduction of blank verse, which is accompanied by an

express reference to ‘ that atheist Tamburlan' m the address

^To the Gentlemen Readers,’ prefixed by Greene to his Pert-^

the Blacke-Smitk^ further proves that Tamburlame
was brought on the stage as early as 1*588

,
probably it

was first acted by the Lord Admiral’s company, as

Mr. Fleay says, ‘on stages in the City of London as early

as 1587.’ It was printed in 2590^
^ Dyc^, xlv. Marlowe hunself alludes to ^Come live with me* in

a comic speech in TheJm ofMalia^ act iv,

* Besides the English editions, reference should be made to that of

A Wagner, m the senes already mentioned (Hexlbronn, 1885)—The full

title of the 4to edition of 1590 may be worth citing, * Tamburlame ihe Great

Wito^from a S^fhtatt Shephearde by his rare and vemderfull Conquests, became

a most fwssani and migh^e Momrque And {Jqr Ins tyranny, and ierrour tn

Warre) toas tearmed. The Scourge ofGod* JNfothing but the title-page^*® left of

this edition The ftill title of Part /7m the Bvo edition of both Parts, beanng
the same date, of which a copy 1$ in the Bodleian, runs ’ ^ The Second Pari

cf The bloody Conquests of TafHburhtne Wdk hts tmpasstonaiefury,for the

diOih of h%& Lady and louefmte Zenocrate ; htsfoarme of exhoriacton and di$~

e^ms to hts three sons, and the manerofkis omn death
* (Byce

)

* See Bullen's IntroducttoHj pp* xv-®tvw| Ct Collier, u, 491-4. CoUier

VQU h V
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The sources of this play have been detected by its most

lecent Editor and Di C H Herfoid, who have shown ^

that a Spanish account of Timour the Tartar conqueror, by
Pedro Mexia, in a Stlva of which one among many versions

was an English tianslation known as Fortescue’s The Foreste,

and punted in 1571, may be concluded to have among
various more or less contemporaiy nairatives suggested to

Marlowe the theme of his tiagedy They further show

that his general airangement of the aigument of his ten

acts seems to have lesulted fiom his use, together with

Mexia's biogiaphy, of the Latin life of Timour published

at Florence by the Italian scholar Peiondmus m 1551, to

which aie due, among a numbei of incidental details, some

of those making up the authentic portiait of the heio^

The question as to the authenticity of the statements in

these narratives, or in others at which his eye may have

glanced^, cannot be supposed to have exeicised Mailowe

adduces two otlier supposed proofs of Marlowe's authorship of Tamburlame
But the first of these, viz the entiy m Henslowe's Dtary of two payments
to ^Thomas Dickers’ (Dekker) on December jao, 1597, for ^adycyons' to

Doctor Faustus and * a prolog to Marloes Tamberlen * is unhappily dis-

credited The second is a passage in the Protogue written by Thomas
Heywood for the performance of TheJm ofMalta at the Cock-pit m 1633^

which Collier misunderstood, although it may be held to suggest, by as-

sociation, that Tafuburlatne written by Mailowe See Dyce’s note to

this Prologue to the date of the composition of Tantburlatne^ th^sjpiile

of the almond-tree in Pait II act iv sc 4, was certainly not only sug-

gested by, but in part cepied from. The Faene Queene, I vn 32 , and since the

first three books of Spenser’s poem weie not published till the beginnmg of

1590, the passage must have been seen by Marlowe in MS , possibly

Raleigh may have acted as intermediary—If Marlowe obtained his know-
ledge of a passage m the Otlando Funoso (see below as to the episode of

Olympia's death) from Sir John Hanngton's translation, he must have seen
this also m MS

,
as it was not published till 1591 (Collier, n 497

)

^ See their letter on The Sources of Marlowe^$ Tambmlmne m The
Academy, October 20, 1683 It may be worth mentioning that the story of

Tamerlane was dramatically treated by the Spaniard Luis Velez de Guevara

(^570-1644) m his La nuezra era de Dios, y T%merlm de Persia See Klein,

X* ^!S$ note
* See the speech of Menaphon, Part I. aot 11 sc. 1

* Of stature tall, and straightly fashioned,' 8cc

These cannot have included the Abbd du Bee's Dtsfoire du Grand
which (for the first time largely utilising Arabic sources) sought

to humanise and mtionahse the conduct of the hero This book, which
snj^oses to have introduced the story of Tamerlane into Bnglish

Was ^ot published till 159s, or translated into English till 1^9^,
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severely; and I perceive no proof in or apait fiom his

sonorous but as a rule perfunctory references to ancient

names and places that he was possessed of the illustiative

resources of true classical scholarship As a matter of couise,

any sceptical hesitation with regard to the statements which

he found in his sources was still less to be expected from

him ^ Tamburlaine neither called itself a History (as the

Elisabethan dramatists applied the woid^), nor is it in any

but the vaguest sense of the term to be described as a his-

toiical drama Strict historical pi opriety would of couise in

no case have been expected in it, and even the passage in

which Tamburlaine imparts to his sons a notion of the science

of military engineering, odd as it may seem in the mouth of

a warrior whose opportunities of technical tiainmg had been

so limited, calls for no exceptional comment® But theie is

no attempt to furnish that ^ poetical image of histoiical

truth^ ' which Shakspere kept in view in the midst of constant

violations of historical accuracy ; and it is on purely internal

grounds that the poet’s free and fantastic treatment of his

theme is called upon to vindicate itself

Now, it would be idle to deny that the appalling—or

should I say ^sensationar—natuie of some of the situations

in this play constitutes a more salient feature in it than the

me§|ure of power exhibited by its general method of con-

stiuction Bajazeth, brought out of his cage to serve as his

conqueior’s footstool®, the same ex-potenUte, and afterwaids

^ I cannot say how far they provoked, or justified the cavmt oi Sir Thomas

Browne {Vulgar Errors, Bk II ch ifi) * That Tamerlane was a Scythian

shepherd , we have reason to deny.’

^ The two Parts are called ‘Tragicall Discourses * on the title pages of the

editions ofboth 1590 and 159?^

* Among the things he would have them learn is

^ the way to fortify your men i

In champion grounds, what figure serves you best

For which thh quinque angle is meet,

Because the corners there may’ fall more fiat.

Whereas the foit may fittest be assailed,

And sharpest where the assault is desperate,* d,c

Artillery effects are more than once alluded to m the play.

« Ulnei

»Part I act xv scene a. txi the *cage^ itself there was nothing

epeci^y OnentaU Unless my inemoiy deceives me, I have myself seen

Y a
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his wife, ‘blaming^ themselves against his piison-bars^

,

Tambuilaine cutting his aim in older to show his hopeful

sons that a ‘wound is nothing/ although he restiains the

most aspiiing among them from immediately imitating his

example and, above all, his famous entry in his chariot

drawn by captive kings —m the piesence of such effects as

these it IS indeed difficult to admit any othei impressions

Yet, considering the genet al natuie ofthe action,which resem-

bles an avalanche proceedng on its ii resistible couise, some
skill must be allowed to be shown in its conduct The move-

ment ofthe action, notwithstanding its essential sameness and

Its extension over ten successive acts, uses instead of falling

off, and its climax is maiked not only by the entrance on

the scene of the pampered jades, but also by the magnificent

defiance hurled by the conqueior at Mahomet, the reputed

assessoi of the Almighty^, Oppoitunity is moieover found

swinging from the Cathedral tower at Munster, the cage to which some
of the Anabaptist leaders were consigned A d 1536 The stoiy of Baja2et's

cage, and of his treatment by Timour in general, is critically examined m
ch Ixiv of Gibbon’s DpcUm and Fall—^The governor of Babylon, Part II

act V scene i, is merely hung up in chains on his own walls to be shot to

death by the victorious soldieiy

^ Part I act v sc a
® Part II act m sc a
’ Part II act iv sc 4, et post The following is the stage-direction —

‘ Enter TAMBURtAiNE drawn tn hts chanot by the Kings of Trehvsotif^nd

Sona^ mth bits tn their mouths, reins tn hts left hand^ and m hts right hand a
whtp^ with which he scourgeth them * » Kings of Natoha and Jerusalem

*

[they are afterwards termed the < two spare Kings ’
J

^ led by five or six common
Soldiers ’—This famous passage, with Tamburlame’s * Holla, ye pampered
3ades of Asia,’ which Shakspere ndiculed in 2 Heniy IV, act u sc 4, is also

derided by a host of other writers, including Beaumont and Fletcher {The

Coxcomb, act u sc a) and Chapman and his associates {Eastward Hoe,

art 11^ ,
also in Edward Sharpham’s The Fleire, a play first printed in 1607

(Collier, 11 502 note) It was however imitated by Lodge m his Wounds of
CmlWar (pLib in 37)

* The conclusion of this speech does not to my mind^ warrant Greene’s

denunciatoiy phrase of Manng God out of heaven with* that atheist Tani’^

butlan * \

^Weil, soldiers, Mahomet remains m hell,

He cannot hear the voice of Tamburlame
j

Seek out Another Godhead to adore,—
The God that sits in heaven, if any God,
For he is God alone, and none but he.’

(Actv sc X,)

^ouhtlefcs thhikmg pfSt Matthew, iv. 10
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foi a few love-scenes not devoid of a certain rough chaim,
theie IS genuine passion, though defaced by extiavagance,

in Tamburlaine’s lament ovei Zenociate, and tiue pathos in

the appeal of the vngins of Damascus on behalf of their

menaced city The episode of Olympia’s death, although, to

be sure, not oi iginal but borrowed fiom Ai losto cannot have

left many readers unmoved
,
and if the scenes in which Tam-

bui lame's boys take pait are not specially pleasing, they

at least help to vaiy the progiess of the diama It should

be added that the play was not punted as it was acted,

many omissions of ‘fond and fiivolous gestures' having

been made by its first editoi—passages, it has been con-

jectured, comprising the buffooneiy of the clown, whose
absence from the punted tiagedy is ceitainly no mattei for

1egret ^

Of even greater importance, however, than the substance The blank

of this tragedy is its form The proposition indeed that

Marlowe was the fiist to mtioduce blank verse upon the of Tam’

English stage will not bear examination, and cannot be

sustained even in the sense that most of the plays before

Tamburlatne in which blank veise was employed were

intended for pcifoimance at Couit, like Gorbodne^ oi at all

events before select and cultivated audiences. The mnova-^
tion lies rathei in the quality of the verse, which haimomsed

wiSi the vigorous movement of the action, the stir of life

m the characters, and the exuberant passion of the diction

To meet such a demand as this—^to suit his metic to the

tragic themes and the tiagic tieatment commending them-

selves to his genius—Mai lowe had to give the go-by to i ime,

to which the popular diama, even where it did not indulge m
the seven-foot metre oi m stanza-forms, had on the whole

continued to adhere. Rimed stanzas were, except as lyncal

doomed as a metre of the English drama so soon

* Cf. ante, p aisia note In Book xxix. of the Orlmdo Fumsa Isabella

defeats the desires of Rodomonte by precisely the same stratagem as that

employed by Olympia against Thendamas.
^ Traces of these fond features remain m the fra^ents of prose scattered

through the piece See e. g, Part II. act m sc 4
* It is/ says Mr Swinburne, ‘the tot poem ever wntten m English

blank verse, as distinguished from mere rhymeless decasyllabics
’
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as the latter became a living lepresentation of human action.

The case was not so clear with rimed couplets, but except

wheie the practice of runmng-m {enjambement) is adopted

and the natural effect of the couplet is accordingly taken

away, this kind of verse both lends itself to, and in return

encourages, an artificial arrangement of thoughts, while inter-

fering with the continuity which is part of the naturalness

of dramatic movement^ Perceiving this, Marlowe so to

speak at once and completely threw in his lot with blank

verse, but though his lines from the first had the same
combination of strength, ease and majesty which remained

characteristic of them to the last^, yet the metrification of

Tamburlatne still shows some signs of uncertainty To begin

with, the occurience of rime, m the middle as well as at the

end of speeches, is not at all uncommon®, double-endings, on

the other hand, are only very occasionally admitted, though

they became more common 111 Marlowe's later plays. Prose,

as has been seen, is not entirely banished from this buskined

^
tragedy. But more noteworthy is the fact that, half doubt-

ful of the inheient power of the blank verse which came
forth from his hands, the author of Tamburlatne thought it

well to compensate his hearers for the loss of rime by pro-

viding them with unprecedented effects of diction^ Hence,

though not solely hence, the ‘high^astoundmg terms* foi

which Tamburlaine became proverbial. They comprised

much bombast, but with it also much new material (if

I may use the phrase) of poetic diction that, though not

always inspired by a genius such as Marlowe’s, became

part and parcel of the endowment of a whole generation of

* This of course is not the case where special emphasis is required, as

above all at the close of a speech of greater length
® A Miltonic delight in the subjugation of magnificent proper names—

‘ XJsumcasane and Thendamas *—is likewise largely perceptible
* In Parti there are fifteen (possibly more) mstaijpes of nme, m Part II

tWiOnty-six or thereabouts, with at least two cases of tnplets in addition
* * From Jigging veins of rhyming mother-wits.

And such conceits as downage keeps in pay,

We’ll lead you to the stately tent of war,

Where you shall hear the Scythian Tamburlaine

Threatening the woild with high astounding terms/ 65c.
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dramatists Nowhere else, howevei, do we find all the

elements of out-of-the-way effect mixed and stirred up
together in a diction so recklessly and yet of set purpose

extravagant as is that of Tamhmdatne The accumulation

of strange personal and local appellatives is the most super-

ficial among these ingiedients, but not necessarily that in

which the author took the smallest amount of pride ^ Of
more consequence is the boundless fury of the invective

rhetoric which victoi and vanquished bandy to and fro,

without respite or lemorse, and always in the same key of

supreme but sustained excitement^ And I cannot but

add a reference to the excessive use of ornate similes

drawn from a limited range of classical mythology more or

less at haphazard, although among them are to be found

already in this play some of the choicest gems of Marlowe^s

poetry® In course of time, no doubt, as an examination of

the works subsequently produced by Marlowe duiing the

very brief limits of his career as a playwright will show,

practice brought home to him the supreme excellence of

the instrument of versification he had chosen—^which is no

other than its incompaiable flexibility, so that, while

adhering to the preference for single-syllable endings which

was a characteristic of his caiher blank verse, that of his later

pjgys IS far more varied in ihythm and cadence^ Upon
his contemporaries the example set by him had the effect of

^ If LtmnasphalUs^ Zona Mundtj See
,
were terms derived from the

author’s researches, this fact is not likely to have diminished his zest in

enijpjloying them
^ Mr Swmhume’s description of the diction of Tamburimm is classical,—

^the stormy monotony ofTitamc truculence which blusters like a Simoom
through the noisy course of its teu fierce acts

*

« I need only mention the famous apostrophe to Zenocrate (Part I act v.

sc r) which contains the immortal hues on * Beauty, mother to the Muses*’

—

How uncontrollably these similes ran from the poet’s pen, may be seen

from the passage (Part II act in* sc 4) introducing Cynthia and Thetis,

which, unless it be Supposed that Cynthia is meant for Queen Elisabeth,

contains a curious mvoktxou of comparisons
* It is not easy tO/saywhether we should apply to the substance or to the

fi)nn of Marlowe’s plays the remark said to have been often made by Ben
Jonson, that * Marlowe’s mighty hues were examples fitter for admiration

than for parallel/ (R, C/s Addrm U> ihe Reader prefixed to William

Boswortjh’s j&owws, a poem partly based on Msro
^

jL0at$dm)
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the beacon which lights up the chain of flame, and the

establishment of blank verse as the metre of English tragedy

was not less rapid than its enduiance has proved secuie

Of the commanding popularity of Tamburlatne the

evidence is overpoweiing, being made up of the factors of

recognition, censure, reminiscence, and paiody^ Of its

enduring influence the one fact is the cnteiion, that it

created the style of Elisabethan tragedy

Mailowe’s second play, as may without hesitation be

^ In Peele’s Battle of Alcazar

^

act i &c 2, we have a recognition of the

ffapoleomc type represented by the hero —
'Convey Tamburlauie into our Afnc here,

To chastise and to menace lawful kings

Tamburlame, triumph not, for thou must die,

As Philip did, Caesar, and Caesar’s peers

'

Per contra^ Greene, in his Menaphon^ sneeringly guesses that * mightie

Tamburlatne after his wife Zenocrate (the world’s fair eye) past out of the

Theater of this mortall life *—avatt des mattresses Tamerlane is twice men-
tioned as a proverbial bugbear in the same author’s Tu Quoque In his

Discoveries^ Jonson reprobates language which flies ‘from all humanity, with

the Tamerlanes and Tamer-Charas, which had nothing in them but the

scenical strutting and furious vociferation to warrant them to the ignorant

gapers,*—Of imitations of the play as a whole it would lead me too far to

speak , Tamburlaine is twice mentioned in the play of The Tragtcall Ratgne

of SeltmuSf sometime Emperour of the Turkes (pr 1594), in which Mr Fleay

{English Drama^ ii 315) is convmced that Greene had a hand, although he
supposes the greater part of it to have been wntten by Lodge* The Ftrsi

Part of this play concludes by holding out the promise that

<If this First Part, Gentles, do like you well,

The Second Part shall greater murthers tell’

(Halliwell’s Dictionary^ &c<, p 223 ) The parodistic allusions to the

* pampered jades of Asia ’ have already been noticed
,
anotherphrase which

lent Itself to quotation was * Awake, ye men of Memphis ’ at the opening of

act iVk of Part I —Among remmiscences (as distinct from parodies) of

passages m Tamburlaine to be foimd in Shakspere by far the most striking is

the famous description of Death in Rtchaid //, act m. sc 2 (‘There the

antic sits,’ &c , cf Tamburlaine, Part I act v sc i, the * antic Death’
occurs also m Henry VI, Part I act iv sc 7, winch has been asenbed to

Marlowe) Of less moment is the resemblance between Mad>eih, act "v*

sc* 5 (‘Hang out our banners,* &c ) and Tamburlaine, Part L act iv* sc 4 (one

of ilie several passages in which Marlowe makes effective use of the story

ofTmaburlame’a use of white, vermilion and black standards with graduated

sigmffcajdice) , and that between John, act iii sc t (‘Nature and
Fortune join’d to make you great’) and Tamhurlmm, Parti act u. sc 1—
Mr* BuUen, pi xsm, has noted some later references to Tamburlmne, and its

revival oh stage about 1650 As to Rowe’s Tamerlam^ and the ctundus^

txmtriist tins play and Marlowe’s, see below
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alike undeniable Indeed, there are passages in the eai her part

of the play in which the exquisite beauty of Mailowers verse,

heightened by that imaginative use of classical similes which

was peculiarly his own, overcomes every other impression ^

How far the -grosser portions of the last thiee acts are

due to later insertions by other hands—peihaps by that

of the facile playwiight who edited the play foi its first

known appearance in print (1633)^,—I cannot pietend to

decide

The Prologue to the play is spoken by Machiavel Of

' £^ act 1 sc I

‘One sole daughter, whom I hold as dear

As Agamemnon did his Iphigene

And all I have is hers*
* * In the scenes with Bellamira and PiJia Borza there is a good deal not

by Marlowe This is not due to original collaboration, but to alteration by
Heywood, c 1632 * Fleay, English Drama, ii 61, where the resemblance

to Heywood*s Capitves^ which had struck me independently, is also noted
“ The interest taken in Macchiavelli by English wnters was curiously

great, ifwe may judge fiom the numerous references made to him and his

writings, in and out of season Very possibly it had been fed by the publi-

cation n English (in 1537) of the Vindication Harlmn Miscdlany,vo\ i)

Apart from the circumstances, that a play called by him *MafchavcU* was
produced by Henslowe in 1591, that in 1613 Robert Daborne was in treaty

with him for a revival of this with additions, or for a new play, under the

name of Machtavell and the Dcml {Henslowe*s Duny, ed Collier, p 22 and
note), and that in 2597 a Latin drama by D Wibume called Machtavellus, of
'VStih the hero was a Jew, was acted at Cambridge (a transcript of this is m
the Bodleian

, see S Lee, « 5 , p 147, and cf Halliwell s Dictionary), I have
traced the recurrence of allusions to Macchiavelli through a large number of

our dramhtists Pro\erbial use is made of his name in plays treating of

events which happened before his time , see Henry VI, Fart I, act v sc 4
* Alen9Qn t that notorious Machiavel *

, and cf Steevens* note citing a passage

trom^The Vahant Welchman (1613, ascribed to Armm), where Caradoc

(Caractacus) is rather unreasonably bidden * read Machiavel*
,
also Henry VI,

Part in, act in, sc. 3, where ‘ Machiavel * is substituted for * Catiline * He
is referred to in The Merry Wives, actiii sc 2 ; in Greene's IV, where
‘ annotations upon Machiavel * are found in the pocket ofthe villain Ateukin,

in Nashe*s Summers X^si Will and Testament, where it is declared that

* the art of murder Machiavel hath perni'd ’
,
in Jonson's Evety Manmi ofha.

Humour (act ii. sc. 2), and in his Magnetic Lady (act i, sc i) Jonson, as

a passage in his Dmovems proves, had read the author whose name his age

was so fond of evoking. While it is mteresting to observe with what

tenacity popular literature clings to personified conceptions, we may be glad

that Englishmen have done something for the memory of the great Italian

besides helping to keep alive an oblique view of it
,
the English visitor to

Florence learns with pride that the monument to Macchiavelli in the Church

of Sta Croce was raised by a subscription set on foot \in 1787) by an

z a
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couise this peisonage (the historical Machiavel had died in

as the allusion to his having inhabited the body of

the Guise 'now dead’ shows, is intended to bear a typical

significance only ' Machiavel’ introduces the Jew of Malta

as one whose wealth had not been amassed ' without my
means ’ In other words, the villain with whom the play is

concerned is no common villain, but a politic schemer acting

on a well-considered system
,
and Barabas fully redeems

the piomise thus made on his behalf, one at least of his

speeches (act v line 117 seqq) has something like the true

ring of the Pnnctpe itself, by which Macchiavellfs name

was chiefly known to the foreign world

This play is so noteworthy, both on its own account and

because of the comparison which inevitably suggests itself

with Shakspeie’s Merchant of Ventce^ that it may be well to

indicate briefly the nature of its plot Barabas is discovered

at the outset counting his wealth, when at the height of his

prosperity as a merchant of Malta But the rulers of the

islands, the Knights of St John, being suddenly called upon

by a Turkish force to pay a heavy outstanding tribute, the

expedient occurs to them of making the rich Jews pay the

money, and thus fiee the island from the danger threatening

It, Every Jew is to surrender half his wealth
,

if he refuses,

he IS straight to become a Christian
,

and if he declnii^

conversion, he is to lose the whole of his property Baiabas

having refused both the first and the second demand, is

sentenced to the ultimate penalty and apparently reduced

to beggary, his house being at the same time turned into

a nunnery As, however, he has in this house concealed

a large part of his wealth, he instructs his daughter Abigail

to ask admission into the nunnery, feigning heiselfa Christian

convert, so that she may secure for him his secret hoard.

The device succeeds, but a complication anses from the

Englishimm (Eiarl Cowper) It is noticeable that already m 1734 (m The

43t) Hacchiavelh is introduced as the writer of 'a letter

from^ dead ’

m

his true character as a ^fnend to the Cause of Liberty/

It IS cturlousthat Goethem his Egmoni should have thought £t to give the

Mactdwavclh to Margaret ofPanua^s secretary,—ofcourse a palpable

not Goethe m his turn intended simply to itidicate a type of
the by the character lei question*
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circumstance of two young nobles of the island being

enamoured of Abigail, who returns the love of one of them,

the governor’s son Barabas persuades her to inveigle her

other admiier by pretending to return his passion
,
and by

sending forged challenges to the rivals as from each to each,

he stirs up a quarrel between them which ends in their killing

one another Filled with anguish and lemorse, Abigail con-

fesses to a fiiar hei connivance in her father’s murderous

scheme, and dies Barabas hereupon contrives to rid himself

both of the inconvenient confessor, and of another friar, by

pretending a desire to become a Christian He invites both

the fiiais into his house, kills the one and makes the other

believe himself guilty of the deed Having again become

rich, he seems likely to leap the lewaid of his ingenuity,

when he is betrayed by the accomplice of his misdeeds,

a rascally Turkish slave, whose services he had secured on

the strength of his evil looks and antecedents. This Ithamore

having betrayed everything to a courtesan, who reveals the

villanies of Barabas to the goveinor, the Jew (not, however,

befoie he has managed to take vengeance by poison on

those who had mined him) is thiown over the walls as

a dead man But his career is not yet at an end. The

Turks are again besieging Malta, and Baiabas (for he had

<!5»erely feigned death) becomes their guide into the fortress,

after having been piomised the governorship in case ofsuccess

The citadel is taken, governoi and people are m his hands,

and he is master of the situation But his politic cunning

now suggests to him the necessity of making friends with

his former foes ;
he theiefore proposes to entertain the

departing Turks at a farewell banquet, in the course of

which he will contrive to put them all to death Thus

he will assure to himself the gratitude of the Chiistians,

remain governor, and be master of the future as well as of the

present The CSiristians pretend to fall m with this Macchia-

vellian scheme,‘—but only in order to catch theJew in his own

trap, ofwhich he has revealed the secret. Thus, instead of the

Turkish leaders being crushed by the fall of the banquetting-

room, Baiabas alone is precipitated into a cauldron of fire

held in readiness beneath; and, foiled at last, expires
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with a curse, of which it is sufficient to state that it very

adequately marks the conclusion of the play

It has not escaped the observation of critics, that in this

woik the first two acts are greatly superior m execution

to the remainder Not that the play in the slightest degree

abates either in rapidity of dramatic movement or m vigour

of language m its latter pait
,
but the colouring grows much

coarser, the human element in the character of Barabas is

altogethei lost sight of, and if the story becomes more

striking, Its execution becomes less pleasing I doubt

whethei the extraordinary dialogue in which Baiabas secures

the services of Ithamore, by giving him an insight into his

own character and intentions, is to be taken to imply that

Barabas really has been all he says he has been—in a word,

a very fiend But he certainly acts up to this self-drawn

sketch in what follows
,
and inasmuch as he is no longer

sinned against as well as sinning, we lose all those elements

of sympathy with him which the eailiei part of the play had

allowed to operate. Of the remaining characters, Ithamoie,

though very coaisely drawn, is a most effective picture of

the basest kind of villain^, the fiiars are satirical pictures

of monkish selfishness and debauchery, at which it is easy

foi us to shake our heads,—^but we should remember how
the passions and prejudices ofthe age persistently encouiag«4

their reflexion in whatever kind of literature was, or desired

to be, in accord with populai sentiment ®

^ Ithamore bears some resemblance to the very effective figure of the Moor
m Schiller*s Ftesco

^ The Middle Ages, no doubt, had shown little or no compunction in

illustrating human frailty by examples drawn (often with a successful con-

cealment of the a Jorhon mtention) from the lives of the regular clergy

But the Reformation age imported an unprecedented acnmony into the use

to which it put ecclesiastical figures of this sort m its literature I have
given some examples of this m my edition of Marlowe's Doctor

where Mephistophilis first appears m the habit of a mon2 Without touching

other instances here, I may remind readers of Spenser that in TheFume
Qmme. Idleness appears as a monk (I iv rg) and the Devil himself as
a hermit (Jit, i* np) Schlegel has pointed out how Shakspere, when he has
ocdisiofi to bnng monks on the scene, prefers to dwell on the nobler aspects
of their bves and duties. A corresponding sentiment may have induced
him td wtit in Kin^ John the ubald scene m The Troublesome Rmgm,
descnptiye of the krodng of Swmeshead Abbey
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The special interest attaching to the chief charactei in

this play is not solely or even mainly due to the lesem-

blances which it presents to Shakspere’s Shylock. For
inasmuch as Barabas certainly preceded Shylock on the

stage, it is the former character which more directly

suggests the question, how and why it came to pass that

a Jew should be presented there as a type intended to

excite popular antipathy, at a time when, whether or not

Jews were to be found m England their presence could

hardly have been regarded or apprehended as a religious,

political, or social grievance. For it may be well to piemise

that, whatever may have been the effect originally pioduced

by the charactei of Shylock (although I am convinced that

the sympathy aroused by this charactei is merely the result of

the unconscious tact with which it was incidentally humanised

by Shakspeie), Barabas^ was assuredly never intended to

secure either the respect or {stt vema verbo /) the sneaking

kindness ofa single spectator To be sure, just as Shakspere,

in working out the relations between character and action,

could not fail on occasion to imply his consciousness of

counter-aiguments ad ChrtsUanos^ so Marlowe puts into the

mouth of Barabas the following specious plea m defence of

his own practice

^ It*s no sm to deceive a Chnstian

,

For they themselves hold it a pnncipie

Faith IS not to be kept with heretics

—

But all are heretics that are not Jews

This follows well^*

Apart, moreover, from the much grosser developement of

^ There can be no doubt but that Mr S Lee has proved m his admirable

paper on Elizabethan England and the Jews, m New Shakspere Society's

Transactions, 1888, that this question should be answered in the idfirmative

* 1 cannot remember any instance in the old mystery-drama m which the

figure of Barabbas hd& comic touches such as are said to have been given to

It at one time in the Oberammergau passion-play (they had been removed

when I witnessed its performance m 1B71). But the name was at all events

the most odious that could have been chosen by Marlowe for his Jew—By
the bye it ts odd (though m the style of the mysteries) that Barabas, who is

learned enough to quote Terence (^ijgo nnhimet mm mnpet proxtiftus*)^

should forget himself into a Chnhtian oath (Cdifa dt

» Act II sc. 3

The Jew of
Malta and
The Mer
chant of
Venice
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the evil tendencies of the character (whether or not ‘ racial
’

or personal, the frequenters of Rose or Cockpit would be
haidly expected to distinguish), there aie passages m The

Jew of Malta‘S piovmg that in external appearance, too,

Barabas was intended to be held up to the ridicule as well

as to the disgust of the pensive public It cannot, of course,

be for a moment supposed that any traditional conception

of the Jew, such as afterwards dominated the drama of

more than one nation, had thus early definitely formed

itself on the English stage, and was accepted accordingly

by Marlowe and by Shakspere aftei him Of the early

play of The Jew^ commended by Stephen Gosson ^ at as

early a date as 1579, we know indeed that its argument
included ' the bloody minds of usurers ’

, and if, as seems

extremely probable, a playful passage in a letter written in

the same year by Spenser to Gabriel Harvey contains an

allusion to this play, we may furthei conjecture that it

already contained the story of a bond ^ But in his next

appearance on the stage, in an episode introduced into

Robert Wilson's late moiality, The Three Ladies ofLondon
(printed in 1590) the Jew, Gerontus, plays a highly honour-
able part, preferring to be cheated of the debt due to him
than to approve of the Christian Mercatore’s interested con-

version
,
and the commendation of the Jew’s conduct utterg4

by the judge upon the stage must be supposed to have been
echoed by the audience. Why then should Mailowe have
fallen upon such a type as Barabas, who cannot be called in

any sense a study of the Jewish nature, mind, or character,

^ act n sc, 3 {Ji^anos to Bavahai) ‘O brave I roaster, I worship
your nose for this ^ The character was rendered grotesque and hideous on
the stage by means of a false nose, which (as Dyce and Bullen point out) is

referred to in Samuel Rowley’s Search for Money (1609) as ‘ the artificial!

Jewe of Maltaes nose *

* p 209
^ In this letter, printed an Harvey’s Leiter-book (printed for the Camden

Society, 1884), Spenser signs himself ‘he that is fast bownde to the m more
oblations than any marchant of Italy to any Jew there' Cf Lee,

Ctihe notice of play and episode, ante, p ^40, mte See also Dr H
FemOW's dissertation The Three Lords and Three Ludt^ ofLondon (Ham

where the significance of ihe episode between Gerontus and
Mdrc^tbre.lsadinirlibly elucidated.
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but who was conceived in so resolute a spirit of Anti-

Semitism as to call forth a whole line of successois ^ It is

indeed evident from incidental allusions to Jews in the

Elisabethan drama, both that when mentioned they were

mentioned with contempt and dislike, and that they weie

commonly connected in the popular mind with the practice

of usury But theie is nothing in these allusions to wanant
such a conception as that of Marlowe’s Barabas, and what-

ever may be the case with Shylock, his predecessor on

the stage can have nothing to do with Rodeiigo Lopez, the

Portuguese physician who in 1594 was, on evidence which

seems more than doubtful, hanged for a supposed design

upon the life of Queen Elisabeth ^

Baiabas, the Jew of Malta, is then to all intents and

purposes the child of Marlowe’s imagination, although it is

not to be denied that certain suggestions were ready to his

hand that could be easily used to heighten the odiousness of

his monstrous conception To Marlowe’s mind a Jew was fair

game, his diabolical hatied of everything Christian a matter

of course, and his love of money an axiom He was wholly

innocent of any design of producing a typical study of

Judaism—least of all by introducing into the character the

one softening element of paternal affection

The resemblances of detail between The yew of Malta

and The Merchant of Venice^ of which it may be worth while

^ Among these, apart from Shylock, Mr Lee notes Abiaham cunning

Jew ’ and a physician well seen m poisons, in the tragedy of Sel%mui> men-

tioned above, p graS, note i, as an imitation of Tamburlmne, and below

among the plays attributed to Greene ,
the Cambridge MacfmmUtis ,

* Mammon the Usurer with a great nose * in Jacke Dmm*$ Enterfatnmmt

{1601’), Zanphm Day’s Travels ofthe Three Enghsh Brothers {Shirley) (1607),

Zabulon in Beaumont and Fletcher’s Custom of the Country {1622), and the

chief figuies m two lost plays by Dekker and by Brome*
® See below as to Shylock. There is an allusion to * Dr Lopus’ in Doctor

FmiStuSf sc XI, which jiannot have been from the hand of Marlowe, who
died m 1:593 It is conceivable that the long^contmued popularity of TheJew
ofMalta may have owed something to the effect of the trial and execution of

Lopez But Dr Honigmann’s conjecture [in an article on the character of

Shylock m Jahrhmh^ voL xvn, ]p88n) that Marlowe, who he says exhibits in

the diction of Barabas, interspersed as it is with bits of Spanish and Italian,

a close acquaintance with the Jewish jargon, had studied it m the speech of

London Jews, perhaps evm m that ofDr himself, must be respectfully

dismissed.
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to note some, without pretending to exhaust their number \
are such as to leave no doubt with regard to the debt owing by

the later to the eai her play ^ As it seems to me, they prove

conclusively that Mailowe’s ^ew of Malta was piesent to

^ Jew of Malta

Act I Sc I

First appearance of B He enume-

rates his argosies

lb

* These are the blessings promised to

the Jews,
And herein was old Abraham’s hap-

piness,' &c

Act I Sc s

‘You have my goods, my money,

and my wealth, &c
you can request no more *

(Unless you wish to take my life)

lb

‘ What, bnng you Scriptures to con-

firm your wrongs ?

'

ActU Sc 1

* Oh my girl,

My gold, my fortune, my felicity

Oh, girl, oh, gold, oh, beauty, oh, my
bliss

'

Act 11 Sc a

Barabas and Slave (against hearty

feeders in general)

Merchant of Venice

Act I Sc 3
First appearance of S He enume

rates the argosies of Antonio

lb

Passage aboutJacob,with a reference

to Abraham, ending
‘ This was a way to thrive, and he

was bless’d

,

And thrift is blessing, if men steal it

not*

Act IV Sc i

Greatly improved m Shylock's

speech
* Nay take my life and all,' &c

Act I Sc 3

‘ The devil can cite Scripture for his

purpose

'

Act II Sc, 8

‘My daughter

l

«—0 my ducats

my daughter I

Justice’ the law’ my ducats, and

my daughter * 1

*

Act II Sc 5

Shylock and Launcelot Gobbo

* There is a strong resemblance to both these passages m Ben Jonson’s Th^ Casi «
Altered^ act v sc 2

* See several others (some not very sinking) m Waldron's edition ofBen

Jonson's Sad Shepherd^ Appendix, p 209 seqq
,
among them the followitilf

speech of Barabas, to which I need not supply the sTiaksperean parallel.

‘I learn’d in Florence how to kiss my hand>
Heave up my shoulders when they call me dog.

And duck as low as any barefoot friar’

It may bfe added that tlie passage in the ofMaUaj
* What aight IS this? my Lodovico slam ’

pxme of mine shall be thy sepulchre,^
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Shakspeie’s mind when he wrote his Merchant of Venice

Yet the transforming power of his genius is evident in this as

m almost every instance where he made use of the labours

of his piedecessors The artistic difference between the

plays needs no comment The psychological distinction

m the treatment of the two principal chaiacters lies, not

m the nature of the ingredients of which they are com-

pounded—avarice, cruelty, revengefulness, with no mitigating

element but that of paternal love, and this only till it is

quenched in the sense of a daughtei’s desertion—but in the

way in which these elements are fused The art of

Shakspere is immeasurably supeiioi to that of Marlowe m
allowing neither avaiice nor lust of vengeance to attain

to such a pitch in his Jew as to take the charactei out of

the range of human nature* In contiast with the un-

relieved blackness of Baiabas, Shylock lemains both

truly human and within the limits of dramatic piobabihty

A comparison of the last thiee with the first two acts of the

Jew of Malta may indeed suggest that haste of execution

was the chief cause which pievented Marlowe from achieving

a character instead of a caricatuie, but it remains not the

less ceitain that he failed m this instance, as m those of

the heroes of Tambttrlatne and of Doctor Faustus^to achieve

i£u^ctual literaiy presentment the highest part of the

diamatist’s task,

Marlowe unmistakeably attained to his highest point as

a dramatist in The Troublesome Raigne and Lamentable

Death ofEdward the Second^ King of England"^ Apart

doubtless suggested one m Hmry VI, Part III, act u sc 5, and the beautiful

simile,
<But stay what star shines yonder m the east*

The loadstar of my hfe, if Abigail,’ &c

,

cannot have been far from Sbakspere’s memory when he wrote the still more
beautiful passage an Ro»m and JuUef^ act 11 sc a. These two similanties

are pointed out by Dyce
* The full title of the quarto of 1598 continues , * With the travailfail of

proud Mortimer and aha tho hfe and death ofP&re Gaueston^ the great Earle

of Cometvalli and mtghipfamunie of King Edward the second* A copy of

an edition of Edward II dated ,1594 was discovered some years ago by
R Genee m the State labraxy of the Museum Fridencmnum at Cassel , its

presence there he thought migjit be escpiamed by a visit of English

comedians to the court of Cassel towards the eud of the sixteenth century.

Edward
(1590-1)
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from the high poetic merits of its diction and verse, which

place it on a level with the finest creations of his genius,

while no other of his plays m the foim in which we possess

it IS so sustained and (if I may use the expression) so equal to

itself, Edward 11 maiks a distinct progress in the develope-

ment of an entire species of our dramatic literature If, as

IS probable, Marlowe’s play was preceded in date of per-

foi malice by Peek’s Famot^s Chronicle History ofEdwardI

^

which was printed in 1593, it must be acknowledged that

a consideiable advance had heie already been effected in the

direction of freeing the historical drama from the relation

of absolute dependence and complete subserviency in which

it had hitherto stood towards the chronicles Even so, how-

ever, the piocess of self-emancipation was carried further by

Mai lowe, and by the authors of the two old plays from which

the Second and Third Parts of Henry VI were elaboiated,

and of that now called The First Part of Henry VI The

question as to the authorship of The FirstPart of the Conten-

tion betwixt the two famous Houses of York and Lancaster^

of The True Tragedie of Richard Duke of York^ of the two

Parts of Henry VI founded upon them, and of The First

Part ofHenry Vf will be most conveniently discussed in

a later passage of this volume, where it is desuable to avoid

unnecessary repetitions
,
but whatevei may have beearthe

share of Marlowe in the composition of these works, the

similarity between a number of passages in Henry Vf more

especially in Parts II and III of the trilogy as it is now

printed, and a corresponding series in Edward II must be

noted at once Ulnci, who rejected the hypothesis of

Marlowe’s authorship of The Contention and The True

Tragedie^ was content to assume that in his Edward II he

freely boirowed from the plays in question But there can

be no doubt that this solution at least may be unhesitatir^ly

rejected. It assumes the priority m date of production of

Thh earlier e4ition wants a scene occurnng m that of 1598 ,
but tbe other

difierences between the two editions are merely matters of spelling tx

stflge-directmg; See The Exawmer^ November 35, 1876—Recent' separate

are those of the late Dr W Wagner(Hamburg, 1871/5

pf (London and. Glasgow, 1877), and ofMr O. W. Tahcook (OadToid,

1*887) anotherbyProfessorE* T* McLaughlin ofyaie, ^
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the two plays of disputed authorship, although they un-

mistakeably represent in some respects, moie especially in

the treatment of the humorous element, an advance which

had not been reached in Edward II And it contiadicts the

ordinary practice of a diamatic poet who cannot in any of

his acknowledged works be convicted of having borrowed

from his fellows, while he certainly on occasion repeats

phrases oi similes of his own. Whatever conclusion may
be formed as to the authorship of the other plays leferred

to, the originality of the vexed passages m Edward II is

practically beyond cavil ^

Marlowe based his tragedy, so far as can be ascertained,

upon no single chronicle or annalistic history, although he

seems to have made special use of the nanative of Sir

Thomas de la Mooi, which was piobably wiitten m the

leign of Edward III and shows much sympathy for his

unfortunate father ^ He had, however, before him Robert

Fabyan^s Chronicle or Concordance of Histories^ written

some time within the years 1485 to 1490, in which, according

to the author*s fashion, was inserted a verse Complaint of

Edward II (translated from a Latin poem, probably by

^ Ulncx, Shakespeate's Dtamatic 6Lc , pp 69 saqq—The list of parallel

passages cited by Dyce in his Introduction has been enlarged by Fleay, iti

the Introduction to his edition, pp 15 seqq ,
where he further adds (what

dCJSr*ilot immediately concern us here) a numbei of instances of uses of

words peculiar to Edward II and Henry F7,
and not occurring in any other

play attributed to Shakspere except, in one or two instances,m Ihe Taming

of ilte Skrm and Ttim Andronicus—One of the most remarkable of the

parallel passages had alreadybeen pointed out by Halhw ell-Philhps j
see (Old)

Shahespeare Societfs PaperSyVoS. 1. pp 5-7—The indebtedness of Shakspere,

m plays of which his sole authorship is undisputed, has already been abun*

dantly illustrated The famous passage m Romeo andJuliet^ act 111 sc a

^Gallop apace, ye jSery-footed steeds,

And bnng m cloudy night immediately,’

can hardly have been suggested by that in Edward act iv sc. 3
* Gallop, apace, bright Phoebus, through the sky,

And duskjT night in rusty iron car,’&a

(where, by the way, both Cunningham and Wagner pnnt the epithet of

night as ‘ dusty*) Other reminiscences of Edward II in Shakspere are

pointed out by Mr Bullen in his edition

* See Pauli, Geschichie von England^ vol iv, p. 731. Sir Thomas de la

Moor, who was an eyewitness of Edward IPs resignation, appears to have

been Marlowe’s authority for the story of the oracularly ambiguous

*Edmtrdum ocetdm nohie tmere bomm est * See tb p. 303.
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William of Worcestei); m which the unhappy king, aftei

the fashion of the personages in Boccaccio’s Falls of Ulus-

irtous Men, followed by the authors of The Mirror for

Magistrates, recites his own misfoitunes (Other early

poems on the same subject were extant; in one of them^

the corruption of the law-courts is attacked together with

the morals of the clergy
,
the Chancellor of the time was

the Robert de Baldock who plays a part in Marlowe’s

tiagedy.) But the worthy Fabyan, whose work in general

has the stiffness and steadiness of the municipal dignity he

held, cannot be shown to have been directly used by Marlowe

even for the mam conduct of his action, which owes moie to

Stow’s Annals and Holinshed^s Chronicles, although neither

of these was its exclusive source ^ In fact, neither in the last

act, of which the actual source has not been ascertained,

nor in the preceding part of the play, has Marlowe slavishly

followed any authorities known to us , nor was he so un-

conscious as has been sometimes thought of the necessity of

assigning diamatic motives—causes, that is to say, by which

the diamatist m the course of the action itself explains its

successive incidents, and the part taken m them by his

personages, to the spectator Thus, the idea of the passage ^

in act 1 sc 4, where, in ordei to gratify Queen Isabel,

Young Mortimer consents to bring about the return oj^y^

enemy Gaveston, seems to be Marlowe’s own invention

—

a felicitous one, since it accounts at the same time for

Gaveston s return and for the growth of the Queen’s guilty

passion for Moitimer This is a well-devised addition;

elsewheie compression is not less successfully applied^

Altogether, the subject must be allowed to have been

as skilfully tieated as it was fortunately chosen®

^ In Peterhouse Library, Cambridge
,
and edited by the late Archdeacon

Hardwick for the Percy Society (f^uhltcahcms, vol xxviu)» It may be

regarded as in some sense a precursor of concerning Ptm
Plowman

^ See the extracts from Fabyan, Stow and Holinshed, ap. Fleay, pp,

have not verified the statement of another writer, that one

pas)9iige of Marlowe’s play is directly based on Capgrave—I presume on

his Ciftmcle,

To the impressioa created by Marlowe’s Edwmd II may perhaps he

traceable' Ihe passage In Peele’s Order of ihe Garter (^59$), refernng th
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The dramatic meiits, then, as well as the poetic beauties of

EdwardII are extremelygieat The consti uction of the play

IS upon the whole very clear, infinitely supeuoi ^ ^ to that of

Peele’s Edward I The two divisions into which the reign

ofEdward II naturally falls, viz the period ofthe ascendancy

of Gaveston and that of the ascendancy of the Spensers, are

skilfully interwoven
,
and after the catastrophe of the fourth

act (the victory of the King’s adversaries and his capture)

the interest in an issue that can no longer be regarded as

uncertain, viz the ultimate fate of the King, is most power-

fully sustained The chaiacters too are mostly well drawn

,

there is no ignobility about the King, whose passionate love

for his favourites is itself tiaced to a generous motive ^
,
he

is not without couiage and spirit in the face of danger , but

his weakness is his doom. Misfortune utterly bieaks him

,

and never have the ‘ drowsiness of woe ’ (to use Charles

Lamb’s expiession), and, after a last struggle between pride

and necessity, the lingering expectation of a certain doom,

been painted with more tragic power. The scene in act iv,

where the King seeks refuge with the monks of Neath

Abbey, possesses singular pathos , but it is perhaps even

> more remarkable how in the last scene of all tlae unutterable

horror of the situation is depicted without arousing the sense

of the loathsome
,
and how pity and tei*ror are mingled

TiT'k degree to which Shakspere himself only on occasion

attains^. For the combined power and delicacy of treat-

ment, the murder of Edward II may be compaied to the

muider of Desdemona in Othello
, for the fearful suspense in

which the spectator is kept, I know no parallel except that

Edward's ' tragic ciy ' I think that allusions to Marlowe's play are also

recognisable m the bnef Rtstoyy ofEdward // by the first Lord Falkland,

not pnnted till long after its author's death (1633) in 1680, apparently witli

the design of injqnng the Government and containing some very juicious

reflexions on Edward II's downfall Gaveston is here spoken ot as ^ the

Ganymede of the King's aifections/ and the image of a fallen cedar is

applied to the dismissed favounte, perhaps in loose remembrance of the

passage in act 11. sc* a
^ M “Why should you love him whom the world hates so ^

Edw Because he loves me more than all the world/
® *The death scene of Marlowe's King moves pity and terror beyond

any scene, ancient or modern, with wJbach I am acquainted

JUmk
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’ which precedes the catastrophe of Aeschylus Agamemnon
But even here the effort is inferior, since in the Greek play

the suspense and the appiehension of its inevitable ter-

mination aie not imposed upon the spectator m the presence

of the sufferer on the stage On the other characters I will

not dwell ,
but they are not mere figures from the Chionicle

It may be worth while to note the skill with which the

character of young Edward (afterwards Edward III) is

drawn, and how our good-will is preserved for him, even

though his name is put forward by his father s enemies, till

ill the closing scene he proves himself eveiy inch a King.

Gaveston’s insolence is admirably reproduced, he is a

Frenchman, full of biightness and resource^, and pieserves

an air of lightheaitedness to the last, when he expresses

his indifference as to the precise manner of his death

‘ I thank you all, my lords then I perceive

That heading’s one, and hanging is the other,

And death is all®’

The imperious haughtiness of Young Mortimer—a Hotspur

111 germ—is equally well depicted
, in the character of the

Queen alone I miss any indication of the transition fiom her

faithful but despairing attachment to the King to a guilty

love for Mortimer The dignity of the tragedy remains un-

marred by any comic scenes,—which is well, for humour was

not Marlowe’s strong point
,
but there is some wit m &e

sketch of Baldock as an unscrupulous upstart,—^albeit of

University ‘ culture’ ®—^who fawns upon the great, and gams

‘ See, in the opening scene, his brilliant programme of the system by
means of which he will sustain himself as a favourite The courts of

Elisabeth and Heniy III seem to revive m this luxurious passage
^ Unlike both * the Spanish malefactor who claimed the pnvilege of

a Roman,' and Was accordingly * executed by the command of Galba on a

fairer and more lofty cross’ (Gibbon, xhv), and the nobleman who requested

George III to allow him to be hanged in a gilt chain, the sovereign howr
ever replying that it should be done in * the usual way * In the play of

SirJohn Oldcastle there is an Irishman who insists upon being hanged in

the Irish way Ulna oddly censures this speech of Gaveston’s as *^the

answerof a condemned robber or murderer, but not of the favourite, however
Unworthy, ofa king ’

* He faesents himself to the King, act u sc a, with typical humbleness:'

< My name is Baldock, and my gently

X fetch from Oxford, not from heraldry/
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influence by means of his ability to find for eveiything

reasons, or, as his interlocutor terms them, Quandoqtndems*

The play is written in blank verse, of a flowing as well

as vigorous dcsciiption , rimes only occasionally occur, and

there is no piose Marlowe’s love of classical allusions is

as active as ever and suggests passages of singulai chirm

—

in the present instance haimonising with the geneial treat-

ment of the subject, although we may be rather overwhelmed

by meeting, besides Leander and Ganymede, who fiom dif-

ferent reasons were natuially in the poet’s mind, with Circe,

the Cyclops, Proteus, Danae, Helen, Atlas, Pluto, Chaion,

and Tisiphone as 'well as with Catiline and other historical

parallels Seneca and Pliny’s Natural History are cited ,

it IS, in short, as if the poet had poured all the resources

of his training as well as of his genius into the cup*

In conclusion, theie seems no necessity foi dwelling on the

obvious resemblance between this tiagedy and Shakspere’s

Richard //, except in so fai as to suggest the narrowness of

the limits to which this resemblance, aftei all, reduces itself

Charles Lamb obseives that the ‘ reluctant pangs of

ab heating royalty m Edivard furnished hints which Shak-

spere scarcely improved in his Ruhard //’, and if this

observation be taken cum grano^ it must be allowed to

furnish a sufficient summary of the relation between the

"two tragedies* We may, however, remember that while

Marlowe’s pUy covers neaily the whole reign of Edward II,

Sbakspere treats of little more than the last two yeais of

Richard 11 But although Sbakspere is thus far less tied down
by the mere historical facts than Marlowe^he cannot be said

in this instance to have drawn his characters ivith greater

fullness and detail than his piedecessor , it is rather m the

elaboration of sentiment and reflexion that he has allowed

himself ampler latitude in this, the most eloquent of all his

tragedies* On the other hand, Marlowe’s subject was m

When n lonely fugitive m act iv se 6, the bng thus addresses Baldock
* Come, Baldock, come, sit down by me,

Make trial now of that philosophy.

That m our famous nurseries of arts

Thou suck^dst from Plato and from Aristotle.'

A a

Edward
n and
Rtdtard //

VOL I.
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some 1 aspects the moie piomismg, for the favourites of

Edward II, or at all events Pierce Gaveston, have a distinct

mdividuahty, such as cannot be ascribed to Green, Busby,

and Bagot Again, while Mailowe was under no necessity

of leconciling with other considerations the rebellious ario-

gance of Young Mortimer, Shakspeie was obliged to deal

tendeily with his rebel-in-chief and usurpei, Bolingbioke,

as the progenitor of the Lancaster and Tudor sovereigns

' Thus his play is more elaborate,—as e g in the striking

death-bed scene of John of Gaunt and in the prison scenes

of the King,—but can hardly be teimed more effective than

Marlowe’s, and with regard to the essential point in the

companson, viz the character and conduct of the two kings,

it IS not easy to decide which of the two poets has the

advantage Shakspere’s Richard is certainly more of a

piece than Marlowe’s Edward,—more fundamentally and

persistently a man prone to hopeless lapses into desultory

self-comment and futile meditation, and theiefore moie mani-

festly unfit for action But, then, Shakspeie s unavowed

but unmistakeable purpose was to represent Richard’s down-

fall as a moie oi less inevitable result of the defects of

character in the King himself, whereas in Marlowe’s case

It was permissible for the tiagic poet to assert his pre-

rogative nght, and to exhibit in Edward’s doom a calamity

teinble and pitiful enough to redeem the blind folly of his"

past In the closing scenes, Marlowe, without ever approach-

ing the giandeur and abundance of the associations con-

centrated by Shakspere upon the situation and its central

figure, compels the emotions of hoiror and compassion with

far more potent directness, and the death of the victim,

which in Shakspere is swiftly consummated, in Marlowe

seems giadually to stifle and stamp down our sobs with

those of the expiimg King, I know of no second scene hke

this in tragedy.

The Of the Massacre cd Paris it is unnecessary to say much.

It appears to have been produced as a new play m January,

^iS93>. 1593 ; but the one printed early edition, which bears no

date, is not merely corrupt, but defective in a measuie of

which lijce are fortunately enabled to form an estimate by
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the evidence of a particular truncated passage^ Few critics,

however, will be found to deny that, after making every

allowance for the condition in which it has come di^vn to

us, this must be pronounced to be among Marloi\e’s dramas

the least worthy of his genius Its chief interest for us may
be said to consist in consideiations of histoiical rather

than literaly inteiest It certainly shows what an English

Protestant of Marlowe’s fervid type thought—even when
the lapse of ten yeais or so had cooled down the first gloss

of indignant wrath excited by the event—of the Massacre,

its authors and abettors, and the principal peisonages of

French and European political life whom it concerned
,

or,

at least, it shows what view on these matters he thought

would be acceptable to an English popular audience^.

Sober historians may form a more considerate or composite

judgment of Catherine de* Medici than that presented by

Marlowe
,
on the other hand they may be slowei in display-

ing sympathy with the fate of Henry III, peihaps the most

wretched member of a wretched brood, but, it must not be

forgotten, a prince who at one time had been Queen Elisa-

beth's suitor Marlowe accordingly makes him send his

dying salutations to England’s Queen
,
and King Henry’s

death, it will be remembered, had happened as late as 1589,

^d was Iherefoie still fresh in the remembrance of men.

There is no disputing the diamatic capabilities of the theme,

which were fully recognised by Elisabethan and later play-

wrights Marlowe^^rgument, had opportunity or patience

^ See Colher, lii 510-2, where it is shown that three fourths of a verse

tirade, besides much ofa prose speech, recovered in MS
,
have been omitted

in the print. TJie MS turns ‘ Mugeron,* the name of one of the characters,

into the familiar but ^Mugeron* seems to be a corruption of

^ Maugiron * whom the dramatist confused with Saint Megrim, another of

the king*s minions
^ It would of course be diaiaetncally opposite to that favoured at Madrid,

where the Massacre was, by command of King Phihp II, celebrated by the

performance of a festival play called The Tnmtph of Fatih (K Hase,

Mtfode Plays cmd Sacred Dramas (Engl Tr ), p 60

)

s Webster's (non-extant) play of The Cmbe is held by Colher (n 482) to be

identical with that mentaoned elsewhere as Masaker 0/Frames A Duke

qfGutse was entered on the Stationers’ books m 1:653 in the name of Henry

Shirley , and m the Restoration age Lee contributed to the political play of

TheDuke ofGutse (1682) by 0rjden and himself some scenes and passages of

an earlier unfinished play by himself on the Massacre.'—In MJ.de Chdmer's

A a 22
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been given to him foi working it out with care, might have

proved productive of a very powerful effect, resembling m its

developement that of an Aeschylean trilogy For it should

be observed that the consequences of the Massacie, rathei

tlian the Massacre itself (which occupies the first act, and

IS thus merely the starting-point of the play), constitute the

real subject of the action Its central figure is the Guise,

with the queen-mothei in the background Marlowe, who
loved to paint black in black, was unlikely to forego the

opportunity of piesentmg on the English stage a monster

of the deepest hue From the beginning, where Guise pio-

cures from an 'apothecary' a pair of peifumed gloves, with

which to poison the old Queen of Navarre, down to his

dying exclamation,

* Vtz/e la Messe f perish Huguenots *

Thus Caesar did go forth, and thus he dies *

—

there is no redeeming featuie about him, indeed, in one

passage (‘Religion’ O Dtabolel 8z:c
)

it is suggested that he

is a hypocrite as well as a fanatic But, though theie is

force, and in one instance^ imaginative afflatus^ in Guise's

speeches, Marlowe again fails in motivation of character

,

and fails to account psychologically, as Shakspere m
Richard III at least sought to do, for the deadly determi-

nation of his hero Even as conceived by the author, tlie

hurried succession of scenes could have left no room for

any such attempt m this breathless play ^

DtUoQuem In The Tragedy of Dido Queen of Carthage (piinted

r^^r594f^ 1594}, Marlowe was assisted, or his unfinished woik was

completed, by Thomas Nashe, with whom he was on

friendly terms in the latter part of his career I am in-

clined to think that so far as Dido was written by Mailowe,

it must be legarded as a juvenile work, veiy probably

tragedy of CharUs IXy qu VAcole des Rots (1789), Talma achieved his 5rst

Ineat success A notable agitation was caused by the withdrawal of this

play from the stage of the Comddie Fran9aise—lu 187B was published

tlipsthumously) Charles' de Rdmusat’s drama, SatnUBarthksmy^

^^ a.
^ ’jthe appUcahoix ofthe term * Puntaijs ’ to the French Protestants, which

ocdira oncem this tragedy, may perhaps be worth notieioff*
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composed befoie he left Cambridge^ On the other hand,

in the absence of any pi oof that Mailowe and Nashe were m
co-opeiation at so early a date, or that this play was ever

acted in the lifetime of the foimei, it seems most likely

that this unfinished juvenile work was completed by Nashe
not long bcfoie its publication, which may itself in all

probability be attiibuted to the interest excited by Mai-
lowe’s death m the pievious yeai While the play raiely,

if at all, rises to the passionate force which is so character-

istic of his tiagic genius m the biief peiiod of its maturity,

and although we are only now and then in its course

thrilled by an exquisite epithet or an inimitable cadence,

the work must be allowed to show no signs of incom-

pleteness, and few of -what can pioperlybe called uneven-

- ness It IS a very chaimmg version of the oft-told tale of

Dido’s unhappy passion for Aeneas, which follows Veigil

with remaikable fidelity, even quoting, m salient passages,

lines from him in the original Latin. But so infinite are

the opportunities in this immortal story for the depiction

of strong human emotions, that the two English writers

could, without going much out of their way to elaborate

01 vary the details of their subject, treat it anew m
a dramatic poem which it is impossible to read without

'oympathetic interest In all that concerns the lelations

between the chaiacters, the construction of this tragedy is

neat and firm Anna loves laibas, and larbas Dido, Dido

loves Aeneas / Aeneas loves glory, oi, it would be more

correct to say, his duty to his destiny, better than he loves

^ Mr, Fleay, EngUsk Drama, ii 147, suggests that Marlowe and Nashe’s

tragedy was possibly founded on the Latin Dido by Edward Halhwell

(whose namesake m the Dictwnajy however supposes it to hax^e been by

John EightWise), which was acted before Queen Elisabeth at Kings

College, Cambndge, in 1564, and that their production was intended m
nvalry to William Gagor's Dido, presented in magnificent style in the htill ol

Christ Church, Oxford, m 1583, before the Polish Fnnqe Palatine, Albertus

de Alasco —Besides an u»pnntedi?i«fow by Alessandro de’ Pazzi, a nephew
of Pope Leo X, there were two early Italian tragedies on the subject, by

Gtraldi Cintio (Klein, v 350) and by Ludovico Dolce {ib pp 399 seqq )

Jodelle’s Didon a# isamfimit was written by 1558 (it is printed in Anctm
Theatre Pr<m^€a&, voi iv) As to the Kl^a Dtdo of Cnstoval de Vinies

(pnnied iS79-i58r), see Ticknor^ 65.—The best-known later Dido ^
Metastasio’s.
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Dido The intervention of the gods is very successfully,

and so to speak natuially, managed, Juno and Venus only

interfere at critical moments ,
at the beginning of the play

a sensuous but finely-written scene accounts for Juno’s

jealousy of Jupiter, and neai the close Heimes appears as

the deus ex machtnd to cut the knot of a difficulty which

admits of no solution The comic chaiacter of the Nuise,

touched like her betters by the dart of Cupid, whom she has

unconsciously been tending under the shape of Ascanius

in esistibly recalls Shakspere’s more elaborately comic Nurse

in Romeo and Jultei^ and theie are one or two othei

passages that remind us of Shakspeie^ It is impossible

to deteimine how much of this tiagedy is Marlowe’s,

although it IS tolerably easy to lay one’s finger on what

must be Nashe’s The vein of tenderness, although un-

doubtedly of a sensuous cast, which runs thiough the play

(see in particulai the moving scene in the cave) is that of

the poet of Hero and Leander^ noi is there any female

figuie m the rest of Mailowe’s tragedies who may claim to

appioach so neaily to the heroine of that lovely poem
The question as to Mailowe’s supposed authorship of the

two old plays on which Parts II and III of Henry VI
were founded, and of those Paits themselves as containing

passages that have been held attributable to him, but ait

wanting in the Contention and the True Tragedie re-

^ How charming is her description of the orchard and garden to which
she thinks she is luring the boy away f

^ So Dido's gallery of rejected suitors (act iii sc i) recalls Portia's

enumeration Such reviews seem to have been popular
,
perhaps it was

usual to apply them to Queen Elisabeth and her rejected suitors, and the

parallel of Dido would be particularly appropnate to the Virgin Queen—
With all deference to Mr Bullen, I cannot persuade myself that Shakspere

in Hamlet^ act 11 sc a, ‘ burlesqued’ passages m the narrative of Aeneas in

our play (act 11 sc i)—^by means of what would have been neither a parody

nor a caricature, but merely a sort of rival version ^ It seems more likely

that he had some other play in his mind—perhaps (if this was not merely
a revision of Marlowe and Nashe’s) the Dtdo and Aeneas mentioned by
Benslowe in 1597 Hamlet’s preliminary praise, which could not be applied

esecept in irony to such fustian as that which follows, would have suited our
Dido w^ll enough, as a production which would not have ^pleased the
milljtdn,^^ and which wonid have been ‘ cavaire to the general The closing

hne of fafts onthe-ear like the last line of Juliet’s speech after dnnkmgL
the potion^ * Cf*W Wagner in Jahrbuehj vol xi. (1876), p 75
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spectively, and, finally, as to his share, if any, m the Ftrs^

Part of Henry Vf must be reserved for discussion in the

next chapter of this book I may there prove unable to

summon strength enough for subscribing to Mr Swinburne’s
conclusion^ that ‘it is nearly as certain as anything can

be which depends chiefly upon cumulative and collateial

evidence, that the better part of what is best m the serious

scenes of Henry VI is fiom the hand of Marlowe’, but I

shall not lightly set my judgment against the consensus of

authoiity which attiibutes to Marlowe a large share m the

Second or Third Part, whether m their earlier or latei

forms Of othei plays within the now but slightly reve-

renced Shaksperean canon, Titus Andromeus has with some
show of reason been attiibuted to Marlowe^. The evidence

consists in resemblances of diction, which to my mind are

by no means absolutely convincing, and in the powerfulness

of both the conception and the execution of the character of

Aaron, which certainly is not in the manner of any known
dramatist ofMarlowe’s age besides himself The supposition,

on the other hand, that he was the author of the old Taming

of a Shreto, remodelled by Shakspere, rests on the entnely

fallacious evidence of the plagiarisms from Marlowe which

It undoubtedly contains ,
the comic humour which this play

possesses in a smgularly marked degree was beyond all

dispute foreign to the bent of Marlowe’s genius He has

been similarly supposed, on the stiength of one or two

coincident passages, and of a reference m the Prologue to

Tamburlatne^ which however is obviously intended to imply

the author’s wish to supplant the Scythian Shepherd’s

populanty by his own piesentment of a Christian English-

man, to have written the Troublesome Ratgne ofKing John,

the early Chronicle History of which mention has already

been made^ In a different connexion, which will be more

suitably brought"" under examination in my chapter on

Shakspere, Mr» Fleay holds that the basis of the play of

^ In his article on Marfowe in the Bntanmm, already

cited

* See Builen, Inirodneiton^ pp bcsvi, siqq^ Mr* Fleay, for whose inge-

nious conjectures as to the history of this play see Engla^h Dratna, ii app-

300, < fears it is Marlowe's
' ® Ante, p, 033.
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M&rlowe's

services

fa our
dramatic
Uimaiim

Edware^hwas supplied by Mai lowe to its conjectui al authoi

Shakspere^ who incurred a similar debt to his contem-

poiary in the case of the tiagedy oiRichard III^ Marlowe

has also been charged with the authorship of Locrine and

of Lust's Dominion
,
the formei imputation must be left to

destroy itself, the latter is satisfactorily refuted by the

circumstance that the King Philip who dies m act 1 is Philip

II of Spain, whose decease took place five years after Mar-

lowe’s own^ He is likewise stated to have ‘had a hand’

in the Alarum for London^ or Siege of Antwerp^
the modern

editor of w^hich^ play considers that Shakspere may have

exercised some general superintendence over its composition,

which he believes to have been the woik of Maiston The
lost comedy of The Maidens Holiday was enteied on the

Stationers’ Registeis in 1654 as by Marlowe and Day
Finally, Mr Fleay ® has suggested as the obvious interpre-

tation of an ill-natured queiy by Gabriel Harvey in the

course of his expectoration, already cited, on leceiving the

news of Mailowe’s death, that he was the authoi of a tiagedy

called The True History of George Scanderbage—an eaily

version of a theme repeatedly treated m later days on the

English stage—^which was entered on the Stationeis’ Regis-

teis in 1601, and doubtless peifoimed befoie that date

The services of Marlowe to our diamatic literatuie are irf

the main twofold To the author whose example gave to

blank verse its not indeed unassailed, but in point of fact

unassailable position as the chosen metre of the English

^ The design at least of a play on this subject may well have been present

to the mind of the author of the last act of Edward II See above, p» 353
® See section v of Mr Fleay’s Life of Shakspere^ entitled The Marhm

Group of Plays, to which I propose to recur He observes, p 381
^ Mr Dyce has warned us against attributing too many plays to the short

career of Marlowe, but he did not consider that Marlowe probably wrote

two plays a year from 1587-1593, and that we havei^t present only seven

acknowledged as his^’

® See the note in Dodsley*s Old Plays, vol xi p 311 Several passages

in the play are here shown to be founded on a tract descriptive of Fhihp*s

d^ath, published in London in 1599 Collier, Henslowe's Dtafy^ p 165 note.,

thinks, this play was very probably identical with Tk^ Spanish

which payments were made m February, idoo, to li^ekkerj

Hau^tonW pay Cf Dekker's Dramatic Works, voh 1 ,
Iniroduefton,

p^:aii ‘ * The late Mr R 3impson< * English Drama,
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drama, that drama owed an inestimable debt The experi-

ment on which Surrey had ventured neaily half a century

before in his translation of the Second and Fourth Books

of the Aenetd (1557), had a few years later been applied by
the authors of Gorboduc to their English version, intended

for letteied eais, of Seneca’s Latin tragedy But though

attempts had hereupon been lepeatedly made in the same

metre by wi iters for the populai stage, it was Marlowe who
first vindicated to blank verse the sovereignty which it has

since retained among English dramatic metres, together with

the ascendancy which it has acquired among metres em-

ployed ill other branches of Engliish poetic composition

This he achieved with a rapidity and completeness to which

it would be difficult, if not impossible, to find a parallel m
literary history Brief as was his career, it was long

enough to demonstrate the flexibility as well as the force of

his chosen metre, and to establish its ascendancy among the

whole body of dramatists contemporary with him^ The
English drama never returned to nme, except in a transitory

phase of its history which must be regaided as a conscious

aberiation from its national and natuial couisc; and it

soon afterwaids relinquished an endeavour forced upon it by

extraneous influences lightly adopted, to be before long as

lightly cast off, by the foremost of the English writers of the

age^. But Marlowe established the commanding position

in question, not only foi blank verse, but foi the kind of

blank verse of which he and he alone was the oaginator

‘ He first, and he alone,’ says the greatest modem master of

English metre, refernng to Marlowe's literaiy achievements

as a whole, ‘ guided Shakspere into the nght way of work

,

his music in which there is no echo of any man s before

him, found its own echo m the more prolonged and hardly

more exalted harmony of Milton's * , . Before him there

was neither genuine blank verse nor a genuine tragedy m
1 Of course there were at first oscilktions, such as that referred to

1homas Heywood in the Prologue to his RcQialKmgmtiLoyalSubject (1600).

‘ (And not long since) there wa& a time

Strong lines were not iopked after , but if rmwj

Oh then *twas excellent t

*

* See below, the remarks on 0ryden*» views and practice on this head.

T/te estah-

Itshment by

htm of
blank verse

as the

English
dyamaiic
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our language After his arrival the way was prepared, the

paths were made straight, for ^akspere ^ * To the foice and

chaim of Marlowe’s metre—so entiiely had it become pail:

of him as a poet—the wondrous giaces of his diction, aided

by the resouices of his slender but select classical learning,

were subservient, his often wondiously beautiful similes

themselves are but so many jewels oinamenting the royal

robe of his verse

But Marlowe’s second service to the progress of our

dramatic literature, adverted to m the above quotation, al-

though it mayperhaps not admit ofbeing stated with precision

like the other, was of even moie commanding importance.

His genius, as it displays itself in the few works which, on

the most liberal computation, have come down to us as the

undoubted products of his biief career as a dramatic author,

fails to satisfy all the demands of his art. In dramatic

constiuction, although by no means unskilful and at times

signally successful,Jbejs as a rule caress ; the condition in

which some of his plays have come down to us must however

in some degree be taken into account in this particular

'

censure It is but rarely that he applies himself to the

gradual unfolding of character
; even in the Jew of Malta

his patience pioves unequal to carrying out an admirable con-

ception It is not just to say of the author of Edward II—
or on a lower plane of the joint authoi ofDtdo—that he never

draws a picture of any diamatic conflicts save those between

human impatience of all control and of all limits, and that

necessity of control and limits which the conditions of human
life impose It is not just to deny that he is capable of moving

the springs of pity as well as those of tenor, or that he can

paint other and gentler passions besides those of boundless

ambition, hunger for knowledge of all things and power over

all thmgs, insatiable greed of gold, and cruelty that hardens

itsheart agamst God and man. But d^mg'^his bnef labours

he had not compassed the aii: of showing, except now and

theUiLor as it were incidentally, how other human motives of

action co-operate and mingle their influence with those on

which his ardent spirit loved to dwell
,
while of the divine gift

^ Swinburne, it,s
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of humour which lies so close to that of pathos, of which he
was not devoid, he exhibits at the irost only occasional signs

The element m which as a poet he lived was passion
,
and it

was he who first inspired with tiue poetic passion the form of

literature to which his chief efforts were conseciated For
with few and faint exceptions this element had hitherto been

strange to English tragedy, and wheie our tragic drama
seemed to have been touched by tlie divine fire, this was
only borrowed heat from Seneca or some of the Italians

After Mailowe had written, the days of cold horrors and
soulless declaration had alike been left behind

, the stage

was peopled with living men and women, full of hatied and
love, of desire and remoise, of aspnation and despair, nhose

language was the confession of their souls ' His laptures

were all ayre and fire ' ; and it is this gift of passion, which

filled our drama full of it, even to the brim, that m intimate

conjunction with his services to the outward form of the

drama, whereby it was first enabled to find beautiful

expression for beautiful things, places Marlowe at the head

of Shakspere’s predecessois and pioclaim him the earliest

of our gieat English diamatists

George Peele \ who was bom about 1558, a few years

before Marlowe, and outlived him by a rather shorter space

of time, occupies a lower, but still veiy important position,

among our Elisabethan dramatists. The family from which

he sprang is supposed to have been of Devonshire origin,

but his father was clerk of Chi 1st s Hospital in London,

where George Peele received his early education At Oxford,

where he was successively a member of Broadgates Hall

(now Pembroke College) and Christ Chuich, he took the

usual degrees, and is said to have been noted for his poetical

productions* TJjese included, besides perhaps his Tale of

' The Drantaitc Wotks of George Pceki ^ I>yce 3 ^ols

,

i8fi9-x839 The Dramatic Works of Greene and G, Peeie, by the same
editor, 1861. The Works ofPeeU^ edited by A, B Bullen, a vols

, 1895 —
Laemmerhlrt^ Georg Pede^ Uniersmhm^en smn Leben ttnd seme Werke,

Rostock, i88« For as complete a hst of Peelers writings as it was in my
power lo compile, see my article ott him m voh xhv of the Dicttomfy 0/
NuUonat Bmgraphy^ 1895,

George
Peek

iS97r)
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Troy^ a veision of one of the Iphigemas of Euripides, which

was performed in Christ Church hall The governors of

Christ s Hospital, to whose bounty he had been indebted,

having seen reason to turn the young Master of Arts out of

then precincts, he became dependent on his wits, and though

he chiefly lived in London, found his way back, at least on

one occasion, to Oxford, wheie in June, 1558, he aided in the

production of Dr William Gagei’s Latin comedy Rivales

and tiagedy Dido^ He was, like Marlowe, well read in

classical poetry, to the phiases and subjects of which he

makes constant refeience in his works, while his Latin

quotations aie likewise frequent, although perhaps not m
quite the same measure as those of his brother-author He
made the most of the ciedentials of his Oxford career, and

the ^Master of Aits’ is duly appended to his name at the

close of many of his publications But his life was in the

mam that of a reckless London wit, alternating between

labour and dissipation, and though he married early, and

even seems to have acquired some land in his wife’s right,

he seems at no time to have settled down to regular ways

There is good reason to conclude that soonei or later he

became a player as well as a playwright, and belonged in

succession to the Loid Admiral’s and Queen’s companies.

Among his private patrons were the Earl of Northumber-

land, the ^ Maecenas ’ to whom he addressed the Prologus to

The Honour of the Garter (X593), ^^nd the great Lord Buigh-

ley himself, in whose employ he composed certain verses

for the Queen’s visit to Theobalds in 1591, and to whom in

1596 he sent his Tale of Troy^ a poem which he had already

printed m 1589 and which he is supposed to have written

when at Oxfoid He was the authoi of a variety of gratu-

latory and occasional verse, among which his spirited Fare-

well to Str John Norrts and Sir Francis Drahe^ (1589)

deserves special notice as a characteristic memorial of

Eliaabethan enthusiam, and in addition to his labours as

a playwright proper, which probably began with The

Arr^igfymnt of Pans in 1581, he was from 1:585 onwards

employed on.the devising and composition of pageants

^ Ibroam, u. 171 , and cf. tb 1 03$ and anU, 357, nota.
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The less decorous aspects of Peele’s life call for little

comment, although they became unusually notorious So
much it seems not unfair to conclude from the fact that a

collection of disreputable practical jokes and loose adven-

tures, lepeatedly repiinted after its first known publication in

1607, was connected with his name under the title of the

Merry conceited Jests of George Peele^ sometime a Student in

Oxford^

,

but he may be acquitted of any personal share m
most of the escapades nariated in this collection, which aftei

its kind laigely consists of warmed-up anecdotes of more
01 less ancient origin, although here and there a personal

touch suggests a real connexion with the hero of the whole

Unfortunately, other evidence remains as to his ways of life

Peele was one of the associates of Robert Gieene, whom the

latter in his Groatsworth of Wti (1593) admonished to turn

fiom the vicious courses which had brought him low
,
and

m Dekker’s tract, A Kmgkt's Conjuring (1606), Peele

appears with Greene and Marlowe under the suggestive
‘ shadow of a large vyne * A more pleasing testimony to

this companionship is furnished by Peele’s tribute to the

dead Marlowe already cited
, on the other hand, he cannot

be shown to have taken any direct part m the bitter literary

feuds which occupied some of his fellow-dramaqsts,altliough

Nashe, the most combative of them all, wrote of him with

special warmth of praise^. Whatevei may have been the

course of Peelers life, his touching confession in his poem of

The Honour of the Gaiter shows how it had filled his

soul with weariness

laid me down, laden with many cares,

My bed-fellows almost these twenty years ’

;

and in I5gd, when supplicating Burghley^s patronage, he

described himself as enfeebled by long sickness. In 2598

^ Reprintedby Dyce and Ballen, and in the PMcaitons ofthe Percy Smety
One of the Jests dramatised m the comedy of The Purtian, or The

Widow of Wathng Sinei^ absurdly attnbuted to Shakspere, of which the

hero IS George Pyebpard. % e George Peek,—* ped signifying a board with

a long handle, with which bakers put things in and out of the oven *

(Dyee) Colher and Fleay have also supposed that Peele is the ‘ humorous

George’ of the Prologue to Wtiy a play piobably perfomed
several years before its first known pubhcation m

See his Address^ prefixed to Greene’s Mm&fhon (13S9)
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Th^ Ar-
rmgnment
ofPans
C1581-4)

Francis Meres in his Palladts Tamta spoke of him as dead

of disease due to vice

It was to Peek’s first known dramatic work. The Ar-
ratgnment of Paris^ that Nashe specially pointed, when
applying to its author, some years after its publication and
probably even at a gi eater distance of time fiom the date

of Its first perfoimance, the sonorous designations of 'the

Atlas of Poetrie and primus verborum artifex^ This couit

entertainment, which was performed before the Queen by
the Children of her Chapel, probably as early as 1581, and

ceitainly not later than 1584, and which thus entered into

direct competition with the earlier plays of Lyly, is ceitainly

not the least attractive of its author’s works After the

earlier part of the piece has treated the Ovidian story ^ of

Pans and Oenone, and of the shepherd prince’s judgment

between the thiee contending goddesses, its novelty begins

with the airaignment of Pans befoie Jupiter and the tribunal

of Olympus for having adjudged the apple of Ate to Venus

Inasmuch as the act was committed in the vicinity of a place

sacred to Diana, the final judgment is committed to her

hands
,
and she solves the problem by awarding the apple

to none of the rivals, but to a gracious nymph * whose name
Eliza is,’ and whom Pallas with appropriate readiness of wit

recognises to be the same as she ' whom some Zabeta call
^

This turn of fancy, which both convicts Pans of an error of

judgment and corrects this erroi in an unanswerable way, is

uncommonly ingenious, although probably not altogether

original, the nucleus of it may peihaps be traceable to a

masque contributed by Gascoigne to the Princely Pleasures

of Kenilworth^, The passage® in which Diana celebrates,

and the other goddesses echo, the praises of the Queen, may
be taken to represent the non plus ultra of Elisabethan

flattery, while it is at the same time remarkably smooth and

even delicate in foim. The diction of Th^Arraignment of

Paris in general already shows that mixture of affectation

and audacity, and that romantic (or perhaps I might venture

* Epp v and xvi
^ C£ mUi p 155 See F E Schdlm^ in Modem Language Notes^ Balti-

more^ 3:893* jphe form ‘Zabeta’ was doubtless suggested by Gas^
coigue’s effort, ' ® In act v sc x
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to say, rococo) classicism which were characteristic of Peele,

A still moie noticeable featuie of this pietty play is

the extiaordinary veisatility of its metnfication While
all considerations of coriect or even of tolerable riming are

Ignored, the management of the blank verse, of which about

a quarter of the text consists, at least occasionally shows

considerable skill or power The undeniable effectiveness

of the entire composition is all the more sti iking, since it

IS an example of one of the most artificial of literaiy species,

we may asciibe the result in part to the lusciousness of

the language, and in part to the geneial verve or dash of the

style Some of the lyrics in the Arratgitment of Parts

became popular, and one of them, * Fan and fair, and twice

so fair is eulogised by Charles Lamb Malone thought

that m the episode between Cohn and the cruel shepherdess,

Peele leferred to the Rosalynde whose identity has

puzzled so many commentators, and her lover, and

supposed Spenser to have taken his revenge by stigmatising

the envious Peele as Palin in his Cohn Cloufs Come Home
Again ^ Mr Fleay, who has discoveied additional alle-

gorical meanings m the play, concludes Cohn and Hobbinol

to stand as a matter of course for Spenser and Haivey
,
and

Thestyhs to be Spenser^s Rosalynde ® I mention these inter-

pretations, chiefly because the fact that Peelers works contain

more than one reminiscence to his great contemporary furni&h

a notable testimony to his own poetic taste, moie especially

as his peisonal friendships and paitisanship associated him
with very different literary companions^.

Of another pastoral drama by Peele, licensed under the

* Act 1 sc* 3
® * There eke is Palm, worthie of great praise,

Albe he cavil at my rustich qmll^

But this IS doubted by Todd, and has not, I think, been accepted by later

commentators
^ En^itsh Brama^ ^5®*
* See Byce’s note on the passage m the ProTo^us to the Honour of ihe

Garter, •‘Why thither speed not Hobbm and his feres,—

Great Hobbmol, on whom our shepherds gaze ’

,

also the passage xn Bmtd and Beth^ahe^ sc 7, traced by Collier, 111. 26-7, to

The Faene Queene, bk i canto v* st* 2 ; also the Spensenan figure of

Magnanimity, occupying the place of honour in tlie Pageant borne before

Wookione Dm,
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title of The Huntingof Cupid in 1591, only a few fiagments,

chiefly lyrical and dispersed through the Elisabethan

anthologies, remain One may 1 egret that, so far as can

be ascei tamed, Peek made no fuither literary attempts in

a direction which the peculiar admixture of light and serious

elements m his genius might have naturally induced him to

follow His labours m the seivice of puie pageantry and

show are less closely related to dramatic literature, but no

doubt brought with them consolations of their own Two
of his pageants for Lord Mayor’s Day are preserved to us

The earlier of them, which is at the same time the fiist known
liteiary specimen of its kind, is The Device of the Pageant

borne before IVoolstone Dixie—who became Lord Mayor on

October ^9, 1585 In this pageant the praises of Hovely

London,’ otherwise ‘ New Troy,’ aie coupled with tributes of

Queen Elisabeth. The other pageant, Descensus Astraeae^

was written for the mayoralty of William Webbe, which

dated from 1591 Astraea is Queen Elisabeth, while Super-

stition and Ignorance figure under monastic disguises Some
special political significance may underlie this fantastic de-

vice , but the noble passage m honour of London, which

shows Astraea confounding her enemies, makes a less

evanescent appeal to patriotic memories Peek’s other

extant efforts as a writer or director of pageants or shows,

of the kind celebrated by him m his poem Polyhymnia^ call

for no further notice here^.

Without pretending to determine the relative piiority in

date of the two historical dramas indisputably assignable to

Peek, I am disposed to think that there are sufficient

reasons for concluding The Battle of Alcazar to have been

the earlier play of the pair. But The Chronicle ofEdwardI
occupies so signal a position in the progress of our

national historical drama, marking with unparallelkd dis-

tinctness the transition from the Chronicle History, still

fettered by the traditions of the Morality, to the ‘true*’

dmmatisation which, in the hands of Shakspere and his

* Thi ef thg Pageant for Martm Calthorpej Mayor^ entered on the

Stationer^*’ Kegiatera la Oqtobcr, 1588, under Peele's name as auUior, is not

preserved. Cf. Fieay, Ei^hah Dmtm^ u 154.
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fellow-dramatists, became the ‘ History’ proper, that its tra-

ditional precedence need not be here disturbed Although

not printed, so fai as we know, till 1593, this play, there is

good reason for believing, may have been acted two or three

years earlier ^ In any case, its relation to the lest of Peele’s

dramatic works is wholly different from that borne by
Marlowe’s Edward II to the other undisputed plays of its

author Foi once, there is in this case much in a name, and

no designation could better describe the method of com-

position adopted by Peele in this play than its compound

title of The Famous Chronicle of Edward /, sirnamed

Edward Longshanks^ with hts reiurne from the holy land.

Also the life of Lleuellen rebell in Wales Lastly^ the sinking

ofQueen Elinor^ who sunck at Charing-crosse^ androse agatne

atPotters-kith^ now named Queenshtth In fact, this Chronicle

History^ calling itself by a name which we are in the habit

of assigning to a whole species or senes among the products

of our national histoi ical drama, although obviously a gap

separates Edward I from Edward II not less wide than

that which intervenes between Kyng Johan and Edward /,

IS little moie than a senes of scenes or episodes, deiived

mainly from Holinshed, and stiung together without either

connecting care or assimilating art Foi the large admixture

of prose, especially in the Welsh scenes, which are in-

sufferably tedious and trivial, the author or the stage which

he served must be held responsible But while these scenes

are calculated to make the judicious grieve, the author has

incurred more serious blame by defacing the material part of

his work through a leckless introduction of scandal—of the

blackest and most mendacious sort It concerns the good

Queen Eleanor, of Castilian birth—unluckily for her

reputation m the later Tudor age, whether we are to con-

clude the doggrel ballad from which Peele denved his lying

cliaiges to have Been a productionof the guefs of Queen
Mary’s reign, or an oblique reflexion of Elisabethan pseudo-

patriotism^ The poetical merits of the play are half

^ Mr Fleay’s argument, that several lines m this play are also to be
found m Polyhymnia (1590), is not in itself convincing But one is anxious

to Edward / to have been a relatively early production of its author’s,
® The balkd is pnnted by both Xlyce and Bullen,—The incident of the

VOU I. B b
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buried by these obstiuctions
,
they have been justly sought

more especially m its first, which is also its finest, portion

The return of King Edward from the Holy Land is a

striking incident strikingly lepresented, but this entry^

which vaguely recalls that of the Aeschylean Agamemnon,
has no similar dignified sequel The King’s speech at the

close of the play possesses intrinsic dignity, in addition to

the local mteiests to which it appiopriately makes appeal ^
,

but, taken as a whole, while interesting by reason of its

peculiar position in our dramatic history, this play, notwith-

standing the ornamentation of both classical and Italian

lore bestowed upon it by the author, is not only singularly

unequal, but devoid of intimsic value

The Battle of Alcazar^ printed in T594, was acted at all

events as early as 1592, if we accept the haidly avoidable

conclusion identifying it with the popular play designated

by vaiious pei mutations of the name of Mtiley surnamed

AbdebmlecJE^. The incidents of the play, of which the

central one belongs to the year 1578 (August 4th), no

doubt acquiied a living popular interest from the attempt

made m 1589, and celebrated at its outset in Peele's Fare^

well^y to place Don Antonio on the throne left empty by

King, m company with his brother, taking his wife's confession in friar's

disguise, was very probably copied from some Italian novel —The cunous

legend about the ‘sinking* of Queen Eleanor is referred to in Middleton's

The Wttch (act h sc i)

^Amsterdam swallow thee up for a puntan,

And Geneva cast thee up again* like she that sunk
At Charing Cross, and rose again at Queenhitfae

'

Cf also Anythingfor a Qmet Lxfe^ act v sc 3
^ Viz those associated with Queen Eleanor's crosses Cf Professor Tout's

Edward I (in Macmillan's Twelve English Statesmen senes,. 1893), pp 176-7,

where reference is made to *the chroniclers' who ‘celebrate her piety, her
modesty, her pitifulness, and above all her love for all good Englishmen, and
her complete sympathy with the ways of her adopted country ' Milton m
his Ammadverstons upon the Retmnstranis* Defence agmnsf Smectymnum
(sec. V,) ridicules * the old tvife’s tale of a certain^queen of England that

sunk at Charing cross, and rose up at Queenhithe ' The phraseology of

the allusion is curious , see below as to The Old Wwed Tale
* See Memdowe^s Dtary, ed Collier, pp ar efpost

* Cl p 364* The lines, which will have again to be referred to, are

the following*

Bid theatres and proud tragedians,

Bid Mahomet's Pow, and mighty Tamburlaine^
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Don Sebastian ,
and it has been consequently supposed that

the play mentioned in that poem under the name of Tom
Siukely is no other than The Battle of Alcazar itself

This would no doubt add freshness to the allusion to the

fate of the Great Armada which the play is supposed to

contain ^ As to Peele's authoiship of The Battle ofAlcazar^

although at is corroborated by no external evidence earlier

in date than 1600^, no leasonable doubt can be entertained

We can hardly err in concluding him to have seized upon

a subject, commending itself to him both by the popularity

of its associations and peihaps by the Devonian origin of

the hero, m ordci to rival Marlowe’s Tamburlatne in its

own vein ® The central personage of Peele’s play, who began

his career as a cadet of an ancient family settled near

Ilfracombe, and ended it by dying on the battle-field of

Alcazar, in the company of three kings, had certainly a very

diffeient kind of interest for Englishmen than that which

could be evoked by the ‘ Scythian Shepherd ’ The events

of Stukeley’s career are vivaciously set forth m this drama,

though it is put together m a moie antique, not to say

clumsy, fashion than Marlowe’s much longer tragedy
, and

the moral which it is made to teach is obvious enough,

while the praises of Queen Elisabeth and of loyalty have

in this instance a real pregnancy of meaning ^ A Presenter

speaks a by no means superfluous prologue to each act,

and a series of dumb-shows further elucidates the conduct

King Charlemagne, Tom Stukely, and the rest

Adieu* To arms, to arms, to glonous arms »

'

A later play, The Famous Rtstaty of ike Ltfe and Death of Captain Thomas
Siukely <pr 160*5), was reprinted by the late Mr Richard Simpson in voh i

of his School ofShakspere (1878) As to the Latin Htsiona de Bello Afncano
(Nuremberg, 1580% whence Peele derived part of the materials of his play,

see Dr. Brinsley Nicholson's note ap Bullen, 1 asi seqq —Stukely and the

battle of Alcazar are mentioned in Beaumont and Fletcher's Wit at several

Weapons, act i sc* a In Gvemis Tu Quoque Stukely is mentioned as a
type of martial spirit and liberality

^ See act m sc i

* When It was assigned to him m England's Parnassus
* Ancient Pistol addresses to Mistress Doll a parody on the Moor's

* Hold thee, Calipoli% feed, and famt no more *

(Act H sc* 3 ) The Battle ofAlcazar is also ridiculed, together with other

plays, in Jonson's Poetaster, act m* sc, i,

* A savage sarcasm against Philip XI occurs m act 111 sc n

Bb 3
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of the action It abounds with life, at all events from the

first appearance of the hero, intent upon bearding the

Portugals in their own capital , the battle-scenes in especial

are full of stii ^
, and the hero’s dying speech, if not quite

true to its promise

—

‘Short be my tale, because my life is short,’

—

foi in point of fact, it gives a summary of his biography—is

not without a touch of pathos But we are still in the

infancy of the drama, and, while the diction is manifestly

Peek’s, this play is in construction and characterisation one

of the least ambitious of his efforts, inasmuch as the

accumulation of staking incidents, dramatically reproduced

m foicible speech, seems to satisfy the author s conception

of his task

Ojft Old^ Wzve^^u punted 1595, was acted very

\bt-
possibly several yeai s earlier, although it contains no evidence

1595) of animosity against Gabriel Harvey sufficient to suggest

any connexion between it and the much-complicated quarrel

bet\^een the latter and Nashe This play might be passed

by with a brief commendation of the homely humour of its

exordium, contiasting as it does with the labyrinthine but

manifestly undesigned intricacy of its mam scenes, were it not

for the fact of its connexion in subject with one of the loftiest

pieductions of English poetical literatuie A glance at

Peek’s farce, or interlude—for it is difficult to decide which

name to assign to it—places this connexion beyond doubt

,

and it may be noted that Milton’s literaly acquaintance

with Peek seems not to have been confined to this play®

The Old Wives' Tale begins with the entrance upon the

scene of three merry companions, Antick, Frohek, and

Fantastick, who in their wanderings in the woods have lost

^ Cf especially a passage wbicb the author of R%cho,rd III may be sup-

posed to have remembered
* The Mmr Viliam, a horse I

Boy^ O, my lord, if you return, you lie

'

The Moor VilUm, I say, give me a horse to fly,

To swim the river, viUam, and to fly
*

(Actv sc X.)

^ CC the allusions to The OM Wives* Tate and to Edward 1 m
vmhm if/on ike a^amst Stmeiymmm* (Todd*)
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their way, without at the same time losing their good spirits.

They are conducted by an old man (who appears with

a Manthoin and candle/ and announces himself as ‘Clunch

the Smith ’} to his hut, where they are made welcome by

the good-wife She sends one of them to bed with her

husband, and undertakes to enteitam the two others with

a merry winter s tale ‘ to drive away the time trimly ^ ’

The whole of this introduction is wntten with much natural

freshness and humour, as indeed is the opening of the old

wife’s tale, which, like the beginnings of many anothei narra-

tive, IS neither veiy clear nor veiy concise. So soon as the

old woman has involved herself and her hearers m a maze

between what she remembers and what she foigets, her

story IS mteirupted by the appearance of ‘ some that come

to tell her tale foi her ' In other words, from this point the

‘ tale ’ is no longer told but acted, the two Brothers, Sacra-

pant the conjuror (the son of the witch Meroe% Delia the

enchanted lady, and numerous other personages appearing

in a swift and not always veiy perspicuously connected

succession of scenes A variety of comic characters are also

introduced, among them Huancbango, who quotes Gabriel

Haivey and ndicules his hexameters'*, and the hero who
makes an end of Saciapant is Jack, the namesake and

rival of the immortal Giant-Killer Now, that Sacrapant,

Delia, her Brothers, and Jack became in Milton’s hands

Comus, the Lady, her Brothers, and the Attendant Spirit

is open to no doubt, although the author of Comus also

derived suggestions from Ariosto, and probably likewise

from Apuleius and other classical sources. The difference

Cf Lyly’« Sapho md Phao^ act ii sc i
® 'Sacrapant King of Libia* appears in Greene’s Penmedes the Blacksmith

"where by the bye is also to be found an old wife who tells stones

(See Greene*s Works, ed Grossart, vn 83 )
* ^ Phylyda, phyl«^dos, pamphylyda, fioryda, flortos,

Dub dub a dub, bounce quoth the guns, with a sulphurous huff

snuff/ &c
One of the ensuing hues is actually taken from Harvey’s Lncomtum Laurt,

where it occurs as the second in the following exquisite couplet

'Fame wod I crave, might 1 so presume, some further acquaintance

O that I might? but I may not* woe to my destinie therefore
*

As to Harvey’s quarrel with Greene, vide

The Old
Wives'

Tali and
Milton s

Comus
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Phys
attnluttcd

in Ptelt

between the play of Peek and the poem of Milton is

that between a farcical extravaganza, not devoid of occa-

sional touches of a tine poetic fancy, and one of the

loftiest, most sustained, and most refined of moral allegories

in poetic literature But inasmuch as Milton was beyond

doubt a reader of Peek, I cannot think that the expression,

‘coincidences as legards the plan, the characters, and the

imagery,' used by Mr Masson^ in discussing the oiigin of

ConiuSy adequately represents the relation between Milton’s

sublime poem and Peek’s fanciful creation For the rest,

the fresh and spaiklmg induction of the piece, togethei

with the irresistible flow of high spirits that pervades it

as a whole and atones for the considerable admixture

of romance dissolved in nonsense, ought to suffice to make
it delightful to readers open to the charms of desipience in

season

The Old Wives' Tale is the last of Peek’s plays that was

ascertainably published m his lifetime It may be regarded

as indisputable that he wrote many plays now lost
,
but then

catalogue is not easy of consti uction ^ The list may possibly

include The Turkish Mahomet aud Htren the Fair Greeks

which may be the play leferred to in the celebrated passage

m Peek’s Farewell already cited, and 'ivhich has also been

thought identifiable with a play designated as Mahomet in

1594^, His possible share m the First and Second Parts

of Henry VI must be left open for the nonce
,
of the other

plays which have been supposed in whole or in part to be

the product of his pen, none can be connected with his name
by any but hazardous conjectuie except the comedy of

Wtly Beguiled (not known to have been printed before i6c5,

^ Life ofMilton^ i $86
® I should be the last to imj^ugn tests of phraseology which carry con-

viction to a scholar imbued with the study to which he has devoted hjs

powers. Mr Fleay thinks the expression ‘sandy plain sign-manual*
but hke Wouverman’s white horse^ the property seems to me to be one
liable lo falling mto different hands

’ "See 0inst(iw^s Dtaty^ p 39 -«'The authonty on which The Turlksh

md Utrm ihe/am is asenbed to Pecle, is that of The Jests

I ^ Ferif (see Nom George read et Piay book io a GmUemm), Collier,

that the play In question was possibly only an adaptation

ofin tmheat fkt &fa Gmb Mmd*
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although an earlier veision had been probably produced

some years before) If Peele was the ‘ humorous George
*

of the Piologue to the later version of this play, he may
very probably have been author at least m part of it in its

original form^ On the othei hand, I have no hesitation

in subscribing to the opinion of both Fleay and Bullen, in

refusing to burden Peek’s leputation with the authorship of

Sir Clyonion and Sir Clamydes, ascribed to him by Dyce
on wholly unsatisfactoiy evidence^ This semi-epical pio-

ductiouj notwithstanding a tediousness emphasised by the

jogtrot ‘common metie’ m which it is composed, presents

certain points of interest to the student of our eaily drama,

—

moie especially the comic character of Subtle- Shifty un-

savoury though his talk is from the moment when he first

tumbles on the stage, as out of a ditch, and then runs off to

look for one of his legs, which he fancies he has left behind

him with the corresponding boot He is, of course, no other

than the Vice
,
nor could any more instructive illustration

be suggested of the transition from the Vice of the old

moiahties to the Fools of Shakspere This is, too, one of

the earliest play wherein a lady appears in the since time-

honoured disguise of a page , and a certain resemblance

suggests Itself beti^een the pathetic situation of Neronis and
that of Viola The play as a whole is based on some
unknown romance—one of those queer tales of chivalry in

which ancient and mediaeval times aie wildly jumbled

together
,
the two heroes of the play, foi instance, the sons

respectively of the King of Denmark and the King of

S\\abia, meet at the court of Alexander the Great

The play which I follow Dyce m thinking beyond all

question Peele s masterpiece, was not pi inted till after his

* Fleay, Engltsh Drama, ii 158, See below
® Vjz. that of a MS note m a very old hand on the title-page of a copy

Laemmerhirt’s list of^arallei phrases m plays undoubtedly by Peele cannot

in my judgment be regarded as evidence to the contraiy See as to this

play, Collier, u 4^5 seqq , and Fleay, E^tgltsh Drama, 11 where it is

attributed to the author of the old and Vngima {ante, p ao4)
® See the hues * How can the tree but withered be/ The name of the

cowardly knight Brian Sansfoy in this play suggests a derivation from

Spenser, with whose Faem Qtieme Peele was lamiliar
,
but too much should

not be made of this

Sir
Clyomon
and St9

Clamvdes

ipr 1599)

Damd and
Bethsabe

U>r 1599)
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death, in the year 1599 The date of its composition is

unknown—Mr Fleay, who very unnecessarily, so far as

I can perceive, suspects an allegorical purpose in it which

would suit the date, places it as fai back as 1588 ^ In its

method of constiuction this play, as is indicated by its full

title. The Love of King David and Fair Beihsabe With the

Tragedie (i e tragic fate) of Absalom^ resembles EdwarfI
It IS, m fact, composed m the manner of a Chronicle History,

although the original text is, of course, that of Holy Wiit,

or pelhaps of some veision of its nairative with which Peele

had met in an old leligious play unknown to us Collier

conjectuied that Peele’s play was printed in older to disarm

the stiictuies which had in the yeai 1599 been put forth

against the morality of stage-plays ^ This hypothesis seems

far-fetched , but it must be allowed that Peele not only

succeeded in assimilating (so to speak) the true spirit of

the Old Testament^, but also managed to tieat most of the

thoi ny passages of his subject without indelicacy^, and the

whole of it with force There is nothing that is really

offensive in this play, and much that comes home to both

heart and conscience Peele's was not, m my judgment,

a sensuous genius, and I recognise in this work, in its eaihei

part in especial, a sincerity of moral feeling to which many
of his diamatic contemporaries weie strangeis On the other

hand it must be granted that David and Bethsabe exhibits

little evidence of power of dramatic characteusation, and still

less of any endeavour to balance or co-orduiate dramatic

effect A great error of dramatic feeling (if I may use the

I See English n 153, where, to be sure, Mr Fleay does not go

further than saying that 'the situations m the play are strikingly suggestive

of Elisabeth and Leicester as David and Bathsheba, Uriah as Leicester's

first wife, and Absalom as Mary Queen of Scots ’ The play appears to ba\e

been reproduced m i6osa do not suggest, with a fresh allegorical intention)

» Collier, ni iz6 In 1599 Dr Ramolds published his Overthrow ofSiage-^

f*lays As Collier points out, Ptele was dead at the» time, so that he at

least cannot be credited with a design which would have some resemblance

to that of Hacme s endeavour to meet by means of his religious plays the

late awakening of his royal master, under the influence of Mme. 4^
Xlldtitenom ^ C£ Bullen, 1 zt

^ It sa tifue that the enumeration of the dmtnoHs permme bears some
to a list of tibe offspring of Charles 21, Perhaps the same

iKxumid to
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expression) is committed by the mtioduction of the scene m
which David steals Unas’ wits with the aid of wine Not that

the scene, the resemblance between which and a well-known

episode m Othello must strike eveiy reader, is in itself

coarse in treatment, but a chaiacter for whom the strong

sympathies of the audience had been engaged should not

have been subjected to needless degiadation

The diction of the play, Mobile generally pleasing and

suggestive of mature workmanship, heie and theie rises to

an impressiveness of foim rare in a diamatist, who with all

his merits is of secoudai}^ rank The aid of a scriptural (oi

Oriental) tendency to paiable may possibly have contributed

to this occasionally lemarkable effect^ The blank verse,

although labouiing undei the defect of a rather monotonous

cadence, is on the whole fluent and agreeable

Of Peele’s pageants theie aie preserved to us The Device

of the Pageant borne before Woolston Dixie ^ (Sir Woolston

Dixie became Lord Mayor on October rjp, 15H5), the earliest

extant city pageant ^Lovely London’ herself appears

under the designation of New Troy, accompanied by othei

allegorical figures, of which the fiist is named Magnamniity

In the Descensus Astracae (m honour of the accession to the

Loid Mayoralty in 1591 of Sir William Webbe) Queen
Elisabeth herself is celebiated as Astraea, and since

Superstition confionts hei as a fiiar and Ignorance as

a monk, a more special meaning may be supposed to undei-

he this fantastic device, m which the passage m piaise of

London possesses considerable beauty, while the most is

made of the opportunity offered by the Lord Mayoi’s

patronymic I need not return to Peele’s other contri-

butions to this species of literature. As is shown by the

multiplicity of non-dramatic productions of which he was

the author, as well as by the variety of the dramatic species

to which he set4ns ready hand, he shiank fiom no kind

^ See the famous passage m the Chorus after sc 3 (with the simile of the

Raven), and another m sc 1$ (with the simile of the Eagle) Cf also

David’s simile of the Roe in sc i. Collier has pointed out that the fine

comparison of David to the Sun coming forth like a bridegroom (sc *j) was
borrowed directly from Spenser (peam Qmene^ I v* a)

* Edited by Fairholt in the Soct^tfs Puhhcaitons (1843)

Pageants

(1585 and
1591)
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Peel^s
position

among our
aramatisis

of liteiary labour which offered itself to him, and doubtless

he dissipated much of his cieative energy in the piocess

At the same time he thus became one of the most promi-

nent figures among the writers here classed as Shakspere’s

predecessors
,
and it is unavoidable that Shakspeie’s own

achievements should be more particularly compared with

those of a writer whose caieei, although relatively brief

was not cut so shoit as that of Marlowe Undoubtedly

Peele was born eleven years before Shakspere, and this

slight chronological difference should count foi much m
a literaly period of so unparalleled a lapidity of develope-

ment It seems of slight significance to set against this the

fact of the literary training of which Peele availed, oi might

have availed, himself The Univcisity culture to which he

like othei gentlemen scholars of light equipment attached

so much impoitance—foi he well remembered that he was

a Master of Arts—can scaicely be thought to count for

much m the substance of his qualities as a dramatist He
was able both in and out of season, to introduce into his

writings classical allusions from a limited range of studies, and

to supplement them by illustiations of his familiarity with the

derived fiagiance of Italian literature His use of such aids

as these was, it must be allowed, too liberal and frequently

too felicitous to admit of its being set down as essentially

pedantic Peele's method of literary woikmanship as a whole

was assimilative rather than dependent
,
and it may be more

than a coincidence that the gieatest of literary assimilators

—Milton—seems to have entertained a predilection for his

works. In any case, the difference between this prede-

cessor of Shakspere and Shakspere himself remains almost

unmeasurable, from whatever aspect ofthe dramatic poefs art

it be viewed In the metrical manipulation of the English

language Peele was skilful and occasionally highly success-

ful ^
;
his blank verse, as has been said above, rises now* and

dien to grandeur and power , and scatteied through his plays

* dicuoa, as wcill as his versification, has been ea^ianiinod at

by Laemmerhirt, u , but the critic concludes that his

diction presents no ieatures distinguishing it individuaUy from
tluM: ^ hhi toniempbraries.
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and pastorals we meet with a lyric or two of imperishable

charm. He had hardly masteied the treatment of rime in

its connexion w^ith metre—though in truth, more especially

in view of the utter corruptness of so much of the text of the

plays indisputably his this is a question on which it w^ould

be unsafe to geneialise In constructive power, so far as

these plays are concerned, he made no perceptible advance

upon the dramatists who had preceded him or who were his

contemporaries ^ His shortcomings, due to lack of example

pelhaps rather than to want of ability, in the delineation

and developement of chaiacter, have been already noticed

Even so, however, the vivacity of his fancy and the variety

of his imagery entitle him to an honourable position among
our Elisabethan dramatists, while the veisatility of his

genius, attempered by patriotic sentiment and steadied by
enduring moral conviction, gives him his distinctive place in

our literature at large If on the whole (though by no

means universally his merits have been overrated, it may
perhaps be urged on his behalf, that, neither in life nor

letters was he ever (a slight infirmity of academical pre-

tensions apait) desirous of presenting himself for more than

he was worth
,
so that a just estimate of his merits is unlikely

to wane even beneath the blaze of inevitable comparison

Robert Greene^, the most widely productive writer and
in certain respects the most notable dramatist among those

^ It IS chiefly m this sense that his influence upon the progress of our

drama has been rightly stated to have been inferior not only to Marlowe's,

but even to Lylys or Greene's See Symonds, Shakspete^s Predecessors^ 564.
^ Charles Lamb is an eminent exception
^ TheDranmitc Works ofRobert Greene With some Account of the Author,

and Notes By Alexander Dyce 9 vols
, 1831 —The DramaUc Works of

R* Greene and G Peete the same Editor, i86r ^T/ie Life and Complete

Works tn Ptose and Perse of Robert Gteene Edited by Dr A B Grosart

{Hiitk Library}^ 15 vols , i88i*-6 (Vols xiu-xjv ofthis edition comprise the

plays 5 vol 1 contains^ Translation of Professor Storojenko's Lfe ofGteene)

Fleay, Engltsh Dramay 1 250-266—R Simpson, Account of Robert Greene,

his Prose Works and hts Quarrel mth Shakspere, in voL ii of The School of
Shakspere (1878).—Jusserand's account of Greene’s prose-tracts m The Eng-
lish N<ml (Engl Tr , 1890), pp 167-192 —Dr C H Herford, On Gteends
Rmfafices and Shakspere {Shakspere Soctetfs TransacHons, r888)—

W

l^ittxihsxd'LfRobertGreene'*sLehenundSchnfien{Lm^zi^,xh^^j)—J M Brown,
An EaAy Rwal of Shakspete (Auckland, 1877; —H. Conrad, Robert Greene

Robert
Gteene

(1560 r-
159^3)
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Hts life grouped m this chapter as Shakspere’s predecessors, was born

in Norwich about the year 1560 The period of his birth can

only be calculated from the dates of his academical careei

He matriculated in 1575 at St John’s College, Cambridge,

towards which famous foundation, the nursing mother of

so many of the wits of his age and circle, he continued to

cherish a combative piety ^ But after taking his BA,
degree from this College m i57 ^’'

9 j
migrated to Clare

Hall, whence he proceeded M A in 1583 In 1588 he was

incorporated at Oxford, thus acquiring the rather specious

privilege, of which he availed himself in not a few of

his title-pages, of styling himself ^uirtusque Academiae

tn Aritbus Magister ’ Although at the end of one of

his publications ^ he further calls himself a ‘Student in

Phisicke,’ he does not appear to have proceeded to a medical

degree After the termination of his undergraduate course

he appears to have foi some time travelled abroad, and to

have indulged freely in the opportunities of dissipation

w^hich came in his way His travels extended to Spam
and Italy, and probably also, besides France and Germany,

to Denmark and Poland
,

and it seems most likely

that he went abroad on more than a single occasion

Theie is no sufficient reason for supposing that on his

return from, or m an interval between these journeys, he

took Holy Ordeis
,
he cannot well have been the Robert

ah Dramaitker {Shakespeare Jahrhuch^ vo\ xxix 1894) —Art Robert Greene^

by A H Bullen, in Dictionary ofNational Biography (vol xxm , i89o)»
^ See the passage in the letter To the Gentlemen Students ofboth Vmversvtm^

prefixed to Menaphm^ in whiqh he celebrates St John’s, of which Tnmty
^was called by the University Orator a mere coloma diducta

*

^ Planeiomachm (1585) This Euphmstic composition Sprinted m vol v»

of Grosart’s edition) may be regarded as a crude efibrt, whiuh went beyond
the versatile powers of its author, at flavouring fiction with ‘science * A brief

apology for the Sacred Science of Astronomy prefaces a discourse in the

Uecameromc manner among the Planets, interspersed with ‘tragedies,'

I c narrative episodes ofsenous interest

* This as well as other statements in the bnef biographical sketch m my
text, which I think will be generally accepted, rest on the assumption that the

expenonces of Philadorm the MoumtHgGarment (1590), and more especially

^1^ of Francesco m LaUt (1590), and of Koberto m the Groaismrth

Ofceased 159^)1 autobiographical remimscencea of Greene himself
Fftither trails occur m A Not&kh Ihseovety o/Cosemtge (r59r), and
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Greene who in 1576 was one of the Queen's Chaplains, and

was presented to the rectory of Walkmgton in Yorkshire

,

nor can he be surely identified with another namesake who
in 1584-5 was vicar, for one year only, of Tollesbuiy

in Essex On the other hand, it is certain that in 1580 he

at least contemplated a literaly venture in the shape of the

First Pa? t of his Mamilhay a Mirror or Looking-Glass for

ike Ladies of England^ which was entered in the Stationers*

Register of that year (It is not known to have been

published before 1583 ,
the Second Part, licensed in that

year, is not known to have been printed till ten years

later) Inasmuch as he manifestly maintained some sort

of connexion with Cambiidge till he proceeded M A, the

conjecture seems justifiable that the unhappy experiences

of his early marriage life, which unmistakeably connect

themselves with the Eastern counties, began before his

taking to London life moie or less definitively (for what

definitiveness attaches to the movements of a rolling stone?).

He left a wife and a child to shift for themselves at a distance,

while he after some brief attempts at conducting himself

respectably m London soon sank moie and more deeply

into the mire ^ Without insisting on the accuracy of every

detail lecorded by himself or by his adversaiies as to his

personal life, we may safely describe it as signally dis-

reputable But the stiange thing is that as the fevei of

his existence continued, dissipation and debauchery inter-

mingling with literary labours both varied in character

and considerable in amount, he should have so steadily

accumulated the fund of repentance upon which he drew
liberally as a writer For, happily or otherwise, he was

^ ^ 1 inarned a gentleman’s daughter of good account, with whom
I hued for a while , but forasmuch as she would perswade me from my wilfull

wickednes, after I had a child by her, I cast her off, hauing spent vp the

marnage^money which I obtained by her Then left I her at six or seuen,

who went into Lmcolneshire, and I to London
,
where in short space I fell

into favor with such as were of honorable and good calling But heere
note, that though I knew how to get a fnend, yet I had not the gift or
reason how to keepe a fnend { for hee that was my dearest friend, I would
bee sure so to behaue my selfe towards him, that he shoulde eucr after

professe to bee my vtter enemie, or else vowe neuer after to come in my
aompskxiy ’ The Re/amiance ofRoheH Gnem (Grossrt, xii 177)

* There is considerable doubt as to the dates of publication of several of
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gifted m a measuie which leaves the sentimentalists of later

ages fai behind, with the power of utilising for literal

y

purposes emotions which he had not the moral strength

to bring to beai upon the conduct of his life And this

practice the moie readily became a sort of second nature

to him, since (to his credit be it said) he differed from many
other imaginative writers, both old and new, m that though

his life was ‘jocund,* his Muse was chaste, and could thus

lend herself, without palpable inappiopi lateness, to his

copious moialisings On the othei hand, he plunged with

hot eagerness into the piofessional rivalues between the

theatrical companies for which he wrote and those with

whose plays his own competed^, pretending to maintain

himself on a superior level because of the academical status

by which he set so much store, and finally forswearing the

making of plays 111 the very pamphlet wherein his uncon-

tiollable jealousy caused him to assail a fellow playwright^

in terms that posterity has been unable to forgive. There

IS, I may add, no satisfactory proof that Greene was himself

an actor ^ The closing scenes of his caieer, with the

Greene’s prose-works, of which the first editions are unknown , but whether

or not Greene 9 Mourning Garment^ licensed in 1590, had been already pub-

lished as early as 1587, it was at least written before the publication of

Greene's Farewell to Folly

^

which was registered in 1587 and published in

1591, These, and Greem's Never too late^ with the continuation Fmncesco's

Fortunes^ published m 1590, constitute, together with the posthumous tracts,

his chief penitential issues Cf R Simpson, « s
, 344-350

^ On this head see Fleay, u s , 257 seqq
,
and Life of Shakespeare, 96 seqq

The particular conclusions arrived at by Mr Fleay it would carry me out of

my depth to discuss
^ Whether or not the well-known passage in A Groatsworth of Wit as to

*the upstart crow, beautified with our feathers/ refers to Shakspere both

as a playwright and as a player, it is manifest that the ‘bombasting out

a blank verse ' and the rest of the sarcasms, reveal author’s jealousy of

author. This is well put by Mr Fleay, u a
, p no

* Gabnel Harvey, in his Fovre Letters (1592^ some allusions implying

that Greene acted on the stage, and in one passage calls him a player.

And see the note on George a Greene, the Pmner ofWakefield, tnfra—^The

John Green who was famous in clowns’ parts and who gave his name to

the jday of Greemis Tu Quoque, in which he acted the part of Bubble, was
of a diififerent person* A poet of the name of Thomas Greene, author

tdA JPoets Fisfon md a Rrmce's Clone, is likewise to be distinguished from

iktSf ^mufttlst. In the passage m the Croakioorih of Wti, where JRoberto

dehcjSiftti Itowndife and speaks of himself as * famoused for an arch-pfay-^

posi/ hi nd mention of his having been a pkyen
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depths of degiadation and miseiy which they reveal, illus-

trate far moie effectively than the declamations addiessed

by him shoitly befoie his death to the associates of his

labours and of his dissipations, or than the posthumous

lecoids of his conversion to a better mind^, the fatal weak-

ness and corroding vice that had overcome his earlier

impulses towards self-amendment What imagination can

fail to be powerfully affected by the account of his last days,

given it IS true by a hostile writer but bearing on it the

unmistakeable signature of truth ? In an illness brought on

by a crapulous surfeit of * Rhenish and led herrings,* he was

deseited by all his friends ® Lingering out the remnant of

his days with the compassionate aid of a shoemaker and his

wife, he lay in their house (in Dowgate) unvisited except by
two women—one of them the mother of his bastard son ^

Shortly before the end, having given a bond to his host for

ten pounds due to him, the dying man wiote beneath it the

following words, addressed to his deserted wife^ *Doll,

I charge thee by the love of our youth, and by my soules

rest, that thou wilte see this man paide
,

for if hee and his

^\ife had not succoured me, I had died in the streets ’ The

^ Viz Greene's Groaisworih of IVti, bought wUk a Mtlhon ofRepentance , The

Repentance ofRobert Greote, whicli I agree with Mr BuHen m concluding to

have been * edited/ and Greene’s Vision^ which if genuine was probably made
up from some earlier matenals

® Gabriel Harvey, in his Fovre Letters^ and certame Sonnets especially

iouchtng Robert Greene and other parties, by him abused, &c (15913)
^ Kashe, who admitted having been present at the banquet, which took

place a month before Greene's death, protested m his Strange Newes, rfr

,

tliat ‘Greene surfeted not of pickeld hearing, but of an exceeding

feate of his’ [Harvey’s] * familiar epistles' Nashe was not anxious

to leave the impression that Greene and he had been vety intimate—
I need not here enter into the question, whether Nashe or Lodge was
intended by the < young Juvenal* of the vexed passage m the Groatsworth

of Wii For the arguments on both sides, see Fleay, English Drama,
1 a6o-i.

* This was the sisCfer of the notonous bully * Cutting’ Ball The passage

in the Groafsworth of Wit referred to in a preceding note contains an unmis-
takable allusion to both brother and sister—The child was buned in 1593,
under the name of Fortunatus Greene

® This letter appears m Gabnel Harvey’s pamphlet , and, in a rather

dijSerent form, in The Repentance ofRobert Greene A more elaborate (indeed

over-elaborate and doubtless genuine) epistle from Greene to his wife was
appended to A Groatsivorfk ofWd,
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narrator adds, that Greene’s dead body was, in accordance

with his own request, crowned by his hostess^ with a garland

of bays His posthumous confessions, of which more
immediately could not sensibly alter the impression made
upon all fair-judging minds by the all too open record of

his career A violent assault was at once delivered upon

his memory by Gabriel Harvey, whom in his lifetime he

had attacked in his Qmp for an Upstart Courtier^ and

wounded to the quick by calling him the son of a lope-

maker, and who now was able to take a full revenge

^As Achilles,’ says Meres in his Palladts Tamta^ ‘tortured

the dead body of Hector, and as Antonius and his wife

Fulvia tormented the lifeless corpse of Cicero, so Gabriel

Harvey hath shewn the same inhumanity to Greene, who
now lies full low in his grave ’ Among the taunts launched

by Harvey against Greene was that of having written foi

his living In reply to his assailants Greene’s fi lends had

little to say—or at all events said little—on his behalf, the

ablest advocate among his fellow-dramatists, Nashe, made
the attempt^, but seems to have faltered m making it

Yet there is wisdom m the question which he puts to the

poet’s enemy, and with which this reference to a sickening

picture of sin and its punishment may be fitly concluded,

‘ Why should Art answer for the infirmities of maners

Were it not that this question implies an indisputable

though frequently overlooked truth, we should indeed be

well-advised if we turned away from the chapter of our

literature which contains, side by side with the works, the

biographies of such men as Greene and Marlowe
The date of Greene's death was September 3, 159a;

he was buried in the New Churchyard, near Bethlehem

HospitaL He was still young—at the most thirty-three

or thirty-four years of age—when he succumbed to the

^ The good souFs name, Isam, has been preserved by Gabnel Harvey.
* In bis Foi>re LetUrs^ ijic , already cited —Greene’s pamphlet against

Harvey was, as Mr Colher showed, taken in substance from the old

jbdmih Fndi and Lonetmfss ^by W* Francis Thynn), bee IntroducUon to

ZVtor, pxinted m (Old) Shakespeart Soetnys PubltcaiionSi
^ la his Btmngf dr <1393), afterwards reprmted as The Apdogk
Rkm or Shrange iVVevs, <f^r (1393).
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consequences of his moral weakness For we must not

interpret literally his declaration in the year befoie Ins

decease, that ‘many yeeies had bitten him with experience,

and age was growing on ^ * As in the case of two at least

of the companions whom m his posthumous exhortation-^

he warned against yielding any longer to temptation

—

Marlowe and Peele— the antic Death might scoff at the

str€7tgih of his manhood
Greene’s fame in English literature rests at least as much

on his prose- ti acts as on his dramas
,
indeed m one of his

posthumous publications he desciibes it as having originated

simultaneously m the popularity of his early efforts m both

species of composition^ But while, as will be seen, the

number of the plays which can be with certainty ascribed

to him remains comparatively small, he was a most prolific

producer of prose-writings which, taken as a whole, assure to

him an unequalled pre-eminence m the early history of the

English novel Of the thirty (01 possibly thirty-one^) tracts

of which his authorship may be regarded as established,

considciably more than half may be classified as romantic

novels or, as we might nowadays call some of them,

novilettcs^ their interest being distributed between incident,

character, and style, and centring in the soveieign motive

of love Hence it is manifest upon which sex Greene

could as a novelist most assuredly count as the upholdeis

and promoters of his popularity, and we may accept the

conjecture that it was he whom m the days of his early

success his contemporary and associate Nashe designated

* Too much importance need not be attached to a poet’s mention of his

a|^e Thus Dekker speaks of himself as an old man when he can hardly have
been more than fifty (See Memotr, prefixed to vol 1 of his IVorksj p vui )

Gervinus has adduced similar instances from Shakspere’s Softneh (Ixxui

et ) In Coleridge's touching lines, Youth and Age^ the poet, though then

in truth only thirty-eight years of age, speaks of himself as an old mam
Chaucer has been supposed to have wilfully told a falsehold in an opposite

direction about his age » but the supposition is absurd
^ A Croatsworih of IVtt

* See the often*quoted passage m The Repentance ofRohat Greene (Grosart,

XU J7a-3) *I became an Author of Playes, and a penner of Loue Pam-
phlets, so that I soone grew famous in that qualite, that who for that tiade

growne so ordinary about London as R<dim Greene
*

* if Greem's Ytston be reckoned in the number

you h c c

non*
dranuthe
wniwgSj
and ihcir

t ijiuence
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ptOgtP'-i^
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•with genial extravagance as 'the Homer of women In

style he was a follower or 'legatee’ of the author of

Euphues, whom m certain peculiarities of diction he imitated

to the very last ^5 and whom on occasion he contrived to

excel in the saliency of biological allusions that will no

doubt be verified as the specialisation of this branch of

studies continues to progress In one of his earliest works,

Eup/mes Ins Censure to Philautus (1587), he was contented

to appear as a novice gleaning in the rear of the car of

established success, hoping that these loose papers of

Euphues might ‘for Euphues’ sake’ prove acceptable®

His Menapho7i (1589), from seveial points of view one of the

most interesting of his romances, bore the sub-title of

Camillas Alarvm to Slumbering Euphues in his Melancholie

Cell at Silexedra But the circumstance that this very

work was reprinted in later editions (posthumous, no doubt)

under the title of Greene's Arcadia^ or Menaphon^ illustrates

the fact that, both as a novelist and as a dramatist, Greene’s

literary talent was not of that subordinate kind which binds

Itself in articles to a single master Except in the way of

an occasional tour de force^ he never fell into complete

subseiviency to the mannerisms either of Euphues or of the

Arcadia
,
and, as compared with Lyly in particular, he vin-

dicated his claim to a popularity of his own by rarely

failing to command an interest beyond that excited by the

predecessor whose mantle he more or less conspicuously

wore His long series of tales, although generally artificial

in manner and not unfrequently in sentiment aie the reverse

of wearisome, even if subjected to an ordeal of consecutive

perusal such as these tracts were certainly not intended to

undergo His earliest prose fiction, Mamtllta^ (licensed

^ See the passage cited from TJie Anatonm ofAhsurdtiut^ ap Jusserand,

jd9, note a
^ See for instance the alliterative cadences in ThfR^entance ofRobert

ifvune
^ In point of fact, this piece is a senes of four tales, strung together in

Becamercftiic fashion on the device ofnSophomaeltmf or philosophical word-
combatheld during a thirty days’ truce m the siege of Troy between ftecto'*

and Achilles, accompanied each by some of the chief Trojan and Greek lords

and kdiea
* Qrosartivoh vu
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1580, but not known to have been printed before 1583

,

Part //, though not known to have been printed before

1593 must have been completed much earlier),was originally

modelled on Euphnes m construction as well as in style,

but it possesses some intrinsic interest as a story, and the

tiansition from the First to the Second Part^ in which the

constancy ofthe heroine is splendidly vindicated, is managed

with a touch of Chaucer’s half-ironical manner^ The stoiy

of Gwydontus, the Caide of Fancie (licensed and printed m
1584-) of which the style with its alliteration and ‘natural

history’ similes is thoroughly Euphuistic, the plot with its

Rustem and Sohrab denouement^ is both lucid and telling,

although inteispersed with a great amount of incidental

love-making, and contains an element of peisonal interest

in the reference to the jeunesse orageuse of the hero^

Arbasio (licensed 1584)^, in style extremely Euphuistic,

is in construction clear and effective Only a very few

characters divide among them the inteiest of this tale of

a hopeless conflict between a love which springs from

passion, and an attachment suggested by self-interest and

gratitude ^

' The bupplemcntary Anaiomie of Lovers Llaitems {tb
, pp 253 seqq,),

while attesting the popularity of the work, reminds the reader of those

reviews of suitors of which, perhaps m allusion to an august analogy, the

Ehsabethans were so fond, and ofwhich the scene between Poi tia and Nenssa
furnishes the most familiar example In Sylandra’s case the Englishman,

a gentleman of great wit but very small wealth, wins the day Greene, as

a literary patnot, was quite up to Lyly’s mark
® Grosart, voL iv

^ Cleophontes* advice to his son, when about to travel, recalls after a

fashion the admonitions of Polonius to Laertes This novel, curiously

enough, contains an exhortation of a not very dissimilar kind from King
Orlanio to an honoured old Widdowe, named Madam Melytta, whom he
entrusts with the supervision of his daughter Castania

* Grosart, vol m
* The ‘monstrous and mercilesse slaughter’ of all but the whole of

Arbasto’s army, fifty thousand strong, is merely a passing incident—I have
not thought It necessary to relcr to the Tntameron of Love (two

parts, J5S4-7), because it really contains nothing but a senes of discourses

(deadly dull to a modern reader) on favourite problems coucernmg Love
and Friendship, although an attempt is made to introduce a personal interest

by means of a love-afiair between two of the interlocutors Nor need

i ^cak of The Pnnash Mtrronr oj Peerles Modeahe ri584), which though
narrative, is merely a long drawn-out version ol the Scriptural stoiy of

Busanna and the Elders* Both these pieces are reprinted m Grosart, vol in.
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Planeiomachia (1585)^ is made up of a framework of

elaborate futility, and two tragedies, 1 e stones ending

unhappily—the one, told by Venus, a rathei clumsy tale of

a feud of the Capulet-and-Montague type, the other, related

by Saturn, a more effective and better told treatment of the

Hippolytus-and-Phaedra motive, the scene being here laid

in Egypt ^ In Penelope's Web (1587)®, a light but gi aceful

device (Penelope endeavouis to keep her maids awake by
discourse, while, heiself sleepless, she sits at her web), knits

together three ancient instances showing obedience, chastity,

and silence to be the cardinal virtues ofa wife ^ Enphues kts

Censure to Phiiautus (1587)^ is, as has been already seen,

consti*ucted on similar lines, but in Pertmedes the Blacks

Smith (1588), to which is prefixed an introductory Salu-

tation to the Gentlemen Readers containing the reference

already noticed to ‘the Atheist Tamburlan^l the manner of

the fiamework is pleasantly varied, and the three love-

stoiies are narrated by a simple blacksmith of Memphis
and his old wife Delia, who has declined to pass the

evening ovei a pair of cards’^ The first of these stones

concerns a very melancholy Manana, to whom however

her children are restored at the last A still greater

interest attaches to Pandosto^ the Triumph of Time
(licensed in 1588)®, of which the later editions bore the

^ Grosart, vol v
* Ehsabethan Egypt , for, after Kmg Psammetichus has summoned a par-

liament to proclaim Rhodope his Queen, pnnce Philarkos falls in love with

his stepmother after watching her barriers^ * Grosart, vol v
* The foliage of historical precedents, illustrations, and comparisons m

these tales overshadows the stones themselves, though they are intrinsically

not uninteresting
,
and Penelope shows herself well acquainted with Roman

history in particular

® Grosart, vol *Dr Herford, u s, x86 seqq
^
has some suggestive

remarks on the possible, or probable, influence of the Trojan framework
of this tract upon Shakspere’s ^shall we say) modern treatment of the story

of Troths and Cresstda * Cf ante, p aar
^ Cf ante, p, 373, note a. The occurrence tn this tract of the names

Doha and Sacrapant is curious, inasmuch as the framework has a certain

resemblance to 'Aat of 27ir Old Tate, See also below.

^'Grosart, vol iv—0yce reprinted the story m his iHiroducitott^ and it

has been since reprinted m Collier's Shdkespeards Ltbrmy, The tale was
many timiet reprinted in ike seventeenth and m the early part of the

eighteenth and was twice translated Into French*
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running title of Dorastus and Fawnta In this novel

as IS well known, Shakspere found the substance of the

plot, together with the suggestion of the principal char-

acters of his Winter s Tale'^ There is no reason to doubt

that the stoiy, the ingenuity of which is admirable, was

due to Greene’s own inventive power
,
and though the con-

trast between ‘ modelling the clay ’ and * adding the soul

may be wairanted in itself, the labour of the earlier

writer was not all mechanical The pastoral fragrance of

the loves of Perdita and Florizcl is, to be suie, wholly

wanting in the novel—although in one of his own dramas

Greene was to prove himself capable of imparting to a not

dissimilar episode something of the same chaim ®
, and

he unfortunately introduces into this pait of his tale an

unpleasant motive ^ But the story is far less lengthy than

are the majority of Greene s prose fictions, its character is

essentially narrative, and the rhetorical element is kept

under Its extraordinary popularity was thus m my
judgment by no means only due to the exquisite fruit

which it bore m the shape of its imperishable dramatic

adaptation

Passing by Akida^ Greenes Metamorphosis (licensed in

1588), the component stories of which are linked together

as the confidences concerning herself and hei daughters of

a stranded old lady^, we come to Menapkon^ of which the

' The deiioutmmi of the living statue, so charmingly imagined by Shak-

spere, IS wanting in the novel, where the injured Queen dies on receipt of

the false news of her son's decease, just when her innocence has been

established, and her husband is seeking to obtain her forgiveness—The
characters of Paulina and Autolycus are absent from the novel and the

humour of the old shepherd's visit to Court can hardly be said to be even

faintly suggested in it

* Jusserand, -a
, p 179

* See below as to Frtar Bacon and Fnat Bungay
* 1 he passion of King Egistus for his own daughter, when unknown to

him as such There "can be less objection to King Pandosto's, equitabl>

enough, ^ falling into a melanchohe fit, and to close up the Comedie with

a rragicall stratagtme, slaying himself/—Egistus’ discovery that the

maiden is loved by his son, is called a ‘ comical! * event

* Except m the cup-bearer Franion's Euphmstic discussion of the case of

conscience, whether he shall poison hia sovereign's guest or enrage his

sovereign by refusing to meet bis wishes^

* Orosart, voi \%^Gre0ng\Metafmifho$t&^ it may be noted, has nothing
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eailiest extant edition bears date i5^9» which was
lepublished in several later editions under the fiist title of

Greene's Arcadia'^ Apart from the curious literary

allusions, noticed elsewhere, contained in Nashe’s Letter to

the Ge7itlemen Students of both Universities prefixed to this

novel, It possesses a twofold special interest foi students of

Greene*s literary career In the fiist place, it lepiesents

the delibeiate invasion of Arcadia by this facile worker, to

whom Sidney’s occupation of a new literary territoiy seemed

neither to be piohibitive of competition nor to require

a more than allusive acknowledgment^. Secondly, the

lyrics introduced into the text of this story form a feature

which though not absent fiom his previous prose fictions,

had not been prominent m them
,

these lyrics include

Samela’s chaiming lullaby to her infant ^ Although the

plot of the tale is obscured, not by any intricacy m itself,

but by the lather inverted order in which it is worked out,

the narrative is on the whole freshei in manner than most

of Greene s productions, and the work is entitled to rank

high among English pastoral romances^. In the style

neither of this piece, nor of its successoi Ctceronis Amor^
Tulbes Love^^vlhxch first appealed m 1589 and was likewise

frequently reprinted, is the Euphuistic element particularly

prominent, Ttdhes Love^ by the apposite longwmdedness

of Its mannei and the excessive nobility of its sentiments,

seems almost to carry us beyond the Arcadian type of

romance into the Gfand Cyrus style of a later generation,

to which no doubt Greene would have been found ready to

adapt himself Few of his compositions exhibit him in a

more flexible mood®. It cannot be said that he surpassed

to do with Greene’s Mttonom
, the tsles end with actual metamorphoseSi,

wore tir less symbolical, hut perfunctory
,

^ Orosart, vol

^ The name of Samela must have been intended*as a reminiscence of
Fameta.

<Weep not my wanton, smile vpon ray knee

;

When thou art oWe, fcher’s g^rief inough for thee.’
* The late Ur R. Simpson's attempt («. s.) to identify the shepherd

porqa lale WiUi Shakspere is madmissible Fleay is clear that

Ihe .pmm SAtidited was ICyd » Orosart, vol vn
fla^ INwt the atojy lentulos* iove-tnakmgr to Teren^a is
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himself m Orpharion (apparently published in 1590^), the

framework of which places the author and his readers among
the gods and goddesses of Olympus, whom Oipheus and

Oiion entertain with tales of no humanly attractive sort^

The ‘Venetian fiction* of Philo^nela'^^ on the other hand,

which Greene published in the year of his death with

a dedication to Lady Fitzwater (hence its second title

Lady Fttawaiers Nightingale), seems to have been com-

posed at an earliei date This tale of a husbaiid*s insane

jealousy and a wife’s heroic constancy, unless it was derived

diiectly from an Italian source, was modelled on Italian

examples, 1101 is the southern hardness of the harrowing

narrative redeemed by any tender touch of unconscious

pathos

A word must be added as to the much smaller, but

specially interesting, gioup of Greene’s prose-wntmgs, in

which his own expeiiences are put to a more or less direct

literary use, more especially as they too in their way dis-

tinctly contributed to the early progress of the English

novel To this group belong Greene's Mourning Garment
(thought to have been published m 1590, the year in which

it was licensed), and, more markedly, his Neticr too late, or

a Powder of Experience (1590), of which the Second Part^

describing Fiancesco’s return to his faithful wife Isabella,

is m a double sense of the term fiction, and the posthumous
Groatsworth of Wit bought with a Million of Repentance

(159 a), with the story of Roberto, whose life, says the author,
* in most part agreeing with mine, found one selfe punishment

as I have done^-’ It need not be held to include those tracts,

tamed on both m x^erse and m prose, and m Latin as well as in English

The gallant soldier asks the accomplished orator to write his love letters for

him, with disastrous consequences, which he magnanimously accepts, to his

own suit

^ Grosart, vol xi!

* In the earlier, a cruel lady starves her valiant lover to death
,
m the

second, a kinder heroine exposes her adorer to a similar trial, but ends it

‘ comically
^

* Grosart, vol, xh
^ < The Oroatsworih ofWu was published m 1593, after Greene's death,

by Henry Chettle It is reprinted la Shahpere AUttston Books, Part i,

edited for the New Shafcspere Society by the late Dr Ingleby, 1874* To
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m which Greene chose to hold himself up m his own person

as an instructive or warning example of folly and vice
,
the

Farewell io Folly (1591 ^), obviously furbished up from

a manuscript of less retrospective days, might, except for

this later ‘gloss,’ have been frankly included among the

compositions modelled on the Decameronic scheme A
special interest attaches to the framework of this piece, as

including ‘wit-combats’ of very probably undying sug-

gestiveness The Repentance of Robert Greene^ on the

other hand, is in substance as well as in profession didactic

In the Vision Gowei and Chaucei each contiibute a tale;

but the genuineness of the framework is open to serious

doubt I pass by, as of quite secondary impoitance for our

purpose, those among Gieenes non-dramatic publications

which aie merely pamphlets on topics of political interest

or of contemporary social scandal ^ But Greene’s infusion

of a personal, and therefore strongly realistic, thread into

the texture of his fictions is not to be neglected in estimating

the sources of their effectiveness I should not have gone

out of my way (as it may seem) to notice them in this

place, were it not that, in the words of Dr C H. Herford,

they ‘were foi his English-speaking contemporaries the

most considerable body of English narrative which the lan-

guage yet contained,’ and together with the contemporaiy

prose fiction of Lyly and Sydney, Lodge and (in one notable

woik) Nashe^, either actually foimed, or indicated m kind,

a considerable part of the material of the Elisabethan

drama They thus rendered to English dramatic literature

the passage m this tract concerning Shakspere, and to Chettle's vindication

of the latter m the same year from the aspersions he had thus helped

to cast upon him, I shall have repeated occasions for returning Ihe
Croaimorfh long continued notorious See Jonson’s Epttoem^ iv s

^ Orosart, vol ix

^ See nifford^ u s
, 183, as to Benedict (m Much ^bout Noihmj^,

whom I do not think it is at all ‘going too far to attempt to attach* to

Benedetto m Greeners tract

* 2>p Spantsh Mvt&qucrado (1589) was generated by the afflatus that was
supposed to have dissipated the Spanish Armada, The ^Conny-catching^

Senee in so as it can he brought home to Greene, concerns

»tnd«ntsi of im witings chiefly from a biographical point of view, which
oennot be fcfjfeer pursued here.

* 3r#iw^<v* mfm)*
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the inestimable service of bringing it into living contact,

not only with many of the chief interests oi, as we should

nowadays call them, ‘ pioblems ’ of the times, but also with

the presentments of these by quickly impressionable agents

in literary forms even more readily responsive and reflexive

than Its own Gieenc’s services to the progress of our

drama would therefore be vciy imperfectly measured by
his own dramatic writings, of which I now proceed to add

a rapid survey

The chronological sequence of Greene’s plays cannot be

accuiately dctei mined, and we aie therefore at liberty to

follow Mr Fleay in mentioning first among them The

Comicall History of Alpkonsus, King ofArragon Gieene,

both as a diamatist and as a novelist, was a man of many
styles, yet it was not less characteiistic of him that he

could as a rule keep well within the manner imitated, and

refrain from exaggerating what, to be sure, often required

no exaggeration InAlphonsns^ ofArragon^ he unmis-

takcably set himself the task of rivalling, in all probability

on the stage of the same thcatiical company, the Tambur-
lame of Marlowe, known to have been produced in 1587
If in addition we accept the ingenious conjecture which

supposes this very play of Greene s to be alluded to by
Peele, m direct association with Tambuflaine^ m a popular

set of veises which appeared in 1589^, the uncertainty

surrounding the early dale of Alphonsns will be much
reduced Gieene’s play resembles Tambiirlaine m subject

* See Fieay’s Life ofShakespeare^ 96-7—The supposition that Alpkonsus

preceded Tambmlatne can hardly be maintained in earnest

In the celebrated Emmell addressed To thefamous andfortunate Generalh

of our Englishforces, Str John Norrts and Str Francis Drake, KntghU, and
all their biaie and resolutefollowers, he appeals to them to

Bid theatres and proud tragedians,

Bid Mahomet’s Poo and mighty Tamburlame,
King Charlemagne, Tom Stukely, and the rest,

Adieu.*

Mahomet’s ‘ Poo ^ or ^ Pow ’ is supposed by Fleay and others to refer to

Mahomet's head which, as is noted in the test, plays a part in Alphonsus

The conjecture is not absolutely convincing, though decidedly better than

Milford s reading ^ Mahomet, Scipio * (A Setpto Afneanus was acted at

Whitehall by the children of St Paul's in the year 1580, and there may ot

course have been other plays of the name*)

Alphonsus,
King of
Anagon
[before

1589)
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as well as in tieatment, being in fact a stirring dramatic

rehearsal of a senes of conquenng successes, in this case

unbioken by catastrophe^ Hence it is called ‘comical,’

1 e ending happily, we learn, however, from the concluding

speech of Venus that, as m the case of Tamburlame^

there was to have been a Second Part of the play Even
within comparatively restricted limits, however, Gieene ran

his model close ,
thus, the famous yoke of captive kings is

faiily matched by Alphonsus in his chair, distiibuting crowns

like so many baubles ® Regarded as a work of which the

accumulated interest is epical lather than dramatic, King
Alphonsus cannot be desciibed as other than effective, and

the progress of the action is so managed as to rise gradually

in interest with the magnitude or difficulty of the deeds of

Its hero It presents a noble confusion of the associations

of different religious systems, subjugated by a free use of

allusions deiived from Graeco-Roman mythology, and the

charms of a pseudo-classical Medea are grotesquely inter-

mingled with the oracles of Mahomet, convey (no doubt

with a remembrance of the popular tradition of Friai

Bacon) through a brazen head
,
while the prologue and the

connecting choruses are spoken by Venus, who both at the

beginning and at the end of the play holds converse with

the Muses. The stage-directions are numerous, and

incidentally instructive as to the simplicity of the arrange-

ments which rendered possible a succession of such scenes of

combat as make up the staple of this play , at the close we
find- ‘Exit Venus, or, if you can conveniently, let a chair

down from the top of the stage and draw her up ' Childish

* I presume the achievements of Alfonso I of Aragon and Navarre,

sumamed * the Battler,^ to have formed the substance of Greene’s tragedy,

doubtless through the medium ofsome {iransh^ed) chronicle which I am not

prepared to specify * Alphonsus, the Pnnee of Aragop,' is mentioned at the

outset of the Dedication of The Carde ofFumm (1587),—an additional indi*

caticm that Oreene Was about that time interested in the subject of the

King’s es;ploits

* Meantime, d<^r Muses, wander you not far

Forth of the path of high Famassua’ hill ;

That, when 1 come to hmsh up his

Tott may he ready to succour

Alii IE'
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as IS the whole process of the action, partly in consequence

of the very variations of movement which the fancy of the

author has introduced into it, yet the effect produced is

not altogether inadequate to the design of impressing the

audience by the stiangeness and grandeur of the subject

The Histone of Of lando Fnrioso, one of the Twelve Peeves

of France was acted previously to the date of the earliest

known impression of the play in the shape m which it was
performed before the Queen (1594) , very probably it was
produced even eailier than 1591 ^ It is, of course, founded

on Ariosto’s famous poem, the fiist edition of Sir John
Hanngton’s version of which beais date 1591 , but the

diamatic adaptation deals very freely with the lomantic

epos that served as its original. Collier, who, no doubt

correctly, considers the play to have been ^if not the

first, one of Greene’s earliest dramatic pi eductions,* rather

contemptuously describes the object of its author as having

been 'to compound a diama, which should exhibit an

unusual variety of characters in the dresses of Europeans,

Asiatics, and Africans, and to mix them up with as much
nvalship, love, jealousy and fighting as could be brought

within the compass of five acts’ He allows that the

impression may inadequately represent the author s copy

;

but even so I am not sure that the description quoted

conveys a fair estimate either of the character or of the

purpose of the play. For the action of its lightly-strung

succession of scenes is after all arranged with sufficient

perspicuity, nor, speaking comparatively, is there any excess

of extravagance m the details of the composition—save in

certain passages, such as the dying speech of the wicked

Sacrapant, whose false devices prove the cause of Orlando’s

madness®. The opening scene, m which the several suitors

of fair Angelica declare their love and elaborately establish

their claims, has a certain effective richness
;
but the more

^ See Fieay, Drama, i sj63, and cf. Collier, 11 539—I cannot

attach much value to the supposed ideutilkation of this play with the

Charletmgne referred to by Pcele m the passage cited anU, p 393, note »
* The name of Sacrapant recurs m Feele*s Tht Qid Wtves* Tali, which, as

both Dyce and Fleay have pointed out, contains ampler reminiscences of

Greene's HtsOme, Cf also ante, p 388, note 7

Orlando
Funoso
ibifore

1591)-
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Fnar
Bacon and
FnarBun-

important incident of the madness of Oilando is presented

without the requisite power of exposition The diction of

the play is ornamented with the usual redundance of

imagery
,
and the versification, though under the control

of no master-hand, is by no means so irredeemably ob-

noxious to the charges of ‘ tameness, lameness, and same-

ness * as Collier would have us to suppose Latin as well

as Italian quotations wantonly intermingle with the English

text

A far more noticeable production than the foregoing is

The Honourable History of Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay^

which may with a reasonable degiee of certainty be con-

cluded to have been produced subsequently to the two

plays previously noticed, and to date from the year 1589 ^

The internal evidence is stiong, though not 11 resistible, that

the composition of this play was due to the success achieved

by Mailowe’s Doctor Fausius
,
and this conclusion is

corroborated, although not raised to certainty, by the

occurience of hostile allusions to Marlowe in prose tracts

by Greene assignable to the veiy period m question®. It

would howevei be a mistake to regard Gieene’s play as

a dehbeiate endeavour to outvie Marlowe’s on its own
ground Supposing Friar Bacon to have been produced in

close sequence upon Doctor Fausius^ we may rather look upon

It in the light of an attempt, made m conformity with the

flexible and facile talent of its author, without loss of time

to followup a vein that had proved its popular effectiveness,

^ In tlie Appendix to his Mentotrs of Edward Alleyn {Shakespeare

Socteiys Puhhcaiions^ 1841) Collier printed n large portion of the original

part of Orlando, supposed to have been transcribed by the copyist of the

theatre for the onginal actor (Alleyn), with the * cues * regularly marked,
according to the practice observed by theatrical transcribers down to the

present day
“ See Mr, Fleay*9 Appendix B to the Inirodudton to my edition of this

playand Marlowe’s Dodor Fausius^ second and third eSitions, Oxford, x886

andxSpa
* Pmmedeif the Black Smith (1588)—see the preliminary Address

Ta^tke Gmilmm Readers, and Menapkon ^1589), the very title of which
ii, out of T&mburlmns^ while the teifet contains an allusion to

Wbwelowe’fi parentage and aaUve city. Passages m Nasbe^s address
To S^denfs of both Umoemtm arc likewise directed against
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and to take the opportunity of dealing a lively hit or two at

the work of his predecessor that might enhance the success

of his own There is no question here of parody, or even

of plagiarism
,
but Greene was, I think, desirous of showing

that just as his English magician was capable of check-

mating mere German professors of his art on their own
ground, so an honest English story of the Black Ait could

hold Its own against imported German tales of devilry In

any case, it should be remembered that the magic of Fnar
Bacon and his brother-practitioncr with the Suffolk patro-

nymic, but likewise of histone Oxford fame, are hardly to

be regarded as constituting the essential subject of the plot

of Greene’s play, in the sense in which the figuic of Doctor

Faustus absorbs m itself the interest of Mailowe’s tragedy.

So far as this part of Greene’s Histone is concerned, it is

founded on a prose-tract of his own age, entitled The
Famous Histone offrier Bacon containing the %vonderful

things that he did in hts hfe also the Manner of his deaths

with the Lives and Deaths of the two Conjurers^ Bimgye
and VandermasD The writer of this book was probably

no stranger to the German popular story-book of Doctor

Faustus or its English version, but his materials were in

mam drawn from the native traditions which made up the

popular conception— or misconception—of Roger Bacon’s

interesting personality These are quite uncritically trans-

ferred into the play, towards the close of which Fnai Bacon
breaks his magic glass and announces his intention to with-

draw into the penitential retreat in hich, according to the

story-book, he spent the last two years of his life The
more attractive part of the action, however, is that con-

cerned with the love of Edward Prince of Wales (after-

wards King Edward I) foi Maigaret, ‘the fair Maid of

^ Repnnted m Tt'ol. ii of Thoms* Early Prose Romanm^ and elsewhere—
The extremely pleasing PrtarBakorCs Pfoplxesie, a SaUte on the Degeneracy

ofthe Times fprinted 1604, and edited for the Percy Soaety by the late Mr
HaliiwelUPhdlips, 1844) has no connexion with the story of the Fnar and
his Brazen Head except in its title, which was doubtless only adopted m
order to give populanty to the poem The old story-book must have long

retained its reputation, ‘Bungy*s dog* is mentioned m Ben Jonson’s Tak
ofaTub{x6^\x\ i
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Fressingfield^/ and daughter of the keeper there Mar-
garet’s affections are captured by Edwaid’s proxy wooer,

the Earl of Lincoln—a notion familiar to Elisabethan as

well as to more recent poetry^ The scenes in the Suffolk

village aie written with a loving hand, they are pervaded

by a delightful air of country freshness, not to be found in

the works of any of Greene’s fellow- dramatists save one, and

there is much idyllic beauty in the picture of the maid, so

‘lovely m her country-weeds ’ From ‘the countiy’s sweet

content ’ we are transplanted amidst the academic pertur-

bations of Oxford, and are introduced to the magic studies

of Fiiai Bacon m his cell at Biasenose The description of

Oxford has been often quoted
,

its earlier lines exemplify

the poetic license habitual to Greene, who in matters of

illustrative statement, aiiily ignored meie questions of fact *

^ Emperor Trust me, Plantagenet, these Oxford schools

Are iichly seated near the river side

The mountains full of fat and fallow deer,

The battling pastures laid with kme and flocks,

The town gorgeous with high-bmlt Colleges,

And scholars seemly m their grave attire,

Learned m searching principles of art

What IS thy judgment, Jacques Vandermast?*

To which Vandermast, a German philosopher whose name

was probably invented by Greene without much thought of

High and Low German distinctions^, and whom we are to

suppose the Emperor to have brought with him to Oxford

with the intent of confounding the wisdom and the self-

* This pretty title is appended to her name m a stage-direction of the

edition of 1599 Compare Fait Mmd af ManckesUtf the heroine of

FmrBm
*

It occurs in 1 Henry KT, where Suffolk woos Margaret for the King—
and for himself, in Fmte Em, where Lubeck finds Jjiimself m a similar

dilemma, but prefers the claims of friendship to those of love , in A Knack

la kmma Knave ^printed 1594), and in Lord Orrery^s Th Hisicty 0/Hetny

where agmn Owen Tudor loyally renounces his passion for the Pnneess

ChiUieme in the interests of his sovereign -- In later literature, long-

twatment of the theme m his poem Tkt Cttmiskip Siandish

wm 'he reidily remembered
* tts* of CJrcehe^a prose fictions ofien hiwr the same casual

chamcisr.,
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conceit of the great English University, replies with the

sceptical irreverence of ^ the Belgic schools

'

‘ That lordly are the dwellings of the town,

Spacious the rooms, and full of pleasant walks ,

But for the doctors, how that they be learned,

It may be meanly, for aught I can hear ’

However, his exotic arrogance, which in disputation and

experiment completely ovci powers Friar Bungay, proves no

match for Friar Bacon, whose magic art finally carries off

the insolent German by means of one of the ghostly

apparitions conjured up by his own charms A veiy

diverting comic character is supplied in the person of

Bacon’s servant Miles, a late type of the Vice m the old

moralities , his drolleries, it may be remarked, are fax more
closely connected with the action of the piece than are the

buffooneries of the clown m Doctor Faustus Miles plays

the fool unabashed either by ci owned monarchs or by supei-

natural phenomena, and in the end cheerfully consents to be

earned off by a devil, on being given to understand that m
the quarters for which he is bound he will find a lusty fire,

a pot of good ale a ‘ pan ’ of cards, and other requisites for

a comfortable life The underplot of the play has m the

meantime moved on, or rather been extended by a senes of

complications—Lucy’s trial of Margaret’s faith (a variation

on the Patient Grtssil motive), and the fatal enmity between

the two Suffolk squiies, which Greene derived from the

same source as the story of Friar Bacon himself, but

ingeniously linked with the Fair Maid’s stoiy by con-

stituting a rival passion for her the cause of the quaiiei

The play ends with a most gracefully conceived and truly

poetic compliment, delivered prophetically by the great

magician himself to Queen Elisabeth, under the symbol of

a flower which shall overshadow Albion with its Iea\es,

until

^Apollo’s heliotrope shall stoop,

And Venus* hyacinth shall vail her top

;

Juno shall shut her giUifiowers up,

And Pallas* bay shall *bash her brightest green,
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James IV,

iJkc

(1590 c)

Ceres* carnation in consort with those

Shall stoop and wonder at Diana’s rose ^ *

The whole of this play forms to my mind one of the most
fascinating products of our old diamatic literature, in spite

of its being put together without gieat pains, while its

ornamentation resembles that of a rustic board covered with

a tumbling profusion of floweis As foi the moral lessons

which its subject is suited to enfoice, it avoids them, or at

least applies them with slight strenuousness or skill ^

Anothei veiy notable play, and in execution, I think, one

of the happiest of its author’s dramatic woiks, is TAe

Scottish Histone of James IV^ slatne at Flodden Inter-

mixed zvith a pleasant Comedte^ presented by Oboram King
ofFayeries (printed 1598) The title is deceptive, since the

fatal field of Flodden is not included in the action, which

ends happily by the reconciliation of King James with his

Queen Doiothea Indeed, the plot of the play has no histo-

rical foundation
, James IV’s consoit, though of course an

English princess, as she is in the play, was named Margaret,

not Doiothea, and King Heniy VII never undertook an

expedition to avenge misdeeds committed against her by her

husband \ But although the play is founded on fiction, such

as we may be astonished to find to have been invented or

accepted with regard to a historical period anything but re-

mote fiom the wi iter, it is very interesting , and, besides being

symmetrically constructed, contains passages full of vigour

and of pathos The story turns on the passion of King James

for Ida daughter of the Countess of Arran, to obtain whose

hand he, at the suggestion of a villain called Ateukm —
^ * Dian's bud ' in A Midsummer NigMs Dream (act iv sc i), if it refers

to Queen Elisabeth, may have been borrowed from Greene’s image Cf
Haipm, Ohe^Qti^s Vistatt, n s, pp. ia-13

^ It should however be noted that, in the words of Dr* Herford, *the

repentance<$cene * of FnarBacon * in the play is of altogether a more solemn

cast than that of the story-book * {Siudtes, &c*, p 191 ) Here, again, the

inKuence of Faustus may be traceable

* The King of England is in the play called Amts^ an appellation which,

hcdi for Greene s many vagtu'ics of this descnption, might excite some

m to its ongin*

frimxtsm or two passages it would appear that Greene hesitated as to

tutmmg thta pe$^nage those, or by the Tercntian nme Gnatho X cannot
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a well-drawn character,— endeavours to make away with his

Queen. Wounded by the dagger of the Frenchman Jaques,

she however escapes
,
and assuming the disguise of a squire,

lemains for a time in concealment, attended only by her

dwarf Nano To avenge her wiongs, hei father makes war
upon her husband, whose design upon Ida has been

frustrated by her marriage, and whose nobles and people

have deserted him ^ Queen Dorothea intervenes to reconcile

her father and her husband, whom she forgives , so that, as

observed, all ends happily Thus, the play, besides being very

well written thioughout, is perspicuously and neatly con-

structed, and full advantage is taken of the opportunities

offered by the plot for the introduction of naturally diawn

characters as well as of genuinely powerful and effective

situations The fine character ofthe chaste lady, Ida, recalls

that of the Countess of Salisbury in Edward ///, a play in

which I cannot help thinking that Shakspere had a hand,#

But though the Scottish History of James IF is both

effective m its serious and amusing m its comic scenes

(* Slipper’ IS an excellent clown), Greene seems to have

thought it necessary to furnish it with an adventitious attrac-

tion which can only be described as superfluous or futile.

The title of the play describes it as ' intermixed with

a pleasant comedy presented by Oboiam King of Fames %
but the * pleasant comedy’ m point of fact consists of nothing

but a brief prelude, in which Oberon and a misanthropical

Scotchman named Bohan introduce tlie ensuing playasa story

ofthis Bohan’s writing, togethei with dances and antics by the

fairies between the acts, which are again perfectly superero-

gatory intermezzos, The ‘history,’ or body of the play itself,

is represented by a set of players, ‘ guid fellows of Bohan’s

countrymen/ before*AsterOberon/—thesamepersonage ashe

who figures intheMidsummerNightsDream^thoughvery dif-

ferently drawn, if indeed he can be said to be ‘drawn’ at all

follow Mr Fleay m supposiog this to indicate that a second author (he con-

jectures Lodgel had a hand m the play
^ A curious dialogue on the sms of the times between the Merchant, the

Lawyer, and the Pmne m act v should be noted. This, Mr Fleay thinks,

, was wntten by Lodge
* The Mtthttmnutr Dnam was probably not written till after

VOL. L D d
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G}€ene aud
Lodgds
Looking
Glasscfor
London
and Eng
land \by

*592)

In A Looking Glassefor London andEngland (not known
to have been printed befoie 1594)^ Greene certainly had the

co-operation of Thomas Lodge This play, which would

inteiest us if only as a specimen of a peculiai Elisabethan

variation on the manner of the old leligious drama, begins

with a picture of Rasni, King of Nineveh, in the fulness of

his pride after the overthrow of Jeroboam, King of Israel

At an early point m its pi ogress, an angel brings on the

stage the prophet ^ Oseas,’ whose mission is to note the sins

of Nineveh in order to preach fiom them a warning lesson

to Jerusalem But this warning addresses itself not to

Jerusalem only, but, as already the title of the play has

appiised us^, to London also

‘ London, look on, this matter nips thee near

,

I eavc off thy not, pride, and sumptuous cheer,

Spend less at board, and spare not at the door,

But aid the infant, and relieve the poor,

Greene’s death , but m any case the borrowing of this solitary feather can

hardly have anything to do with the much«vexed accusation in A Gmafc-

worth of tVtt

^ Compare the frequent use of the term * Mtrrow ' as the title of a book,

especially among the old French writers (See Warton’s History ofEnglish
Poetty^ sect xlvui, on The Mtrromsfor Magistrates The sub-title of Greene’s

Mamtlha is A Mirror or LooktHg-Glassefor the Ladies ofEngland ) Cf also

Euphues’ Glasse for Europe in Euphues and hts England Nashe, m his

prose-tract CknsPs Tearesoverjeiusalem^ says (Nashe’s Wotds^ ed Grosart,

V iso'l ‘ Now to London must I turn* Whatsoever of Jerusalem I hawe
written, was but to lende her a Looking glasse ’ The first title of tlie

old play The Setge of Antwerp is (m a rather different sense) A Lamm
for London —The special comparison of Nineveh with London is at least as

old as Latimer’s Sermons, * What then? Sjn must be rebuked
,
sin must

be plainly spoken against And when should Jonas have preached against

Nimve, if he should have forborne for the respects of the times, or the

place, or the state of things there? For what was Nnuve? A noble, nqh
and wealtliy city What is London to Ninive? Like a village, as Islington,

or such another, in comparison to London,’ —Cf Bartholomew Tatr^

act V se% 1 * Jerusalem was a stately thing, and so Nineveh, and the

City of Norwich, and Sodom and GomorrahJ Giffoid says (m a note to

Eimy Man m hts Humour, act m sc a) that there is no puppet-show of

which oul^oId wnters make so frequent mention as that of Nineveh (Cf.

the passages cited m Nares, s v Ntrnv^^ See also Marston, IhePuteh
Qmriimn, act hi. sc. x Hence the term * Ninevitical motions/ i e. puppet^

auggestiveness of die comparison caused its endurance into

tiin?ca ^ the Fmdtan ascendancy^ when (in 1657) T. Reeve published

Gotti or London^s Prepedmtfar
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Else seeking mercy, being merciless,

Thou be adjudg’d to endless heaviness
*

Usury ^ (a vice of which Greene, as has been seen had some

personal expeiicnce), lust, and judicial corruption are

exemplified, as well as directly commented upon. Then

the Angel summons the prophet 'Jonas' to repair to

Nineveh His attempt to fly to Tarsus gives Hosea an

opportunity for moralising on the presumption of prophets

'new inspiied* and ‘men of ait' But Jonah, after being

thrown overboaid in the storm, and swallowed and cast up

by the whale, appeals at Nineveh to preach repentance
,

Hosca applying the moral to London At tlie close King

Rasni accepts the warning, and the play ends with a final

address by Jonah to London, and a fulsome compliment to

Queen Elisabeth, whose prayers are said alone to defer the

plague which otherwise would fall This dramatic apologue,

after the fashion of the moralities, with which as already

observed it invites a suggestive compaiison, exhibits a pecu-

liar mixture of serious and comic elements There is much
life in the comic scenes m which Adam, the clown of the

piece, is conspicuous , while the verse of the dialogue is

distinguished by considerable fire and by copiousness of

imagery, apart from the solemn directness of the passages

delivered by Ho*?ea, who, as taking no dnect pait in the

action, may be described as the chorus of the play

Various other plays have been thought due, m whole

or in part, to Gieene*s authorship Among these, the

temptation is great to claim for it, although the exteinal

evidence is tiifling^, the delightful comedy of George’-a-^

' ‘ I borrowed of you forty pounds, whereof I had ten pounds m money
and thirty pounds in lute stnngs' This substitution of * commodities ’ for

cash, of which Thackeray used to make grim fun, is described by Ben
Jonson in The Alchemist (111* 2), and elsewhere Cf also Dekker, m the

Stum Deadly Stniu'-' of London * ysurm who for a little money, and
a greate deal of trash (as Fire-Sbouels, browne paper, motley cloake-bags,

) bring Yong Novices into a fooles Paradice till they have sealed the

Morgage of their lands, and then like Pedlers, goe they (or some Familiar

Spint for them raizde by the Vsurers) vp and downe to cry Cowmodihes,
which scarce yeeld the third part of the sum for winch they' take them \p

*

* A copy exists with two MS notes in different hands ^ Ed Juby
[a player] saith it was made by Ro. Greene,* and * Written by . , a minister,

who acted the pinner’s part in it himself. Teste W Shakespeare/ See

B d a

Pltm
tnbuted to

Greene tn

whole or

tu part
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Geoigca- Greene^ the Ptimer of Wahefeld^ SLCted in 1593^ but not

Ptmt7yof known to have been printed befoie 1599 For it has one of
Wakefield Greene’s most attractive notes—a native English freshness
ipy 1593)- Qf colouring It breathes the very spirit of the old ballads

of the Robin Hood cycle^ and is indeed founded partly on
one of these partly and mainly however on the old prose-

history of George’-a-Greene
,

for there is no leason to

suppose an inversion in this case of the usual relation between

popular romance and popular drama ^ The dramatist, how-
ever, shifts the period m which the story plays from the reign

of Richard I to that of Edward—I presume Edward III

The hero of his play is the valiant yeoman who gives to it

his name, and whose figure is to be found m the Robin Hood
legends down to their latest notable English dramatic adap-

tation^ He is the keeper of the pinfolds (or penfolds®)

belonging to the common lands about Wakefield in the

West Riding, and the strongest and bravest man in England
to boot We witness how by his valour and craft he quells

single-handed the lebellion of the Earl of Kendal, and

makes the Earl himself and his companions prisoners
, how

Fleay, English Dramas 1 264 , cf ante, 382 and note This statement, if

authentic, would establish the twofold fact that Greene was a clergyman, and

afterwards an actor I am again unable to follow Mr Fleay in his conclusion

that the piece was wntten by two authors-*-he thinks, Greene and Peele
' Henslowe*s Dtaty^ pp 31 seqq The pieces entered by him as Gorge a

Gren and as The Pmer 0/ Wtacke/eUd must be supposed to be one and the

same , but it is noticeable that Munday m his Downfall of Robert Earl of
HunUngtmt (act lu sc i) mentions George-a-Greene and * wanton Wake-
field’s Pinner' as two distinct personages Cf, Collier’s note, Evue Old
Plays, p 49

* The ballad of Rohm Hood and ike Pmder of Wakefield, of which Bishop

Peicym his Rehques (m the prefatory note to Str Lancelot ofthe Lake) quotes

the first stanza, adding ‘that ballad may be found on eveiy stall, and

therefore is not here repnnted*' This would appear to be the ballad, with

a passage from which

—

‘And Robin Hood, Scarlet and Joh%’

—

Master Silence * confronts the Helicons ’ fa Henry IV, act v sc 3 ) Cf

R. Sachs, George Green the Pmner of Wakefield, in Jahrfmeh, vol. atxvn

(189a), pp, 192 seqq

* Cl l>yce*s Introduchon
* Ht ag^pears as one of Robin Hood's merry men m Jonson'a Sad

* TIk? oMee, according to Nares {s, v,) was * to look after stray

ann^s and pat into the and to present ]i,rtspas3ers/
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he then proves himself stronger than Robin Hood and his

three merry men
,
and how in the end he refuses all reward

fiom the King, save a royal good word with the father of

his sweetheart Bettns The later pait of the piece plays at

Biadford, and much fun is made out of the local cu'^tom

obliging every man who passes to vail his staff to the shoe-

maker^ To this custom the King himself, who with his royal

Scottish pnsoner (of immortal poetic fame) visits Bradford m
disguise to see Gcorge-a-Greene, is fain to submit This

charming play, very national in spirit and singulaily blight

m mannci, was at one tune attributed to Shakspere, nor

was dishonour done to him by this untenable supposition ^

The First Part of the Tragicall Raigne of Sehnms (first

printed, so fai as is known, in 1594) is included in the

Huth Library edition of Greene's Works'^

^

and the external

evidence advanced by Di Grosart m favour of Greene's

authorship is certainly striking. In Englands Parnassus,

a poetical anthology printed in 1600 with a Dedication

and Address signed ^ R A '—in all probability the publisher

Robert Allott—not less than thiity-five passages cited are

attributed to Giecne Of these all but ten appear to have

been traced to this authors known works, six remain

untraced, two belong to Spenser, and two are to be found

in Sehnms \ Allott was an assiduous collector, although

perhaps not unusually discriminating as to the authorship

of all that he collected ^
,
and no attempt has been made

to bring home the two passages m question to any othei

author^ The play itself, when it appeared in a second

edition m 1638, was said to be by *T G \ but the blunder

which explained these letters to signify Thomas Goffe

stands self-exposed The internal evidence in the play

* lieck, who s»ug^gested or entertained this notion, afterwards assigned the

play to Greene (cf, Sachs, us)
Vol xiv , cf the editor's observations in vol 1 pp Ixati-lxxvn

* Viz the lines on ^Delate* ^Grosart, p an), and those alluding to the

stoiy of Pionysias and Damocles {#6 p 224)
* Cf Mr A H Bul^en*s notice ofhim in vol i af: The DtcUonaty ofNational

Br>grapky (1885)*
® Moreover, Ihos Creede, who published Seltmus, also pnnted femes IV

and Alphonstts
* Thomas Oo0e, the author of Thi Turk, or Bajasd the Second,

was bom in 1592* (Cf Bleay, Engttsh Bruma^ vol i p 247 )

iVQUU

The Ftiiit

Pari ofthe
Ttagicall

Raigne of
Sehmm
[pr 1594)
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itself, however, m my judgment, fails to furnish adequate

support for Dr Giosait's theory He is inclined to regard

Selimtis as fulfilling, after a fashion, Greene s half-promise of

producing a Second Part to Alphonsus'^
^
but this interpre-

tation seems forced, all the more so that Sehmus is itself

only a Fust Part Neither can I detect in the supposed

autobiographical—or quasi-autobiographical—^passages that

personal flavour which Greene, when he entered upon any

attempt of the sort, was wont to impart to it , while the

paiallehsm between the lines concerning ‘ the sweet content
*

of country life and a passage m Greene s Farewell to Folhe

admits of a more obvious explanation As to the coinci-

dences of woids and phrases in Sehmus and m undoubted

productions of Greene’s, I am obliged to confess that they

leave me unconvinced ,
on the other hand, it must be

allowed tliattheie is a certain analogy between Sehmus and

Alphonsus in the intermixture of rime and blank verse in

both plays
,

but where in Alphonsus^ or in any other of

Greene’s plays, aie to be found the old-fashioned stanza-

forms of the opening of Sehmus ? In sum, the place which

Dr Grosart has sought to vindicate to Gieene is certainly

unoccupied by any other claimant
,
but for myself, I am

still inclined to adhere to the supposition of an author

belonging to a school less advanced than Greene’s The
play, in any case, seems hardly to have been written, like

Alphonsus^ in direct rivalry of Marlowe’s Tamburlatne^
^

and It is noticeable that, while at least one passage contains

a direct imitation of one of the most peculiar features of

Euphuism, the style and diction of Sehmus are modelled

to a very remarkable degree on those of the Senecan

tragedies, one passage of the dialogue being indeed directly

borrowed from the Thyesies

‘ See the concluding speech of Venus in A!phamm
* That, when I come to finish up his life, &c ’

^ S^iraus IS rather a sort of Machiavel,
* See Cunlifie, « ^ , pp 6»-6—In the character of theJewish physician and

pm^ner Ahraham an allusion has been sought to Lopea, the date of whose
wodd thus affect the chroholdgy ofthe play, hut the circumstances

of the penning of Bajazet II by his Jewish physician are histhtical^ See
JRetchfS} vol. tU p. and
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A History of Jobe was entered as by Robert Gicene in

the Stationers’ Registeis in 1594, but is not known to have

been printed Mi Fleay also claims for him a share m
The Tfoublcsomc Ratgfie of King JoJm \ and in the First

and Second Part of Henry V/, but any comments on the

latter supposition I reserve for the piesent

The unusually violent oscillations which the leputation of

Greene as a dramatist has undeigone, and may be destined

yet to undergo, are moie easily explained than reconciled

with one anothei With the pedantic champion of the self-

satisfied clique who looked down with contempt upon such

writers as himself he was at war, and the rancour of his

adveisary puisued him even beyond the grave But he was

also at different times at issue with the most distinguished

of his fellow-playwrights, and as it were with his dying

breath asserted tliat one of them had committed (for so

I think we are bound to understand his words) literary

robbery upon him and his fellows The charge that he had

suffered by such appropriations is echoed by his panegyrist

‘ R B who wrote of him after his death with an obvious

leference to his own complaint

‘Greene is the pleasing object of an eie

Greene pleasde the eies of all that lookt vppon him
Greene is the ground of evene Painters die

Greene gave the ground to all that wrote vpon him
Nay more the men that so Echpst his fame

Purloynd his Plumes, can they deny the same ^
** ’

To the melancholy lesson which is taught by his personal

life theie is no necessity foi returning
,
but the remembrance

of Its errors should tlie less affect the judgment of posterity

upon his genius as a diamatist, since its productions are

w^holly, and we can scarcely doubt intentionally, free fiom

wantonness, IJis felicity m the choice, and inventiveness in

the tieatment, of his dramatic themes are alike remarkable

,

^ Anify p das
* Jonson’s famous quip seems merely to point to the feet that Greene’s

piose fictions as a whole had rapidly fallen out of fashion See Every Matt
mi ofkfs Humour, act 11 sc r * She does use as choice figures m her ordi-

nary conferences, as any be m the Areadta * Carlo * ‘ Or rather 111 Greene’s
works, whetm site may steal mih tn&n security *

Gteenr ffs

a vtciliA of
plagtatisfu

Hts
as a dta^

maiKi
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he deals with a great variety of materials m a spirit of rare

buoyancy and freedom, and of that audacity which becomes

a poet sure of himself Thus, notwithstanding that, as

has been pointed out by Mr Fleay, all those plays for

which Greene assumed the sole lesponsibility, are called by
the old name of Histones—implying dependence on extant

narrative materials—his freedom and originality of treat-

ment entitle his plays to a high lank in the early English

romantic drama In legard to all that may be comprised

under the woid style, it is less easy to estimate the merits

of an author who m his plays as m his more abundant non-

dramatic writings was so ready to mould his manner upon

that of other authors, if they had shown themselves capable

of commanding success His versification never reached

Marlowe’s majestic level, or even that of Peele when at his

best—m moments of tiagic inspiiation such as never visited

Greene His diction often shone with ornament
,
but this was

rather of the accepted Parnassian sort, and rarely comprised

images prompted by an inspiration of adaptation In

humorous passages his large practice as a writer of prose

enabled him to move with perfect ease, while the experiences

of which he was periodically repentant imparted a certain

variation of colour to his desipience. He cannot, without

hyperbole, be said m respect to his dramatic works to deserve

the tribute paid to his writings at large by a French sonneteer,

of having been a ruffinetir de TAnglois ^

,

but as a dramatist

hardly less than as a novelist, he rendered a distinct service

to the growth of English prose Apart, therefore, from the

important productivity displayed by him in other fields of

literary composition, Robert Greene stands high among the

predecessors of Shakspere in dramatic literature itself And
although we may be indifferent as well as sceptical as to the

nature of the debt with which he sought to burden the fame

of Shakspere, yet we may allow that a different kind of debt

was assuredly owed to the elder by the younger and infimtely

* fous ^eux raj^nettrs VAnglms^ See the soiuiet pre-

by J Eliqte. It is curious that this

aboii^d have <^uglit the temper of Greeue himself, m &s^ort>tx^hm
to * §t idkitfkmm [cha^^huauts, screech-owls]h mgsl
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greater dramatist In a greater measure perhaps than any

poet before Shakspere, Gieene helped to wing the feet of

the English diamatic Muse, by giving liberty and lightness

to her movements , and more than one of his plays breathe

in some degree that undescnbable freshness, that air blown

fiom over English homesteads and over English meads,

which we recognise as a Shaksperean characteristic, and

which belongs to none but a wholly and truly national art

Thomas Lodge born at West Ham in Essex about Thomas

the year 1558, was the son of a London Lord Mayor of

substantial wealth and ancient family He was educated at 1625'^

Trinity College, Oxford, where (since there is on this head ^nJhtcrary

no doubt as to identity) he may be stated to have taken his

degrees in due course It is perhaps hardly fair to conclude

from the experience which he shows of youth led astray by
usurers that the personal diflSculties ofhis own life began at

Lincoln's Inn, where he was admitted in 1578, although he

dwells on the temptations incident to the life of a young

student ofthe law But it seems suspicious that his mother,

w^hen on her death m 1579 she left him part of her property,

attached to his inheritance of other parts of it on her

husband’s death the condition that he should have remained

what ‘ a good student ought to be ’
, and that,when the time

came (in 1584), Lodge, although or because he had married

a yeai or more previously, was left out of his father's will

In any case, he must from a very early date have

renounced legal studies in favour of literary pursuits In

1580 he came forward as a champion of the liberal arts of

poetry, music, and the drama, against their aspersor Stephen

Gosson, \vhose SehooU of Abuse had been published in the

previous year, wdth a dedication (which met with no gracious

acceptance) to Sir Philip Sidney. Lodge was not the first

* All the extant works of Lodge, with the exception of his translations of

Seneca, Josephus and Du Bartas, have been edited for the Huntenan Club,

Glasgow, 1878-83, by Mr. Edmund Gosse> with an introductory essay, since

reprinted by him m his Cmimy SiuduB (1883) Sec also

B Laings Introduction to mu of and Stage-plays

{Shak(?spmr4 Soacty» Pithheattom^ ^853) , and cf Mr S Lee's article on
Lodge in vol xxxiv of the Dtctimiary ofNaiwnal Btogmphy ^^1893).
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to entei the lists against Gosson, and his pamphlet entitled

A Defence of Poetry^ Music
^
and Stage-plays'^ is not par-

ticularly interesting, being in fact lather commonplace in

matter and academically pedantic in treatment Perhaps

the interest which it aioused was increased by the fact that

It had been refused a licence
,
at all events, when the tract

reached Gosson’s hands, he deemed it of sufficient import-

ance to answer it in his Playes confuted in Five Actions

(t 58!2) To this Lodge afterwards leplied in the preface to

his Alarum against Usurers (1584)^, a tiact of which the

title explains itself, and which is also dedicated to Sidney

How far the charges of loose living, launched against

Lodge by Gosson in his Playes Confuted^ &c ,
weie warranted

by fact, need not be discussed ,
the censor, who appeals

some time before to have withdrawn from town life, shows

no knowledge of his adversaiy’s private histoiy ^ Gosson

does not state lu this pamphlet, as he was by the late

Mr Collier asserted to have done, that Lodge had actually

appeared on the stage as a player
,
and the attempt made,

with the aid not only of misquotation, but also of a grave

falsification of documentary evidence, to substantiate the

supposed statement, has, although dying hard, met with the

ultimate fate of all such manoeuvres^ On the other hand,

the language of Gosson in Playes Confuted leaves no doubt

as to the fact that before the publication of this pamphlet

Lodge had become a ‘playmaker,’—an occupation which

his assailant readily couples with terms of the blackest

See the edition already cited , and cf Collier in Shakespeare Soctetfs

Papers^ n i6s seqq
* Edited for the Shakespeare Society, with the Defence^ &c , by D Laing

^ Dr. Ingleby, in the tract cited below, points out that Ck)sson, when he

Wrote hiBApoh£;te of t$i€ Sckole ofAbuse (1579), did not know for certain

who hia opponent was, and that m Playes Confuted^ dec , he misnames him

Wtfftam Lodge,
* I sincerely regret that, m the first edition of this book, I should have

been misled into repeating this fiction, not being at the time acquainted with

the, complete exposure of it by the late Dr C* M Ingleby m his pamphlet,

Waa Thomas an Actor? An E^posthoH touching the Soctat Status of

## m the time of Elizabeth (t868), and by Dr. Furmvali in

«ulweq«5c«t: piibhcations. CL as to the histoty of this fraud and its exposure,

Mroducthu to Shakspere Alhmm Books, Part L {Nm
Mshpm Sopers ^874), p* w, note*
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infamy‘s Of his earliei plays, howevei, none lemam As

will be <^hown immediately, The Wounds of Civil War^ the

only play of which the sole authoiship is with certainty to

be attributed to Lodge, was piobably produced about the

year 1587 ,
m The Looking Glassefor London, and possibly

in other plays, he co-opciated with Greene, who died in

1592, Mhen Lorige had been for some months absent fiom

England
,
the majority of the remaining diamas in which he

is supposed, on moie or less specious grounds, to have had

a hand have (though in the same conjectural fashion 2) like-

wise been assigned to the last few yeais of the ninth decade

of the centuiy But his connexion with the stage as a play-

wright was, on the most liberal assumption, of a tian&itoiy

nature only His literary debut fell in the heyday of

Euphuism, and the tractate against which he fleshed his

youthful rapier {The Schoole of Abuse) was itself a specimen

of the Euphuistic manner What wonder that, instead of

confining his imitation of the style m fashion to didactic

pamphlets, he should himself have ventured into the con-

tiguous icalm of fiction whithei the master’s example was

pointing the way? The Delectable History of Forbonius

and Pfiscena^ (^ 5^4) is, however, a very oidinary love-

pamphlet which could not pretend to entei into competition

with the efforts already made by Lodge’s literary associate,

Robert Greene, in the same diiection In the very year of

its publication, Lodge, to use his own phiase, fell ‘from

bookes to armes,’ and accompanied Captain Clarke m
a patriotic investigation of the islands of Teicera and the

Canal ies. It was to beguile the tedium of this voyage that,

according to his own account, Lodge composed by fai the

most famous of bis literary works, the piose-tale of Rosa-

lynde, Euphued Golden Legaeze^foundin hiscellat Sikxdra ^

Written in the fashionable style, wherever the author thought

* * No »a playmater, no Epicure, no Athuste, shall make you to

surfette With these dehghtes* (P/a)vs Cmjuhd, &c , adjot )
® I refer to tho«5e enumerated by Ut fleay, English Drama, ii 49 seqq

* Edited for tlie Shakespeare Society with the Defence, &c
,
by D Laing

* Of this celebrated novel there are several reprints, including one m
vol n of Colhtr’s Shakesp^atv Ltbmiy (X843 and 1875) and another in

CassdI's Rational Library
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It incumbent upon him to take particulai pains, this story

secured to itself an exceptional vitality by the more certain

means of an interesting plot full of situations best described

by the French term piqtiani Shakspere in adapting it foi

his comedy di As You Like added something besides the

chaiacters of the melancholy Jacques and (m his mellowei

phases, at all events) of the nobly desipient Touchstone,

but of this below. Lodgers novel is a felicitous example of

the tiansition towards life and action which was accom-

plishing Itself in English prose fiction in the hands of Lyly’s

followers, while in their artificiality of description, illustra-

tion, and phraseology, they jmgled their gilded fetters with

a persistency almost equal to his own^ It will not be

overlooked that this book contains some very pleasing

attractive lyrics,

Rosalynde was published in 1590 , on his return from his

sea-voyage in the previous year Lodge had put forth

a volume of verse entitled Scillaes Metamorphosis^ enter-

laced with the unfortunate love of Glaiicus ^ We need not, m
this place at all events, concern ourselves with the question

as to the relations between this poem and Shakspere’s

Vemis and Adonts
, its significance for our purpose is rather

that Lodge seized the opportunity of his first presenting

himself m the full-fledged dignity of a ‘ poet * to renounce

his literary connexion with the stage, of which he had not

long since come forward as the defender. At the close of

this poem he announces that he has been now bound by

oath

—

* To write no more of that whence shame doth grow
Or tie my pen to penny-knaues delight,

But hue with fame, and so for fame to write®’

Whether or not some similar feeling may have in passing

^ See the criticism oi Rosalynde^ ap Jusserand, k,s, 304 j and cf Delius,

Lodgds Rosatynde and Shaksp&rds As You Lth Iti\n Jdhrbudi^ vol vi

(1:87a;,—How far or in what sense the novel m its turn is to be descnbed as
cniginal, is a question which cannot occupy us here

* Its later and better-known title is The Most Tithe and PUasmt
qf and Sn/la Reprinted, with preface by Singer, 1819.

* Cfe Ingleby, tnifodnehon to Stmhspm AUumn Books^ s. To the

of the passage cited by him from 3hiikspere*s Sonnet ixm
I may rmm fwdaw*
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taken hold of Shakspcrc himself, when reflecting on the

degradation which a peisonal connexion with the theatre

seemed to involve or imply, we at all events know that he was

not permanently mastered by it Lodge, on the other hand,

appears at this time to have, m his own case, put an end to

this connexion, so that in point of fact the remaindei of his

long career falls outside the history of dramatic literature

If the conjecture which identifies Lodge with the ‘ young

Juvenal ’ of Greene’s Groats-worth of Wtt could be main-

tained ^ we might attribute an influence upon his resolution,

or rather upon his steady observance of it, to Greene’s

warning In a very different literary sphere, Lodge’s

abandonment of play-wnting for poetry was encouraged or

applauded,—if we are to accept Malone’s ingenious but not

very safe interpretation of one of the many ambiguous

allusions m Spenser’s Cohn Clouts Cmne Home Agatne^,

At the time of his unhappy associate’s decease, Lodge
was at sea again, having accompanied the famous navigator

Cavendish on a long and ill-starred voyage Before setting

forth he had printed a species of historical romance, The
History of Robert^ second Duke of Normandy^ surnamed

(as Lodge says, * for his youthful imperfections’) Robin the

Dvoell (1591) , his Euphnes Shadow the battaile of the

sences^ of which the scene is laid in the days of Octavianus

Augustus, and in which Lodge, as Mi Gosse thinks, comes
nearest to ‘his great precursor* Lyly, was published for

his absent friend by Gieene (1592) On his return from his

troubled travels, in which, however, he had cairied himself

* This view, held by Malone and a senes of Shaksperean scholars after

him, still finds a champion wi Mr Fleay See, however, Ingleby, Supplement
to General lniroduiiu>n^ u s , and cf R Simpson, The School o/Shaksperef u,

3Ea-*3.—~The person addressed as * young Juvenal' by Greene is stated

by him to have ^ lastly with him together wnt a comedy * Mr Fleay not

very convincinglyaj^es that this was A Looking Glas$efor Lo>tdon {English

Bmma^ 53*4)
* ‘And there is pleasing Alcon, could he raise

His tone from laies to matter of more skill
’

Lodge IS supposed to have repaid the complimentm his Phtihs See Coiher,

Mmtotrs ofAUeyn^ p 40 -^A personage m A Looking Glasse is called Alcon
,

l>ut, although one pretty lync is placed m his mouth, it would hardly have

been complimentary to name after him one the authors of the play.
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with credit, Lodge printed in 1593, besides another

‘historical’ romance, The Life and Death of William
Longbeard, the most famous aiid witty English Traitor^

borne tn the Citty of London^ his Phillis^ one of the most

notable early Elisabethan books of sonnets
, his two

dramatic works, The Tragedy of the Wounds of Civil War
and the Looking-glass (1594), and his Fig for Momusy
a volume of verse comprising epistles addressed to distin-

guished friends, including Dra>ton, satnes and eclogues, one

of which is dedicated to Daniel (1595) It is by leason of

this pioduction that Bishop Hall’s claim

—

‘I first adventure, follow me who list,

And be the second English satirist*

—

seems to admit of being challenged on behalf of Lodge ^

His last contribution to imaginative literature was the

highly ornate lomance ofA Margariie (i e pearl) ofAmerica

(i 596) which the writer professes to have discoveied m its

original Spanish m a Jesuit libraiyMsited by him on his

expedition with Cavendish, and to have translated on ship-

board in the Magellan Straits ^

After this, Lodge betook himself to intellectual labours

of a different cast Possibly he had exhausted his original,

and more especially his lyric, vein ® Possibly the licence

of imaginative composition failed to suit itself easily to the

discipline to which he now seems to have subjected himself

as a convert to the Church of Rome ^
, and his second wife,

herself a Roman Catholic, may have influenced him in the

^ See Singer’s preface to his edition of the Satires ofJoseph Hall (1824)
* Reprinted by Halliwell-Philhps (1859)
® He contnbnted, however, to the poetical miscellany, England's HeltcQUy

published in 1600 (Gosse, ^ , p 56)^ But these may have been verses

Written at an earlier date

* He IS supposed to have been the author of * ProsopopeiUy containing the

Teares of the holy, blessed and sanctified Mane, the Mother of God* (1396),

to which the initials ‘T* L,* are attached (Repnnted by Colher in

Lfbraiy ) Or Ingkby thinks that the seif-accusation m the

following passage m the prehmmaiy epistle can only refer to his plays

,

wiii condemn me, and that justly, for a Galba (who begat fouk
children by night, and made faire children by daie ,) to whom I amswere,^

that I thtttga m the light of my meditation, who begot the fouk fore-
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same diiection He had too long, he says in the Preface

to his Seneca, ‘ surfeited upon time-pleasing ’
, and he now

settled down to professional work m London, though

usually lesidmg on oi rcai some family property at Low
Leyton Some little time before the close of the century

he graduated as Doctor of Physic at Avignon, and was

incorporated with this degree at Oxford m i6oa He
rapidly attained to a high reputation as a physician, but his

personal difficulties w^ere not altogether at an end, and foi

some time bcfoie 1619 he resided abroad, practising at

Malines and probably elsewhcie in the Spanish Nether-

lands His woiks during this later period of his life were of

a sober cast including, together with a Treatise of the

Plague and a popular manual of medicine called The Poor

Maifs Talent, translations of Josephus and Seneca, and of

‘ a learned Summary upon the famous Poeme ' of Du Bartas

He died m Old Fish Street, London, m 1625

The literaly career of Lodge is full of interest, and taken

as a whole may be said to illustrate with a unique sort of

completeness the literary history of the score of years

covered by the period of his youth and earlier manhood
He had, says a contemporary critic who usually hits the

mark, ‘his oare m every paper boate’^, and even in

a wniter who combined with a classical training of some
solidity a very remaikable productive powei , such versatility

would call for admnation But he was by no means an
imitator only, or chiefly , if he followed Lyly, he cannot for

a moment be set down as having followed him m the wake
ofGreene, and in moie than one branch of poetic composition

the credit of its origination may be successfully disputed in

his favour,—in one instance, even against Shakspere himself*

passed progenie of my thoughts m the night of mine error’ {Was Thamas
Lodge an Aztor? p is) T'his does not, however, seem to me quite so clear

^ * Lodge for hjs oare in euery paper boate.

He that turncs ouer Galen euery day,

To sit and simper Euphms legacy’

The Second Pari of the Retiimejrom ParnassttSf in which these lines occur,

was wnlten lor representation at Christmas m one of the jears 1598-1600—
the very years m which Lodge was eSectmg his transition from romance
to respectability*
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His lyrical gifts, moreover, are of a quality raie even among
the English poets of his age ^ We are, however, directly

concerned only with his contributions to our dramatic

literature, which, in so far as they can be with certainty

assigned to his authorship, cannot be said to constitute

a noteworthy part of his achievements

The Wounds of Ctvil War^ lively set forth tn the True

Tragedies of Marius and Sylla^ first printed in 1594, was

in all probability produced seveial years previously to this

date Apart from the evidence of the author s motto, there

IS m this play a manifest imitation of the celebrated entry

of Tamburlame
,
Sylla comes on the stage ‘ in triumph in

his chair triumphant of gold, drawn by four Moors
,
before

the chariot, his colours, his crest, his captains, his prisoneis ® *

This points to a date of production not far distant from that

of Marlowe s tragedy (1587) ,
and Mr Fleay pertinently ob-

serves that no year could have been more suitable than this^

in which to enforce a warning against the evils of ‘ civil war
*

Founded upon North’s Livesfrom Plutarchfhongh as a com-

petent scholar the author mayverypossiblyhave had recourse

to their original, the play appears to have been put together

chiefly with a view to producing a piolonged succession of

stirring scenes
,
nor can the authoi be said to have fallen

short of his intent. Many of the speeches aie full of vigour,

especially Sylla’s address to his flying soldiery The piece,

^ See, e g*, the charming lines from the poem m commendation of

a solitary life, ap Laing, « 5 p i, and the charming erotic which relieves

tho tedium of Forhomus and Fnscena, reprinted in the same volume
* Reprinted in Dodsley’s Old Plays^ vol vin, and in Hazhtt’s Bodslfy^

vot vii According to the Btogmphta Diamahcaj this play was by
Winstanley asenbed to LodoMck Carlell

* At the commencement of act iv, according to one of the divisions in

the quarto Cf. Collier, iiL 37
* ilie year of the execution of Mary Queen of Scot^ followed by appre^

hensions of the Spanish Armada ^

^ Act 1. ad Jin In this address we catch a tone of Shakspere’s Roman
plaSrs, Caesar, of course, in particular The stage-direction is suggestive of

the eimpie matenals out ofwhich our old dramatists could construct powerful

el^ts
,

gmd Let young Marivs i^a$$ Pompev over the

mad ohi Sajuus those Lucretius Then kt enter three orfour Sahkers^ md
hm tmcM mdh hts eokurSf ond SvtXA afier them hts hat m his hondi
they ppriofiy may.*
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in the versification of which an abundance of rimed lines

serves to vary a rather rigid form of blank verse, is enlivened

here and theie by a farcical intermixture , an anecdote in

Plutarch is made use of to mtroduce a clown who in his

drunkenness betrays his master, ‘ old Anthony *
,
while the

author s own inventive fancy must be held lesponsible for

the broken French talked by the GauP commissioned to

slay ‘ old Marius ’ in prison When terrified by the glance

of the captive conqueror of the Cirnbri, he cries out,

^Me no date 'kill Mantis^ adteu Messtetirs ; ^ne be dead

St je tcntche Manus', and finally runs off the stage

shrieking forth a Christian oath^ Equally incongruous

with the histone dignity of the theme, although quite in

harmony with the artificialities of contemporary composi-

tion, IS the purely fanciful treatment of one of the most

effective situations in the course of the action—^the isolation

of the fugitive Manus among the ‘ Numidian mountains
*

The playwright seizes upon the opportunity in order to

make Marius utter his complaint to Echo, who answers him
by repeating the last word—or a pun upon it—in the several

lines of his lament The device (or trick) here reproduced

is not of Euphuistic origin, for the neatest and wittiest

example of it is to be found in the Colloqma of Erasmus ^

Of a Looking Glasse for London^ &c
,
written by Lodge

1 He IS called < Pedro"
® ‘ Manus esi tin dtahh Jesu Mana^ sava moy * The striking anecdote

of which this scene is a version is of course m Plutarch

2 See die (prose) dialogue between Juvems and Echo^ earned on by the

latter entirely by means of echoes, laigely of a punning nature, and plajung

with Greek as well as Latin vocables —Disraeli, m his Cnnosthes ofLiterature

(ed 1865, 1 297, section Literary Folltei)^ refers to the practice of Echo

Verse&i affected by old French bards m the age of Marot, to Butler’s ndicule

of this m Budtbras (bk. 1 canto in •

* Quoth he, ‘‘O whither, wicked Bmin,
Art thou fled to my"’—Echo, Rum*\

and to the modera* french poet Pannard’s imitation of the same fashion

In a subsequent section (n* 229 seqq ) he recurs to the subject of Anagrams
and Eiho Ferries, which he thinks to be at times capable of reflecting the

ingenuity of their authors—an assertion not holding good as to aerosticsj and
cites a copy of Echo Verses agamst the Roundheads from an academical

play presented before Charles I at Trinity College, Cambridge, m March,

1641 I owe these references, both to the C&lioquta Fannhana and to The
Curtosdtes oftifemture, to a criticism by the late Dr W Wagner

VOL- 1. E e
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,

in conjunction with Greene, some account has already been

given among the diamat c woiks of that author. Mr Fleay

believes Lodge to have likewise collaborated with Gieene m
James TV and in George-a-Greene as well as in the Second

Part of Hetiry VI He is further inclined to assign to him
the authorship of Mucedorus^ The Trtie Chrotttcle History of

King Leir^ and The Troublesome Raigne of King Jolm
I see no sufficient reason for noticing other conjectural

attributions to Lodge of compositions usually assigned to

dates that hardly fall withm the period of his ascertained

dramatic activity—including portions of The True Tragedie

ofRickard III and A Warning for Fatre Women. The
temptation is no doubt great to suppose so facile a work-

manship to have adapted itself to the demands of very

different dramatic styles
,

but the ascertained share of

Lodge in the progress of that branch of our literature with

which we are alone directly concerned cannot be described

as othei than relatively unimportant and exiguous.

The name of Thomas Nashe ^ is so intimately connected

with those of the dramatists previously mentioned in the

present chapter, that some notice of him seems in its turn

called for here, although liis dramatic writings can in no

case have formed more than a veiy slight part of his extia-

ordinary literary activity Born at Lowestoft m 1567, as the

son of a ^ ministei * of Herefordshire descent, he became at

a very early age a member of ‘thrice fruitfulL St. JohiVs

College, Cambridge, ^ which is and euer was the sweetest

^ English Dtamai u 49 seqq Mr FJeay js much laipressetl by the use m
all these pieces and in The True Tragedy of Rtchafd HI of the phrase
* a cooling card,* which he supposes the medically disposed autho»* of The
Wounds ofCml War to have adopted as a kind of ‘ trade-mark^ Perhaps

the learning of scholars blinds them in some cases to the probability that

a phrase was appropriated for no reason but because iffseemed telling

^ Ih
, 3rS*"7—Mr Fleay is careful, in the instance of two ‘doubtful* plays,

to describe lus own supposition of Lodge’s authorship to be essentially

conjectural

^ The Complete Worhs of Thomas Nashe, Edited by Dr A B. Grosart

iHeAk 6 vols , 1883-5 »
cf Fleay, English JPrema, h, and

Mr.- S* artide on Nashe m vol xt of Thf of Nahmal
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nurse of knowledge in all that Vniv'ersity ^ ’ Here he lesided

foi nearly seven years, but he seems to have left College

when of third year’s standing as BA, having accoidmg to

his subsequent chief enemy s account made himself too

prominent in the pioduction of ajeii offensive to the

authorities*^ He is concluded to ha\c paid a rapid visit to

France and Italy befoie beginning his literary life m London
m 1588

Heie he at once attached himself to the rising celebrity,

Robeit Greene, prefacing his Menaphon (1589) by an

Epistle in which he took occasion while not very affably

reviewing contemporary liteiature in geneial to pour special

contempt upon a playwright who is with extieme probability

held to be identifiable with Kyd * His first independent

literary venture, The Anaiomte of Absitrdiite (1589), boic

a title which may have been imitated eithei from Greene, or

from Greene*s own exemplar^ In any case, Nashe had

boriowed his method‘s of diction fiom neither Lyly nor

Greene, ha\iag as a born pamphleteer (or as we should

say journalist) made bold to set up a good plain, strong

and abusive prose-style of his own*

Fortunately (as the woild goes) for the peculiar bent of

Nashe s genius, the yeai in which he was fairly launched

upon his life as a man of letteis m London was also that in

which the turbulent sea of the Mar-Prelate controveisy

was at full tide As a matter of course he immediately

engaged m it, and with so much effect that he was both at

the time and afterwaids (when Nashe’s ghost ’ was repeatedly

appealed to as having settled the affair of the Martmists)

regarded as a protagonist in the struggle Probably, how»^-

ever, his direct share m this war of pamphlets has been

considerably exaggerated. Anonymity—or pseudonymity,

^ See Kite'sLericn Siuffe (Orosart, v 241), Cf Strm\ge Reuies, «Scc , and
the lamous passage m praise of St. John^s m the Ept^fle to the Gmilemm
Stud€nii> nfboth Umverstties pre^xed by Nashe to Greene’s Menaphon

* According to the supposition of Gabriel Harvey {The Tmnmtng of

Thomas he played tht ‘ varfet of dubs* m a show called Temnnus et

mn Termmm
* See Fleay, « i , p 124 fhe ei\idence is practically irresistible

* Pr Furnnall, however, thmlts that it was imitated from tlie title oi

Stubbs’ Amtomie ofAbmeh

i^ontio-

vetsialy

E e a
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a more convenient form of the same device—^was an in-

dispensable condition of the fray, there can at the same
time be little doubt that the ^ Pasqiiii ’ ofthe contention was

Nashe, from whose hand the celebrated Returne of the

renowned Cavalerto Pasqml (1589) in particular indis-

putably pioceeded His authorship of An Almond for a

Parratt (1590), dedicated to the actor William Kemp, has

notwithstanding some supposed biographical allusions, been

doubted in several quarters ^ The course ofthe controversy,

while establishing the reputation of Nashe as a professed

satinst—a ‘Young Juvenal,’ if (as can hardly be doubted) he

earned this valedictory epithet from Greene^ as a reward

and encouragement of his exertions,—involved him m a

personal quairel of exceptional viiulence Of this he

sounded a loud note m one of the most notable of his

tracts, Pierce Penmlesse hts Supplication to the Divell

(1592) ,
interesting both as a defence of poetry and plays,

and as a picture of the miseries of authorship The
attack upon the brothers Harvey contained in this publica-

tion was taken up by Gabiiel Harvey, whose traditional

eminence as the type of the scholar-pedant living near

the rose—nay in a rose-garden of associations ancient

and modern—^but unable thence to perfume his native

vinegar—has not been lowered by lecent opportunities of

closer acquaintance * The most characteristic of Nashe’s

appealances in this on the whole not very edifying seiies of

bouts IS the last, his tract of Hane with you to Saffron

Walden^ or Gabriel Harvefs Hunt is Vp (i59^)> which is

in dialogue-form, and full of allusions of interest to the

student of the minutiae of the history of our early dramatic

literature®. Gabriel Harvey retorted with the Trimming'

of Thomas Nashe (1597), his adversary being at the time

^ See Grosart, \ xhx, and cf Fleay, 126-7

* A Gmutmorih of W%i^ Cf below, the reference to Meres
* Edited by Collier for the (Old) Shakespeare Society, 184a It is full of

references of interest for the histoiy of our dtama—ofcomedy in particular

* Orosart's edition of his Works {ffaih Lthmi^)^ 6 vols,, 1883-5 1 and
LsUsr Book (i573-8o)> edited for the Camden Society by

Mn E Scott (1^884).

,

^ a very fecetious dedication to Dicfe Lichfield, the Trinity
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a pnsonei in the Fleet, and two years afterwards the com-

batants weie silenced by archicpiscopal authority, and ‘all

the books * of each ordered to be suppressed

Duiing the seven years (moie 01 less) through which this

war of libels had laged, Nashe’s pen had been unceasingly

busy with compositions not falling under the desciiption of

controversial
,
and, as has already been indicated, some of

his controversial pamphlets themselves may at the same

time be regarded as general satires and descriptive essays

Thus, in a moie maiked degree than those of any of his

contemporaries, his wiitings weie preparatory of some
of the earliei efforts of the English novel, just as ceitam

famous papers in The Tatler and the Spectator led up to

some of its later developements His social satires— of

which Pierce Penmlesse and Lenten Sttiffe may serve as

types—display together with a great deal of queer learning

a great deal of queer knowledge of life, and while crammed
with anecdotes and witticisms of all kinds, are manifestly

the work of a man of letters who was a keen observer of the

woild around him At the same time he became master of

an effective style, because from the first he allowed his own
style to be formed by his matter, and scorned imitation,

except to the innocuous extent of proving himself as good
a scholar as his fellow-authors This freedom from affecta-

tion and mannerism distinguishes his way of wilting even m
pieces put together, like the two woiks just named, with an

obvious purpose of creating an effect by eccentricity
,

it is

only in the earlier and didactive portion of his solemnly-

meant Chftsis Teares over Jerusalem he rather

strains his style (though even here not unbearably), lest he

^ * Wlierm baue I borrowed from Ofcena or Tarlion^ thai I should ihanke

them for all I haue^ I3 my stile like GreemSi or mj leasts like Tarltom’^

• . . This I will proudly boast . that the vaine winch I haue , is of

my own begetting, and cals no man father in England but my bille, neither
Euphues^ nor nor Onene Not Tarlton nor Grcem but haue beene

contented to let my simple ludgement ouerrule them in some matteis of wit

Buphms I readd when I was a little ape at Cambridge, and I then tliought

It was Ipse tlle^ it may be e:xcellent good still, for ought I know, for I lookt

not on It this ten year© but to imitate it I abhorre, otherwise than it

imitates Piutareh^ Omd and the choicest I-atme Authors ’ {Fonre Lettus

Confuted^ Grosart, n* 067)

and
conlto

veistal
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should fall short of being impressive^ The natural power

of his style stood him in good stead in the most notable of

all his works. The Unforiu7tate Travdle?'^ (^594)» in which

may unhesitatingly recognise the first English example

of the novela ptcaresca—^the novel of odd adventure—which

was to attain to so notable a developement in the works of

our eighteenth-century masters of fiction To a novelist of

Nashe's type no kind of adventure came amiss, and his

hero IS m turn practical jokei, poet’s confidant, and actor m
a leal drama of murdeious intrigue Historical personages,

from Martin Luther to Pietio Aretino, are freely biought m
to fill the canvas

,
and incident abounds so continually that

wc do not care to ask for a plot The author boldly disclaims

any intention of hidden allusions, his novel contains no

cipher and icquiies no key, he can promise nothing but

*some reasonable conveyance of histone, and vanetie of

math ’ Ii regular and haphazard as it might seem in form,

the pioduct was lacy of the soil whence it sprang, and

not unworthy of the most famous of its successors

Impus^mi While It cannot be pretended that either m this novel or

other of his works Nashe is a writer to whom genius

of a high order should be ascribed, yet hardly anything

lemains from his hand unmaiked by the fiesh and vigorous

vitality so conspicuous m The Unfortunate Traveller. Such

was the impression left by him as a writer upon Ins contem-

poraries, after m i6oi his brief life of less than thirty-four

years had come to a close His personal career had been

full of troubles of all sorts « a MS* epitaph states that he

* never m his life paid shoemaker or tailor ’
;
Henslowe bad

to make him advances both when at large and when (as will

be seen immediately) m piison
; nor is theie any reason for

supposmgthat the storms had calmed when he sank beneath

the wateis. But although, as his own confessions would

suffice to show, in frequent straits, and never out of a fiay

when he could be m the midst of one^ he was so far as it is

Ajs te Ihe general theme of this tract, cf, awft', p 40a, note—la the

iWWiress To Ift# prefixed to this tract, Nashe notices objections that have

BWide Ip hjs style as inflated and defaced by * the often coyning of

IhflUoMt which d:l end in Ixe, as mummmniae, tympaniae, tinmnize
’

^ Oosse m Chswttk Pms
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possible to discern an honest partisan and a staunch friend,

and one who in his writings at least was not wont to play-

fast and loose with truth and virtue His ‘ ghost/ as already-

observed, did active work as a pamphleteei against the

Martinists and their descendants long after his death , but

his associates and contemporaries, -while they natui ally re-

called the sharpness and bitterness of his satii ical wit as his

most salient characteristic, cherished a kindly remembrance

of the most eager and effective combatant of an unquiet age ^

Nashc IS only known with certainty to have composed

two plays, besides co-operating in, or completing, Marlowe's

Dido Queen of Carthage"^ The earlier of these was hjs

‘pleasant comedie ' of Summer's Last Will and Ttstainent^^

which was piivately acted m 1592 at or near Croydon but

not printed till 1600 It is something between a morality

and a ‘ show ’
; but besides the seasons and other rnytho*

logical figures, a real personage is by the easy expedient of

an obvious pun upon his name introduced on the scene in

the shape of Will Summei (Summeis, or Somers), the

celebrated jester of King Henry VIII \ This worthy * sits

* See the tributes collected by Mr Lee in his admirable biogi -iphical

aitick, and more especially the passage m Tlu Reimm ftom Pt mastitis

(part 11 act i st 2), \s,hu.h it is pleasant to think of as spoken within the

walls of St John s College —
‘let all his faultcs slecpe with his mouiiitull chest,

And [thcrel for cuer with his ashes rest

His style was wittie, though [it] had some gal,

Something lie might haue mended,—so all

Yet this I say, that for a mother witt,

Few men haue eucr secne the like of it

^ Ante, pp 356-S

Printed m Bodsley^s OldPlt^s, \ ol ix , and m Ha^htt s Dodslcy, vol via ,

also m vol vi, of Dr Grosart's edition of Noshes which likewise

contains iPicfp Dr Grosarts \olume contains an excessively ingenious senes

of conjectures by Dr Bnnsley Nicholson, as to when, where, by whom and
on what occasion, the play was performed- The most interesting of these

argume^ntations is that concerning the supposed locality of the pei formance
—^the arcfaiepiscopAl palace at Croydon. As to the date (1592, not 1593, as

given by Dr, Grosart), see Fleay, Rtdafy of the Stage, p 78, and Enghsh
Drama, M 148-9 Mr Lee, that the playwas acted at Bcddington
near Croydon, the house of Sir George Carey, to whose wife and daughter

respectively Nashe dedicated his Chtistes Teores over Jem^km and his

Terrors ofthe Night (1:394)
* As to Will Summers, see R Annm*$ Nest efNimne% Old) SI ake^eare

Stmt's Publmhons, 184a, pp 4X seqq
,
and Collier’s infrodticfton and Notes,

Hi^ dta
mahe
WOlk'i
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as chorus/ and, as he says, ‘flouts the actors* after a fashion

which Ben Jonson’s Every Man out of hts Humour and

other Elisabethan plays bequeathed to The Rehearsal^ TM
Critic^ and to a host of later more or less successful appro-

priations of an all too seductive device For the rest,

there is but little plot in Nashe’s piece, where ‘ because the

plague reigns in most places in this latter end of Summer,
Summer must come in sick, yield his throne to Autumn,
make Winter his executor

’
‘ Summer * calls before him the

other Seasons, with their offspring and companions, such as

Orion, Bacchus, Harvest, Chiistmas, ‘Backwinter/ and

others
; and in the dialogues consequently arising abundant

opportunity occurs for both description and satire* The
command of language characteristic of Nashe is admirably

illustrated by a variety of passages; while at times his

writing rises above meie ingenuity Thus, Orion*s praise

of the Dog will commend itself to obseivers, and is very

humorous to boot
,
while Ver’s piaise of poverty and Winter s

assault upon Contemplation and the Liberal Arts deserve

the Cl edit of telling efforts of sophistry A certain poetical

charm will be allowed to attach to Sofs apology, and the

song or litany piefacing the death of Summer in its epi-

grammatic melancholy mingles Ralegh’s with an earlier

Renascence manner The elaborate, if not always accurate

eiudition which this production displays, would piobably

have rendered it unsuitable for a * common stage ’
, but if as

thy pp xix and 63-5 He^is several times referred to m John Heywood’s
Play of the Wether ante, 048) , and his antics are mentioned proverbially

in The Death and Bunall of Martm Mar-Prelate, a pamphlet (probably

erroneously) attributed to Nashe * * For first, like Wil Sommers, when you
knowe not who bobd you, you stnke him that first comes in your foolish

head '
(Grosart, 1 20a).—In Gabnel Harvey’s Pterc^s Supererogation (1593)

the following vaneties are enumerated ' Scoggin the loviall foole, or

Skelton the Malancholy foole, or Elderton the bibbing foole, or Will Sommer
the ohollencke foole**"

%

Beauty is but a flower

Which wrinkles will devour

Bnghtness falls from the air,

Queens have died young and jEair*

Dust hath dos’d Helen’s eye.

I am sick^ I must die

tod have mercy on us I
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has been supposed Queen Elisabeth’s own piesence graced

the performance, her learned tastes weie assuredly never

provided with a more cunningly seasoned banquet

The Isle of Dogs, which has a very special interest foi

Nashe’s biography, was never printed It appears from

Henslowe’s ^ that m the spring of 1597 Nashe was

engaged upon the composition of this piece when in cucum-

stances of distiess which the manager was fam to relieve

,

yet according to Nashe s own account^, when the play was

actually produced, his own share in it, something like that

of Sackville in The Mirror for Magisiiates, comprised

only the Induction and the first Act But the offence given

by the piece was such that the license of the lord admiral'^s

company was withdiawn for some weeks, and that Nashe,

as the reputed author of the whole, was foi an even longer

period confined in the Fleet prison The incident, the effect

of which was heightened by the suggestive title of the

play, long remained a favourite leminiscence in connexion

with Nashe’s name®; but we know nothing concerning the

Hast therefore each degree

To welcome destm>

Heaven is our heritage,

Earth but a plajer’s stage

Mount we unto the sky,

1 am sick, 1 must die

Lord have mercy on —
By the bye, the unexplained ‘Domingo* in the song of Bacchus*

companions—
‘Monsieur Mingo for quaffing doth surpass’—

of which the last two hues are quoted in HentylV, PartIJ, act v sc 2, may
owe Its origin to the type of Mingo Revulgo (i, e Domingo Vulgus) m the

famous Spanish Cephs See Ticknor, History ofSpanish LiUratnre, u 232-3

,

and cf p 231 —In NaMs Lenim Stuffe,
* Domingo Rufus * appears as

an alter ego of Master Redhemng, the hero of the tract

* Collier’s edition, p 94
* See Rasht^s Lenten Stuffs (Grosart, v »oo) ‘That infortunate Embrion

ipi imperfit Embnon I may w»ell call it, for I haumg begun but the mduc*
tion and first act of ^t, the other foure acts, without my consent, or the least

guesse of my dnft or scope, by the players were supphed, which bred both
their trouble and mine to) of my idle houres, the lie of Dogs before men*
tinned, breeding vnto me such bitter throwes m the teaming as it did

I was sotemfyed with my own encrease . that it was no sooner borne
but I was glad to runae from it

*

^ It IS referred to both by Mercs m his Palladts Tmmt where he apostro*

pluses Kashe as ‘gallant young Juvenal/ andm The Retumefrom Pemassus

The h'e

ofDoga
{never

pnnted)
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piece, although we may safely suspect it to have had a

special savour of the Thames and of ‘lovely’ London
The discursive element in Nashe’s genius, although it

undoubtedly contributed to the attractiveness of his lost as

It does to that of his extant dramatic work, is m itself the

reverse of a diamatic quality Whethei 01 not, as has been

sympathetically suggested^, he was the particular writer

pictured under the chaiacter of Ingemoso by the author or

authors of the Per7iassus Plays

^

to whose charming personal

tiibute to himself I have already referred, he was the very

incarnation of reckless wit—‘ academical * even in the special

sense of the epithet that denotes the detachment of efforts

like his from the immediate and what are veiy generally

considered the serious purposes of life It does not follow,

however, that either human life or its mirroi the diama

would be anything but the pooler for the absence of such

sallies as those by which he diversified their regular course

of operations

Henry Ciiettle (1564-1607 or a^ite) should be men-

tioned heie, as a water closely connected with one at least

of the above-mentioned dramatists^ and thus placed m
a peculiarly direct relation towards the eaily leputation of

bhakspere himself Having as editoi of the posthumous

publication of Greene's Groatsworth of Wit fallen under

the suspicion (not* however, confined to himself) of manipula-

tion of his texts Chettle published m self-defence his tract of

Kind-Harfs Dreame or quite at the end of 1592)'^*

In this pamphlet he repudiated any such insinuation and

took occasion to offci a very handsome testimonial to the

playwright—unmistakeably Shakspere—whom the deceased

author of the Groatsworth had gone out of his way to vihfy

Chettle, who seems to have been in business as a punter

before he contributed matter of his own to the press, claimed

^ articles by Professor Hales in The Academy^ March and in

Magazme^ May* x8d7

f
* Eepnnted in Ran I of Shakspere AlUiswn edited by Dr C H

iot die (New) Shakspere Society, 1874 See* >n the

argument as to havmg been the person to whom
this tractate was addressed
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to have done good service in his earlier craft both to

Nashe and to othci ‘ advanced ' scholars
,
and the extra-

ordmaiy multiplicity of his ow n dramatic labours brought

him into diiect association with a large number of the play-

\\ lights contempoiary with himself To him are attributed

the sole or joint authorship of plays amounting in numbers

to a total of two-scoic-aiid-ninc, of which something like

one-fifth purport to ha\e been ofhis own unassisted making^

Such a iccord, ho\^e\er5 possesses no \eiy solid statistical

value Chcttle’s tiact entitled EfiglandCs Mourning Gar-

ment^ (an elaborate tubute vihich, from its design, must

have been published vciy soon after the death of Queen
Elisabeth) has a moie geneial hteiaiy mtciest as furnishing

his estimate of the chief literaly influences acknowledged in

his cailier days—although the names of several of the wnteis

are veiled under fictitious appellations His own life was

full of tioubics, and few of Henslowe’s most regular sup-

porters seem to have required more systematic relief^

No play attributed to Chettle*s single authorship has Hoffmmi

been prei>cived, vith the exception of the sanguiiiaiy but

not as a whole powerful tiagcdy of Hoffman^ of A Revenge 1631)

fot a Father (acted i6oa, printed 1631^) It would be

futile to pictend to judge the dramatic talent of the authoi

from this particular example of his woik, more especially

since Meies, m his Palladis Tamta^ signals him out as

‘one of the best for comedy’, on the other hand, so far

as one can judge fiom the titles of the plays with which he

IS said to have been connected, his bent must be supposed

to have lam towards tragedy It is difficult to escape

the conclusion, supported by the ciicumstance that m
the summer of 139^ Chettle had m view foi Henslowe

^ For the various computations, see Collier, 111 31 , FIcaj , EnglvJi Dramas
1 66 seqq , and Mr^J0ullen*s article on Chettle in vol x of the Dtdtmmy of
Raitimal

Likewise reprinted b> Dr Ingleby, a s

See Hensiom^s Dmty ia6, 141 151
^ Edited with an Intfor/tai oti, by *H B I * Ihe Introdmiton

contains a list of sixteen oiiginal plays attributed to Chettle, and of thirty-

one (twenty-seven of these being lost) in which he is stated to have col-

laborated —Mr I lca> considers Thomas Heywood to have had a share in

Hojfmmt See Dramaj i 70-71 { 1291
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the composition of a play called by the latter a Danish
ttagedye^, that the author of Hoffman was acquainted with

the theme of Hamlet^ which was entered in the Stationers'

Registers in this very year i6oa under the title of The
Revenge of Hamlet Prince of Denmark ^ Whether from

this we aie to conclude Hoffman to have been designed as

a rival play to the production of a aval company, is

a question on which it is unnecessary to pionounce ^ If so,

it was by coarser means that the ‘ Henslowe ' tragedy

sought to compass a moie complete effect. The first act,

notwithstanding its ghastliness, is perhaps the best portion of

this play, the hero of which—noi vainly—boasts that the

tragedy wreaked by him ‘ shall surpass those of Thyestes,

Terens, Jocasta, or Medea ' The course of the action

suggests either the determination of the author to lose sight

of no suggestion of dramatic horror, or his use of some un-

discoveied local nairative source But, although the strange

jumble of German names and titles might favour the latter

supposition, no such source has so much as been conjectured

,

and the tragedy lemains, so far as we can see, a mass of

theatiical motives of tragic effect rudely worked out

Among the plays in which Chettle collaborated wnth

other wnteis, it is pardonable to single out The Pleasant

Comedte of Patient Grtsstl^^ in the composition of which

Dekker and Haughton shared with him^ The special

^ Htnslowe^s Dtaiy^ p 224
* Stationers' RegtsterSf ed Weber, vol 111 p 84 b. The * booke '

is entered

as yt was latehe Acted by the Lord Chamberlayne his servantes
*

® See Dehus* article Chetth's Hoffman and Shakespeare's Hamlet m Jahr^-

huchy dc, vol IX. (1874)
* Edited for the (Old) Shakespeare Society by the late Mr Collier (1841)

® As to Dekker, see below—OfWilliam Haughton personally very little is

known, except that an attempt has been made to identify him with a name-

sake who, after graduating M A at Oxford, was incorporated at Carabndge

in 1604. Bulicn’s notice m vol xxv of the Dietionary ofNattoml

biography, 1891 ) His name is frequently mentioned:In Hmslowe's Dtaty^

as concerned m all kinds of dramatic work, from a revision of Feircx and

Horrex to plays appealing directly to the tastes or interests of the day On
OjJie occasion Henslowe records a loan to Haughton of ‘ x* to releace him

of the ciyncke " Clmk prison in Southwark) His Englishmen for

orA Woman mil have her Will (reprinted in voL x. of Hazhtt’s

in rspS by Henslowe under the second of the above fides,

but aixixmi In an’ earlier edition than that of 3:6^16, appears to have been
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history of the theme treated in this play covers a wider

ground than can here be suiweycd
,
suffice it therefoie to

say that the story, for which Chaucer considered himself

indebted to Petiarch, although it had been previously

—

probably not for the first time-treated by Boccaccio, at

a vciy eaily period commended itself to the stage It

fuinished the plot of one of the few French mysteries known
to have dealt with a semi-secular subject^ In the later

Renascence age (1546) Hans Sachs produced a ‘comedi*

on the stoiy of Griselda, m which accoiding to his wont
the concluding moral was not stinted ^ The subject has,

invaiious forms, continued to attiact dramatic writers down
to our own day'* As to the play by Chettle and his

coadjutors, it was probably founded in the first instance

upon the prose tract reproducing this favouiite story, from

which we may suppose the ballads on the same theme to

have been derived K No immediate influence of Chaucer is

recognisable in the composition of the play under notice.

Indeed, the obvious necessity of compressing the limits of

time gives to the action of this drama a greater measure

n very popular plaj It is a merits bustlings comedy of London life, showing
how the three daughters of a * Portingal

*
usurer and their three English

lovers carried the day o\ er their avaricious sire (whose nose, hke that of
Barabas, betokens liis style of business's and the three benighted foreigners

favoured by him—a Frenchman, an Italian, and a Dutchman Anthony, an
intnguing schoolmaster, and Frisco, a bungling clown, help to carry on the

action, which is extremely animated TA? S/>amsA Moors Ttagedy, by
Chettle, Day, and Dekker (1600), is thought by Mr Fleaj^, Enghsk Dfama,
1. 5172, to be identical with Lttsfs Donrnmn published in 1657 as Marlowe’s

—The play of Jane Shore

^

by Chettle and Day, was probably much eaiher

in date of composition than 1602, when it was acted, with alterations, by
Lord Worcester’s company (Halliwoll’s Dtdwnavy^ &c , 13a

)

* See Colliery's InUoduetton, « 5 , p vi, and Ebert, Entwvcklung^geschichtey

di"., p 33 The date is given by CoUier as 1393, by Ebert as 1395
a See Goedeke and Tittmann’s Dichtungen von Hans iii 48 seqq

Hans Sachs mentions Boccaccio as his onginal
* ^Fnednehs Harm's* Onseldts was produced at Vienna m 1835; MM

Silvestre and Morahd’s Gnseltdfs at the Comidte Franeatse m iBpx, and
Mr. H A Jones' Paiteni Gnstste (I think) in 11^3

* The Hwtory of Patteni Cnssd Two early tracts m black letter With
an Introduction and Notes (by J P Colher), Perev Soetd/s Pttbhcaitons^

134a —-William Forrest's poem The Seeond Ore^ld (completed m 1558%
a narrative m verse of the divorce of Queen Catherine of Aragon, testifies

to the popularity of the story (See Xkdtimaify of HaHonal Biography

^

vol atx, pf sO
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of probability than can be attubuted to that of The Clerkes

Tale, extending* as it does ovei a long* series of yeais

And although even the spectators of the play may have
found some difficulty in reconciling the proceedings of the

‘thoughtful markis' with the demands of common sense,

yet the playwrights must be allowed to have contrived with

consideiable skill to humanise his inhuman trial of his

wife's obedience Patient Grtsstl which moreover contains

two chaiming lyiics^, appears to me to be a both effective

and pleasing work The character of the faithful Babulo,

the clown of the piece, mingles with its bioad fun some
touches of true pathos ^ On the othei hand, the humour of

the Welsh Sir Owen (whose shrewish chaimei Gwenthyan
IS intended as a comic antitype to the patient heroine) has

a stagey flavour
,
but the Tudoi public seems nc\er to have

wearied of gibes against the Welsh compatriots of the

founder of the reigning dynasty
,
and the union of Wales

and England seems to have been deemed a standing popular

joke long after it had been consummated as a political act

Shakspere, with his usual felicity, was able to give a

sympathetic turn even to a national piejudice

Among the dramatic authors with whom Chettle col-

laborated were, besides those already mentioned, John

* The song * Art thou poor, yet hast thrtu golden slumbers
'
(act i sc i),

and the lullaby (act iv sc a) have been ascribed to Dekker, by reason of

his acknowledged lyrical gifts But I know of nothing undoubtedly his that

could be described as equal to the former of these two songs
® See act iv sc a * Enter Babulo, with a bundle of osiers in one arm, and

a child in another, Gnssil after him with another* (she has been expelled

with her twins from her husband's house, and driven to seek refuge with

her father) Babulo's speech offers an admirable opportunity for that mixture

of low comedy and pathos which rarely misses its effect in the hands of

a suitably gifted actor *A fig for care I old master, but now old grandsire,

take this little Pope Innocent * well give over basket-making, and turn

nurses She has uncled Laureo It’s no mattei, you shall go make a fire

Gmndaire, you shall daudle them* Gnssil shall go make pap, and 1 11 hek

the sbllet , but first Til fetch a candle* It's a sign *tis not a dear year, when
they come by two at once Here's a tsouple, quoth jackdaw Art thou

there! Sing grandsire/
* Possibly Chettle took the same line in his play, m winch Drayton was

Ms eeWsorator^ * wherem is a partofa Welchman/ which has been supposed

to be^id«Rticid with The VeAvmt Wekhmm (Catadoc the Great) printed m
A*/ and consequently attributed to Armi«U
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Day, of whom it seems more appiopriate to speak in AntAon y

a latei chapter, and ANTHONY MUNDAY ^ Munday s long

hfe (he was born m 1553) extended to 1633, most M
characteustic phases of his extiaoidmary liteiary activity

proclaim his special partnership in the likings and labours

of the age with which this chapter is more immediately

concerned The non-literary aspects of his life are not of

a nature to secure oui sympathy In his early manhood he

visited Rome in what seems to have been the secret

capacity of a Piotcstant spy, commissioned by two enter-

prising publishcis, upon the English Jesuit College there

(His experiences arc descubed in The English Romayne Lift^

in a style of which the literatuie of tracts furmshc', only

too many examples^ ) Three years later he thtust himself

forward by means of a senes of tracts purporting to clear

up the circumstances of the betrayal of Edmund Campion

into the hands of the Government, and discrediting the

Jesuits to the best of his ability. His reward seems to

have been the post of messenger of the Queen’s chamber.

This may have rendeicd it unnecessary foi him to return to

the actor’s profession, in which he seems to have pieviously

engaged (perhaps even before his Italian journey), but from

1584 onwards to about the close of the reign he appears to

have been most actively employed in diamatic composition.

Commencing with Ftdele and Fortimto^ or Ihe Two Italian

Gentlemen^ a translation or adaptation seemingly never

brought on the stage, but containing a character, Captain

Crackstone, which achieved a passing celebrity ^ these

plays would seem to have chiefly treated themes denved

from historical or other lomance To his translations

of popular French and Spanish romances, including Amadis
de Gatile and the Palmerm family, Munday probably owed

* Sep Collier s Introduction to his Ft%€ Old iYavs, m which The Downfall

ofEohtrt Mart oj fHinhngdon is reprinted, and to his edition odJohn a Kent

andJohn a Vumhre (Shakespeare Society's Publications, 1851), and Mr J

Seccotnbe's article on Munday m \ok xxxiic of TheDutwmfy of National

Biography (1894)
® Printed in 158a, and reprinted in vol n of The HaAcian Miscellany

^ It IS alluded to m Niisbe'$ Haue mlhyott to Saffron IValden Cf pleay,

u. xxs*
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His plays

downfall
o/RphePi
EaHof

the chief part of his reputation. But he increased it by his

plays, by his prose-tiacts of various contents, and more
especially by his ballads, fitted to popular tunes In his

later years, mindful of his own origin as ‘ a citizen and a

drapei,' and probably conscious of a personal agreement

with the spirit ofthe times (so far at least as the City was con-

cerned), he devoted himself largely to the composition of City

Pageants Both on account of his labours in this line of

authorship, and as a writer of ballads, he mcuired the ridicule

of Ben Jonson, who made fun of him in the character of

Antonio Balladino, and at the same time cast in Munday’s

teeth a compliment that had recently been paid to his con-

structive powers as a dramatist by a less exacting critic \

Munday’s lively comedy of John a Kent and John a

Cumber (of which the MS bears date 1595) exists only in

an imperfect state It is said to be founded upon an old

ballad
,
and its chief characters are two wizards of popular

renown resembling the Friars Bacon and Bungay of Greene’s

play, likewise founded upon popular traditions ,
the rustic

orator Turnop is also amusing

But a superior interest attaches to The Doivnfall^ and to

its sequel, The Deaths of Robert Earl of Huntington^ whom
the title of the earlier play describes as ‘ afterwards called

Rohm Hoode of merrte Sherwodde^! Both these plays

were produced in 1598, and printed in 1601 , the former, as

we possess it, comprises the alterations introduced by Chettle

into Munday’s oiiginal play with a view to its performance

at Court, the latter seems to have been a collaboration

between the two writers, to whom it is less easy to assign

their respective shares®

Neither taken individually nor viewed in conjunction do

these plays bear out Munda/s claim to have been ^the

best plotter * of his age^ Indeed, nothing could be looser

^ See The Case Altered (1598-9% act i sc i ‘You are not pageant po^t

ta the city of Milan, sir, areyou ? * and (in allusion to the praise of Mundaym
Metes* Palladts T&mta, 1598)/You are inpnnt already for the best plotter,’—

i supposed to have taken part in the Marprelate controversy on the

of the Bishops, but whether as a ballad-wnter or as a playwright is

• Both am lapintedm EtmOldFlays, andm HazUtfs Podsl^, vol vm.
* Fleey, Mmpia, L
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than the construction of these pieces lih.^ Dotvnfall begins

with an Induction, in which the pimcipal part is taken by

Skelton, who accompanies with an explanatory comment

a dumb-show sliadowing forth the argument of the play

Its subject IS the ovcrthiow from his high estate of the

Earl of Huntington, otherwise ‘the poor man’s pation,

Robin Hood,* by the violence of Prince John, the villainy

of the Earl’s enemies, and the faithlessness of his steward

Warman, who afterwards becomes sheriff of Nottingham.

Prince John is enamoured of Marian or Matilda, daughter

to Earl Fitzwater, and betiothed to Robin
,
and Queen

Elinor IS enamoured of Robin him'^'jlf The wiles of his

foes force Robin to betake himself once moie to an outlaw’s

life with his merry men in Sherwood Forest
, but m the end

King Richard arrives as a detis ex mackmA^ and restores the

hero and his friends to honourable estate

The play however announces itself as incomplete, and

Skelton (w^ho, after playing the part of Friar Tuck, and

being allowed ‘ a word or two besides the play * m act iv,

again comes forward as stage-manager and Epilogus at the

close) promises the continuation of the subject in another

tiagedy In the first act of the Death the hei o is accordingly

killed by poison , and the remainder of the tragedy is chiefly

occupied wuth King John’s attempts to secuie the love of

Matilda, Robin’s vugin widow She eludes him by seeking

refuge in an abbey
,
but being pursued even there, willingly

takes poison fiom the hands of the agent of the bafiled

tyrant. King John’s remorse, aided by an insurrection

against his rule, Induces him at the end of the play to

promise an amendment of his ways.

In all this there is of course neither historical truth nor

even a faithful adherence to popular tradition In details

as well as in the general management of the action the

author or authors might easily be convicted of caielessness,

and upon the whole these plays are as hurriedly written

as they are put togethei. They abound (especially the

Downfall) in rimes, often of an indiffeient kind
,
quatrains

are largely interspersed, and apart from the Skeltonical

verse (by no means good of its kind), the metre is varied

VOt. h F f

ion {mhd
1598)

Chetile anJ
Munday *

Dmih of

Earl of
Hunting*
ion {acted

1598)
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by short lines Yet both plays contain passages of consider-

able vigour and spirit
,
and nothing but care was needed in

order to weld good materials into a satisfactory whole ^

Munday Munday was also joint author, with Michael Drayton,

R Wilson, and R Hathwaye, of the Fzrst Part of Str
ofStrjokn John Oldcastle^^ a play which, having been published in

1600 with the name of Shakspere on the title-page (though

1600) this would seem to have been afterwards removed), has

naturally occupied the attention of sanguine critics But
already Malone placed its real authorship beyond doubt ®

,

and its merits must be discussed without reference to any
supposed Shaksperean origin. Schlegel spoke of it as

a model of the biographical drama
, Hazlitt, on the other

hand, considered it a very indifferent composition The
latter opinion seems to me the nearer to the truth Whether
or not the lost Second Part may have been able to make
the hero as interesting on the stage as he is m history, the

Ftrst in my opinion fails to attain to this end Sir John
Oldcastle here appears as nothing more than an injured

^ The speeches of Leicester, Downfall^ iv i, are very effective, the

references to the hear were doubtless acceptable at court In Bruce's

speech, Deaths v 2, there is even a touch of imaginative descriptive power.

The scene, immediately following, in which Maid Marian's dead body, clad

in white, IS borne on the stage, must have been very touching, and may
remind the modem reader of a beautiful passage in the Idylls of the King.

Warman’s attempt at suicide {Downfall, v i), although an obvious re-

miniscence of the end of Judas m the mystenes, is veiy vigorous in its way.

On the other hand, King John's vision, Death, \ 2, introduces abstract

figures, as if the authors had remembered Bishop Bale's Chronicle History.

I am convinced that Shaksperewas acquainted with these plays Mr Colher

has pointed out the resemblance between a famous hne in Macbeth and one

in The Death

‘The multitudes of seas dyed red with blood*

The masque in %i 2 did not of course suggest that m Henty Fill, which

Shalfspere took from Cavendish
,
but the resemblance (with a difference)

in the situations is striking The song of Fnar Tuck, when disguised as

n pedlar {Downfall m i), should also be compared with that of AutcfiyCus

in The Tale (iv. 3) —As to earlier dramatic treatments of the Kobm
Hood legends, see ante, p 144, and th. note (as to Skelton's allusion to

Fidar Tuck).
* Pnnted in the Ament Dnhsh Drama, voJ i*

^ p 293. Its relation in subject to the Firs^Part ofHenry JV Will

be tdaSted upon below A passage m the Prologue, and two references to

Tidetaff in hi, 4, prove Henry IF to have preceded the
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innocent But the play is very stirring in its action ,
and

contains both situations and characters of a very vivacious

humour, such as the scene m which the servant of Sir John
foices the summoner to eat his writ, and the characters of

this servant, the faithful but irrepressible Harpool, and the

Irishman, who on being taken to the gallows to suffer for

his misdeeds, entreats the ‘lord shudge’ to let him be
‘ hang’d in a wyth after his own country, the Irish fashion

*

Nor should I pass by the very ungodly Sir John, the Parson

of Wrotham,—a character which, had it been drawn by
Shakspere, might indeed furnish us with a very distinct clue

as to the poet’s opinions concerning the Church authorities of

his day But it was not drawn by Shakspere , and Anthony

Munday’s views on the subject are more easily gauged

The Robert Wilson, stated to have collaboratored Robert

with Munday in the last-mentioned play, and with Chettle

and others m several dramatic productions belonging to the fl 1598

same period, should possibly be distinguished from the name-

sake who has been previously mentioned as the author of

works ,connecting themselves with an earlier phase m the

developement of our drama ^ and who was an actor first m
Lord Leicester’s, and then in the Queen’s, service. If so, we
must suppose it to have been the younger Robert Wilson

that was praised by Meres, although on what grounds we
are hardly in a position to estimate, as ‘for learning and ex-

temporal wit, without compare or compeer^,*

Robert Armin \ although the more settled part of his Robirt

career both as player and as playwright fails in the reign of

* Cr 140 note , and see Fleay, English Dmma^ 11 07S and 283 seqq ^

Mr FJeayattributes to the elderWilson the authorship of (see below)
* Pallaths Tmm Ct Collier’s hitroduchon^ repnnted in \'ol vi of

Hazlttt’s where the non-adentity of the two Robert Wilsons is

already suggested ^
* See Collier, in ; and cf Fleay, x* 24 and the notice by the

late Mr Dutton Cookm vol xx of The DiiitomiyofRaiionalBiography (1885)*

The authority as to his rtlations with Tdriton is the collection called Tar}ion*s

JesiSf ofwhich the eai best extant edition bears date 161 1 Gabnel Harvey
described Araiin m 1593 as one of *the common pamphleteers of London %
hut hiS best-known tract, A Nest of edited by Colher for the (Old)

Shakespeare Society, 1842, was not published till z6o8 The probable date

of hss death is —As to Tarlton and the ‘Jests/ see below

F fa
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Nobody
and
Somebody
<,1603 c)

Michael
Drayton
(1563-
1631)

King James I, belongs by his training as a stage humouiist

and by his activity as a pamphleteer to the group of which

I have noted the most prominent figuies He is said to

have been apprenticed to the famous Richaid Tarlton,

who trained him to become his successor in the clown’s

parts by which he had earned the chief part of his popular

renown There is some doubt as to the origin of the

only play by Armin which has been pieserved, viz the
‘ Chronicle History ’ of The Valiant Welshman ^

Another drama, by an unknown author, describing itself

as of this species is Nobody and Somebody With the True

Chrontcle History of Elydure who was fortunately three

setterall times crowned King of England The ‘ historical
’

portion of this piece, which in the method of its satire follows

the model of the old moralities, is bonowed fiom an episode

in Geoffrey of Monmouth which was known to Spenser It

seems to have revived early in the reign of James I, and

to have been one of the plays which found its way to

Germany, wheie a translation of it was published in i6zo^

I close these gleanings among the recoids of half or

wholly forgotten writers by the mention ofone distinguished

name, to which, however, its connexion with the history of

the Elisabethan drama adds no special lustre It has been

^ Cf antCf p 430, note 3
* Cf Meissner, Die Englischm Comoedimten^ dr, in Oesterreich (1884),

pp 96-7 et at Trmculo in The Tempest (act 111 sc 2’) is supposed to allude

to the engraving ofthe two principal characters prefixed to the printed play

,

‘This IS the tune of our catch, played by the picture of Nobody '—The play

IS rcpnnted with an Introduction m vol i of the late Mr Simpson's School

ofShakspere ‘ Nobody,’ unlike the Oi?r« of the Odyssey, is the virtuous

man who bears all the blame of ^ Somebody's’ misdeeds, and does all the

good himself, without receiving any reward until the close ofthe piece

* I do not here refer to Samuel Daniel, who has a notable place of his

own in the history of our dramatic literature, and wUI be spoken of later

—

^though his Cleopatra was pnnted in X594, and written a few years earlier,

as a compamon-piece to the Tragedy ofAniome^ by Maiy Countess of P^em-

Drama, sister unto Astrofell ’—printed 1592, and wntlen m 1590,

which only professes to be * done into English from the French ’ All the

prhidpal speeches of Antome are in blank verse,—a notably early attempt m
tli|i metm (Collier, i« 73) —Like Daniefs CUopaim, Samuel Brandon’s The

(pnnted 1598)18 interesting, if Collier, in 74-5, is correct 4a
auggMmg ten pomt ^ view form its (Compound epUhets are
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well observed^ that the epical tieatment of themes, partly

mythical, connected with English history after the Norman
Conquest which w^ere usually termed Legends^ ‘ foim a kind

of little afiSuent to the Min or ’ fo) Magistrates and the

literature associated with it, of which Warner's Albion s

England (i5^i6) is a late popular example, * and the chronicle

play , and the whole body of histone nanative verse must be

regarded as a defeated iival of the chionicle play, equally

popular perhaps for a w^hile, but in true achievement far be-

yond It ' Although of these Legends the earliest entered for

publication was David's Complaint ofRosamond (159a), it was
Michael Drayton who, aftei printing \\\^ Legend ofPurs
Gavestoii in 1593 (the year in which Mailowe’s Edwaid II

was enteied on the Stationers^ Registers), tieated this and

cognate themes both m separate Legends and m the tvvo

most important of his eailier poetic pioductions, the Morti-

vieriados (1596), republished with large alterations under

the title of The Barrens IVars (1^03) and in his Heroicall

Epistles (1597) But Drayton was also directly connected

with the theatre, whose methods he thus attempted to rival

by his own Henslowe^s Diary proves him to have been

actively engaged as a playwught from about the close of

the year 1597 to 1603, and to have had a shaie in the

authorship of at least nineteen plays ^ In the earliei part

of this period he co-opcratcd with w liters whose names
have been already mentioned in this chapter

,
in the later

also with Middleton and Webster Several of these pla>^s

were of the natuie of chronicle histones, or at all events

treated historical themes of patriotic interest
,
there is, at the

same time, no reason for doubting that Drayton readily put

his hand to whatever kind of work was imposed upon him
by his employer^ The solitary play of which so far

either ttiodelled on those of Chapman's Seven Books ofthe Iliad and Shield of
Athtllts (printed in the sameyear), or were Brandon’s own stylistic m\ention

* By Hr OhVer Elton, m his admirable monograph on Michael Dmvton^
printed for the Spenser Society, 1893, p 15, w*here he refers to Mr FIcay*s

interesting list, 1* 141-58, illustrating the connexion between Draytons
HeroimU E^miles and other poems and plays

^ Cf Elton, u s , and Mr. Bullen’s notice of Drayton in vol xvi of

The Dieiionmy ofNational Bwgmphy (y688). See also FJeay, u s

* I regret not to see my way at present to accepting either Hr Fleay*6
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as we know Drayton was the unassisted author, Wilham
Longsword (1599) ^ is unfortunately not extant In point of

fact, his contributions to the drama count for nothing in the

lecords of his literaiy achievements, which in the latter part

of his career he was to crown by the publication of the Poly^

olbion But it IS pleasant to be able to associate with

a branch of our hteiature that was on the eve of becoming

one of its chief gloiies a name so dear to all lovers of the

land, whose past and piesent were alike cherished by his

lefined but generous Muse And this association is the

more gratifying, because, as there is ample concurient testi-

mony to show, he was both respected and beloved by his

contemporaries, ofwhom one of the most critically exacting

honoured him with an epitaph which is in itself ' a lasting

monument of his glory ^ ’

The tertn

* Shak»
spete^s Pre-

decessors ’

defined

I have spoken of the writers whose diamatic works, so far

as they can be with more or less of certainty ascribed to

them, have been briefly described in this chapter, under the

general designation of the Predecessors of Shakspere By
this term, as a companson of the dates furnished in the

progress of this chapter will show, nothing is of course

intended to be implied beyond the fact that these writers

had as dramatists come before the public previously to the

time when Shakspere himself may be concluded to have

begun to work as an original dramatic author. This time, as

will be shown more at length below, cannot be fixed with

absolute certainty There can, however, be no reasonable

doubt but that Shakspere’s connexion with the London stage

had begun some few years before his first appearance as

a dramatic author in his own right. This first appearance

theory as to Drayton's authorship of a series of plays hy *W S / which

were in consequence attnbuted to Shakspere, or the supposition, which
constitutes one of the argatnents for this theory, that he was the author of

The Mmy Dml ofEdmonton
^

Henslowe's p 95 (Drayton’s receipt) In another entry, p* 1491,

Uie pbty—if it be the same—is called Wdhetm Longbeard^ the title of a novel

puhlu^ed a few years prevbusly by Lodge,
^ §ee the noble Epitaph mMichael Drayton m Jonson's Underwoods, and

et 4 m ikt Muses ofhw Friend, Muhaet The Uetume
from a veiy marked tnbute is paid to the sober^ ihgoily of

Diayion't pfisnsbnallife.
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we may with tolerable safety assume to have taken place

not later than the year 1590. Of the dramatic works noted

(unless incidentally) in the piesent chapter, the earliest can

hardly have been composed at dates falling much more
than a decade—or a year or two beyond—before that year

,

the majority of the dates range from slightly later years

onwaids into a period when Shakspere was undoubtedly

active as an original dramatic writer While therefore the

influence of Shakspere*s productions may, and indeed must,

ha\e affected the dramatic labours of all—or viituaily all

—

these writers, it may be asserted that they all—or virtually

all—began their careers as dramatic writers befoi^^ he

began his own
,
while of some the activity as dramatists

was nearing its close when his was only setting in
\

Keeping these considerations of chronology (as to wtich

precision is manifestly out of the question) generallym vfew,

we may, before passing to the most consummate achieve-

ments of the Elisabethan drama—the works of Shakspere

himself—pause for a moment, m ordei to consider wl?^

had been accomplished by Shaksperc's more immediate

predecessors, and under what circumstances their labours

had been earned on.

The last decennium but one of the sixteenth century is,

in our political history, the most ciitical as well as the most

glorious period of Elisabeth^s reign It was in the middle

of this decennium—111 the years 1584, 1585, and 1586,—
that three conspiracies were discovered, the combined result

of which was at last to deteimme the Queen to consign her

rival to the scaffold. In 1587 the unhappy Queen of

Scots, 'the daughter of Debate/ as Elisabeth called her, fell

a victim, less to the accumulated apprehensions of the past,

than to the actual penis of the present, which had at last

reached the stickmg-point. In 1588 the avenging Armada
was dissipated by England’s allies, the winds and the wwes,

and by the efforts of her own sons who had learnt m distant

waters how to overthrow Spanish invincibility* Already in

Htsioma!
aspects aj
the penofi

ofShal
spere's Ph*
demsors

The great
Enrope&fi

straggle

deemed

1589 the shores of the Pyrenean peninsula were visited by
an English expedition and from this time forth England
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no longer stood on the defensive in the great struggle, and

the efforts of her riper statesmen were directed rather to

curbing than to urging forwaid the national enthusiasm for

its continuance In its two chief phases on the European

continent, that great struggle was in this same period

virtually settled against the predominance of Spam and

Spanish policy The year 1590 may be regarded as a

turning-point both m the struggle of the Netherlands for

independence, and m the attempt of the League to make
itself the master of France. English aid had been but

scantily given either to the United Provinces 01 to the

Huguenots
,

the expedition of Leicester had been worse

than useless, and the English volunteers who fought for

Henry of Navarre had been few in number But the

sympathies of the bulk of the English people had supported

the general bent of English policy
,
and the steady progress

of Maurice of Nassau, as well as the accession to the

French throne of Henry IV. left no doubt but that

the issue of the great European struggle was viitually

decided Those Englishmen who had taken a personal

part in the contest formed indeed no considerable pro-

portion of the nation
,
but the sea-rovers who had become

national heroes had pointed the way to glory as well as

to gold, and the adventurous youth of the nation knew no

moie stirring ambition than that of extending and multi-

plying the enterprises to which, across narrow or broad

seas, the enterprise of their predecessors had pointed the

way The volunteers and other soldiers who returned from

the Netherlands were thought by satirical observeis to be per-

haps more numerous than those who had proceeded thither

,

but noble patriotic memories associated themselves with the

battle-fields of the Continent as well as with the naval

enterprises of the Channel and of the far Western waters.

TheQmm If the blood of the nation had thus beefi stirred by an

eta of unprecedented significance in the relations between

o/m the country and foreign powers, at home the change which

hsd come over the aspect of things had been not less

mometitous* Queen Elisabeth had now become in very

Inith the tocamation of the national cause. The season of
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views of this description But as the movement assumed

a wider scope, its significance became a totally new one

;

and, ruthlessly suppressed in its outward manifestations, it

doggedly nursed for the future the seeds of a demociatic

revolution in Church and State

It was in times thus widely and strangely stirred that our

Elisabethan literature really began its glorious course The
most cursory glance will serve to lecall the fact that not m
the drama alone, but in a wide variety of other fields of

literary productivity, the years of which I am speaking

were full of exuberant life In these years Spenser, with

Ralegh by his side, was writing his great epic, the most

magnificent monument of the aspirations as well as of the

achievements of the age ® In them Sidney's prose-romance

was received as a bequest by a mouining nation® The
earliest publications of Daniel, of Warner, of Drayton, of

Davies and Constable are spanned by the same brief senes

of years Hall was about to publish his Satires, which in

date of composition had already been preceded by Donne’s.

Stowe was systematising the national annals
,
and the

translation of Sir Thomas North was opening to English

readers of history the great treasure-house of ancient

examples Hakluyt was describing the voyages and dis-

coveries of Englishmen, and Ralegh was putting forth his

narrative of the most marvellous * Discoverie’ of all.

Some of these efforts merely amounted to a continuation

of previous literary tendencies, and by their side the

circulation increased of an abundant popular literature of

novels and tales from foreign sources, and of contro-

versial and social tracts called forth by the multifarious

activity of the national life. The worthy critics like

George Puttenham who at this time ^ took stock of the

* The aggressors in the Mar-Prelate Controversy (see Jjelow), which forms

so strange a to the campaign against the Ama<ia, may at first have
fimnd sympathisers among courtiers who cared more for Church property

than for the Church , hut before the contention was at an end, the strength

of the attack had been proved to he in a veiy difierent quarter,
^ Tho first three books of The Fame Queens were published m tfipo*^ f«^ xa The Arcadia was published m X590
* was publish^ 1589. Puttenham,by the bye,

Whs htaasM ft tomtkt , but his plays, none ofwhich are preserved, seem
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achievements of our national poetical literature, failed to

realise in its dimensions or m its scope the mighty change

which was in progress ^ A very few years only passed, and

the selections of modern criticism seem alieady to be antici-

pated by a diligent observer of contemporary effort For

m truth a liteiature such as this had, if the expression be

permissible, justified itself of itself It had outgrown the

trammels of mere fashion under which it had begun its

course,—even of a fashion imposed by a Court whose centre

was a sovereign sure of hei learning and far fiom distrustful

of her powers of judgment The tastes of the Tudor Court

remained true to the traditions of the Renascence The
ancient classical models, or rather the half-accidental list of

them which had secured a species of literary preiogative, to-

gether with the examples derived from the nation to which

the revival ofthose models was primarilydue,—the Italian,

—

accordingly long remained on their pedestal ofpre-eminence

The learning of the Universities largely reflected the same

tastes The euphuism of Lyly and his successors, though

pnmarily denved from Spanish models, accommodated
itself easily to the adaptation of Italian and French

mateuals
,

while the subjects of their dramas, and still

more the ornaments of their diction, continued to display

a fond belief in the inexhaustible resources of classic lore.

Gabriel Haivey sought to refoim ‘English versifying* on
un-Enghsh principles

,
and Dame! had to break a lance

against Sidney himself in defence of our English heritage

of rime* The unnatural vitality of Euphuistic, Arcadian,

and other affectations
—‘nothing/ says Ben Jonson^, *is

to have been mostly ofan earlier type They included, besides a comedy en-

titled two ‘enterludes,* JLttsfy London and IVoer (the Utter

‘yielding a specimen of female pertness'), and a senes of Trtmnphah in

lionoar ofQuetJi Elisabeth See Ha£flQ\vood,AncteniCniicalEssaySt i xiu mU
* See the well-kQpwn passage at the end of Bk i,

* * The Englisit tongue,* says Meres in his Poliadts Ta»na (1^98), ‘ is

mightily ennehed* and gorgeouslie muested in rare ornaments and resplen-

dent abiliments by sir PMtp Sfdnfy, DanuU IVarner,

Shakespearv, Marlom^ and Chapnmn '—a jtidicioub choice of names for

any survey of the poetical literature ofthe age It is mterestmg to compare

with this list of Engh^ poets that suggested by Drayton m his Mptstk to

Ri^noMa (i6i:8> , cf* Flesy, i. t4U
* JDtsiovems {De vem ar£;uits),.
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fashionable till it be deformed ^—supplies the best pi oof of

the power which belonged to the tastes of the Court The
writers who addressed themselves directly or primarily to

courtly ears, Sidney himself among them, were all more or

less emphatically artificial It was by the imitation of

classical models, or by efforts savouring of the ' Italianated
’

taste of the Court, that great writers as well as small

—

a Spenser, a Marlowe, a Peek, and a Shakspere— sought
in the first instance to commend themselves to the favoui

of high personal patronage Other dramatists, or their

admirers on their behalf, appealed to their classical epopees

and their ‘ sugared sonnets ' as their titles to liteiaiy reputa-

tion The author of Doctor Faustus was remembered for

his Hero and Leander^ Shakspere’s first offering to his

patron was Venus and Adorns

,

and Meres cannot compare

our poets, in life or in death, to any parallels but Classical

or Italian predecessois

The drama But our liteiatuie was fast broadening beyond such

%e^un bounds by dint of its fertility, diversity, and power That
nahonahs- it swept these bounds away altogether, and in the end

Tefhan^^^ compassed a range of achievement unprecedented and
htetaiure unsurpassed m grandeur and breadth, was due in a signal

degree to the growth, wholly without paiallel, of one among
its branches. And the branch in question was no oth^r

than the drama.

To later generations this has, I think, become an incon-

testable fact That the age which witnessed it should but

partially and gradually have become conscious of the extra-^

ordinary literaly importance of the advance of the English

drama, may requiie some explanation; but there seems

little difficulty m suggesting reasons for the slowness of the

process of recognition The importunity of secondary

aspects is, in the nature of things, apt for a time to preclude

a broad face-to-face estimate of the greatest issues of

literary, as of all other kinds of history.

In the first place, then, the glories of the Ehsabethau

were not essentially due to patronage,—often a neces-

^urse of literary success, but not indispensable for the

of the vitality of genius*
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* Poets/ says one of them ^ who was sustained from more

enduring sources, * should walk with piinces’ Without

having so broadly foimulated hei conceptions either of her

royal dignity or its ‘ rewaidfulness ’ to poets (dramatic or

other), Queen Elisabeth most assuredly had a most genuine

and enduring love of the drama. But it is obvious—and it

must have been so even to the generat’ons w^hich exulted

in the glamour of the Cynthian light—that neither was the

impulse to the mai vellous progress achieved by our dramatic

literature m her leign of her giving, nor was it hei favour

that leally sustained the growth upon which she smiled to

the last ^ All but insatiable as she was m her fondness for

plays, expending sums which must be called considciablc

upon theatrical and musical enteitamments at Couit fiom

the very commencement of her leiga®, and willing to be

welcomed with such diveisions at the houses of her nobles,

at the colleges in the Universities, and at the Inns of Court,

—she formed no exception to the rule, that the habitual

playgoer is the most catholic of plcasure-scekers m his or

her own line of amusement It would prove difficult to

discover any signs of pci sonal discrimination in the best of

plays recorded or supposed to have been performed in her

presence* Her way was to see befoie she judged, and to

preface by ambiguous utterances her ultimate censure.

Moreover, one may take leave to doubt whether the most

vehement of her appetites—the Io\c of flattery—could evci

have been gratified more completely than by the attempts

made m the eailier dramatic productions of hei reign to

meet its demands, seasoned as they almost unifoimly weie

by the classical imagery on which as a true child of the

1 udor Renascence she had herself been nurtured

Schiller

* At as late a data as December 29, 1601, Dudley Carleton mentions the

presence of the Queen ^ with all her mmitdae audtfrtc(^$ at a dramatic per-

1ormance at Blackfrians* {CahftdarofSicfie JOpmesttc Set lest Eitsakih,

i6oi<-3, p 130

)

* Sec Colhtr, i 173 seqq Collier cites, adding the requisite quiliScations,

the assertion of George Chaltners f/ieBdmers m the Shaksfeare

Papers, 1797, p. 353) that ‘the persecutions of preceding governments had
left Elisabeth without a theatre, without diamas, and without placers.’

Thefavom
of Queen
Elisabeth
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Among the great nobles of Queen Elisabeth’s reign

many—including the Endymion who lingered out to the

last such rays as he could catch from his Diana—^kept

companies of players , and the fashion unmistakeably con-

tributed to the refinement of dramatic production in both

matter and manner In each of these directions, the process

of selection must have continued, as some of these players

were drafted off into the royal service ^ But, in the midst

of all the researches which have been devoted to this period

of dramaturgic effort, it is not easy to discover any evidence

of a patronage, such as has been thought discernible in the

case of Shakspere’s own career, of a patronage directing

itself to the consistent encouragement of literary merit in

the productions of the stage, as apart from incidental

personal ‘protection* In other words, such aristocratic

patronage as was enjoyed by the writers who have been

discussed in this chapter was incidental or fitful, and to all

appeal ance unpioductive. The association between the

progress of our theatre and such names as Southampton

and Pembroke was at the most beginning
,
while the days

were yet distant when in the ihte of the younger nobility of

which Essex was at once the type and the leader, a genuine

love became perceptible, not of the stage only, but of

dramatic liteiature

There- Except, then, in the particular instances noted above,

fiom Lyly downwards, in which our dramatists directly

pubhc and accommodated themselves to the known demands of Queen

and Court, and of the circles of society following their

tastes, the dramatic writers rather led their patrons than

were directed by them* If the adventurous volunteers

^ See the passage from Stqw’s AnnalSf cited by Halliwell-Phillips in bis

Introduction to Tarlton^s Jesis, Ac ^Shakespeare Soctei^s Pubheattam^

P 35 note s * Comedians and stage^players very poore and

Ignorant in respect of those of this time, but being more growne very shil-

tiM and exquisite actors for all matters, they were entertained into the

of divers great Lords, out of which companies there were all, of the

bist ^cboaea, and at the request of Sir Francis Walsmgham, they were
trweaMt the Queenes servants, and were allowed wages and hvenes as

of the chamber* and until this yeere, the Queene had no
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apostrophised by Peele found it difficult to tear themselves

from ‘ Mahomet’s Pow and mighty Tamburlaine/ they left

other audiences behind them to applaud these * pagan

vaunts^’ Dramatists, pations, and public shared the in-

fluence of their times. A stirring age called for stirring

themes
,
and these in their turn for a corresponding vigour

of treatment If ‘ the style is the man,’ so the style is also

the age
,
and the general tension of men’s minds manifested

itself in eveiy branch of the form of art which most easily

and quickly reproduced it Neatness and symmetry of

construction were neglected for fulness and variety of matter

Novelty and grandeur of subject seemed suited by a swelling

amplitude and even reckless extravagance of diction The
balance of rimed couplets gave way to the forward march

of a remodelled blank-verse, as if from an inner necessity

;

* strong lines’ were as inevitably called for as strong situa-

tions and strong characters Individuality determined

the degree m which, either in form or in matter, the several

writers were subject to such influences. A Greene could

not rise to the passion of a Marlowe, nor a Marlowe imitate

the flexible vivacity of a Greene
; but the stamp of the age

was impressed upon them all, and no less powerful an

influence than this could have marked them all, while

severally distinct in their poetic individualities, as forming
" a homogeneous group of national writers.

But It would have been impossible for these dramatists

thus to give full expression to the spirit of the age to which

they belonged, had not the outward conditions of their

lives cast them into the very midst of the current, instead

of leaving them to lounge as bystanders on its banks, to

note and speculate on its phenomena, or to indite letters

‘touching the earthquake in April last, and our English

reformed versifying/

I have narrated the lives of these dramatists veiy briefly,

but without seeking to cast a veil over their errors any
more than over their misfortunes* On these errors I need

not superfluously dwell. To suppose that at any time the

Peculiar

eondtitoHii

ofthe Sms
of these

dramatists

* HMfs ^%nsj i I
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experience of folly and vice constitutes a necessary pro-

gymnasium of intellectual labours, is to invert the rational

system of human progress, in which all intellectual achieve-

ments must find their legitimate place Genius must have

its years of journeying, as it must have its years of appren-

ticeship
,
but misfortune only, not the operation of any

inevitable law, so often causes those years of jouineymg

to include a sojourn in the tangled woods of Bohemia

Not, however, in all periods of literary effort is it calmly

carried on under the cheerful encouragement of the clear

light of common day, and the lives of these men were

beset by dangers and difficulties, as well as stimulated

by opportunities, of an exceptional chaiacter These

dangers and difficulties sprang from the condition in which

the dramatists found the very sphere of their endeavours,

the stage

Th6pro‘ Xo minds exalted and animated by an active imagination,

play^ight fed by the varied experience of men and books which

we kiiow these wnteis to have undergone at an early period

contact of then lives, the liteiature of the drama offered the most

obvious and the most promising outlet But this particular

literature of the diama had already so thoroughly estab-

lished Its natural union with the stage, and the possibility

of gaming a livelihood as a playwright without entering

into a personal connexion with the stage was so infinitesimal,

that all the dramatic authors of whom this chapter has

tieated identified themselves at particular times of their

lives with particular theatrical companies The learned

Lyly might pine for the dignified office of superintendent

of the dramatic entertainments of the Court ; Peele might

eke out his rougher earnings by the dues received by him

as managing faciotum of royal and noblemen*s entertain-

ments , Munday might satisfy his aspirations m catering

for the city
,
reasons of one kind or anothef might prevail

with l^odge and Drayton to put an end to their dependence

upon ^pennie-knaves* and the purveyors of their pleasures.

But, permanently or temporarily, all these predecessois of

Shafepere weie the servants of the stage and its immediate

public, and not a few of them—probably including Peele
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himself—were actors This connexion, while, in ways on

which there is no necessity for dwelling further, it affected

the course of the personal lives of the diamatists, and the

estimation m which they were held by their contempoiaries,

at the same time diiectly influenced the character of their

dramatic works. It taught with incomparable certainty a Resnits of

keen insight into the laws of dramatic cause and effectj and

imparted waim vitality to a dramatic literature produced, producUmi

as the phrase is, for immediate consumption On the other

hand, it as inevitably constituted rapidity of workmanship

an indispensable clement m the qualifications of a successful

playw light. Marvellous as was the productivity of many
of these dramatists, and still more marvellous as it

would appear were we awaie eff all they wrote, the very

nature of the case sufficies to account for it How a play

was produced, what number of hands had been at work

upon it, what loans and what spoliations had occurred in

the process, must ordinarily have seemed of less moment
than whether it was produced, and whether it succeeded.

Not literary criticism, but the veidict of popular applause,

was m the first instance challenged. Plays were written

to be acted
,
and they were acted to please For a

dramatist to say of himself that he *kncw his art and not

his trade’ would have struck his fellow -actors and authors

as a more than doubtful vaunt The play w^as the property

of the company , and exposed to any alterations and * addi-

tions/which,while they ‘made* it on the stage, might ‘mar* it,

as in the case of Fansttis^ for all future ages This simple

consideration accounts at once for many of the merits, and

for many of the faults, confmon to a large proportion of

the dramatic works discussed in this chapter

^ The same considerations will of course, to a very large extent, have to

be borne m mind in considenng the dramatic work of Shakspere, Ben
Jonsott, and many of the later Elizabethans.—Analogies from the histoiy of

Gretk diamatic literature are always fascinating, and it might thus be noticed

here that the comic dramatist Plato, probably one of the most bnlliant com-

petitors of Anstophanes, described himself as having laboured for others,

like an Arcadian mercenary It is not however certain whether he meant

that he was tsiV vinm ‘ sweated,’ or that he began by representing

his plays anonymously,^ tike An&tophanes himself and Ameipsias. See

Uonaldaon, thmtte ofiht Greths (7th cdittoiii i8da), p. 174

VOL. L G g
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It therefore becomes necessary to recall, however briefly,

the conditions of the English stage in this period of our

dramatic literatuie In the course of this peiiod the theatre

had, in the fullest sense of the term, become a popular

institution This, howevei, by no means implies either

a simultaneous rise of the stage m the esteem of classes and

sections of the population whose interests and sentiments

had little or no direct concern with liteialure or ait, or

a corresponding advance of the labours of pla3rwiight and

player towaids due lecognition m those literary and artistic

Glides of which they m truth themselves foimed part It

must be remembered that up to the time when the first

dramas of Marlowe and his fellows were produced there had

been no example of men of University education (in those

days far more exclusively than afterwards the lepresenta-

tives of higher intellectual training) addressing themselves

to the composition of plays intended to be peiformed in

a public theatre, and to profit those interested in its affairs"^.

I may notice, although not wishing to insist too much
on the coincidence of dates, that the careers of the two

most renowned tragic actors of this age, Edwaid Alleyn

and Richard Burbage, seem to have begun veiy much about

this time®* Which, if any, of the University playwrights

themselves trod the boaids, must, m the case of the more

illustrious among them, remain a mattei ofpuie supposition \
Jhjiuenceof Queen Elisabeth’s fondness for diamatic performances,

%^o}lh£ which had shown itself already before hei accession to the

Que0h throne and from that date onwards^ steadily affected its

^ Tills IS of Course the sense of Mr Fleay^s sayings, Histovy of the

p that * until 1587 educated men who made it the business of their lives

to promote the interest of the stage by their plays or their playing were

Unknown,'
* Alleyn’s name first occurs ixr a list of Lord Worcester’s players m 1586

;

Richard Burbage had made himself some sort of theatric^ reputation by

158S As to his sobrtquet ^Roscio' and the associTation of him with

Shakspere by contemporary writers, see Ingleby, Shakespeare's Centurk of
(New Shakspere Society’s Publications, 1879, pp 37, 58 ti at)

Richard Burbage was of course stage-bom and bred , as to AUeyn,^ this is

ao certain See Mr J T Warner^s notice of Alleyn in vol i, of Tht

afNokonai Btograph^ (1885)
* Ct mki pp* 38», 410
* p, The prodasmtion of April, 1359, there noticed, was
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strength, at first exercised no strongly peiceplible influence

upon the history of the theatre The diamatic entertain-

ments at court and on the royal progresses continued in

accoi dance with, the practice of Queen Elisabeth’s piede-

cessois, indeed, not a ftw of these performances seem to

ha\e been levivals of inteiludes which the Queen had

applauded in the days of her brother King Edward VI,

and one or more of the old piayeis in which drew their

Court pensions till late into her ou n reign Her own inter-

lude players, who continued to perfoim during the eailiei

years of that reign, cannot ha\e exercised much more in-

fluence than these vetei ans upon the advance of the drama “

But as year aftei year witnessed a continuance and an

increase of the national confidence ('foes and factions not-

withstanding) in the stability of hei and as hei

liking for dramatic enteitainments undciwent no abate-

ment, her position as supreme and general patron of the

English drama became moie and moie fully established

In a sense all the wntcis or pei formers of plays, in the

earlier half of the reign at all events, openly wore her colours

and were eager to lay themselves at her feet"*'

From the beginning of the new reign onwards, the chief

noblemen and gentlemen connected with the Court—or per-

haps It would be more correct to say, the more favouied and

enterprising among their number—maintained companies of

actors to which the privilege was allowed of performing

plays in various counties^, although it ivas not until 1574

obviously due to political considerations Cf T F Ordish, Early London

(1894% p s8
* Fleay, H^iory of ike 4^-4 ^ Ib jo
* These evpressions are suggested by De Silva’s account to King Phihp II,

July, 1564, how after a comedy at Court there was * a masque of certain

gentlemen, who entered dressed in black and white, which the Queen told

me were her colours, and after dancing awhile, one of them approached

and handed the a sonnet in English, praising her* Calendat^ of
Spanish State Papers {Elz^aheih vol i (1892% p gtdB

< Fleay, Htstoty of the Stage^ 34-5, dislmguibhes four stock*! (r> lord

Robert Dudley’s (afterwards Earl of l^cicester)
, (a. Sir Robert Richs,

succeeded by Sir Robert Lane’s, and then by the company formed oy the

Duttons for the Earl of Oxford, and succeeded in its turn by the company of

Henry Carey, Lord Hunsdon; (31 Lord Clinton's, succeeded bv the Earl of

Sussex’ (Lord Chamberlain, ^$76) ; on his death probably translerred to the

mid of thf

nohtltfy
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Academical
and scho-

lashc ttses

that the earliest of these companies m date of establishment

(the Earl of Leicester’s) obtained a patent for performances

m every part of the kingdom, including theiefore the City of

London, m 1574 j
but of the significance of this imme-

diately At the same time, whichsoever among the effoits

of these seveial companies attained to a conspicuous success,

were, as a mattei of course, reproduced before the Queen
herself at her Court, Christmas 01 Shi ovetide revels On such

occasions the actors called themselves the Queen’s playeis,

and we may well suppose masteis as well as seivants to have

eagerly sought these oppoi tunities of distinction It was not,

as will be seen immediately, until 1583, that a permanent

company of Queen’s Players was selected foi appointment

In much the same way, the two Universities and the Inns

of Court, as loyal corporations delighting m the visitations

of the royal presence, were ready to gratify the Queen by
dramatic performances specially suited to the scholarly

tastes and attainments which she could nowhere else so

appropriately air The chief London schools, so far as their

relatively slender means extended, were fain to offer similar

dramatic exhibitions More continuously, and with the aid

of a training of which the steadiness must have gone some
way towards making up for the immaturity of the acting

matenal, the choristers of the Queen’s own Chapels Royal,

and of the cathedral and collegiate churches in or near

London \ were on select occasions able to present before the

Queen plays more or less suitable for juvenile impersonation.

service ofthe Earl of Oxford
, (4) Lord Charles Howard's (the Lord Admiral’),

succeeded by the Earl of Derby's, who in their turn were succeeded by
the Earl of Arundel's (Philip Howard) These companies, according to the

results of Mr Fleay’s researches, cover a penod extending from 1559 to

about 1584—^As to Dutton's company of actors, see the cunous satmcdl

lines reflecting on their desertion of the service of the Earl of Warwick for

that of the Earl of Oxford—they *wrot themselves his Comoedians, which
certayne gentlemen altered and made Camoelions’—^in Wright and Halh«

well's Echqmae AnUquae (1843), a xaa A 'Dutton's play' is mentioned

as performed at Court m or about 1574 ,
this mention of plays by the name

of the manager of the company is cWactenstic of Ehsabethan straight-

forwardness. Cf Collier, 1. and.

^ Hr* Fleay, tu s 34, enumerates as organised boys' companies in

period the choirs of St Paul's, the Chapel Eoyal and Windsor
(or Eton)* and Herchaat Taylors' and Westminster Sehoofe.
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These boys enacted many of the plays mentioned m the

present or in later chapters of this book
,
and their com-

petition was much felt by the men actors and at times

strongly complained of by their mouthpieces ^ It would

seem that in 1585 a royal wanant was issued for the

impressing of childien for the choir of St. Paul’s anywhere

in the kingdom
,
which implies that this company of * little

eyases* at the time enjoyed a monopoly as juvenile actors-

Thus It is obvious that in the earlier period of Queen
Elisabeth’s reign there could never have been a lack either

of players or of plays to be presented befoie her, and con-

sequently never a lack of playwiights to fuinish forth the

materials of her favouiite diveision. When, accordingly, m
1583 the time was held to have arrived for selecting a regular

company of players to Her Majesty, who henceforth bore

^ Cf The English Drama and Stage,
, 1543-1664, illustrated by Docu^

mmiSf Treatises^ and Poems (Roxburghe Library, 1869; , and Clark and
VTnght’a edition of Hamlet (Clarendon Press), Pte/ace, p xv,

* Although perhaps anticipating rather too much in date, I may be here

allowed in a note to translate a curious passage referring to these performances

by children m the Diary of the Duke [Philip Julius] of [Pomeiania-] Sietim,

edited by Dr G von Balow, assisted by Mr Wilfred Powell, for the Royal

Historical Society ^^Transactions, New Senes, vol \i 189a) The date of his

visit to England was 1602 , but the general features of the description may be

in part held applicable to these performances at a much earlier period of the

Queen's reign * Thence we proceeded to the Kwdenontoedm, which m Us

plot dealt with a capita vtdua

,

it was a histona of a rojal widow in England.

Now this IS the account of this Kmdcreomoedia the Queen tnamiains many
young boys, who are bound to apply themselves with diligence to the art ol

singing, and to learn how to perform on all instruments, and at the same
time to pursue their studies These boys have their special praeeeptom m
all arts, in especial very good mustcos

‘Kow in order that they may use courtly manners, Uiey are obliged every

week to perform a comoedta, for which purpose the Queen has caused to be

built for tliem a particular theatmm, and has supplied them superabundantly

with artistic dresses Whoe\er desires to be a spectator of such a perform-

ance must pay as much as eight stmdtsche SchtUmge of our coinage, yet

there is always to be found there a large audience including many detent

women, because 4hey expect, m accordance with 'what they heard from

others, to have brought before them many interesting urgumenia and

many noble maxims j everything in the performance being done by

candlelight (bei LtchU\ which makes a great sensation (Aufsehen) For

a whole hour previously, one listens to a costly mnsica instmmeniahs ot

organs, cithers, pandores, mandores fiddles and pipes
,
on the present occa-

sion, indeed, a boy mm voce iren^ula sung in so lovely a fashion to a cello

{Basgeige) ^at, unless Uie muses at Milan may have excelled him, we had
not heard the hke of him on our travels,*
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the distinctive name of the Queen’s men, although then efifoits

were by no means confined to performances in her presence,

there could be no difficulty in finding a sufficient number of

established favourites deserving of the coveted distinction

We know that those chosen included the famous clown

Richaid Tarlton, together with Robert Wilson, the supposed

author of Tke Three Lordes and Three Ladies of London^

and other popular favourites ^

^ See Fleay, History of the Stage, 54-5 —Of Richard Tarlton a full account

will be found in Halliwell(-Phillips’) Introduchon to his edition of TaHtovCs

Jestsj
andNews out of Purgatory {Shakespeare Soctetys Pubhcaitons, 1844^

Cf a note to the life of Hall in Chalmers’ English Poets, v 354—Tarlton was
a ‘ prentice in his youth ’ m the City of London, and is said to have after-

waids earned his living as a ‘ water-bearer ’ Later in life he seems to have

followed the more suitable avocation of a tavern-keeper On the stage he be-

came famous as a clow n, and was above all admired for his extemporal riming

{to ‘Tarletonise’ became synonymous with extemporising), and more especi-

ally for his ‘jigs ’—1 e ludicrous * topical
* songs, often accompanied by a

dance, introduced by the clown and usually invented by him Of these a good

example remains in Tarlton's Jtgge of a horse loade of Fooles, printed by
Halliwell-Phillips, « 5 , pp xx-xxvi) — His popularity, fostered by his

audacity, knew no bounds Nashe says, with a touch true to human nature,

that ^ the people began exceedingly to laugh when Tarlton first peept out his

head ’
,
and Fuller records that ‘ the self same words, spoken byanother, would

hardly move a merry man to smile, which, uttered by him, would force a sad

soul to laughter* Tailton died in 1588, the year of the Spanish Armada
A warm tribute is paid to him in The Three Lordes andLadtes ofLondon, a play

probably written shortly after his decease and attributed to his fellow-actor

Robert Wilson (See mite, 140 note, and cf 435 The *• extemporal ' wit

attributed to the supposed ' younger * Wilson by Meres, suggests at least

a hereditary connexion with Tarlton*s associate ) Long afterwards the

portrait of Tarlton, with drum and fife, of which Mr Halliwell-Philhps

gives a facsimile, continued to ornament ale-houses and other places of

public resort For references to him, see among others the Induction to

Bartholoniem Fair (1614), and an epitaph of the year 1617, quoted by Wal-
dron m his edition of The Sad Shepherd, p 167, where he is apostrophised

as * the Lord of Mirth,* while ‘all clownes since’ are said to have been ‘ his

apes/—As for the productions that have been attnbuted to Tarlton, the

authenticity of the Jests (of which the first known, but probably not the

earliest, edition bears date 1611) is in several instances supported by

external evidence, the remaikably ancient and flat flavojp: of others seems

on the whole to add to the probabihty of their traditional ongin The medley
of Short stones called Tarldods Nems out of Purgatone was printed m or

about X59C^ but hts name is generally thought to have been attached to this

pamphletmerely by way of a catchpenny. He wrote, however, a good deal

of veiise (including a volume called Tarlton s Toyes\ none ofwhich except

the mentioned ‘ jig has been preserved. Ofmore interest for students

of ouf^dnumtic literature h the statement of Gabriel Harvey (m his Foore

ap* Halliwell-Fhilhps, Introduction, p, xxxiv)^ that Tarlton
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But the effoits of the eailier Elibabethan theatre, although

concent!ated m the way indicated upon the service of the

Queen, were after all due m their origin to a popular

demand for dramatic entertainments which was oldei than

her dynasty or the forms of Church and State under which

her government w^as earned on In former days this

demand had attached itself to localities conseciated by
tradition to diamatic spectacle, or associated by immemorial

usage with diversions of a dramatic character^ As it

became customary for companies of placers attached to the

households of noblemen and gentlemen to travel from place

to place in order to exhibit their perfoimances, they naturally

lesoited to the inns, more especially in or about London,

the boy companies when intent upon piofit followed suit

,

and thus it came to pass that ‘ m the histoiy of the London

stage the immediate predecessor of the play-house was the

inn-yard ^ ’ From the accession of Queen Elisabeth until

the year 1575, when the first London theatre, properly

so-called, w^as built, these mn-yards remained the chosen

homes of the popular drama Among the hosteh les known

to have been frequented for this purpose wrere the Cross

Keys^ m Gracious (Gracechurch) Stieet, the Bull m Bishops-

gate Street, the Belle Savage on Ludgate Hill, and others m
Whitefriars, m Blackfnars, and clsewhcie near St Paurs^

In this very natural, and under the circumstances practically

inevitable process, we may recognise the origin of a long

was the author of the plaii or outline of action (to be filled up with words

by the performers) of The Seven Deadhe Sins^ of which the Semnd Part was

found by Malone at Dulwich, and has been printed by Collier Cf anU^

p 330, note X —After Tarlton & death, his mantle—or perhaps I should say

hts cap and bells— fell to William Kempe, of whom a word below—The

\ogue of Edward Alleyn and Richard Burbage, as has been seen, had hardly

begun by 1583 ; Richard’s father James was a member of Leicester’s com-

pany, probably from a very early period of its emstence

^ CL mit as to tjjie exhibition of religious plays m churches and chapels,

or m their immediate vicmity, and m that of the ancient and sacied wells ,

and see Hr T Fairman Ordish’s Bttrly London Theaites (1894) as to the

amphitheatrical constructions for spectacular purposes, botli in London and

in other parts of the country
* Ordish, p* a8
® Fleay, History of the Staj^e^ 35
* According to Pryane, ap, Fleay, 38, this house was called the Bell

^ See Fleay, u, s., and OrdisU, 30.
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senes of conflicts which affected, together with the history

of the London, and therefore of the English stage, the

course of our dramatic, and with it that of many other ‘ rivers

of the blood’ of our national literatuie It will accordingly,

I think, best serve the purpose of this subsidiary reference to

the annals of the earlier Elisabethan stage, to connect the

chief incidents which remain to be noticed m them according

to chronological sequence with the most notable data of the

stiuggle in question^

Queen Elisabeth’s proclamation of April 7, 1559, issued

piobably for purely political reasons, had not affected the

acknowledged administrative piinciple that all dramatic

performances in the City of London remained under the

control of its Lord Mayor and Corporation. But the

increasing number of these performances in the London inn-

yards, fostered by the love of the theatre in which the Queen

was at one with her magnates and with a large proportion of

her people, continuously aggravated the aspect of a nuisance

in which they presented themselves to the fathers of the

City Enteitainments of the kind in question could not be

carried on without noise and disturbance of all sorts, more

particularly since, in accoidance with the traditions of the

mediaeval drama^ the performance of a play implied zpro*-

cessm with drums and trumpets to its performance
,
while

within the precincts of the inn-yards, the terribly real peril

of spreading infectious disease, and above all the Plague

—

the curse of curses in this unsanitary and unscientific age

—

speedily attained to proportions such as nothing short of

sheer blindness could have ignored and neglected It was

under an exceptionally awful visitation of the Plague that m
1563 Archbishop Griiidali (Spenser’s ‘good Algrind influ-

enced by his Puritan antipathies against the stage, advised

Secretary Cecil to inhibit all plays for one wh^oie year within

the City, ‘ and if it were for ever,’ the Primate added, ^ it were

not amissV We do not know whether his advice was taken

;

but it was in any case momentous as at the same time pro-

Hy gui4e in Ujia summary is Mr ofUt* St&^
uli other treatments of the subject. Seees$iecmUy pp. 44

> p, 44, » Collier, 1* iSo,
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testing against plays on religious and on social gi ounds, and

appealing to the competence of the royal authority to exer-

cise a control over their performance within as well as without

the City of London
Nine years later—m 1572, as we learn from Harrison's

Chronologu ^—plays were actually * banished for a time out

of London, lest the resort unto them should ingender

a plague, or rather disperse it, being already begonne^

But by whatever authority (doubtless it was that of the

City Itself) this oidmance was issued, its result was not to

check the popularity of dramatic peiformances Not only

did the Queen’s high-handed bestoual, in 1574, upon

Leicester’s playeis of the privilege of performing phy^
within as well as without the City limits, whether for her

own delectation or foi that of her subjects at laige, imply

a defiance of the claim of the City authorities to manage

their own affairs^
,
but, which was perhaps of even more prac-

tical importance, she had been met halfway by the inclina-

tions of the London population, inasmuch as the temporary

prohibition of plays within the walls was beginning to be

evaded by a systematic increase of dramatic performances,

both on the Surrey side ofthe river in Southwark,—a district

devoted from of old to popular diversions of all sorts and

descriptions,—^and to the North of the Walls In 1575 the

actors of the several companies mteiested, assuming the izd

captandum designation of ‘ Her Majesty^s poor players/

ventured on a sort of ultimate attempt by petitioning the

Privy Council for permissue letters to the Lord Mayor, and

the City replied by a statement of its case against them, to

* See Extracts (Appendix I to Furnivall's Foretvords to Earnson*$ Desenp^

hon of England^ Bks « and m ), Nm Shakspete Soae^^s Pubtuahom^ 1877,

pp iiv4v, cited ap Ordish, p 31, Harnson inveighs against the signs of

the times, when players could * build such houses* as were by this edict

emptied of their freijuenters But his meaning, as Dr Fumivall allows, is

ambiguous,
* Cf* p* 433—The name ofJames Burbage heads the list. He may

be described as the father of the popular Ehsabethan theatre, but of his own
successes as an actor we possess no authentic record Cf Mr S Lee's

notice ofhim in vol viu of Ths Xhdtomfy ofNaHoml Bwgfapky (,1886) — For
the patent m question, c€ Colhcr, 1, 303-4, with FJeay’s observ'ations,

Htsioiy of tht Stage^ p 45
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which the merit of exhaustiveness cannot be denied^

In 157^ or 1577 a new chapter in the history of the

English stage may be said to have begun with the opening

of The Theatre in Finsbury Fields, followed immediately

afterwards by that of the Curtain hard-by in Shoieditch^

The history of the ongin and progress of these playhouses

‘in the fields/ and of others which spiang up after them
in rapid succession, both within and without the City proper,

must be left to the chroniclers of the stage ,—the theatres

in question included the Whitefriars the Fortune in Golden

or Golding Lane St Giles, Cripplegate, and from 1596-7
the Blackfriars, a house purchased by James Burbage m
1596 ;

together with, on the Bankside, the Rose (Henslowe’s

playhouse), the Swan the Globe (from 1599 5

immediate neighbourhood of Pans Garden, which, though

mainly a resoit for bear-baiting and other sports, was itself

also used for diamatic repiesentations), the Hope and

Newington Butts In 1583, as has been seen, a single

company of Queen^s players was constituted, and although

the plague appeals to have prevented it for a time fiom

performing m London, its formation added a new element

of stability to the English stage

Meanwhile, the combination of moial sentiment, leligious

opinion, and practical giievance which had long sustained

the endeavours of the City authorities towards staying, and

if possible extinguishing, the activity of the stage, had

begun and continued to find eager liteiary exponents

^ Cf Fleay, u s
, 46-7 The third article of the reply, as there condensed,

IS stn generis excellent ‘ To play in plague-time increases the plague by

infection , to play out of plague-time calls down the plague from God *

^ See Ordish, sss seqq and 76 seqq—two exhaustive chapters, whicli

render further references superfluous

® See J Greenstreet, The Whtiefmm* Theatre %n the time of Shukspere

New Shakspete Soaetys Ttnmacttons, 1888, founded on information from

documents connected with a Chancery suit of the year 1&9
* See as to the manuscnpt and drawing of the Swan Theatre, discovered

by Dr Guedertz of Berlin among the papers of John de Witt, Canon of

Utrecht, who visited London about the year 1396, Br. Gaedertz* publication

on the subject (Bremen, 1888), and Mr H B TOieatley*s paper m
eKikms iofike JNm Sh&k^ere Socteij, i8$8

» See aa to the London Theatres of this period, Fleay, 0/the

U1
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Passing by published pulpit utterances of even eailier dates,

we may notice in the fiist instance a treatise entered for

publication in 1577, and printed at all events as early as

1579, by John Noithbiooke, a divine wdiosc Oidcrs dated

from the Elisabethan age, undei a heading or motto which

he adopted fora succession of tracts This was the Tteatise

wkaetn Dicing^ Danncing, vatnc Playes or Enterluds^ with

other idle Pastimes^ tre ,
commonly 7ised on the Sabaotk Day^

aie repfoved by the AnthmiHe of the Wofd of God and
amiHent W^itcrs^ The method of this tiact is the ex-

haustive method proper to Puntan argument dow^n to (and

after) the days of Piynne, concerning wdiich it w^ould be rash

to as^-eit that it is ill calculated for effect upon the audience

with w'hich it IS piimanly concerned
,
but, oddly enough, as

Collier notices, the aigument is conveyed in that dialogue-

form which IS akin to the dramatic, and which has the

advantage of anticipating opposition by putting it into as

weak as possible a position- Moreover, the drama here

figuies as a mere adjunct to more enticing phases of popular

debauchery In 1579, Stephen Gosson, an Oxonian who
had himself contributed both to dramatic literature and to

Its hibti ionic mterpictation, but who was now on his way
towards ecclesiastical preferment, found himself moved to

put forth The School ofAbuse^
contetnmg a pleasant inuective

against Poets^ Pipers^ Platers^ Jest rs and such like Cater--

pillersofa Commonwealth he dedicated to Sidney, and

which, after it had been answered by Lodge, he followed up

m 1581 01 158a by a second diatribe entitled Playes Confuted

tnfive Actions The Sehooic ofAbuse^ written m euphuistic

style and with an obvious consciousness of the author s aca-

demical pretensions, cannot be said to convey the impression

that a deep spiritual indignation was the principal motive

^ Edited by CoHi^ibr the Shalwspeaie Societys %\ith an IntroduLtion, 1843
Cf the biographical notice of Nonhbrooke by Mr Konald Bayne m xli

of Ttw Dieit&mfy of Nutwna! Bto^aphy (1B95), The motto of the tract is

* Spmius f*it tncanus C/iraft tn term
* The mteriocutors are Yottfh anti Age, of whom the former is an a5i«o9

Kuyos of remarkably incdcctn e impi obity. As to the literary fashion followed

by this tract, cf ante, p 234
See Collier’s edition of Itie Sehooh 0/ Ahtse, Shakespeare

Publaaitons, 1843 pp 409
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Other
pamphlets
(1581-3)

Stiihbes

(15^3)

of its composition
,
moveover, it exhibits a certain degree of

eclecticism in its censuies, desciibing ‘some plays/ including

‘ a pig of mine owne Sowe as ‘ tollerable at some time
’

It IS, in shoit, on the author’s part a note of transition into

a camp whose standaid did not disdain to adoin itself by
literary sti earners In 1580, a pamphlet was entered under

the name of Henry Denham^ by the title of A Second

and Third Blast of Retreat from Plays and Theatres ®

,

and I have noted the publication of an anonymous treatise

of similar purport in the following year (1581) ^ In 1583—
the very yeai in which a special remonstrance from the

Lord Mayor against the dangeis of promiscuous and in-

fectious assemblies oftheatrical spectators had been answered

by the license granted to a special body of players as

appropiiated to Hei Majesty’s semce—Philip Stubbes (ovei

whose personal origin and identity a cloud of mystery still

seems to hang) published his poitentous Anatomie ofAbuses^

a survey of contemporary society and of the remedies

needed by it, of which it would be difficult to oveirate the

interest and significance ® The general spirit of this work

(which curiously enough is again in dialogue-form, besides

being foi appearance sake veiled beneath a transparent

allegory®) will not be refused the recognition which it

deserves, more especially since the force of its invective is

proportioned to the gravity of the themes to which it in

succession addresses itself Moreover, it frequently becomes

^ Caitltm Conspiracies, cf ante, p 209
® Doubtless the active printer, of whom a short notice, by Mr H R*

Tedder, will be found m vol xiv of The Dtetwnary of National Biography

(1888)
® Cf Fleay, History of the Stage^ 31, where is also noticed the license of

a ballad under the same telling title, which Mr Fleay considers identifiable

with * a ballad against plays ' attributed m 1581 to Antony Monday
* A Treatise of Daunsest wherein ft t$ showed, that they are as ti were

accessories and dependants (or ^tngs annexed) to whoredo^ ^ where also by the

tcay is touched and proved, that Rlayes are toyned and kntt together in a ranch

orfme with iftem Anno 1581 (Chatsworth Libraiy Catalogue)
^ Reprinted m Publtcattons of the New Shahspere Society, Senes VI, 1876-

1882, with Fommrds and Notes, by Dr Furmvall
^ * The censured are allofcated to an miagrammatiically named country

lU several Instances to its capital Muntdnol
* tka klar ponloas of PartI {The TempomUy) andvirtually the whole

PmiH concerned with rehgicrua, soda! and ecommucal
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obvioiis that the author, while pouring out without stmt

the stoies of mformation gathered by his learning and

application, was desirous of guarding himself against the

onesidedness which is the bane of such diatiibcs Un-
fortunately, however, the particular section of Part I of this

book, which treats Of Stage-Playes and Enteflnds^ with

ikeir wickednes'^^ while manifesting on the part of the

author no veiy close 01 varied familiarity with the subject,

IS conceived in a spnit of uncompromising wrath, and

written black m black Religious plays are sacrilegious,

profane are devilish , and a divine pr aemmiirc of eternal

damnation lies against all who bear a part in their main-

tenance^ To the names of Gosson and Stubbes maybe Otherfmn

added those of George Whetstone, the author of Promos

and Cassa7tdra^ and theiefore like Gosson a ‘repentant

dramatist, who m 1584 published his Totichstone for the

TzmOi and of William Rankine, whose Mirror of Monsters

appeared in 1587, and who, conveisely, is said to have

composed plays after inveighing against their production ^

In what proportion the Puutan spirit, which inspired all Theoppo

these publications, was accountable for the opposition to

the theatre so long and so stuidily maintained by the City ivhoiiydm

authorities, it would be difficult with any degree of accuracy

to detennme For prejudice alone, which is not always on

problems of the highest importance, and often of great difficulty—and m the

treatment of some of these Stubbes shows himself m advance of his age

The sections in Part I on AhM&e& in Trade and on Abni»es in Apparel and its

Makers are, as is well known, full of curious detail

' Pp 140 seqq , u s Some extracts are given m The English Diama md
Stage (Roxburghe Library^ cited ««/<?, p 433, note i

® Nsi^ie attacked the lattei both in his Anaiotme ofAhsvrdtUe ^which can

hardly be said to have ^ plagiarised * Stubbes' title, cf antc^ p 419) and (if

this tract was his) in An Almond for a Parmf Gabnel Harvey of course

took up the cudgels m Stubbes* defence. See the passages ap Fumivall,

* See Collier, Inthdudwn to theSihoole ofAhitse^ pp. ik^x —I have passed

by minor literary efforts, such as the ballad provoked by the falhng of

a wooden gallery full of spectators during a Sunday bear-baiting at Pans
Carden m January, 1383,—and the tract by * John Field, Mmibter of the

Word of God,* suggested by the same accident See Collier, 1 343-6, where
It IS surmised that the result of this occurrence was that the order of the

Pnvy Council against performances on Sundays, \vhich had hitherto apphed

oidy to the CitF nt London, was now made general.
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on its

dijtnce

llie Mar-
PrelateCon^

(1588-90)

one side (as is shown among other instances by the paiticulai

contioversy to be immediately touched upon), could pre-

tend to deny that the theatre, as it affected the life ofLondon
in the earlier Elisabethan age, had in it the elements of both
a social and a moral nuisance ofconsideiable magnitude The
question for its futuie in England, and implicitly for that of

our dramatic literatuie, was m what degree these elements

weie essential to its continued existence as a popular institu-

tion Meanwhile the opposition against the stage on the part

of the City of London, and of those classes throughout the

country of which its citizens were typical, continued, as will

be noticed hereafter, throughout the reigns of Elizabeth and
her successois, nor has it evei wholly ceased whenever theie

has been a stage to contend against

We have seen from the examples of Lodge and otheis,

that the natural apologists of the stage had not been back-

ward in defending it against these eaily attacks The
violence of its censors stimulated the boldness of their

opponents, until at last the outbreak of a controversy

originally unconnected ivith the stage ^ allowed them with

unprecedented outspokenness to assume the offensive, and

to identify themselves with the cause of allies whose

sympathy with the theatre can at the most have been of but

a very limited descnption

The details of the Mar-Prelate Controveisy—the most

famous literary quairel ofthese libellous times sui rounded

as they are by an obscurity which laborious investigation is

only gradually dealing up, and which in part will probably

^ Such a charge as that implied m the anecdote told by Martin Marprelate

m Ray any work for Cooper (1589), of the pnest * Glibene of Hawsteade' m
Essex (cf Maskell, « ? 96-7) » should be regarded as merely illustrative This

divine of the old school, who had formerly, *symple as he nowstandes/

been ‘ a vice in a playe for want of a better,’ on hearing a morris dance in

progress outside the church of which he was occupying the pulpit, cut

short his sermon and * came down ’ among the dancers
* ‘Do you not see these Pamphlets, Lib^s, Rhimes,

These strange confused Tumults of the Mind,

grown to be tbe Sickness of these Times,

The great Disease inflicted on Mankind *

Darners
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be never altogether lemoved, cannot occupy us an this

place ^ Its immediate motive cause wns the sentiment of
‘ now or never ’ aroused by Whitgift's policy of repression

after his acceptance of the Piimacy m 1583 ,
its intellectual

parentage may be ascribed to Cartwright, the aiitipous of

Whitgift in the religious history of the reign But nothing

IS gamed by w idemng until they lose themselves m dimness

the elides of an enquiry into a subject bearing upon so wide

a variety of connected interests, and the history of the Mar-

Pi elate controversy, properly so called, is in point of fact

comprised within very definite limits It begins wuth the

publication of the famous Epnstlc to the ten tble Pt tests of
the ConfocaitoJi house

^

which professed to be a mere inti o-

duction to a coming lefutation of a defence of the Chuich of

England, as it was, recently published by Dr Bridges, Dean

of Salisbury, and which, so far as is known, firjst aitioduced

‘Martin Mar-Pi elate, gentleman,* into the contioversial arena

This pamphlet unmistakeably indicates the peculiar method

of the controversy, w^hich was that of bringing its issues

home to the general public by means of familiar, and if

necessary, comic illustration—in a word, the satiric method,

never more effectively piactised than m the Renascence age,

from which exaggeration and misrepresentation are in point

of fact insepaiable^ Such the method which, from

* By far tht best survey ofthe Mar-Prelate controversy is, so far as I know,
to be found in Professor E Arbor's Sc/toktt^s No ^[Anlutro
4t*dory Sketch to theMartm Mar-Pniate Controtersy\i^^^^ with No 9 ^Martin

Marpnhite, The Epihtk)^ 1880 Previously to this, the only compendious

account extant was Maskell’s ©/ the Mathn Marptelaie Conitoveray,

dc* (1845), an interesting book, but manifestly tinged with prejudice An
earlier but discursive account will be found in the elder Disraeli’s Quarrels

ofAtithors^ 11 203-382 See also Neal’s Htsiory of the Putitam^ 11 336 miq ,

and the articles on Penry by Mr S Lee, and on Barrow e by Dr Grosart,

mvols xliv and oiTheBtciionarvofAfxtmitalBiOgtaphy (1895 and 1885) —
Much information may be gleaned from the collection oi Punian Dtsaphne

Traets^ of which the reprinting and the circulation in Amei ica were deeply

regretted by Mr- MaskeU, on the ground that ‘ poison’ should not be sold

without Its * antidote/

^ There seems no reason for doubting that the personality of Martin Mar
prelate^ a$ first introduced in the Eptsile^ was to all intents and purposes

original The best summary of the character is that offered m Hay any

Work for Cooper (1589); cf Grosart, « 5,, No 8, ia-13 Thomas Cooper,

Bi^op of Winchester, had attempted a senous reply to the Epistle m a tract

endded Ah AdmmtHon to the Peofk ofEngland ^1589) As Disraeh pconts
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motives which it is unnecessary here either to extol or to

impugn, had been determined upon by a secret clique of

waters against a system of church government which they

deemed obsolete and rotten, and consequently mimical to

the interests of religion. They carried out their design with

extiaoidinary resolution and skill, by means of a secret

printing-press moved from place to place, and with the sup-

port of a popular sympathy ofwhich the measure can only be

gauged by impartial historical enquiry Apart from local in-

fluences^ and the growth oftheological opinion in academical

spheres a national problem—that of the emancipation of

a Protestant Chuichfrom its derived trammels—lent force

and fury to the struggle It ended, with the ready aid of the

State, in the martyrdom of its principal agents ®
,
but the end

was the beginning of a movement which transformed the

religious life of the nation

In this celebrated controversy, upon the more important

aspects ofwhich I must abstain from further dwelling, the rail-

mg had not by any means been all on the side ofthe * Martin-

mongers^^ Even academically-nurtured scholars, whose

sympathies leant to the Puritanismg party in the Church,

were painfully affected by the onslaught upon ecclesiastical

dignitaries credited with the same way of thinking What

out, his uame presented the inestimable advantage of lending itself to

punning retorts

* Above all the feeling to which Penry had already given expression m
a previous tract, and which ended by consecrating him * the father ofWelsh
non-conformity

'

* Penry was of Peterhouse, and Barrowe of Clare Hall
' Although John Peniy was not put to death (1593) charge of

auUiorship of any of the Mar-Prelate tracts, his share m them and in their

publication seems established. (‘Penry, son of Martm Harprelate, was
hanged lately ^ Calendar 0/State Papers^ Domestic Senesj Elisabeth^ 1891-4,

P 35$) Hesiy Barrowe, whom Pr Dexter has sought to prove the author

of the chief tracts, was executed m the same year with John Greenwood

on a different indictment. These, with John Udall, died in pnson,

and the Warwickshire country^gentleman Job Throckmorton, make up Ihe

list of the suspected * Martimst’ authors

< So they are called in Lyly's tract, A Pappe mth an Hatchet

f *Spen$er*s attitude to Puntanlsm, after the fierce paper war of

prelate and his foes, is palpably changed*--The party of Uie saintly sufferer

Al^niid is now represented by the Blatant Beast* C. H Herford, Intro-

,

duction tOfi to edition of Spenser^s Shepheards Calendar (x%5), P tod*-*
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wonder that the prelates and their cause (the cause of the

existing state of things) should have found advocates

among wnteis fully prepared to meet a whole company
of ‘ Martins * on their own ground ^ Lyly and Nashe weie

dra\\n into the contiovcrsy by motives which it is unneces-

sary further to analyse
,
and the latter took so active a part

in It that it long remained customary to father upon him the

entire seiics of the leplies to the Martinists But the notion

of answering these writers in their own popular satiric vein

seems to have originated with Richard Bancioft (afterwards

Archbishop of Canterbury), who eail> m 1589 preached a

violent sermon at St Paul’s Cross against the Maitmists eo

nomine

,

and it has even been thought not unlikely that he

had something to do with the composing of the tracts in ques-

tion \ Nashe may with certainty be held responsible for at

least foul of them, including The Returne of the Renowned
Cauaher Pasqmll of England (1589), and Lyly wras un-

doubtedly the author of A Pappe wttk an Hatchet (1589)'*

,

Munday, too, seems to have taken service on the same side ^ MmUn
Lastly—and this is what principally conceins us here—the

stage Itself had at an early date m the controversy been made stage

use of by the opponents of Maitm Mai-Pielatc, and, by
i;,89, a play in the nature of a morality had been exhibited

in derision of the advcisanes of the Establishment The

John Aylmer, Bishop of London (the ‘ Morrell of the Calenda), is the * dumb
John’ upon whom the Ept^ile vents its most personal satire

^ I use the neutral expression * company *
, the Anti*Martmists would have

said * herd,* mindful as they were of the fact that * Martin,* though the use

of the word was doubtless suggested by Luther*s baptismal name, was the

popular appellation of the loudest-voiced of domestic animals
^ Maskell, tt>7 Cf Mr Mulhnger’s notice of Bancroft m vol ui. of The

Btehonary ofNaiioml Bmgfaphy (
1885')

* See for a list of anti Martimst pamphlets forming an mtegml part of the

Controversy, Arber, u 5,, No 8
, pp and cf MaskdL 164 seqff

* At least in An^Ahmndfor a Parrat ‘ Martin is bid ‘beware Anthony

Munday be not euen with you for calhng him ludas, and lay open jour false

carding to the stage of all men's scorne»* {Puntan Dthetphm Tiacis, p 52 )

Phtne Percevall was, as Maskell shows, a late effort on the Puritan side m
favour of quiet, and has been most absurdly attributed to Nashe There
seems every hkelihood of its having been written, as Nashe asserts m bis

Strange Newes^ by Richard Harvey* See Introdmiton to pHttian Btsapime

Tracts*

* This piece is thus described by Nashe in his Reiurm of Posqndh

VOL. 1. H h
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Prohibitory

and restnc-

tive mea~
sures

(1589)

Mastei of the Revels (Edmund Tylney) having in conse-

quence made an adverse lepresentation to the Lord
Treasuier (Burghley), the lattei wrote to the Loid Mayor,

requiting him to put a stop to all theatrical exhibitions

within his jurisdiction The chief magistiate of the city

could only consign two refractory players ‘to one of the

Compters^ ’ Six days afterwards (November 1 2, 1589) how-

evei
,
the Privy Council took the necessary measures to put

an end to the scandal The Archbishop of Canterbuiy was

required to name ‘ a person well leained in divinity,’ and the

Lord Mayor ‘ a sufficient person learned and of judgment,’

who together with the Master ofthe Revels were to license all

plays acted in and about the City From the letters issued

by the Privy Council on this occasion, it would appear that

‘ certen matters of Divinytie and State ’ had been ‘ handled
’

in more than one play of the day The stoppage of stage-

plays was accordingly only temporary
,
but the * comedies

’

against Martin Mar-Prelate, whether written or in prepara-

tion, had to be laid aside, greatly to Lyly’s regret, who
thought they would have ‘ dec5rphered5 and so perhaps

* Methought Vetus Comoedta began to pncke*hiin at London in the right

vaine, when shoe brought foorth Dtvtmite with a scratcht face, holding of

her hartj as if she were sicke, because Martin would have forced her, but

myssmg of his purpose, he left the print of his nayles upon her cheekes, and
poysoned her with a vomit, which he mmistred unto her to make her cast

uppe her dignities and promotions ' Collier, 1 273* Lyly in the Papp^

with an Hatchet seems to descnbe the same, or a similar, play when he says

(of Martin) ' He shall not be brought in as whilom he was, and yet vene
well, with a cocks combe, an apes face, a wolfe’s bellie, cats clawes,* fiLc

Quoted by Maskell, p 2x0 Lyly adds ^If he be showed at Paul's,’ 1 e

by the Children of Paul's, it will cost you four pence, if at the Theatre two
pence, if at St Thomas a Watnngs

'
(the place of execution close to the

Theatre), ‘ nothing ’ (Cf Fleay, History of the Siage^ 9^1-3 ) See Collier,

i 266-7, where a further passage is cited from the tract A Countercnffe

given to Martin Jumor^ referring to ‘the Anatomie lately t^en of him, the

blood and the humors that were taken from him by lancix^ and worming him

at London upon the common stage,^

‘ As Mr Heay, Life of Shak»spear€^ pp* 102-3, P^ts it, the Anti-Marthust

plays being, with the exception of those represented by Ihe Paufs Boys,

$Hftrformed outside the City, could not be silenced by the Lord Mayor, who
eo«ld only try to stop the Lord Admiral’s and Lord Strange’s companies

;

when the latter (Shakspere's^ company persisted m playmg>

two 0^. Its Jhembers were arrested Mr Fleay ftnafcs that the acted

yitm imds La^ur^s Xoat '
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discouraged ’ the enemy* Nor was his playful proposal

of a ‘Tragedie/ m which ‘Maidocheus’ should play *a

Bishoppc* and Maitm ‘Hammaii/ ever carried into

execution ^

We may rejoice that an attempt should have been nipped

m the bud to make the popular stage a vehicle of contro-

versial abuse and infective, since the result could not but

have been to intensify the influences which were about this

time tending to coarsen and degrade it. Very shortly after

the transactions leferred to—m 1590—the performances of

the Children of Paul’s weie stopped on account of the per-

sonal abuse and scunility put into the mouths of these

youthful actors, who thus came to be silenced for several

years \ In 1595J ‘ certaine players ’ are stated to have been
® suffered to scoffe and jeast at * the King ofSpam ‘ upon their

common stages,’ and to have derided Popery by annexing

a verse against it to one of ‘ the Psalmes of David V In

1593 It was thought desirable, though on what specific

grounds wc are not infoimed, to interfere w^ith the exhibition

of mteiludes and plays by strolling performers in both the

University towns The evidence of contemporary poets

shows a vivid sense of the degradation of a form which even

as it was had hitherto been only tentatively admitted into

what might be called the inner circle of the hteratuie repre-

sented by them Spenser, of whose own early essa>s in

dramatic composition (manifestly of a puiely literary kind)

no notice is preserved beyond Gabriel Harvey’s encomiastic

mention ^ m his Teares of the Muses (printed 1591)

adverts to the condition of both the tragic and the comic

drama in a spiiit of pessimism which may seem too compre-

of

« dt^uuh
tton oj tiif^

singe io

tonito

letsml

u$€*i

^ A Puppn mihm p 32 and note, pp 47-50 , cf Collier, it *

* Collier, I «7i , of JFleay, Rssiory of iU Siagt^ 93 ,
and see Clark

and Wright»

«

« Collier, u 279 • Ib 083-4*
fl <To be plaine, I am voyde of al judgment if your nme Comoedies,

whereunto, m imitation of Herodotus, you give the names of the Nme
Muses, and (in one man's fansie not unworthily), come not nearer Anosto*s

Comoedies, eyther for the fineness of plausible elocution, or the rareness of

poetical invention, than that Elvish queen doth to hia Orlando Funoso ^

(April 7, 1^0.) Quoted by Dr Hales, InimdHchry Mmmr to Olobe Edition

of Spenser's tVorMs, p xxvtj*

Hlia
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Consohdon
iton of the

compames
metors.

hensive to admit of special application
,
but his characterisa-

tion of' the Comick Stage' can hardly be passed by as a mere

expression ofcontemptuous dislike for its ordinary methods

‘All places they with follie have possest,

And with vame toyes the vulgare entertaine,

But me^ have banished, with all the rest

That whilome wont to wait upon my traine,

Fine Counterfesaunce, and unhurtfull Sport,

Delight, and Laughter, deckt in seemly sort®*

Hall, again, m his satirical attack upon the contemporary

stage, which though the Stxe Bookes Vtrgidemiarum were

not published till 1597, may be supposed to have been

composed or conceived at a rather earlier date, dwells upon

the vulgar comic mirth—the 'vile russetings'—that alter-

nated with the ' pot-fury * of popular tragedy ® But neither

critical censure nor authoritative restriction could bring

about a sudden reformation. In 1595 Lord Mayor
complained of the reopening of the ' old haunts ’ of ‘ the

Theatre' and the Bankside, and in 1597 the Privy Council

made an abortive attempt to stop performances at theatres

within three miles of London, m consequence of the dis-

orders and the ' lewd matters handled ’ there ^ Probably,

however, nothing made so steadily, albeit slowly, for

improvement, as the gradual consolidation, and reduction

m numbei, of the companies of actors. The subject is too

complicated, and the evidence concerning it too fluid, to

admit of being dealt with here ,
but it seems established

that from about 1593 onwards, not more than three

companies—with an occasional fourth—were regarded as

authorised to play in or about the City. These were the

^ t e Thalia,

® To reahso the full force of SpenseFs mvective, it would be necessary

to cite the complaints of Melpomene and Thalia in their entirety—

I

pass by, at all events for the present, the improbably conjecture that

the subsequent allusion to the 'death* of 'our pleasant Willy* refers to

Shakspere's supposed abstinence at this time from the writmg of comedies
* Book I, Satire ni — In the cunous Induction to the tragedy called

A Eatr PFomeftf which though not pnnted till 1599 must have

iicted several years earlier, Tragedy, Comedy, and Histoiy inveigh

one another i but the taunts directed against Comedy possess no
very aignisScance. See Colher, il 345-8.

^ Fleayi Htsloiy &/i^ Stmtge, *57-8.
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Lord Chamberiam’s, the Loid Admirars, and Lord Derby’s

(formerly Lord Strange’s), which, after his death m i594>

was absorbed m the Lord Chamberlain s The fourth

company was Loid Pembroke’s, which led a fitful existence

till 1600 (In addition, there were the Chapel Children,

who occupied the Globe from 1600, and after their rein-

statement in that year, the Paul’s boys ^
)

In other words,

instead of a more or less indefinite number of migratory

companies attached to the households of great nobles,

associations of actors were becoming established, which as

domesticated m particular places and diiected by business-

like and reputable men, acquired the confidence, w^hile

they held fast the favour, of their public Gradually the

companies and with them the houses with which their

performances w^ere more or less identified, began ‘to

establish a history of their own ® *—^Alleyn and Henslowe,

Buibage and Shakspere, became names with a solid ring.

At the same time the playwTights were required to satisfy

a steady demand, and to meet it quickly and under circum-

stances not always favourable to a very close discrimination

of previous claims as to ideas 01 their presentment For

better and for woise—and the better had at last secured

a basis for its endeavours—the progress of the English

drama from the close of the period undei discussion oiiwaids

connects itself intimately with the annals of the two most

long-lived of the companies aforesaid
,

and Henslowe’s

Dtmy though of course it contains the records only of the

company of which he was joint manager, remains our

vadenmum for this chapter of our dramatic history.

Among dramatic authors who were, as we have seen, so

intimately connected w^ith the stage and the theatrical

profession proper, a kindly sense of mutual good-will must

‘ Cf Fleay, 125 seqq , and ShakespeamManual (1876),

76 heqq to the distnbution of the companies m the several London
theatres, see Btstmy oftht 145

® R Simpson, Inlrodtidtim to A Lamm for or The Setge of

Animrp (1872), p iv

in consequence of the discredit cast upon Colher*swel! known edition ol

Henslowe*a Bmy KShedtrspeare Tuhheatmm^ 1B45), Mr Fleay has

been at the pains of fiirnsshing an ^jstract of the trustworthy matenals

contained in it See his Mtdory ofd%eSia$e^ pp 94-116

Mutual
rclattom

among
the play>

wngkih
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have perpetually asserted itself in the midst of conditions

of eager competition The utmost allowance should al-\\ays

be made for foibles which are practically inevitable , and when
bread and fame weie simultaneously involved in the question

of comparative success, one might be fain to forgive even

Greeners attack upon Shakspere The geneial kindliness

of tone which prevailed among the rival pla3rwrights is,

however, shown by many incidental touches of feeling, and

no outward sign displays it more pleasantly than the usage

that familiarly obtained among them of abbieviatmg the

Christian names of authors, as well as of managers and

actois. Even an eagei follower of ‘ sweete Nedde
'
(Edward

Alleyn), while sneering at ‘Rossius Richard^ (Burbage),

disarms our disapproval of his jealous paitisanship when he

declares that when Ned acts,

^Willes new playe

Shall be rehearst some other dayeV

—

while at a rather later date, Thomas Heywood, who so

chivaliously broke a lance in defence of the actors art,

testified in a score of genial lines to this memorable method

of preserving the memory of good fellowship

* Greene, who had in both Academies ta’ne

Degree of Master, yet could never game
To be call’d more than Robtn, who, had he

Piofest aught but the Muse, serv’d and been free

After a seven yeares* prenticeship, might have

(With credit too) gone Robert to his grave

Mario, renowned for his rare art and wit,

Could ne’re attame beyond the name of

Although his Hero and Leander did

Ment addition rather Famous Kid
Was called but Tom Watson, though he wrote

Able to make Apollo’s selfe to dote

Upon his Muse, for all that he could stnve,

Yet never could to his full name arrhe,

Tam Nash (m hia time of no small esteeme)

Could not a second syllable redeeme.

^ e* least ituis * a paper in verse,’'Quotedby Colher, Memotrs

to Burbage’s mifrtptef of *Roscio,’ ef Dr Inglehy’s ftOtew nm ofit m Tkt Scourge of oiwtum
pv <17, NmSbak^r^ Socii(fs 1^790
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Excellent Bewmont, m the foremost ranke

Of the rar’st wits, was never more than Ffonc/c

Mellifluous Shakespeare, whose enchanting quill

Commanded mirth or passion, was hut IVM ^

And famous Johnson, though his learned pen

Be dipt in Castaly, is still but Ben
Fletcher and Webster, of that learned packe

None of the meanest, yet neither was but Jai.kt

Dtkker’s but Tom, nor May nor Middleton,

And he’s now but Jacke Foord that once was John * ’

Before quitting the subject of the stage, as connected

with the dramatic literature of this period, I may advert

m passing to a i elation which has only recently received

the attention it merits Reference has aheady been in-

cidentally made to the performances of Italian actors in

England®, and the influence upon our own dramatic

literature of that of Italy, Spain, and France, as well as of

the prose fiction of those countries, has been or will be

illustiated m vaiious passages of this book. Until recently,

however, it had been little noticed that in the particular

period now under review a lively connexion prevailed

between the English drama and the Geiman theatie, which

m Its turn reacted notably upon the history of the formei.

English actois had visited the Continent m the tiain of

English bishops as early as 1417, when they played befoie

the dignitaries assembled at the Council of Constance
,
and

thus had begun a connexion between the stages and early

^ From T Heywood’s Hierarchy of the Blessed Angels, quoted m Uie

Introduction to his Apologyfor Adors, Shahsp Soc Publ 1841, It is per-

haps worth remarking that this use of abbreviations is not necessarily to be

understood as implying kind feeling* See Chapman, The Ceailemafi l/shet

i) *Nor yet call me X^rd,

Nor my whole name Vinccntio j but Vmce,
Aa they caile Jacke or Will, ’tis now m use,

’Twixt men oi no equality or kmdnesse.’

—

In his Apology (p. 43), Heywood pays a graceful tribute to the chief actors

whom he had known and who were now dead, and to Edward AHc^ n

who stdl survived. He adds a wish that *such as are condemned lor

their hcentiousnesse, might by a generall consent bee quite excluded our

society
^

8 Aide, p «3o The extempore acting of French and Italian players is

described, evidently from personal expenence, by Middleton, The Spatinih

Cipsyijoe a).

Inforomse
het veen the

Gefmmi
and the

Engli^I

theatre
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dramatic literatures of England and Germany destined to

exercise a very enduring influence In the reign of

Elisabeth, it became customary for German and Dutch
piinces to visit England , and the English stage necessaiily

attracted much of their attention One of them—in 1596

—

speaks of four play-houses in London
,
the tutor of another

mentions the theatres ‘without the city’ and their numerous

audiences. On the othei hand, Germany and the Nether-

lands were from the middle of the same century visited by
English musicians and other entertainers in large numbers

,

and It IS certain that Leicester took with him a company

of players^ when in 1585 he went over to the Netherlands

to dazzle their inhabitants by his magnificence, and to

disgust them by his weakness In 1586 five Englishmen

who had been sent by Leicester to King Frederick II

of Denmaik tiansferred their services to the Court of

Christian I, Elector of Saxony, they are called ‘iilstru-

mentalists/ but there were actors among them^, or they

were all actors as well as musicians Finally, a whole

company of English actors ciossed the seas under the

leadership of Robert Browne in 1590, and after visiting

Holland, Zealand, and Friesland, repaired to Germany to

exercise their profession

We have evidence that English players visited Cologne

^ They included, besides Thomas Pope and George Bryan, both of whom
were afterwards members of Lord Strange's company, Robert Person, whom
Mr Fleay {fitsiory ofiheStage^ p 83) daringly conjectures to have been Robert

Greene (c£ pp 382, note 3, and 403, note 2), and ‘jesting Wille,' who is

with a greater degree of probability supposed to have been the celebrated

actor William Kemp As to Kemp, see the notice by Mr S Lee m vol xxx
of TPue Dtchomry pf National Biography (1892), with Collier’s revised

account of him, lu 330 seqq̂
,
where he shows that Kemp was the original

performer of the parts of Pogberry, in Much Ado about Nothing^ and of

Peter m Romeo and Juliet His celebrated narrative entitled Kemfs Nme
J}ate$ Wondet

,
performed %n a Damtcefrom London to Norzmch (1600), was

reprinted by Byce, with a Memotr, for the Camden Society in 1840 In

the tract of An Almondfor a Rarrat, Kemp is addressed as 'Vicegerent-

generall to the Ghost of Dkke Tarlton/ to whose popularity alone his own
stood second-r-A veiy remarkable later tnbute to his repulsition is the

introduction of him with Richard Burbage in The Retume from Rarnesem^
where the$etwo actors as the acknowledged heads oftheir profession instruct

the Pnivemty students m their art
* Thomas Pope and Oeorge Bryan were among them.
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in 159a, and leappeaied there m diffeient yeais up to

English comedians are also found in the last years

of the sixteenth, or the early part ofthe seventeenth century

at Fiankfoit-on-Maine and at Cassel^ in the Austrian

dominions^, at Danzig and Komgsbeig^, as well as in

Denmark and Sweden ® But the most noteworthy scene of

then peiformances was the Court of the accomplished Duke
Henry Julius of Brunswick, himself a dramatic author of

repute®, before whom they played between the years i6oa-

1617, and probably earlier In 1617 English comedians
enteied the service of the Elector of Brandenburg'^

These facts, established on abundant and indisputable

evidence, prove the existence, already m the peiiod here

^ See a senes of articles on English Players in Cologne^ published by Dr
L £nnen in the Siadt-Anzetger der Kolntschm Zetinng (cf The Academy^
February 553, 1878) Cf A Cohn, Engltsche Komoedtanten in Koeln, in Jahr-
buchj dCf vol XXI (1886)

® Cf Jakrbuchy Ac , vol xvni (1883), pp 268-70
,
and SybeVs Hisionsche

Zeiischrijt (1884, 3 Heff)^ pp 537-8
* See J Meissner, Dte Enghschen Comoedtanten zur Zleit Shakespeards in

Oesterretch (Vienna, 1884') , cf Jahrbuch^ vol xviii (1883) Meissner, who
found few traces of English comedians at Vienna, and none at Prague before
the Thirty Years’ War, was extiemely successful in his researches at Graz
He prints in an Appendix a German version of The Merchant of Venice,

which can be shown to have been performed m the Styrian capital in the
lifetime of Shakspere (1608)

* See A Hagen in Jahrbuch^ &c
, vol xv ^1880), pp 325 seqq

,
referring

for the documents to the same wnter’s Geschichte des Theaters in Preussen
® See Thomas Heywood’s Apology for Actors, bk n (p 40, Shakespeare

Socte^^s edition)
,
cf J Bolte, Engltsche Comoedtanten tn Daenetnark und

Schweden^ m Jahrbuch, Ate
,
vol xxiii (1888)

^ The Brunswick exchequer accounts are missing from 1590 to 1601 ,
the

reign of Henry Julius extended from 1589 to 1601 —A selection of his plays
was edited by Julius Tittmann for his and Goedeke’s admirable senes
(1880) ; cf an essay on his plays in Hermann Gnmm’s Funfzehn Essays
{Neue Polge), 1876

^ As to the whole of this notable relation, see A Cohn, Shakespeare m
Germany tn the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (1865) , also chap 1 of

R, Genders GescJuchte der Shakespeardschen Dranten tn Deutschland (Leipzig,

1870), JC Elze’s Introduction to his edition of Chapman’s Alphonsm
(Leipzig, 1867) , C H Herford, w s , p 218—Dr Herford’s studies on the
relations between the English and German school drama will be noticed

below—^Julius Tittmann s edition of a select number of Sckauspiele der

Enghschen Komoedtanten m Deutschland (1880) is full of literary interest
, it

IS based on an edition of these plays published m 1620, and repubhshed in

1624,
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designated as that of Shakspere’s predecessors, of a close

intercourse between the German and the English stage

This intercourse merely exemphfied in a special way the

intimate connexion which the political as well as the literary

lesults of the Reformation had brought about between

England and Protestant Germany The alliance which

Henry VIII had shrunk fiom drawing closely, had been as

a matter of couise concluded by the scholars and from them
had communicated itself to the peoples The Refoimers of

Edward's leign and the refugees of Mary's had derived much
of their intellectual nourishment from Geiman sources

, who
would have thought that the poor play-actois were to begin

the repayment of the debt ® ? Yet so it was ,
for although

the beginnings of a new Geiman dramatic literature were

not to prove an enduring national growth, they were pio-

ductive of noteworthy literary fruits
,
and after the days

of desolation had passed, German literature was to draw

strength fiom ours in the very sphere where Henry Julius

of Brunswick and Jacob Ayrer had joined hands with

contemporary English dramatists

It IS not, however, of the influence of the English drama

upon the Geiman that it behoves me here to speak On
the other hand, the counter-influence of German wnteis and

German subjects, brought home with them by the English

comedians, or set in motion by means of their travels, was

not inconsiderable. We have seen an instance of it m
a work of Marlowe's, and we shall have to return to the

subject in connexion with Dekker’s Fortunatus and with

other Elisabethan plays ^ Whatever may be the value of

^ Tl^e Whit^ Horse Inn at Cambndge, where m tlie third decade of the

sixteenth century the Reformers held their meetings, became known as

Germany^, and its frequenters were called * the Germans,* See Mullmger,

Th$ Vnwemi^ of Cambridge^ i. (^893) PP S72~3
* Of Ral|:rh Radcbf’s tragedy of The Burning ofJohn Huss^ which might

he regarded as directly connecting the German Reformation with the English

we neither know whether it was in English or Eatm, nor whether

it Waa founded on the German tragedy by J Agricok Radclff flourished

under Edward VI, and is mentioned by Bishop Bale m his SmpU
Chfel Cf Eke, u pp 16-17

* See^ gen^rahyv chaps iv and v of Dr, Harford's work, already re*

peatedly oiled.
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the evidence in the case of particular plays, the intercourse

adverted to is noticeable as connecting our stage and our

dramatic literature in its youthful days with those of

a nation akin to our own not only in blood and speech, but

in the spiiit of its moral and intellectual development

At the close of the period treated in this chapter,

the stage, whose fortunes I do not pi opose further to pursue,

was becoming a fashionable resort of the young nobility

and their associates, and more especially of those whose
amusements weie coloured by literary tastes and tendencies

No great significance need, perhaps, be attached to the

circumstance that a high-sounding name or two are to be
found in the lists of personages ciedited with occasional

contributions to our dramatic liteiature^ But the com-
position of its audience, which larely fails to affect the

critical reception of a play, usually exercises an anticipatory

influence upon its character. In this age criticism, which
in the next was in its cruder forms so deeply to vex a writer

who like Ben Jonson knew his purpose—and others who
may not have been equally sure of theirs—had not yet

passed out of its infancy
,
but some tonic force must have

been derived both from the opinion of the more aristocratic

spectators, as they sat upon the stage attended by pages
with tobacco and pipes and even from the * grounded
judgment and grounded capacities ' of the much-abused
occupants of the roofless and rush-strewn pit. To describe

the externals of the EHsabethan stage is no part of my
task

; and it must suffice to note only one or two circum-

stances duectly bearing upon the composition of the plays

exhibited upon it In the first place, the construction and
decorations of the theatre were of so extreme a simplicity

that constant ‘change of scene* neither required any effort

on the part of the manager, nor interfered with the enjoy-

ment of the spectators®/ It was effected by drawing up

^ The of Oxford (i56»-i604) wrote plays for his men, and is praised

hy Meres as one of ^ the best for Comedy amongst us *
(Fleay, History of

ihs p 159 ) I cannot lay my hand npon a similar tradition as to Lord
Strange (Earl of Derby, 1593-4)

* Cf. Collier, ui 157
* Cf as to the early methods of indicating locality and ^ change of setoe/

The ex-

ternals of
the stage
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and down the curtain, which covered the inner portion of

the stage only. In front, it was requisite that all persons,

whether dead or alive, should be off the scene before it could

be supposed to change ;
again, no character could be ^ dis-

covered ' on It in the middle of an act Hence the dramatists

found it necessary, to a degree hardly appreciable by writers

for the stage of later days, to make each situation complete

in itself from beginning to end On the other hand, the

frequent nominal change of scene constituted no such

irritating perpetual interiuption to the progress of the action,

as it would seem if imposed upon a modern audience ^

The imaginative powers of the spectators, consistently

kept on the stretch, were thus enfeebled by no adventitious

aids worth mentioning In the second place, as plays were

acted in the afternoon, the performance had to be com-

pressed into a short space of time
,
Shakspere speaks of the

‘two hours’ traffic of our stage but probably a lathei

more liberal measure of time may have been ordinarily

R Koppel, Scenen-Emthetlungen und OrtsAngaben m dm Skahespeardschm

Dramen in Jahrbuch^ &c 3\o\ ix (1874) See also the reference to Hasle-

wood’s notes on the subject in the Publtcaitons of the Roxburghe Somiy, in

the Journal 0/Sir Walter Scott (1890), pp 39-40
1 Cf Freytag, The Techmk des Dramas^ pp 157 seqq

* In the Prologue to Romeo and Juhei In Davies’ sonnet In Fmcum
(Ellis’s Spectmem^ 11 37) the man of fashion

* first doth rise at ten, and at eleven

He goes to Gill’s where he doth eat till one,

Then sees a play till stx and sups at seven

,

And after supper straight to bed is gone,

And there till ten next day he doth remain,

And then he dines and sees a comedy,

And then he sups and goes to bed agam.

Thus runs he round without Vanety’

—

but also, doubtless, at so leisurely a pace that the timing of his movements’

need not be taken quite literally —Collier, 111 180, concludes that three

o’clock was the usual hour for the commencement of a performance It

seems to have been unusual to perform more than one p},aym a single after**

noon ; but occasionally the entertainment appears to have been prolonged

by a ‘a term defined by C W Dilke ifionitnuaiwn of Dodsl^, 6 vols

3:8^^ vi 336), as sigmfsnng *a dramatic performance in rime, every part of

Winch was 9ung by the performers, and one which was frequently exhibited

on tlie stage as an Afterpiece, as Farces are at present ’ Cf ante^ p 454, noU^

as qfn horse hade offoolm -**It seems to have been only on
private stages tbat performances were by candle, or torch-light^ the public

theatres lay open to the weather (Colher, fii, 3:41

)
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allowed The fact that plays were performed at these hours

of the day is likewise significant as indicating the usual

composition of a theatrical audience ,
for the busy citizens

could hardly have made a practice of deserting their shops,

even if they could have waived their principles Thus the

regular freqiienteis of the theatre could not but chiefly

belong to the idler sections of the population ^ The prices

of admission too seem to have been well adapted to the

needs of ^habitual' playgoers^ Finally, no respectable

woman might appear at a playhouse except with her face

concealed undei a mask,—a circumstance which, were it

not for later experience, would help to account in leturn

for the license that pervades so laige a piopoition of

the Elisabethan drama Nor will it be foi gotten that

women’s parts were invariably acted by boys* This

practice which, stiange as it may seem to us, was in

intention at least owing to a sense of propriety, implied

at the same time a further demand upon the vigour of the

imagination of the spectators®

But these details, and others of the same kind must be

left to the histoiians of the stage I have only borrowed

from them what seemed necessary in order to illustrate the

conditions under which the predecessors of Shakspere, and at

the beginning of his piofessional caieei Shakspere himself,

worked It i emains to attempt m conclusion to draw the sum
of the literaly achievements as dramatists of the writers dis-

cussed m this chapter For the purposes of literary criticism

the consideration of external conditions and circumstances

ofauthorship is only ofimportance in so far as it helps to cleai

^ See %b iii aija $eqq
,
On Audiences at Theatres In private theatres plays

were usually performed by candle-light, which was out of the question in

public theatres, inasmuch as the latter lay partly open to the weathei
Ib pp 140-1

* See tb 111 Fnce ofAdmission to Theatres

* Freytag, « ^ , p 159 In the Induction to The Downfall of Robert^ Earl

of Huntington^ when the < boys * come forward among the players, Skelton
exclaims

«What ^ our maid Mamn, leaping like a lad 1

*

Julians pretty pretence of having been made Uo play the woman's part’

m

the ^pageants of delight* at Pentecost will be remembered (Two Gentlemen

of Veronay act iv sc 4)
* See Collier’s section, Pmperites^ Apparel^ and Funuture, m 158 seqq

The
theatrical

public
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the ground Only m what holds its place after this piocess

has been completed may we find the aeations, not of time

and place, but of original genius,—the tiue parent of what

IS immortal m the works of literary and all other art

rke By no means the whole of the dramatic works of

^ofTngmal
Shakspere^s piedecessors will bear a scrutiny of this descnp-

gemusm tiou Lyly, unless a charming lyrical gift be taken into

account, has been aptly described as ^a bel esprit^ but no
^ors poet ^ ^ Wit and ingenuity he possessed in abundance

, of

Ayb' learning he had acquiied a fan shaie, but even the most

characteiistic features of the mannerism which made his

prose-1 omance fashionable and which he could not bring

himself to exclude from the dialogue of his diamas, were due

to an invention not his own The dexterity with which he

trod the * lavoltas high and swift corantos * of his peculiar

style excited the admiration of his age and piovoked

imitative efforts on the pail of some of his contemporaries,

but his services to the national diama, as a branch of poetic

literatuie, were limited to the domestication of prose-dialoguc

on the stage He has no claim to be regarded as occupying

such a position towaids the great Elisabethan dramatists,

as e,g Wieland (to whose literary endowment his own bears

a certain resemblance) holds towards the great classics of

modern German poetic literature In his treatment of his

dramatic themes his innate love of artificiality, coupled with

considerations foreign to artistic purpose, led him into an

aberration from the true principles of dramatic composition

He ciphered personal allegories with so consummate a skill

on the background of classical or pseudo-classical mythology,

that a supreme enjoyment of his plays must be reserved

for the detectives of literary ci iticism. Where their learning

has succeeded m finding something like a key, theie aie no

secrets of genius for it to unlock In this 'direction Lyly

doubtless taught something to the masque-writers of his own

* Vinci, DtamoHc Art (English Translation), p 3^.

however, be taken to the antithetical oracle which
'•ths^while Tieck is nght in mamtaming that the commentators of Shakr

apeaie have rajcich to learn from Lyly, the assertion of Schlegel is e<|uaHy

tme, thkit himself can have iemrned Ii^e or nothing from him ^
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age as well as of subsequent generations
,
but nothing that

leally profited it to the legitimate diama. His influence

IS traceable m most of his contemporaiies, and even in

Shakspere himself
,
but, with the exception noted above, it

affected only ti ansitoiy elements m their creations Happily,

the conditions of the poetic ait aie such that influences of

this kind vanish from sight, as our attention fixes itself

upon more vital and more significant characteristics

It was not by exaggerating in the diiection of aitificiality English

the traditions of our earlier diama that the piedecessors

of Shakspere began to make the dramatic branch of oui before these

Iiteratuie the greatest glory of its giowth They found

a diama which, even where populai souices had contiibuted

to Its origin, was artificial by leason of its imitation of

a limited class of models, and which at the same time

was still crude and inadequate in its foim Tragedy

had m choice of subjects and in method of construction

attached itself to the footsteps of Seneca and hts Italian

followers, it was essentially epical in its tieatment, the

lyrical elements remaining organically unconnected with

the epical
,

it occupied itself, so to speak, with the state-

ment of an action rather than with its development out of

the characters of the agents Such was the essential nature

of most of the tiagedies desciibed m my second chapter,

from Gorboduc to Tancred and Gtsmund^ fiom Promos and
Cassandra to The Misfortunes of Arthur The hopeful

beginnings of the historical diama on national subjects, the

Ckromcle Histones^ or as they were fiequently called,

the True Tragedies'^, had from the nature of the case even

more distinctly exhibited the same characteristics On
the othei hand, their compaiative waimth and energy

of manner had given them an advantage over plays

dissociated m subject from the national consciousness,

and moving in the less congenial spheres of Classical

history and legend, or of foreign romance Comedy was
still hovering between the imitation of a late Classical

type, the reproduction of * Italian devises,* the use of the

old mythological and revived pastoral machinery, and the

* Ct Fleay, Rtsiory ofthe Stage, p 75
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iirepressible desire to intioduce, with the incidental ease

which comedy hardly ever fails to permit, types of existing

manners and of the enduring varieties of human chaiacter

Where tragedy and comedy had been combined, then union

had been of a perfunctory nature, the comic scenes in-

ti oduced into the Chronicle Histones and cognate plays

were manifestly foisted in to giatify infenoi tastes
,
and

tragicomedy, or (as Daniel writes it) ‘ tragic comedy,’ was
an avowed hybrid, struggling through the mischances which

are apt at times to mteirupt the orderly evolution of species

Their

^

The genius of the predecessors of Shakspere threw itself

with more especial ardour upon the advancement of the
tragedy tragic Stage The gieatness of the times made such

a pieference impelative in poetic capacities of eminent power

As the genius of -^schylus was in sympathy with the mighty

movement of the gieat Persian wais, so Marlowe and his

fellows, but Mailowe pie-eminently, claimed foi tiagedy the

full grandeur of hei oic themes A vast canvas seemed needed

foi such purposes, and it was spread with no faltering impulse

by the authors of Tamhirlaine and The Spanish Tragedy^

of The Battle of Alcazar and The Wounds of Cvuil War
Nor could subjects of national history fail to commend
themselves to a constantly increasing sympathy and to be

treated with a new vigour and impetus ; in the hands of the

author of Edward //, at all events, the Chronicle History

made a mighty stride in advance towards historical tragedy,

and as to the early Histones ascribed to Shakspere, the woild

IS still m doubt whether they were written by him or by

Ins * predecessors.’ However this may be, m the national

historical drama of the English stage theie is no gulf, there

is hardly a gap, to intenupt its onward course. In this

branch of their endeavours, the group of writeis under

discussion were fully adequate to the progressive demands

of their literary task.

But to return. The choice of great themes, of which

Tamloirlam^ set the example, in the first instance rather

imgtc favcrtired than discouraged an epical manner of treatment,

wMoh the dramatic reproduction of the Chronkles seemed to

mak^^jh^lutdyind^ The contemplation ofa<;tiom
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mighty in their dimensions and marvellous m their results

overpowered leflexion on their causes, and hindered a patient

unfolding of events as the exemplification of moral laws.

To will and to achieve seemed the sum of heroic action

,

to undertake and to fail the full significance of a tiagic

catastrophe Mai lowers fiery genius inspired in him a poetic

sympathy with passionate resolve, with victorious achieve-

ment, with fatal failure Life in its histone aspect seemed

a struggle of man against fate,—it might be said, against

the conditions of human life itself In a less impassioned

degree, the view which the othei dramatists—Kyd e g and

Peele—took of the tragic conflict between heroism and cir-

cumstance is of the same kind

Herein they saw but half—and only the smaller half—of

the significance of true tragic effect They knew how to

mark with drastic force the great conditions of the conflict,

how to express with overpoweiing eneigy the terror of the

catastrophe Hence the abei ration, of which it is quite

rieedless to cite instances, towaids the horrible as a souice of

effect Marlowe's want of humour made him a prominent

offender m this diiection ^
,
Greene was of course anxious to

outvie him wherever exaggeration was possible , and Kyd
succeeded in establishing for himself a lenown for effbi ts

of the same kind which will enduie with the histoiy of

our stage. But none of the dramatists of this peuod had
learnt two of the great lessons taught by the highest ex-

amples of the tragic art They had not learnt that ‘vehe-

ment passion does not suffice to render a poetic character

dramatic® oi again, that in the relation of the causation of

a tragic conflict to its solution lies the really purifying force

of its presentment.

Their failure m the former of these respects was the result

’ Hence Tambu^atne js not unfairly treated by Hall m his well-known

Saftre (i* 3) as the type of contemporary tragedy, with its * huff-cap terms

and thundering threats ' Melpdmene’s lament m The Teases of the Muses

seems to huve the same meaning

^But none more tragick matter I can Unde
Than this, of men bereft of sense and minde *

* I venture thus to apply the fine cnhcism of Gustav Freytag on Lessing

,

I#, s., p sas

Their

extra-"

vagance m
ireaimeni
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Defective

rkaracter'‘

tsaimt

Jmpeifed
nmmfy*

of an artistic shortcoming Their obtuseness to the second

of these truths sprang from a moral, which was at the

same time an aitistic, imperfection The art of diamatic

characterisation, in which lies the chief and ci owning great-

ness of Shakspere, was not inherited by him from his

predecessors, though m some of them—notably in Mailowe,

but also in some measuie m Gieene and Peele—traces are

to be found of its giadual beginnings. The conflict, not

between man’s power and his will, but between his nature and

his will, IS the real subject of the noblest dramatic art.

Marlowe’s Faustus perishes because he attempts more than

it IS allowed to human skill to attempt
, Hamlet, because

his will imposes on him a task to which his nature

is unequal What Marlowe only vaguely felt,—that his

hero was the author of his own catastrophe,—Shakspere

clearly perceived and distinctly expressed A close study of

character is the indispensable preliminary of its successful

depiction as a dramatic reality. Marlowe is too impatient

to allow the action of his play to develope itself as a logical

result out of the nature of the characters taking part in it

Sometimes, as in the ^ew ofMalta ^
he begins with a powerful

endeavour, which the pi ogress of the action fails to sustain

,

sometimes, as m the Massacre^ he eschews all efforts in

this diiection altogether. Among the other contemporary

dramatists, Greene, though his hand is lighter, yet shows

a surer touch. The natural bent of his genius, and the

kind of training which so discursive a literary life as his

had bestowed upon it, favoured anything rather than

concentrated effort , but his powers of observation had been

quickened by varied expeiience, and in his plays and

m other of his vrorks, as well as in those of certain other

contemporary writers inferior to him in literary ability,

the elements of real dramatic characteiisation are distinctly

perceptible.

The second chief defect observable in these dramatists

X have not scrupled to designate as primarily a moral

^ortcoming. Yet who can be blind to the truth that in

in the plastic and the pictorial arts, and even

in tews cannot be ignored if a complete
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canon of aesthetics is to be followed? Far from uncon-

scious of the fact that a sequence of moral cause and

effect constitutes the most powerful kind of dramatic action^

—^as Edward //, David and Bethsabe^ and other examples

prove,—these writers had not brought home to themselves,

and could not theiefore bring home to their audiences,

the true 1 elation between fate and human lesponsibility

Revenge, e g ,
which was not only so to speak the label of

a whole senes of our eaily tiagedies, but which actually

constitutes the main dramatic motive in a large proportion

of their number, is habitually tieated as an inevitable law,

as a necessity of fate ^ Herein ancient classical tiagedy might

seem to have fuinished a misleading piecedent
,
but Attic art,

unlike that ofMarlowe and his fellows, was able to harmonise

the woikmg of fate with the providence of the gods. For

the Greeks never abandoned the basis of a continuous body
of leligious legend

,
and even within the bounds of a single

trilogy (as in the Oedipodean of Sophocles, or the conjectured

Piomethean of Aeschylus) then gieat masteis were able to

make it clear that the tiagic consummation is not feai but

hope. Victory is thegoddess appealed to at the close of more
than one Gieek tragedy, and none of its extant master-

pieces preaches the dull, dead fallacy of the irresistible

power of circumstance.

But, apart from the question of such pi ecedents, a tragedy

which IS complete m itself can at all times indicate the

solution of its conflict, so long as it allows no doubt to remain

as to its true causation. The solution lies in the eternal

justice of the gieat moial laws, vindicated by the siiffeimgs

which their violation entails and which call forth pity and

ten01 in the beholder. Who can fail to recognise this solution

in RicAofd ///, in Coriolanm^ in any of Shakspere’s mature

tragedies ; who but will seek it in vain in most of the works

of his predecessors ?

I have spoken of some of the main defects of these summary

dramatists as tragedians , but not, I trust, in any spiut of

depreciation or of futile cavil. The advance was, taken as ^kmtd

a whole, enormous which they had made, in choosing gieat

^ Cf on this head Gervmas, Shakespeare, vol 1 p 91

II a
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subjects foi tiagic treatment,—m sustaining and developing

the diamatic leproduction of impoilant histoiical themes,

mote paiticularly such as were consecrated by national

tradition,—in claiming for passion its right of adequate

expiession,— in essaying, however tentatively, the ait of

diamatic chaiacteiisation If we are justified, as later dra-

matists seem to have instinctively felt themselves justified ^
in legalding the age of Shakspere’s predecessois as dis-

tinct fiom that of Shakspeie himself, we shall not, I think,

regard the formei as one of meie crude effoit, while

lecognismg the lattei as one of peifect consummation

Historical parallels aie always dangerous
, and a comparison

between Marlowe and Peele on the one hand, and Klingei

and Lenz on the other, m their lespective relations to

Shakspeie and to Goethe, would be delusive in spite of its

speciousness The young men of the Sturm und Drang
lacked what Marlowe and his fellows possessed in manifest

abundance—creative genius

Cotmdy In comedy the advance had been less decisive
;
and m no

branch of the diama is Shakspere’s originality more maiked

than in the new spiiit which he infused into the English

comic diama, amidst difficulties to which his efforts seem to

have temporarily succumbed Lyly had done much to

facilitate freedom of foim, and something (even though in

a mistaken direction) to widen the lange of subjects, the

combination, in such wnteis as Greene, Lodge, and Nashe,

of novelistic and pamphleteeimg with dramatic productivity,

had enlarged the scope of our comic drama to an extent that

Will peihaps excuse the relative length at which I have

dwelt upon the non-dramatic productions of these wnteis*

Dmg&nGf Yet a superabundance of wit and a keen interest in the more

or less transitory ‘pioblems* of the times, serviceable as it

mUy dm- is at all times to the essayist, and even to the novelist of

certain kinds, is a dangei and a snare to sucH"waters when
they essay the drama Unless the wit and the satirical

^ Thos* Hejnsrood speaks of Marlowe as 'the best of poets m tkafagel

m the late Mrt CotberiMemmrs n/E AUnyHf p, 30) pointed out, to

a dltoelaoh between it and the age of Shakspere, whom he can
todly th beneath Marlowe.
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puipose of the author aie suboidinated to his dramatic

intention, his comic characterisation, in which lies the real

seciet of supreme comic effect, will suffer for the sake of

mere brilliancy, or at least scintillation, of dialogue A
peculiar danger in this lespect beset our earliei dramatists The clowns

in consequence of the usage allowing full license of comic

extravagance to the clown, whose ambition it was to say

very much more than was set down foi him Tailton

and Kemp were not ‘hampeied,’ as a modem comic actor

has humorously phrased it, by a prohibition against adding

anything of their own
The way out of the difficulty lay in the construction of Beginnings

effective plots, for which a full stoiehouse was prepared in

the popular tiaditions pieserved in national ballads, and m
the growing literatuie of translated foieign fiction, 01 of

native imitations of it In the former, Greene at least

found materials for comic dramatic writing of the highest

promise
,

Peele came perhaps nearest to him, nor should

Munday s endeavouis be ovei looked The abeiiation of the tn peni of

comic stage at the close of this period, towaids an active

participation in political and religious controversy, has

probably been exaggerated m its significance, but it

marked a dangei to which comedy is at all times peculiarly

exposed

To one further point it seems necessary to advert m con- Blankvem

elusion In no lespect had a greater advance been made
by Shakspere’s predecessors than in that of the outwaid

form of dramatic composition,—in diction and versification.

Here again the most effective impulse had been given by
Marlowe, when by his Tamburlaine he established blank

verse as our English dramatic metre. Not long before—in
his translation of Ariosto's Suppostii—Gascoigne had given

^ Hall m the Satire already cited dwells with special anger on the antics

of the clown, who ' comes leaping in,* and
* laughs, and gnns, and frames his mimic face,

And justies straight into the princess place *

—

See a curious paper by Or. B Nicholson m New ShaMptre Society's

TransacUons (1880) as to the personal relations of Tarlton and Kemp to the

play of Hamlet^ which philosophises so decisively on the fool*s place in

the drama. As to the *pgs,* cf, ante, p 476, note 3
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the first example of the use of piose in comedy^, and Lyly

had by a series of woiks given permanency to the use

m question The two innovations taken together supplied

the adequate formal materials for Shakspere's ait So long

as rimed couplets (varied by artificial stanza-forms) and

a monotonously inflexible kind of blank-verse were the

only alternatives, true life was impossible to dramatic

diction Marlowe’s original tendency was to let each line

stand by itself, marking off the sense with the metre
, and

It was for this reason that he forged his lines with so

redundant a vigoui of expression. But this could only be

a tiansitional phase of blank verse, and varied even in Mar-

lowe’s own practice As to the management of the metre,

Shakspere sui passed his piedecessois m freedom
,
but this

was now merely a question of degree , the process itself had

been indicated to him by the greatest of his piedecessois

Nor was the free use of prose in comic passages less favour-

able to the emancipation of the English drama from the

trammels oftradition Lyly who used pi ose in all—or nearly

all—his plays, although he tortured hts diction, like a iider

twisting his hoise when anxious to appear at his best, did

good service by establishing the right of ‘ unbound speech
’

to be free of the stage The great masters of dramatic

comic dialogue, Shakspeie and Ben Jonson, knew how to

profit by the inheritance

The conclusion of which these baief remarks may help

illustrate the grounds, will, I think, be regarded as

htghtn^- suffiaently established The Elisabethan drama before

Shakspeie shares with his eai^igstworks many characteristics,

and some of them it shares with the mastei pieces of his

genius No promise was ever followed by so marvellous

a consummation; but neither has any other master of his

art ever had predecessors so worthy of him The mighty

figures of Marlowe and his fellows*—whether we call them

by the title which has here been assigned by them, or

whether we reverence them m their own right—occupy

pedftsMts from which they will never be deposed in the

1 ^



CHAPTER IV

SHAKSPERE.

We speak of a Homeric Age, thereby intending to indi- Skahspnf

cate very much moie than merely the age in which the

Homeiic poems were produced, or the age to which then tweofa

nairative and descriptions relate. By the Homeric Age of

Greece we mean an entire period in the history of country

and people, Homer is to us the representative and the

mirror of this period, as fully and thoroughly as Pericles is

of another

No such tribute has ever been paid by the most enthu-

siastic of his worshippers to the memory of Shakspere.

A sound national instinct has preferred to designate the

era of our literary as of our general history, on which his

name sheds a brighter light than is leflected fiom that of

any of his contemporaries, by an epithet comprehensive in

its very vagueness and opportune in spite of its inaccuracy

In speaking of the Elisabethan Age, we think of a period

of our national life animated by tendencies common to all

its noteworthy forms of expression, and thus forming a

whole by itself, though not in consequence cut off fiom

connexion with 4ts predecessors and its successors, Shak-

spere is not the microcosm of his age,—for this he was

in a sense too great, and in another sense imperfectly

qualified. On the one hand, a genius such as Shakspere*s,

be it fearlessly said though for the thousandth time,

belongs to no age and to no country exclusively. On
the other, the circumstances in which he was placed and

to which his creative activity readily accommodated it$elf>
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were not of a kind to enable him to enter in every im-

portant respect into the full current of national progress, or

to reach one hand forward into the phase of national life

which was to succeed that of his own days He was
neither a Bacon nor a Ralegh, yet he became more to his

nation than either of these. The legacy which he left to

that nation was not one of which it could immediately enter

into full possession and it was long before the generations

which succeeded him became fully or truly conscious of the

wealth which he had bequeathed to them

And yet, in these latter days at all events, who would

deny that Shakspere has become the property of the

nation, not less than of the world at large ? How many
an Englishman has in a wider sense of the phrase done

what the eloquent Hungarian patriot is said to have

done literally, and taught himself the English language out

of Shakspere s pages ’ How many a student, excluded by
circumstances from experience of the world, has sought and

found in Shakspeie a richer and more varied knowledge of

human life and character than could have been gained by
long years of familiaiity with Court and Senate, with camp
and market-place ! How many an imagination, m danger

of being dulled and emasculated by the influence of a con-

ventional selection of moral, or isolation of aesthetical, rules,

has with the aid of Shakspere ranged far beyond and soared

fai above them * Him at least a wholly exceptional feehng

of national reverence has consecrated against proscription;

his name is placed on no Index of prudery or prejudice

;

he at least is allowed to teach our youth what a glorious

ghd manysided thing is wings of the tnmd

were not meant to be demurelyfolded for the drill-sergeamt

in the pay of tradition or fashion to examime'and approve.

Those who have some experience of the ordinary literary

studies of Englishmen know that to many of our country-

men Shakspere is, besides the Bible,the only poetic literature

worthy of the name which they possess";^ This national

service at all events he has rendered to us; and were

another. Somerset to bum our libraries, and another Long
Barlktnteiiet to putt down out theatres, they could not
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destroy oui poetic liteiature, because Shakspere at least

has struck his roots into the people’s heart

But all this has been the work of centuries
,

it was the

achievement of Shakspere^s genius, not of a Shaksperean

age In the period preceding the Elisabethan, theie existed

no higher secular literature which was, properly speaking,

the possession of the English nation Unacquainted with

what It possessed, it therefore did not possess it The
leading poets were scholars and courtiers, trained on much
Latin and a little Greek, or familiarised by travel or study

with ceitam models of Italian literatuie Chaucei and his

school weie mostly forgotten, even when the souices of

ballads sui*viving or arising among the population might

be found in then pioductions Suiiey and Wyatt and
theii successois, Sidney and even Spensei himself, with

their sonnets and odes and allegoiies in prose and verse,

had neithei aimed at nor succeeded in populansing higher

poetic literatuie. The chionicleis in piose and then

adapteis in verse followed the chapmen of moie frivolous

waies with no very buoyant or frequent step into the homes
of the people The stage had at last furnished a field foi

the growth of a literature which was of its natuie essentially

popular, while it admitted of the loftiest poetic aims Men
of talent, quite recently even men of genius, had begun to

awake to so splendid an opportunity But the labours of

playwright, actor, and manager were still hopelessly mixed
up in form as well as in fact

,
and the excitement or amuse-

ment ofthe houi still seemed to constitute the mam puipose

of both authors and audiences In the eyes of the age the

drama had not yet made good its claim to be admitted into

the domain of liteiatuie\

When, theiefore, Shakspere came up to London as a

youth ambitjpus of tiymg his fortune, there lay befoie him

^ Of this various illustrations have been already given , a significant one
may be found in the fact, noted by Malone, that only tliirty-eight (or thirty-

mne) original plays are extant which were printed in or before 1592 This

need not exhaust, but probably approaches, the number of plays which

either their authors deemed worthy of printing, or publishers thought likely

to ensure success as pnnted works. See Histortcal Accotmt of the Enghsh

Uncertain’-

ty ofthe
position of
dramatic
authors at

the time of
the begin-

ning of
Shaksperes
career

The choice

before him
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the choice of enteimg the old oi the new sphere of liteiary

life If he desired liteiaiy fame, in the circles which re-

gaided themselves and which were legaided by men of

letters as its dispensers, he would have to seek it by such

compositions as those which peihaps he brought with him
in embiyo to London, which at all events were eaily fiuit,

and which yet moie than equalled in merit most of what
poets of acknowledged leputation had pioduced for the

enteitainment of lords and ladies, and for the satisfaction of

academical critics. How fai such pationage and approval

might bung bread as well as honoui was of couise a

diffeient question On the othei side there stood the stage,

supported as a pastime by a lathei diffeient assortment of

the same kind of pations, oi lelying amidst dangeis and

difficulties upon its populaiity among the lowei oiders

Heie 111 return for haid toil, foi a willingness and an

aptitude to meet the tastes of vaiious kinds of suppoiteis

(butneaily all staunch, accoiding to the habit of playgoeis),

a piospect opened of modest gam, unaccompanied howevei

by that of a dignified social position
,
and heie too a golden

opportunity of displaying the full vigoui of conscious genius

awaited him who would not shank from the toils and troubles

of an inevitable appienticeship Shakspeie, without by

any means abandoning the design of pleasing by hteiary

offeiings of the othei kind, chose the stage as his career m
life, and the diama as his pioper field of hteiary effoit

The motives which determined this choice aie unknown,

but its effect was that Shakspeie at once and for evei

associated his genius with the current which populaiised

and nationalised our poetic literature*

The importance of the wiitei who had begun his labours

,
among the rival playwrights gradually made itself felt

among his contemporaries At first, anxious above all to

make his way, anxious therefore from the outset to be at

work* he may be assumed to have addressed himself to

whit lay nearest to his hand ; and as a theatrical adapter

to have taught himself the secrets of his craft. Success

may supposed to have waited upon bis pre-

liminary endfeavQim, and to have earned him rapidly
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foiward into the sphere of original dramatic productivity^.

The much-vext supposition—which indeed has with un-

speakable peisistency been turned lound and round like

the veriest cabbage—^that in this the earliest stage of his

activity as a playwiight he incurred the charge of having

unscrupulously seized upon the intellectual property of

others, cannot be held to rest upon convincing proof It

has been expanded into conclusions as to biUkspere’s

ubiquitous activity as writer for the various companies of

playeis then performing in London which find no support

whatever in any known facts belonging to the contem-

porary history of the English stage The notorious accusa-

tion piefeired against Shakspere in Greene's Groaisworth

of Wtiy published 111 1595^, after the writer's death, is

probably, though not quite certainly, the earliest extant

contemporary notice of him. No shadow of doubt lests

upon the conclusion that Shakspere was the object of this

invective
, there must be allowed to be less certainty

whether it refers to him in his 'quality’ as an actor only,

an interpietation to which I for one am on the whole

inclined to subscribe

^ The ensuing references to ‘opinion upon Shakspere* have been revised

with the aid, so far as the range of these collections extends, of the late

Dr Ingleby’s Shakespeare's Centune of Frayse^ second edition, revised, with
many additions, by Lucy Touimm Smith, New Shakspere Soaetfs Puhltca^
itons, 1879, m conjunction with Dr Fnmivall’s Some 300 Fresh Allusions io

Shakspere^from 1594 to 1694 a n ^New Shakspere Society's PubltcaUons, 1886
* See Greene's Groaisworth of Wit (1592), reprinted by Dr Ingleby in

Part 1 of Shakspere AIluston-Books, New Shakspere Societfs Puhltcaitons^

1874, The passage which forms part of the author’s warning to his three
fellow-playwnghts {ante>f p 383, note 3) to abandon, as he had done, the com-
position of plays, runs as follows ‘ Base minded men al three of you, if by
my misene ye be not warned for vnto none of you iike me^ sought those

burres to cleaue , those Puppits (I meane) that speake m our mouths, those

Articks garnisht in our colours Is it not strange that I, to whom they al

haue beene beh^plding is it not like that you, to whom they al haue beene
beholding, shall (were ye in case that I am now) be both at once of them
forsaken"* Yes, trust them not for there is an vpstart Crow, beautified

With our feathers, that with his Tygers heart wraptm a Players hide, supposes
he IS as well able to bumbastout a blanke verse as the best of you, and being
an absolute Johannes fax ioium, is in his owne conceit the onely Shake-
scene in a countne ^ The bearing of the allusionwhich this passage certainly

contains to a line in 27?^ True Tragedte of the Duke of Yorke, and the

good Kmg Henne the Stxt, which was transferred into Pari III ofHemy VI
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In the following year (1593)9 a second contempoiary

dramatist who had been the agent of the publication of

Greene’s posthumous charge, proffeied a kind of apology

for such thoughtlessness as it might seem to imply m his

own case, paying a tribute at the same time to the moral

character, is reported to him on respectable authority, of

the subject of this special libel, as well as to both his

histrionic and his literary powers ^ It thus appears that at

a time when Shakspeie was at the very beginning of his

career as a dramatic writer he had already m this capacity

conciliated the regaid of estimable personages whom we

(act 1 sc 4), upon the question of the authorship of these plays, will be
more appropriately discussed below

,
here it must suffice to point out that

at the most it accentuates, or imparts a subsidiary stmg to the general

intention of the attack, by implying that the conceited actor had also been

guilty of * conveying ’ other men’s property in his capacity as a playwright

For I feel convinced that alike the context of the passage (which for this

reason I have been compelled to cite) and his general fashioning of this

indictment, and m particular the obvious intention of the word Shake-scene

(which Dr Ingleby even, and I confess to my mind very plausibly, regards

as a nick name), are directed against the ador^ and not against the author
^ See Chettle, Ktnd-hartes Dreams {Shakspere Allusion Books, Part /,

u s
,
and Percy Societys Publications, vol vi ) The Address to the Gentle-

men Readers prefixed to this tract is dated December 8, 1592, but it was
doubtless not published till early in the ensuing year The passage referred

to in the text runs as follows ‘ The other^ whome at that time I did not so

much spare, as smce I wish I had, for that as I have moderated the heate of

living writers and might have usde my Owne discretion (especially in sUch

a case), the Author beemg dead, that I did not, I am as sory, as if the ongmall

fault had beene my fault, because my selfe have seene his demeanor no

lesse civiil than he exelent in the quahtie he professes Besides, divers of

worship have reported his upnghtnes of dealing, which argues his honesty,

and his facetious grace m writing, that aprooves his Art ’ The conclusion

that the person thus praised was Shakspere, and not hTashe (as the late Mn
Staunton seems to have held), was I think clearly established by the late

Mr R Simpson in a letter to The Academy (April n, 1874) and maybe said

to command general assent The term * qualitie,’ it may be added, is that

constantly applied distinctively to the actor^s profession Hamlet (act u,

a) inidtes tlie players to give him ‘a taste of their quality’ ,
m Massinger’s

The Roman Actor (act 1 sc 3) Aretmus accuses “'the quality’ of treason m
the person of the tragedian Pans, * the chief of his profession.’ See Clark

and Wnghfs note to their edition of p 159, andcf among numerous
other examples, the address *To my good Fnends and Fellows the City*

prefixed by Thomas Heywood to his Apolo^ for Actors (1612),

Hadbe 1$ not known to have ever trod ^or * shaken’) the boards, and the

fact timt krte bestowed on Greeners pamphlet the epithets of ‘ scald, trivial^

lytog/ is not to :^e purpose.
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shall certainly not shrink from describing as competent

judges In the following year (1595) at latest, and possibly Spenser

already four years eaiher, the most illustiious of his poetic ^^595 ^)

contempoiaries is believed to have paid to him the tribute

of a sympathetic allusion The supposition that the refer-

ence of .Thalia, in Spensei’s Teares of the Mtises^ to the

recent 'death’ of 'our pleasant Willy* as contributory to

the downfall of the comic stage, may indeed be set aside as

discredited^ But in Cohn Clouts come home again (pub-

lished in 1595, but held to have been written as eaily

as 159

1

5
though m a form afterwaids amplified), one of

Spenser’s most striking personal allusions is couched in

phraseology which certainly fits Shakspere better than any

other contemporary poet ^ If it is to him that the lines

in question iefei,the compliment they convey may however

have been occasioned by one or more of his non-dramatic

poems, the chief of which were by the year 1594 alieady

before the public or circulating among personal and literary

friends ® The earliest notice that can with tolerable certainty Other eafiy

notices

^
I need not here enter into the question whether, as Mr Fleay thinks

IS certain, the allusion is to Lyly
® 'And there, though last not least is Aehon^

A gentler shepheard may no where be found.

Whose Muse, full of high thoughts invention,

Doth like himselfe Heroically sound '

Mr Halilwell Phillips* remark that ‘the lines seem to apply with equal

propriety to Warner ' does not carry conviction ,
nor can I subscribe to the

late Professor Minto’s opinion that a claim maybe put in for Drayton, whose
assumed poetic name * Rowland ’ he thought ‘ sounded in those days much
more heroically than Shakespeare ’ Mr Fleay supported this hypothesis

with the aid of another, founded on an etymology of the word Aetion
(airtov\ which I humbly conceive to be out of the question If on the other

hand the word is connected with deT<5s and signifies ‘ eaglet * (as I think

Professor Hales has sufficiently established), Mr Fleay thought Marlowe
might have been intended But 1 have no space for entenng into the

minutiae of this delightful controversy
® See the ref^nces to The Rape of Lucrece (pnnted 1594) in the anony-

mous verses prenSed to Henry Willobie’s Avtsa (1594), and in the lines

attnbuted by Sir Egerton Brydges to Sir William Herbert (0:594) 'X’he

allusions to Venus and Adorns (pnnted 1593), by Robert Southwell (1594 ?),

and to Lucrecem Drayton^s Legend 0/Matilda (1594) cannot be convincingly

brought home to Shakspere (As to a later praise of Shakspere by Drayton,

see below ) On the other hand I am inclined to think him the W S of

the verse dialogue m the Avtsa aforesaid, where (on the strength no doubt

of his Sonnets) he appears as an expert m the tender passion, to whose
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be stated to refer to a play undoubtedly Shakspere's

belongs to this very year, when a Comedy of Errors was

chosen as the chief pait of their Christmas entertainment

by the members of Gray*s Inn^, We are thus justified in

concluding that by this date his genius as a writei had, in

one or another bianch of his literary activity, inspired with

sympathy some of the young and ambitious spirits on

whom England’s future seemed largely to depend If,

neglecting divers unmistakeable allusions to Shakspere’s

non-diamatic poems and the almost equally open flatteiy

of manifest imitation fiom two of his plays m a comedy
dating from the interval^, we look a few yeais forward, we
arrive at the testimony of a liteiaiy censor, who whethei oi

not possessed of the gift of nice discrimination,was animated

by what m the age to which he belonged was far moie rare,

VIZ a wish to express his admiiation of what he thought

Mefes admiiable In 1598 Fiancis Meies who veiy legitimately

(1598) applied a method which becomes childish only when em-

ployed m the service of piejudice or whim®, m his Palladts

Taima ( Wits Treasury) mentioned Shakspeie both as one

of ^oui best for Tiagedie,* and as one of ‘the best foi

Comedy amongst us,’ besides including him in the list of

‘ the most passionate among us to bewaile and bemoane the

peiplexities of Love/ It is true that in ‘Tragedy’ he is here

partpassu with ‘ the Auikour of the Mvrrourfor

Magistrates^ and with neaily all the wiiteis, epical or

dramatic, who m the Tudoi age had with a more or less

conspicuous success tieated themes of a serious nature;

(juahty as an actor an allusion seems to be conveyed Ceniurte ofPmysef

t-14
^ See the account of the performance of * a Comedy of Errors (like to

FhuUis his Mmaechmus)! at Gray’s Inn on the night of Innocents’ Day,

December 28, 1594, in Henry Helmes’ MS Gesia Grayomm, cited in

Nichols’ Progresses and in Furnivall’s Fresh Allusions, u s,, i

* See Ceniune of Prayse, 15-20 —The passages m Uttly Begmled imitated

from The Merchant of Venice and Romeo and Juliet are of importance on the

sB^mption , as to which Mr Fleay {English Drama, h* 159) entertains no

doubt thd-t the ongmal date of this play is 1596-7.
* Byron notoriously employed it m this way , but I do not know why he

should be blamed for having done so, since he Was guiltless of publishing

the tahlesyf poetic precedence which he must surely bd allowed to hav^
had the ol^ecmstamciiztg for hm Own amusement
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while in ‘Comedy’ he is made to stand shoulder by
shouldei with practitioneis from Richard Edwardes down
to Anthony Munday But the proof remains that his

leputation was at this early date established with a com-

pleteness to which it would be difficult to find an)^hing m
the nature of an analogy Dmmg the progress of his

literary career, of which his activity as a playwright was

not always so liberally and distinctly acknowledged to

form part as it had been in Meres’ summary, a senes of

other writers, considerable or the reverse, supplemented

his estimate by more or less perfunctory compaiisons of

then own^
Duiing his lifetime not a few wholly personal tiibutes

of praise weie paid to his eminence in the various branches

of his activity as an author. As eaily as 1599 John Weevei Weever

printed among his Eptgrammes^ thought by Dyce ^ to have

been written earlier, a set of lines Ad Gtdtelmum Shake-

speare^ possessmg little or no intrinsic merit, but exhibiting

^ See for all these the collections cited above Richard Barnefeild (Poems
in divers humors^ 1598) compares Shakspere with Spenser, Daniel, and
Drayton, but makes no allusion to his dramatic writings John Bodenham
(Belvedere^ or The Garden ofthe Muses^ 1600) asks the attention of his readers

to the flowers which he has gathered into his works from a few ‘ Moderne
and extant Poets/ among whom Shakspere finds a place not unworthy of

his name —Camden (RemameSy 1604) contents himself with including Shak-

spere in a not dissimilar list of ‘ the most pregnant witts of thes^ our times '

In a more extensive list, arranged ‘according to their* (chronological)

* priorities as neere as I could/ Edmund Howes (Conimuatton of SioiPs

Chromdcy 1615), sets down *M Wilh Shakespeare gentleman* between
William Warner and Samuel Daniel Drummond of Hawthornden (in

a passage in his IVorks which internal evidence proves to have been written

not earlier than 1614) assigned to Shakspere a late place, in more senses

than one, among ‘ the authors he had seen on the subject of Love *
, but on

two earlier occasions (in 1606 and in j6ii) he had noted several of Shak-
spere’s plays or poems among books possessed by him See also the Lfe
ofBmmmondy by Professor Masson, p to4, where it is noted that Drummond
was ‘ one of Shakspere's earliest admirers in Scotland, and had his well

lingered copies 9^Shakespeare’s Poems and three of his Plays on his book-

shelves * With'^direct reference to the ments as a dramatist of his great

predecessor and contemporary, Webster (Dedication to Vttiorta Corombona),

1:612) extolled the prolific art, or as he phrased it, * the nght happy and
copious industry * of Shakspere in terms equally felicitous and liberal, but

made no distinction between his claims on either head, and those of Dekker
and Thomas Heywood

3 Life ofShokespnate^ p. Ixv
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a waim admiiation foi both plays and poems composed

by this ® honie-tong*d ’ author In similai phrase, Heniy
Chettle, who m 1593 had been so anxious to set himself

with regald to his declaied opinion of a using young actor

and writer^ in a tract composed on the death of Queen
Elisabeth and published in conjunction with an account of

her burial (April lamented that

^The silver tong^d Meiicert,^

by whom as the context shows he meant Shakspere, should

have as yet dropped ‘from his honied muse* no ‘sable

teare
’

‘ To mourne her death that graced his desert

And to his laies opend her Royall eare^*

During the last few years of Shakspere’s life these

tributes became moie fiequent About 1611, John Davies

of Hereford addressed one of the epigrams contained in

The Scourge of Folly ^ to * our English Terence, Mr Will

Shakespeare’ Alluding, apparently, to his piofession as

an actor, and (though this may be a mere trick or phiase)

to the jealousies excited by his talents, these lines pay

a very notable tribute not only to his literary eminence,

but to the high character maintained by him in all his

dealings, for

‘raile as they thinke fit,

Thou hast no rayling, hut a raignmg Wit

;

And honesty thou sow^st, which they do reape ’

Freeman lu a Collection of epigrams, published in i5 i4 under the

Qf Jiunne and a Great Caste^y Thomas Freeman, in

^ Englandes Mourning Garment^ quoted by Collier in IntrodudtOn to Tins

Death of Robert^ Karl ofHunimgton, u s, p 4, and in Ingleby’s Centune 0/

Prayse Dr Hales pointed out long since (in a letter to The Academy^

January 10, 1874) that the name Mehcert was doubtless applied to Shakspere

because of its supposed denvation from As the late Mr J,A Syraonds

reminded the readers of the same Journal (January 214 the name is men-

UoUed by Suidas as havmg been given to Simonides rh ^5^, Neither

Hales mv Symonds, however, had any very satislactory explanation of the

tn offer

* He|>dnted m his edited by Dr Orosart for his Cherts^ Worthm
Libmeyi voL sivwh

« a^areutly. Fart II of RuBhe and ti great Ca$t«*
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lather leaden-footed verse, lauded Shakspeie’s facility of

poetic composition

*At th’ horse-foote fountain thou hast drunk full deepe,

Vertues or vices theame to thee aU one is’,

and asserts that fiom his plays

‘needy new-composers borrow more

Then Terence doth from Plautus or Menander'

In the same year a more noted pen, that of Chiistopher

Brooke, paid the forowmg tribute to Shakspere’s dramatic

and poetic genius, supposed to be delivered by the heio of

one of his most poweiful historical tiagedies {Rtchard III^)

‘To him that impt my fame with Clio’s quill,

Whose magick rais’d me from oblivion’s den

,

That writ my story on the Muses’ hill.

And with my actions digmfi’d his pen,

He that from Helicon sends many a rill,

Whose nectared veines are drunke by thirstie men,
Crown’d be his stile with fame, his head with bayes,

And none detract, but gratulate his praise’

Of the appieciation conveyed by allusion—occasionally

trenching more oi less closely upon imitation or reproduction

—enough assuredly reached Shakspere even duiing his life-

time® to answer the first cause of so modest a stimulant

Cnticism (in the true sense of the term) had scarcely dawned
upon his age as a conscious form of intellectual effort

,
and

only a veiy faint impression could have been made upon
him by casual cynicisms, such as those which m 1604

Hamlet suggested to a ‘friendly* wiitei, who anticipated

^ This poem, entitled The Ghost of Rtchard was reprinted by the late

WTr Collier for the Old Shakespeare Society, and by Dr Grosart in his

edition of Brooke’s Complete Poems {Fuller Worthies' Ltbraryt 187a)
^ Going over the passages m the authorities cited, one may gather that

Shakspere would have been pnmd facte justified in perceiving * allusions
*

to his writings m passages contained in plays by Peele, Armin, Munday,
Day, Henry Portfer, Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, Dekker, Chapman,
Middleton, Marston, Webster, Thomas Heywood, Lewis Machin, Edward
Sharpham, Ludovic Barrey, and Robert Tailoi

,
or m passages of the pub-

lished writings of authors to be classified so vanously (if classified at all) is

the following Gabnel Harvey, Robert Tofte, John Lane, Samuel Nicholson,

Thomas Rokesley, Nicholas Breton, and Richard Brathwaite (I have omitted
in this list names already mentioned m my text of writers who referred to

Shakspere xn his hfetime, as well as any reference to anonymous allusions^)

VOL, I. K k

Brooke

(1614)

Contem*
porary
allusions to

Shakspeie's

Writings
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The Par^
nassu&
plays

(1597-
1601)

Tributes io

Shakspere
soon after

his death

a very common, and often very shallow, censure ofhis general

method as a tiagic dramatist^ Yet I cannot but think

that, whatever may have been Shakspere’s personal lela-

tions to the author of the Parnassus plays (1597-1601),

supposing that they came under his notice, he must have

relished the element of true humour in their criticisms of his

own productions. In Pait 11. he has the dubious honour of

being quoted by a fashionable fool as his favouiite poet^
but in Part 111

,
while in the famous review of poets his non-

dramatic poems are described as at once irresistible in their

charm and censurable because of the effeminacy of then

themes the audience of C^-mbridge students is told a home-
truth about his plays and their excellence by ‘one who
knows *—one of the two famous actors who have come down
to the University to instruct them m then art *

After Shakspeie's death, occasional literary tributes weie

paid to his achievements by John Tayloi, the Watei Poet

(1620 c ), William Basse (1622)^, and otheis
,
nor would it

have been according to human nature had not allusive

^ I refer to the passage in The Eptstle to the Reader^ prefixed by Anthony

Scoloker to his Datpkantus, or The Passion of Love (1604), a work contarn*

ing a notable allusion to Hamlet^ in which, illustrating his observation by

the chief personage of that play, the wnter refers to *Friendly Shakespare^s

Tragedies^ where the Commedtan ndes, when the Tragedian stands on

Tip-loe’ iCentune of Prayse^ p 64).

® After GaIlio*s first quotation (from Venus and Adorns), Ingenioso ex-

claims : ^We shall have nothing but pure Shakspeare and shreds of poetne

that he hath gathered at the theatres * (Act ni sc i) ' Let this duncified

worlde/ says Galho himself further on, *esteeme of Spencer and Chaucer,

Fie worshipp sweet Mr Shakespeare, and to honoure him will lay his Venus

and Adonis under my pillowe/ &c (Act iv sc. x)

® * Willtam Shakespeare

Who loues not Adons loue or Lucrece rape^

His sweeter verse contains hart^throbbmg line

Could but a grauer subiect him content,

Without loues foolish lazy langmshment^—(Act 1 sc. a)

The reading of the last two words m the second ofThe above lines is

tmcertam.
* * Kewp^ Few of the vnmersily [men] pen plaies well . . , Why heres

onr fellow Shakespeare puts them aH down, I and Ben Jonson too* (Act iv

In the same scene Burbage bids one of the amateurs recite the

lines of Rukmrd iXL
^ eilegy is alluded to In the famous lines of Ben Jenson men-

Honed, '
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borrowings from his works increased lather than diminished

in frequency When m 161^3 Shakspere’s two fellow-actors,

John Hemmge and Henry Condell, ensuied to themselves

an imperishable remembiance^ by publishing the fiist

collective edition of his plays—the famous First Folio

—

four of his contemporaries, of whom besides Ben Jonson

Leonard Digges^ had made himself a literaly name, con-

tributed commendatory veises to the volume Ben Jenson’s

judgment of Shakspere is a question of moment, more

especially howevei as affecting our estimate of Jonson him-

self For the present it will suffice to note the sympathetic

appieciation pervading the lines,—in my judgment on the

whole as just as they aie beautiful,

—

To the Memory ofmy
beloved^ the Author Mr Wtlham Shakespeare^ and what he

hath left us^ written by Jonson together with the verses On
the Portrait of Shakespeare for insertion m the Fiist Folio,

and leprinted m his Underwoods^ His criticism, probably

written down not long before his own death (1637) and printed

in Timber^ or Discoveries made upo7t Men and Matter^ as

to ceitain ‘defects of excess’ in Shakspere’s productivity, is

not less kindly candid, as for his ‘ conversational’ growls

to Drummond (registered in 1619), they must go foi what

they are worth, which is in truth not veiy much^ Of
the peisonal sentiments entertained towards Shakspere by
othei of his fellow-dramatists we have few traces, if we

^ Just as I am revising these sheets, I read of the unveiling by the Lord
Mayor on Wednesday, July 8, 1896, of a monument to the editors of the

First Folio at St Mary the Virgin’s, Aldermanbury
^ He was an accomplished modern as well as classical scholar, and the

translator of several works See the notice of him by Mr S Lee in vol xv
of The Dictionary of National Biography (1888) —^The remainder of these

commendatoiy poems are signed by Hugh Holland and Z M *
, the Utter

signature has been attnbuted to John Marston, Jasper Mayne, and James
Mabhe—to the last-named with some little show ofprobability See Centune
o/Pmyse,u s,pj5s

* Pope says—and as it seems to me is perfectly justified in saying—* that

he cannot for his own part find anything Invtdiom or Sparing m these

verses, but wonders Mr Dryden was of that opinion’ (See Preface to

Pope’s edition of Shakspere*)—Dr* Ing’eby’s observations on the nobly
symmetneal structure of Jenson's poem (Centune of Prayse^ p 150) should

not be overlooked*.

* As to these passages, and occasional allusions to Shakspere traceablem
Ben Jonson’s writings, see below, ch v,

K k a

Ben
Jonson^
Leonard
Diggch^

and others

(1623)
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Drayton
{l6a^)

Thomas
Heyzvood

(r%S)

Other
contempo-

rary dra-

matists

Bwion
(1624)

except a waim commendation of his genius as a comic

dramatist m Diaytons lines to Henry Reynolds, Of Poets

and Poesie^ wiitten at a time (16^7 or rathei earliei), when
then authoi's own connexion with the stage had long

ceased^, and Thomas Heywood's gi aceful tribute, in his

Hterarchie of the Blessed Angells (1635), to the ' enchanting

'

and veisatile ait of ‘mellifluous Shakespeare,’ alieady

incidentally quoted^ On the other hand, his peisonal

relations with Fletcher, the foremost of the younger gene-

lation of dramatic poets contemporary with himself^ are

matter of pure hypothesis or conjecture^ Passages in

his plays are freely quoted or alluded to in those of most

of these writeis,—in none more notably than in Massingei's,

whose genius in certain lespects boie an affinity to Shak-

spere's own Shirley, too, who has been called the last of

the Elisabethans, as late as 1640, when the London stage

was on the eve of its catastrophe, found occasion for paying

a cordial tiibute to the most potent of its eaily masters^

All these diamatists, and not a few othei writers—in-

cluding the authoi of the immortal Anatomy of Melancholy

—find abundant mattei in Shakspere foi quotation and
^ < Shakespeare, thou hadst as smooth a Comick vaine,

Fitting the socke, and in thy natural brame
As strong conception, and as Cleere a rage,

As any one that trafiqu'd with the stage*

The half-contemptuous turn of the last line will be noticed

* Ante, p 471
® That Laurence Fletcher, the player with whom Shakspere was associ-

ated in the Lord Chamberlain’s company, was an elder brother of the

dramatist, seems an untenable supposition See Byce’s Introduction to his

edition of the Works of Beaumont and Fletcher, p xvii The question of

Fletcher’s supposed collaboration with Shakspere will be discussed below
* Prologue to the Sisters (1640)

* Shakespear whose mirth did once beguile

Bull hours and, buskni’d, made even sorrow smile
j

So lovely were the wounds, that men would say

They could endure the bleeding a whole dayj^

* Burton here refers to and Belierts in the Comedy,’ and quotes

the concliidingcouplet oiRomeoandJuhei^ besides four lines from Venmmd
Adorns One might have thought that a suggestion would have been made
m to the study of plays by Shakspere, or hy Ben Jonson, whom Burton Ii^e*

wdse byway of a remedy against melancholy, partaking neither ofthe

danget of * ovennudi study * oflearned works, nor ofthat of reading * nothing

but i%y booH idle Poems, and Jests/ such as those mentioned in Part 1

SOe n, Ko 4' ofthe Anaton^,
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illustration, setting an example which has been betteied by
the generations that have followed them

If the favoui which Shakspere’s reputation expenenced

during or immediately aftei the close of his life was more

or less exceptional, and m some degiee at least due to

an insight on the pait of his contempoiaries into the leal

gieatness of his genius, it remained within limits which it

is well to abstain from ignoimg A priori^ of couise,

there is everything to attiact us in the pictuie of a gieat

Queen and her successor inciting by their example both

Court and nation to hold in honoui the gieatest of con-

temporary poets But no pi oof is at hand of any peisonal

pationage extended to Shakspeie by eithei Elisabeth

or James. In return, it must be allowed that of flattery,

the all but inevitable correlative of patronage, his plays

exhibit smgulai ly few and faint signs We may accept the

usual interpretation of a famous passage in the

summer Ntghfs Dream as implymg a tiibute on the part

of the still youthful poet to the Vestal on the throne^,

Portia's review of her suitois may imply an allusive com-

pliment to the much-wooed princess
,
but the only direct

apostrophe to Elisabeth is to be found in the well-known

lines towards the close of Henry F7//, which were most

assuiedly composed after the Queen’s death Doubtless

Kmg James appieciated his share of the incense offered

in the same pei oration (by whomsoever the passage was
penned), just as he must have been gratified by the ex-posU

facia tribute offered in Macbeth to his accomplishment of

the destinies of the line represented in his own person

* Queen Elisabeth, it would be futile to doubt, liked the kmd of incense of

which Shakspere was the reverse of profuse When allusions were not forth-

coininginplaysperformed in her presence, she appears to have occasionally

prepared to supply them herself In 1564 the Spanish ambassador, de Silva,

describes her as interpreting to him the progress of a play, and adds that, as
* they generally deal with mamage in the comedies/ an opportunity soon

presented itself of discussing the proposed marriage of the Queen to Don
Carlos {CalendarofState Papers^ Stntancas^voi i (1892) p 36S)

* Professor Alfred Stern, m a most kindly cnticism of the first edition of

this book, directed attention to two passages in the late Mr E Edwardses

of the Pounders ofthe Bnitsk Museum {a vols 1870), pp 155 and 157,

supposed to imply an acquaintance on the King's part wi^ A Midsummer
Rights Dream {m 1594 the King forbade the introduction into a court pageant

Lmitt^ of
the Court
*patronage’'

received by

him
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But the fact that Shakspere now and then was found ready

to meet an inclination common to two sovereigns,by no means
implies that hewas in anysense ‘patronised’by eithei ofthem
A letter ascribed to Southampton stating that several of

Shakspere’s plays were ‘most smgulaily liked of’ Queen
Elisabeth when performed before hei at Com t, is apocryphal

,

on the other hand, it is piobable, though not pioved, that

King James was a spectator of sundry of the poet’s woiks
But of any special or personal maiks of goodwill towards

Shakspere on the part of ither soveieign there is no proof

Credulity must be allowed to cling to the tiadition that Elisa-

beth testified her desire to see Falstaffdegraded from comedy
to farce, oi to the equally apocryphal anecdote that James I

expressed his thanks for Macbeth in an autograph letter^.

I remember a modern Italian play,—illuminated by the

acting of a great artist, the late Madame Riston,—in which

of a live hon, ^ because it would affright the ladies '), and a remembrance by
Shakspere, when writing Polonius* advice to Laertes, of James Ts letter on
his accession to the English Crown to his son Henry Prince of Wales

^ See m reference to this Maloneys Inquiry, p 95, where he demolishes

the possibility of such a letter as that from Queen Elisabeth to Shakspere,

which had been forged by the ingenious Mr Ireland Malone incidentally

points out that Puttenham, whose Arie of Poeste appeared in 1589, and
who was one of the Gentlemen Pensioners, and therefore constantly near
the Queen’s person, Seems never to have heard of Shakspere, although he
discusses dramatic poets —^The generalities m the lines of Ben Jonson
(< those flights upon the banks of Thames, That so did take Eliza and our

James’) and Chettle appear to me to prove very little See, however,

HalliwelLPhilhps’ Life ofShakespeare, pp 151-3 A ballad calledA Moum»
ful Dtiite, entituted Elizabeths Losse, together with a Welcomefor KingJames
(1603, printed in Collier’s Life of Shakespeare, and reprinted in Ceniune oj

Prayse, p 56), contains the lines

^You Poets all, brave Shakspeare^ Johnson, Greene,

Bestow your tune to write for England’s Queene

,

Lament, lament,’ &:c

The Greene here mentioned is I supposeThomas Greene, author ofA Poet's

Vision and a Pnncds Glom (1603)—Reasons will he given below against

the supposition that Shakspere was in any way distinguished among his

fellow-actors {the King’s actors) by James. If he had beibn a courtly poet,

he would have less distinctly remembered the drinking habits of the Banish

Cput% Which on Chnstian IV’s visit to England m 1606 so endeared

him W his brother-in-law. Tieck’s supposition that in Twton of Athene

Shakspere directly flattered James in the passage where the hero pro-

bpl oiie honest man—'and he is a steward* (pronounce Stewart)—is
only Iw ^absurd than Ulnci’s laborious apology XShakspeare*^ Dmimhe
Art, p, sLis) wthe f esttra^^igant flatteiy*’ in ^uestion^
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Queen Elisabeth is repiesented as receiving a petition

from Shakspere at the hands of Cecil, and graciously

assenting to the piayer of hei faithful poet Othei ima-

ginative minds may have pictured to themselves analogous

relations between the Queen and the poet, but romance

must reckon with its o\\n responsibilities

The nature of the pationage extended to Shakspere by

particular noblemen, and gentlemen of high rank, is more

open to speculation His relation, during many years of

his life, to Southampton—although the measuie of his

patron’s eai ly munificence has doubtless been exaggerated,

while the supposed manifestation of the nobleman’s goodwill

aftei the close of the actoi s professional career may be

regarded as mythical—foims an important chaptei in

Shakspere s life, and the dedications of two youthful poems

have not more than an incidental significance in its histoiy

According to one (nor the least plausible) among many
theoiies intended to explain the genesis of Shakspere’s

Sonnets^ih^ Earl of Pembroke too must have appioached

intimacy with the poet ' Among the later plays of Shak-

spere one is distinctly to be brought into connexion with

speculations m foieign discoveiy in w^hich both South-

ampton and Pembioke weie interested^, and the con-

spiracy m which they were to some degiee involved

undoubtedly occupied the mind of the author of Henry
VIII^ The Earl of Montgomeiy too, Pembroke’s biothei,

seems to have admired and ‘favouied’ the poet^ But

even after this has been said, it must be allowed to amount

to very little Among those whose patronage Shakspere

sought and found in his eaily days weie some noblemen

of note, whose goodwill probably remained to him, and

was prized by him, to the close of his theatrical career

As to any appreciation of Shakspere by the master-mmds

^ Possibly Mueh Ado €ibo%it Nothing may have some reference to the diffi-

culty of mducmg the same young noblemao to * marry and settle
*

® Vide infra as to the subject of The Tempest
® That It m actually adverted to in Richard TJ (i e m the passage added

to the third or omitted from the first two editions of that play, iv, i) is

a more do*,ibtfuI conjecture
* The ]?irst Folio was dedicated to both the brothers

Hts noble

patrons
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of his age, except wheie, as in Ben Jonson*s case, they were

more or less his fellows in the same field of woik, we are

without convincing proofs It is hardly to be supposed that

Ralegh was unacquainted with Shakspere^ or that Bacon

passed him by without notice ^ But no evidence of a con-

clusive kind exists to show that either the most fai-sighted

man of action or the greatest thinkei among the Elisa-

bethans was aware of what it was to have, oi to have had,

a Shakspere by their side

Lastly, theie was the ^geneial public,* oi rather that

large section of the public which affected enteitainments

such as those piovided by the genius of Shakspeie That
taken as a whole his plays, as compared with those of his

fellow-playwrights, were during his lifetime pre-eminently

popular there seems no reason to doubt So much is

proved by the leady testimony of his fellow-diamatists and

of othei contemporary wiiteis

—

z. testimony of which the

strength grows almost fiom day to day with the piogiess

of oui acquaintance with Elisabethan literature It is sup-

poited by the fact that he wrote so much, though others

(Thomas Heywood, e g

)

wrote more
,
and by the certainty

that he acquired thiough his interest in theatres to whose

popularity his plays largely contributed, a comfortable

income, sufficient to enable him to retire in fair case before

old age had crippled his powers Lastly, it is borne out

^ Although I shall be obliged to state on a subsequent page my view of the

supposition that Shakspere’s plays were written by Bacon, I must here at

onqe express the opinion that the evidence even of Bacon's acquaintance

with them is extremely slender All the learning and ingenuity expended

by Mrs Heniy Pott upon the illustration by passages from Shakspere of

Bacon*s Ptvmus ofFormularies and Elegancfss^’-~2L common place book kept

by him somewhere between the years 1594 and 1596,—seems to me to fall

short of proving even that the compiler had used for Ins purpose the know-
ledge of Shakspere's wntings which by that time he might have acquired

(What Mrs Pott’s publication of this book (1B83) intended to prove was, of

course, something wholly different ) The evidence of a fev^parallel passages

in Bacon’s Essays (first edition x$97, second 1612, third 1625) and in Shaks*

plays is, m my judgment, too slender to deserve discussion ; while

it seems sheer absurdity to found any argument uponsupposed resemblances

between the action and characters of The Tempest and the parable of in

die De Augmenhs (16^3)*
e amiable insinuation of Pope, that Shakspere

’fPor gain, not gloiy, wmgfd his roving fiighlv

immortal in hib own despite^’
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by the fact that when the stage fell under a cloud, Shak-
spere was among those remembered while others weie
forgotten, and that when its life recommenced, his plays

were among the earliest and among the most rapidly suc-

cessful in recovering possession of their ancient domain
But to what extent was this enduiing popularity within Numbei of

the walls of the play-house and among its pations, leflected

in the world of leaders outside Of the thirty-seven plays dtmnghis

in the Shakspeiean canon \ eighteen (or just one more than
half) were printed in then authoi’s lifetime , and the aveiage
number of impressions extant in each case fiom this peiiod
is between two and three - Of course this fails to exhaust
the number of quaito editions of single plays of Shakspere
pointed during his lifetime

,
but consideiing the facility of

surreptitious printing, and the fieedom from blame enjoyed
by the practice except on the part of moie sensitive play-

wrights, the calculation may assist m an enquiry as to the
demand for Shakspere’s plays existing among contemporary
readeis It may be added, that of the so-called ‘doubtful
plays * which have been at any time ascribed to Shakspere,
eleven are known to have been punted in his lifetime^

Other leasons have no doubt been suggested for the paucity
of the number of plays by Shakspere which appeared m
print during his life*, but the demand foi them on the
pait of the public cannot have been in any sense laige

While the first volume of a collective edition ofthewoiks
of Ben Jonson was printed in the lifetime of their author®,

^ Counting them, as in the list arranged below, and reckoning each Pari
as a play in the case of Henry VI and in that of Henry IV* The First Folio
contains all these plays except Pertcles

® See the List of the Eaily Editions of Sfaakspeare in Malone’s Shakspeare
(Boswell’s edition of 1821, the edition quoted throughout this Chapter),
vol 11 pp 647 seg^

, and cf Steevens’ observations, td pp 643 See
also the Tei6/e ofQuarto Edthons ofShakespeare's Plays, forming Appendix I
to Mr, Fleay’s ofShakspeare

® See the list in Malone’s Shahspeare^ 11 681—a Eight of these* appear
in Mr. Fleay’s List of Quarto editions of other plays prepared by Shakespeare^

s

company. Appendix II, u s
* The late Mr W Blades, m his Shakspete and Typography (187a), a

pamphlet in part intended as a jeu d‘espnt, suggested that Shakspere was at
one time of his life a printer, and that it may accordingly be plausibly sup-
posed that * sickened with reading other people's proofs for a hvelihood,
he shrunk from the same task on his own behalf/ ^ In 1616.
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Shakspere’s works weie not collected till seven years after

his death (in the Fust Folio, 1623) ,
and though the editors

of this volume speak of ‘diveise stolne, and smreptitious

copies, maimed and deformed by the frauds and stealthes

of injuiious impostois,’ yet they evidently by no means
themselves expected a brisk sale of then folio, which was
probably printed in a veiy limited number of copies ^

Thus, the evidence which we possess on the subject tends

to show that the reputation enjoyed by Shakspere m his

lifetime was limited to a more or less genial recognition

of his merits on the part of a few pations and on that of

some of his liteiaiy contempoiaries,—chiefly fellow-dra-

matists,—and to what may be termed a general pieference

for his plays, as compared with those of othei wiiteis, on

the part of the constituents of the theatiical public But

although this theatiical public must have largely increased

in London during the earlier half of his caieer the attacks

upon the stage recommenced towaids the close of the

century ^ and indeed the spirit which piompted them had

never slept The classes moved by this spirit were those

upon whom more than upon any other the future of Eng-

land depended, and to whose tastes and feelings the progress

of a popular literature must always laigely accommodate

^ According to Steevens* conjecture ("Malone’s Shakspeare, ii 658, note) m
not more than 250 A proof of the smallness of the issue may be found in

the extreme ranty of the First Folio, not known to exist in more than thirty

copies According to Halliwell-Philhps {Shakespenanat p 43), one copy is

in existence bearing the date of 1622
^ lu 1592, Nashe (in his Rterce Penmlesse) spoke of a play as being

witnessed by < ten thousand spectators at least, at several times ’ Altogether,

it may be assumed that the number of visitors to the theatres increased

rapidly till near the dose of the century Cf Introduction to Gosson’s5r/ioo/

tfAbme^ p x
^ In 1599 was published Th* Overthrow cf Stage-playes^ by Dr John

Kainoldes, of Queen’s College, and afterwards President of Corpus Chnsti

College, Oxford, winch was the most important product oPthe controversy

c^^nCcrnlng the performance of Latin plays at Oxford between him and

Dr Wdliam Gager See Lowe’s Btbhographtml Account^ , pp 135, 274

,

and pMr, S, Lee’s notice of Gager in Vol. xx of the Btekomry of National

King James interfered to protect the

English at Edinburgh, the Session of the iCirk of 3cotiand hawng
tiie ifiuthful froin resorting to fheir performances * undei5 pain of

the (Colher, L agnj
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itself In a woid, the middle classes of the nation,

wherever, as more especially in London, they were biought

into contact with the stage, became more and moie hostile

towards it The interest m dramatic literature could not

but suffer accoidmgly, and the advance of the appreciation

of the merits of oui greatest national dramatist be retaided

Pmitanism was gradually assuming a far wider and deeper

significance than can attach to a meie view of Church Puntamsm

government, 01 to a paiticular theoiy ofthe relations between

the system of the State and the forms of leligious life To and

side with the Puiitans, now implied the acceptance of distinct

piinciples in the conduct of life These principles may per-

haps be summarised as an avowed endeavour to legulate the

whole of life, in all its aspects and relations, according to

fixed laws The consequent certainty, to which all shrinking

back or wavering to the right or to the left was impossible,

gave for a time to Puritanism, in peace and in war, a resist-

less force But from the same source Puritanism denved the

nariowness which lemamed an unmistakeable feature of the

movement To the Puritan nothing could be a greater abomi-

nation than the theatre, with the very conditions of whose

existence the laws of his life were m conflict ; nor could any
feature of the stage be so great an abomination in his eyes

as the boundlessness with which the genius of our Ehsa-

bethans,and that ofShakspere above all, had endowed English

dramatic literatui e. Against the theatre,therefore, Puritanism

(as has been seen and as will further appear below) directed its

assaults with incieasing success , although a transport of zeal

may in one instance at least have given use to a temporary

reaction in favour of the stage, which communicated itself

to others besides its habitual supporters^. Finally, when

^ I refer ta Piyjine^s invective against the Queen on account of her
patronage of a d)fematic performance at court Cf Masson’s Ltfe of Mtlion,

1 407-8* Piynne’s Htsino-Mashx was published m 1633 I shall return to

these matters below
, at present I am merely attempting to survey the pro-

gress, together with the hack waves occurring in it, of Shakspere’s fame—
A passage in Pitsino Mistsitx (cited in Cenimie of Ptayse, p 195) bitterly

reflects on the fact that since the author first undertook his subject, * some
Play books are growne from Qmrta into FoltOf and * are now printed

in farre better paper than most Octavo or Quarto BibUs, which hardly finde
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the party identified with Puritan opinion, although not

as yet with its extreme forms, had become possessed

of the control of London before the outbreak of the Civil

Wai in 164'^, the closing of the theatres was one of the

inevitable incidents of the revolution which this change

implied

Htsrepttfa Under these influences the fame of Shakspere languished,

^dmmJtst 2Lnd must have languished even had a careful distinction

tniheitme been drawn in this period between dramatic literatuie and
ofChaiiesi

literature of the stage As a matter of course, his genius

as a dramatist continued to call foith tributes of praise from

those whom it had subjected to its spell In this choir

dramatic writers could not but hold the most conspicuous

place, and of the earlier Caioline diamatists a goodly

numbei honoured Shakspeie by direct tributes of admira-

tion as well as by less direct testimony to their familiarity

Tnbutes of With his works Among them I have alieady mentioned

buckling
Shirley and others, whose achievements in part connect

and others them With an earlier and more illustrious chapter of our

dramatic history, to their names should be added more

especially that of Sir John Suckling, who in verse and m
prose, by direct commendation as well as by imitation,

honoured himself by pioving his legard for the memory of

‘ my Friend Mr Wtlham Shakespear together with those

ofJasper Mayne, Thomas Nabbes, Sir William D’Avenant (of

whom more below), and others Men of letters unconnected

with the stage likewise occasionally attested their appre-

ciation of Shakspeie*s genius Leaving aside anonymous

tributes—although possessed of an intiinsic value of their

own—I should regret to leave unnoticed a conversational

remark by ^ John Hales of Eton," which at a date probably

earlier than 1633 anticipates the free spirit of the best of all

^Shakspere ciiticismV But apart fiom such tributes, and

such vent as they.* Marginal notes refer to the foho editions of Jonson,

Shakspere, and to the * best Crowne paper* used for that of Shakspere

m especial

^ See o/Prayse^ pp. nop HiS gratitude must certainly have

deni^‘ strength from a consciousness of ‘perpetual plagiarism* on his own
part; p. 113

* Aifter sitthag stl| for some time during a discuasion m which Ben
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other incidental illustrations of the popularity of Shakspere’s

writings^, it seems undeniable that, m accoi dance with an

ordinaly expeiience, the generation succeeding Shakspere*s

was not the most ready to acknowledge his claims to

pre-eminence. Ben Jonson, indeed, although long the ac-

knowledged chief of living diamatic authors, at no time

succeeded in producing, as he had on no occasion attempted

to produce, a belief that he outshone the fiiend whom he

so long survived Still, a second volume of the first collec-

tn^e edition of Jonson’s works was published (in a suc-

cession of fiagments) in the course of his later years and of

those following immediately upon the date of his death

,

and he is repeatedly mentioned by contempoiary wiiteis

in a way implying that his titles to liteiaiy fame were

equal to Shakspeie’s And, to all appearance, the diama-

tists who in this particular age called forth the most

enduring as well as the most ardent literary enthusiasm,

were the two companion-writers who were most nearly

allied to it by the bent of then genius and the specialities

of then tastes The fame of Beaumont and Fletcher

had come at least to rival that of Shakspeie, and at

times was treated as suipassing it, while again we not

unfrequently find the pair lanked side by side with

Shakspere and Jonson as pre-eminent among English

Jonson and other literary authorities took part, Mr Hales observed, * That

if Mr Shakespear had not read the Antients, he had likewise not stollen

anything from ^em and that if [Ben] would produce any one Topick

finely treated by any one of them, he [Hales] would undertake to show
something upon the same Subject at least as well written hy Shakespear*

(Cited from Rowe's introductory

,

1709, m Centune 0/ Prayse,

P 19B)
^ A cunosttm is the wish expressed by Cowley, when a pupil at West-

minster School between j6a8 and 1631, that a young lawyer who had
offended him might

*Bee by his Father m his study tooke

At Si^kspeare^s plays, instead of my Lord Coohe ^

—

(something as Hr Arnold confiscated early numbers of Pickwick which
Rugby boys had put too near to their Thucydides ) See Centune o/Praysej

p 170 (from A PohUcall R^cnge m In The Guardian {1641) Cowley
\wed the notion into an injunction to a City maiden (Tabytha) to
‘ banish Shakespear and BmJamon out of the parlour, and to bring m their

rooms MarprelaU^ and Pryi/^s Works ’ In The Cutler of Coleman Sheet
(td$3) he altered the ^ Shetkespear* to * Fletcher^ {Fresh ^llusums,

Pi *49)
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dramatists ^ Thirty-six of their plays were published

m a collected foim m 1647 (they were lepublished with

seventeen others in 1679) , of Shakspere’s, the First Folio

collection, with a corrected reprint m 1635^ (the Second
Folio), sufficed till after the Restoration It was repro-

duced in the Third Folio, published in 1663, and leprmted

in 1664 with seven additional plays, all of which (with the

exception of Pericles) are now usually considered spurious

The Fourth Folio (i<585)
contained nothing new beyond

modernisations of spelling

It IS hardly too much to conclude from the above data,

that by the time of the Restoration, when a geneiation

had giown up to which the inside of a playhouse was
unknown, and when but few libraries could have contained

more than a stray copy or two of Shakspere’s plays, his

popular fame must have stood in some danger of dwindling

into a mere tradition ^ The danger passed away, when the

^ So, for instance, by Owen Feltham (1637')

* Shakespeare, Beaumont, Johnson, these three shall

Make up the Jem m the point Verticall*

of the crown composed for herself by the Stage Further quotations are

needless
,
moreover, a mere turn of phrase may at times be mistaken for

a deliberate critical intention But in exemplification of the preference

indicated m the text, the lines m honour of Fletcher by William Cartwright

prefixed to the First Foho of Beaumont and Fletcher (id47) are notable

(They were quoted by the late Canon Kingsley in his essay On Plays and
Puritans) Cartwright (whose own most successful dramatic effort is an

obvious imitation of Ben Jonson) places Fletcher’s name * ’twxxt Jonson’s

grave and Shakspeare’s lighter sound,* and tells Fletcher that

* Shaiipeare to thee was dull, whose best wit lies

r th* ladies questions, and the fool’s replies.

Whose wit our nice times would obsceneness call

—

. * * ^ *

Kature was all his art , thy vein was free

As his, but without his scurrility*—

a criticism which from the author of The Ordinary is nothing short of

ludicrous It may be mentioned that Gifford, in his Memoirs ofBen Jonson^

quotes from a tract by J Cooke on Charles Ts Tnal (164^) the insinuation

that ^ had King Charles but studied Scripture half so much as he studied Ben

Joimon or Shakspeare,*8cc Tothe anecdote that Charles I descnbedShirIey*s

^dmesterfot which he himself was believed to have suggested the plot) as

* this best pky he had seen forseven years/ no importance need be attached,.

In justice can hardly be said to have been rendered by Enghsh

Wnters remarkable litemiy and artistic intelligence of King Cbaries h
* whot^herregiteht^
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Restoration was accomplished and when the theatres were

reopened A revival of the popular recognition of Shak-
spere's greatness as a diamatist inevitably followed But
the hostility of the Puiitan Revolution had lasting lesults,

and in so far as the fame of Shakspere is insepaiably

associated with the most immediate sphere of his activity,

the effect of that hostility cannot be said even now to have
been completely undone.

Whatever may be thought ofthe relations between the stage

of Charles Vs leign and the sentiments and manners of his

Court, the theatre of the leigns of the last two Stuart Kings
was beyond dispute entirely subject to the influence of the

world of court and fashion No section of the lower ordeis

felt Itself, as in the days of Elisabeth, vehemently attracted

towards the playhouses The masses being, foi many an
age to come, left to themselves in their choice of pleasures,

middle-class respectability shunned the theatie, where eveiy

effort was made to affront the accepted principles ofmorality

and decency of life Under the influence of tastes utterly

frivolous and vitiated both by the native and by the foreign

elements intermingled m them, the whole atmosphere of the

theatre in the Restoration age became, in the words of

a water whose knowledge of it is unsui passed, * indescribably

wicked h' Its favourite productions, ushered m by lewd
prologues, were either imitations of foreign models, or mere
bastards of the Elisabethan drama. Yet to this Restoration
stage we owe a revived recognition—in spheres extending
widely beyond the section ofthe public open to the influences

of literary criticism—ofthe genius ofShakspere The number
of Shaksperean characters performed by Betterton, the
greatest actor of this period, is indeed small compared with

meiit consisted of Cleopaire and Ee Grand Cyrus^ Dorothy Osborne avowed
to her lover that ^all the people that I had ever in my life refused were
brought again i^on the stage, like Richard the Third’s ghosts, to reproach
me withal ' {Letters, edited by E A. Parry, edition 1888, p 115) This
and similar allusions, traceable with more or less probability to direct
acquaintance with Shaksperean plays, will hardly be held to contradict the
general conclusion in my text

^ See Mr« Robert W, Lowe's 7'homas BeitertoH {Emtnmt Actors Senes),
^891, p 57 This napretendmglittle volume is a mine of firsMiand informa-
tion concerning tiie theatre of the Restoration,

Shaksptre
and the

Restoratton

stage
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the extraordinarily large number of his other impel sonations,

but It amounts to ten (adaptations included), and is not,

I think, equalled by that of the characters from any one

other diamatist pei formed by him ^ Of the century and

a half (or thereabouts) of plays which Pepys saw acted m
the course of eight years and a half (1660-9) over which his

Diary extends, about one in fifteen were Shakspere*s, while

as many as one m six were by Beaumont and Fletcher, or

by Fletcher alone ^ Not less than nine of Shakspere’s

plays were reserved as the propeity of the company which

under D'Avenant began its performances m November, 1660,

and when two-and-twenty years later the two theatrical

companies amalgamated, and the great actor Betterton was
virtually placed in command of the chief chaiacters of the

ripertoire of the existing English stage, Biutus, Othello,

and Hotspur without delay asserted their claim upon the

sympathies of the theatrical public® These examples

sufficiently illustrate the conclusion that certain of Shak-

spere’s plays found their way back to the stage chiefly

because of the strong characters and of the striking

situations which they contained,—in other words, because

they lent themselves so securely to the requirements of

theatrical effect. Scant reverence was shown by D*Avenant

and Dryden, or by the revivalists who were at work about

the close of this period (the turn of the century), in the

processes to which they subjected the Shaksperean plays

of their choice
,
but, quite apart from the important services

rendered to Shakspere’s reputation by Diyden, the greatest

of the adapters, in his capacity as a literary critic, he and

his fellow-playwrights unmistakeably advanced the fame of

their great predecessor upon the stage. More and more dis-

tinctly Shakspere’s genius isolated in some measuie from the

immediate outward conditions and circumstances under

winch its dramatic creations had seen the Tight, asserted

its power m its immediate and proper sphere, even through

^ the lists up Oenest, vol, n pp 458-463, and Lowe, pp. i88-p.

* iTho calcuktmh is bsiied on the list gi^en m Hr. H. B. Wheistie/s

excellent Samf^ Fe0s md ifie tFmrM ke hv0dtn (;8eo).
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the veil of versions which at times very much resembled pei-

versions, or when under the infliction of alternating species of

tortuie,—hacked about bya desperate knife or half-smothered

under frivolous or fatuous additions This method oftreating

Shakspere left its traces on the English stage long after the

latter had ceased to be the sole 01 even the principal means

of sustaining and augmenting his fame
,
but it is only fair

to remember that some tribute of the kind is exacted by

the theatre from whatever ciaft enters its sound In the

present connexion it will suffice to mention one or two of

the more abnormal of these ‘adaptations’ of Shakspere^

In 166% Measure for Measme and Much Ado about

Noihi7tg were unscrupulously blended by D'Avcnant into

a single tragi-comedy called The Law against Lovers It

was he who appeals to have conceived the idea, which the

audacity of Dryden afterwards earned into execution, of

heightening the effect of The Tempest by a mechanical pro-

cess of duplication*^ Dryden’s All for Love^ or The World

well Lost (1678)^ IS an effort of a very different desenp-

tion, which rather places itself in competition (nor ignobly

so) with Anthony and Cleopatra than adapts Shakspere’s

treatment of the theme
,
while the same author’s Troilus

and Cressida^ or Truth found too Late (1678) stands as it

were midway between the two above-mentioned plays, the

modem dramatist having m it, as he says, undertaken to

‘correct' what he opined to have been, ‘m all Probability,

one of Shakespeare's fiist Endeavouis on the Stage

^ An analytical list of Adapiaiums and Petfonnances of Skakesperean

playsfrom ihe death of the poet to the death of Gamck was given by Baron
G Vincke m. Jakrbuch, &c , vol ix (1874), pp 41-54

® In The Tempest^ or The Enchanted Island (for the title itself was double-

necked) a youth who had never set eyes on a woman held the balance to

the maiden who had never beheld a man Ariel, too, was provided with
a female double piilcha), and Caliban was supported by Sycorax m the

ilesh , not to mention that Miranda was furnished with a younger sister, and
in some sense a sort of oblique counterpart, called Donnda See the play,

which was acted m 1667 and 1668, in Scott's Dryden^ vol in

* See ih , vol V,

* This, according to his own statement, Dryden effected by * new-modelling
the plot, throwing out many ttnnecessaiy Persons, improving those

characters which were begun and left unfinished, as Hector, Troilus,

Pandarus and Thersites, and adding that of Andromache * (See Dryden's

VOL. I. L 1

Resto) aiion

adaptations

of Shah-’
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Measure for Measure^ on which D’Avenant had already

tried his hand, was again recast by Gildon, and pioduced

at Lincolns Inn Fields, in 1700, as a piece ‘written by
Shakespeare, and now very much alter’d,’ with the sub-title

of Beauty the Best Advocate D’Urfey, a writer of very

low stamp, in 168 a turned Cymbeltfie into something he

entitled The Injured Princess^ or The Fatal Wager^ while

John Lacy, whose diamatic efforts aie of no veiy diffeient

type, m 1667 assimilated The Taming of the Shrew^ entitling

his concoction Sauny the Scot in honour of a le-nationalised

Grumio^ More noticeable is the hash, piepared and
announced in a spirit of convinced superiority, for which

The Merchant of Venice m 1701 supplied ‘Granville the

Polite’ (George Gianville, afterwards Loid Lansdowne)

with the principal materials Fiom The Jew of Venice

the characters of Launcelot Gobbo and his sire are omitted

;

in return, a Masque of Peleus and Thetis is introduced,

during the performance of which Shylock, supping at a

separate table, drinks the toast of his lady-love Money ^

Thioughout the whole of this period no species of Shak-

speie’s plays was sacied from these alterations; histones,

tragedies and comedies were alike exposed to them
,
by no

means only the necessities ofthe stage, although these must be

conceded to have counted for something, but also the dictates

of a supposed advance in literaly or theatncal insight

were accountable for the fashion John Dennis, ofwhom as

a ciitic mention will have to be made below, elaborated m
1705^ a version of The Merry Wives under the title of The

Rysfitce ap Scott, voL vi p* 340, and c£, on the whole subject of these

efforts of Dryden’s, Debus’ essay Drydm und Shakespeare m Jakrbuch der

deufschm Shakespeare-Gesellschafi^ vol iv (1869) Dryden’s Trotlus still

held the stage in 1708-9, when Thersites seems to have been the last

Shaksperean character assumed by Betterton.
^ Genest, vol 1 p, 139 The play does not appear to diave been printed

till 1698
* As to Granville’s play, see voh xu pp ^43 seqq In the Prologue the

Ghost of Shakspere apologises not for Granville, but for himself*

The first rude sketches Shakspeare's pencil dreWf
But all the shining master-strokes are new
This play ye Critics shall your futy stands

and rescu’d by a faultless hand*’
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Comical Gallant^ or The Amours of Sir John Falstaff^ and

in 1720 altered Comolanus into The Invader of his Country^

or The Fatal Resentment Colley Cibber m 1700 gave

notable proof of his theatrical tact in his version of

Richard Ilf which in spite of its impieties holds the stage

to this day^ John Sheffield Duke of Buckinghamshire’s

expansion of Julius Caesar into two tragedies, for one of

which {Biutus) Pope wrote a couple of choruses, caines us

into the middle of the Augustan age® Among the few

Shaksperean plays which appear to have escaped material

changes was Hamlet^ until Garrick essayed the task of

levising it for performance—a circumstance probably due

to the stage traditions dating from the pei formance of the

chief character by Betterton, who played it at intervals

through the whole of the Restoration age, and with signal

success as late as 1709, when he was nearly seventy-five

years old

^ Sec Genest, vol 11 p 195, and cf Lowe, Betkrton^ p 167, where
Cibber's version is described as ' full of villainous clap traps, mixed meta-

phors, and unmitigated nonsense,^ but * skilfully adapted for stage effect

'

Cibber m his process of ' contamination * introduced many lines from other

Shaksperean plays, and probably some out of his own head Genest sug-

gests that the famous line

*Off with his head—so much for Buckingham**
came * perhaps from some obscure play, with a slight alteration,* but the * Off

with his head * (Hastings*) m Act iv sc 4 should not be overlooked —In
Caryl’s The English Princess, oi The Death of Richard JII (cf Pepys’ Diary

under March 7, 1667), there seems to be nothing borrowed from Shakspere

(HalliwelkPhilhps* Dictionary^ p 85)
* The construction of Shakspere’s tragedy must be allowed to have lent

Bome colour to this procedure —Betterton's performance of the character

of Brutus, Colley Cibber's striking account of which is cited by Lowe,
Betterton^ p lap, must have been partly accountable for the special popu-

larity of this among Shakspere s tragedies

Garnck’s alteration ofHamlet \ 177a) ,which was never pnnted, is described

by Genest, vol v p 343, and by Vmcke, u s^pp, 53-4 Steele's notice of

Betterton’s perfopnance of Hamlet, only a few months before the great actor's

death, is well Known (See The Tatler, No 71 (Sept aa, 1709), and cf

Lowe’s Betterton, p 177)—A List Plays altered from Shakspere is given in

Malone’s edition (by BosweJl), vol. it pp 683 segg However strongly we
may feel bound to reprobate tampering with the text ofa great national wnter,

and however much we may now and then be inclined to applaud Pope’s

sneer (see thePr^ace to his edition of Shakspere) that ‘ Players are just such

judges ofwhat is nght^ as Taylors aie of what is graceful,* no candid cntic

Will Ignore the special exigences of the tiieatre, or deny that adaptation is

a
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So much as to the treatment of Shakspere on and by the

stage, during the half-century or thereabouts which followed

upon the re-opening of the theatres The effects of this

treatment have not altogether disappeared to our own day,

and, taken as a whole, have rendered the popular admira-

tion of his merits less discriminating, without mateiially

diminishing its warmth As to Dryden and his fellow-

playwrights, they no doubt were at certain times and in

certain respects influenced by imperfect or mistaken theories

ofthe dramatic art , but candour compels the conclusion that

the license wherewith as a body they treated the mastei-

pieces of a greater past was essentially due to the leckless

spirit of their own age, which sought and found in the drama
little more than a transitory amusement and a stimulant of

sensual passion ^

a labour in which both reverence and taste have at tunes most efTectively

co-operated
^ A fair example of the spirit in which the society of the Restoration

age regarded the drama may be found in Pepys, who though he had no
poetry m his soul was not incapable of higher tastes (witness his love

of good music), who had his wits about him and was therefore capable of

recognising merit, and who moreover confesses (jDtary, Dec lo, 1663) that
* his nature was most earnest in books of pleasure, as plays,’ and that he
was tempted by copies of Shakspere, Beaumont and Jonson at a book-

sellers He afterwards (July *7, 1664) actually purchased one of the folio

editions of Shakspere, and at a later date added the fourth folio (1685),

which is now in the Pepysian Library at Magdalene College, Cambndge
(see Wheatley, s

, p 88)* Pepys, as has been ah eady noted, mentions

the performances of not less than eleven Shaksperean plays as having

been witnessed by himself, to some he takes exception, of others he
approves, though rarely in terms approaching those in which he com-

mends certain of the plays of Ben Jonson Thus he thought Macbeth

*a pretty good play* (Nov 5, 1664), and *a most excellent play for

vanety * (Dec saS, i666\ and, again (here his criticism is more elaborate

than usual), ^ a most excellent play in all respects, but especially in diver-

tissement, though jt be a deep tragedy , which is a strange perfection in a
tragedy, it being most proper here and suitable' (Jan 7, 1667) With
Hamhi he was ^ mighbly pleased ’ (Aug 1668) On th^ other hand, he
considered A Midsummer Dream * the most insipid, ndiculoua play

that ever he saw m his life
'
(Sept, 25, i66a)

,
and The Merry Wtves * did

not please hmi at ail, no part of it* (Aug, 15, 1667). Othello he had * ever

heretofore * esteemed a imghty good play, but he having so lately read The

Adnetdmes ofFm Hours, ft seemed to him in companson mean things

(Aug so, This, however, was the impression left upon hwa, not by
seeing by readiug it,—^ln the Dkry of Etelyn, a man <rfge«uine

iteraty ta^e and tmnixig, the only reference to Shakspere ^ a dramatist
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As was indicated above, the general tendency of the

literature of the Restoiation and next ensuing peiiods was

one of subserviency to foieign influences Although the

force of this tendency has probably been much exaggerated,

yet its effects are undeniable Indeed, it would be difficult

to instance any branch of contempoiary English literary

composition in which the writers of these periods did not

in practice largely imitate foreign models, and in theory

borrow from foreign dogmatists their conceptions of the

rules of their ait The French drama in especial, which

in the couise of these peiiods reached the summit of its

greatness, was largely, though very far fiom exclusively,

imitated by the writers of English tragedy, and, though by

no means to the same degiee, by those of comedy also,

while not a few of the rules of dramatic art read into
’

the ancients by French literary criticism, as well as of

the methods sanctioned by the usage of the chief Fiench

dramatists themselves, were commended by English writers

and made more or less familial by English piactice The
Elisabethans, and Shakspeie above all, did not always

fare well at the hands of the English ci itics of this age
,
on

the othei hand, it must not be forgotten that before Diyden
literaly criticism as applied to the drama was virtually un-

known in England, and that, apart from Dryden’s noble

enthusiasm in favour of genius wherever he recognised it,

Shakspere and the Elisabethans could not but gam in

reputation far more than they lost, so soon as they began

to be criticised at all ^

IS the rather ambiguous notice, under Nov a6, 1661 * I saw Hamlet^ Pnnee

ofDenmark played, but now the old plays began to disgust this refined age

since his Majesties being so long abroad ’ There is also a mention of

a portrait of Shakspere in Evelyn’s Correspondence (vol in p 444, ed

1879) —I may add a reference to two allusions in this period to Falstaff,

pointed out to me respectively by Professor Toller and (1 think) Mr Leslie

Stephen In JM^iys’ Dtary (Aug 39, 1666) Sir W, Coventry is mentioned

as humorously quoting Falstaif , and in State Trials^ x 570, m the cunous
case of Lady Ivy (1684), Lord Jeffreys says * Ifhe should swear as long as

Sir John Falstaif fought ’ (1 e a long hour by Shrewsbury clock) * I would
never believe him

'

* This IS excellently brought out by Mr, Ernest Walder m the chapter on
jDryden which forms part of his Htstoty ofShakspertan Cniiasm^ mow on the

eve of publication 1 have freely used what 1 have seen of this book, and
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For to Dryden, and to no othei wi iter, belongs the credit

of having led the way as a critic of the drama and of its

masterpieces in our literature—a claim impaired but little

by the mistakes into which he may have been led by the

tendencies of his age or by the negligence which was m
a SOI t a defect of one of the most characteristic qualities

of his genius—its liberality, if I may so apply the word.

Yet it should not be forgotten that in this Restoration age

—

more than two years indeed aftei the first and most important

ofDryden’s critical essays was composed ^—the gieatest poet

to whom, after Shakspere himself, England had given

biith, had published his masterpiece, and that no English

writer has ever been better qualified than Milton, both by
tiaining and by inborn poweis, for a critical appreciation

of the achievements of his literary predecessors But the

histone current of his earlier days, and the impetus with

which he had cast himself into it in obedience to the

iiiesistible dictates of his moral being, were stronger than

the student’s aesthetic sympathies with ideals out of the

reach of his actual grasp In the beautiful twin lyrics,

composed at least four years before the outbreak of the

great conflict whose essential causes he had already divined,

he had referred to the modern stage and its literature,

although in some sense he was in contact with both,m terms

of very lestricted appioval ^Gorgeous Tragedy* to his

mind found appropriate representatives in the dramatised

legends of the Attic poets, 01 in * what, though rare^

Of later age

Ennobled bath the buskm^d stage®'

And, albeit that among the wnters for 'the well-trod stage*

(a suggestion of disrespect seems to me to lurk in the

epithet’^) Milton pays a kindly tribute both to Jonson and to

of the same writer’s Harness Prize Essay on Skuhspman Cnlimmy teximl

md hteraiyi front Dryden to the end ofihe Ktghiemth (1895), ofwhich

it is an expansion, m revising this section of the present chapter,

^ Cf P.* Garnett, The Age ofDfydm (1895), p, X51
^ Sde iSf

* Sntjli la,"however, not the opinion of Hr» F T* Palgrave, whose per-

ception tii aneh Is so singularly line*
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Shakspere, yet the latter and more elaboiate allusion

suggests that when

—^sweetest Shakespeare, Fancy’s child,

Warbled his native wood-notes wild,'—

theie was lacking in them something,—shall we say the

peifect discipline of the Muses The Epitaph on the

Admirable Dramatic Poet W Shakespeare (1630) is con-

sideiably eailier in date than UAllegro^ its enthusiasm,

which there is no reason for depreciating as the enthusiasm

of youth, IS indisputable
,
but it contains the germ of

the same distinction m the contiast diawn (no doubt

favourably to them) between Shakspeic’s ‘easy numbeis’

and ‘ slow-endeavounng ait’ The cuiious lefeience in

Btkonoklasies (1649) to Shakspeie’s Richard III as illus-

trating by a celebiated passage^, and ‘other stuff of this

soit/ which ‘may be read throughout the whole tragedy,’

the religious hypocrisy of tyrants, and of King Charles I

in particulai, is leally beside the maik, except as showing

the wi Iters familiarity with the souice of his illustration

^ See UAUigfr) The above, I see, is also the opinion of one of the

most competent of recent editors of Milton, who holds that ‘ the couplet in

fuct IS faint praise, and it may be doubted whether Milton had a very keen

sense of Shakespeare’s greatness * See the exhaustive note on the passage

in Mr A W Verity’s edition of Milton’s Lyetdas and other Poems, Pitt

Press Senes, Cambridge, 1891, pp 91-a ,
where it is observed that Milton

was here probably thinking of A Midsummer Nigkfs Dream and The

Tempest^ to which two plays there seem to be * more allusions in his poems
than to all the rest of Shakespeare’s dramas put togetlier ' Mr Verity adds

that *the passages m which Milton can be said to have borrowed from

Shakespeare’s tragedies are very rare He tells the story of King Lear at

considerable length in his History of Britain^ but there is no mention of the

play’—In the Theatmm Poetarum Anghcanorum, published m 1675, by
Edward Phillips, Milton’s nephew and pupil {edition of 1820, p 240), we
find a criticism of Shakspere in which we may suspect a reminiscence of the

passage m VAitegro ^ Though some others may perhaps pretend to a more

exact decorum and oeconomie, especially in tragedy, never any expressed

a more lofty aiggl tragic height , never any represented nature more purely

to the life, and whete ttie pohskments of art are most wanting^ as probably

hts learning was not extraordmaryi he pleahetk with a certain mid and
native elegance

,
and m all his writings hath an unvulgar style, as w^ell m

his Ventis and Adbnis, his Rape <f Lucrece^ and other various poems, as

in his dramatics
’

® * I do not know that Englishmen alive^’ &c (act n sc r)

® C£ Masson’s Life ofMilton^ vok iv« p 137 note The sneering assertion
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Dryden
(1667
<^eqq)

In his old age (1670-1), when himself using the tragic form
as a vehicle of his sense of isolation and scorn, Milton

would heai of no models of tragedy but the ancients and
their Italian followeis, and repiobated the * error of inter-

mixing comic stuff with tiagic sadness and gravity, or

intioducing trivial and vulgar persons, which by all judiciers

hath been counted absurd, and bi ought m without disci e-

tion coiruptly to giatify the people^' The author of

Hamlet must bear his share of the reproach.

But Milton, undei this as under other aspects, dwelt apart

Dryden not only stood in the midst of the literary activity

of the Restoration age, but in his own literaly creations,

and more especially in those of the dramatic kind by his

own confession too often allowed himself to be earned away
by the current which at times no other writer showed

himself so capable of diiecting While, however, of his

own dramatic woik it has been said with tiuth that the

style which he was principally instrumental in intioducing

into English tragedy was but little m consonance with his

own natuial genius^, in his dramatic criticism, and more
especially in his ciiticism of Shakspere, the instances aie

comparatively rare when he failed to think and speak for

himself The general character of this criticism, which

will be exammed more in detail below, has been fiequently

misjudged, partly because slight legard has been paid to the

order m date of its several phases, and moie notably

because its minor points have been emphasised rather

than its principal issues®. Dryden was the first English

that Shakspere *we well know was the closest companion of these his * (the

king’s) ‘solitudes^ is unworthy of Milton, but not intended to depreciate

Shakspere
^ See the Preface to Samson Agontsies The interesting circumstance

that Milton had himself in his earlier years contemplated the dramatic treat**

ment ofthe theme of Macbeth will be noticed below
Hettner, Ltieraturgeschtchte des tS Jahrhunderts (and edn 1865), vol j

P 94
® The writings of Otyden noticeable under this head are his magnificent

dialogue On Dramatic Poesy (onginally written m 1665, and published m
^^7)* Defence of an Essay on Dramatic Poesy (1668) , the short

Prefac<f to The Tempest (1:669) ; the essay Of Heroic Plays (167a) j the

D^ence cf iht Epdogm to The Conquest of Granada , tho Preface to
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cntic who gave adequate and ample expression to the

admiration inspired by the greatness and comprehensiveness

of Shakspere^'s genius, and by his truthful repiesentation of

human nature in its variety and complexity In view

of this fact, it is of little importance that he could not

wholly fiee himself from the authority of supposed canons

of dramatic composition—derived not from Aristotle, but

fiom Corneille’s uncanonical inteipietation of Aristotle-

recognised as insufficient by Dryden himself, while it is of

still less moment that he foi a time upheld a theory as to

diamatic versification at variance with the surei instincts

of Elisabethan practice And, from this broader point of

view, we may altogether pass by such incidental shoit-

comings of judgment as appeal in criticisms of paiticulai

plays with which Dryden was eithei imperfectly acquainted,

or which in a way not uncommon with him he rather

negligently remembered, 01 in the merely fugitive companson

between Shakspeie and Fletcher as having* wi it better/ the

former * betwixt man and man/ the latter * betwixt man and

woman ’ In sum, 1 c 11 apologetic admixture in Dryden’s

criticism of Shakspeie may be charged to the account of

influences which he was in too close an accoi dance with

his times to disown, the secret of Shakspere’s greatness was
to him no longer a secret, and was through him fiist unlocked

for those who could read with understanding

It was m the nature of the case, that the essence of

Dryden’s ciiticism should only slowly commumcate itself to

AUfor Love (1678), and the essay, interpolated in the Preface to Ttotlus and
CressidOy on TVw Grounds of Cnitasm m Tragedy (1679), besides the
Prologue to The Tempest (1667), descnbed by Sir Walter Scott as ^one of
the most masterly tnbutes ever paid at the shnne of Shakespeare,' the
Prologue to Aureng^etebe (1675), the Prologue to Allfor Love (1678), and
passages m other Prologues In the Globe edition of Dryden's Poetical

Works, p 399 the late Mr. Chnstie printed a Prologue to Juhus Caesar,

without coramit^g himself to the behet that it is by Dryden The evidence
in favour ot the'^lupposition is internal only, and tar from strong of its kind
Its spirit may be gathered from the couplet

^ Such artless beauty hes in Shakespeare's wit,

'Twas well in spite of him, whate er he writ ’

» The sequel of this remark m the essay On the grounds of Cnitctsm m
Tragedy should not be overlooked—nor the general comparative estimate
Which precedes it
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Ftilh}

(i66i ot

ante
)

Lmtghame
and Gtldott

(1691 and
1699)

Rymer
(1693^

the liteiary world of his age Writers of the oldei school

still harped upon his ‘natuiar gifts as contrasted with his

lack of culture Fuller, when eni oiling him among The

Worthies of England (published posthumously in i66i),

had been careful to point out that ^ his Leai ning was very

little, so that, as Cormsh diamonds aie not polished by any

Lapidary, but are pointed and smoothed even as they are

taken out of the Earth, so Nature itself was all the Ait

which was used upon him’ The conceit is quoted with

approval by Langbaine who, in his Account ofthe Dramatick

Poets (1691)3 ‘took the libeity’ of testifying to his belief in

Shakspere’s superiority to the rivals whom Diyden had

occasionally seemed to place on an equality with him, 01 ex-

tolled at his expense Langbaine, however, had but a slight

foliage of learning to offer as a peisonal contribution to the

fame of ‘ one of the most eminent poets of his time ’

,
and

the revised edition of his compilation by Gildon—Pope’s

Gildon, desciibed by his contempoiaiy Boyer as ‘a person

of gieat literature, but mean genius^’ (^^99)—condenses

rathei than expands this part of the woik

The nadir of Shakspere-criticism in this, or peihaps m
any, age was reached by Thomas Rymer, the author of

A Short View of Tragedy^ its Original^ Excellency and
Corruption^ with some Reflections on Shakespear^ and other

Practitioners for the Stage (1693). The Short Vtew^

though it went back upon both Aristotle and St Augustine,

was, in factj but the continuation of The Tragedies of the

last Age^ &c (1678, republished in 1693), where Beaumont

and Fletcher had been the mam victims of the censor’s

mauling^ This time Shakspere’s Othello and Julius

Caesar were the chosen victims of a critical attempt which,

far from errmg wholly on the side of scholastic pedantry,

* See Mr Leslie Steplien’s article on Gildon in vol* xxi«of TheDtcitmmy
ofNahomt Btogntphy (1890) I have not seen the Remarks vn the Plays mid'

Peerm ofShakespeare^ by Gildon, included in a volume published by Curll, in

to pass as a seventh volume to Rowe*s edition of Shakspere His
reply to Rymer is referred to below.

^ Sbnietinae before this, in 1673, he had put forth a Preface, in which there

Is nothing remarkable, to Rapin’s Rodions on Anstotle's by^

m means fl^prbfauDid piece of mticisJUv
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was waged m the much-abused name of ‘ common-sense ^ ’

It IS unnecessary to suppose personal motives to have con-

tubuted to Rymer’s savagery^, but while it is difScult,

even in the case of a writer to whom histoiical students

owe the debt due to the editoi of the Foede^'a^ to read with

patience his self-sufficient diatubes against gieat diamatic

poets both modern and (it should be noted) ancient, he

must be allowed to have here and there hit the mark
Perhaps the method of criticism followed by him can hardly

altogether avoid such incidental success
,
as a whole, how-

ever, It was hopelessly at fault And this, both because he

insisted on luthlessly applying rules instead of perceiving,

as even Rapin did, that a valid rule is only nature reduced

to method—and still more because he was incapable of

reverencing genius. Diyden said of Rymer that he blas-

phemed Shakspere ^
,
nor can this imputation, though much

^ * And certainly there is not requirM much Learning, or that a man must
be some Anstoih^ and Doctor of SubHltiteSf to form a right judgment in this

particular
, common sense suffices

,
and rarely have I known the Women--

iudges mistake in these points, when they have the patience to think, and
(left to their own beads) they decide with their own sense ’ {The Tragedies

of tiie lastAge p 4 ) Curiously enough Rapin blames the French dramatists

for seeking in their choice of themes ^ to please the Women, who have
made themselves Judges of these divertisements, and usurped the right to

pass sentence ' {Reflecitons cm AnstotWs Book ofPoesy %n particular, sec xx )
* His tragedy called Edgar, which was intended to * extol monarchical

principles' and at the same time to exemplify fidelity to the third unity
by compressing the entire action into ten hours, was printed in 1678, and
reprinted m 1691 under the title of The English Monarch For an account
of It see Genest, i aa3>-$ , it does not appear to have been performed
Addison makes fun of it in The Spectator (No 605), and after him Sir Walter
Scott described it as a proof of the fact * that a drama may be extremely
regular and at the same time intolerably dull* Dryden writes to Jonson
(see Scott’s Diyden, rovised by Saintsbury, vol xvm p irs) that he had
received *an intimation from a fnend by letter, that one of the secretaryes,

I suppose Trenchard, had informed the Queen, that he had abused her
government, and that thereupon she had commanded her histonographer
to fall upon his' (Dryden's) < playes '—Rymer is thought to be specially
aimed at m BjjjJler's lines Upon Cntics who judge of Modem Plays precisely

by ihe Rules of the Anaenfs (see R, Bell's edition of The Poems of Samuel
Butler, vol ux p* 104),

* *You see what success this learned critick has found in the world, after

his blaspheming Shakspeare Almost all the faults which he has discovered
are truly there

, yet who will read Mr Rymer, or not read Shakspeare ?

For my own part I reverence Hr Rymer’s learning, but I detest his ill-

nature and his arrogance. I indeed, and such as 1 , have reason to be
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Replies to

Rymer
{Gtldon

and
Dennis)

Jeremy
Collier

(1698)

gravel than the chaige which may be added of his having

misintei preted Aristotle, be held excessive as against a writer

who compares the quariel between Biutus and Cassius to

‘a tryal of skill in huffing and swaggeimg between two

drunken Hectois for a two-penny reckoning,* and condemns

the story of Othello as ‘ a senseless, tiifling tale
*

Rymei’s criticism was in this sense serviceable to the

growth of Shakspei e’s fame, that it led to a more careful

study of writings which had been censured, not without

a certain plausibility in some minor points, aftei so provo-

cative a fashion Among those who felt it incumbent

upon them to take up the implied challenge weie Charles

Gildon^, who has alieady been mentioned, and John

Dennis^, the pair whose ‘ fiiendship long confiim’d by age*

Pope*s malice afterwards depicted as engaged in fiatiicidal

conflict^ In the piesent instance they were coidially at one

in their admiration of the genius of Shakspere
,
but while

Gildon shows himself to all intents and purposes still under

the dominion of the lestiictions imposed by adherence to

the P'rench rules upon a frank acceptance of Shakspere*s

method, Dennis, who in a latei work returned to the general

theme, although regretting Shakspei e*s want of acquaint-

ance with the ancients, vindicated to him an eminence m
tiagedy unsui passed in any age

The purpose of Jeiemy Collier’s Short View of the

Immorality and Profaneness of the English Stage

an attack upon its actual condition* His remaiks on Shak-

spere and the Elisabethan drama in geneial are accoidingly,

of their kind, incidental, and should be judged as illustrations

afraid of but Shakspeare has not * (Diyden tp—as it happened—Dennis,
Scott’s Diyden, revised by Saintsbury, vol xviu p 117 ) This passage by
Itselfwarrants Johnson’s declaration (m his * Life of Dryden,’ m the Lives of
the Poetd) that it is more eligible to go wrong with Dryden Hvhose cnticism

has the majesty of a Queen,’ than nght with Rymer ' whose criticism has
the feroaty of a tyrant * Pope’s opinion, according to Spence, that Rymer
Was * one of the best critics we ever had,’ ‘ may be accounted for by the

rehitions between him and Denms.’
* Some Reflections on Mn Rymer^s Short Vtm, 1:693
* theImfarM CnftV,1693, On the Genius and WritingsofShakespeare^x^ia
* See Tht Dmmad, Bk ni vy 173-8 Concerning Gildon and Dennis as

critics of Shakspere, see E W^der, Mtstory of Skahspman
chap, iy*
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adduced in furtherance of the author’s mam object At the

same time Collier shows a cordial appreciation of the essen-

tial merits of the Elisabethan drama, observing that its

mam tendency is moial and {qms 7tegabtt^) that Shakspere

when he misbehaves gams nothing by his misbehavioui ^

While thus the English stage and its censors—sympa- Pt^gress

thetic, supercilious, oi hostile—were turning or returning

to Shakspere as part and parcel of its fortunes and its fame, oj Shak-

his own leputation had advanced into the bioad light of

day On the stage his ascendency among its oldei writers,

after being at first disputed by one oi two other favourites,

was giadually passing beyond the range of contioversy.

Into ordinary libraries a folio edition of his works, or an
unauthorised quarto copy of a popular play bearing his name,

cannot very often have found its way. Some time was
needed for the relations between the supply and what
cannot but have been a growing demand to establish them-
selves on a more convenient footing^ Without the impulse

given by the critical spirit of the Restoration age, and
largely given under the influence of French examples, it

may, however, be doubted whether the notion of editing

Shakspere would have suggested itself so soon as it did to

English men of letters Of even the beginnings of textual

cnticism, a genuine interest in an author, and a belief in

a response to the labour implied in exerting it, as a lule

form indispensable conditions.

‘ The first edition of Shakspere published in octavo, and Early

appealing to the favour of a wider circle of readers, was

^ Jeremy Collier’s remarks on the personage of Falstaff may be com-
mended to commentators (including actors of the chaiacter) who, in at-

tempting to purge away the grossness, have done injustice to the human
(not to say the moral) significance, of the character.

* The late Mr W Bodham Donne, when near the close of a literary career
which I regard with sincere admiration he honoured this book with a
notice, took occlUon in it to point out how imperfectly Shakspere’s works
were known in the early years of the eighteenth century ^ For example,
when passages are cited from them in The TaiUr, they are either inac-

curately given, or they are copied from the prompter’s books Addison,
who may be said to have mtroduced Milton’s Paradise Lost to multitudes of
English readers, seems to have been almost ignorant ofShakspere’s existence,

though he is not niggardly of praise to several of the Restoration dramatists
*

See, however, below.
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that by Rowe, which beais the date of 1709 \ Nicholas

Rowe, who was poet-lauieate, ‘shelteied’ his edition undei

the patronage of the Chancelloi of the University of Cam-
bridge Himself a dramatist of more than ordinary merit

—of couise of the French ‘ classical * school—he was able to

supply details of a kind which dramaturgic experience is

alone fully qualified foi furnishing
,
he entertained an ardent

veneiation foi the great master of his art, and a love for the

man whose biogiaphy, with the aid of information gathered

at Stratford by the great actor Betterton he was the first

to endeavour to construct But he was neither ambitious

of textual cnticism nor qualified for it, and unwittingly

did ill service to Shakspeie by basing the modernised text

of his popular edition, which in its turn became the founda-

tion of the text of all subsequent editions before Capell’s,

upon that of the coiruptest of the Folios (the fourth)®.

We are now in the reign of Queen Anne, and in the

so-called Augustan age of English literature It was the

age m which the policy of William III had at last borne

fiuits, gatheied through the agency of the great general and

statesman to whom he had bequeathed his political inherit-

ance
,
the age, too, in which England stood, more decidedly

than at any other time in her history, in the van among

the states of Europe, as the representative of progress in

almost eveiy field of intellectual life. In those days, if our

literary men at times aspired to be statesmen, our statesmen

desired with at least equal aidour to be accounted literary

men, or at all events to stand forth as the sympathetic fi lends

and patrons of literature. In this period Shakspere’s liteiary

fame may be said to have been definitively established

* The data m the text as £0 successive editioiis of Shakspere are mostly

taken from the Preface m the Cambridge Shakespeare, and F. Thimm^s

Shakspeanana from 1564 to 1864 edu., 187a). also HaUiwell^s

Shakespenana (1841) and Mr Walder’s essay

* R, Lower Thomas Betterton^ p 178

,

» fope used Rowe's text as the basis of his edition, introducing a few

readings fironi the quartos ; Theobald, who Went back more diligently to the

oi^nal pnnts, Haniner and Warburton, similarly used Pope ,
and Johnson,

who restated sonie readings of the First Folio, Warbniton. See Walder,
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A laige number of editions published in succession, and Pope's

more or less in rivalry, to one anothei, attest the growing *^^(^725)

recognition of his pre-eminent importance and populaiity

Of these the first after that of Rowe was Pope’s He had

achieved glory and a competence by his translation of

Homer
,
and the bookselleis were suie that he would be able

to bestow upon the public that perfect edition of Shakspeie

for which the time had obviously ariived The work, the

result of a labour neither single-minded nor single-handed ^
made its appearance in 1725, m six quarto volumes As
has been well remarked^, a passage m the Pieface to this

edition contains a veiy fan desciiption of what the editor

did not do in it For Pope there obseiwes that ‘he has

discharg’d the dull duty of an editor to his best judgment,

with more labour than he expects thanks, with a leligious

abhorrence of all innovation, and without any indulgence

to his private sense and conjecture ’ The keynote to

Pope’s spirit as an editor is the quality best expressed

by a woid that has the authoiity of both Shakspere and

Pope himself, viz the cocksure His canons of spelling, eg

,

aie so ceilain and piecise that he coirects the loose oitho-

gi aphy of the folio followed by Rowe with a schoolmaster’s

piomptitude and rigour, wdiile his confidence in his own
power of conjecture is so absolute that he introduces his own
emendations into the text with unscrupulous freedom At
thesame time Pope’s ingenuity and quickness ofmind asserted

themselves, his emendations are frequently suipnsmgly

able, and often undoubtedly amount to an obvious restora-

tion of the true text At other times his omissions are

mere correettons, dictated by that superiority of taste to

which all texts must yield Yet he was not singular in

this conception of textual ciiticism, and, had he been trained

a scholar, his name might have stood at no unmeasurable

distance froHi that of the very Bentley whose ^ despeiate

^ Pope was absisted m it by Fenton, who received * 30/ 14s for his share

m Pope^s meagre edition of Shakspere Very little labour was bestowed
upon the work, and much of that little was done by Fenton and Gay * See
Elwin's pQpif vol viiu p 8a, note

^ Preface to Camlmdge Shakspeem^ vol i. p xxix.
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hook ' he ridiculed The ' awful Anstarch * himself might

have done great seivice to the text of Shakspeie, whose

text, howevei, is on the whole to be considered foitunate

in having escaped the more than parental supervision which

Bentley bestowed on Milton’s

Upon Pope’s Shakspere (which had passed with con-

siderable rapidity through three editions, and afterwards

leached a fourth) followed that of Theobald, in 1733
Lewis Theobald had six years pieviously mcuiied the

wrath of Pope by a too fiee ciiticism of the dements of

his edition of Shakspere in a pamphlet devoted to the

subject^, and Pope’s revenge had been to constitute his

critic the original hero of the Dunaad Theobald had
some knowledge of the ancient as well as of the modern

drama and some acquaintance with the books which might

have been known to the author whom he ciiticised® He
had for some time made a special study of Shakspere, on

passages of whose works he was in the habit of contri-

buting notes to a weekly paper called Mtst's Journal—
‘crucifying Shakspere once a week,’ according to a line

omitted from the later editions of the Dunctad Theobald’s

reputation as an editor of Shakspeie has, however, survived

that of his spiteful predecessor, and justly so. He was,

which Pope was not, conscientious, and did his work

with care, unlike Pope, again (whose improvements of

Rowe weie only m a veiy slight measure due to refer-

ences to the Fust Folio and some of the quartos), he

* Skak&pear Restored^ or a Spectmen of the many Errors committed as well

as unamended by Mr Pope tn hts late edition of the Poet (1726)
^ Theobald was a Greek scholar of considerable knowledge, which (as

Mr Elwin has sufficiently demonstrated) Pope was not, and published

, translations of plays of Sophocles and Aristophanes He adapted Richard II

for the stage (1720), and published as Shalcspere's a play called The Double

Falsehood (i7aB)j which is founded on the story of Cardenio in Don QtetxoUf

and IS thought to have been very probably written by Shal,^y See Dyce’s

edition of Shirley’s Works, vol 1 p, and for an account of the play,

Genest, in 205 Cf a note by Professor R, Sachs in Jahrbuch d dmtschen

Shcdtespeare-Gesellschafi, vol xxvii (1892), p* 195—-The Dyce Library at

South Kensington also contains The Cave of Pceoerty^ a poem wntten by
Theoljiald *in imitation of Shakespeare

* Wartou calls Theobald the first editor of Shakspere who lut,upon the

rational method of correcting his author by reading sudU books as the

author read. Thimm, Shdhspeamnaj p 5^
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corrected the basis of his text—viz Pope^s own—by means

of a diligent collation of the existing piints , and he added

many emendations of his own of leal ingenuity and acknow-

ledged merit

Upon the above ensued a series ofeditions, which it is unne-

cessary to seek to characterise individually, m6re especially

as some of them aie no longer m ordinary use SirThomas
HanmePs, published in 1774 at the Oxford University

Piess, of which the only excellence seems to have been the

beauty of its type, but which called foith a tribute of

recognition from the poet Collins^, was succeeded by
Warbui ton's (1747), professing to follow Pope's text, but in

leality departing very freely from it, and freely intro-

ducing the emendations of other editors, and above

all Warbuiton’s own According to Mark Pattison^,

even Johnson’s Preface could not open Warburton’s eyes

to the fallacy of his belief m himself as a lestorei of

Shakspere^ Next came Hugh Blair's {1753) ^
Samuel

Johnson’s, which was, after a long delay, completed in

1765 Of this edition the Preface and the brief observa-

tions on the several plays form by far the most valuable

poition. For a thorough textual criticism Johnson hardly

pQs:tessed the necessary qualifications, besides being ham-
pered by the physical difficulty of a defective eyesight.

His text IS based upon Warbui ton’s
,
but he had examined

the First Folio, and the dialectical ingenuity and straight-

forwardness of his critical intellect, the robustness of his

memory, and his considerable acquaintance with as much
of our earlier literature as was m his time known to any

^ See Collins* Eptsile tiddres^ed to Str Thomas Hanmer^ on hts edition of
Shahespeards These lines show a warm admiration for Shakspere
on the part of Colims, who speaks of him as * the perfect boast of time *

The distinction which he draws between Shakspere and Fletcher is the

same as that attempted by Diyden* While Fletcher was a master m the

depiction offemme passion—
* Stronger Shakespear felt for man alone

Drawn by his pen, onr ruder passions stand

The unrivaird picture of his early hand *

* Esse^s (icSSp), voh ih p 134
^ Foote*s joke (the best, according to his own judgment, he ever made),

about * Warburton upon Shakspere,* wiU be remembered

VOX*. I. Mm

Hanmeds
(1744)

Wai^ur-
ton's

C1747)

Blatds

(1753)

JohnsofCs

(1765)
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but a few professed antiquaries \ frequently helped him to

conjectures which have since gained general acceptance

On the other hand, he bi ought to the study of Shakspere

the full power of a large and, in the best sense, liberal

intellect He was indeed still under the influence of the

literary tastes of the Augustan age He could not conceive

of a poet greater than Pope He could think a felicitously-

toned description in Congreve’s Morning Bnde superioi to

any passage to be found in Shakspere. And, moieover,

the bent of his mind was not poetical
,

nor could it be

expected that Johnson should exhibit a full appreciation

of Shakspere when even Goldsmith was without it Thus,

the tone of Johnson’s Pieface is cold when compaied with

the ardour of Dryden’s enthusiasm But Johnson was wise

and broad-minded enough to reject with scoin the ‘minute

and slender criticisms ofVoltaire,’ and his perfect reasonable-

ness made it easy for him to see the truth about the

‘unities’ which Dryden had failed to grasp ‘Whether
Shakspeare knew the unities, and rejected them by design,

or deviated fiom them by happy ignorance, it is, I think,

impossible to decide, and useless to enquire We may
reasonably suppose that, when he rose to notice, he did

not want the counsels and admonitions of scholars and

critics,and that he at last deliberately persisted in a practice,

which he might have begun by chance As nothing is

essential to the fable but unity of action, and as the unities

of time and place arise evidently fiom false assumptions,

and, by circumscribing the extent of the drama, lessen its

Variety, I cannot tliink it to be lamented that they were

not tonown to him, or not observed , nor if such another

poet should arise, should I very vehemently reproach him

that his first act passed at Venice, and his next in Cyprus ^
^ In 1753, Johnson wrote a Preface to Mrs. Lennox’s ShaJiespmr Xllus-

iraitd a collection of stones on which his plays are foundi^U

* See, in illustration of this remark, chap x {On the Siugi) of Goldsraith^s

into the Fresmi State 0/Polite Learning (1750).
*

'Lhis cavil had alreadybeen advanced with much show of wit iti Rymer’s

^For the second act, our Poet having dispatcht his adkirs at

VeniciS^ i^ews the action next (I know not how many leagues o0) in the

Island The hudieace must be thejre too } and yet our Bay® had

It never to make any provision of Tninsport ships for them.’
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Such violations of rules merely positive become the com-

prehensive genius of Shakspeaie, and such censures are

suitable to the minute and slender criticisms of Voltaire
*

The passage which I have quoted is wntten in the true

spirit of criticism ; foi it acknowledges, with a distinctness

wanting even to Dryden’s protests in the same diiection,

the paramount claims of creative genius As Lessing justly

says^, the artist of genius contains in himself the test of

all rules, while he understands, retains and follows only those

among them which expiess his feeling in words In other

words, as genius varies, so the application of rules must be

vaiied, and it is solely by an endeavour to understand

the intellectual life and developement of a gieat artist (or

indeed of any artist whom it is worth while to criticise

at all) that the critic can vindicate his right to attention m
the capacity ofa guide,—for to act as such is the one pui pose

of his functions, whatever notions he may entertain of them

himself^

In addition to this insight into the nature of true literary

criticism, Johnson was a faithful and acute observer of

human character, and his psychological comments, simple

and to the point notwithstanding their grandiloquence of

diction, will frequently be found to furnish assistance, where

the more ambitious efforts of his successors have a tendency

to darken the author's meaning

In subsequent editions (from that of 1773 onwards)

Johnson had the advantage of the co-operation of Geoige

Steevens, who had already (m 1766) edited a reprint from

the Quartos of tw^enty of Shakspere's plays, and whose
learning explained, from the literature contemporary with

Shakspere, many passages m him that had previously

^ Cf Stahr’s G E Lessmg^ 1 326
® It need not be added that the history of the classical drama in itself

sufiices to teach the necessity of keeping in view the relation between rules

and the rights of creative power Already Ben Jonson very properly says,

after touching on the progressive character of the history of Classical

Comedy ‘ We should enjoy the same licence, or free power to illustrate and
heighten our invention as they [the ancients] did, and not be tied to

those strict and regular forms which the luceness of a few, who are nothing

hut form, would thrust upon m * See tntrodticUon to Kvery Man out qf
hts Humour

Johnson
and
Steevens^

edition

C1773)

H m a
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remained obscure Johnson also benefited by a variety

of information and suggestions furnished by Dn Farmer,

Master of Emmanuel College, Cambiidge, who enjoyed a

high renown as a Shakspeiean scholar His essay On the

Lea7'mng of Shakspere^ which both Johnson and Warton
declared to have permanently settled the question at issue

had fiist appeared in 1767 Johnson and Steevens* edition

had been pieceded by that of Capell (1767), of which the

Preface was severely commented on by Johnson, but which

the Cambiidge editors of our own times have not over-

pi aised in describing it as ‘ by far the most valuable contri-

bution to Shakespearian criticism that had yet appeared

Its distinctive merit lies in the fact that, whereas previous

editors had only professed to found their text upon the old

copies, Capell had, with infinite labour, really collated

them, and critically examined then relative significance and

value Moreover, he pointed the way which Steevens so

successfully took to a thorough study of Shakspere's sources

,

and he made a special study of Shakspeiean veisification

Capell devoted the better part of a life-time to his labour

of love, publishing its lesults under conditions unfavourable

to immediate fame, of which like a true scholar he seems

to have been careless ^

Johnson and Steevens’ edition was republished in 1778,

and in 1785 by Isaac Reed, with contributions by Edmund
Malone, who in 1780 had biought out a supplementary

volume of his own, containing the Poems^ and in 1790

published his own edition of the Works In Steevens’ own

^ Dr Johnson’s compliment is, however, deprived of its value by his

observation in answer to Colman’s query on the same subject, ‘ What says

Parmer to this^ what says Johnson! ’
‘ Sir, let Fanner answer for himself*

t never engaged m this controversy I always said that Shakspeare had

Datin enough to grammatimse his English ^ See Langton’s Collectanea m
Croker’s Boswell^ vii, 365

* Cambrtdg^e Shakespeare^ 1 xscxvi

* See Thimm, Shahspeartam, p 7 The uncouthness of his style interfered

witll his reputation > Johnson said that if Capell had come to him, he would
have endowed his purposes with words, and Warburton pronounced him
an idiCrt^ Howard FurnesS’ Preface to the Nm Vanorum edition oC

MtHikethi ,4873, pp* vi-vij, where honourable tribute is paid to him. Cf«

the Ml and Ipdd e3!lpodtion of Capell’s merits, ap, Walder, pp, leg
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edition, of 1793, he unhappily abandoned safer methods, and

while seeking to ridicule Malone forfeited on his own part

much ofthat confidence which was permanentlysecured by his

equally laboiious but more faithful rival The industry of

these two rivals supplied the most considerable portion of the

learning which fills the great ^ Variorum' edition of i8ai,

edited by James Boswell fiom a coirected copy left by
Malone. (For the so-called first and second Variorums of

1803 and 1813 Reed had made himself responsible) The
twenty-one volumes of the ‘thud Variorum' remain the

fullest stoiehouse of the English Shakspere- learning of

the old school
;
and it is difficult to believe that they will

ever be superseded as the standaid edition of 01 dinaiy English

libraiies. Many other editions were published in these

years and m those immediately succeeding, which it would

serve no purpose to enumerate here^ Nor can I touch

upon the ciitical and controveisial tracts which some of the

chief editions called forth, and among which the pamphlets

of Joseph Ritson on the editions of Steevens and Malone

(1783, 1788 and 1789), and those of John Monck Mason

(1785, 1798 and 1807) were conspicuous ^ In every size and

m every form, in folio and in miniature, illustrated with

ponderous splendour and expurgated by timid prudery,

Shakspere was now in the hands of the leading public
,
and

It has been calculated that during the eighteenth century

alone as many as 30,000 copies of Shakspere*s works were

dispersed through England \

Thus the greatest of English poets had, through the

spread of his printed works, at last been popularised among
his fellow-countrymen, while the influence of the stage (of

' It IS interesting to learn (see Academy, April 11, 1874) that an edition

of Shakspere was contemplated, and actually commence^ by Sir W. Scott

Three volumes (not including the introductoiy, to which Scott’s own labours

were to be chiefly confined) were printed by 18126, and a copy of them is

preserved in the Public Library of Boston, mS
* See Cumbndgs Shakespeare^ vol i p xxxix
* Thimm, Shakspeanana, p. 8 The most gigantic monument of individual

enthusiasm for Shakspere belonging to the eighteenth centmy is Richard

Warner’s Olossaty of his plays, compiled prob^Iy some time between 1750
and 1770, which, m seventy-one volumes m quarto and octavo, remains

—

still in MS—^in the Bntish Museum Ib* p 6,

ReeeTs

(1803-13)
and Bos-
welts

(i8ar)

Vanorum^

Acixmiy of
EngltSt

Shakspere
scholarship

Influence of
French
taste on the

cnitetsm of
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which immediately) had with renewed force contributed to

the same result Yet it was only gradually that the English

mind, in securing this noble poition of its inheritance, had

freed itself from interference with its enjoyment of the

treasure by tastes and tendencies of alien growth Addison^

was of service, though but very occasionally, to a closer

study of Shakspere’s characteristics as a dramatic poet
,
but

it IS wonderful that neither he nor any of his literary contem-

poraries should have given signs that they had freely

opened their natures to his influence in its whole depth

and breadth Consciously or unconsciously, the liteiary

inclinations of Englishmen were still laigely swayed by
French taste, with whose models it was difficult to reconcile

the vivid and vaiied movement of the Elisabethan drama

Its master- spii It Shakspeie, cannot, however, have been

wholly unknown in France, even befoie (in 172^6-8) Voltaire

visited England, and, much to the unsettlement of the balance

of his own critical judgments on the subject of the diama,

personally le-discoveied Shakspeie Whether or not an

occasional resemblance to passages in Hamlet may be trace-

able in the Agrippina of Cyramo de Beigerac (1654)^, it is

not easily conceivable that in the course of our Restoration

age some knowledge of the Elisabethan drama, and of

Shakspere's plays in particular, should have failed to find

its way across the Narrow Seas St Evremond, whose

works were published at Pans in 1699, had spent most of

his life in England, and had there attained some knowledge

of the productions of our stage, including to all appearance

at least one play in the Shaksperean canon {Henry VIIT)

,

and Peter Anthony de Motteux, another refugee, who had

become domialed in the English world of letters, had inter-

ested himself in Rymer's attacks upon Shakspeie, and, sym-

pathetically, m Dennis’ projected defence of him (1693-3) ^

^ See The Spectator, Nos 14X, 419. Both passages refer to Shafcspere's

traattnent qf the supernatural
* See Mass Toulmm Smith’s note to Centurte of Prayse^ and edn, m

Npiiv $hak$pm Soete^^s Pubhcattms, 1879, p 416, correcting a statement

m tie 81st edition of this book for whadi I must confess myself unable tp

funriiahtawmipaut*
^ See and 413* m article qn the appreciation Of ShaS^jpere
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The impulse of Voltaiie^s wit and fire was however needed

to stii up the contioveisial feiment which brought about

the spread of a wider interest in Shakspere among Fiench

readers, from which the true spirit of ciitical appieciation

—

but only very gradually—disengaged itself VoIUiie s claims

to the literary leadership of France weie sustained by him
through a peiiod of unexampled length, and the fact of his

predominant shaie m asserting her intellectual ascendency

among civilised nations, and in extending its sphere, has

been confiimed rather than weakened by the judgment of

generations no longer subject to his dictatorship But his

temperament was not poetical
,
and of the true purposes of

the drama a glimpse was only fitfully caught by his lesliess

eye With the models of the classical diama his acquaint-

ance seems to have been superficial, and the contempt with

which he frequently refeis to the ancients is by no means

the offspring of familiarity On the other hand, although

the lightness with which his mind moved left it constantly

open to the leccption of new impiessions, which his in-

comparably deal style never failed to communicate in an

effective fashion to his public, they had no permanent

abiding with himself, like the old literary habitudes

to which the traditions of the great era of the Fiench

theatre had inured him In his censures of Shakspeie

there is accordingly both inconsistency and a peituiacity

which survives all changes of mood^. The impression

made upon him by the greatest lepresentative of the

Elisabethan drama first became manifest m his Bmtus,

of which the production was defened to 1730 In the

JDtscours sur la TragMw addressed to Bolmgbioke,

prefixed to this play on publication, Voltaire poses as the

champion of the methods, including the rimed verse, of

French tragedy, but makes no secret of his peiception of

the force derived by the English tragic stage from the action

,
in En§tod, France and Germany, by Dr. Riedel in Hemg*s Archvfur das

Siudmm dermueren Sprachm u vol xlviii p as
^ See, for illustrations of this, Kettner, Ltfemiutgeschtchte des 18 Jahrkun-

<3ferte,vol u p 390
^ For a full consecutive survey of these, see the essay Voltaire und

Shal^speare^ by W. KOnig, jim , in vol x ofth&JaMucli, &c (1873).

Voltaire

and
Shakspeie
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which forms its most distinctive feature Incidental illus-

trations ofVoltaire’s insight into Shaksperean workmanship

are noticeable in some of his plays belonging to the ensuing

period of his dramatic authorship ^ One of his Letires sur

les Anglais (1734)—^famous as the first of his productions

condemned to the flames—dealt with Shaksperean tragedy,

m which It acknowledged the presence of powerful genius,

while regretting the absence of a spark of good taste and

of the slightest knowledge of rules His Mort de C/sar,

surreptitiously published m 1735, showed a direct influence

—unprecedented with him—of what may, notwithstanding

all differences of treatment and form, be in this instance

fairly called his Shakspeiean model No such influence

was, however, perceptible in his ensuing dramatic works,

'

until the revival of the ghost from ^ryphile in Simiramts

(1748) suggested the criticism of Hamlet^ and of the

dramatic genius of its author, in the Dtsseriaiton sur la

TragMte prefixed by Voltaire to the later play It is in this

essay that the French public was informed that ‘the tragedy

of Hamlet is a coarse and barbarous piece, which would not

be tolerated by the lowest mob m France or Italy’, and

that ^ seemingly Nature thought fit to unite in the head of

Shakspeare the greatest strength and grandeur imaginable

with the lowest and most detestable chaiacteristics of

coarseness unredeemed by wit/

Ermch But, in point of fact, the French public was already beii:^

placed in a position to form for itself, however slowly, an

(1746 e/ opinion on the merits of Shakspere In 1746 had appeared
fosf). volume of a series of versions (it is stated, ill and

unfaithfully executed) of Shaksperean and other Elisabethan

plays, under the title of Le Tydire Anglais^ to which

* See iryphU (173a) and its ghost ; Adelaide du Gueschn (1634), as

illustrating the efiect of the Histones 5 and above all Zaire (2^32), one of the

acknowledged dramatic masterpieces of its author^, who never confessed

the debt which in it he owed to Othello

* This letter contained the counterpart of Hamlet’s soliloquy as it xm^hi

hakte been wntten

;

* Demeure, il faut dioislr, et h passer k Tinstant

Ja vie k la moH:, et de I’^tre au neant,*

Ct Karl in Wrmkrmh^ in Jakrbmh^ voh n (xBb5)<
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Its lesponsible editor, Laplace, had prefixed a general

dissertation and a biography of Shakspere. It is true that

after (in 1760) Voltaire had at last published his own
translation of Julms Caemr^ accompanying it by a com-

mentary depreciatory of the author’s taste and bieedmg in

comparison with those of Corneille^, the Academy in thank-

ing him regretted that it had been impossible to proem e
a copy of the original for purposes of comparison The
arrogance with which in his later years Voltaire continued

arbitrarily to mingle praise and blame in his utterances on

Shakspere was, on the face of it, merely the assertion of

a supremacy, of which the days weie numbered in relation

to many matters besides those specially affected by these

utterances In 1769 J. Ducis biought out his version of

Hamlet^ m which, duly mindful of the example set by
supreme authority, he undertook to disengage the northern

light from its concomitant fogs This adaptation—which
under different literary conditions might have been termed

audacious^—was followed by re-modellings of Romeo and
^ In the observations at the close occurs the assertion that Corneille^s

genius stands in the same relation to Shakspere's as that of a man of
birth and breeding to that of a man of the people endowed by nature
with the same intellectual power The celebrated description of Shaks-
pere as Corneille de Londres, grand fou datlleurs et lessemblani plus a
GtUes qu'a Corneille

, mats d a des morceaux admwahles ’ seems to belong
to as early a date as 1735 (* Giile^ according to the Dtehonnatre de
VAcademic, is ‘ un personnage du spectacle de la foire') Cf Hettner, u $

,

voL 11 p «3n Voltaire afterwards spoke derisively of ‘ Gilles Shakespeare,'
and his henchman ‘Gilles Letourneur’ (KOmg, « 5, pp 292 and 295) —
His commentary on Corneille, it may be mentioned, was published in 1772

® In the pamphlet published in 1761 under the pseudonym of Jerdme
Currd, and in critical observations published on various occasions m his own
name or contained in his correspondence See Kdmg, « 5 , pp 288-
296 It IS impossible to forget that this was the period of Voltaire s career
tendered illustrious by his championship of the cause of Tolerance in con-
nexion with the Galas case ; and it is interesting to note that in the article

Intolerance in the Dictwnnmre Phihsophique he finds a place for Shakspere
among the intellectual dlite anathematised, as a matter of course, by the
objects of his scorn. This tribute, as is well observed by Gnllparzer in his
aphormms on Shakspere {Werke^ and edn , 1874, vol ix p 349), redeems
many of Voltaire's aspersions of Shakspere,

® The Ghost (notwithstanding the august Voltairean precedents) is not
admitted on the stage, Ophelia intensifies the plot by becoming the
daughter of Claudius, Hamlet survives the fifth act, ending his theatrical
developement with the mot i

^ I shall know how to live, which is more than
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Juliet^ Ktng Lear^ Macbeth and Othello The whole senes

—as at least it seems to me—is commendable in its way,

though the way is much that of a modern opera-libretto

Encouraged by signs favourable to the widening of the

literary horizon of his fellow-countrymen, Pierre Letourneur

was able in 1776 to commence the publication of his French

annotated Shakspere, which, with the co-operation of Counts

de Catuelan and Fontaine- Malhei be, was brought to a

completion in 1783 ^ The commencement of this edition

—one of those liteiary feats which vindicate the supreme

utility of endowments—provoked Voltaire’s Letters to the

Academy (177^)5 which, while they exhibit their authoi

as consistent in his inconsistency, also offer illustrations, as

humorous as they are lamentable, of the recklessness of

subjective criticism tn extremis Shakspere is heie saluted

as a drunken savage, a clumsy lope-dancer, a mountebank m
lags—but this ^Thespis’ could at times also be a Sophocles,

and interpose among the filthy drunkards of his scene

heroes m whose features majesty was to be traced ^ The
echoes of anathemas so strangely toned off would probably

have died out before very long—more especially as the

source of these judgments was no longer legarded as one

of literary infallibility—^had not the times soon become so

piohibitive of an understanding, even m matters of literature,

between the French and the English public As it was, these

echoes were audible even in the spacious literary repett^

tonum presided over, with results so admirable on' the

to die ^—This revised Hamlet had a literary success sufficient to cause it to

be translated both into Italian and into Dutch—The Othello, on its production

byTalma at the Theatre Fran^ats in 1791, was held to have been * cbmposed

by a Moor, not by a Frenchman/ (Cf Th* Muret, LHtstof>e par le Theatre

(I789-i85x)> vol i p 65 See th , pp 2x9 seqq ,
for a very pleasing account

of Ducis

)

1 Jt comprised the notes of Steevens and previous English editors, as well

as the notes in the German translation by Eschenburg This publication,

whidi bore the characteristically apologetic motto ^Horm sum, humam
mhtU (as EJze says, not even Shakspere) * a me ahmum puiol attracted tbe

^j^pathetic praises of Diderot

Hcttner^ vol* u, p 332 , cf K6n3g» p 301 "-It would be difficult to

imagine a wre contemptible spectacle than that of Voltaire the courtierlaying

at the iekf of the Princesses of the Blood the stones which Voltane the

critic Been Jbkrjlm^ against •'Gilles/
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whole, by the voluminous Laharpe (1799-1805), and in the

criticisms of Voltaiie’s assailant, J L Geoffroy (from about

1776 onwards), who vainly sought m Shakspere for ‘a trace

of the ideas and manner of Sophocles

At home in England, Voltaire's antithetical mixture of Replus to

praise and blame to Shakspere's address had not failed

either to command attention 01 to provoke comment
Mrs Elisabeth Montagu’s Essay on the Writings and Mrs Mon-

Gemus of Shakspeare (1770), designed as an independent

criticism, and in point of fact so independent as to attract the

dictatorial censures of Johnson, with whose literary pi mciples

It was largely in accord, ventured on some direct attacks both

upon Voltaire, and, moie especially, upon his model tragic

poet Corneille^, The general meats of Mrs Montagu’s

book cannot of course be rated so high now as they weie

in her own day, when it enjoyed high esteem. Easy in

style, and adorned by grace and wit enough to show that

our early blue-stockings were also women of the world, it

IS deficient in depth and originality, and is worthy of

enduring lemembiance chiefly because of the fearlessness

of spint which is too often the mam desideratum in

criticisms of very masculine pretensions^ In 1777^ Joseph Content-

Baictti, w^ho during his long peiiod of residence in London
had secured the esteem of Johnson, published in Fiench muctsmso)

his Dtscours sur Shakespeare et sur M de Voltatre-^-m

essay of noticeably unprejudiced spirit, at least as to the

^ Cf Elze, » s
, p $9

® See E Walder, Shakspenan Cnitasm, pp 17-18 , 55 seqq

* Mrs Montagu’s E&sfljy received many memorable tributes of praise

—among others the expression of what appear to have been Johnson’s

second—and probably juster—thoughts concerning it—how it was ^ ad
hommem, conclusive against Voltaire,’ dec ,—^and, as late as 1788, enthusiastic

praise from Cowper—See, for an amusing account of the original reception

of the book, Dr Doran’s A Lady of the Last Century (1873), pp 148-* 156

He relates (p. that m 1776 Mrs Montagu was present in the Academy
during the reading of a furious paper by Voltaire against Shakspere

When the reading came to an end, Suard remarked to her. ‘I think,

Madam, you must be rather sorry at what you have just heard * ’ The
English lady promptly replied ,

‘ 1
,
sir I Not at all I am not one ofM de

Voltaire^s fhends.*
^

* This was the year after Barctti’s final estrangement fromMis Thrale (after-

wards Mrs Piozzi), and two years after their and Johnson’s joint visit to Paris*
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critical pretensions of the second-named literaly magnate ^
Among English waters who in this period contributed to

a larger, if not in all lespects adequate, estimate of Shale-

spere’s genius, William Richardson (1774-1797) should find

remembrance—one of the Scottish professors of humanity

who have vindicated to their chair its opulent title
,

for

his many and various wiitmgs on Shakspere lendei due

honour to the English poet as a classic for all time ^ He
would seem to have been most successful m the branch of

criticism essayed in his eailiest pioduction, A Philosophical

Analysis of some of Shakespeare's Remarkable Characters

(1774) A very noticeable effort in the same direction was

the paradoxical, but singularly able, Essay on the Dramatic

Character of Sir John Falstccff{\ 777) by Maurice Moigann,

a dilettante of fine type

Thus, then, both in England and, after the fitful

fashion described, in France, the fame of Shakspere had

in the course of the eighteenth century progressed towards

its height in the world of letters. The final impulse to-

wards a full literary recognition of the poet was to come
from yet another quarter

,
but meanwhile his works had

been enabled to make a more powerful appeal than at any

previous time to direct popular sympathy in his own land

I have no wish to touch in this place upon the general

history of the English stage in the eighteenth century
,
but

any sketch, however brief, of the growth of the knowledge

and appreciation of Shakspere in his native land ought to

include at least a refeience to the artistic career of Garrick.

In the person of this incomparable actor genius of a high

order did true service to genius of the very highest.

David Garrick was born in 1716; but the birthday of

^ Cf, Kanig, u 5,, pp ao3-4
* See Mr Thomas Bay^e's notice of him in vol xlvni of the Dkhonafy of

NaUonalBiography (1896) ,
and cf E. Walder, Shakspenan Cnttctsm^ pp 60^

Richardson seems at the same time to have shown a singular appreciation

of Shakspere's fidelity to nature, although {more phtlosophomm) he enter-

, tamed doubts as to the sufficiency of such guidance,
* 'Cf Walder, u a-, p 18, and Mr Seccombe’s notice in the same volume

of fikhomry of Natwml Biography^ Morgann*s essay was repubhs^ied

in T?rith <a b^ef nofice of the author, who was Under Secretaty of State

in Lord Lanedowne*^ first administration and died m iBoa.
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his theatrical caieer was the 19th of October, i74i> when,

m a small theatre near Goodman’s Fields, he made his first

appealance in London (ptcogmio^ for he had adopted the

profession of the stage against the wishes of his family), in

the character of Richard IIL ‘That young man/ said

Pope, who had been induced to come up from his retire-

ment to witness this performance, * never had his equal, and

never will have a rival ’ So far as it is possible to judge

in such a case, the history of the English stage seems to

have justified Pope^s confident piophecy Fiom the very

beginning of his career Garrick occupied an unapproached,

though at first not uncontested, pre-eminence in his pro-

fession His unparalleled success seems to have been due, in

very unequal proportion, to three causes First, to his

biith, breeding, and natural gifts,—he had some Fiench

blood in his veins
,
he was gently born and gently nurtured,

and natuie had given him an eye, if not a stature, to

command, and a mimic power of inexhaustible variety.

Secondly, to his education,—both that which he had received

at the hands of fais teachers (Johnson was one of them), and

that which to the last he continued to give to himself He
loved literatuie, not meiely because of its connexion with

the profession which he had adopted, but because of an

innate and caiefully developed taste, he was lumself not

without literary endowment
, and patient study made him

a scholar among actors, until he could hold his own as

an actor among scholars k Thiidly, and above all, to

his genius, which at many points placed him in immediate

contact with the genius of Shakspere, and enabled him to

perceive intuitively and to leproduce directly the very

essence of those characters which the ordinary actor, like

the ordinary reader, sees only dimly or m a more or less

shadowy outline^

^ It was with the view, never realised, of publishing an edition of
Shakspere, that Garrick formed the collection of old plays now in the British

Museum Charles Lamb used this collection for his Specimens, and afterwards

published a special senes oll^xtracts from itin Hone's TMeBook ( 1827)
® ‘His' (Shafcspere's^ * very spint,' says Mrs Montagum the Introduction

to her Essa^, < seems to come Ibrth and animate his characters, as often as

Mr# Gamck, who acts with the same inspiration with which he wrote,

Gamch
(1741-

1776)
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But I must heie confine myself to Garnck*s direct

services to Shakspere It can hardly be doubted that the

Rtchard III in which he first appeared was Colley Cibber's

version
,
on the other hand, it is ceitain that King Learzxi<^

KtJig John followed in the same year, and Macbeth not

long afterwards, in the original text So unaccustomed

had the public and the actors become to this original text,

that Gai rick’s rival, Quin, asked him wheie he had picked

up all the stiange words which he had intioduced into the

play In 1748, Romeo and Juliet^ which had not been

acted for more than eighty yeais, was again produced
, and,

to sum up, I find from the lists given by a recent bio-

grapher of Garrick^, that he assumed himself seventeen

different Shaksperean characters
,
while during his manage-

ment of Drury Lane (which lasted from 1747 to 1776) he

produced altogether not less than twenty-four of Shakspere’s

plays Thus he came very near to realising the plan con-

ceived about this time by Frederick Prince of Wales (who

delighted in playing the patron of literature), of producing

successively on the stage every one of Shakspere’s diamas.

It would at the same time be ill-judged to misstate the

nature of the services rendered by this indefatigable

interpreter to the poet with whose fame he thus identified

his own, Garnck was of course moved to these exertions

not solely by his admiration for Shakspere’s genius As an

actor, and still more as a manager, he was obliged to

consult the taste of his public; nor was his own taste—how

could it have been^—on the highest level of puie sympathy

with Shakspere's poetic genius He therefore treated

many of the Shaksperean plays which he produced with

arbitrary self-will ; he mutilated several of the comedies, and

allowed himself alterations and interpolations even in some

of the tragedies,—even, as ^ has been already seen ", in

assumes them on the stage ’ (So Klopstock wrote m Schroder’s album

‘Sehroder plays no part well, for he is always the man himself*

1^. L Schmidt, DenkwUrdigketfm^ Bcc. , vol n* p 135) It was therefore

a WeH-mented tribute, and no commonplace compliment, when Churchill,m
Ms Rosmd, made Shakspere hnnself assign Jhe palm to Garnck.

^ JUfi 0/ Qumch^ a yoh (1S68)

^ AhU^ p. ’5th and mfe. The omission of the grave-diggers seeans to have
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Hamle^ hitherto untouched by English adapters But

the essence of the service which he rendered was not

only that, suriounded as he was by a brilliant band of

distinguished actors and actresses, he gave a new and

unpiecedented impulse to the popular admiiation of the

genius of Shakspeie, but that he practically corrected the

false view which had pervaded successive generations of

literaly criticism, and which Johnson^s sedate insight would

not have sufficed to correct, as to the intrinsic rudeness and

imperfection of the gifted pre-Augustan poet Garrick

showed, by the quickest and least disputable method of

interpretation, that Shakspere’s art is supiemely adequate

to its ends
,
and thus he vindicated for Shakspere’s genius

that which even enthusiastic critics and editors had hitheito

been prone to deny to it Remembeung this, we may
omit any reference to the excesses and extravagances

into which Garrick was hurried by a vanity anything but

surprising, when not only the general nature but the special

ciicumstances of his career are taken into consideration*

Thus, we may even pass by the pretentious farce of the

Shakspere Jubilee at Stratford in 1769 (five yeais after

the Bicentenary of the poet’s birthday) which, by the way,

IS significant of the subsidiary fact that m helping to make
Shakspeie populai Gairick had also succeeded in making

him fashionable Since Garrick, Shakspere has m good times

as in evil been held in supreme honour on the English stage

,

it has been impossible either to deny his royalty oi to leave

him a rot fatniant , and to this day, though the number

of his plays actually holding the boards still falls far short of

the entile canon \ and though ^ all that glisters
* m the method

of their performance ‘ is not gold,’—^yet the success which

fais works command on the stage is something altogether

different from a mere ‘success of esteem’ or tribute of

acknowledgment paid to his hterary pre-eminence In other

been due, not to critical prejudice, but to a desire to save the play from

the buffooneries that had become traditional in the scene in question

* Ifmy records serve me, eight of the thirty-seven plays have never been

seen on any English stage since I ^rst became a play goer, and one or two
more have been only experimentally produced

Shakspere
pertnaneni-
ly popu-
larised on
the English
stage
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words, Shakspere has never lost the popularity which it is

the great actor s merit to have definitively and permanently

established for his beloved master in their common sphere.

It was thus that the nation which had given birth to

Shakspere possessed itself of the readiest key to a just

appreciation of its greatest poet, and attained to a per-

ception of the twin truths, that nature and art are not

antithetical to one another, and that in Shakspere they are

not indeed uniformly and perfectly, but m sum and sub-

stance, harmonised About the same time the same lesson

was first impressed upon a kindred nation, with greater force

and fulness of theory, though in no sense by the dissocia-

tion of theory from piactice The writer who first placed

the claims of Shakspere in a cleai and indisputable light

was the great German Lessing, one of the most original and

most powerful critics of all times

Early Lessing was far from being the first to introduce the

o/^hakf^ plays of Shakspere to the notice of his countrymen. In

spere tn a previous chapter brief reference has been made to the close
Ge^ny

connexion which prevailed, in the latter part of the sixteenth

English Co- century, between the English stage and the theatres of
medians

Germany and its borderlands on the North and Baltic seas K

A large number of the plays performed in these regions

during the period in question consisted of reproductions

of well-known English plays—the most popular pieces of

Shakspere’s predecessors and contemporaries, and not a

few of Shakspere's own. Thus, within a few months of the

year 1626 the English comedians at Dresden performed,

in addition to plays by Kyd, Marlowe and Greene, a Romeo
and yuhetta^ a yuhtts Caesar^ 2, Hamlet Prince zn Denmark^

and a Lear King tn England^ all of which may fairly be

presumed to have been the Shaksperean plays Direct

^ See mie^ pp 471-3*—As to the performances of the Ei^giish comedians

m the Netherlands (at GrOmngen and Utrecht m 1597, at Leyden m 1604

and 1605, &c), and the hterary relations of the seventeenth century to

which they helped to give nse, see Lina Schneider, Shakespeare m den

Nied^landettf &c., voh xacvn (1891).
'
^ See the compJete last m A Cohn, Shakespeare m Germany^ pp* cxv-cxvi,

Cfi, mie, 473 note 3, as to the performance at Craz, xn 1608, of a Gerinan

versioh df MerdkmtofVfHtce^
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influences of this description must unmistakeably have

opeiated upon such German dramatists as Duke Henry

Julius of Brunswick and Jacob Ayrer in the composition of

their dramatic works, whatever may have been the actual

relations between particular plays composed by them and

their Shaksperean similars ^
,
and not many years after the

deaths of ihese two dramatists the plays of the English

comedians appeared in piint, and were therefore readily

accessible to German dramatists Andreas Gryphius (i6i6-^
German

1664), who survived the Thirty Years’ War, confessed to tnittattonb

having taken his Absurda Comica^ 01 Herr Peter Squenz^

from Daniel Schwenter (who died in 1636), but the
*

Midsummer Ntghfs Dream was undoubtedly its primary

if not Its immediate source® Christian Weise, whose

Comedy of the angry Catherine ‘^2S performed in 1705, must

have been acquainted with Shakspere s Taming of the

Shrew These examples must suffice to prove the indis-

putable fact that in Germany some knowledge of Shak-

spere’s plays had survived even the blight which had

spread over the intellectual activity of the nation after its

seemingly hopeless political collapse

But it was as plays of unknown origin, brought over by

English actors, that Shakspeiean plays had thus become and

remained known m Germany
,
nor can the influence which

they and then like exercised upon the literaiy develope-

ment of such a writer as Gryphius be regaided as having

^ Jacob Ayrer’s Comoedta mn zmeym BrUdem attss Symcus was probably

imitated fiom an adaptation of the Menaechmt of Plautus earlier than

Shakspere’s comedy, the relations between his Stdea and The Tempest

form a question of more difficulty and importance, to which I shah return

below Ayrer also wrote a Comedia vom Komg Edwafto^ dtm dnifen diss

Namensy &c» See the Introduction to the select ph;^s by Ayrer, printed

in Part 11 of J Tittmann's Schauspteh aus dem 16 Jahrkundert (Leipzig,

1868) Of the plays of Duke Heniy Julius, as a rule simpler in foim, it

would be difficult to single out one which shows the direct influence

of Shakspere, though this has been thought demonstrable m the case of

the Comoedta von Vmceniio Ladtslao Satrapo von Mantm See the Intro*

duction to Tittmann's edition of select plays by the Duke (Leipzig, 1880)
* Cohn, p exxx Cf as to Gryphius* acquaintance with Shakspere,

Goedeke, EffBUcher deutscher Dtehiung^ u 374
® Cohn, , seems con'vpicing as against Genee, Qmh der Shakespeard>~

sehen Drmten tn Deutschland^ p 5a

YOL. I. N n
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exeicised any important effect upon the progress of Geiman
liteiature at large Later dramatists, such as Michael

Kongehl (1646-1710), treated Shaksperean subjects without

betraying the least direct acquaintance with the correspond-

ing Shaksperean plays ^ German literature, following the

classicising direction first given to it by Martin Opitz and,

except in certain tiivial growths of endunng tenacity, the

German stage, which had surrendered itself to the alien rule

of the opera, alike ceased to derive any of their inspirations

from the English drama
As, from this peiiod onwards, German literature gradually

fell into bondage to French taste, the beginnings of a know-

ledge of Shakspere were extinguished before they had

attained to any considerable significance His name is first

mentioned in a German work m 16%%^
y
but the author

of this confesses himself wholly unacquainted with Shak-

spere’s writings A second notice occurs in 1704, but only

in a secondhand quotation from an English authority^

A few other references follow in later years
, but Shak-

spere’s name is conspicuous by its absence fiom the second

edition of the Krtitsche Dtchtkunsty published in 1737, of

Gottsched, the dictator of the German literary world m
those days of bondage ^ It is even more curious that, in

1740 and 1741, Bodmer, who strongly approved of the

influence exercised by English literatuie upon that of his

native country, should, although twice adverting to Shak-

spere, under the disguises, to be sure, of 'Saspar’ and

•^Sasper,’ betray no personal acquaintance with his writings^

In the second of these very years (1741) the first attempt at

translating Shakspere into German was made by C W von

* Gen^e, 5 , cf Cotin, p cxxxm
^ In Morlxoffs Vntemchtvm der d0t*tschen Sprache uftd Po^ste Cf Cohn,

Ji, cxxxvi'

« Viz Sir William Temple, in Barthold Femd’s Gedanke» von der Opera

Cf. ' It has recently been discovered that one of the earliest occurrences

of Shakspere’s name in a French book is m a translation into that tongue of

TempWs MtsceUaneous Works (Utrecht, 1693)
.
* Thlmm,

, p. 51

^ t eonfcsSi however, that I ai^ree with Bodmers Sasperm Jahrhudiy

&0 perceivinghoproofofBeJme/s ignorance efShakspereas
a write ki fkei tesre fact that he mis-spelt (or Germanised) the poet^s namot
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Boickfwho published a version m Alexandrines of yidtzis

Caesar But although signs now appear of an awakening on

the pait of literary critics, such as John Elias Schlegel and
even Gottsched himself to the fact of Shakspeie’s literal

y

existence,—the one damns him with faint praise, the other

still treats him with lofty contempt,—twenty years were still

to pass before m 176a Wieland began the tianslation of

Shakspere which was first to open a knowledge of the author

to the German literary public ^ This translation, of which

Wieland accomplished twenty-two plays, was completed by
Eschenburg m 177 It was entirely m piose, with the

single exception of the Midsummer Nighfs Dream
In Geimany, howevei, the beginnings of criticism had

preceded the fiist sustained attempts at translation, and

before Wieland had put forth the fiist instalment of his

versions- and before the stage had begun effectively to

second his endeavouis, Lessing had entered the arena.

The vindication of Shakspeie’s diamatic piocesses was
but incidental to the great critic’s main puipose, yet his

tiiumphant accomplishment of this vindication formed
a conspicuous as well as an integral part of his victory

over prepossession and prejudice Lessing^s Ltteraturbriefe

(1758), which boldly threw down a challenge to Gottsched as

the champion of French tas^e and of its predominance over
Geiman hteiature, asserted in round terms the superiority

of Shakspere to Corneille, and denied the claims of the

French drama to be regaided as truly modelled upon the
example of the ancients, who were indeed moie closely

approached by it in the matter of mechanical arrangement,

but to whom Shakspere came neaxer m the essentials of his

art ‘The Englishman almost invariably attains to the
end of tragedy, however peculiar and proper to himself
the wa>s may be which he chooses , while the Frenchman

^ Cf A Koberst^m’s summary of the ongm and progress of the knowledge
and love of Shakspere in Germany Shakespeare m Deutschland^ in the same
volume of the same Journal

* Wieland*s own cntical notes appended to his translation by their
supposed coldness and captiou^ness excited the indignation of Goethe and
other youthful adorers of Shakspere, See Wakrheit und Dtektung, Bk xv*
Cf. Rit&del m Eterrg^s Atthw^ Ac , w, s,, vol, xlvui p 35

N n »
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hardly ever attains to it, although he treads the levelled

paths of the ancients^
’

After a few youthful imitations, Lessing had begun his

own original career as a dramatist by a woik^ founded upon
English models But these models themselves belonged to

a hybrid school, resulting from the union contracted, under

the influence of prose fiction, between domestic tragedy

and sentimental comedy at a time of decadence in our

dramatic literature Both as a diamatist and as a critic

he was led to a close and careful study of the stage, and to

an examination of the real merits and dements of those

Flench plays which then held supreme sway over it—moie

especially the plays of Voltaire, whom he had had early

occasion for observing with particular attention Thus,

from a critical examination of the French school, Lessing

naturally proceeded to a comparison of its products with

those of the Elisabethan, and in particular (although not

exclusively) of the Shaksperean drama, of which Wieland^s

translation furnished him with a text for public use. It

will not be overlooked that at the time when Lessing’s

writings on the subject of dramatic criticism reached their

height in the Hamburger Dramaiurgie (1767-9), the victories

of Frederick the Great and their results had infused into

many German minds the beginnings of a national conscious-

ness About a decade after the rout of Rossbach (1757)

had dispelled the illusion of the invincibility of the French

arms, Lessing’s own comedy, Mtmta von Barnhelm (1767),

had testified to the reflexion of this tremendous political

event in the national literature.

The Hamburger Dramaturgies designed to promote the

success of a theatrical enterprise of which the details

cannot occupy us here, may be said to have first made

clear to modem readers the true principles of diamatic

criticism. The accident that the undertaking whSch Lessing’s

commentary was intended to aid came to a premature

^ Briefis die neuesie LiUmiar betreffends No xvii. This letter is a direct

attack Gottsched and the French tragic poets , and contains a speciraeA

of Lesshof’s unCQui^leted Dr Fmstf byway ofshowing how large an J^ngh^h

clement iS contained in some oC the old German plays.
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end, eiilarged the scope of his arguments, while the jealousies

among the actois concerned lendered him unwilling further

to concentiate his observations upon their perfoimances

Thus the level of his enquiiies, although they were neces-

sarily fragmentary in form, came to be raised to its ultimate

height. ^Prmttis sapiciittae gf adttsl according to the maxim
which he recalled, ‘ est falsa tniclhgere ’ The notion

of Voltaiie is false, that the object of the drama is to

enfoice a moial, he has misunderstood the ancients, and
out of the flaming pyre of Shakspeiean poetry he has but
heie and theie possessed himself of a solitary faggot, of

a kind that smokes and sputteis rather than diffuses light

and warmth. Again, Voltaire’s conception is false, that the

object of the diama is to teach histoiical tiuth
,
‘the tiagic

poet makes use of a story not because it has occuned, but

because its occurrence took place aftei such a fashion, that

he would find it difficult to invent a better for his actual

puipose If m a real event he accidentally meets with
what thus suits him, he bids that real event welcome

; but
burrowing to that end among history-books is not worth
his while , On the stage it is oui business to learn, not

what any particular man actually did, but what any and
every man of a particular character would have done undei
paiticular given circumstances The purpose of tiagedy
IS far more philosophical than is the purpose of history,

and the foimer is degiaded from its true dignity when it is

conveited into a panegyric of famous men, or, which is

worse, misused foi the purpose of fostering national pride
’

Thirdly, the rules set up as the essential lules by Voltaire

and the school to which he belongs, are not carried out

by them except in mere externals; and in these often

coaisely and clumsily Aristotle’s definition of tragedy

they have |iot even comprehended They have neither

understood his meaning in speaking of tragic fear and pity

as the motives of tragic effect, nor his proof that the purifica-

tion of the passions by those emotions is the end oftragedy.

It follows, that no true tragedy is to be found among the

French and their imitators.

But, ^secmtdiis saptenttm gradus est vera cognoscere^

Leading
principles

of his
dramatic

cnUcism
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Schroeder
and the

Qmnan
siage

(1771-
1780)

To begin, with, so-called peifect chaiacters have no place in

tragedy Secondly, what is evil may find admittance there,

as the hideous may in ait, in so far as it is terrible Thiidly,

dramatic characters must have an mnei unity Characteis

aie treated aftei a diffeient fashion m tiagedy and in

comedy, because m the latter they constitute the mam
element, whereas the situations are but the means foi fur-

nishing them with expiession, in tragedy the situations con-

stitute the mam element On this basis Lessing constructed

his theory of the drama, and herein he reconciled Shakspere

with the Greeks At the same time he distinctly pointed

out that ‘a peifect woik of ait has a claim to emancipate

itself even from the lule which keeps asunder the ends of

tiagedy and comedy, and thus, wheie the same event in its

progress assumes all the vaiious shades of human interest,

the one not meiely following upon, but springing out of, the

othei,—^where laughter is generated by teais, or soiiow

derived from joy,—there criticism demands no separation of

the one fiom the other in the work of ait m question, and ait

contrives to reap an advantage from the very impossibility of

such a sepal ation’ This is the justification of the method

of the romantic diama—^the justification of Shakspeie^

These fragmentary extracts are merely intended to indi-

cate the general standpoint taken up by Lessing in the

campaign of which the Dramaturgic foims the final enter-

prise, and which has a positive as well as a negative side

both in its piinciples and m its results. As for the stage,

the Hamburg boards themselves shortly afteiwards (1771-

J780) became the scene of endeavouis which, although

indeed successful m permanently establishing a national

theatre, almost transfoimed the existing German stage

—

more especially by domesticating Shakspere upon it

These results are identified with the name qf F U. L.

Schfoeder, the greatest German actor and theatrical manager

of his century, who deserves to be remembered as having

1’be above quotations are ta&en from the analysis of the Djamaturgiein

Stahr% x^6a), vol. 1 pp A tiseful ^modem
edition of work js that by F SchrOter and R Thiele (Mlei
1877).
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rendered services to Shakspere’s fame compaiable only to

those winch it owes to Garrick ^

A still more notable influence was exeicised upon

German literature by the change effected through Lessing’s

criticism m the national estimate of Shakspere ,
but on this

I need not here insist at length Herder, to the width Hcrdet

and depth of whose poweis of sympathetic insight and

appreciation the new era of German literature owed an

incalculable debt, passed even beyond Lessing in the

liberality of the welcome which he offeied to the genius

of Shakspere^ The young combatants of the Sturm TheStmm

nnd Drang—an army m which eveiybody was a com-
mander, but not everybody was born to lead—one and all

troubled themselves uncommonly little about the problem

of harmonising Shakspere witli Aristotle, or with any known
theory of his art. The successive volumes of Wieland and

Eschenburgs tianslation fell upon all sorts of ground,

and the seed they scattered spiang up in all kinds of fruit.

Shakspere, it w^as universally agreed, was the type of a free

and independent genius® The worship of him implied

emancipation from the dominion of the ancients and the

pedants their followeis, pioclaimed the liberty of life, with

the license which it claims as its puvilege, and in contiast

with the narrow discipline of school^ Lenz^, Klinger,

Leisewitz, ‘ Maler ’ Muller and others outvied one another

^ The performance of Hamlet at Hamburg on September 20, 1776, is held

to have decided the future of Shakspere on the German stage The tragedy

was performed in Hamburg thirteen times within three months, and was
speedily produced on other German stages Schroeder withm less than three

years brought out seven other Shaksperean plays See Allgemetm Deutsche
Biographies vol xxxii (1891), p 510

® See particularly his essay in the Blatter f&r deutsche Art tmd Kunst

(1773 ' (Cf Goethe, Wahrlmt undDtehiung, Bk xi ) Herder himself essayed

the translation of Shakspere
® The term ^peme, m its Sturm und Drang acceptation, would be inade-

quately translated by *-

genius,’ or even by * original genius
’

* Koberstein,m the essay already cited, remarks on the influence exercised

m Germany by Young’s letter On Ongmal Composition, published m 1759,

and made known to German readers by two translations The original was
addressed to Richardson (See Mitford's Life ofYoungs Aldine ed

, p xhi

)

* Cf as to Lens and \i\st-^Anm&rhmigm Ubers Theatei, to which was
appended a translation of Lovds Laboudo Losif the passage m Waln/mtmd
J^chiUftg cited m note 2, ante
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Goeike*

m their attempts to follow in the footsteps of their "chosen

exemplai—with what success need not be here estimated^.

The vehemence of their idolatiy found expiession m every

form of hypeibole
,
thus Lenz exults m the Elisabethan

diama as having piesented Nature to the public as she had

come from the hands of Godl The entiie school of the

Sturm tmd Drang had Shakspere—Shakspere as they saw

him—on the brain ^

Of all the young German poets of this age none stood more

directly undei the influence of Shakspere than the one who
was himself destined to achieve greatness In his Strassburg

days Goethe harangued his friends on Shakspeie and Natme
with all the exuberant rhetoric of youth ® And afterwards,

in his Gotz von Berltchtnge^i^ and to some extent in Egmont^

he ‘liberated himself’ after his well-known fashion from

this phase of his literary growth^, by allowing its impulses

to find definitive conciete expression Many others of his

works contain reminiscences of Shakspere. His Wilhelm

Metsier (1795-6) contains the famous criticism of Hamlet^

with the whole spirit of which the fiist part of Goethe’s

romance is in much more than merely incidental contact

Of whatever modifications this ciiticism itself may stand in

need, it stands forth both as a labour of love and as a marvel-

lous product of intellectual sympathy. But it is likewise

notable as showing with perfect clearness that Goethe was not

pi evented by his profound admiration for the poetic genius

of Shakspere from taking exceptions to what he regarded as

arbitrary or ledundant in Shakspere’s dramatic form To this

* Cf C C Hense, Deutsche Dichter iH ihrem Verkaltmss zu Shakespeare^

j(Part 1), in JahrbucK &c ,
vol v (1870)

^ ® Very refreshing m contrast with this extravagance is the rude but

thoroughly sjunpathetic enthusiasm of the Swiss autodidact Ulnch Broker

altos NSbis UU, the author of the Lebmsgeschichte des armen Mannes tn

Tqggenburg^ whose Shakspeare*Buchletn^ composed in 1:780,,is repnjited by

Dr. E GOtzinger m voh xii (1877) of the Jahrbuch, 5ec He had learnt to

admire and understand Shakspere from no cntic and no teacher , the spirit

commentary is that of his apostrophe to Hamlet ^Had not a great

artlsb made thee, thou wouldst not be what Uiou art—hut indeed the doom
thou hadst to bear was a heavy One I

*

* ofGoethe^ He read aloud the entire Hamletm one evening

toEried^ehnd her family at Sesenheim* {PHahrheitmd Bk. xi»)

* So he told Eckermann^ Cf Hense, s
, p 130
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critical attitude he gave practical expression as directoi of

the Weimai theatre In 1803 he had contented himself

with a few simplifications in the scenic arrangement of

Jiihus Caesar (together with a single slight addition to the

text)
,
but in i8ia he adapted Romeo and Juliet by a senes

of important changes, which practically amounted to an

extrusion of the comic element To the same peiiod

belongs his essay Shakespeare und ketn Ende^ in which he
desciibed Shakspere as an ‘epitomiser’ of nature, ‘for whose
genius, be it said to his honoui, the stage furnished no
adequate space ’ In his later years, in an essay on Shake’-

speare als Theaterdichter (i8a6), he even ventured on the

assertion that Shakspere was a dramatic poet of the highest

Older, but extremely untheatiicaP

—

t.e extremely difficult

to put on the stage. It must, ofcouise, be boine in mind that

Goethe*s own views as to what should be produced there, and
as to how it should be produced, had been very deliberately

foimed, and were thenceforth very consistently maintained.

Schiller’s version of Macbeth (i8oo) is less arbitrary than SchilUr

Goethes of Romeo and Juliet^ but dictated by the same
pimciples The most important influence exercised by
Shakspere upon Schiller’s own diamatic productivity is not

to be sought m ceitain ‘stiong’ characters and situations of
his early plays, for which the Sturm und Drang tendencies

may no doubt in some measure be held accountable It is

above all perceptible in the dramatic treatment of history

which he pursued 111 his matuiest works, and which, although

directed and restricted by laws imposed upon himself by
the poet after much thought and study, is animated by a
formative power such as since Shakspere few, if any, other

dramatists have displayed in the same field. Schillei’s

warm admiration of Shakspeie’s Histories is illustrated

by his design of arrangmg all the plays concerned with

the Wars of the Roses as a series for representation on the

stage,—a design not actually carried out by him, but realised

1 As to Shakespeare und ketn Ende and the Weimar version of Romeo and
JuUei^ see a very interesting account m J Wahle, Bos Wamarer Hofifteater

unier Goethds Leitmg {Schr^tm der Goeike^Gesellschafij vol viu, 189a),

pp, 343 se^q CC K Hememann, Goelhe (Leipsjg, 1895), vol lu p 197.
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long afterwaids on the boaids of the theatie with wRich he

had been so intimately associated ^

It would, however, carry me too fai to say more as to

the influence of Shakspeie upon the literatuie of the gieat

nation kindred to his own, which had thus rapidly learnt

to love and cheiish him No similar instance of the entry

by a great wiiter of one nation into the very heart and

mind of another is, I think, to be found in the history of

the woild ,
and the phenomenon is the more marvellous,

inasmuch as this particular writer was a genuinely national

poet Yet this extraordmaiy result could only have been

accomplished after an imperfect and, so to speak, ambiguous

fashion, had it not been for the labours, unfortunately them-

selves not earned out to the complete extent of their scope, of

a writer who merits, in a degree haidly approached even by

any of his compatiiots, the praise of having been ‘a born

aitist in translation’—and who applied that art to poetic

woiks of the very highest order Shortly after Goethe

had in his Wilhelm Meisier rekindled the enthusiasm of

the German liteiary public for Shakspere, without himself

venturing upon moie than a prose veision of such fragments

of Hamlet as were cited by him, August Wilhelm Schlegel

published in Schiller s Horen (1796) the first specimens of a

^ In Weimar, at the Tercentenary of Shakspere*s birth —For an estimate

of Shalcspere^s influence on Schiller, and certain of the chief Romantic poets

as such, see Part 11 of Hense*s essay already quoted, in Juhrbuch, &c , vol vi

(1871) —No definitivejudgment as to Schiller’s power of drainaticaUy treating

historical themes should be formed without taking into account the evidence

furnished on this head by his Dramattscher Nachlasi^j recently published

with admirable tare and completeness by G Kettner (a vols ,
Weimar, 1895)

—While abstaining from pursuing the theme of Shakspere’s influence

upon the progress of Geman dramatic literature, I should like m this note

to direct attention to the special instance of Grillparzer, a poet who
narrowly missed (as it seems to me) classical rankin dramatic literature, and

who was a specially close student of Shakspere Cf W Bolin, Gnllparz^iPs

^kakespeare-Studtei% mjahrbmft, $cc
,
vol xvii (1883}

* See M Bernays, Der SehUgeUTmU$ch^ Shakesp^ani m Jakrbuck^ Spc,,

vol u (3:865) 5 and cf for what follows the same distinguished author's

^dxmi?ahle monograph, Zur Entstehungsgeschlckie SchUgeI$ch&t

spmreB |^^I,«pzlg, 187a), which I regret not to have seen before the pubh-

the first edition of this book—Within narrower limitS) Rfickert^

may perhaps be entitled to a tiibute comparable to that which I have mted
m the iskt I have no nght to criticise translators of Oriental verste or

prose, or Engliak
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new tr^slation of Shakspere (portions of Romeo and Jidiet

and The Tempest) In an essay contributed by him to the

same Journal, he cleaily stated the principles on which any
tianslation ofShakspeie should proceed which should answer
to the demands to be legitimately placed on such a work ^

The first of these piinciples affirmed that a poetic tiansla-

tion which took care to obliterate no chaiacteristic distinc-

tion of form, and to pieserve the beauties and even the un-

pleasing peculiarities ofthe original, might in a sense be more
faithful to it than the most faithful prose veision Hitherto

Eschenburg’s tianslation (completing Wieland’s)had sufficed,

beneath which, accoidmg to Goethes satire, ^ Hercules him-
selfwas no longei to be discerned ^ ’ Schlegel had himself

for some yeais woiked at the tianslation of Shakspeie,

laigely under the influence of Burgei, of whose looser

manner of versification the fragments of his early version of

A Midsummer Nights Dream bear the traces, even in

Romeo and Juliet^ the first of the plays which he set himself

steadily to complete, Alexandrines lepeatedly occur but
as he proceeded, the influence of Goethe and Schillei’s

perfect versification manifestly being upon him, his method
became suier and surei, and his manner more and moie
concise, till m the end his veises correspond line by line to

those of the oiiginal And while carrying out, by dint of
unwearying labour, his design of following step by step

‘the literal meaning’ {den Buchstaben des Stnnes) of his

original, he had, thanks to his own raie powers as well

as to the excellence of his method, ‘caught part of the
innumerable, indescribable beauties that do not he m
the letter, but hover above it like* an intellectual spirit’

Thus he proved himself at once master of the language
which his labouis enriched, and intellectually akin to the
author whom he reproduced ^

Between ?he years 1797 and i8ox seventeen of Shak-
spere’s plays weie pioduced by Schlegel, but it was only

^ Eiw<kB aber Wtlliam Shalespmre bet GehgenJmt Wtlhelm M^ets
® Xemen^ 499 See Ench Schmidt and B. Suphan’s edition of the Xenten,

published the Goethe Gesel'^'scbafit m 1893, p 185
* There are hardly any in the original

* These expressipns are borrowed from Beniays
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very gradually that the meiits of his workmanship, of which

sel&iestraint was not the least, came to be undeistood by

a public to whom, with few exceptions, his original was

a closed book In the end Schlegers translation came to

be justly accounted one of the glories of German literatuie,

but before this he had been diverted fiom his task by other

of his multiplicitous literary inteiests, so that aftei an

interval of fifteen years its completion was undertaken by

Ludwig Tieck (i8ao), or rathei, as it pioved, under his

supervision, by Count Wolf von Baudissin, and of ‘ another

translator who desires to lemam unnamed’—Tieck’s daughter

Dorothea, These devoted hands brought the work to a

conclusion in 1833 ,
but the translations for which Tieck was

responsible, although meritorious, were not to be compared

to Schlegel’s labours, and unfortunately Tieck had seen

fit to subject the lattei to a revision of his own The
edition of 1867-1871, all questions of detail apart, testified

to the enduring esteem in which the work has now for

many generations been held as a national classic Yet it

had by no means stood alone
,

translations by Voss and

others preceded its tardy completion, and the extraordinary

activity of German Shakspere-scholars has since that time

seemed inclined to prefer this to almost any other way
—and none deserves to be held more sure—of evincing an

intimate undeistandmg of their chosen author ^

But Schlegel and Tieck were critics as well as trans-

latois of Shakspere I have already referred to one of the

critical contributions concerning him from the hand of

A W. Schlegel which had found a place in Schiller’s

Horen ^ but the two brothers Schlegel, as well as Tieck,

Novalis, and other members of the Romantic School in

their publications frequently discussed the art of Shakspere,

and that of the Elisabethan drama generally Tieck’s

essay On Shakspere's Treatment of the Supernatural was

composed as early as 1793; his Letters on Shakespeare

appeared in 1800, and he returned to the familiar theme

^ Gf, Jukrhut^ vol in (i868), p 403, wheremot less than three*transIations

of ih course of publication are noticed m addition to the new
edition 0f tile ^oblegel-Tieck translation superintended by Ulnci,
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in a number of introductions and notes of greater or less

value, though the comprehensive work on Shakspeie

which he had so fiequently promised somehow never

saw the light On the other hand, A W von Schlegel,

long aftei the early fermentations of that School had
settled down into conscious and steady effort, while the

greatest poets of the nation had become estranged from its

tendencies, put forth as a mature fruit of his long sojourn

on the heights of letters and learning, those Lecitires

on Dramatic Art and Literature (1817)1, which may be

desciibed as the first definite attempt at comprehensive

aesthetical criticism of Shakspere Both critics, in their

eageiness to combat the prejudices of the past, neglected

the initial part of their task, the discrimination of their

materials; Tieck*s views in particular as to the ‘doubtful’

plays (for the most part not doubtful to him) frequently

oblige us to hold our breath in respectful amazement,
while Schlegel’s inordinate self-esteem led him to place

more reliance upon his own judgment than if he had been
to Shakspere what Warburton persuaded Pope he was to

Pope Moieover, Schlegel, much as he affected the man
of genius and the man of the world, was, if I may so say,
heart and soul a professoi Everything that he knew or
thought he craved to put at once into the foim of de-
monstration Thus, he shaded off the whole body of
Shakspere’s plays into more or less aibitrary groups,
while justly ridiculing—as Polomus-like—the attempt to
tabulate them in precise classes^, his characterisations of
the several dramas are often piovokmgly concise, and his

statement of the meaning of each play and character is at
times perplexmgly oracular The reputation of his merits
as a Shaksperean critic, however, remains essentially un-
impaired, even after so many of his successois have striven

to surpass Mm in those efforts of definition on which critics

great and small are at times too apt to pride themselves.
He was endowed with a sure aesthetic tact, with a genuine
power of psychological insight, with a warm receptivity for

’ An English translation John Black was published in 1818, and re-

pnnled in 1840 * See Lectures, vol u Part lu pp 91 seqq (Original).
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poetic beauty of the most vaiious kinds,—he abandoned

Shakspere in favour of Calderon,— and with a learning

unpiecedented, if not unsui passed, in its width and variety

Tieck’s meats as a critic lay within far nai rower limits,

but his sympathy was fed by a moie active if not much
stronger creative foice of his own He rendered, as it were

incidentally, a special kind of service to Shakspere’s fame,

by bringing him home m his fulness to cultivated audiences

with signal effect , for those who were admitted to his

celebrated readings are unanimous in describing them as

unique m their excellence

No lecoid can here be attempted of the endeavours of

Geiman Shakspere-criticism in more recent times Far

from merely following in the footsteps of Schlegel, like

Franz Horn (whom Heine felt suie of meeting in atten-

dance upon his master below), they have pursued and

are pursuing various paths and vaiious methods That of

Gervmus is well known to English students, whose debt

to him perhaps exceeds that which they owe to any other

German Shakspere- critic besides Schlegel^ His criticism

was, as might have been expected, essentially of the

histoiical kind, and directs itself to the moral lather than

the aesthetical aspects of his subject® His command

of his materials enabled him to build up out of them

a coherent whole and, lucidly presenting and combining

the successive stages of Shakspere’s literary progress, to

construct what long remained the most complete and con-

sistent history extant of the poet^s genius In Uliici, now

also gone to his rest, of whose long and unwearying labours

on Shakspere and the Shaksperean drama a small part

only—though that a very important one— is in the hands

of Enghsh readers \ the deductive method is more largely

^ Those of tis who have heard Fanny Kemble * read * Shakspere may, hoW+

ever, be permitted to doubt whether she can at any time have been surpassed

in this collective way ofassumption.

^ Theiirst edition of his Shakespeare appeared at Leipzigm 1849-50, Miss

Bun«ett*s English version was published in 1863, and republished in

* few generous Words recording the death of Gervmus by hts most

emmontis^owdabourer, Ukicj, in theyifit^r6«^,'vol vi (187X)
‘ JDmmoMe Art md kis relaitons to Calderon and Goldhe
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interwoven with the historical. He was the real chief of

a school of Geiinan Shakspere-critics which long held the

ascendant, the keynote of whose system was an endeavour

to evolve the achievements of literary genius out of its own
pioccsses, and, m lefeience to Shakspere in particular, to

demonstrate the theoiy assigning a fundamental idea to each

of his works, and grouping them together as a hai momous
and self-complcmentaiy whole Moie congenial to English, Smuock

and to latei German, methods, were the labours of Simrock

in illustration of the souices of Shakspere^s plays, although

he entered into hi*^ lesearches rather m the comprehensive

(at times, all too comprehensive) spiiit of a comparative

mythologibt than in that of a liteiary historian^ Delius, othu

another indefatigable workei in the field of comment

and research, whose edition long furnished a model of that Gei man

species of popular and scholarly edition of Shakspeie, with

biief but sufficient notes, for the pioduction of which m this

country pubhsheis are running an interminable race^,—

Elze, whose Life of Shakspere ^ would alone entitle him
to a high eminence among Shakspere scholars, and who
had studied the Elisabethan theatre as well as its liteia-

tuie,—Alexandei Schmidt, whose monumental concoi dance,

or claviSy to Shakspere^ was only the ciown of his en-

deavours,—these and otheis, who like them have recently

passed away, are to be numbered among the true augmenters

of our intimacy with the great master’s mind and works.

The results of theii labours—in germ or in completion—are

to be found, together with the contributions of a younger
geneiation, in the Shakespeare Jahrhich a treasure-house

(1846)—The Jahrbuch is full of this distinguished scholar’s contributions

See a brief obituary notice of him, tb
^
vol xix (1889), pp 319-ao

^ Die Quellcn des Shakspeare (2nd edn
,
Bonn, 1870) The first edition,

which appeared nearly forty years previously, was translated into English,

with additions by the late Mr Halliwell-Phillips, for the Old Shakespeare
Society {Publtc&itons, 1850),

® Shakspetds Werke Herausgegeben und erkldrt von Nicolaus Delius

The third edition, now before me, is dated 1872^
^ Wtlham Shakespeare (Halle, 1876'' His E^ays on Shakespeare were

published, in an English translation, by Miss L D Schmitz, m 1874
* Shakespeare-Lexteon (2 vols., Berlin and London, 1874)
® The annual publication ofIhis invaluable periodical began in the year of

the Tercentenaiy of Shakspere’s birth.
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of leainmg and ciitical ability, and the fittest memoiial

which the piety of Geiman students of Shakspere could

have raised to the object of their devotion No Englishman

IS likely to dispute their right to take an honest pnde in

the spiiit as well as in the pioducts of their single-minded

labours, or to deny them the gratification of calling

Shakspere their own He cannot be denationalised by
their love for him ^

, but by its fruits he will be made
more and more what it was his destiny to become,—the

poet above all otheis of our common Germanic race, and

through that lace of Western civilisation at laige There

is no branch of the study of Shakspere in which the

contiibutions of German learning and scholarship will not

continue to be welcomed by ourselves,—whethei m that

of aesthetical criticism, in which they were formerly so

pre-eminently active, or in those of liteiaiy and textual,

in which the woik of our own students and societies has

more lecently received such conspicuous assistance from

their own A time may even come when a rivalry may
exist between the two national stages—not only in the

pioduction of isolated Shakspeiean plays in appropriate

settings, and in the peiformance of particular Shaksperean

characteis by gifted actors, but also in a frequency of repre-

sentation such as alone can familiaiise popular audiences

with the dramatic genius of then author as shown in the

wondrous variety of his creations.

Before turning once more to Shakspere’s native land,

I may here recall the fact that it was largely due to the

indiiect influence of Schlegel that a truer and fullei

appreciation of Shakspere began to form itself in France

It is true that in Voltaire’s later years literary opinion

had begun to emancipate itself from the authority of his

dictatorial utterances on this subject ;
Did^rot^ Bayle,

and others had freely declared their unbounded admiration

^ Hot even, it may be asserted, with the aid of an attempt to prove

Shahspere’a iatellectnal nationality German and not English, from the

measnreihents of his skull See Klein, vol iv. p 107, where, fairness

'Obliges state, tins theory is advanced%n English authonly, that of
" ^ Cowles Fnchard.’
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for a writer whom they were no longer obliged to judge

at secondhand But many years passed befoie signs of

a closer acquaintance with the great English poet became

observable in the Fiench world of letters. Charles Nodier’s

Pens^es de Skakspeare (i8oi) was avowedly composed under

the inspiration of German studies And in the very year

m which the establishment of the Fiench Empire marked
the height of the period of war (1804), Mme de Stael, a fear-

less votary of culture for its own sake, in her book De la

LtiiSrainre^ wiitten undei the manifest influence of Schlegeb

brought before Fiench readeis broader views of Shakspere’s

genius, which she further developed in her later woik
De VAllemagne (1814) In 1821 Guizot, with the aid of

Madame Guizot and others, issued a revision of Letourneur’s

translation, and other translations have since followed

—

among them one for which Guizot was at least in name
responsible (1862) As critics of Shakspere, Guizot himself,

whose essays appeared respectively in the eailier and in the

latei part of his long literary career, Villemam, Philar^te

Chasles, St Marc-Giiardin and othci French writers of the

second and third quarters of the present century have earned

for themselves the giateful regard of those who study the

poet m his owm country, nor am I aware that the com-
plaint of one of them is well-founded, according to which
French ciiticism of Shakspere is slighted by his German
critics as still a mere echo of Voltaire^ There have

indeed been occasional instances of reaction, to which it

seems unnecessary to refer, and which may perhaps be held

redeemed by the excess of enthusiasm in such a rhapsody

as that by which in 1864 Victor Hugo inflated the success

of his son’s translation The incompaiable art of the

Fiench theatre may yet, in a less fitful way than has

hitherto sufficed for the demands of its public, illustiate in

its turn the greatest creations of the romantic drama ^

^ See the Preface to A.M6zieres^ Shakspeare, ses($HvreSt£t ses mitques (i860')

* Alfred de Vagny’s version of Hamlet was produced at the Theatre

Fran^ais about the year 1829 A Hamlet arranged by Alexandre Dumas
and Paul Meunce was performed at the Theatre Htstonque in 1847 >

a Macbeth revi$ed by E Deschamps and bronght out at the Od^on m 1848,^

had a ran of loo nights Of later productions of Shaksperean plays at

t VOL. L 00
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The Shak- No special references are possible in this place "to the

^Urature conti ibutions of other nations towards the leproduction^

of other illustration, or criticism of Shakspere His works have been
lands

translated (I dare say the list is not without lacunae), in whole

or in part, into Dutch, Frisian, Flemish, Danish, Icelandic,

Swedish, Welsh, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Wendic,

Bohemian, Hungaiian, Walachian, Polish, Russian, Finnish,

Modem Greek, Bengalee, Chinese, and Japanese^ In not

a few of the literatures of these several tongues, the insight

of critical writeis, aided at times by their experience of

the efforts of the theatie, has made valuable additions to the

Shakspere libiary of the present age The most recent of

these—at the moment when these lines are written—is the

life of Shakspeie by the Danish cntic Geoig Brandes

I much mistake if it will not assert its place in European

literature as a book of enduring value—^the first Shaksperean

biography, so fai as I know, which, while resting on founda-

tions of histone solidity, has in its superstructure allowed to

the imagination the exeicise of its legitimate functions^.

From what was said above, it resulted that the succession

of English editions of Shakspere in the course of the

eighteenth century had still left much to be done towards a

final settlement of the text of his plays, a perfect apprecia-

tion of his chaiactenstics as a dramatic poet, and an exhaus-

tive illustration of the histoiical and literary conditions of

his workmanship It would be easy to mention the names

of not a few writers of note who in one or the other of the

latter two fields ofcomment, augmented the annexes already

accumulating round Shakspere’s special temple of fame.

From such a catalogue should be omitted neithei the

it onlybe said here that they have been few and far between. Probably

,none have equalled m artistic significance the Shakspere^ performances

of the ,two great Italian actors, Rossi and Salymt, and the Lady Macbeth of

Riston

^ Cf Thimm’s Shetkspertana, and later announcements and reviews ih the

JidtAjiUch^ from which I will not in this instance attempt to suggest any

selections.

^ Shakespeare (3 vols., Copenhagein ^^95) A G^ennan translahon

was i^nbhshed in *896^and averysatislactoiy English one, by Mr^W. Archer,

popular
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philosophically trained essayists of the type of Henry

Mackenzie—ill-remembered as the ' Man of Feeling/—who
applied to the criticism of Shakspere aesthetic canons derived

from their philosophical tiaimng—^northe historical students

of our older literature, to whom Thomas Warton set an

example, which ought to have been set by Gray, of a collec-

tive presentment of such researches m an enduring form. On
the English stage, though no equal had occupied the chair

left empty by Garrick, Shakspere’s fame was upheld by
a succession of distinguished actors different m many
respects from their illustrious predecessor, but resembling

him in their intentness upon the nobler aims of their art,

and in their love for the greatest master of the modern

drama. In the later years of the century John and Charles

Kemble, and their great sister, Mrs Siddons, if trained m a

style less flexible than Garnck^s, and less able accordingly to

give expression to the variety of Shakspere’s genius, made
manifest with a noble dignity"^ pioper to themselves the

grandeur of some of his mightiest creations Yet at how low

a point notwithstanding the efforts of both liteiature and
stage, the public knowledge lemained of what Shakspere

really was, became manifest at the close of the century

through a most notorious episode m the history of literary

impostures At the end of the year 1795 an ^unthinking and
impetuous boy^ (to adopt his own subsequent apologetic

description of himself) of the name of William Henry Ireland

put forth a succession of legal instiuments and miscellaneous

papers which he ascribed to Shakspere, Queen Elisabeth,

the Earl of Southampton, and others. They included

a ‘ Confession of Faith ’ from the poet, a letter from him
to Anne Hathaway (accompanied by a lock of her lover’s

hair), and—perhaps the most audacious invention of all—
a document^showmg that an Elisabethan W H. Ireland

bad saved the poet’s life. To these were added a Kynge
^ It was perhaps in this very direction that Garrick’s hmits—for all

genius has its hunts—were to be found Mitford, in a note to the Com-
^ondeftce of Gray and Mason (and edn

, 1855, p 301), refers to a curious

statement in Monboddo’s Ortgtn of Language^ that Garnck was unable

to pronounce the periods of Hilton, and avoided acting in any play wntten
in that learned and stately style.

Theirdaua
forgme^i

(i79S~6^
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Leare and a poition of Hambleite, both professing \o be

printed from a copy in the handwriting of the poet The
age was one of literary forgeries

,
and the example of his

piedecessors in this line of activity had not unnaturally

fired the brain of the hopeful youth In his favour there

operated the fact that, as Malone observes m his Inquiry

into the genuineness of these documents, of Shakspere*s

handwilting there were known not more than eleven letters

of the ordinary alphabet, and three capital letters The
spelling of^the papers should however have betrayed their

authorship
, for in chronological accuiacy it was on a par

with Chatterton^s pseudo-archaisms Ireland however suc-

ceeded for a time, as most impostors succeed, by dint of sheer

effrontery A large part at all events of the documents were

previously to publication submitted to the inspection of the

world of fashion and letters ,
and many persons testified to

their conviction of their genuineness by subsciibing a declara-

tion to that effect Among these weie not only Boswell,

who fell on his knees m his devout enthusiasm, exclaiming

that he ‘ now kissed the invaluable relics of our bard, and

gave thanks to God that he had lived to see them but

also so infallible a scholar as Dr Parr Person, on the

other hand, evaded the invitation, declaiing that ^he detested

subscriptions of all kinds, but more especially to articles

offaith ’

But the imposture in chief, which finally burst the bubble,

was still to come. In 1796 the idea of writing a play ‘took

possession of’ Ireland’s mind, and after counting the number

of lines in one of Shakspere’s, he formed it ‘ on that standard
’

(which happened to be an unusually high one)* When
completed, it was accepted at Drury Lane, then under the

management of Sheridan, from whose remark, that * however

high Shakspeare might stand in the estimation jf the public

in general, he did not for his part regaid him as a poet in

that exalted light, although he allowed the brilliancy of his

icjea§, and the penetration of his mind the author of the

newly^bund Shaki^pereaa tragedy may have derived con-

* Tbe for thl$ is Ireland hmiself, in his (and

edition), p. laa*
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siderarble encouragement The production of Voritgern and
Rowcna settled the question of its character and of its

author's—as to which the air was alieady full of doubts, for

Malone's Inquiry had been announced With the judicious

aid ofKemble, who with unmistakeable intention emphasised

an unfortunate line

—

‘And when this solemn mockery is o^er’

—

the play was hopelessly damned Malone hereupon pub-
lished his famous Inquiry into the authenticity of the

Ireland MSS , and so far as Shalcspere was concerned, the

matter was at an end Ireland, to vindicate his father from
the suspicion of partnership in the forgery, published a
pamphlet m which he avowed himself the fabricator

,
but

not all the believers would consent to accept this declaration,

and Chalmers, who had been a believer, indulged his spleen

against Malone in a lengthy argument, to the effect that

‘though the criminal might be guilty, yet the proofs biought
by the prosecutor might be defective in then forms, and
inconsecutive in then inferences ^

' The full Confessions of
Ireland, published with a pieface of sublime self-conscious-

ness, and dedicated to the Prince of Wales, ended this

melancholy farce, which illustrates glaringly enough the
measure of the popular insight into the distinctive qualities

of Shakspere.

About the time when Schlegei was lecturing on Shakspere
in Germany Coleridge, the most learned as he was the
most imaginative of the new Romantic School of English
poets, came forward m London as a lecturer on Shakspere
and other poets (1810--11), and repeated or continued his

lectures at Bristol a few years later (1813) There was so
much in the spirit and manner of his disquisitons resembling
those of his German contemporary, and moreover something

The new
school of
English
Shakspete*
tnitetsm

Colendge

(1811 et

post)

’ Adveritsemmi to Chalmera' Suppkmmtal Apofogv for the Behevers m the
Shokspeare Papers (1799), p vu

» Colendge*s own sojouin m Germany belongs to an earlier date (1798*9),
when he was chiefly occupied with philosophical and theological studies
His ‘ translaUons * of The Ptccolommt and The Death of Wcdlensfetn appealed
m 1800 In 1813 his Remof^e was perfonned at Drury Lane, his Zafolya,
founded on The Wintef^s Tale^ was published in 1817
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so entirely new to English ears m his whole system of

criticism, that it is easy enough to explain how the charge

of plagiarism should have come to be brought against him
Coleridge spumed this chaige with indignant emphasis^, and

he must be believed on his word That the influence of the

tendencies ofthe Geiman Romantic School,to which Schlegel

gave the first complete and systematic expression,was strong

upon him at this period of his intellectual developement,

it would be at the same time idle to deny The apprecia-

tion of Shakspere and the diamatic art perceptible in both

the English and the German writer was, as the phrase is,

in the air,—in the air, z e
,
breathed by those who stood on

the height of European culture Unfortunately, Coleridge’s

lectures on Shakspere, having never been regularly com-

mitted to writing, could never be printed in a form authenti-

cated by his own approval
,
but enough remains, even m

the late Mr Collier s publication of the transciipts of his

own shorthand notes to show that Colei idge was the first

among Englishmen who gave to the woild an adequate

estimate of Shakspere’s genius, and who proved his form not

less worthy of admiiation than his matter, because the one

IS haimoniously adapted to the other Herein lies the gist

of Coleridge’s Shakspere-criticism, which like Schlegel’s

IS based upon the principles first proclaimed by Lessing

Coleridge made it clear® ‘that the form of Shakspere’s

^ See Notes on Hamlet^ p 205
® Seven Lectures on Shakespeare and Milton By the late S T* Coleridge

With an Introduqtory Preface, &c, by J P Colher (1856) Colendgq's

notes on Shakspere in his Literary Remains are scattered notes taken by
himself or others from the lectures aforesaid His criticisms on the

dramatists have been recently brought together by Mr T Ashe m Lecture

and Notes on Shakespeare and other English Poets (1885), where Collier’s as

well as other contemporaiy reports are reprinted

® See the late Principal Shairp’s Essay on Coleridge, Studies in Poetry

and Philosophy (1868), pp aox seqq The last metaphor, in the passage

cited, recalls a beautiful passage in the Winter^s Tale^ where Shakspere as it

were supplies the champions of his genius with the one apology which its

processes require »

—

*Peridda^ Sir, the year growing ancient,

Not yet on summer’s death, nor on the birth

Of trembling winter, the fairest flowers o* the season
Are our carnations, and streak'd gillyvors,

call nature’s bafetards * of that kind
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diamas was suited to their substance, not less than the form
of the Greek dramas had been to their themes He pointed

out the contrast between mechanical form superinduced

from without, and organic form growing from within, he

showed that if Shakspere or any other modem were to

hold by the Gieek writeis, he would be imposing on his

creations a dead form copied from without, instead of

letting them shape themselves from within, and clothe

themselves with their own natural and living form, as the

tree clothes itself with its bark Coleridge’s observations on
Shakspere and his fellow-diamatists, moreovei, like every-

thing that Coleridge wiote m his better days, abound in

instances of his all but piophetic power of divining deeper
meanings, and of his concomitant gift of revealing them 111

a form that seems the language proper to poetic inspiiation*

The group of English writers, among whom Coleridge

held so prominent, and might under other conditions have
held a paramount, place, were at one with him m his love of
Shakspeie None of them was so specially qualified for

communicating this feeling to his readers as Charles Lamb,
irresistible as a humoiist because he could convey unim-
paiied the essence of eveiy humorous or pathetic fancy

by which he had been congenially atti acted To the Tales

Our rustic garden 's barren
,
and I care not

To get slips of them
PoUxenes Wherefore, gentle maiden,
Do you neglect them?

Perdtia For I have heard it said

There is an art, which in their piedness shaics

With great creating nature

Pohxenes Say there be ,

Yet nature is made better by no mean
But nature makes that mean

, so^ over that art

Which, you say, adds to nature, i$ an art

That nature makes You see, sweet maid, we many
A gentler scion to the wildest stock,

Ai»d make conceive a bark of baser kind

By bud of nobler race this is an art

Which doth mend nature, change it rather, but
The art itself is nature

Perdita So it is*

Pohxenes Then make your garden nch m giHyvors,

And do not call ''them bastards’

Charles

Lamb
(1807 et

post'^

Act iv* sc. 4.
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Hazhti
(1817
post)

Thomasi
Campbell

(1833)

from Shakespeare (1807), of which he wrote the tragedies

and his sister Mary the comedies, many a child—when the

literary and artistic tastes of children were still allowed

to remain unspoilt—^has owed its first guess at the great-

ness of the dramatist, in his inimitable reminiscences

of old actois, and of their identification with Shaksperean

characters, even those can take endless delight whose

own stage enthusiasms were warmed themselves at much
paler fires'^

Hazlitt, although full of vehemences and paradoxes, in

his critical work gave proof of a breadth and a candour

alike uncommon in any age As a stage critic he was led

to insist from time to time on the disadvantages which

counterbalance the advantages of the study of Shakspere

m the theatre, where deplorable conventionalities often

obliterate the subtler charm of poetical beauties which they

were intended to bring into relief In his Characters of

Shakspeare's Plays (1817)—dedicated to Charles Lamb
notwithstanding differences between him and the author—

legitimate opportunities are found for counteracting this

perhaps inevitable diawback His Lectures on ike Dramatic

Literature of the Age of Ehmbetk {1820) weie probably

put together in haste, but contain, like most of his writing,

much healthy criticism together with a good deal of crude

infallibility Hazlitt* s—^and perhaps even Lamb’s—most

enduring service to the criticism of Shakspere lies in the

fact that they were the first to impress upon the English

mind the fact that Shakspere did not stand alone, while he

remained unequalled, as a representative of the greatest age

of English dramatic poetry Other writers co-operated in

keeping alive a wider interest in Shakspere in a period when
the English stage still strove to remain in touch with

literary criticism; one of these was the poet Campbell,

whose moments of inspiration may have been rare, but

whose hand was never infelicitous ^

* The most remarhahle evidence of Charles Lamb's power as a cntic of

dwimatJo poetry is perhaps to be found 1x1 the lutroductoiy observations

accomp^yinlj his Spmmens of Englt^ Dromaitc Poeity (1808), and in the

those specimens themselves,
^ md^Wn^ a/ SkaJkspere,m his edition
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Another lettered generation was however growing up m Later

this country, which for the most part, in so far as it directed

Its energies to the study and elucidation of the greatest of tnttcMH

English writers, preferred to occupy itself primarily with the

material part of his works Herein they not only followed Shakspe^e

traditions handed down by such commentators as Steevens

and Malone, and continued by Drake m his elaborate tomes

but showed themselves awake to the demands made upon
students of Shakspere by the new era that had opened in

the European woild of letters for historical and philological

criticism With certain exceptions theiefore—^among whom
it seems but just to mention the late Mrs Jameson,

a writer of raie artistic cultivation and refinement^

—

English Shakspcie-study has during the greatei part of the

present centuiy been chiefly concerned with the elucidation

and restoiation of his text, the explanation and illustra-

tion of his matter, and the history of all that entered into

or surrounded his life and literary career I content myself

with mentioning the names of J Payne Collier—himself

the worst enemy of his own fair fame—J O Halliwell-

Phillipps, Alexander Dyce, Joseph Hunter, C M Ingleby,

and among writers of a popular type Charles Knight,

as having by their labours ensured to then names an

enduring association with Shakspere’s own. Laige stores of

illustrative material—documents of interest foi the history

of the times and of the stage in particular, plays and ballads

connecting themselves in subject or otherwise with Shak-

spere's writings, and antiquities. and curiosities of all kinds

from Elisabethan and from older English literature—were

Nothing remains of the edition of Shakspere which was to have been brought

out by Sir Walter Scott, aided by Lockhart, three volumes completed by

the latter, and printed, are said to have been sold for waste paper after the

crash of i8a6 See Andrew Lang, The Life and Letters ofJohn GtBsmLtick^

hari (1897), vdL 1 pp. 308, 396, but cf, voi 11 p 13 — See also
, p. 1^7,

a very fine tnbute to the genius of Shakspere dismterred by Mr. Lang from

an article by Lockhart in Blackwood^s MagaMne
^ Shakspeare and hts Ttmes (a vote , 1817) , Memortak ofShakspeare (1828).
s See in particular her Shahespeardk Fsmale Charaeim (1634) The

foremost Enghsh actress of our times, Miss Helen jF'aucit (lidy Martin),

has recently m her retiremeiit composed a work on the same subject {0^
stme ofSkak^peards Femak Oiaradm, 1883).
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accumulated by such societies as the Percy and the Camden,
and above all by that which from its foundation in 1840

to Its unhappy dissolution was designated by Shakspere’s

own name Lastly, the editions of Singer (i8i^6), Charles

Knight (1838 and 1865), Collier (1843-4^), Halliwell-

Phillips (the folio edition, begun m 1853 and completed in

1 865),Dyce (1857 and 1 866-7), Staunton (1858), and of Clark

and Wright (the ‘Cambridge’ edition, 1863 and 1891-3),

may be said in each case to possess distinctive merits of

their own. In the last-named the results of a complete

collation of the texts of previous editions was for the first

time placed before the reader. Of editions still later in date

nothmg can here be said, although a word of acknow-

ledgment may not be out of place in refeience to the

enterprise and judgment with which the Oxford University

Press followed at a later date by that of Cambridge, has

issued a senes of annotated editions of Shakspere's plays

adequate to the general requirements of students I must

likewise refrain from dwelling on the labours of living

English Shakspere-scholais m the various fields of special

research to which they have devoted so much ability and

zeal
,
although of the debts which, in common with other

students, I owe to them, I am very fully conscious The

name of Dr F. J Furmvall may at the same time be men-

tioned without breach of rule, both because as originator and

director of the Skakspere Society^ founded in 1874,

he has sought to bring into one focus the rays of light which

are being shed by the effoi t$ of so manyfellow-labourers upon

the object of their common veneration, and also because

his enthusiasm and his unwearying diligence alike typify

the spirit of later Victonan Shakspere-study. The labours

of this Society began at the right end, and have done

much to settle enduringly the chronological order of his

works—^the true basis of any valid estimate oP'the process

of his literary growth—largely by means of those tests

^ the aeconU edition of 1853 which contained the notorious emenda-

ofthe M$ corrector

lay both the editors of the Cambn<fg0 Shakespeare, the Clarendoh

Press' h^s been earned out by Hr.W Aldis Wright with a learmng,

sfciUj an<i imsevdrance unsurpassed in the hiatoiy ofmodem scholarship*
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of vei^ification which call for iidicule only when they are

treated as absolute

Meanwhile on the other side of the Atlantic both the American

aesthetic and the philological study of Shakspere in par-

ticular, as well as the general criticism and illustration of field

his writings, have been carried on with indefatigable devo-

tion The editions of Hudson (1853-6 and 1881} and Giant

White (1857-65), of the biographical introduction to which

the same author’s chaimingZ^^ and Gemus of Shakespeare

(1865) is virtually a reprint^ and above all the incomparable

New Variorum edition of Mr. Howard Furness (of which

eleven volumes have been placed in our hands since its com-
mencement m 1873), enduring monuments of American

scholarship and learning* Many lighter, and even incidental,

contributions to the literature of Shakspere-cnticism, from

Washington Irving to Russell Lowell, might be cited to

show how deep a root the love of Shakspere has struck

in the minds and hearts of our kinsmen, and what choice

fruit they have made it bear. In view of these golden

gifts we may abstain from looking too closely at a very

diSerent sort of contributions to the list of books treat-

ing of Shakspere and his works, which is to be placed

mainly, though not altogether, to the account of American
writeis. The honour of having first suggested the * theory * TheBaeot

that Shakspere’s plays weie written by Bacon is usually

ascribed to a gifted lady whose voluminous discussion of

her own conception ended in pure paradox
;
but it appears

that m a shorter treatise published m 1857 an Englishman,

Mr Henry Smith, had anticipated Miss Delia Bacon’s

discovery, of which English readers at all events remained

unaware till six yeais after it had been made^. The notion,

which, as has been already mentioned, was elaborated with

^ Hudson’s book on Shah$pere^ hs Lifty Art md Oiaracter& (iBva),

fouudjsd, I belifeve, on an earlier work published m 1848, possesses an

acknowledged value as a work of aestbetical criticism Grant White’s

delightful Studies m Shakesjmn (1685) were being prepared for pubhcalion

by him when seized by a long and fatd illness.

* When attention was directed to it by the late Kathaniel Hawthorne in

Our Old Mmn0 (1863)* Graij,t White’s Siudim contain an article on * the

Bacon-Shakespeare craze* which I had not seen when X inserted that

©agression in my margin
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more speciousness than solidity of argument by Mrs^Heiiry

Pott in her commentary on a previously unpublished com-
monplace book of Bacon^s, became in America the symbol
of a rather numeious sect, and was complicated by a further

article of belief, that the secret of his authorship was

betrayed by Bacon to prominent members of this future

sect by means of a ‘ cryptogram ’ which he bequeathed to

their rare powers of seeing through a brick-wall Variations

of the so-called ‘Baconian* doctime are to be found m
the theories that Shakspere’s plays were composed by
a club of the chief men of genius of his age, and that

they were written by the celebrated traveller Sir Anthony
Sherley AH these vagaries are at one in the assump-

tion that Shakspere contributed to the plays known under

his name nothing but that name itself and more or less

of journeyman-workmanship His poetic individuality—of

which some sort of conception is piesent to the mind

of the very humblest among true students of his writings—

has not so much as dawned in its merest outlines upon these

devotees of idols, forged by their own or (more usually) by
other ladies* or gentlemen*s brains

Shahspere To dispeise such nonsensical imaginings will be the least

^mod^ impoitant effect of the continued study of Shakspere, who
Kn^hsh can never again be lost to England, to English-speaking

communities, to the Germanic stock of nations, to the

civilised world Literature and the stage, at home and

abroad, are certain sooner or later to join hands, in an

equal union for the due advancement of his fame It

seemed, indeed, for a time as if the traditions of the English

theatre which had descended to a few honourable successors

from the Kembles and from that stiange and erratic

genius the elder Kean, were in dangei of dying out* But

that fear has passed, or is passing, away Our nation's

Jove for Shakspere is destined to assert itseiJf more and

more abundantly, not only among professed scholars and

devoted students of his writmgs, but in the very face ofthose

dfapaatic creations themselves,—presented where alone he is

known to have desired them to come before the public,-—

on tW aiage.
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I^age 3g, note 3 {Tropes)

The liturgical significance of the term trope, viz the insertion of

one or more verses of text before or after sung portions of the

service, and its employment in England and France, is illustrated

in The Winchester Tropes,from MSS of the Tenth and Eleventh

Centuries, edited by W H Frere for the Henry Bradshaw Society,

1895

Page 52 (Localities of early dramatic performances in England)

Through the courteous mediation of Mr I* Gollancz, Canon

Hingston-Randolph has kindly permitted me to state that the forth-

coming second volume of his edition of Bishop Grandtsson*s

Registers will contain a highly remarkable letter addressed, in 1352,

by the Bishop to the Archdeacon of Exeter and his officials

Its twofold purpose is to inhibit, as leading to divers evil conse-

quences for both body and soul (riots being evidently indicated

under the former head), a contemplated public Sunday performance

m the theatre ofthe aty of a certain play by handicraftsmen, * sons of

the city', and to urge upon its traders the duty of adhenng to the

pnces for the sale of their wares fixed by royal statute Perhaps

the most curious point in this episcopal mandate is the implied

existence at Exeter, in the middle of the fourteenth century, of

a public theatre, apparently under some kind of control or manage-

ment by the trades and handicrafts of the city The nature of

the intended performance does not appear from the copy of the

document kindly communicated to me

Page 1 31 ^I^ate of Ljmdsay^s Satire of the Three Estates),

In the Introduction to his edition of the Poetical Works ofSir

David Lyndsay^ Edinburgh, 1871, p» xxxiii, Mr, D Lamg main-

tarnsj on grounds which are not on the fece of them convincmg,

that the date of the exhibition of Lyndsay's morality was

iiot IS35, at Cuparfife; but January 6 (Epiphany), 1540, at

LinhthgoW,
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Page 231 (Beginnings of Comedy in Spam)

Ticknor, vol 11 pp 256 seqq, when describing the eniremesesy

notes that single scenes of a farcical nature used as eniremeses

(apparently something in the way of the English drolls of the

Commonwealth period) were called pasos or passages. He had

previously (pp 48 and 53) given examples of such comic dialogues,

called pasosi by Lope de Rueda, who flourished at Seville and

elsewhere about the middle of the sixteenth century

The term pasos^ of whose various significations it might be

a matter of some difficulty to trace the complete history, is applied,

as is well known, to the ‘ painted and graven images
'
(as they are

called m the last edition of Ford’s Handbookfor Travellers in Spain)

carried m solemn procession through the streets of Seville m Holy

Week by the Confraternities who have long charged themselves with

the pious task of preparing and carrying on these exhibitions My
friend Mr John Fmlayson, of Manchester, who has furnished me

with a very interesting account of the Pasos, as seen by him in 1897,

informs me that it is customary for the several Confraternities on

the mornings of the processions to issue manifestoes comprising

retrospects of their past history Thus, the Confraternity of the

jfrotection claimed to have already in the earliest years of its exist-

ence (about the beginning of the seventeenth century) carried

through the streets of Seville the image of our Lord bearing His

Cross, which is still preserved in their chapel

As to the processional element in the beginnings of the modern

drama, see pp. 45 and 145.

Page 289 (Date of Lyly’s Endmion)

In a letter to The Aihenmum, February, 1894, Mr. J E Spingarn,

of New York, cites three passages in the play which seem pointedly

to allude to his having been waiting sevenyears for the Mastership

of the Revels, to which Tylney had been appomted m 1579. This

indication certamly tallies with the date of 1^87 or 1588 as that of

the first performance of the play, suggested by Mr Fleay (See

p. 292, note 2 )

Page 45d (The Plague in London),

^ far the most complete record of the occurrences of Plague

in London from the year 1^43 to the year 1680^ when it ceased to

appesfr in country, will be found in Appendix No. I of an
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extremely valuable paper on The Recent Epidemics of Plague in

Bombay^ read by my distinguished fnend Dr H M. Birdwood,

CSJ, late Member of Council, Bombay, &c, &c, before the

Manchester Geographical Society, on May 19 of the present year,

and to be printed in the forthcoming volume of the annual

Journal of the Society This Appendix consists of notes collected

by Mr Baldwin Latham, MICE, from vanous sources, and mainly

from the Annual Records of Weddings, Chnstenings and Burials,

kept m pursuance of orders issued by Thomas Cromwell as Lord

Privy Seal in September, 1538 The statistics of numbers of

burials in London, and of the proportions of plague-bunals

included in these, are continuous from 1603 onwards Appendix II

to the same paper contains returns of the weekly mortality from

all causes, and of the weekly Plague mortality, in London during

the years 1592, 1603, 1605-6, 1606-^7, 1624-5 1664-5 respec-

tively, which include some of the worst Plague years. These have

been collected by Mr Baldwin Latham from the Yearly Bills.

Page 458 (Site of the Newington Butts Theatre)

I have puiposely abstained from entering mto the history of the

early London theatres, or into the question of their respective sites

But it may be worth while to mention that in the single instance

where any doubts can be said to have existed as to the locality of

a theatre associated with the glories of the Elisabethan drama, these

doubts have been successfully removed. The Newington Butts

theatre may now be said to have been ascertained to have stood

m a position about a quarter of a mile due south from the Elephant

and Castle public-house, between Clock (formerly Church) Passage,

Newington Butts, Swan-Place (a suggestive name), and Hampton

Street. See a very interesting article in The DailyNews for Apnl 9,

1898, kindly communicated to me by Professor John W. Hales* to

whose generous aid this is but one among mahy debts incurred by

me during tlie preparation of this edition.

Pages 533 segg, (Early references to Shakspere m French

literature).

I regret that it should have been impossible for me to revise

these pages With the aid ofM. Jusserantfs paj^rs on Shakespeare

en Frame VAncim'Rigme November, 189$,

etpost% to which I must content myself with referring the reader.



ERRATA

P 35 »
note I, line 3 from top foi Mary Magdalene read Chrtsfs Bunal and

Resurrection, printed with Maty Magdalene

p 84,

1

18 fiom top for Coventnae read Coveninae

p 207 for note 3 read 2 (both in text and note)

p 215, note, 1 16 from bottom for Thompson read Thomson

P 334#
1 14 from top for Hills read Hells

p 358, note 2, 1 3 from bottom for cavaire read caviare

p 437, 1 II from top for David read Daniel

p 446, 1 IX from top dele the words of a patronage

p* 4sSj note 4, line 6 from bottom , for Guedertz read Gaedertz

p 509, note I, line 3 from bottom for Cutler read Cutter

P* 334? 13 frotn bottom , for C3nramo read Csrrano

P 567, L 10 from top for bark read bark
*




